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Preface

The emergenceand recent rapid growthof rural nonagriculturalenterprises
(township,village,and private enterprises-TVPS)in China is a strikingand
in manywaysuniquephenomenon. Almostovemight, industrialactivityhas
expanded tremendouslyand enterprises have proliferated. These changes
have brought about largeincreasesin ruralpersonalincomes and significant
shifts in the structure of the rural labor force.
China's TVP sector has severalnoteworthyfeatures.
* Dynamism.Output has been doubling every three to four years, and
hundredsof thousandsof new firmshaveemergedeach yearon average.
* Competitiveness.
The sector has gained a large share of the domestic
market for many industrialgoodsand has penetrated someexport markets as well.
a Smallscale. Although enterprisesof substantialsizeexist, especiallyin
the more developedareas, most firmsare small concerns with only a
few score employeesand about Y100,000in assets.
a Diversity.There is great geographicvariety in ownership,institutional
arrangements,level of development,and degreeof industrialization.
* Outwardorientation.Most output, especiallyof manufacturedgoods,is
sold outside the communityor locality in which it is produced.
* Communityorientation.Nearly all Tvps are tied in complex ways to
their rural communities,and they would not considerrelocating.
* Factorimmobility.Likethe enterprisesthemselves,factorsof production
and human talent are largelyimmobileacrosslocalitiesand communities.
These characteristicswill be analyzedin detail in this volume.
Despiteconsiderablescholarlywork on China's rural industryin the 1970s
and later (see chapter 2), little researchof a comprehensivenature has been
done. In particular, the rapid developmentof the TVP sector since 1984has
not been adequatelydocumentedand analyzed.In late 1985the Institute of
vii

viii
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Economics of the Chinese Academy of Social Sciences (CASS) and the
World Bank agreed to undertake a collaborative study of China's industrial
TVP sector that would involve extensive data collection, joint fieldwork,
shared data processing and analysis, international comparative research, and
sponsorship of an international conference. This research followed earlier
collaborative work on Chinese state-owned industrial enterprises (see Tidrick
and Chen 1987).
The main objectives of the project were (a) to gain a better understanding
of how China's industrial TVP sector actually functions, (b) to leam about
the rural communal institutional and regulatory framework within which it
operates, (c) to ascertain the reasons behind the rapid growth of the sector,
particularly since 1984, (d) to identify and analyze the problems and obstacles faced by the TVP sector as it continues to evolve and develop, (e) to
evaluate on an informed basis different institutional and policy options for
the future, and (f to shed light on the TVP sector from an international
perspective. The main topics covered by the research included the performance of the TVP sector; the -rvp ownership system; roles and motivations
of rural community authorities; the market environment and business practices of TVPS; the allocation, circulation, and utilization of key factors of
production; labor and wage systems; and regional variations in TVP development and rural industrialization. Details on project objectives and research
methods are provided in chapter 2.
This volume contains the initial research output of the project. The papers
were written by Chinese and World Bank researchers on the basis of an
agreed set of topics and were presented at an international conference held
in Beijing, November 4--7, 1987. All of the papers were revised and edited
in light of conference discussions. In addition to the two introductory chapters there are ten chapters by Chinese authors and seven by World Bank staff
and consultants. All of the former and all but one of the latter focus on various aspects of China's industrial TVP sector. Chapter 19 provides an international perspective by looking at firms elsewhere in the world that are similar
in some ways to Chinese TVPS.Other fruits of the project have been published elsewhere or have been circulated internally within China and the
World Bank. Given the abundant data collected as part of the project, it
is hoped that more published papers and longer works will be forth,coming
as the materials and data are analyzed in greater depth.
Through this collaborative research project the World Bank has gained a
deeper understanding of China's industrial TVP sector. The Institute of Economics of CASS and other participating Chinese research institutions have
benefited from organizing and conducting the first comprehensive, systematic
research on China's TVP sector-a project that has applied a wide range of
analytical techniques to a large, multifaceted, and relatively complete data
set. An international perspective on Tvps has also been gained from analysis
of existing literature and through field visits to other countries. Finally, this
research has provided a basis for analyzing the policy issues that face the TVP
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sector and for evaluating different policy options. The project represents a
further advance in collaboration between Chinese research institutions and
international agencies, and we hope that it will lead to similar endeavors in
the future.
This collaborative research project would not have been possible without
the help and active involvement of many people and organizations. We
would especially like to thank the leaders and government officials of Wuxi,
Jieshou, Nanhai, and Shangrao counties and the many TVP managers and
workers who gave interviews and filled out questionnaires during the field
investigations. Their assistance was invaluable and was willingly provided despite the substantial time and effort required. The research team invariably
received the warmest hospitality when visiting the four counties. In addition,
the help of government officials and of TVP managers and workers in
Yuanping County (Shanxi Province) and Taihe County (Anhui Province)
during related fieldwork is gratefully acknowledged.
Officials of the TVP Bureau of the Ministry of Agriculture and the State
Statistical Bureau also met with members of the research team and provided
useful information on the national situation of the TVP sector.
On the Chinese side, CAss and its Institute of Economics covered the
bulk of financial expenditures. On the World Bank side, a grant from the
World Bank research budget and operational funds from the China Division
were the primary sources of financial support. A grant from the Ford Foundation financed international fieldwork and related costs. The financial assistance of all these institutions was essential for the success of this project and
is acknowledged with thanks.
Just as important as financing was the time of the members of the research
team. In addition to CASS'S Institute of Economics and the China Division
of the World Bank, the Development Research Institute of China's State
Council Rural Development Research Center, the China Economic System
Reform Research Institute, and the Sociology Department of Beijing University contributed staff time.
The project was organized under the overall supervision of, on the Chinese
side, Liu Guoguang, vice president, CASS, and Dong Fureng, director, Institute of Economics, cASs, and, on the World Bank side, first Fred Levy, senior economist, China Division, and subsequently Gene Tidrick, lead economist, China Department. The respective team leaders for the project were
Lin Qingsong, deputy director, Institute of Economics, CASS, and William
Byrd, economist, Country Operations Division, China Department, World
Bank. Others with major responsibilities for managing the research included
He Jiacheng, chief, Development Division, Institute of Economics; Luo
Xiaopeng, chief, Macroeconomics Division, Development Research Institute, State Council Rural Development Research Center; and Alan Gelb,
senior economist, Financial Policy Division, Country Economics Department, World Bank.
In addition to the contributors to this volume, the following researchers
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participated in field investigationsand other parts of the collaborativeresearch project: Gu Xiuliri, HontgWei, Hou Xueshan, Li Hanlin, Shu Yan,
Christine Wong, YangXiaodong,and YangXiaodong.Their help with researchdesign, data gathering, and other aspectsof the workwas invaluable.
Li Lanting, Li Xiaomei,Lu Xiaoheng,Ma Changshan, Edna Monaghan,Qu
Ayang,WangShuwen, and ZhangYi lent administrativeand related support
to the project, and their help is gratefullyacknowledged.The translatorsof
the conferencepaperswere ZhangCiyun and othersfrom the China Translation Corporation;ZhangXiaogangand others fromthe ChinaDaily;Dai Rui,
He Baoyu,Wang Lina, aondZhang Zhixian. In addition to severalcontributors to this volume, a number of scholarshelped organizethe international
field visits and related backgroundwork for the project: BaburaoBaviskar,
David Ellerman,Saul Estrin, DerekJones, Y. Y. Kueh, Nicholas Lardy,Lin
Yifu,Virginie Perotin, and JanezPrasnikar.An international panel consisting of BaburaoBaviskar,RonaldDore, BenjaminKing, DwightPerkins,and
Martin Weitzmanparticipatedin the international conferenceand contributed valuablecomments.Chinese participantsnot involvedwith the project
who attended the conference includedDu Rensheng, Wang Guichen, Bao
Youdi, Chen Xihu, Hua Jianchun, Ren Long, ZhangYi, and Zhou Qiren;
their participation and commentsare also greatly appreciated.

Abbreviations
and Terminology

Chinese terms, transliterated according to the Pinyin system, are in brackets.

Abbreviations

GVAO

Agricultural Bank of China [nongyeyinhang]
Chinese Academy of Social Sciences
Gross value of agricultural and industrial output
Gross value of agricultural output

GvIO

Gross value of industrialoutput

LMF

Labor-managed firm (Yugoslavia)
Local state enterprise [difangguoyingqiyel
Production responsibility system (in agriculture) [baochandaohuor
baogandaohu]
Rural credit cooperative [xinyonghezuoshe]
Township economic commission [xiangjingwei]
Township industrial corporation [xianggongye gongsil. The township
govemment organ that is directly responsible for supervising township
enterprises. It has different names in different parts of the country and
is sometimes combined with the township economic commission. If
the two are not combined, the township industrial corporation is subordinate to the township economic commission.
Township and village community enterprise [xiangcunqiyel. Excludes
enterprises run by production teams [shengchanduiban qiye].
Rural nonstate enterprise (township, village, and private enterprise)
[xiangzhenqiyel. Includes production team enterprises.
Yuan (currency unit). Recent average official exchange rates have
been 2.30 yuan to the U.S. dollar in 1984, 2.94 in 1985, 3.45 in
1986, 3.72 in 1987, and 3.72 in 1988. (International Monetary Fund,
InternationalFinancialStatistics.)

ABC
CASS
GVAIO

LSE
PRS

RCC
TEC

TIC

TVCE

TVP
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ABBREVIATIONS AND TERMINOLOGY

Terminology
Bonds[jizil. Short-term (one to two years) financial instruments issued to
workersor local residentsby a-vPsor communitygovernments;usuallynontransferable.Intereston bondsmay be fixed, variablewith enterpriseprofits, or a combinationof the two.
Communitygovernment[shequzhengfuJ.
Primarilyrefers to township [xiang]
and village[cun]communitygovemmentsbut can alsoinclude production
teams, sometimestermed villagers'small groups[cunminxiaozu].
Enterprises.The types discussedare: state-ownedenterprises [guoyingqiye],
community enterprises [zhengbanqiyel, and private enterprises [minban
qiye]. Under community enterprises are township enterprises [xiangban
qiye], village enterprises [cunbanqiye], and production team enterprises
[shengchan
duibanqiyel.Townshipand villageenterprisesfxiangcun
qiyelare
referred to as TVCES. Private enterprises include all kinds of nongovernmental rural enterprises:cooperativefirms,partnerships[lianhuqiyel,and
individualproprietorships[getihu,getiqiye, or siyingqiyel,which mayhave
100 or more employees.
Extrabudgetary
revenuesandexpenditures
[yusuanwaishouzhil.Communitygovernment incomes and expendituresthat occur outside the state budget.
Includes profit remittances from community enterprises, management
fees paid by TVPS, ad hoc levies on the rural population, and sometimes
shared above-quotatax collections that are retained by the community
government.
Managementfees [guanlifeil. Levies on TVPS by TVP bureaus, industrialcommercialadministrativemrlanagement
bureaus,or sometimescommunity
governments,usuallycalculatedas a straightpercentageof salesrevenue,
generallyin the 0.5-2.0 percent range.
Unitsof measure.1 mu = 0.1647 acres = 0.0667 hectares. 1 jin = 0.5 kilograms.
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China'sRuralIndustry:
An Introduction
William A. Byrd and Lin Qingsong

This chapter surveys the institutional framework, historical background, and
present situation and importance of China's township, village, and private
enterprise (TVP) sector. It is directed particularly at readers for whom the
subject is new or whose knowledge about the sector is not up to date.
We begin with some definitions. There are three levels of rural communities in China. The township (formerly the commune), now the lowest level
in China's government hierarchy, has an articulated government structure.
The typical township has a population of 15,000-30,000. The village (formerly the brigade) is not a separate level of govemment but has governmental functions and a community structure. Villages generally have a population
of 1,000-2,000. The production team ("villagers' small group") is purely a
community structure, having lost most of its administrative functions as a
result of the implementation of the production responsibility system (PRts)
in agriculture in the early 1980s. The average team consists of about 30
households with a total of 150 people. The general term communitygovenmment is used to refer to authorities at all three levels.
Communities in different parts of the country vary substantially in size and
economic power. For example, in Nanhai County, Guangdong Province, the
average township has more than 50,000 people and a gross value of industrial
output (GVIO) of more than Y35 million. In Shangrao County, Jiangxi Province, by contrast, the average township has only 20,000 people and a GVIO
of only Y393,000.
There are some ambiguities in the delineation of the TVP sector, but the
broadest definition, which is increasingly popular, encompasses all nonagricultural activities in rural areas and small towns other than those on state
farms.' Hence the sector includes individual nonagricultural proprietorships
and household firms as well as larger concems.
Enterprises owned by community governments are referred to as community
enterprises, and firms owned by individuals or partnerships are termed private
enterprises. Community enterprises owned by townships and villages are re3
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ferred to as township and villagecommunity enterprises(TVCES); this category
excludes production team firms, many of which have been privatized in one
way or another. Occasionally township enterprises and village enterprises are
discussed separately. Government organs at the township level responsible
for supervising township enterprises are referred to as townshipindustrialcorporations (TICS). 2

The Institutional Framework
Since the late 195 0s China's rural economy has been organized under rural
community structures that are linked to higher levels of govemment primarily through the Communist pairty hierarchy. Recent reforms have changed
this pattem somewhat by restoring the township as the lowest level of govemment in rural areas and by allowing much greater scope for econornic activities and for the accumulation of assets by private individuals. Nevertheless, community govemments retain their cohesiveness and have a significant
role in the local economy.
The most important characteristic of China's rural communities has been
their stable membership. The household registration system has prevented
large-scale rural-urban or rural-rural migration. Most people bom into a rural
community stay there for their entire lives, and their children belong ro the
same community. Immobility of population, of course, means immobility of
human resources, although "ternporary" migration to cities and to other rural
areas to seek jobs is increasingly common.
Another key feature is the combination of income sharing within the community with a considerable degree of financial self-reliance in relations with
other communities and higher levels of government. Income sharin,g has
taken various forms over time and in different areas. Before the reforms, the
work-point system for production teams ensured relatively equal distribution
of individual incomes within the team. Allocation of jobs in TVCES has been
used to balance family incomes. Even coinmunity govemment decisions on
the establishment and location of new firms have taken income-sharing considerations into account. Finally, the relatively equal distribution of agricultural land when the PRS was implemented contributed to maintaining a relatively equal distribution of inciDmewithin most rural communities. Income
sharing has been weakened to some extent by the emergence and rapid
growth of private economic activities and the abolition of the commune
system.
The degree to which commu[nities, particularly at the township level, are
self-reliant has, if anything, increased since the late 1970s. Fiscal revenuesharing systems have gradiuallybeen extended down to the township level,
particularly after the township became a separate level of administration
and public finance in 1984-86. Most townships depend heavily on extrabudgetary revenues to meet: public expenditure needs. These revenues
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come primarily from TVPS in the form of profit remittances and management
fees. (Management fees do not represent payment for services provided;
rather, they are extrabudgetary levies by community governments, usually at
the rate of 1-2 percent of sales revenue.)
TVPs also generate the lion's share of budgetary tax revenues in the more
industrially developed rural communities. Even for poorer, more backward
communities, which receive fiscal subsidies, incremental financial resources
depend largely on the efforts of the community government and its subordinate economic entities. Reforms in the local banking system have made lending ceilings in a township dependent to a large extent on the generation of
deposits within the township.3 Similarly, because of the immobility of human
resources, rural communities must by and large rely on the human capital
of their own members, although some better-off areas have been able to attract technical and other skilled persons by offering high wages and other
benefits.
Community governments have complex and often conflicting roles and responsibilities. They are essentially ministates that provide a whole range of
public and social services and (particularly at the township level) set policies
and regulations within their jurisdictions. The instruments available to community govemments include the establishment and-ownership of TVCES, decisions on community govemment expenditures. a considerable degree of influence over the lending decisions of the local banking system in many areas,
and encouragement and support of different types ot private enterprise. Community govemments cannot, however, use certain policy instruments normally available to states. Perhaps most important, they cannot engage directly in deficit financing; that is, their expenditures may not exceed
available funds (which include transfers from higher levels of govemment
and from Tvps as well as the portion of locally collected taxes allotted to
them). Hence they face a relatively hard budget constraint. Since they cannot effectively impose barriers against trade in goods, they cannot meaningfully protect their enterprises from outside competition. In any case, the markets represented by rural communities, even at the township level, are too
tiny to be of much use to local TVPS in most industries.
In addition to being local govemments, community governments are
profit-oriented economic entities that might be compared with holding companies, investment corporattons, or headquarters of loosely controlled multidivisional corporations. Although day-to-day management and business
decisions are usually left to enterprise directors, community governments
tend to be intimately involved in decisions on important investments, the
establishment or dismantling of firms, significant changes in product lines,
the appointment ot enterprise management, managerial compensation (and
sometimes wages as well), and bonuses. Community govemments can also
absorb risk for subordinate community enterprises and can finance investments, both directly and through arranging other sources of funding such as
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bank loans. More generally,they represent their communityenterprises in
an often hostile administrativeenvironment.
Subsequentchaptersexplorethe seriousconflictsinherent in this dual role
of community governments.But strong fiscaland employmentincentives,
communitygovemments'role in businessdevelopment,and the marketenvironment for outputs and material inputs in which TVPS function have combined to generate an extremelypowerfulpush for the developmentof TVPS.
TVPS fall into severalimaincategories.TraditionalTVCES are under the administrative control of township or villageauthorities. Firmsat the production team level often were not independentaccounting units; instead they
put their proceedsinto the pot for collectivedistributionto their members.
Many production team enterpriseswereprivatizedduringor in the aftermath
of the switch to the PRS. Somaetownship and especiallyvillageenterprises
have been contractedor leased to individual management. (The contracts
typicallyspecifyamounts or sharesof enterpriseprofitsto be remitted to the
communitygovernment.) Privateenterprisesincludeboth individualproprietorshipsand partnershipsowned and managedby severalpeople; many are
basedon familyor kinship ties. Close personalrelationshipswith community
governmentofficialsare almost invariablynecessaryfor sizableprivate enterprises if they are to navigate in the complicatedadministrativeenvironment.
Only a few TVPs are owned cooperativelyby all or most of their workers,
but in smallcommunitieswhere the employeesof the main enterprisemake
up a significantproportionof the population,communityownershiphas some
of the characteristicsof cooperativeownership.Finally, there is an increasing number of joint ventures betweendifferentforms of ownership, within
the TVP sector as well as with urban state and collective enterprises.Joint
ventures involvingforeign partners are still rare, but especiallyin Guangdong Province, many l'vPs have cooperative relationships with foreign
firms.
RecentChangesin RuralInstitutions
China's rural communitieshave been profoundlyaffectedby the reformsthat
have taken place since the late 1970s.The most importantof these was the
PRS, which gave individualhouseholdspartial rights to land that had previouslybeen vested in the productionteams. The PRs also greatlyreducedthe
direct supervisionof agriculturalproductionby communitygovemmentsand
effectivelyabolishedthe systemof communitywork-pointsand collectivedistribution of income in favorof a return to primarilyhousehold-basedgeneration of personal income. A closelyrelated reform was the abolition of the
communesand their replacementby townships,now the lowestlevel of government in rural areas. An exirremelyimportant policy change for the TVP
sector was the relaxationof restrictionson the large-scaleexpansionof nonagriculturalactivitiesby ruralcommunities.Although these restrictionswere
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unevenly implemented and were never entirely effective in some parts of the
country, their removal in 1978 created a political and administrative climate
conducive to the rapid development of TVPS. Similarly, the removal of restrictions against household nonagricultural activities and, more recently,
against sizable private firms in rural areas stimulated a great spurt of TVP development.
Finally, the PRS brought about a crucial change in TVP wage systems. In
the past many TVCES paid salaries directly to the production teams of which
workers were members-workers received work-points for their labor in TVPS
and then participated in collective income distribution by the teams at year's
end. This greatly diluted incentives, since the fruits of hard work were shared
not only with other workers in the enterprise but also with all members of
the production team. Even in TVPS that paid workers directly, fixed time
wages were the norm. All this changed with the PRS. TVPS shifted to direct
payment of workers, and performance-based pay-in the form of enterprisebased work-points, year-end dividends, profit-related bonuses, and, above
all, piece-rate wages-became the norm. The impact on incentives and efficiency in the TVP sector should not be underrated.
RegionalVariations in InstitutionalStructure
Despite its basically uniform organizational framework, China's TVP sector
shows a remarkable degree of local and regional institutional diversity. This
diversity is partly attributable to differences in exogenous factors-the traditional resource base (especially human capital and agricultural land), proximity to markets and to urban industry, pre-1949 industrial and commercial traditions, delivery requirements for grain and other crops under the agricultural
planning system, and prereform rural industrialization. But local authorities
and community leaders have sometimes had a great influence on rural industrialization and local institutional structure. In the early 1970s Wuxi County
authorities supported the continued development of commune and brigade
industries counter to the prevailing national trend. Jiangsu Province (where
Wuxi is located) several times successfullyignored national campaigns to shut
down and "readjust" commune and brigade enterprises and to concentrate
on agriculture. This resistance helped give it a commanding lead in rural industrialization on the eve of reforms in the late 1970s. Nanhai County authorities allowed and protected "underground" private firms even in the
prereform period. But in many counties local authorities did not effectively
promote development of TVPS until very late, which handicapped the rural
industrialization effort.
Areas in which diversity is evident include the ownership of TVPS, the degree to which TVPs are under hierarchical control by townships, the policies
of local and community authorities regarding TVPS, and the level of development and industrialization.
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OWNERSHIP.
In the four counties in which intensive fieldwork was
conducted-Wuxi, Jieshou,Nanhai, and Shangrao-striking differences
were encountered (see chapters 2, 4, and 7). The 1985 share of private enterprises in the GVIO of TVPs ranged from 3 percent in Wuxi to 51 percent in
Jieshou, as against a national average of 17 percent. The relative weight of
township and village enterprises also varied considerably; the share of township enterprises was nearly three times that of village enterprises in Jieshou
and close to twice as high in Shangrao, but in Wuxi the shares were nearly
equal. Only in Nanhai did production team firms account for a substantial
part of GVIO in 1985.
CONTROL
BY TOWNSHIPS. Villages and teams in Nanhai have been relatively independent and in particular have had freedom to develop their own
firms. Wuxi has a highly integrated hierarchical structure of rural conmmunities, and the township rules with a strong hand. Hence, even though village
enterprises there are quantitatively important, they are effectively parl: of the
township industrial sector.
The degree of administrative control over wages, the prevalence of profitrelated bonuses, the methods of appointment of TVP managers, the allocation
of labor, and a host of othaerpractices can differ greatly among regions, localities, and even communities wiithin a locality. These differences can have an
important effect on the behavior and performance of TvPs even though in
most of them wages and managerial pay are significantly related to enterprise
performance.
LOCAL POLICIES. Counties in southern Guangdong Province variously
promote large township enterprises, village and production team firms, private firms, and cooperative ventures with outside and foreign entrepreneurs.
Wuxi's administrative climate makes it virtually impossible for large industrial private enterprises to emerge. Jieshou County authorities personally
sponsor some of the more successful private entrepreneurs, supporting them
with bank loans and administrative help.
LEVEL OF DEVELOPMENT.
The richest and most industrialized counties,
such as Wuxi and Nanhai, have already largely achieved the equivalent of
middle-income status. The most backward areas-an order of magnitude
poorer and often hundreds or thousands of times less industrialized-are nowhere near the takeoff sl:age. The industrialized counties face issues of how
to organize, finance, and develop the TVP sector most efficiently; the less developed counties are striving merely to get nonagricultural development
started. These differences are discussed in more detail in chapter 12.

The diversity of the TVP sector in different parts of China means that reforms and policy measures that: work well in some areas may be unsuccessful
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in others. For example, many poor areas have tumed to industrialization
based on private enterprise because they recognize that for a variety of reasons
the traditional community enterprise system (epitomized by Wuxi) cannot
succeed in backward areas. From another perspective, Wuxi's restrictions
against private enterprises may not carry terribly high economic costs there
because the local TVCE sector is so efficient, but such policies would be disastrous in areas where TVCES perform poorly.

Historical Background
Before 1949 China was a poor and backward agricultural country, and most
of its rural areas had only a few small workshops and some handicraft industries. In 1949 the output value of such household sideline production totaled
about Y1. 16 billion in fixed 1957 prices. After the founding of the People's
Republic of China, sideline production developed rapidly. By 1954 more
than 10 million Chinese farmers had taken part-time jobs in the commercialized handicraft industry, which yielded a total output value of Y2.2 billion
that year.
During 1955-57 China launched a large-scale agricultural cooperative
movement. Farmers who were working part-time in handicraft industry, as
well as individual handicraft workers, were organized into specialized sideline
production teams under agricultural producers' cooperatives. The excessive
emphasis that some cooperatives placed on agricultural production caused
their sideline production to stagnate. Remedial measures by the authorities
later helped to restore and develop sideline production in cooperatives. In
1957 the total output value of sideline production in China's rural areas
reached Y2.29 billion, about 4.3 percent of the total value of agricultural
output. Commune and brigade enterprises, the predecessors of the TVPS, subsequently began to emerge and develop on the basis of collective sideline production.
In 1958 the people's commune movement swept across the vast rural areas
of China. Dizzywith the "victory of transformation" (nationalization and socialization of the economy), China adopted the Great Leap Forward strategy
and attempted to reach the "paradise" of communism by building the "golden
bridge" of people's communes. Under the slogan of "mobilizing the whole
nation to make great efforts to develop industry," rural people's communes
established a large number of commune and brigade enterprises by siphoning
manpower, funds, and materials from brigades and teams originally engaged
in sideline production and by annexing more than 30,000 handicraft cooperatives that had previously operated in small towns. By the end of 1958 commune and brigade enterprises in China employed 18 million people and
yielded a total output value of Y6 billion. In the following year that figure
catapulted to Y10 billion.
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The communization campaign not only dampened farmers' enthusiasm for
production but also precipitated a crisis for the national economy. In 1960
the Central Committee of the Communist party and the central govemnment
called for readjustment of the national economy and began to check the communization campaign. As a result, many commune and brigade enterprises
discontinued operations. Some were later returned to production teams,
some were changed into handicraft cooperatives, and the rest were closed
down. In 1961 the total output value of commune and brigade enterprises
nosedived to Y1.98 billion, and the figure dropped further to Y790 million
in 1962 and Y410 million in 1963. During the following six years these enterprises saw a small rebound in their output value, but they remained basically
stagnant.
Development of comnmuneand brigade enterprises resumed during the latter part of the Cultural Revolution period (1966-76). At the North China
Agricultural Conference (August-October 1970) the State Council called for
efforts to speed up agricultural mechanization. Acting in the spirit of th e conference, rural areas began to launch factories to produce agricultural machinery and farm tools. Meartwhile, many urban plants, absorbed in the Cultural
Revolution, had stopped work. Market shortages became worse with each
passing day, and some rural communities took advantage of this opportunity
to set up firms. Although such enterprises were then widely regarded as the
"tail of capitalism" and faced all kinds of restrictions and attacks, they still
witnessed remarkable developrnent. Their output value climbed from Y9.25
billion in 1970 to Y27.2 billion in 1976, an average annual growth rate of
25.7 percent. After 1976, when the Gang of Four was overthrown, commune
and brigade enterprises developed further. In 1978 there were more than 1.52
million such enterprises, and their output value reached Y49.3 billion. Governments at all levels set up aodministrativebureaus to strengthen management of these enterprises.
In 1978 the Third Plenum oifthe Eleventh Central Committee of the Chinese Communist party declared that "commune and brigade enterprises
should strive for great development" and that
As long as it is in conformity with the principle of rational economic
development, commune and brigade enterprises should gradually engage
in the processing of all farm and sideline products that are suitable for rural
processing. Urban factories should shift part of their processing of products
and parts and components that are suitable for rural processing to commune and brigade enterprises and help equip the latter with necessary
equipment and technology . . . In addition, the state should adopt a policy of allowing tax breaks or tax exemptions for commune and brigade
enterprises in the light of their situation.4
In 1981, to reduce discrimination against commune and brigade enter,
prises, the State Council issued regulations which reaffirmed that "commune
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and brigade enterprises already constitute an important part of the rural economy, and their growth is in conformity with the comprehensive development
of the rural economy."5 In 1983 the Central Committee further confirmed
that "commune and brigade enterprises also belong to the cooperative economy, and great efforts must be made to continue to consolidate and develop
such enterprises."6 A series of such policies and regulations brought commune
and brigade enterprises into a new stage of healthy, stable, and sustained
high-speed growth. During 1980-83 their total output value jumped from
Y65.7 billion to Y101.7 billion; the annual growth rate was 13.5-19.2
percent.
The Central Committee Circular on Agricultural Work of January 1, 1984,
stated that, in addition to supporting actively the development of commune
and brigade enterprises, govemments at all levels should "encourage peasants
to invest in or buy shares of all types of enterprises and encourage collectives
and peasants to pool their funds and jointly set up various kinds of enterprises
by following the principle of voluntary participation and mutual benefit." In
a March 1984 circular the Central Committee and the State Council agreed
to rename commune and brigade enterprises TVPS, since the people's communes had been abolished and a large number of partnerships and individual
enterprises had come into being.7 The circular also declared,
Vigorous efforts should be made to guide TVPS in terms of orientation
of development and to exercise administration over them in accordance
with the relevant state policies to ensure their healthy development. TVPS
should receive the same treatment as state enterprises and are entitled to
all necessary state aid.
Since then China's TvPs have flourished more than ever. In 1984 the output value of TVPS (including TVCES, partnerships, and individual enterprises)
totaled Y171 billion, and the figure rose to Y273 billion in 1985 and Y354
billion in 1986. Private enterprises grew faster than TVCES, service activities
grew more rapidly than industry, and TVPS in economically backward areas
made quicker progress than those in economically advanced areas (see chapter 12).

Present Situation and Importance
The growth of the TVP sector since the late 1970s and particularly since 1983
has been spectacular, whether measured by output, employment, assets, or
profits (table 1-1). Nominal grossoutput value increased at an average annual
rate of 24 percent in 1978-86, and GVIO grew by more than 23 percent a
year in real terms. (Reliable price deflators for TVP services are not available.)
Employment outside agriculture in rural areas grew by nearly 13 percent a
year in 1978-86, for a total increase of 124 percent, or more than 30 million
people.8 Data on TVCES (see table 1-1) indicate that their wage bills, assets,

Table 1-1. Growth of the TVP Sector, 1980-86
(averageannual percentagechange)
Item
Value of ouitput
Gross (nominal),
Industrial(nominal)
Industrial(real)'
Employment
Nonagricultural
Rural industrial
Number of firms
All TVCEs
IndustrialTVCEs
r..>

1978-80

1980-83

1983-86

1984

1985

1986

1978-86

16.5
n.a.
16.8

16.5
15.0
14.9

37.1
42.3
37.6

34.9
40.5
38.5

46.8
50.7
43.0

30.2
36.0
31.6

23.8
27.9'
23.4

7.3
5.8

5.4
1.3

24.2
15.9

38.5
20.0

20.1
13.2

15.1
14.5

12.7
7.7

-1 9
-0.6

4.1
5.7

22.5
21.1

-3.3
2.7

-0.1
1.3

-3.3
-2.3

-4.9
-5.1

Financialindicators (TVCEsonly)
Assets8
19.2
13.4
25.8
20.9
30.5
26.2
19.4
Profits,
15.0
2.7
13.5
13.4
31.6
-2.1
9.7
Taxes'
7.9
31.3
32.7
34.4
37.2
26.9
25.7
Bank loans
n.a.
20.4
61.1
102.6
40.3
47.0
39.2b
Gross revenues
19.4
15.9
33.8
36.6
44.1
21.7
23.2
Employment
3.0
2.5
10.7
18.9
7.9
5.8
5.7
Wagebill
17.4
13.8
26.5
36.1
26.0
17.9
19.3
Averagewage
14.0
10.9
14.2
14.5
16.7
11.4
12.9
Averagewage, state enterprises
11.7
2.5
17.8
19.5
17.3
16.6
10.3
n.a. Not available.
a. Grossoutput value of ruralnonagriculturalmaterials-producing
sectors(industry,construction,transport, and commerce).
b. 1980-86 average,
c. Grossoutput value in current prices wasdeflatedby the implicitprice deflatorfor Chineseindustryas a whole (excludingvillageand subvi!lagemidustrialfirmns).
This wasdone becausesector-specificprice deflatorsare unreliableand resultin even higher"real"growth rates.
d. Valueof fixedassetsnet of depreciationplus physicalworkingcapital.
e. Grossprofitsbeforepaymentof incometax but net of indirecttaxes.
f. Includesboth direct and indirecttaxes.
Sources:State Statistical Bureau(1982, 19 85a, 1986 a, 1986b,1987a, 1987c,1987d).
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profits, and tax payments all increased rapidly in line with the growth of output and employment. Profits, however, rose much more slowly than other
indicators, suggesting that profitability declined in the TVCE sector. Average
wages in TVCES rose 13 percent a year in 1978-86, considerably faster than
the rate of inflation. The stagnant number of TVCE firms probably conceals
significant activity in establishments and exits of firms. Moreover, a tremendous number of new enterprises has been created in the private sector in recent years; the number of private enterprises reportedly reached 10.7 million
at the end of 1985.
Growth in China's TVP sector has been highly uneven over time, as can
be seen from table 1-1. There was a sharp acceleration in 1983-86 compared
with 1980-83; real GVIO rose by 15 percent a year in 1980-83 and by 38
percent a year in 1983-86. Growth in 1984 and especially in 1985 was substantially higher than in 1986, and in 1987 the TVP sector again boomed.
TVP growth performance has also been unbalanced geographically, with some
areas, particularly coastal regions, experiencing more rapid growth than
backward, less industrialized interior provinces. Between 1980 and 1985 the
nominal value of TVP industrial output rose by 415 percent in Zhejiang Province but by only 37 percent in Nei Monggol (Inner Mongolia). In eight provinces the increase was greater than 250 percent; in seven it was below 120
percent. Many, although not all, of the fast growers were more industrialized
from the beginning, and a number of provinces that had lagged in rural industrialization slid further into relative backwardness. Moreover, provincial
growth rates mask great differences within provinces.
Table 1-2 provides a more detailed picture of the growth of industrial output for TVPS under different forms of ownership. The GVIO of TVCES has increased at an average annual rate of more than 20 percent in real terms; it
grew especially rapidly in 1984-85. The GVIO of private enterprises (including production team firms) has grown spectacularly from a tiny base in 1980.
This may in part reflect the incorporation of economic activities that had
previously escaped the statistical network, but it mostly represents real
growth. Differential growth rates have led to substantial changes in the composition of TVP industrial output by form of ownership (table 1-2). The shares
of township and village enterprises have declined moderately, whereas the
share of private enterprises nearly quadrupled between 1980 and 1986.
As a result of the rapid growth documented above, which implies a doubling in size every three years or less, the overall dimensions of the TVP sector
have been changing substantially. For example, measured by real GVIO, China's industrial TVP sector was roughly four times as large in 1986 as in 1980.
Thus, any attempt to describe its size and characteristics can be only a snapshot of a rapidly changing situation.
Table 1-3 shows the dramatic changes in the composition of gross social
product in China's rural areas. The share of crop cultivation dropped from
almost half in 1980 to less than one-third in 1986; the share of other agricul-
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Table 1-2. Growth and OwnershipStructure of TVP Industry, 1980-86
Item

1980-83

1983-86

1984

13.8
11.4

35.3
33.5

38.2
38.0

32.8
32.7

93.9
87.7

15.0
12.8

1985

1986

1980-86

38.8
34.3

29.1
28.4

24.1
21.9

65.4
63.1

159.3
146.1

69.9
64.7

60.5
57.8

42.3
40.2

40.5
40.2

50.7
45.8

36.0
34.7

27.9
25.7

1980

1983

1984

1985

1986

52.8
41.8

54.5
37.1

50.5
39.6

45.1
37.9

43.5
35.2

5.4

8.4

Average annual growth of GVIO
(percent)
TVCEs

Nominal
Real
Private enterprises'
Nominal
Real (estimated)
All TVPs
Nominal
Real
Nominal GVIO, by ownership
(percentageof total)
Township enterprises
Village enterprises
Production team enterprises
Partnerships

-b

Individualenterprises

4.6

1J5.3

_b

8.8

21.3

8.2 J

Note: Gvio, grossvalue of industrial output. Figures are available for nominal total rural GVIo,
village enterprises' GVIO, and village-and-below GVIO. From these the GVIOsof township enterprises and private enterprises (including production team enterprises) can be calculated. Figures
for GVIO of township enterprises in 1980 constant prices are also available. Real values for other
components of rural GVIOwere calculated by using the implicit price deflator for China's total
GVIO, excluding village-and-below GVIO, for which no deflators are available.
a. Includes production teamnenterprises.
b. Many production team enterprises were privatized in the early 1980s. Any remaining ones
were probably included in the category of partnerships (cooperative firms).
c. Derived from separate statistics compiled by the Ministry of Agriculture, which show
higher absolute levels of industrial output value of private enterprises than do the figures of the
State Statistical Bureau.
Sources:State Statistical Bureau (1.982, 1984, 1985a, 1986a, 1986b, 1987a, 1987c, 1987d);
China Economic Yearbook Editorial Board (1981, 1985).

tural activities remained more or less constant;

and industry rose from less

than one-fifth to more than 30 percent, nearly equal to the share of crop
cultivation. In 1987 rural GVIO exceeded the value of agricultural output for
the first time. Construction, transport, and commerce rose modestly as a
share of the total.
Shifts in the structure of the rural labor force have been less dramatic but
nevertheless significant, as is shown in table 1-4. Cultivation declined
sharply in 1984 and 1985, but much of the slack was taken up by agricultural
sidelines, which more than doubled their share. The proportion of the rural
labor force engaged in industrial activities rose only modestly, from 6 percent
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Table 1-3. Composition of Rural Gross Social Product, 1980-86
Item

1980

1983

1984

1985

1986

Total rural grosssocialproduct
(billionsof yuan)a
279.2 412.4 506.8 634.0 755.4
Share of total (percent)
49.3
47.1
43.3
36.0
33.1
Agriculture(cultivation)
Forestry,livestock, fishery,
and sidelines
19.5
19.6
20.1
21.1
20.0
Industry
19.5
20.0
22.9
27.6
31.5
Construction, transport,
and commerce
11.7
13.3
13.7
15.3
15.4
a. In currentprices.Includesgrossoutputvalueof thefivematerials-producing
sectors(agriculture,industry,construction,transport,and commerce),
excluding
nonmaterial
services.
Sources: State Statistical Bureau (1986b, 1987a, 1987c).

in 1980 to 8 percent in 1986. Construction, transport, and commerce more
than tripled their share, however, rising from less than 2 percent in 1980
to more than 6 percent in 1986. Overall, the movement of labor out of agriculture in rural areas made a strong beginning in 1984-86, but four-fifths
of the rural labor force is still engaged in agriculture and sideline activities.
The TVP sector has become increasingly significant in generating fiscal revenues in rural areas and providing a growing proportion of the personal incomes of rural inhabitants. Total tax payments by TVPS in 1985 (including
profit tax and indirect taxes) were nearly Y14 billion. These taxes accounted
for only 7.7 percent of total national budgetary revenue but for most tax collected in rural areas. (The stagnant agriculture tax generated only Y4 billion
in 1985.) Tax payments by TVPS have been rising sharply as earlier exemptions are gradually phased out, although special treatment remains common
and private enterprises, in particular, can evade much of their tax liability.
The TVP sector remains more lightly taxed than the state sector (the difference is considerably reduced if extrabudgetary remittances of TVpsare taken
into account), but its tax burden is much heavier than that of agriculture.
Extrabudgetary remittances by TVPS to community governments are important, especially in the more developed areas. In 1985 TVCES
turned over Y6.8
billion in profits to their supervisory community governments, not including
management fees, which may have totaled Y2 billion or more. In comparison, total tax payments by TVCES were Y10.9 billion. More than half of TVCE
remittances to community governments were plowed back into reinvestment,
but substantial amounts were used for support to agricultural production, for
social services, and for community government payrolls, and a considerable
amount (Y620 million) was distributed to community members.
In 1985 the total of wages and distributions to community members by
TVCES was Y31 billion. This represented Y40-Y50 per member of the rural
population, or about 15 percent of average per capita rural income. Although
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Table 1-4. The Structure of the Rural Labor Force, 1980-86
Item
Total rural labor force
(millions of people)
Share of total (percent)
Agriculture (cultivation)
Forestry, livestock, fishery,
and sidelines'
Industry
Construction, transport,
and commerce'
Other'

1980

1983

1984

1985

1986

318.4

346.9

359.7

370.7

82.8

81.5

70.9

67.3

6.4
6.1

6.4
5.8

13.3
6.7

14.6
7.4

8.3

1.6
3.1

2.5
3.8

4.4
4.7

5.5
5.2

6.1
5.4

379.9

80.2

a. At year-end.Does not include laborforce of state farms.
b. The industrialportion of the sidelineslabor forcehas been includedunder industry.
c. Commerceincludesstorage,catering, and other related personalservices.
d. Includesreal estate admiinistration,publicutilities, residentialservices,consulting,public
health, education, sports, social services,scientificresearch,technical services,bankingand
insurance,government, Cormmunistparty, and the like.
Sources:State Statistical Bureau(1986b, 1987a,1987d).

private enterprises would add significantly to the figures, the role of the TVP
sector in the generation of rural personal income is less important than its
role in production. This is partly because the ratios of net to gross output
value are much smaller in industry and, especially, in commerce than in agriculture. Furthermore, m,ost TVCE profits go into investment and thus affect
personal incomes only indirectly. There is great potential, however, for the
TVP sector to become more important in the direct generation of income as
well as employment.
The TVP sector has become the most dynamic part of Chinese industry.
It is an important actor in most industries and is dominant in a few. Its share
in total national GVIO has risen sharply, from only 3 percent in 1971 (when
the movement to promote commune and brigade enterprises was getting
under way) to 9 percent on the eve of the reforms in 1978, to 12 percent
in 1983, and then, rising very rapidly, to more than 21 percent in 1986.
The TVP sector has roughly doubled its share of China's industrial output
every five years, starting from a tiny base in the early 19 70s but continuing
to do so even as the base grew large in the 1980s. The share of the state
sector declined from more than four-fifths in 1975 to three-quarters in 1980
to only about five-eighthis in 1986, while that of urban nonstate firms rose
moderately. All segments of the TVP sector have seen their shares in Chinese
industry as a whole increase, but private enterprises have shown the most
spectacular growth in recent years; they rose from negligible levels in the late
1970s to account for nearly 5 percent of China's GVIO in 1986.
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TVPS are active in all but one of the fourteen principal subsectorsof Chinese industry;only in petroleumis their sharetrulynegligible.Otherwisethe
subsectoralcoverageis surprisinglybroad, and the pattern holds even in a
more disaggregatedindustrial breakdown.The most importantTVCE industrial subsectorsare machinery, construction materials, textiles, chemicals,
and food processing(in that order); together they account for nearly threequarters of TVCE GVIO. Only for constructionmaterialsis the share far higher
than for Chinese industry as a whole; sharesof other subsectorstend to be
no higher or moderatelylowerthan for industryas a whole.
TVP shares in the output of particularindustrialproductsvary greatly,but
again the coverageis broad. In 1986 TVPS produced75 percent of all bricks
madein China, 22 percent of the cement, 26 percent of the coal, 26 percent
of the silk, 47 percent of the silktextiles, 27 percent of the ediblevegetable
oil, and 27 percent of the machine-madepaper and cardboard.In addition,
TVps accounted for about 30 percent of the national output of phosphatefertilizer and for high proportionsof other industrial inputs into agriculture,
such as farm tools and implements.Their share of production of metalcutting machine tools is only about 4 percent, but they are increasinglyimportant in electronics (where they accountedfor 6 percent of total national
output value in 1986), in many consumerdurables,and even in some more
sophisticatedindustries.Only certainbasicprocessindustrieswith substantial
economiesof scale (for example,petroleumrefining)are imperviousto entry
by TVPS.
In sum, China's Tvps have alreadybecome a pillar of the country'seconomy and are playinga decisiverole in ruralindustrializationand national economic modernization.The TVP sector representsthe only hope for moving
rural labor into productive employmentoutside agriculture, particulaTlyas
long as restrictionsagainst permanent migrationinto largecities are kept in
place. Without TvP development,much of the gain in efficiencyfrom agricultural reformswould not have been realized. At the same time, the TVP
sector is increasinglyimportantin Chinese industryas a whole, both in meeting rising demand for industrial goods and as a competitor and partner of
state industry.Reformsand experimentswith varied formsof ownershipand
managementin TvPs have alreadyhad a greatdemonstrationeffecton urban
economicreformsand will continue to do so.
From a longer-termpoint of view, without the transfer of large numbers
of farmers to TVPS, China's rural industrializationand national economic
modemizationwillbe impossible.The developmentof TVps has brought millions of farmersinto the competitivecommodityeconomy,and this new environment will instill new valuesand moral concepts. All these factorswill
have a far-reachingimpacton China's modernization.But the development
of TVPS will also inevitablybringa seriesof new problemsfor overall strategy
and for the management of national economic development. Obviously,
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thorough and systematic study of problems in the development and operations of TVPS and their influence on the economy as a whole is needed. This
book represents a significant effort toward this end, on the basis of extensive
new research.

Notes
1. A few TVPS are involved in agricultural production. The definition excludes agricultural
production by individual rural households.
2. TICS go under a variety of names, including township industrial corporations, township
industry and trade corporations, and township industrial associations. Their functions often
overlap those of township economic commissions, which have as one of their main tasks supervision of local industrial development. In some areas the economic commission is directly responsible for township enterprises, and there is no separate TIC.
3. Although there are large (positive or negative) imbalances between the two in many localities, incremental loans to a large extent depend on incremental generation of deposits.
4. "Resolution on Several Questions about Speeding up Agricultural Development," (draft),
December 1978.
5. "Several Regulations on Commune and Brigade Enterprises in Implementing the Principle
of National Economic Readjustment."
6. "Several Questions on Current Rural Economic Policies."
7. Circular transmitting the "Report on Exploring New Areas for Development of Commune
and Brigade Enterprises," submitted by the Ministry of Agriculture and the Party group of the
ministry.
8. These figuresrefer to the nonagricultural, materials-producing sectors in rural areas (industry, construction, transport, and commerce) and exclude nonmaterial services. They may considerably underestimate TVP ernployment because they appear to leave out large numbers of parttime and seasonal TVP employees and some workers in small private enterprises. Statistics
compiled by the Ministry of Agriculture indicate that the total number of TvP employees rose
from 22 million in 1978 to 77 million in 1980, an increase of 55 million.

2
ResearchDesign,
Methodology,and Data
William A. Byrd and Lin Qingsong

The recent rapid growth, present significance, and great potential of China's
TVP sector as outlined in chapter 1 make it an important subject for research.
Accordingly, in 1986-87 the Institute of Economics of the Chinese Academy
of Social Sciences (CASS) and the World Bank engaged in a major collaborative research project on TVPS. This chapter briefly reviews previous research
on China's TVP sector and provides background on how the collaborative research project was initiated and carried out. It then looks at the project's
objectives and design, including the approach to data gathering, sample selection, and methodologies. It concludes with a description and analysis of
the data set.

Background
China's TVPS (formerly termed commune and brigade enterprises) were the
subject of considerable research by foreign scholars in the 1970s. Most of this
work, however, dealt with the broader subject of rural small-scale industry,
including county-run collective and state enterprises. The main full-length
works that emerged from this period were Perkins and others (1977),
Sigurdson (1977), and Wong (1979). Of other contributions to the literature
on Chinese rural industrialization, Riskin (1978a, 1978b) might be singled
out. Research on rural small-scale industry by foreign economists was hindered in the 1970s by lack of access to data, but some scholars were able
to conduct careful, detailed fieldwork.
Foreign scholarly interest in the TVP sector continued into the 1980s, although paradoxically the volume of published work has been smaller. Much
of the research has appeared in compendiums and journal articles or as part
of broader works on rural development in China, including Enos (1984),
Griffin and Griffin (1984), and Ho (1986). The World Bank has also done
some work on China's TVP sector, most notably as part of an economic study
of Gansu Province (World Bank 1988). The astonishing growth of the TVP
19
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sector in 1984-85 attracted a great deal of foreign interest, this time more
explicitly focused on TVPS, but it has not yet yielded much published output.
Chinese economists have been interested in the TVP sector and in smallscale rural industry for an even longer time. How to view these enterprises,
and what were the appropriatrepolicies toward them, were important topics
of discussion as early as the Great Leap Forward in 1958. The second wave
of TVP development in the early 1970s also engendered considerable research
and discussion. But most ChLineseresearch on TVPs before the early 1980s
centered on such political and ideological issues as whether rapid development of TVPS was compatible with socialism and whether it would harm the
administrative division of labor between agriculture and industry.
Starting in the early ]i98 0s Chinese research on the TVP sector turned from
the question of whether the sector should be allowed to develop to how and
in what ways it should develop. This shift focused work on more concrete
economic questions. Some Chinese research on the TVP sector in the 1980s
has been careful, detailed, and high in quality; an example is the work of
the Development Research Institute of the State Council Rural Development
Research Center.' Zhou Qiren and associates have engaged in detailed research on a number of aspects of TVP development (for example, ZhouaQiren
and Huang Zhuangjun 1987). Another recent publication, based in part on
preliminary testing and research done for this project, is Institute of Economics, CASS (1987). Considerablle research has also been conducted on private
enterprises in rural areas.
Finally, there has been an extraordinary increase in the available statistical
and other source materials on the TVP sector. The Township and Village Enterprise Bureau of the Ministry of Agriculture publishes useful information,
as do the State Statistical Bureau (1986b, 19 87c, and 1987d) and the Ministry of Agriculture (1986a and 1986b).
Despite the considerable volume of past and ongoing research on the TVP
sector, until recently little if any comprehensive work had concentrated specifically on TVPS, as distinguished from rural small-scale industry in general,
county-run state enterprises, aindso on. Moreover, most of the work, particularly by foreign scholars, was not based on systematic data gathering. Most
important, the rapid development of the TVP sector since 1984 has simply
outrun past and even much current research. Thus, both the Chinese and
the World Bank considered that there was room for a wide-ranging, comprehensive, policy-orientect collaborative project on TVPS.
In September 1985 discussions began on the possibility of a collaborative
project on the TvP sector. Detailed work on project and questionnaire design
was done in late 1985 and early 1986. A research team was assembled that
included representatives of such Chinese institutions as the Development Research Institute of the State Council Rural Development Research Center,
the Economic System Reform Research Institute, and the Sociology Department of Beijing University. In early 1986 two counties, Wuxi and Jieshou,
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were selected as sites for in-depth fieldwork and enterprise samples. Chinese
researchers visited each county to discuss logistical and administrative arrangements and to select sample firms. In March 1987 Chinese researchers
conducted a pilot investigation, including a test of the draft questionnaires,
in Yuanping County, Shanxi Province. The questionnaires were subsequently revised.
In June and July 1986 Chinese and World Bank researchers conducted indepth fieldwork in Wuxi and Jieshou counties, and some members of the research team also spent several days doing fieldwork in Taihe County. The
second main joint fieldwork effort took place in February and March 1987
in Nanhai and Shangrao counties. In October and November 1986 some of
the Chinese researchers visited cooperative, labor-managed, and other smallscale firms in India, Yugoslavia, Great Britain, the United States, and Hong
Kong and held discussions with scholars during the visits. This trip and supporting work were financed by a grant from the Ford Foundation. In the
course of the trip discussions on data processing and analysis for the fieldwork
in China were held at the World Bank in Washington, D.C.
The work of processing and analyzing data and preparing research papers
began in earnest in April 1987. The International Conference on China's
Township and Village Industry, at which the papers in this volume were presented, was held in Beijing, November 4-7, 1987. It was attended by the
research team, other representatives of CASsand the World Bank, invited
Chinese participants from government agencies and research institutions,
and a panel of prominent foreign experts familiar with topics relevant to China's TVP sector.

Project Objectives and Design
The first main objective of the research project was to gain a better, more
complete, and more solidly grounded understanding of how China's dynamic
TvP sector actually functions. Its institutional and organizational structure
needed to be thoroughly explored and analyzed. The second objective was
to ascertain and assess the reasons behind the rapid growth of the TVP sector,
particularly since the early 1980s.
The third objective was to identify and analyze the problems and obstacles
faced by the TVP sector as it continues to develop, especially institutional
features of the TVP sector and problems in the administrative and regulatory

environment that

TVPS

face.

The fourth objective was to evaluate future institutional and policy options. Although the research was not intended to generate concrete policy
recommendations, it was hoped that the project would improve understanding of policy issuesin the TVP sector so that future policy choices can be firmly
grounded.
The fifth objective was to gain an intemational perspective on China's TVP
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sector through review of relevant literature as well as through visits to foreign
enterprises by Chinese researchers. To the extent appropriate, the research
was to incorporate methodologies used in similar studies in other parts of the
world. In line with its policy orientation, it was hoped that the project could
be completed relatively quickly and that at least preliminary findings would
be forthcoming in a short time.
These objectives, as well as logistical and budgetary considerations, influenced the design of the research work. The project required considerable indepth fieldwork that had to be accomplished in a relatively short tirmeand
with limited resources. C(areful, methodical gathering of both quantitative
and qualitative data that coulcl be used in formal statistical analysis was required. With these considerations in mind, it was decided to limit the indepth fieldwork to four counties, each representative of a different pattem
of TVP development (see chapters 4 and 7). The four counties were paired
to allow relatively convenient visits on two separate trips, with the joint research team spending ten to fourteen days in each. Logistical considerations
hence dictated a focus on China proper; the northeast, northwest, and southwest were not included, and even the northern part of China proper received
relatively less coverage (see map 2-I).2
The limited number of localities selected made it possible to conduct thorough, comprehensive fieldworkin each, on a relatively large sample of enterprises (an average of thirty in each county), with multiple questionnaires of
substantial length. Extensive interviews were held with enterprises ancl with
related local institutions. To ensure maximum reliability of the inforrrmation
gathered, the bulk of the questionnaires had to be administered in person,
and responses had to be double-checked in the field to rectify errors and omissions. A relatively large team olfresearchers (more than twenty) was required
to accomplish this work in a short time.
Tradeoffs among the various objectives and constraints affected the sample
of enterprises chosen. The bulk of sample firms had to be substantial corncems
that kept reasonably good accounts and had at least several years of history
to allow a time series. But since a crucial objective was to study the full range
of ownership and management patterns in the TVP sector, oversampling of
nontraditional forms of ownership and management was considered highly
desirable. A difficulty here was that most private enterprises were founded
only recently (1984 or later), are relatively small, and tend to keep poor accounts. The sampling of different forms of ownership was further complicated
by the great differences in ownership patterns among counties. The samnples
in two of the four counties contained virtually no private enterprises. The
samples in the other two counties included a significant number of private
enterprises, but at some sacrifice of the longevity of the firms: 31 percent
of sample firms and 53 percent of private enterprises in the sample were reportedly established in 1984-86.
The sample of TVPS was limited to industrial firms, mainly in manufactur-
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Map 2.1 The Location of the Sample Counties
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ing. This was done to keep the scope manageable and to maximize comparability with previous collaborative research on state-owned industrial enterprises. Moreover, it was felt that manufacturing is the cutting edge of the
TVP sector and holds the key to its future development. This is not to deny
that nonindustrial TVPS in commerce, construction, and other services are
important, particularly in generating employment, but many of the results
of the analysis of manufacturing are applicable to other rural nonagricultural
enterprises.
Within manufacturing an attempt was made to ensure that each county
sample contained some enterprises in certain key TVP industries such as building materials, textiles, machinery, and food processing. The sample was by
no means confined to these subsectors, but it did not attempt to cover all
industries in the localities concemed. The intent was to represent as wide
a range as possible of such characteristics as size, technology, profitability,
and scope of markets (local, regional, or national). These considerations,
however, could be subordinated to the need to maximize variation in ownership and management forms.
TVP workers were sampled by taking stratified random samples of employees
in a smaller subsample of firms, about twelve in each county. A larger proportion of employees in smaller enterprises was sampled to ensure a meaningful
minimum number of observations for each firm-roughly twelve employees
in most cases, although in a few instances workers did not cooperate. Also,
management personnel and technical workers were deliberately oversampled
so that they would be adequately represented in the data set.
In the survey of township government leaders, an attempt was made to
obtain a response from every township where fieldwork was done and also
(by mail or in a large group meeting) from every other township in the four
target counties. This effort was moderately successful, although in contrast
to the other questionnaires, which were administered personally, the response rate was substantially less than 100 percent.
The information gathered in this research project lends itself to a wide variety of analytical methods, as is evident in the chapters that follow. At one
extreme, the data permit formal statistical and econometric analysis at almost
any level of sophistication. Chapters 11 and 13 make the most systematic
use of such techniques. At the opposite extreme are the voluminous interview records and related materials, which are often detailed enough to serve
as case studies and which can be utilized to paint reasonably clear pictures
of the operations, institutional structure, and environment of the TVP sector.
Chapter 7 is an outstanding example of this approach.
Most of the chapters fall between these extremes; they utilize both the
questionnaire-based data sets and the interview information, as well as available national and regional statistics on the TVP sector. Although hypotheses
are generated and supported oni the basis of these various kinds of evidence,
most of the papers do not contain mathematical models or formal economet-
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ric tests. This intermediate approach is appropriate for much of the analysis,
which to a large extent is still concerned with building up a coherent understanding of the structure, operations, and environment of the TVP sector.
Subsequently, as hypotheses are refined and models developed, it should be
possible to utilize the information in the data sets more fully in formal statistical and econometric analysis.

The Data Set
This section first looks briefly at the four counties chosen for in-depth fieldwork and at the townships where extra time was spent on interviews and
information gathering. It then describes the five questionnaires and the interviews conducted during the fieldwork.
The FourCounties and the Townships
The TVP sectors in these counties are discussed in some detail in chapters
4 and 7. Here we will briefly describe their main features.
Wuxi County in Jiangsu Province was selected because of its extremely high
level of industrialization, both in the prereform period and since the late
1970s. For a long time it has been the most industrialized rural county in
China, even though it is by no means the most urbanized. Wuxi is also the
quintessential example of the traditional TVP system based on TVCES and
tightly controlled under the supervision of township governments. This control is especially evident in wage determination and labor allocation.
Industry in Wuxi is highly efficient by Chinese standards. The TVCES are
relatively large, many of them use relatively advanced technology, and they
compete effectively with state industry. Private enterprises are severely hampered by administrative restrictions, and sizableones have not emerged. Markets for labor and land have not developed, but large amounts of financial
capital have been brought in by county banks from other parts of the country
to support local TVP development, and many enterprises or township industrial corporations have issued bonds to employees and local residents.
Nanhai County in Guangdong Province is also highly industrialized and is
more urbanized than Wuxi. It was selected because of the involvement of
its TVP sector in foreign trade and in business relationships with the outside
world-most notably, through extensive processing arrangements with Hong
Kong businesses. Nanhai also has a diversifiedstructure of rural communities,
with much greater independence at the lower levels (villages and teams) than
in Wuxi (see chapter 7). This diversified community structure has spawned
a variegated pattern of TVP ownership. TVcEs are important but by no means
dominant, and production team enterprises, private enterprises, firms contracted to private management, joint ventures, and even cooperative entities
have emerged. The relatively open labor market has stimulated a large influx
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of migrant workersfrom poorer areas outsidethe county, and wagecontrols
are lesseffectivethan in Wuxi. Capitalflowsfromoutsideappear less important than in Wuxi, mainly becausethe county is well endowedwith savings
depositsthat can be lent to TVPS.
JieshouCounty in Anhui Provincerepresentsa more or less averagelevel
of TVP development. It is much less industriallydevelopedthan either Wuxi
or Nanhai, and its average rural per capita income in 1985was somewhat
below the national average.The most distinctivefeatures of Jieshou are a
livelymarket in land and the emergenceof a substantialnumberof largeprivate enterpriseswith the supportand even the personalsponsorshipof county
and communitygovernment authorities.Jieshou is also the only county in
the samplethat has its own county seat (also called Jieshou).3 This allows
county authorities to encouragerelocation of successfulprivate enterprises
to the town, whereinfrastructureand supportservicesare more readilyavailable. Private enterprisesin Jieshoutown are vulnerableto "creepingcollectivization" in various forms, however. In the rural areas outside the county
seat the level of industrializationremainsextremelylow, and most community enterpriseshave gon.eout of businessor have been privatized.
ShangraoCountyin JiangxiProvincewaschosento representa level of rural
industrializationand TVP developmentsignificantlybelowthe national average. Even though the cotnty is endowedwith substantialmineral resources,
rural incomesdepend primarilyon agriculture,industrialfirmsare small and
mostlyunprofitable,and industrialdevelopmentis not yet self-sustaining,despite an infusionof capital fromthe central govemment.The traditionalstyle
of ownershipand managemeni:of TVCEs has not been successful.TVPS are
plaguedby such problemsas excessivelevies by communitygovernmentsto
meet public expenditures,widespreadovermanning,poor management,and
lack of contact with marketsoutside the locality.
Within each county one or two townshipswere selected as places where
interviewsand questionnaireswouldbe concentrated. In Wuxi, Dongjiang
townshipwaschosen because,as measuredby grossvalue of industrialoutput
(GVIO)
per capita, it is the most industrializedtownshipin the county and,
as of 1985, in China. Otherwise, interview time and data gathering were
more or less evenlydistributedamonga dozenor more other townshipsscattered throughout the county.
In Jieshou two townships-Hebei and Jinzhai-were chosen. Hebei,
which borders on Jieshoutown, has become increasinglyurbanizedand has
steadily lost territory to the expanding town. Jinzhai is farther frorn the
county seat and is much less industrialized.But the dominance of Jieshou
town in the county's industrialTvP developmentwasreflectedin the selection of samplefirms, particularlysince many relativelylarge private enterprises are located in the town. Hence in JieshouCounty there were really
three focal points for informationgathering.
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In Nanhai the research team spent extra time in two townships,4 Pingzhou
and Xiqiao. The former had long been one of the most industrialized townships in the county, and many of its enterprises have long histories, some
under different names and incarnations. Xiqiao is a well-known center for
textile production. Both Pingzhou and Xiqiao are somewhat more developed
than the average township in Nanhai.
In Shangrao, Shaxi town served as a center for interviewing and data collection.5 Shaxi probably has the highest per capita income of all the townships in the county and is one of only a handful of townships that have
achieved a respectable and stable degree of industrial development. As in
Wuxi interview time and data collection were otherwise scattered rather
evenly across a number of townships, some of them very poor and backward.
The Questionnaires

Five questionnaires were distributed: a Worker Survey Questionnaire for TVP
employees; an Enterprise Survey Questionnaire for management teams of
sample firms; an Enterprise Director Questionnaire for directors of sample
TvPs; an Enterprise Quantitative Questionnaire, usually filled out by accountants of sample enterprises; and a Township Leader Questionnaire. For comparative purposes some of these questionnaires were also administered to a
small number of county-run state enterprises and their employees.
As can be seen from table 2-1, each questionnaire contained many items
and required considerable effort to fill out and process. This was especially
true of the questionnaires that requested detailed statistical information-the
Enterprise Quantitative Questionnaire and the Township Leader Questionnaire. A mix of quantitative and qualitative-factual, perceptual, and
attitudinal-information was requested.
Table 2-2 shows the samples generated by the questionnaires. It was intended that the three enterprise questionnaires (the Enterprise Survey Questionnaire, the Enterprise Quantitative Questionnaire, and the Enterprise Director Questionnaire) would be administered to the same firms so that data
could be combined. This was largely, although not perfectly, accomplished,
as can be seen from the table. The distribution of completed questionnaires
among counties was fairly even, although the samples for Wuxi and especially
Jieshou tend to be larger than those for Nanhai and Shangrao.
A considerable amount of information was gathered through the questionnaires. Rough calculations indicate that more than 370,000 data items were
generated, although some of these are missing values.' Only about half of
the data contained in the Enterprise Quantitative Questionnaire has been
entered in the computer for statistical and econometric analysis.' Even so,
nearly 250,000 pieces of data have been computerized, and this information
serves as the main data base for research.

Table 2-1. Featuresof the Questionnaire
(number)
Observations
ObservaQuestionnaire

Target

Respondent

Questions

tions

enteredin
computer

Main types
of questions

Personalinformation;
attitudes and
perceptions
Qualitative
questions,factual
and attitudinal
Personalinformation;
perceptionof role
in firm
Basicdata on firm,
1970-86
Basicdata on
township;leader's
perceptions

WorkerSurvey

Er.terprise
employees

Employees

64

112

112'

EnterpriseSurvey

Enterprise
behavior

Management
team

40

170

170

EnterpriseDirector

Enterprise
managers

Director

42

175

175

Enterprise
Quantitative
TownshipLeader

Enterprise
data
Townshipdata,
leader'sattitude

Accountant

81

1 ,477 b

Townshipleader
and staff

22

316

cs

609"
315

a. A condensedversionof thisdataset, consisting
of thirty-sixvariables,
wasalsogenerated.It isextensively
usedin chapter12.
b. The amountof actualdatafor mostsampleenterprises
is muchlessthan thisbecausefewfirmswereestablished
earlyandmanyof themonlyin 1984or 1985.
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Table 2-2. Number of QuestionnairesCompletedin the Four Counties
Questionnaire

Total

Wuxi

Jieshou

Nanhai

Shangrao

WorkerSurvey
Numberof firms
covered
EnterpriseSurvey
EnterpriseDirector
EnterpriseQuantitative
TownshipLeader

1,174a

473

297

260'

144

49
115
117
122
67

14
34
35
32
19

15
37
38
37
27

11
24
24
23
12

9
20
20
30
9

a. TwocompletedquestionnairesfromNanhai cannotbe usedin muchof the analysisbecause
the firmscould not be identified.
The Worker Survey Questionnaire
WORKERSURVEYQUESTIONNAIRE.

was

designed to obtain basic factual information on each employee that could be
used to test relationships between various dependent variables and workers'
objective characteristics-for example, in wage equations (see chapter 13).
It also asked for workers' attitudinal responses on various issues, which could
then be systematically related to worker and enterprise characteristics. This
questionnaire was drawn up by researchers with extensive experience in
questionnaire-based research on Chinese state enterprise employees, and it
benefited from ample time for revisions.
The questionnaire was administered to stratified random samples of workers in, on average, a dozen firms in each county. Larger proportions of workers were sampled in small enterprises, and technical workers and managerial
personnel were oversampled. Generally, workers were called together to have
the questionnaire explained to them and were asked to fill it out on the spot
and turn it in before leaving. Chinese researchers administered the questionnaires directly, choosing samples from enterprise payroll lists. They gave the
questionnaire directly to workers, explained it, waited while workers filled
it out, answered any questions, and collected the questionnaires as they were
completed. Workers were assured that their responses would be kept confidential, and the method of administering the questionnaire ensured confidentiality.
ENTERPRISE
SURVEYQUESTIONNAIRE.
The Enterprise

Survey Question-

naire, designed to complement the Enterprise Quantitative Questionnaire,
obtained a broad range of primarily qualitative information about the business situation and administrative environment of enterprises. The types of
responses included multiple choices, prioritization among alternatives, and,
in a few cases, rough percentage shares for enterprise factors, inputs, and outputs. Despite some problems with questionnaire design, most of the data
proved useful. The questionnaire was filled out by members of the enterprise's
leading group, or management team. This was done collectively or, more
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often, individually by a deputy director of the firm. Questionnaires were administered in person during enterprise visits and were usually collected on
the spot and then checked. Thus there are no serious problems with missing
data.
ENTERPRISE QUANTITATIVE
QUESTIONNAIRE.
The Enterprise Quantitative
Questionnaire requested detailed statistical information on the sample enterprises and included a few questions on ownership, location, management systems, profit-sharing methods, and the like. Most items requested data for all
years from 1980 and for earlier benchmark years (1970, 1975, and 1978).
Only 28 percent of sample firms, however, had been established in 1978 or
earlier.
Problems included failure to complete certain items and incorrect or inappropriate information. Data on capital structure turned out to be virtually
unusable for these reasons. Even capital stock information is sometimes
suspect-for some firms, the reported total value of investment for 1985 or
1986 exceeds the reported figure for the capital stock in the same year.
Nevertheless, use of capital stock information in quantitative analysis leads
to sensible results for the most part (see chapters 5 and 11). There were internal inconsistencies in some of-the data-for example, revenues minus costs
minus indirect taxes might not equal reported gross profits. Finally, in some
cases numbers were filled in sc lightly or were so illegible that data entry was
difficult.
Many TVPS, particularly private enterprises and those located in the more
backward areas, keep poor accounts, do not have skilled accountants, and
hence simply could not provide all the information requested. Private enterprises may also have had stronger incentives than TVCES to underreport or
overreport various statistics, and, unlike the situation with the Worker Survey Questionnaire, it was difficult or impossible to ensure confidentiality. Despite all these problems, a large amount of usable quantitative data was generated.
ENTERPRISE DIRECTOR QUESTIONNAIR.E. The Enterprise Director Questionnaire attempted to probe the attitudes and perceptions of sample 1TVPdirectors, in particular their views on internal management, on managerial,
business, and noneconomic objectives, and on relations with supervisory
organizations. Some personal information on the director's background and
characteristics was also requested. All of the questions were purely qualitative, although some asked for a ranking of alternatives. The questionnaire
is the twin of the Enteiprise Survey Questionnaire and shares many of its
advantages and drawbacks. Although design problems surfaced in some of
the questions, a substantial amount of usable information was generated. In
most cases the questionnaire was filled out personally by enterprise directors,
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but sometimes it was completed by a deputy director-most commonly because the director happened to be out of town at the time. Unfortunately
it is not possible to ascertain exactly which forms were not filled out by the
director, but the percentage was probably small.
TOWNSHIP
LEADER QUESTIONNAIRE. The Township Leader Questionnaire
asked for basic quantitative information on the township and its TVP sector,
for qualitative perceptions, and for the leader's views and objectives. Unlike
the other questionnaires, it was often administered indirectly (by mail), but
sometimes research team members met with township accountants or other
officials as a group to explain the questionnaire and answer questions. In the
townships visited by the research team as part of fieldwork, completed questionnaires were obtained directly and checked.
The basic sampling objective was to reach as large a proportion as possible of the total number of townships in each county. This goal was best attained in Jieshou, where completed questionnaires were retrieved for 82 percent of the townships and towns, and in Nanhai, where the figure was 75
percent. The proportion of townships responding was lowest for Shangrao
(29 percent) and in between for Wuxi (53 percent). But in all four
counties the share of townships sampled was large enough to be reasonably
representative.

The Interview Data
In-depth interviews complemented the questionnaires and constitute a
second main source of research data. As can be seen from table 2-3, more
than sixty separate meetings were held in each of the four counties.8 An enormous amount of useful case-study, qualitative, and quantitative information
was generated in this way. The 101 TVPS where interviews were done represent a large majority of the sample enterprises. The nearly fifty meetings with
township and village leaders also provided useful information, as did the interviews with county government agencies, financial institutions, and government finance entities.
Interviews were conducted with an agenda of basic questions in mind, but
the agenda was not rigid, and meetings were allowed to meander in directions
that were of interest to interviewers or were suggested by initial briefings or
written material provided by interviewees. There was some evolution over
time in both the questions asked and the organizations interviewed. More
public finance units and financial institutions were interviewed during the
second set of field visits (in Nanhai and Shangrao) than in the first (in Wuxi
and Jieshou). Enterprise visits declined somewhat after the high reached in
Jieshou, in part because of the decline in the size of the samples. Most interviews involved more than one member of the research team. Usually several
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Table 2-3. Types of OrganizationsInterviewed
(number)
Category

Total

Wuxi

Jieshou

Nanhai

Shangrao

Enterprises
Township or village leaders
Village leaders
County leaders
County agencies
Banks,
Rural credit cooperatives'
Tax bureaus'
Finance bureaus'
Township industrial
corporations
Township economic
commissions
Other township government
agencies

101
48
8
8
52
12
8
10
9

22
16
2
2
16
2
1
2
2

33
8
0
3
17
2
1
2
1

26
11
4
1
8
5
2
1
1

20
13
2
2
11
3
4
5
5

8

6

0

1

1

15

5

4

4

2

11

3

0

7

1

Note: These figuresare incompletebecausethey includeonly meetingsfor whichformalinterview notes were compiledin English.
a. Includesorganizationsat both county and townshiplevels.
people from the enterprise, community, or county were present, often representing different organizations or levels of govemment. Generally discussions
were open, and interviewees were responsive and forthcoming.

Evaluation of the Data Set
In this section our objective is to point out and assess some of the flaws in
the various types of data as well as in sample characteristics. But despite the
problems identified here, the data set is very useful and basically reliable, and
the sample is in most respects algood one.
Problemsin QuestionnaireDesign
Some flaws in questionnaire design came to light when the data were being
processed and analyzed. One example is the inadequate space provided for
answers on the Enterprise Quantitative Questionnaire, which made responses
more difficult to read and increased the likelihood of mistakes in data entry.
Sometimes questions were not worded in a way that permitted unambiguous classification of responses. More commonly, the possibilities given in
multiple-choice questions were not conducive to clear assessment of responses. In a few cases permissible responses did not include some altematives that hindsight revealed to be critical.
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The Worker Survey Questionnaire was the best designed of the group;
the Enterprise Survey Questionnaire and the Enterprise Director Questionnaire probably had the most severe design problems. A lacuna in the Township Leader Questionnaire was that it did not request any personal information on township leaders. The Enterprise Quantitative Questionnaire
perhaps asked for an excessive amount of data, which may have had an adverse effect on the quality of the information provided, at least for certain
items.
Despite their flaws, the questionnaires all generated much useful information. Often, suitable manipulation of response categories can ameliorate design problems. Where this cannot be done, especially careful interpretation
of responses and cautious use of the data are called for.
Responses to Questionnaires

Owing to the way the questionnaires were administered, the response rate
was virtually 100 percent for all except the Township Leader Questionnaire,
and even for that one it was respectable. Hence problems concern either possible bias in samples (discussed later in this chapter) or incomplete, incorrect,
inappropriate, or inconsistent responses in the completed questionnaires.
Overall, response patterns show a considerable degree of logic and intemal
consistency. This is especially true of the Worker Survey Questionnaire,
where the number of nonsensical or inconsistent responses is minimal and
compares favorably with similar data in other countries. Broadly speaking,
responses to the Enterprise Survey Questionnaire and the Enterprise Director
Questionnaire also exhibit logical and consistent patterns.
Nevertheless, there are some problems with responses. For example, many
sample firms left certain parts of the Enterprise Quantitative Questionnaire
blank or filled them out so poorly that the information is virtually unusable.
Another problem is that, according to the Worker Survey Questionnaire,
workers in Jieshou County are almost unbelievably content with their jobs,
firms, and managers; see chapter 13. (The high degree of satisfaction of
Jieshou TVP workers may, however, be related to the fact that virtually all
enterprises where the Worker Survey Questionnaire was administered are located in a more urban area, Jieshou town.) Also in Jieshou, private entrepreneurs reported that they feel more responsible toward "the state" than toward
themselves, their enterprises, or their communities. Such obvious biases appear in only a handful of questions, but they show the need for caution in
interpreting results when it is plausible that a sizable portion of respondents
may have felt pressure (explicit or implicit) to answer in a certain way. In
general, responses for all questionnaires except certain parts of the Enterprise
Quantitative Questionnaire have been more complete and of higher quality
than was originally expected.
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The Suitabilityof the Four Cournties
Since the counties chosen for in-depth fieldwork in effect constitute a sample
of four, their characteristics and their representativeness of the more than
2,000 counties of China are an important determinant of the value of the
data set. Do the four counties cover the full range of institutional setups for
the TVP sector, or are there mainycounties with TVP ownership, supervision,
and management systems radically different from those sampled? The same
question arises for basic features of the economic environment-goods markets, factor markets, relations with the state sector, and the like. Finally,
it would be a matter for concenn if the four counties were not really representative of the main feature they were selected to typify-if, for example, it
turned out that Tvp development in Jieshou was considerably above the average for China as a whole or that Shangrao was not significantly below the
national average.
The four counties do represent an astonishing range of variation in TVP
organization and development, not only in terms of the specific criteria for
selecting the counties in the first place but also in several unexpected areas.
One example is the dispersion of political authority among administrative
levels in Nanhai, in contrast to its concentration at the township level in
Wuxi (see chapter 7). Another is the personal sponsorship of large private
enterprises by county officials in Jieshou. The lively land market in Jieshou
is even more striking. The contrasts in labor market development in the four
counties are also instructive and probably cover most of the variation that
occurs in the country as a whole (see chapter 14).
One important model of TVP development is not represented by any of the
four counties. The famous "Wenzhou model" is characterized by free development of private enterprises (mostly household undertakings), a thriving financial market based to Et large extent on private financial institutions, and
extensive commercial relationships with distant parts of China.9 Wenzhou
itself was not included in the sample, partly for logistical reasons (travel there
is not very convenient) and partly because so many delegations have already
visited the area that much inforimation is already available and the receptivity
of managers and officials to further in-depth investigations may be strained.
Certain elements of the Wenzhou model are, however, present in the four
sample counties-the land market in Jieshou, the labor market in Nanhai,
ownership patterns in both counties, the "specialized" villages based on
household industries in Jieshou's hinterlands, and the movement of temporary migrant labor out of the poorer areas of Shangrao. (In Wenzhou people
from the poorer mountainous areas move into the towns in search of better
employment; in Shangrao thesc people move out of the county altogether.)
But none of the four counties has a highly developed financial market or private financial institutions. More generally, the four counties may not be able
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to provide much insight into what happens when all the elements of the
Wenzhou model are brought together and allowed to flourish.
It was in the choice of this small sample of four counties that tradeoffs
between different objectives were most severe. Inclusion of Wenzhou in the
sample would have exacerbated logistical problems and loaded the sample
with unrepresentative models, since Wuxi is already included. Substituting
another county representative of the Wenzhou model might have skewed the
sample too much toward "unusual" counties, since that would have meant
dropping Nanhai, Shangrao, or Jieshou. Except for the exclusion of the
Wenzhou model, the four counties do seem to provide an adequate range of
variation in most dimensions of the TVP sector and cover most of the patterns
that are present in substantial numbers of counties. The variety of possible
ownership patterns is well represented, and there is a wide range of differences in industrial structure, orientation toward markets, size of enterprises,
and so on.
As for the degree to which the four counties are representative of China
as a whole, Wuxi and Nanhai are far more industrialized than most other
counties, but Shangrao and the rural areas of Jieshou are, if anything, somewhat below the national average (see chapters 4 and 7). Moreover, in the
latter two counties some virtually nonindustrialized townships were visited.
Since the sample could include only counties with at least a certain degree
of Tvp industrial development (otherwise there would be nothing to study)
and the areas of advanced TVP development also had to be covered, the choice
of Jieshou and Shangrao seems appropriate.
Characteristicsof Firms
Tradeoffs among research objectives are also evident in the sample of enterprises. There was no attempt to obtain a random sample. Instead, enterprises
were chosen according to certain criteria: (a) reasonable size and enough
"history" for meaningful research and time-series analysis; (b) the widest possible range of ownership and management forms, with oversampling of new
and unusual variants; (c) coverage in every county of such key TVP industries
as machinery, textiles, food processing, and building materials; (d) variation
in performance (profitability), including some loss-makers; (e) the maximum
possible range in firm size, subject to the constraint that firms must be substantial enough to investigate; (f a range of technologies; and (g) different
locations within the county.
Sample characteristics were constrained both by the prior choice of counties and by internal conflicts among the criteria, which could not all be fulfilled completely. Criteria c through g were achieved more or less satisfactorily. Criteria a and b, however, conflicted, since most private enterprises in
the TVP sector were established only recently and are much smaller on aver-
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age thian TVCES. Criterion b was also severely constrained by the choice of
counties, since there are virtually no substantial private enterprises in Wuxi
or Shangrao.
These problems are evident in table 2-4, which shows the ownership of
sample firms. Private firnnsmake up only 14 percent of the total, and. there
are no private enterprises in the sample for Wuxi, only one in Shangrao,
and only four in Nanhai. Jieshiou is thus the only county with a sufficient
number of private enterprises (twelve) for many types of statistical analysis.
The share of private enterprises in the sample is lower than their share in
total numbers Of Tvps by counLtybut may be reasonably close to the share
of large private enterprises in the different counties. Village enterprises are
poorly represented in jieshou, and there are hardly any enterprises run by
production teams in any county but Jieshou. Thus, although the sample contains a sufficiently wide range of ownership and management forms, private
enterprises are by no mean-soversampled-on the contrary, there are too few
of them. The close relationship between location and ownership in the sample makes it difficult to disentangle county- and ownership-specific factors.
Another question concerns the degree to which the sample firms are
representative Of TVPS in their respective counties. Table 2-5, which looks
at township enterprises only, since they constitute more than two-thirds of
the total number of sample firms, compares sample means with county averages for several statistical indicators. The most striking feature of the sa-mple
is that firms tend to be much larger than average for their counties. In gross
Table 2-4. Ownership of Sample Enterp-rises
(percent, except as specified)
Oumersliip

-

~Entire
sample

Share of county subsample

category

Numtberof firms

Share

Wuxi

Jieshou

Nanhai

Shangrao

Township and town

83

68

78

51

57

87

Township

66

54

62

38

48

70

Town

17

14

16

13

9

17

15

12

19

3

22

10

Village
Production

team

Private
Partnership'
Individual
Total

7

6

3

14

4

0

17

14

0

32

17

3

10
7

8
6

0
0

24
8

4
13

0
3

122

100

100

100

100

100

Note: All sample enterprises originally classifiedas "other" have been put in one of the regular
ownership categories on the basis of a review of interview notes and a judgment as to which form
of ownership is the dominant partner in the case of joint ventures. Some firms were reclassified
if itwas thought that the original questionrnaireresponse wasinaccurate; this problem aroseprimarily
in jieshou.
a. Includes partnerships and family eniterprises.
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output value the sample mean for Shangrao is 2.5 times the county average,
for Wuxi 5.3 times, for Nanhai 7.5 times, and for Jieshou 8.2 times. Sample
enterprises are also somewhat more profitable than county averages; the ratio
of profits to fixed capital for sample township enterprises is 22 percent higher
than the county average in Jieshou, 55 percent higher in Nanhai, 64 percent
higher in Wuxi, and 141 percent higher in Shangrao. Profitability varies
greatly, however, and in all counties the ratio of loss-making township enterprises in the sample is as high as or higher than the ratio in the county as
a whole. Thus, although the sample includes a disproportionate number of
firms in the upper tail of the distributions of both size and profitability, the
lower tail of profitability is also adequately represented.
Workersand Directors
Despite some problems, stratified random sampling of workers seemed to
work reasonably well, and no obvious biases are apparent. In few cases were
workers reluctant to fill out forms. Thus the main question concerns the
subsample of forty-nine enterprises where the Worker Survey was conducted.
In general, this sample seems to mirror the larger sample of firms. For example, the lack of private enterprises in Wuxi and Shangrao is evident,
whereas workers were surveyed in an adequate number of private enterprises
in Jieshou and a smaller, but still respectable, number in Nanhai. There was
some tendency to select larger, more stable firms for administration of the
Worker Survey Questionnaire because these had larger labor forces and were
less affected when a given number of employees was pulled off the job to fill
out questionnaires. Other than this, there is no evidence of systematic bias
in the selection of firms within the sample for employee surveys.
The main problem with the Enterprise Director Questionnaire has already
been mentioned: in some cases the form was filled out not by the director
but by someone else, usually a deputy director. This probably had only a minimal influence on the results: not many forms were affected; even where the
deputy director filled out the form, personal information on the director may
have been supplied; and in any case, the personal backgrounds and attitudes
of directors and deputy directors in the same enterprise may not differ greatly.
Overall Assessment
Although some of the problems mentioned in this section are significant and
reduce the usefulness of the data set, none raises doubts about its basic validity and value. The painstaking, careful administration of questionnaires ensured both a high response rate and at least a reasonably high level of quality,
as measured by the effort made by respondents. Lack of experience in filling
out questionnaires of this kind on the part of enterprise managers, workers,
and community government officialscreated some problems in data gather-

Table 2-5. Comparisonof SampleMeanswith CountyAverages,TownshipEnterprises
(millionsof yuan, unlessotherwisespecified)
Shangrao

Nanhai

Jieshou

Wuxi

Mean for

Sample

Meanfor

enterprise

mean

county

mean

county

mean

county

mean

county

GVIO(current prices)
Employment (persons)Fixed assets"
Total assets'
Gross profits
Profit tax
Net profits
Profitturned over to
community government
Ratio of profit to sales'
Ratio of profit to fixed assets'
Percentage of loss-making
enterprises

10.081
451
2.245
4.274
1.780
0.368
1.431

1.885
131
0.488
0.959
0.220
0.040
0.180

2.562
131
0.527
1.022
0.183
0.029
0.137

0.314
55
0.068
0.094
0.018
0d
0.018

13.610
448
2.249
5.315
0.787
0.259
0.494

1.810
123
0.695
1.194
0.157
0.053
0.104

0.246
82
0.161
0.231
0.022
0.004
0.017

0.098
52
0.114
0.153
0.007
0.002
0.006

0.502
19.0
73.8

n.a.
13.5
45.1

0.003
8.7
33.0

0.004
9.2
27.1

0.123
7.5
35.0

0.056
8.0
22.6

0.006
8.9
14.2

0.005
5.7
5.9

11.7

2.7'

0

17.4'

18.0

23.3'

17.8

Averagetownship

Sample

12.51

Meanfor

Sample

Meanfor

Sample

n.a. Not available.
Note: Includesenterprisesrun by towns as well as by townships.oVIO,grossvalueof industrialoutput.
a. At year-end.
b. Originalvalue, at year-end.
c. Originalvalue of fixedassetsplusquota circulatingassets,at year-end.
d. Exact value Y414.
e. Weightedaverageswere taken for the samplefor comparabilitywith countyaggregates.
enterpises to total numberor firmsfillingout the EnterpriseQuantitativeQuestionnaire(includingthose who left this item blank).
f. Ratio of loss-rmaking
g. Reportedby county authorities,but obviouslynot accurate.
Source:Informationfrom fieldwork.
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ing, but it also meant that many of the respondents found the task fresh and
interesting and put considerable effort into it.
Shortcomings and biases in the sample should be kept in mind when interpreting results. In particular, it must be remembered that some important
segments of the TVP sector are not well represented-small firms, private
firms, the most backward areas with few and small TVPS, and nonindustrial
enterprises. Some of these gaps can be filled with aggregated local, provincial, and national statistics (see, for example, chapter 12).
An important strong point of the sample is that it includes a significant
number of poor performers-backward counties (Shangrao and rural parts of
Jieshou), even more backward townships (in Shangrao and Jieshou, and, relatively speaking, several in Wuxi); and poorly performing enterprises. (In all
counties a significant number of sample firms had losses in 1985, and some
enterprises had obvious management, financial, technical, or other problems.) This inclusiveness was a significant accomplishment, since provincial
and lower-level government authorities naturally would prefer to show researchers their "better" localities and firms.
Notes
1. Most of this work has appearedin Nongcun,
Jirsgi,Shehui(The Rural Areas, Their Economy,Their Society),publishedby the China RuralDevelopmentResearchGroup,the predecessor of the DevelopmentResearchInstitute. Fourissuesof this serialwere published.
2. China proper is the term historicallyused for an area that contains about four-fifthsof
China's population.JieshouCounty, the northernmostof the four target counties, lies on the
southem edgeof the North China Plain. YuanpingCounty, ShanxiProvince,wherean initial
test investigationwasconducted, is in the far northwest of China proper. Taihe County in
Anhui, wheresomeextra fieldworkwas conducted,also lies on the North China Plain.
3. A county seat is a town of reasonablesizethat belongsto the county and servesas its
administrativecenter. As some county towns grew, they were transformedinto independent
administrativeunits at an equal or even a higherlevel in the governmenthierarchy.In Wuxi
and Nanhai the central city is actuallyin chargeof the surroundingcounties.In Shangraothe
municipalityis administrativelyseparatefrom ShangraoCounty.
4. In Nanhai County,as in GuangdongProvinceas a whole,the termsused for ruralcommunities differmarkedlyfrom those used in other parts of the country. To avoid confusionand
preserveuniformity,we have used the terms that applyto the closestequivalent unit in the
other counties.Thus the communityentitiesin Nanhai that werepreviouslyreferredto as "districts" and wererecentlyrenamed"towns"are called"townships"here, since they roughlycorrespond to townshipsin the other counties,although they are somewhatlarger. (When specific
township-levelcommunitiesin Nanhaiare referredto byname,however,we use "town.")Similarly,we usethe term "village"for what are called"townships"in Nanhai and the term "production team" for what are called "villages"in Nanhai.
5. In China the term "town"is used to referto severaldifferentkinds of communitygovernment entity. Shaxi town and most of the other townsvisitedduring fieldworkare equivalent
to townshipsin their administrativelevel and population,but they aretypicallysomewhatmore
urbanized.Jieshoutown is a county seat and is hence of somewhathigheradministrativerank
than a township,although it is still well belowcounty rank. The use of the term "town" in
Nanhai wasdiscussedin note 4.
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6. Since most firms were not established before the late 1970s, the items for 1970, 1975,
and 1978 on the Enterprise Quantitative Questionnaire are usually missing values. Moreover,
particularly in the Enterprise Quantitative Questionnaire, some parts were not completed or
were completed so poorly that the data turned out to be unusable.
7. This is partly because so many enterprises left some questions blank or responded inappropriately that the information is virtually unusable and partly because some of the questions (for
example, in the income statement) asked for redundant or detailed information that was not
deemed necessary for analysis.
8. The number of organizations visited exceeds the number of meetings held because many
meetings involved more than one organization. This more than counterbalanced the fact that
sometimes representatives of the same entity were interviewed more than once.
9. See Wang Xiaoqiang and others (1983) for the first detailed discussion of the Wenzhou
model of TvP development. Also see lInstitute of Economics, CASS (1987), part 1.

Part

I

Overview

The four chapters in this part deal with a disparateset of topics, but they
all providegeneraldescriptionsand analysesof variousaspectsof the TVP sector. Hence they should be read before the later chapters that delve more
deeply into narrowertopics.
In chapter 3 Du Haiyananalyzesthe causesbehind the rapid development
of China's industrialTVP sector in recent years. He dividesthe past decade
into two distinct periods.1978-83, when agriculturalreformsand the transfer of resourcesfromagricultureprovidedthe motivatingforcefor rural industrialization,and 1984-85, when expandingmarket demand, policyreforms,
and development of the TVP sector itself, particularlyprivate enterprises,
gave the impetusfor even more rapid growth of TVP industry.
Du notes that both in 1978-83 and earlier,populationpressureon limited
land resourcesstimulatedthe movementof ruralagriculturallabor into industrial activities. He goes on to show how the resourcesneeded for rural
industrialization-capital, technologyand equipment,land, materials,labor,
and markets-were marshaledin 1978-83. Many resourcesweresupplieddirectly or indirectlyfrom agriculture,but by 1984-85 the abilityof agriculture
to sustain this contributionwas exhausted.Financial flowsbegan to move
from the TVP sector to agriculturerather than in the other direction, and
agricultureand industrycompetedfor labor in some rural areas.
But, as Du pointsout, rather than subsiding,TVP industrialgrowthaccelerated in 1984-85. TVP industrialdevelopmenthad movedonto a self-sustaining path, aided by institutional and policy reforms,the most important of
which was the legitimizationof private enterprises.As a result, the private
sector boomed, with even more momentumin many of the underdeveloped
areas than in industriallyadvancedareas (someof which, like Wuxi County,
effectively restricted private enterprises from developing rapidly or becoming
large scale). The chapter describes both the measures that localities such as
Jieshouimplemented to promote development of private enterprises and continuing problems and ambiguities, such as the dependence of private enter41
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prises on local government officialsand the conversion of some private enterprises into collective enterprises.
An important element in the 1984-85 TVP boom was the greatly increased
supply of bank loans to the sector. When bank lending was subsequently cut
back, TVPS turned to other channels, including intemal accumulation, for
funds. Perhaps even more important for TVP development was the sharp
growth of demand for TVP industrial products in 1984-85, which was fueled
by credit expansion and by large increases in both urban and rural personal
incomes. The strong growth of intermediate demand from the burgeoning
industrial TVP sector itself was another key factor.
In the last part of the chapter Du looks at prospects for the future. He
sees several grounds for pessimism. Even under conservative predictions of
trends in capital-labor ratios, available capital will fall far short of the requirements for generating employment opportunities for the rural people who will
need to be shifted from agriculture to industry over the next several decades.
Increasingly severe market competition, both within the TVP sector itself and
from a reformed, more efficient state-owned industrial sector, will sap the
ability of the TVP sector to expand as rapidly in the future. The government's
ability to provide resources for the TVP sector will be increasingly limited,
and the impact of policy liberalization will be weaker now that the one-time
benefits of earlier reforms have been largely realized. The tight linkages between TvPs and rural community governments-which involve administrative intervention by the latter, distortions in investment and employrment
decisions, and siphoning of TVP profits to meet community needs-will become an increasing liability for TVPS in the future.
In chapter 4 Jan Svejnar and Josephine Woo survey patterns of rural industrial development in the four counties where intensive fieldwork was conducted. After briefly presenting basic data for the four counties and describing
salient given, or exogenous, conditions, the authors review the main charac-

teristics of the counties' TVP sectors.
Wuxi and Nanhai counties are far more developed than Jieshou and
Shangrao. Industry is the most important part of the TVP sector in all four
counties as well as in China as a whole, but the subsectoral structure within
industry varies, as does ownership. The growth and performance of the TVP
sector also vary greatly in the four counties, although in all cases the past

several yearshave seen rapid increasesin industrialoutput.

TVCE

labor pro-

ductivity has been much higher in Wuxi and Nanhai than in Jieshou and
Shangrao. But indicators of financial performance (profitability) suggest that
the TVCE sector in Wuxi is somewhat more efficient than in Nanhai and
Jieshou, whereas Shangrao lags far behind, considerably below the national
average.
Svejnar and Woo find dramatic variation in the role of foreign trade and
foreign capital in TVP development, although in all four counties the export
market is quantitatively much less important than domestic sales. In Wuxi,
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although exports are substantial, direct contacts between TVPs and foreign
customers are limited, and there is little foreign investment. In Nanhai, by
contrast, the TVP economy is very open, and firms rely heavily on foreign
funds, equipment, expertise, and markets, most commonly through various
kinds of compensation trade and processing agreements with businesses in
Hong Kong and other places outside China. Jieshou has only just begun to
develop foreign economic ties, and in Shangrao there is not one piece of
foreign equipment in any TVP or in any other type of firm.
The second part of the chapter analyzes the causes behind these regional
patterns. Geographic and historical factors are obviously important, most
notably the agricultural resource base and proximity to cities and markets.
Each county's endowment of human capital also seems to be significant in
explaining the performance of its TVP sector. In both respects Wuxi and Nanhai are much better endowed than Jieshou and Shangrao, and Jieshou is
somewhat better off than Shangrao despite the latter's abundant mineral deposits.
Access to financial capital is considered another important explanatory
factor in regional variation. Wuxi and Nanhai are able to attract outside
funds to support TVP development, and Nanhai has also made considerable
use of foreign capital. But in Jieshou and Shangrao, given the relatively low
degree of TVP development, it is probably not the lack of local funds but the
poor performance of the TVCE sector, especially in Shangrao, that hampers
the flow of financial resources.
Still another key factor is county government policy. Svejnar and Woo
argue that the county government can play an important, even determining,
role in guiding TVP development in areas such as ownership. The timing of
the implementation of the production responsibility system (PRs) and related
agricultural reforms has varied greatly among the four counties. County government policies can also affect labor allocation and mobility.
The last part of the chapter generates several models of TVP development
on the basis of the patterns observed in the four counties. Although the models differ sharply, it is impossible to assert unequivocally that one is better
than the others; all have demonstrated at least the potential for supporting
successful TVP development under different circumstances. TVps are able to
thrive in a variety of economic and administrative environments. The experience of the four counties suggests that the principal obstacles to TvP development are inappropriate local government policies, a weak economic base,
and inability to compete for material resources and for physical and human
capital.
In chapter 5 William Byrd and N. Zhu analyze the market environment
and industrial structure of the TVP sector. They start by noting some stylized
facts about the TVP sector: the primarily market-based allocation of TVP outputs and material inputs; rigidities and administrative intervention in the allocation of factors of production-land, capital, and often labor as well; the
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dominance of TVCES in TVP-sector industrial output; close ties between all
kinds of TVPS and their local rLral communities; and the relatively small scale
of most TVPS. The ownership and financial structure of TVPS are then examined, and the main characteristics of the product markets that they face are
outlined. These characteristics include the tremendous profit and growth possibilities in many markets at the outset; constriction of opportunities in markets for these products over time; and relatively hard market constraints and
competitivemarket conditionsfor most TVPS.
The second part of the chapter focuseson pattems of competition and market adjustment in the TVP sector. One characteristic pattern is termed "imitative competition with neoclassical adjustment." When entry and exit are
easy, an initial profit opportunity leads to widespread imitation by new entrants, and thus to declining prices and profits, until some sort of equilibrium
is reached. The "investment competition" pattem is similar but involves activities with higher investment requirements and often a high degree of "asset
specificity" as well. As a result, investment competition can lead to large economic losses and may be highly risky. A third pattern, "innovative competition," is emerging in some parts of the TVP sector.
The chapter also reviews competitive and other interactions between TVPS
and state enterprises. In industries where controlled prices are artificially low
and a two-tier planning and market systemhas emerged, there may be a niche
for TVPS that would not survive in an uncontrolled market environment. But
in many industries characterized by buyers' markets, TVPS can hold their own
and sometimes even achieve dominance. The state sector serves as an important source of business, technology, and personnel for TVPS. Althouglh cooperative interactions may involve short-term financial and other benefits for
state enterprises, in the long run these arrangements may, like interrLational
outsourcing, transfer manufacturing capabilities to the TVP sector and
threaten the position of state industry. Moreover, the most advanced TVP
areas have already moved away from heavy reliance on subcontracting for
state enterprises.
TVPS' competitive strategies and methods of adjusting to adverse changes
in market conditions are then discussed. Among the former are the "rush
to be first" and rapid changes in product lines to take advantage of changing
market opportunities. Adjustment to adversity occurs in a variety of ways,
some more or less automatic, others discretionary. The authors conclude that
TVP markets are for the most part reasonably competitive and that at both
the enterprise and the aggregate level the TVP sector shows considerable resilience and flexibility.
The authors next look at industrial structure in the TVP sector, focusing
on sectoral composition, firm size, community industrial structure, and economies of scale. The TVP industrial sector is diversified and covers nearly as
broad a range of industrial subsectors as does Chinese industry as a whole.
Average firm size is small, alithough firms of substantial scale have emerged
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in Wuxi and other places. The community ties of larger TVPS, among other
factors, probably limit the size they can attain. A preliminary test involving
sample firms indicates that there are some economies of scale, but this result
needs to be interpreted cautiously. An important finding is that in its community industrial structure Shangrao in most respects resembles the national
situation much more than does Wuxi or Nanhai.
The chapter ends with some conclusions and implications. Potential problem areas are the limitations of imitative competition and investment competition, which may further exacerbate gaps between more and less industrialized rural localities; the impact of greater asset specificity on TVP adjustment
capabilities and strategies; and limitations on the size of firms. The authors
argue in favor of policies to increase the mobility of financial and other resources among communities and localities and against administrative restrictions against entry by TVPS into certain types of industrial activities.
In chapter 6 He Jiacheng takes a broad, long-term look at future development issues and policy choices related to the TVP sector. After describing
some overall govemment objectives for the Chinese economy and for the
rural sector during the next several decades, the author discusses the complex
and critically important interrelationships between the TVP sector and agriculture. He argues that contradictions between rural industrial and agricultural development are a major obstacle. Of particular concem has been the
apparent diversion of resources from agriculture to rural industry, which has
led some to argue that the latter sector has been developing too rapidly. The
limited resources of agriculture and the inability to get around them through
foreign trade call for extreme caution in Chinese agricultural policy.
In discussing policy solutions the author argues that whatever their merits
and disadvantages, financial transfers from rural industry to agriculture, price
increases for agricultural products, and other macroeconomic solutions are
inadequate for addressing the fundamental problems of Chinese agriculture
and their inhibiting effects on rural industrialization. A thoroughgoing land
reform is needed to rationalize farm sizes, increase agricultural productivity,
and promote regional specialization and interregional trade.
The second main area covered is urban-rural imbalances. In addition to
the effect of administrative barriers and the antirural bias of China's traditional industrialization strategy, the similar structures of urban and rural industry and the constraints on agricultural development tend to preserve and
even exacerbate urban-rural gaps in development and living standards. Still
another critical problem is the tension between rural industrialization and
urbanization. The small-town urbanization that is occurring as part of TVP
development carries benefits but also brings problems, the most important
of which are scattered location patterns and the inability to take advantage
of economies of scale in urban infrastructure and services.
The author asserts that it is essential to improve human capital, particularly in the more backward rural areas, and he suggests more emphasis on
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education and training, the introduction of entrepreneurs from more advanced parts of the country, and more appropriate income incentives. In addition, industrial policies should ensure that rural localities focus on activities
in which they have a comparative advantage, particularly labor-intensive industries. Finally, a consistent strategy of urbanization for towns and smaller
cities should be developed.
In the last part of the chapter the author argues that although in many
respects the ownership and institutional structure of TVCEs resemble those
of state enterprises, the differences are important enough to have substantial
effects on enterprise behavior and performance. But problems in organization
and management hamper TVP development. These include the dual functions of township governments; the lack of strong incentives and direct rewards for the ultimate owners of TVCES-the
rural population; insufficient
decisionmaking authority for rVCE managers; and shortcomings in labor allocation systems, which lead to excessively high wages and labor shortages
alongside overstaffing in many parts of the TVP sector. Private enterprises suffer from external constraints and discrimination, which distort their behavior. To deal with these problems, contract responsibility systems have been
instituted for TVCES in, for example, Jiangsu Province. Although these systems are beneficial, they cannot fully solve institutional and organizational
problems, which are inextricably linked with ownership issues and property rights. Reforms in the ownership system of TVCES, including partial
privatization (through sales of assets to workers and other individuals) and
better treatment of the private sector, will be necessary.

3
Causesof RapidRural
IndustrialDevelopment
Du Haiyan

The rapid development of China's TVP industry has attracted wide attention
both there and abroad. In 1986 there were 6.35 million rural industrial enterprises, and they employed about 47.6 million people. The value of rural industrial output in that year topped Y241.3 billion and accounted for 32.5
percent of the total value of rural social output and 23 percent of the total
national value of industrial output. Between 1978 and 1986 the value of rural industrial output increased about tenfold in Wuxi County and nearly
twentyfold in Jieshou. Although growth rates differ among regions, TVP development was generally rapid. There were, however, sharp ups and downs
(see figures 3-1 and 3-2). The output of TVP industry as a whole-whether
in highly industrialized Wuxi County or in more backward Jieshou Countyrose and declined twice during 1978-86. The fluctuations were so large and
the cycles so short that the stability of the entire urban and rural economy
was affected. These swings were obviously related to changes in government
policies toward rural industries, to changes in the situation of the urban and
rural economies, and to economic reforms.
The development of rural industry in recent years can be divided into two
phases: 1978-83 and the period since 1984. There were important changes
in government policies, economic reforms, and the urban and rural economies between the two phases.
* The restrictions on farmers' nonagricultural activities were greatly relaxed after the Third Plenum of the Eleventh Central Committee in
December 1978, but for some time there were arguments as to whether
the unfettered growth of TVCES would be efficient and compatible with
socialism. Government institutions, from the highest authorities down
to grass-roots departments, began fully supporting TVPS only in 1984.
* The household production responsibility system (PRs) in agriculture was
universally implemented by 1983, and by 1984 new reforms were
needed in rural areas.
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Figure 3-1. Annual GrowthRate of National and TVP GrossIndustial
Output Value, 1978-86
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* After 1978 the output of agriculturalproductsincreased greatly, and
by 1984 there were even small trade surplusesin grain and cotton.
Since 1984 crop production has stagnated.
* Urban economic reformrsaccelerated in 1984, with some impact on

ruralareasand the TVP sector.
1978-83: The Initial Stimulus from Agriculture
The growth of rural industryhas all along been closelyrelated to conditions
in agriculture.For example,in JiangsuProvince,where Wuxi County is located, the growth of TVP industry has been in inverse proportion to the
amount of rural arableland per person and the number of surplusagricultural
laborers (table 3-1).
It is clear that shrinkingagriculturalresourceswerethe initial forcebehind
the developmentof TVPS. In the twenty-fiveyears1952-77 China's ruralpopulation grewby 55.6 percent, whereasthe total area of arable land fell by
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Figure 3-2. Annual GrowthRate of TVP GrossIndustrial Output Value,
Wuxi and Jieshou,1978-86
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130million
mu. Arablelandpermemberoftherural
population
dropped
from 3.29 mu to 1.85 mu. In Wuxi arable land per person declined from 2.52
mu to 1.27 mu and in Jieshou from 2.76 mu to 1.36 mu. During the same
period agriculture's share of national income fell from 57.7 to 37.1 percent.
Yet the proportion of agricultural labor in the national total increased from
82.6 to 84.2 percent, and in 1978 this proportion was more than 70 percent
in Wuxi and more than 90 percent in Jieshou. The net output value created
by each Chinese rural worker fell from Y323 to Y317. The rural economic
situation, as measured by the relation between agricultural inputs and outputs, thus worsened instead of improving.
Between 1952 and 1977 rural people entered nonagricultural activities in
three great waves. The first came during the First Five-Year Plan, when largescale urban industrial construction absorbed a large amount of rural labor.
As rural industrialization did not materialize in this period, the mass transfer
from farming to nonagricultural activities was expressed in cross-regional
population movements and urbanization.
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Table 3-1. TVP Industrial Developmentand AgriculturalResources
in Three Regions of Jiangsu Prcvince
Percapita
Counties

Suzhou-Wuxi-Changzhou
Nantong-Yangzhou-Zhenjiang
Xuzhou-Huaiyin-Yangcheng

outputvalue
of TVPs
(yuan)

Farmland
per capita
(mu)

1980

585.0

1.10

1.94

1984

895.9

1.41

2.03

1980

258.5

1.20

2.42

1984

450.1

1.24

2.09

1980

70.0

1.61

4.22

1984

110.9

1.58

3.47

Year

Farmland
per laborer
(mu)

Source:Informationfrom fieldwork.

The second wave occurred during the Great Leap Forward movement in
1958, when many communes and brigades set up small industries. The shift
to nonagricultural activities during this period mainly involved transfer
within localities, although there was also some movement into urban industries. Blind developmeni- of rural industry created many problems and led to
low microeconomic benefits and to macroeconomic imbalances. The readjustment of the national economy that followed not only forced some farmers
who had entered urban industries to return to their homes in rural areas but
also compelled many commune and brigade enterprises to stop operations.
The third wave occurred in the early 1970s. In 1970 the State Council
urged that the mechanization of agriculture be speeded up. Factories producing farm machinery mushroomed, and the total output value of commune
and brigade enterprises rose from Y1 billion in 1971 to Y27.2 billion in 1976.
But their development was always restrained owing to policies that gave priority to agriculture and especially to development of grain production.
The most conspicuous change in China's rural areas since 1978 has been
the adoption of the PRS, a reform that greatly increased farmers' enthusiasm
and stimulated agricultural production. Rural productivity increased dramatically without great advances in agricultural production technology. In Wuxi,
for example, agricultural productivity increased 1.7 times from 1980 to 1985.
This, however, aggravated the situation of surplus agricultural labor. New
rural economic policies that encouraged a diversifiedeconomy in the countryside were as significant as the PRS. Policies that discouraged rural labor from
shifting to nonagricultural activities were basically abolished, and the movement of farmers into nonagricultural activities was accelerated.
The transfer of rural surplus labor to nonagricultural activities involved
several important factors: capital, land, labor, equipment and materials, and
marketing activity by enterprises.
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Capital
Initially, the accumulation of funds for investment in nonagricultural activities was related to the unusual growth of agricultural incomes, which
stemmed partly from the growth of agricultural production and partly from
procurement price increases that returned industrial profits to agriculture. Before the late 19 70s, because of strict price controls on industrial and agricultural products, nearly one-third of the real national income created by agricultural production was transferred to nonagricultural activities, and this
seriously affected farmers' incomes. Since 1978 state procurement prices for
agricultural products have increased sharply; the purchase prices for the principal agricultural products rose by 50-100 percent during 1978-82 (see table
3-2). In 1978-80 alone the rise in procurement prices enabled farmers to
reap Y46 billion in additional net income.
From 1978 to 1983 farmers' average per capita income in China increased
from Y133.6 to Y309.8, or 132 percent; in Wuxi during the same period it
rose from Y124.4 to Y412.7, an increase of 232 percent. An increase in farmers' bank savings accompanied the rise in their incomes. The saving rate of
China's rural residents, as measured by bank deposits, climbed by 7 percentage points during this period. In Wuxi, a county with high incomes, the increase in rural bank savings was all the more striking; between 1978 and 1983
the total amount of rural bank deposits increased by 486 percent, and individual deposits rose by 600 percent. The growth of rural deposits helped expand local banks' supply of funds and has been a positive force in the development of TVPS. For the country as a whole the year-end outstanding balance
of loans extended to TVCES increased from Y1.5 billion in 1977 to Y7.35 billion in 1982, a rise of 390 percent. The growth of farmers' incomes also added
directly to the supply of funds for TVP industry. In Jieshou and Shangrao capiTable 3-2. WeightedAverage Index of PricesObtained
by Agricultural Producers,1978-82
(1978
= 100)
Annual growth rate
(percent)

Index
Product

Grain

1979

1980

1981

1982

1978-79

1979-82

126
141

137
151

145
161

149
159

25.6
40.3

Beef
Eggs

137
120
122

155
153
124

162
174
134

166
226
135

37.0
19.7
21.9

6.6
23.3
3.5

Aquatic products

149

176

199

211

48.6

12.3

Cotton

118

139

137

142

17.6

6.5

Edibleoils
Pork

Source:State Statistical Bureau (1983).

5.9
4.1
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tal was often raised by requiring workers to finance the enterprises they
joined-in some enterprises each worker might bring in as much as Y10,000
in capital.
Capital from agriculture was a forceful stimulant for TVP industry in developed counties such as Wuxi but was less significant in, for example, Jieshou.
In 1982 the per capita income of rural residents in Jieshou was merely Y99,
and per capita bank deposits were about Y4. 1-19.4 percent and 2.2 percent
of the respective figuresfor Wuxi. Even so, the growth of agricultural income
played a positive role in prornoting the development of TVP industry.
The transformation of money capital into real capital also helped rural
labor shift into nonagricultural activities. At present, the industrial TVP
sector is still a "talent-type" economy; the success of a firm depends heavily
on the quality of its manager. This affects the sources of technology for
TVPS. But different regions have different characteristics. Well-located Wuxi
County received its technology directly from urban industries; workers who
returned to rural areas during the early readjustment of the national economy
in the 1960s became founders and technical personnel of local TVP industry.
In addition, TVPS in Wuxi have established cooperative technological relations with their urban counterparts. By the end of 1985 about 856 enterprises
in Wuxi had links with 1,097 firms in large cities for the production of 1,159
products and had established cooperative technological ties with more than
350 institutions of higher leaning. At the same time, the county's own technological potential has grown rapidly.
TIhe situation is different in Jieshou, which is far from big cities and has
been plagued by disadvantages in developing products and technology,
largely because of poor transport facilities. Under these circumstances the
county found its own way by purchasing technology and talent at high prices.
Production of a sprinkling machine, at one time the county's most important
product, began in this way. Another channel for transfer of technology is
through relatives and friends. A handful of managers has played a vital role
in obtaining technology for the startup of TVPS in Jieshou.
Land

The implementation, beginning in 1978, of the policy of encouraging diversified activities in rural areas brought into the open the existing gap in incomes from land. As the figuresbelow show, industrial income from a plot
of land is far higher than the value of its agricultural output. (The data,
which were obtained from fieldwork, are in yuan per mu; n.a. = not available.)
Agriculture
Industry

Wuxi
286.7
63,359.5

Jieshou
149.7
42,711.4

Nanhai
195
n.a.

Shangrao
194.2
n.a.
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Hence there is a strong incentive for shifting land to industrial uses. From

1979 to 1984about 55 millionrural residentsentered TVPS, which occupied
a total of 30 millionmu of arableland. Arable land was reducedby another
15 million mu in 1985;50-60 percent of that was taken by TVPS.
Primitiveland marketsbegan to emergein many places. In Jieshousample
firmspaid, on average, Y7,930per mu to purchasethe land they occupied
and Y1,962 per mu per year to lease it. Land marketsformed in this region because of the concentration of infrastructure and the inflow of TVPS.

Many TVPS have moved to Jieshou town to obtain electricity and better
transport, causing a continuousrise in land prices. Land markets not only
favor the rational distributionof land resourcesbut also give firmsnot run
by community governmentsan opportunity to survive. If the firms have
money,they can get land through land developmentcompaniesrun by local
govemments.
Labor
Accordingto Todaro(1969), the transfer of labor from rural to urban areas
is affectedby the urban-ruralwagedifferentialand by the opportunitiesfor
nonagriculturalemployment.In rural China the basic unit of economicaccounting is the household. When land was contracted according to head
count, it did not matter whethera householdmemberwasengagedin agricultural activities, since the land couldbe farmedby other membersof the family. As a result, the opportunitycostof a farmer'stuming to industrialactivities was practically zero. Besides,there were large discrepanciesbetween
personal incomesfrom agricultureand from work in TVPS. In 1980 rural per
capita income from agriculturewasY166, whereasper capita income in TVPS
was Y398. In 1985 these figuresrose to Y351for agricultureand Y726 for
TvPs.

Such wide differences made farmers even more eager to get into the

nonagriculturalsector.TVP industryat this stagethus facedan abundant supply of labor, which promoted its development.
Equipmentand Materials
After 1978planned procurementof agriculturalproductsby the state shrank
even as farm output grew, which stimulatedthe growth of TVPS that used
agriculturalraw materials;between 1978and 1983 the output value of such
TVPS increasedby 254 percent. Meanwhile,TVPS that producedenergy and
raw materials also grew rapidly and helped form a new chain for the flow
of materials in rural areas. For example, in JiangsuProvince the share of
township enterprisesin the total provincial output of certain key industrial
producergoodswasalreadyhigh in 1983,as the figuresbelow, obtained from
fieldwork,indicate.
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Percent

Rolled steel
Metallurgicalmaterials
Iron ore
Fireproofmaterials
Nonferrousmnetals
Copper products
Aluminumproducts

11.3
18.2
8.0
28.6
30.0
27.4
21.0

The adjustment of the country's national industrialization strategy also enabled TVPS to receive some materials subject to monopoly distribution under
the state plan. The proportion of state-distributed coal in total coal consumed by TVPS in Wuxi in 1980 was 32.9 percent; the figure was 41.3 percent
for electricity, 62.7 percent for petroleum products, and 5.3 percent for steel.
Some localities, such as Shangrao, have even formulated rules to ensure that
a certain proportion of their allocations of materials from the state is distributed to TVPS.
TVPS get their equipment from many sources. In highly developed Wuxi,
where equipment is often advanced and up to date, there has been a trend
since the early 1980s toward transferring equipment out of the county to economically underdeveloped regions. In backward counties such as Jieshou obsolete equipment makes up a large share of the total. About 38 percent of
the county's equipment was made before 1970, and about 79 percent: of TVP
equipment consists of items handed down from state enterprises. The proportion of locally made equipment is also high in backward regions.
Marketing
All along, TVPS have been sensitive to market trends because they have had
no access to state commercial channels, and TVP industry has placed strategic
emphasis on sales. Most TVPShave followed the pattern of having one person
in charge of production, two in charge of purchases, and three in charge of
sales. This has led to a widely held belief that the success of TVPS owes much
to their marketing. There are more than 10,000 sales personnel in Wuxi
TVPS, and Jieshou has thousands of people who market nylon ropes around
the country. Generally, the more irregular the production, the higher the
ratio of salespeople.
TVPS use several methods to improve supply and sales work.
* Widespreadparticipationby enterprisestaffin obtainingsuppliesand promoting sales. Enterprises in 'Wuxi use three main methods: they designate
permanent supply and sales personnel whose salary is fixed but who receive bonuses and whose hotel, food, and transport costs are covered
by the firm; they hire part-time supply and sales personnel who receive
a bonus for the amount of work they do but who are not recompensed
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for travel and lodging; and they hire temporary supply and sales personnel who negotiate their terms with the enterprises.
* Largebonuses. Incomes of supply and sales personnel are generally several times higher than the average for all employees and may even exceed a factory director's salary. Some salespeople earn more than
Y100,000 a year. Statistics from sample firms show that incomes of supply and sales personnel are still rising.
* Amplefunds. In TVPS in Jieshou it is generally accepted that 3-5 percent
of the value of purchased inputs or of products sold can be drawn out
as operational fees and funds to gain access to supply and sales links.
State enterprises, with their relatively stricter financial accounting inspection systems, cannot do this.
* Exchangeof agriculturaland sidelineproducts. Shortages of and high prices
for agricultural and sideline products have led TVPS to use them as quasicurrency. This practice enables TvPs to buy raw materials that even
state enterprises find hard to get and to sell their substandard but highpriced goods to state commercial departments. In counties where TVPS
are highly developed, agricultural and sideline products are often used
as a medium for establishing cooperative ties with urban industrial
bases.
i Nonprice competition.TVPS face an environment in which structural reforms in state enterprises are just starting. The problem of the soft budget constraint in traditional public ownership has yet to be solved. The
shrinking of administrative controls and the strengthening of the profit
motive for state enterprises under the reforms have led to rampant
growth of activities such as barter trade, unplanned sales of products
listed in the state plan, and speculation on commodity quotas at state
prices. This environment provides an opportunity for TVPS to shift part
of state enterprises' profits into their own hands by such means as giving
sales commissions, paying sales agents, and making out blank invoices.
Hence TVPS, whose backward technology is often coupled with high
input costs, can sometimes outcompete state enterprises that have advanced technology and low input prices. Although TVPS have to pay
much more for inputs, they boast higher economic benefits (see chapter
18). These factors have enabled TVPS to occupy a substantial share of
the market for many industrial goods.

1984-Present:

Market Expansion and Self-Supported Progress

development in the early stages depended heavily on financial support
from agriculture and on the abnormal growth in the supply of production inputs from agriculture. But by 1984 agriculture could no longer adequately
support TVP growth. On the contrary, part of the profits from TVP industry
TVP
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came to be transferred to agriculture, especially in industrially developed regions like Wuxi. With the rapid development of TVP industry, agriculture
fell into "sunset industry" status, dropping from its dominant role to secondary importance. In 1979-85 TVP industrial profits used to subsidizeagriculture
in all of Jiangsu Province totaled more than Y4 billion, accounting for about
30 percent of TVPs' after-tax profits. In the two years 1984 and 1985 in Wuxi,
Dongjiang township alone allocated about Y6 million of industrial TVP profits
to the construction of farm infrastructure and the mechanization of agriculture. Every mu of the more than 1,000 mu of arable land of Hujia village
in Yanqiao township absorbed an investment of Y600 from the profits of TVP
industry. In addition, community governments took part of TVP industrial
profits to subsidize the prices of agricultural products and so stimulate agricultural production. The subsidy rate in southem Jiangsu was as high as Y0.5
per jin of rice.
Competition for labor also has become a serious problem in Wuxi, where
80 percent of the agricultural labor force is already engaged in TVP industry.
In Dongjiang township local enterprises are forced to give ten days of leave
to all their workers during the two harvest seasons every year, at a cost of
Y7 million of output value and Y700,000 of profits. The impetus given to
TVP industry by agriculture has obviously fallen short of needs.
Despite these problems, in 1984 and 1985 TVP industry not only (lid not
shrink but achieved even higher growth rates. The main factors pushing
growth during this period were the self-development of TVP industry and
changes in microeconomic policies. Local policies in support of TVP industry
were instituted. The county government in Jieshou, for instance, used promotion of Tvps as an important criterion for evaluating community government officials and required all townships to have two or three enterprises with
an annual output value of Y30,000 by 1984. To supplement this strategy,
financial aid, credits, and tax breaks were extended. The burgeoning private
economy became an important element in the rapid development of 1rvP industry, especially in economically underdeveloped regions. The Central
Committee's Document No. 1 of 1984 allowed private firms to hire workers
and relaxed restrictions on them. This brought about a rapid development
of private enterprises (see table 3-3).
New cooperative economic entities-farmers' joint cooperative enterprises
("partnerships")-have emerged. These enterprises are often initiated and financed by several households and hire varying numbers of workers. Farmers
who hold stocks are both managers and producers. In addition to their normal wages they are entitled to dividends according to the number of shares
owned. Shareholders tend to be relatives or fellow village members. These
new firms are actually private in nature.
In underdeveloped regions the momentum for the development of the private economy has been all the stronger. Some local authorities, in drawing
up their development scenarios, have pinned their hopes on relaxed political
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Table 3-3. Developmentof Private Enterprises, 1984-86
(percentageof total for TVP sector)
1984

1985

1986

Characteristic
of
privateenterprise

Number

Share

Number

Share

Number

Share

Number (thousands)
Partnerships
Individualfirms
Employment(millions)
Partnerships
Individualfirms

4,202.2
906.3
3,295.9
12.26
5.24
7.02

69.3
15.0
54.3
23.5
10.0
13.5

10,374.6
1,121.1
9,253.5
26.52
7.71
18.81

84.9
9.2
75.7
38.0
11.0
27.0

13,425.4
1,093.4
12,332.0
33.96
8.34
25.62

88.6
7.2
81.4
42.8
10.5
32.3

24.40
12.65
11.75

14.3
7.4
6.9

67.89
24.50
43.39

24.9
9.0
15.9

102.45
31.01
71.44

29.0
8.8
20.2

Output value
(billionsof yuan)
Partnerships
Individualfirms

Sources:Informationfrom fieldwork,and Ministryof Agriculturedata.

controls and on encouragement of the private economy. The number of private enterprises in Shangrao, for example, more than doubled within one
year as a result of such policies (see table 3-4). In Jieshou, of the 6,330 TVPS
in 1985, private enterprises numbered 5,604, or 88.5 percent of the total.
Underdeveloped regions like Jieshou have adopted four main supportive measures to encourage the private economy.
* Relaxation of controls on registration. Usually a person who applies to
open a business gets approval within a week.
* Changes in the residencesystem. In Jieshou rural residents can buy urban
resident status for Y20,000. Farmers are allowed to establish enterprises
in urban areas on condition that they provide a certain amount of employment to urban residents.
* Financialsupport. A private enterprise can obtain bank loans if two wellmanaged enterprises act as its guarantors.
* Assistancein makingconnectionsand signingcontracts. According to the
rules set by the Shangrao County government, a private enterprise with
less than Y200,000 annual output value can call itself a village firm,
and a firm with more than Y200,000 annual output value can be called
a county collective. These measures have increased the credibility of
private enterprises.
Policies toward the private economy differ among localities. Wuxi relaxed
controls on private enterprises for a short period in 1984, only to discover
that private firms posed a threat to TVCES. It soon reversed the policy. The
county industrial and commercial bureau does not allow private enterprises
to compete with state enterprises and TVCES for raw materials, energy, technology, and human resources. Private transport firms are not allowed to hire
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Table 3-4. Ownership Structu,reof TVPs, ShangraoCounty, 1984-86
(percent)
Typeof
TVP

Townshipenterprises
Village enterprises
Partnerships
1
Individualfirms
Total

Shlareof wotl numberof TVPs
1984

1985

8.0
12.0
80.0

3.6
5.3
91F1

100.0

100.0

1986

3.7
5.4
11. }
79.8
100.0

Increaseoverprevious
year
1985

1986

-2.4
-3. 8
150.1
4

4.6
3.6
1.4

119.3

1.6

Source:Informationfrom fieldwork.

workers, private construction firms are not allowed to take on public construction projects, and private industrial and commercial households are allowed to hire only one or two helpers and three to five apprentices. These
restrictive policies and the predominance of the highly developed local TVCE
sector have limited the development of private industry, and as a result it
is unstable. In Wuxi in the first half of 1986, 2,120 business licenses were
issued to private industrial and commercial households, but during the same
period some 1,485 households stopped business operations. In the first six
months of 1987 the number of licenses issued was 2,601, and 2,072 businesses stopped operations. TVCES have always held the dominant position in
Wuxi's TVP industry, accounting for more than 90 percent of total output
value in 1985.
The second element that spurred the rapid development of Tvp industry
after 1984 was changes in the supply of funds. The 1984 policy of supporting
the growth of TVPS led to a considerable relaxation of restrictions on bank
loans and a consequent credit inflation that directly augmented the supply
of funds to TVPS. In 1984 and 1985 national rural loans increased by 60 percent. Loans extended by local banks to TVPS in Jiangsu Province reached
Y3.39 billion in 1984, an increase of 130 percent over the previous year.
Similar increases occurred in Anhui Province. The proportion of loans provided by banks and credit cooperatives in total funds of sample firms in Wuxi
was only about 1 percent in 1978 but 23 percent in 1984. ForJieshou's sample
firms the 1985 figure was 37 percent, up about 10 percentage points from
the previous year.
Controls on bank loan quotas in rural areas in 1985 seriously affected the
volume of credit extended to T'VPS. In May and June of 1985 a total of about
Y300 million in bank loans was withdrawn throughout Jiangsu Province. In
this situation TvPs began to search for new sources of funds, including local
residents and cooperative investments. In 1985 Tvps all over China mobilized
more than Y1Obillion from these sources. According to statistics made available by Wuxi's Agricultural Bank, 65 percent of the money pooled by local
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was obtained by squeezingbank savings, meaning that bank funds were
still reaching TVPS through indirect channels.
The self-accumulation capacity of TVPS was also expanding. Between 1980
and 1985 total profits used to expand production in TVCES rose by 68.5 percent, and the share of this investment in total profits rose from 49.7 to 51.4
percent. The share of profits reinvested in expansion by sample firms in Wuxi
rose from 47.9 percent in 1980 to 57.5 percent in 1985. Overall, despite
the reduction of agricultural funds in the capital of TVPS in 1984 and 1985
and the return of part of the profits of TVP industry to agriculture, the total
supply of funds was enlarged owing to improvements in the functioning of
financial markets and greater self-accumulation by TVPS.
Changes in product markets were perhaps an even more important factor
in the speedy development of TVP industry during this period. As TVPS lack
fixed channels for sales, they are susceptible to fluctuations in commodity
markets. The loss of macroeconomic control in 1984, which caused an excessive growth of demand for both investment and consumer goods, provided
an important stimulus to TVPS. Meanwhile, reforms in the system of mandatory purchases and sales by the state in urban areas allowed TVP products to
enter urban commercial channels on a more stable basis.
With the development of TVP industry and the expansion of nonagricultural activities in rural areas, the share of agriculture has shrunk. In Jieshou
in 1978 agriculture accounted for 57 percent of the total value of industrial
and agricultural output, industry for only 43 percent. In 1984 the value of
industrial output exceeded that of agriculture, and by 1985 the proportion
of the value of industrial output in the total reached 55.2 percent. In Wuxi,
a developed county, the production structure is much more industrialized,
and the value of industrial output is more than eleven times as large as the
value of agricultural output.
With these changes in the rural production structure, a new process of income generation has emerged in rural areas. TVP industry is increasingly important for the growth of farmers' incomes. During 1981-85, Y7.1 billion
was transferred by TVPS to local production teams for distribution, and wages
of workers in TVPS were Y123.3 billion. The two figures totaled more than
Y130 billion, an average of Y326 per member of the rural labor force. Average per capita rural income, which was Y191 in 1980, jumped to Y397 in
1985. In 1985 wages of TVP workers reached Y47.3 billion, an average of
Y675 per worker, accounting for 15 percent of average per capita rural income.
The rise in rural incomes brought about an increase in consumption and
changes in the consumption structure. Between 1978 and 1985 the total volume of retail sales in rural areas of China grew by 238 percent. The annual
growth rate of the consumption level of rural residents was 4 percent higher
than that for urban residents. Meanwhile, there were three significant
TVPS
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changes in rural consumption structure. (a) The value of purchased commodities (as opposed to self-produced goods) in the consumption of the rural population in Wuxi increased at about 20 percent a year. (b) The Engel coefficient in the consumption structure dropped by 10 percent. (c) Investment
in housing rose; a total of 4.1 billion square meters in housing floor space
was constructed in rural areas throughout the country between 1978 and
1985. At Y40 per square meter, this represented an estimated total investment of Y164 billion.
The growth of farmers' incomes since 1978 has enabled them to enter the
consumption goods market. Rural demand stimulated the growth of TVPS that
manufacture consumer goods, thus creating a new source of income for rural
residents and further spurring their demand for consumer goods. Rapid production increases in TVPS thatLproduce consumer goods stimulated the development of firms that manufacture investment goods and further increased
rural incomes. While creating income for the rural population, TVP industry
was building up an ever wider market for itself. These chain effects have become more and more conspicuous since 1984.

Prospects for the Future
Three basic elements stimulated the rapid growth of China's TVP industry
between 1978 and 1985. Policy changes permitted key rural factors of production to shift to nonagricultural activities. Changes in the macroeconomic environment and in market conditions created space for the survival and expansion of TVP industry. And structural changes in TVP industry itself and the
chain effects caused by the initial rise in agricultural incomes further spurred
growth. At first, policy played the main role, but market conditions and
structures assumed greater importance in the second stage of development.
In developed regions market conditions have been dominant factors in the
growth of TVP industry; in backward areas policy changes have been more
important.
This analysis provides a starting point for a preliminary assessment of the
prospects for the developmen: of China's TVP industry. But it should first be
noted that specific conditions--isolated urban and rural economies and separation of factor markets-gave birth to China's mode of rural industrialization: "leaving the land but not the village, entering the factory but rnot the
city." TvPs have not yet completed the split from their mother-farmingand as a result they keep in close contact with the traditional rural social
framework, the community. MIostTVP workers still maintain the right to own
and control land. Many are still engaged part-time in agricultural production.
This incomplete shift of farmers to nonagricultural activities is characteristic
of China's rural industrialization. Industrialization has moved ahead while urbanization has lagged behind. The newly created industrial organizations are
still clinging to traditional agricultural structures. TVP development, as a real-
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istic path to restructuring the rural production structure and transferring sur-

plus agriculturallabor to nonagriculturalactivities, is only one phase in the
processof rural industrializationand is linked to particularhistoricalconditions. With the deepeningof economicreformsin urban and rural areas, a
generalizedmarket for factors of productionwill emerge, and TVPS will be
includedin the modem economicsystemon the basisof an organized,rapid
pace of urbanization. From this long-term perspective,the current rapid
growthof TVP industryis not a stable phenomenon.
TVP industrywill face the followingdifficultiesin the future:
* Shortagesof funds (the biggest difficulty). During the eight years
1978-85 TVPs employednearly 70 million laborers.The plan is for them to
hire another 185 million workersin the fifteenyears 1986-2000-about 50
percent of the total rurallabor force. Butthe strengtheningof the technological structure of TVP industryhas brought about capital intensificationmuch
too early, and TvPs have paid an increasinglyhigh price for employmentgeneration. In 1979-84 each new employeecost TVCES Y3,361 of fixed assets;
in 1985TVCEs had to provideY5,347of fixed assetsfor each new employee.
On the basisof the 1985figure,the transferof 185 millionagriculturallaborersinto nonagriculturalactivitieswouldrequirean investmentof Y989.2billion, but the total net profitsof TVPS in 1985were only Y28.74billion. Even
if 40 percent were invested (which is quite generous),that would be only
Y11.49 billion. If profitsgrew at 10 percent a year, the cumulative total
would barelyreach Y417.0billionby 2000. Self-accumulationby TVPS therefore cannot realizethe goal, and sufficientstate financialaid and a favorable
credit policy maynot be forthcoming.A wide gap existsbetween the supply
of and demand for funds for TVPS.

The progressive
T
declinein theimpactof resourcemobilization
andpolicyreadjustment.With the reformof state mandatoryplanning, economicresources
in the hands of the central govemmenthave been reduced, and the government's abilityto supportthe growthof TvPs by allocatingadditionalresources
is disappearing.The effect of policy readjustmentwill also diminish. The
main reasonfor the unprecedentedeffectof the government'srural economic
policies on TVP industryafter 1978 is that the economyhad amassedhuge
amounts of untapped potential during the long period before the reforms.
Once policy restrictionswere relaxed, this energywas released in a short
time. But in the future the effectof policy changeswill be progressivelyreduced.
* Rapidincreasesin laborcosts.Much of China's economictakeoffis dependent on cheap labor in the countryside,but this labor cost advantage is
dwindlingat an alarmingrate. Between 1978and 1986the total TVP wage
bill increased5.76 times, from Y8.7 billion to Y58.6 billion. Workers'per
capita income increased 1.64 times, from Y306 to Y809. In 1978workers'
per capita income in Wuxi sample firmswas Y456;by 1985 the figurehad
risen to Y1,261, higher than the incomelevel of workersin state enterprises
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in the same area. Wage increases in the relatively developed areas seem excessive. If the national average income of TVP workers could be fixed at the
1985 level, Y172.38 billion itnpay-2.65 times the present level-would be
needed to enable the nonagricultural sector to absorb 185 million members
of the rural labor force. To bear this tremendous labor cost and maintain the
present profit rate, TVP industry would have to increase its output value by
Y723 billion. Under such circumstances, resource bottlenecks are likely to
become even more severe.
* Worsened market conditions as a result of sharp competition. The rapid
growth of TVP industry in 1984-85 depended partly on a market bloated by
the loss of macroeconomic control and conceded by state enterprises owing
to their lack of vitality. But reforms in state enterprises will change their organizational form and property relations so as to hold down their demand
and build up their competitive strength. TVPS will then no longer be the sole
beneficiaries of the expansion of the market mechanism, and their favorable
market opportunities will gradually diminish. At present the industrial and
product structure of TVPS is highly similar to that of state enterprises. Equal
competition in the same market space will be disadvantageous to TVPS, which
are plagued by low technological levels and poor product quality.
* Obstructionsin the organizationof TVPs themselves.The most basic organizational characteristic of TVI'S is their dependence on the rural community,
as reflected in the deep involvement of community govemments in enterprise
management. With the rapid development of TVP industry, this kind of administrative interference affects firms adversely. Although TVP investments
are based partly on the profit motive, the motive of regional development
is much stronger. A dispersed regional development pattem will lead to a
shortage of working capital and irrational distribution of industries, and TVPS
in general will suffer the consequences of being uncompetitive and uneconomically small in scale. Local govemments' objective of solving employment problems tends to prevent the rational movemnentof human resources
and leads to the coexistence of overstaffing and shortages of workers inrTVPS,
especially in developed regions. Furthermore, the system of ownership by
community governments gives birth to unreasonable distribution mechanisms. In Wuxi, for example, a township draws, on average, Y1.2
million-Y1.6 million a year in administrative and social welfare expenditures
from TVPS' profits-equal to roughly 45 percent of their after-tax profits.
With the heavy burden of comamunitygovemment finances on their shoulders, TVPS will be plagued by obstructions to their development.
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The TVP sector has become increasingly important in China's economic development. But there is great geographic diversity in TVP performance. Our
research project looked at four counties: Wuxi in the Yangtze River Delta,
Nanhai in the Pearl River Delta, Jieshou, about 500 kilometers inland on
the North China Plain, and Shangrao, in a valley to the north of the Wuyi
mountain ranges. There is much disparity in their economic conditions, with
Jieshou and Shangrao lagging far behind Wuxi and Nanhai (table 4-1).
Table 4-2 shows some of the exogenous factors that influence the development and the relative strength of TVPS in each county. Wuxi and Nanhai
are more favorably endowed in many respects than are Jieshou and Shangrao.
Nanhai does not have as strong an industrial base as Wuxi, but it has greater
access to capital and to foreign technology. Shangrao has some advantage
over the other counties in mineral resources, but it is poorly endowed otherwise. The availability of skilled labor and of technical and management skills
is linked to the level of local industrial development, and in this respect
Wuxi and Nanhai are clearly better off than Jieshou and Shangrao.
Although these exogenous conditions were important for the initial development of TVPS, county authorities have been extremely influential in fostering (or preventing) particular forms of TVP development. Some have been
ardent supporters of TVCES, while others have promoted private enterprise
or pursued a more balanced approach toward enterprise ownership. In some
cases, mainly because of factors beyond their control, local authorities have
been unable to provide any support to TVP development.
In this chapter we undertake a descriptive analysis of the structure and
functioning of the TVP sector in the four counties. Our goal is to identify
the principal features that have influenced Tvp development and to provide
a conceptual framework for interpreting the main findings. We describe the
characteristics of the TVP sector in the four counties, identify the chief determinants of TVP development patterns, and present some implications of TVP
experience.
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Table 4-1. County Data, 198.5
Item

Wuxi

Jieshou

Nanhai

Shangrao

Population (millions)
Area (square kilometers)
Administrative divisions
Townshipsa
Villages
Teams

1.02
960

0.57
667

0.85
1,153

0.70
2,490

36
586
9,518

33
433
3,981

16
236
3,328

31
343
3,782

County OVAIO(millions of yuan,
1980 prices)

4,680

257

2,541

211

4,331

148

2,182

50

3,650

104

1,518

27

County GVIO"
GVIO of TVPs'

Note: GVAIO, gross value of agricultural and industrial output;
output.

GVIO,

gross value of industrial

a. Includes township-level but not vitlage-level towns.
b. Including the output of township, village, production team, and private firms.
c. 1986 data for Nanhai; estimate for Jieshou.
Source: Information from fieldwork.

Table 4-2. Influences on TVP Development
Favorable
Item

-

>

Less favorable
2
1

5

4

WX
NVX,NH

NH

JS
JS, SR

SR

WX, NH
SR

SR

JS
WX, NH, JS

JS

SR

3

Local manufacturing

industries
Proximity to large cities
Natural resources
Agricultural
Mineral

Human resources
Technical and
management

skills

Skilled labor
Local labor supply
(1 = shortage)

NVX

NH

WVX,NH

JS

SR

VX, NH

Accessto capital
NH
Accessto foreigntechnology NIH

JS, SR

WX
WX

JS
JS

SR
SR

Note: WX = Wuxi; NH = Nanhai;JS = Jieshou; SR = Shangrao.

Characteristics of the TVJPSector in the Sample Counties
This section describes the main characteristics of TVPS that are relevant for
our analysis: size, sectoral composition, industrial structure, ownership,
growth, performance, and experience with foreign trade and investment.
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Figure 4-1. TheRelativeSizesof the TVP Sectorsin theFourSampleCounties,
1985-86
Index (Wuxi = 100)
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Size
Figure 4-1 shows the relative size of the TVP sector in each county in
1985-86. In number of enterprises, employment, and gross income, the TVP
sector in Jieshou and Shangrao is much smaller than in Wuxi and Nanhai. In terms of industrial TVCES (figure 4-2) Wuxi is clearly superior to the
other counties. Its TVPS contributed 84 percent of the total gross value of industrial output (GVIO) of the county in 1985; in Nanhai and Jieshou the
corresponding shares were about 70 percent, and in Shangrao the share
was only 54 percent. The average size of TVPS, especially TVCES, is large in
Wuxi and Nanhai compared with Jieshou and Shangrao (see chapter 5 for
details).
SectoralComposition
Industrial activities, as measured by TVP gross output value, are predominant
in all four counties, but the service sector has a large number of firms, especially in Nanhai and Shangrao. In Wuxi industrial TVPS accounted for 74
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Figure 4-2. The RelativeSize of the Industral TVCE Sector
in the FourSample Counties,1985-86
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value in 1984,whereas the servicesector accounted for 22 percent of the
number of enterprises and the same share of gross output value. In Nanhai
industrial firms constituted on]y 40 percent of the total number of T'VPS in
1986,but they contributed 83 percent of total grossoutput value. By contrast, serviceshave a much larger share in the total number of TVPS (50percent) than in grossoutput valuie(10 percent). In Jieshouin 1985 industrial
TVPS accounted for a largeshare of both the number of firms (66 percent)
and the value of grossoutput (83percent). In Shangrao in 1986the share
of industryin the number of TVPS (50 percent) was highe-rthan in Nanhai,
but its shareof the value of grossoutput of TVPS wasonly 57 percent. 'Frans-

port and construction enterprises had a relatively large share in both the
number of firms (21 percent) and the value of gross output (32 percent), and
other services also had a significant share-30 percent of the number of firms
and I11percent of the value of gross output.
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IndustrialStructure
The share of heavy industryin the GVIO of industrialTVCES is much higher
in Wuxi (75 percent) than in Nanhai (44 percent). The machinerysubsector
is the largest in Wuxi, contributing49 percent of total GviO, followedby
textiles, which accountsfor about 17 percent, and chemicalsand construction materials. In Nanhai the largestsubsectoris textiles (29 percent), followed by machinery (21 percent) and constructionmaterials (11 percent)'
In Shangraothe share of heavy industryis high (60 percent), but in contrast
to Wuxi it is concentrated in the mining and construction materials
subsectors (18 percent and 31 percent respectively), and the machinery
subsectoris insignificant(2 percent). There is hardlyany manufacturingindustry in Shangrao,and most light industrialactivitiesare in food processing
(11 percent), leather processing(11 percent), and traditionalhandicrafts. In
Jieshou the most important industrial subsectorsare construction materials
(52 percent, mainly bricks) and food processing(20 percent). Jieshou'smachinery and textile subsectorshave higher shares than those in Shangrao.
Productsof TVPs range from handicraftsto rather sophisticatedindustrial
equipment.In Jieshou,wherethe industrialbase is weak,the main TVP activities are brick manufacturing,traditional handicraftssuch as makingpottery
and weavingbambooand reeds,simplefood processingsuch as manufacturing beefjerky and imitationproteinfood, and textile operationssuch as hand
knitting. The skillsfor such operationsare easyto acquire, and in someinstancesresidentsof an entire villageor district specializein makinga single
product. These types of operation have started to appear in Shangrao (for
example,comb productionin Huangshitownship),but much of the nonagricultural labor force there is engagedin coal and other mining and in hydropowergeneration. There is hardly any local manufacturingactivity,and surplus labor goes outsidethe county to seek work in the servicesectors, such
as construction and repair. By contrast, many TVPS in Nanhai and Wuxi are
engaged in production that requiresa higher level of skill and technology.
Some produce household appliances (such as electric fans) and electronic
equipment (recordersand calculators)for both domesticand foreignmarkets.
Many have contracts with state enterprisesor, in the caseof Nanhai, with
foreignpartners. In some areas, such as Wuxi, TVPS have becomekeen competitors with state enterprises. Some TVP machinery productsin Wuxi (for
instance, printing and dyeingequipment in Qianzhou) already have won a
large share of the domesticmarket.
OwnershipStructure
The ownershipstructureof the TVP sector in the four counties variesgreatly
(figure 4-3). In Wuxi TVcEs are predominant. they constituted 36 percent

of the total number of industrialTVPs and contributed almost96 percent of

Figure 4-3. The Ownernip Structureof TVPs, 1985
(percent)
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a. Partnerships, 1.0 percent; production tearn enterprises, 1.6 percent; individual enterprises, 1.8 percent.
Source:Information from fieldwork.
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GVIO in

1985. Development in Nanhai is more evenly spread among the various forms of TVPs, and private enterprises have a much larger share in the
Tvp sector than do their counterparts in Wuxi. In both Jieshou and Shangrao
the share of TVCES in the total number of TVPS is relatively small, although
their share in gross income is large, especially in Shangrao. Individual proprietorships in Jieshou have a larger share in the TVP sector than in the other
three counties. No production team firms are recorded in the available data
for Jieshou and Shangrao, which suggests that privatization of these enterprises has occurred in these counties. Many production team enterprises in
Nanhai are actually run like private enterprises, and some are contracted to
individuals. (In addition, many private enterprises are registered as community enterprises in all four counties, especially in Jieshou; see chapter 7.)
Growth
In 1980-85 the gross income of TVCES in China grew at an annual rate of
25.1 percent. With the exception of Shangrao, the counties in our sample
registered growth rates above the national average during the same period
(see table 4-3). TVCES in both Wuxi and Nanhai showed continuous increases
in employment and gross income, with gross income growing much faster
than employment. In Jieshou development has been somewhat erratic: a decline in 1980-81, a sharp increase in 1984, and a drop in 1985. This may
be partly attributable to the inconsistency of data over time, especially between 1983 and 1984. In Shangrao data for earlier years are not available,
but in 1984-86 both employment and gross income of TVCES grew steadily,
the former faster than the latter.
Private enterprises have also grown rapidly over the past few years. In
Wuxi the number of individual enterprises increased sharply in 1983 and continued to rise in 1984, but growth slowed in 1985-86. In Nanhai the number
of individual enterprises more than doubled in 1982, almost quadrupled in
1983, and continued to grow at high rates through 1984-86. In Wuxi development of TVCES is emphasized at the expense of the private sector, whereas
in Nanhai development of all forms of TVPS is encouraged. In Jieshou the
number of individual proprietorships surged in 1981 and continued to grow
at high rates in 1982-85. In Shangrao the number of individual enterprises
increased by 15 percent in 1986 over 1985.

In Wuxi the first surge in the growth of TVCES occurred in 1979-80; a slowdown followed in 1981-82. Another surge, in 1983, was followed by accelerated growth in 1984-85 and somewhat slower growth in 1986. In Nanhai
the pattern was roughly the same. Development of the TVP sector in Jieshou
and Shangrao did not take off until 1984. The first surge in the growth of
the Tvp sector in Wuxi and Nanhai coincided with the initial changes that
occurred after the Third Plenum of the Eleventh Central Committee endorsed, in December 1978, a program for accelerating growth in rural areas.'
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Table 4-3. Growth of TVCEs, 1979-86
(annualaveragepercentage
growth)
Item

By numberof enterprises
1979
1980
1981
1982
1983
1984
1985
1986
1980-85
By employment
1979
1980
1981
1982
1983
1984
1985
1986
1980-85

W'uxi

Jieshou

Nanhai

Shangrao

All
China

4.6
11.2
-3.4
-1.0
16.1
35,9
22.2
11.4
13.0

n.a.
-8.0
-22.4
34.1
4.4
240.3
-6.0
33.9
28.3

59.0
-9.6
16.6
11.2
-4.9
n.a.
n.a.
-2.2
13.1

n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
-3.2
4.0
n.a.

-2.9
-3.7
-6.1
1.8
-1.1
22.4
-4.9
-3.8
1.9

17.7
11.1
7.6
7.6
18.2
22.2
23.5
31.6
15.6

n.a.
3.8
-25.8
28.9
0.8
187.6
-17.3
4.9
18.1

4.2
6.4
1.3
8.6
3.1
12.6
12.2
6.9
7.5

n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
37.0
2.5
n.a.

2.9
3.1
-1.0
4.8
3.9
19.0
7.9
5.8
6.7

By gross income

1979
28.9
0.0
16.9
n.a.
13.8
1980
48.t6
0.0
22.9
n.a.
21.4
1981
14.t6
16.7
43.7
n.a.
12.5
1982
5.9
14.3
11.1
n.a.
15.1
1983
27.9
25.0
16.9
n.a.
20.3
1984
59.4
413.0
n.a.
n.a.
36.6
1985
70.4
-12.1
n.a.
13.2
44.1
1986
17.2
n.a.
21.7
9.3
21.7
1980-85
33.3
49.7
36.4
n.a.
25.1
Sources:
Estimates
basedon information
fromfieldwork;
StateStatisticalBureau(1982),pp.
194-95;(1983),pp. 206-07;(1984),pp. 184-85;(1985a),pp. 297-98;(1986a),p. 177;
(1987a),pp. 226-27.
Two aspects were particularly significant for the development of the TVP sector: promotion of nonagricultural sideline activities to augment farm households' incomes and the decision to raise procurement prices for agricultural
products, which also helped increase rural incomes. These factors seem to
have had an immediate positive impact on TvP development in Wuxi and
Nanhai, but they did not have any such effect in Jieshou and Shangrao in
1979-81. In 1984, however, there was a surge in TVP development in all
four counties after central government directives reiterated support for rural
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reforms, stressing the need for diversified rural activities and specifically for
the development of TVPS as a means of providing employment and raising
the living standards of the rural population.2
Performance
The overall performance of the TVP sector in Wuxi and Nanhai has been
far better than in Jieshou and Shangrao (table 4-4). Labor productivity is
similar in TVCES in Wuxi and Nanhai, but profit per worker is much higher
in Wuxi. One reason may be that Nanhai firms are more capital-intensive,
as indicated by higher gross fixed assets per worker. Data on enterprises in
our sample (table 4-5), as well as aggregate county data, suggest that TVPS
in Nanhai rely more on bank loans to finance their operations than do enterprises in Wuxi, and interest payments may eat up some of the profits. Moreover, wages are higher in Nanhai, which adds to production costs. Average
production costs for township enterprises in Nanhai were 84 percent of sales
revenue in 1985, compared with 65 percent in Wuxi. Both Nanhai and Wuxi
are advanced counties in their respective provinces, with profit rates much
higher than provincial averages. Their TVCEs also perform much better than
the average for China.
Gross income per worker for TVCES in Jieshou is only about 32 percent of,
that in Nanhai, and profit per worker is about 35 percent. Jieshou enterprises
are below the national average in labor productivity, but in return to capital
they seem to do relatively well, even in comparison with Nanhai. In
Shangrao gross income per worker is only 19 percent that in Nanhai and
profit per worker a mere 10 percent; both are below national averages. In
their respective provinces, enterprises in Jieshou perform better than the average TVCE, and enterprises in Shangrao do worse. Data on sample enterprises
suggest that TVPS in Jieshou are more capital-intensive than in Shangrao, and
profitability is also much higher in Jieshou. Production cost as a percentage
of sales revenue is similar in Jieshou and Shangrao and close to that in Nanhai for the enterprises in our samples. Average wages are about the same in
Jieshou and Shangrao.
The Role of ForeignTradeand Investment
Foreign trade and investment in the TVP sector are highly significant in Nanhai (table 4-6). In Wuxi they are also increasingly important, but in Jieshou
and Shangrao their role is small. In all four counties the contribution of TVPS
to total county exports is large-about half of total export procurement volume in Wuxi and Nanhai and even more in Jieshou and Shangrao.
From the perspective of TVPS, however, the export market is far less important than the domestic market. In Wuxi total export procurement from TVPS
in 1985 was probably about Y60 million,3 or less than 2 percent of their GVIO.
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Table 4-4. Performanceof TVCEs, 1985
All
Item

Wuxi

Jieshou

Nanhai

Gross income per worker (yuan)'
Gross fixed assets per worker
(yuan)
Profits per worker
(yuan)b
Ratio of gross income
to fixed assets
Profits as a percentage of
fixed assets
(Profits + taxes) - fixed assets
(percent)'

10,996

3,439

10,996

2,049

4,401

2,496

968

3,396

1,001

1,807

1,337

335

944

95

413

4.4

3.6

3.2

2.0

2.4

53.6

34.8

27.8

9.5

22.8

80.1

48.2

49.0

15.4

37.3

Shangrao

China

a. Wuxi dara represents gross output for industrial rvcEs
onLy.
b. Total net profit after deduction of income tax.
c. Total net profit plus sales and income taxes divided by undepreciated fixed assets valued
at original purchase prices.
Sources: State Statistical Bureau (1986a), p. 177, and information from fieldwork.

Table 4-5. Performanceof SarnpleTownshipEnterprises
Item

Gross output per worker (yuan)
Gross fixed assets per worker (yuan)
Profit per worker (yuan)
Ratio of gross output to fixed assets
Profits as a percentage of fixed assets
(Profit + taxes) . fixed assets
(percent)
Production cost
sales revenue
(percent)
Bank loans - total funds used
(percent)
Average monthly income of workers
(yuan)

Wuxi

Jieshou

Nanha.i

Shangrao

30,340

17,739

19,015

2,507

5,633
4,783
5.4
84.9

3,811
1,450
4.7
38.1

5,526
1,934
3.4
35.0

2,147
293
1.2
13.7

108.6

66.2

66.1

23.0

65.2

81.7

86.8

84.0

18.3

25.5

47.3

17.9

102

59

174

62

Note: Includes town-run enterprises. There are twenty-three observations for Wuxi, twelve
for Nanhai, seventeen for Jieshou, and twenty-six for Shangrao.
Source: Enterprise Quantitative Questionnaire.

The percentage was the same in Jieshou. In Shangrao the share of TVP exports in the total gross income of TVPS was at most 3-4 percent. In Nanhai
the export market is relatively more important; 1986 export procurement
from TVPS totaled Y247 million, or about 11 percent of their total gross income. Export procurement as a share of total TVP output in Nanhai actually
declined until 1986, when siow sales on the domestic market and tight do-
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Table 4-6. ForeignTradearndInvestment
Item
Foreign trade procurement
(millions of yuan)'
From TVPs
Processing income (millions of
U.S dollars)'

Wuxi,

Jieshou,

Nanhai,

Shangrao,

1985

1985

1986

1986

100
29

4.8
3.3

477
247

3.6
n.a.b

n. a.

n. a.

42

n. a.

a. Valueof procurementby foreigntrade departments.The estimatefor Wuxiincludesprocurement through channelsother than the countyforeigntradebureau(for example,Shanghai
and Wuxi municipality);the figurefor Wuxi TvPs representsonly procurementfrom Tvpsby
the countyforeigntrade bureau.The figurefor JieshouTvPsrepresentsoutput valuerather than
procurementvalue. For Shangraothe amount includesexports through Shanghai as well as
through the foreigntrade departmentsof Shangraoprefecture.
b. Althoughthe exact amount of procurementfrom TvPsis not available,informationobtained in fieldworkindicatesthat the exportsof ShangraoCounty depend largelyon TvPs.
c. Incomereceived for processingmaterialsuppliedby foreignpartners.
Source:Informationfrom fieldwork.

mestic credit forced firms to look outward for market channels as well as financial resources.
Because of Nanhai's proximity to Hong Kong, the foreign sector has a
much more important role than in the other three counties. In 1980-86 foreign investment in the county totaled US$92 million, of which US$27 million went into joint ventures and US$64 million was for processing arrangements. When the central government imposed a tight credit policy in
1985-86, the county government encouraged village and team firms to seek
foreign capital through compensation trade and through processing materials
for foreign companies. As a result, total processing income increased from
US$10.6 million in 1985 to US$42 million in 1986. Many TVPS, including some production team firms, partnerships, and individual enterprises,
established direct foreign contacts through relatives or other social connections.
In Wuxi there is some inflow of capital from other parts of the country,
but the level of foreign investment has been much lower than in Nanhai.
This is partly attributable to administrative restrictions against direct foreign
contacts by TVPS. In Jieshou there are a few joint ventures that involve foreign capital; in Shangrao there are none.

The Factors That Determine Patterns of Development
The size, structure, and performance of the TVP sector in each county depend
greatly on geographic and historical factors, the availability and types of local
resources, the quality and size of the local labor force, access to technology
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and capital, and the policies pursued by the central and especially the local
govemment.
Geographyand History
The size of the TVP sector is closely linked to the level of development of
the local economy. Per capita indicators illustrate the disparity among the
four counties (table 4-7). In Wuxi and Nanhai there are more market channels, greater access to different types of resources (including physical inputs,
financial resources, and technology), and larger demand for manufactured
products and for a wide range of services. These counties can therefore make
better use of opportunities that arise. This partly explains why the TVP sector
in Wuxi was able to take off as early as 1979-80, soon after the central government's policy shift toward diversified economic development in rural
areas. To capture the conditions of the TVP sector in each county, we need
a historical overview.
Wuxi County is located in southern Jiangsu Province in the hinterlands
of Shanghai. The area has been highly developed since the Song Dynasty
(960-1279) and has many small cities and urban clusters. It is rich in agriculture and has a strong industrial base. In 1985 Shanghai city and Jiangsu Province together contributed 18 percent of China's gross value of agricultural
and industrial output (GVAIO) and 21 percent of its GVIO. In 1985 Jiangsu
led all other provinces in China in the GVIO of construction materials, food
and beverages, textiles, leather products, fumiture, chemicals, plastics, and
electronics. It also has an advanced machinery manufacturing industry and
many art and handicraft products.4 Wuxi municipality, located in the middle
Table 4-7. Per Capita Indicators, 1985
(yuan, except as specified)

Item

Wuxi

Jieshou

Nanhai

Shangrao

All
China

Cultivated land per capita
(mu)

0.88

1.2

0.94

0.67

1.39

754
4,588
4,246
342

285
452
260
192

1,029
2,989
2,567
422

322
300
71
229

398
1,164
885
279

Averageper capita income
of rural populationa
GVAIOper capitab
GVIO per capitab
GVAOper capita'

Note: GVAO, gross value of agricultural output.
a. Includes income from all sources, including nonagricultural activities and employment in
TVPS.

b. Includes the output of TVPs.
c. Excludes the output of TVPs.
Sources: Information from fieldwork; State Statistical Bureau (1986a), pp. 4, 132, 233, 583.
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of Wuxi County and since 1983 the supervisory level of govemment for the
county's administration, is an important city in the area.
The county's strong agricultural and industrial base has helped foster development of the TVP sector. Rich agricultural produce supplied the raw materials for many TVP food-processing and textile industries. Advanced industrial
development in the surrounding areas provided opportunities for TVPS to engage in processing work for large state or urban collective factories or to pick
up products that these factories no longer considered profitable to produce.
Moreover, the management and technical skills that had been built up in
the area over the years could be drawn on to support the development of
TVP industry.
An important impetus for TVP development in Wuxi came from the cadres,
workers, and educated youths who returned there during the Cultural Revolution, many bringing skills learned in their previous jobs in Shanghai and
other cities. Prompted partly by the need to find work and partly by the shortage of supplies as many urban factories stopped production at the height of
the Cultural Revolution, they established TVPS in rural areas.
In the early 1970s, after an intense debate, county authorities decided not
to abandon TVPS, even though in accordance with the spirit of the times they
stressed the development of agriculture and grain production. By the late
1970s TVP industrial development in Wuxi was far ahead of that in the other
counties.
Nanhai County is located in a highly developed and urbanized area about
20 kilometers from Guangzhou. Like Wuxi, Nanhai stretches around a municipality (Foshan) that was given administrative leadership over the county
in 1983. The county has several well-developed towns. The area's agriculture
produces enough to support its own population and to export a substantial
quantity of products to Hong Kong. There were many small factories in the
area before 1949, including the first modern silk mill in China, but the industrial base is much smaller than in Wuxi. The GVIO (including output of village industry) of Guangdong Province was only 50 percent of Jiangsu's in
1985, and the output of its machinery subsector was only 42 percent. Light
industry, especially food processing and textiles, is predominant. (The proportion of light and heavy industry in total ovio was 67:33 in Guangdong
in 1985 and 56:44 in Jiangsu.) As in Wuxi, the rural areas benefited from
the return during the Cultural Revolution of skilled workers who began to
set up their own factories in the countryside. Although Nanhai authorities
permitted these factories, they apparently took a less active role than their
counterparts in Wuxi in fostering TVCES. Hence TVPS in Nanhai tend to be
on a smaller scale. The county enterprise sector is weaker and the private
sector is stronger than in Wuxi.
Jieshou County is located on the North China Plain at the western border
of Anhui Province, in a less favored area than Wuxi and Nanhai. The region
is subject to periodic floods and droughts, with serious consequences for agri-
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cultural output. In good years harvests are adequate for export to other regions; in bad years, as in 1985, the area has to be subsidized by grain allocated
by the state, and there are severe reductions in personal incomes. (The average per capita income of the rural population dropped from Y345 in 1984
to Y285 in 1985, mainly because of the bad harvest.) The area is much further inland than Wuxi and Nanhai and has hardly any industrial base. In
1984 Jieshou's GVIO (excluding village industry) was only 6 percent of Wuxi's
and 10 percent of Nanhai's.
Of the four counties, only Jieshou has its own county seat. During the war
with Japan in the 1930s and 1940s Jieshou town, which was not under Japanese occupation, prospered as a commercial center. Although its prosperity
diminished after the war, sorme commercial traditions have been retained.
The area has one of the four important livestock markets in China. Local
people engage extensively in marketing activities. They are willing to travel
long distances to get supplies and sell products, going as far as Nepal, for
instance, to sell locally produced nylon ropes. The development pattem of
the TVP sector in Jieshou is somewhat similar to that in Wenzhou, a coastal
prefecture in Fujian Province; there too, local resources are lacking, but marketing activities have brought prosperity to residents.
The TVP sector in iieshouseems to have performed better than that of
ShangraoCounty. Compared with Jieshou, Shangrao was historically more
isolated, being hidden away iin a valley among mountain ridges. Although
it is now easily accessible by railroad, it is not a commercial center as Jieshou
once was, and it is not usually a place where people stop to do business. In
1964 Shangrao County was separated from Shangrao city under the principle,
prevalent at the time, that the city should concentrate on industrial development and the county on agriculture. Unlike Wuxi or Foshan cities, however,
Shangrao city had poorly developed industries that failed to exert leadership
in the industrial development of the vicinity. The share of agricultural output
(excluding village industry) in the total GVAIO of Shangrao County exceeded
75 percent in 1984 and 1985. Most of the county's industries are resourcebased, tapping rich coal deposits and construction materials. Almost every
township has a few hydropower stations, but many are running lossesbecause
of poor management. Some of the county's so-called TvPs are administrative
establishments set up to manage labor teams that go outside the county to
work on construction and repair jobs. Few commercial activities and services
are carried out within the county, although a market for ramie fiber thrived
in Shaxi town in 1984-86.
Human Resourcesand Technology
More than 60 percent of the rural labor force in both Wuxi and Nanhai now
works in industry. To supplement local labor, both counties have hired workers from outside-about 40,000 in Nanhai and 10,000 in Wuxi. This repre-
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sents a great achievement in both counties, where until the late 1970s and
early 1980s an important incentive for TVP development had been to find
jobs for local residents. By contrast, in neither Jieshou nor Shangrao are there
enough industrial and other activities to absorb surplus labor from agriculture, and providing employment for the local population is an important consideration for county authorities. The employment problem seems greater for
Shangrao's TVPS than for Jieshou's. Many of the former are overmanned,
which adversely affects their performance and profitability. In Wuxi, county
authorities prefer that TvPs become more capital-intensive rather than increase the number of workers hired from outside, since migrants from outside
the county bring with them a number of social problems. Nanhai has a freer
labor market and a larger number of workers from outside the county.
As discussed above, TVPS in both Wuxi and Nanhai derived much of their
initial technical strength from workers who returned to rural areas in the
196 0s and 1970s. These people brought with them not only their technical
and management skills but also their networks of social connections, which
were essential in obtaining market information and other assistance as the
TVP sector expanded in later years. The proximity of these two counties to
the large cities of Shanghai and Guangzhou provided TVPS with opportunities
to get technical assistance in various ways-for example, by offering shortor long-term employment to workers retiring from city factories or part-time
work to technicians in the city and researchers in nearby academic institutions. Nanhai also has easier access to foreign technology, through joint ventures and processing arrangements, than does Wuxi.
Neither Jieshou nor Shangrao has such advantages in access to technical skills and production technology. Many of Jieshou's TVPS are households and small firms that specialize in traditional handicrafts and simple
food processing-activities requiring little technical skill. Local residents in
Jieshou are rather entrepreneurial, however, and many have taken initiatives
to develop new lines of products. They are willing to invest in learning new
technology or in sending people to more advanced areas (such as southern
J iangsu and Guangzhou) to be trained. They are also responsive to the market, switching quickly to other products as soon as the market becomes saturated with their old products. Through their connections they obtain information on new technologies and products.
By contrast, people in Shangrao seem more risk averse. Their main industrial activities are tied to natural resources, and only recently have they
started to develop handicraft industries. They are less attuned to the market
than in Jieshou. Those who work outside the county engage mostly in manual
work rather than in marketing. The county also suffers from a severe brain
drain; many of its secondary school graduates who go on to college never
return to work in Shangrao. In recent years TVPS in Shangrao began trying
to obtain technology by striking up joint ventures or other arrangements with
entrepreneurs or institutions in nearby Zhejiang Province and in southem
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Jiangsu. Unlike Jieshou, the county has no joint ventures involving foreign
investment and not a single piece of imported equipment.
Access to Capital
The relatively advanced development and good performance of TVPS in Wuxi
and Nanhai offer opportunities for higher returns to capital, and as a result
outside financial institutions are willing to invest in them. For instance, in
1984 Wuxi was able to bring in Y40 million in loans from branches of the
Agricultural Bank and the Industrial and Commercial Bank in other regions,
and a Beijing-based development company came to the county to seek investment opportunities. Moreover, higher per capita incomes lead to an increase
in bank deposits, providing a larger base for loans. Some TVCES in Wuxi have
issued bonds to finance their investments.
Nanhai has the additional advantage of easier access to foreign capital.
The sources of foreign exchange include compensation trade, processing arrangements, and joint ventures, as well as remittances from friends and relatives in Hong Kong and overseas. During 1980-86 the Bank of China lent
US$7.8 million, mostly short:term, to TVPS in Nanhai. Personal incomes are
higher in Nanhai than in Wuxi, partly because govemment policies in Wuxi
have sought to minimize the difference between the incomes of agricultural
and industrial labor. Overseas remittances and proximity to Hong Kong also
raise incomes in Nanhai. Financial institutions are more flexible, and the
banks may be more active in mobilizing funds than in Wuxi. In 1986 Nanhai
obtained Y100 million in short-term interbank loans from financial institutions outside the county. Enterprises as well as individuals seem to make more
use of banking services than in Wuxi. Personal savings per capita in 1984
were Y588 in Nanhai and Y154 in Wuxi. TvPs borrowed about Y900 million
of bank loans in 1986, compared with Y574 million in Wuxi.
In Jieshou and Shangrao the amount of loans available for TVPS is not small
in relation to the size of their TVP sectors. In Jieshou many govemment departments, including the finance bureau, tax bureau, supply and marketing
cooperative, and foreign trade department, assist TVPS in meeting their capital requirements. In Shangrao in the past local banks were forced to lend
to many unviable TVP projects, especially small hydropower stations. As a
result, almost half of the value of outstanding loans in Shangrao in 1986 consisted of bad debts and overdue payments. Banks have become conservative
in their lending policies and do not make maximum use of available funds.
TVPS in all four counties complained about the shortage of funds. New
loans for TVPS were reduced in 1985 as a result of central govemment efforts
to control investment and consumption in the country as a whole. This
somewhat dampened the growth of the TVP sector, but growth continued at
a remarkably high rate in all four counties. In Nanhai the tightening of do-
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mestic credit induced increased use of foreign capital by TVPS, which seems
to have been beneficial to their development.
Government Policiesand Strategies
As mentioned above, central government policies have had a significant impact on the growth of the TVP sector. With the Great Leap Forward in 1958
some beginnings were made in rural industrialization, but many of the investments turned out to be wasteful. During the Cultural Revolution grain production was emphasized at the expense of other rural activities; some enterprises, however, were set up in rural areas at the commune and brigade levels,
mainly to support agricultural development by providing machinery and
tools. Rapid development of the TVP sector occurred after 1978, at first somewhat sporadically as a sequel of rural reforms but later with the encouragement of the central government.

Rural reformsaffectedTVP developmentin severalways.The PRs allowed
farmers to engage in other activities as long as they fulfilled the terms of their
contracts; the reduction of grain procurement quotas relaxed the need for
labor-intensive triple cropping and so freed labor for other activities; the increase in agricultural output, especially of cash crops, provided raw materials
for TVPS; and the increase in rural incomes helped finance the growth of TvPs.
For these reasons the timing of rural reforms in each locality influenced local
TVP

development.

The first of the four counties to adopt the PRS was Jieshou, in 1981. (Provincial leaders in Anhui Province had endorsed the PRS in the late 1970s
and supported its implementation through the initial debates on these issues;
see Wu Xiang 1986.) In 1982 individual firms and private partnerships started
to develop rapidly. In Wuxi and Nanhai widespread implementation of the
pRs began only in 1982, after the system was officially endorsed by the central
government.5 In Wuxi, however, the gradual reduction of triple cropping
after 1978 had provided an impetus for the rapid development of the TVCE
industrial sector. Partly because of the success of industrial TVCES, local authorities were reluctant to encourage development of private enterprises that
might give community enterprises too much competition. In Nanhai the PRS
was initially implemented only in the poorer townships and villages, but
starting in 1979 the local government encouraged large-scale development
of brigade and production team enterprises. In Shangrao local authorities
seem to have been more sluggish than their counterparts in Jieshou in implementing rural reforms. The PRS was not adopted until 1983, and not much
effort was made to develop the TVP sector at any level until 1984, when the
central government unequivocally promoted TVP development. In the other
three counties the central government's clear enunciation of policy in 1984
further boosted the TVP development that had been initiated in earlier years.
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The ownership structure of the TVP sector in each county is to a large extent determined by strategies adopted by the county govemment. (See chapters 7 and 9 for further discussion of ownership patterns and the factors that
have shaped them in the four counties.) In Wuxi the community-run economy has a strong base. The government has assumed firm leadership of the
TVP sector and is stressing the development of industrial TVCES. Its strategy
is to discourage development of TvPs below the village level (to conserve raw
materials and energy) and to protect TVCEs as much as possible from competition for human and financial resources. Private enterprises are tolerated, but
their development has been constrained by limits on loans, restricted access
to inputs, and environmental and other regulations. Ten percent of the profits remitted by TVPS is used to finance agricultural investment and support
services. The govemment tries to keep the difference between wages of workers in TVPS and in agriculture relatively small, and it imposes wage controls
on TVCES. Hence the Wuxi lVP sector is much stronger at the township and
village levels than at lower levels.
In Nanhai, where the government encourages the development of TVPS
at all levels, TVCES are much less predominant. During the past couple of
years the government began emphasizing the development of core enterprises
at the township level but not at the expense of other types of TVP. Restrictions on loans to private enterprises have been less stringent than in Wuxi,
and when macroeconomic control over domestic credit was imposed in 1985,
the government encouraged production team firms and even (to a lesser extent) private enterprises to seek financial resources through foreign channels.
These measures boosted the development of lower-level TVPS, while the
growth of TVCES was somewhatcurtailed by the tightening of credit.
In Jieshou the government has actively promoted the development of individual enterprises by helping them to get loans and inputs and by a[llowing
them to use the name of the community (the township, town, or county).
Some individual firms were given loans directly from township govemment
funds. Regulation of individual enterprises is lax; there is no ceiling on the
number of workers hired by private enterprises or on wages paid to workers.
Hence this sector is relatively large.
In Shangrao the government did not get organized to promote Tv]P development until 1984-85. There is no obvious indication of government favoritism toward any one form of ,rvp. Because the township governments in general depend on TVPS to finance their expenditures, they tend to squeeze TVCES
for funds, which harms the enterprises' financial viability and long-term development potential (see chapter 17).
From the foregoing discussion it is obvious that the policies of county and
community governments have an immense impact on the performance of the
TVP sector. Government requirements for remitted profits reduce the funds
available to the enterprises for expansion and harm incentives to workers and
managers. In this respect Jieshou is consistently much less demanding than
Shangrao, as data on firms suggest (table 4-8).
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Local government can also exert considerable influence over the performance of TVPS through labor policy. Wuxi's govemment, for instance, has
a stronger role in the allocation of labor within the county than Nanhai's,
and Nanhai allows more workers from outside the county to work in local
TVPS than does Wuxi. Wuxi also imposes stricter constraints on wage levels
than does Nanhai, which has helped to keep wage costs for TVPS low and
to maintain a high level of profits. (See chapter 13 for a discussion of wages
and incentives and chapter 7 for details on the factors that affect local govemment policies on wages and distribution.) In Shangrao the result of govemment interference in employment and personnel appointments in TvPs has
been enterprises that are overstaffed and, in some cases, financially unviable.

Implications of TVP Experience in the Four Counties
Many factors account for the diversity of TVP development and performance
in the four counties. The initial conditions are clearly important and account
Table 4-8. Distributionof Profits in SampleTownshipEnterprises, 1981 and 1985
Item
1981
Total profits (thousands of yuan)
Of which (percent):
Income tax
Remitted profitsRetained profitsb
Use of retained profits (percent)
Investment and working capital
Bonuses, collective welfare,
and so on
1985
Total profits (thousands of yuan)
Of which (percent):
Income tax
Remitted profits,
Retained profitsb

Wuxi

Jieshou

Nanhai

Shangrao

847

35

190

15

10.0
55.0
35.0

20.0
0.0
80.0

6.8
29.5
63.7

26.7
40.0
33.3

98.8

81.8

78.6

88.9

1.2

18.2

21.4

11.1

1,942

161

787

22

20.7
27.7
51.6

18.6
1.9
79.5

32.9
15.6
51.5

18.2
27.3
54.5

87.2

74.2

70.0

91.7

12.8

25.8

30.0

8.3

Use of retained profits (percent)

Investment and working capital
Bonuses, collective welfare,
and so on

Note: Includestown-runenterprises.There are twenty-threeobservationsfor Wuxi, twelve
for Nanhai, seventeenfor Jieshou,and twenty-sixfor Shangrao.
a. Profitsremittedto townshipgovemments.
b. Totalprofitless income tax and remittedprofits.
Source:EnterpriseQuantitativeQuestionnaire.
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for much of the observed difference between the more and less advanced
counties. Although such factors as geographic location and natural resources
are beyond anyone's control, initial conditions are also significantly affected
by endogenous factors-for example, government policies. Hence initial
conditions should not be treated as entirely exogenous factors that act separately from the other determinants of TVP structure and performance. Keeping this in mind, and realizing the danger inherent in attempting to generalize from only four cases, we outline four different patterns of TVP
development that are exemplified by the four counties in our sample.
GeneralPatterns
Wuxi represents one extreme of community government involvement. Local
authorities have stressed the clevelopment of TVCES: they have supplied initial
funds, shared the risk, and served as a supervisory body, appointing managers
and allocating workers. Partly because of the favorable conditions discussed
earlier (proximity to Shanghai, the presence of skilled labor, an industrial
tradition, and so on), the Wuxi system has worked well. The community
governments have ensured thLatmanagerial incentives maximize the welfare
of the local community, but they have in most cases left managers considerable leeway in making production decisions. Workers enjoy job security but
have little say in decisionmaking, and their earnings largely consist of piece
rates and profit-related bonuses. Although employment generation was the
principal goal of Wuxi TVPS in the late 19 70s and early 1980s, the elimination
of the labor surplus and the advent of competitive pressures have shifted priorities toward greater capital intensity and modernization. Workers from outside the county are admitted on a temporary basis only. The community government's leadership role includes providing assistance in product selection,
marketing, and financing. Financial institutions are important but regulated,
and Wuxi TvPs retain a signilicant part of their profits for reinvestment.
In Nanhai local authorities have been much more even-handed in their
treatment of different forms of TVPS. Other characteristics of the Nanhai pattern are a developed banking sector that TVPS use as their primary source of
capital, reliance on markets (including the labor market), and significant export orientation with concomitant transfer of foreign technology. Although
the government has emphasized development of all forms of TVPS, it is not
as directly involved in the operation of these enterprises as in Wuxi. TVPs
use a smaller fraction of their profits for investment and rely heavily on
banks, which appear to be less regulated than in other parts of China.
Through their contacts with foreign (mostly Hong Kong) firms, Tvps have
been able to obtain advanced technology and to modernize their production
methods. High productivity combined with significant remittances from
abroad have contributed to Nanhai's high per capita income. Since Nanhai,
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like Wuxi, has exhausted its surplus labor, income maximization based on
more capital-intensive modem technology has become the principal goal of
most TVPS. TVP managers are selected primarily by the community govemment, but they are given considerable decisionmaking authority. Workers
have little say. Layoffs are rare, and most workers are on piece rates or other
forms of incentive pay. Workers from other areas are used extensively by

Nanhai TVPS.
In Jieshou local authorities have systematically supported the development
of large private enterprises, which are important not only numerically but
also in employment and output. The govemment is more supportive of entrepreneurship than in Shangrao and encourages any form of TVP development,
including joint ventures that involve foreign capital. Less than half of all enterprise directors are appointed by the local government. TVPs are responsive
to changes in the market and, because of the simple nature of their operations, can switch easily to different lines of production. In contrast to Wuxi
and Nanhai, employment creation continues to be an important goal, since
surplus labor still exists. Despite the obstacles posed by scarcity of capital,
of infrastructure, and of skilled labor, Tvp development in Jieshou has been
successful in recent years.

Shangrao suffers from its remote location and limited industrial base, and
community governments there have often been forced to use the TvPs as
sources of revenue for public and social expenditures. TVCEs have struggled
to survive, while private enterprises have assumed a large share of total TVP
output and employment. Community governments control the appointment
of community enterprise directors and determine the annual plan in many
rvPs. Generating employment to absorb surplus labor remains an important
objective, and brain drain has been a significant problem. As in other counties, workers' pay contains an element of individual incentives, mostly piece
rates. Shangrao's TVP development started much later than in the other three
counties, but county authorities subsequently promoted TVPs and growth
rates have been higher since 1984. Improvement in TVP performance may
follow the enterprise reforms and restructuring that the county government
scheduled for implementation in 1987. Rich resources of coal and other minerals have supported the bulk of Tvp activities in the past, but future development, especially of manufacturing industries, will require innovative approaches to identify new products with market potential and to develop
human resources.
Implications

have been able to thrive in a variety of environments. In contrast to
state enterprises, TvPS are characterized by great flexibility, harder budget
constraints, costs of capital that are more reflective of scarcity, and much

TvPs
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heavier reliance on worker incentives. TVPS have clearly demonstrated their
ability to grow rapidly under different pattems of local government intervention. Their ability to maintain growth under the restrictive macroeconomic
policies of the mid-1980s attests to their viability and superior performance.
Our study also suggests that (except for Shangrao) no particular model is
clearly superior to others. The Wuxi case, based on TVCES, is impressive, but
the extraordinary growth record of Jieshou's TVPS, which include a significant
private sector, is also remarkable, and the Nanhai approach of balanced ownership combined with market and export orientation has also met with success. The experience of all three counties has drawn significant national attention. Wuxi and Nanhai counties and Fuyang Prefecture, where Jieshou
is located, are among the fourteen rural counties and districts selected recently by the State Council for further experiments in various aspects of rural
development.
The experience of the four counties indicates that the principal obstacles
to the development of TvPs are negative govemment policies, a weak initial
economic base, and inability to compete for material inputs and for physical
and human capital. Overall, our study suggests that an important stimulus
for the TVP sector will be policies that improve the designed functioning of
the capital market and promote the development of infrastructure and the
acquisition of human capital.
Notes
1. "Resolutionon SeveralQuestionsabout Speedingup AgriculturalDevelopment"(draft),
December1978.
2. Central Committee Circular on Agricultural Work in 1984, January 1, 1984 (Xinhua
Yuebao,June 1984, pp. 82-86), and circular transmitting the "Report on Exploring New Areas
for Development of Commune and Brigade Enterprises," submitted by the Ministry ol Agriculture and the Party group of the ministry (Xinhua Yuebao,March 1984, pp. 107-11). These directives are also referred to as Documernts No. 1 and 4.
3. Procurement by the county foreign trade bureau was Y29 million; in addition, about Y20
million of TVP exports went through wuxi municipality and another Y14 million through Shanghai and other cities.
4. Jiangsu is close behind Shanghai in the output of the machinery industry; together they
contributed 25 percent of the GvIo of the subsector in China in 1985. Jiangsu is a close runner-up
to Guangdong in the output value of art and handicraft products; the two provinces contributed
28 percent of total national subsectoral GVIOin 1985.
5. "Minutes on the National Conference on Agricultural Work," Document No. I (1982),
approved the PRS as an integral part of a socialist economy.
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Market Interactions
and IndustrialStructure
William A. Byrd and N. Zhu

China's TVP sector grew rapidly in the 1970s and 1980s and is now a significant force in Chinese industry. The sector accounted for 21 percent of national gross value of industrial output (GVIO) in 1986, compared with 9 percent in 1978 and only 3 percent in 1971. TVPS produce a wide range of
industrial goods and have penetrated most of China's domestic markets. They
compete not only with each other but also with state enterprises. TVPS have
grown extremely rapidly when the economic and political environment permitted, most notably in 1984-85, but they have also shown considerable resilience in the face of adversity. They form the most dynamic and fastest
growing part of Chinese industry. This raises a number of questions about
the sector's performance, viability, and future. Is its recent growth an aberration? What will happen if state enterprises become more competitive? What
are the characteristics of the markets that TVPS participate in (and to a great
extent have shaped since the late 1970s)? Is the scale of most TVPS suboptimal? Is the financial structure of TVPS sound, or are many of them engaging in risky, unsustainable, debt-financed expansion? More fundamentally, is the TVP sector efficient?
This chapter explores a number of related topics concerning market environment, enterprise response and adjustment, and industrial structure in the
TVP sector. We start by briefly describing some basic features of the institutional structure and market environment of TVPS, looking at patterns of competition and at how firms, communities, and TVP industries adjust to changing business conditions, increasing competition, and adverse developments.
We then move on to a preliminary analysis of industrial structure in the TVP
sector and a brief exploration of policy issues.

Stylized Facts
China's TVPs operateprimarilyin a market environmentfor outputs and material
inputs. Table 5-1 shows the share of outputs and inputs of sample enterprises
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Table 5-1. Planned Allocation of Sample Firms' Inputs and Outputs, 1985
(percentage of sample or subsample)

Shareof plannedalocationin totala
0

0-10

Input
Output

63
51

13
8

4
5

11
8

9
28

Input, by county
Wuxi

52

16

3

19

10

Jieshou

61

17

0

14

8

Nanhai

90

0

5

0

5

Shangrao

55

15

10

5

15

46
57
74
19

7
11
5
6

7
6
0
6

10
6
0
19

30
20
21
50

58

15

3

12

12

65
75

5
19

5
0

15
6

10
0

40

9

8

9

34

80
63

0
13

0
0

0
12

20
12

Item

10-25

25-50

50-100

Total sarnple

Output, by county

Wuxi
Jieshou
Nanhai
Shangrao
Input, by ownership

Townshipand town
Villageand production
team
Private
Output, by ownership

Townshipand town
Village and production
team
Private

a. Shares are percentages of firms' annual output value targets specified in plans handed down
by village, township, county, and higher-level governments and of principal raw materials allocated by these levels of government. In many cases, the reported plan "target" is not mandatory.
Inputs allocated by governments often are priced above the controlled state price.
Source: Enterprise Survey Questionnaire.

allocated by government plans in 1985. FDrmost the share is zero, although
there is some variation across counties and forms of ownership. But what
sample firms refer to as "planning" more often than not consists merely of
reference targets or orders from state commercial units-quite different from
government directive planning. In Wuxi the share of mandatory planning
by state institutions in the allocation of output of TVCES is very small, and
moreover it declined from 11 percent in 1984 to 7 percent in 1985. Unlike
many state enterprises,

rvps buy and sell goods primarily for money rather

than through barter.' Of 113 responding sample firms, only 8 reported getting
any raw materials through barter-like exchanges, and only 7 obtained any
electric power in this way. Thus the money economy is well established for
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the bulk of TVPS. The only partial exception to this pattern is electricity
(table 5-2). Most of the power for firms in our samples comes from county
government allocations, but self-generation and purchase on the market at
high prices are also important. Hence the market is becoming significant in
the allocation of electric power.
7VPs, particularlycommunity enterprises,have generallyfaced rigiditiesin obtainingthe factorsof production-land, capital, and, in many areas, labor. For
43 percent of the township enterprises in our sample, local govemment
grants were the most important source of capital at founding. Similarly, 63
percent of sample township enterprises listed the community government as
their primary source of labor, through allocation or recruitment. Sample private firms relied very little on the community government for either capital
or labor at founding. Most TVPS of any size borrow from local banking institutions, which are subject to community government influence. Table 5-3
shows the sources of land for sample enterprises (also at the time of founding). Except in Jieshou, where the market for land is fairly well developed,
the bulk of sample firms relied primarily on the community government. Factor markets are not well developed in the TVP sector, as is true for Chinese
industry as a whole (see Byrd and Tidrick 1987), and there is not much
movement of factors among rural localities and communities.
Most TVPs of substantialsize are owned and controlledby community governments at the townshipand villagelevel. The community governments often play
a critical role in strategic decisionmaking on investment, new product development, breakup and merger, and so on. They also take the lead in establishing new community enterprises, and they pool funds and absorb risk across
subordinate enterprises. In fact, community governments can be compared
with diversified holding companies or, when tightly integrated as in Wuxi,
with headquarters of multidivisional corporations.
Most TVPs are enmeshedin the ruralcommunities to whichthey belong.Community enterprises belong to community governments and to a large extent
Table 5-2. Sources of Electric Powerfor Sample Firms, 1985
(percentage of total observations)
Share of ttal

Item

0-25

25-50

power supply (percent)

50-75

75-100

County government
allocations

Exchange
Purchaseat high market

22

4

9

65

95

4

1

0

prices

70

6

4

20

Self-generation
Other

54
93

21
0

16
3

9
4

Source: Enterprise Survey Questionnaire.
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Table 5-3. Sources of Land
(points)
Community
govemment

Item

interventione Purchaseb

Rental

Other

Entire sample

59

26

12

3

By owsnership
Township and town
Village and production team
Private

65
59
21

26
19
40

5
18
39

4
4
0

Wuxi
Nanhai
Shangrao
Jieshou

75
56
79
29

13
23
14
52

8
21
4
14

4
0
3
5

Jieshou
Township and town
Village and production team
Private

39
17
19

53
50
51

4
17
30

4
16
0

59
68
84

34
12
16

7
20
0

0
0
0

By county

Nanhai
Township and town
Village and production team
Private

Note:A point-rankingsystembasedon enterprises'responseswasused:3 pointsfor the most
important source of land, 2 points fDr the second most important, and 1 point for the least
important. The ratings werenormalizedto add to 100.
a. Land acquisitionin which the communitygovemmentservedas intermediary;useof land
without charge; and land acquisitionlinked to hiring of local residents.
b. Includesconversionof land contributedinto shares in the enterprise.
Source:EnterpriseSurveyQuestionnaire.

further their objectives. But even private enterprises are tied to communities
in many ways, and in most cases they would find it difficult to relocate. Virtually all directors of sample firms felt that the advantages of their location
outweighed the disadvantages and that the main benefits were administrative protection by the community government and ease of arranging land
acquisition.
Most TXVPs
are relativelysmall. In 1985 the average industrial township enterprise had fewer than sixty employees and a Gvio of slightly more than
Y300,000 (see table 5-5, below), while industrial village enterprises were
only about one-third as large. Untrammeled development of TVPs has been
going on for only a short time, and administrative restrictions have hindered
their expansion. The dependence of the bulk of TvPs on their own retained
funds and on funds raised within the township to meet investment needs has
also limited their size.
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Enterprise Structure
Elements of enterprise structure include ownership, financial structure, and
product orientation and structure.
OWNERSHIP.
(See chapter 9 for an analysis of TVP ownership patterns and
trends.) Traditional community enterprises have a relatively clear ownership
structure. They are essentially ministate enterprises, but the "states" to which
they belong are community governments, which supervise the enterprises
through their industrial corporations. At the opposite extreme, small individual firms also have well-defined ownership. In between are some of the larger
"private" enterprises such as those in Jieshou, which may be registered as collective firms and have close personal ties with local government officials.
Many larger private enterprises in Nanhai also have close govemment ties;
a few have cooperative forms of ownership. In many private enterprises the
capital contributed by enterprise founders is repaid to them fairly early, leaving firms with a growing net worth to which no individual has a clear claim.
The many community enterprises that have been contracted to individual
management add a further layer of ambiguity.
FINANCIAL STRUCTURE. Nearly all TvPs have much higher leverage (debtequity ratio) than state enterprises. A study of a sample of 200 large industrial TVPS (Zhou Qiren and Huang Zhuangjun 1987, table 4, p. 48) found
that their ratio of total debt to total capital was 0.57 at the end of 1985; the
debt-equity ratio was 1.31. Many firms in our sample also have relatively
high leverage. Although this might not be considered unusual in other
countries, it is far higher than in Chinese state enterprises, most of which
got all of their founding capital as state grants. Reliance on internal accumulation by TVPS is also substantial, given the initially high profitability of
many TVP activities and tax concessions for TVPS in the past. A certain proportion of the after-tax profits of community enterprises is siphoned off for
community expenditures or development of other TVPS.During the startup
phase, however, all after-tax profits can be left with the enterprise for reinvestment.
At the community level the industrial corporations responsible for supervising community enterprises function in many ways like financial conglomerates, holding companies, or the headquarters of loosely managed
multidivisional corporations. The key financial roles of the industrial corporations include pooling enterprises' after-tax profits for investment and directing other resources (from local banks and credit cooperatives) to particular
investment projects; cushioning subordinate enterprises from short-term fluctuations; serving as a short-term financial intermediary by transferring funds
from enterprises with surpluses to those with deficits; and facilitating the issuance of short-term bonds to local residents.
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PRODUCT ORIENTATION
AND STRUCTURE.
Traditional community enterprises tend to focus on a single main product or a closely related set of products. Diversification into new product lines often occurs, but it typically leads
to discontinuing the old product line or to splitting into several factories.
This multiplication of firms is facilitated by the transparency of ownership;
any new firms belong to the community government that owns the parent.
Private enterprises are less likely to split in this way, and more diversified
product lines may emerge over time. For example, a highly entrepreneurial
private enterprise in Jieshou started out processing oilseeds, moved into processing soybeans, then began producing soybean-processing machinery, and
now plans to ship frozen chickens to Shanghai.
Among rural communities there are examples of both "conglomerate" and
"specialized" product structures, as well as cases in which a single dominant
firm accounts for a large share of GVIO in the community. The conglomerate
pattern is the more common one, but a weaker form of specialization by broad
subsectors seems to occur at the township and county levels-machinery production in Wuxi, which accounted for 49 percent of the total GVIO of TVCES
there in 1984, is a good exarmple.Regardless of the precise mix of products,
community governments do not set up enterprises that produce the same
products and compete directly with each other. Each community enterprise
is thus a monopolist within the jurisdiction of its "owner." This is not a serious hindrance to competition, however, since communities are so small that
they do not provide viable captive markets for more than a handful of TVP
activities. Enterprises belonging to neighboring community governments as
well as those belonging to villages nested within townships may compete vigorously, as the flood of entrants into the soft drink industry in Wuxi illustrates. Where private enterprises are encouraged, local competition can be
even fiercer.

The Market Environment
The goods markets that TVPS face have only just emerged, largely since the
late 1970s. Hence there has been instability and wide, sudden fluctuations, as
well as numerous opportunities to make large profits. The state sector left
many gaps where latent unfulfilled demand existed. The sharp rise in rural
and urban personal incomes starting in the late 1970s also created new demand which state enterprises were, at least initially, not well placed to meet.
The progressive liberalization of restrictions on TVPS also helped expand market opportunities. Finally, TV]?s may have an advantage in competing with
state enterprises because they are allowed to incur much larger selling expenses and to employ salesmen on a commission or consignment basis.2
As the TVP sector expanded, existing market niches became occupied, and
competition became increasingly heated. Many industrial product markets in
which TVPs dominate or are important have thus been characterized by falling
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or, at most, stable prices and declining profit margins. TVPS that entered the
market early, when profit margins were high, could survive and prosper even
when margins became narrower, but more recent entrants face greater difficulties. The increasing size and changing structure of the TVP sector itself
has created numerous opportunities and market niches for enterprising firms,
and continued increases in urban and rural personal incomes and in investments generate additional demand. But the new opportunities are often used
to best advantage by the more advanced areas and by well-established firms.
The markets in which TVPS in the backward areas can most easily get a foothold are the "old" ones, where profit margins are now narrow. Although
these activities provide employment, the long-term benefit to local TVP development is much weaker than for the first group of entrants.
TVPS face a relatively "hard" and often highly competitive market environment that puts great pressure on them to perform well and is relatively unforgiving of mistakes. This environment undoubtedly contributes greatly to the
efficiency, dynamism, and flexibility of the TVP sector. Unlike many state
enterprises, TVPS have no captive markets for their products. In 1984-85 only
4 percent of the gross sales of all TVCES in Wuxi were within the home township. Eighty-two percent of sample firms in Wuxi sell less than 20 percent
of their output within the county, and 73 percent of those in Jieshou sell
less than 40 percent of their output within the county. Large majorities of
sample enterprises in all four counties sell at least 40 percent of their output
outside the home province. Thus TVPs are largely outward-oriented in their
product markets. More generally, given the lax control over TVP output pricing, they are much less likely to face chronic sellers' markets than are state
enterprises. The bulk of the output of sample firms is priced by the market,
through negotiations with customers, or by the producer. Sellers' markets are
similar to captive markets in their impact on producers' incentives and behavior, and they negate many of the benefits of the market mechanism.
Hence the weakness of price controls and the near absence of chronic sellers'
markets sharply differentiates the market environment faced by most TVPS
from that of state enterprises.
The TVP sector's market environment has been unstable and subject to
fluctuations because of economic and administrative shocks. This is only natural, since market adjustments had been weak or nonexistent for several decades. Ease of entry, combined with strong pressures in rural communities to
develop TvPs as a means of employing surplus labor and generating revenues,
can also be a source of fluctuations (see chapter 17). The huge reserve army
of rural labor available for relatively simple, labor-intensive activities means
that violent downward movements in prices and profits are possible. The
weakness of market information networks and the lack of connections between local markets tend to exacerbate fluctuations. Administrative shocks
also can engender severe market swings: the national tight credit policy
imposed in early 1986 probably had a disproportionately large impact on
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both directlyand indirectlyas stateenterprises,facinga credit crunchof
their own, cut back severelyon subcontractingwork they had been,giving
TVPS,

TVPS.

Patterns of Competition and Adjustment
Price competition is intense in many TVP industries, and various forms of
nonprice competition occur as well. Brand names are often important in
competition-electric fans are an example-and so are product quality and
developmentof new products. Large majoritiesof directors of sample firms
in all four counties considered that they faced "relatively fierce," "very
fierce,"or "extremelyfierce"competition.There are severaldistinct patterns
of competition.
ImitativeCompetitionand Neoclassical
Adjustment
In Jieshou, whereproductsare for the most part relativelysimpleand enterprises are rather small, the dominant pattem can be termed "imitative competition." A resourcefulentrepreneurfindsout about a new product or processthat has been successfulelsewhereand eams high profitsat first. Butsince
entry is easy, a host of irnitatorssoonspringsup, andpricesand profitsdecline
sharply.Commonly,the entry of imitativecompetitorsovershootsthe appropriate number of membersoifthe industry, and after a certain point widespreadexits and a shakedownmay occur. Exit is relativelypainlessbecause
capital requirementsare low and assets can easilybe shifted to other lines
of business.
This pattern involvesprice and quantity adjustmentsand entry and exit
of firmsbut little ifany innovation in productsor technologicalimprovement
after the initial entrepreneurialsuccessthat opened up the opportunity.The
best label for it is "neoclassicaladjustment," since it worksvery much like
the neoclassicalmodel of market equilibrium.Price adjustmentsare fast and
often large.Imitativecompetitionensuresthat economicprofitswillbe eaten
away over time, and the situation tends toward equilibrium.
No product market in Jieshoufitsthis stylizeddescriptionexactly,but "soybean meat" [danbairoul
and the machineryto produceit [penbaojil
comeclose
(seebelow). Similaradjustmentpatterns maybe emergingfor meat and fruit
canning. In many backwardareas the brickmakingindustryhas alreadysettled into equilibrium.

A CASE HISTORY. The penbaoji(PBJ) story is one of backwardintegration
into production of the machineryfor makingsoybeanmeat, a product that
was in great demand all over China in 1982. It affordsan interesting case
study of how limited market and technologicalinformationcan permit large
initial profitsthat are rapidlywhittled awayas informationspreadsthrough
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the market and numerous imitators arise to take advantage of the profit
opportunity.
The soybean-processingtechnique was developed in Changchun, the capital of Jilin Province in northeast China, by a professor at the Jilin Provincial
Finance and Trade Institute, who designed the PBj. Several state enterprises
in Changchun began to make the PBJ, but the technology was not released
to other machinery producers. The PBJ is simple, however, and any good machine shop can copy it if it has a specimen. In Jieshou a local entrepreneur
set up a small enterprise with thirty-five workers to produce soybean meat.
The firm bought first one and then seven more PBJS from J ilin and made huge
profits in 1982. Competition heated up as other enterprises entered the industry in 1983 and 1984.
Meanwhile, an enterprising private food-processing firm, which had been
one of the new entrants into the soybean meat industry, surreptitiously transformed itself into a machinery producer and began to produce the PBj-a case
study of technology transfer and adaptation that cannot be told in full here.
It did this without any help from the original purchaser of the machines,
which would not let other local factories see its installed equipment for fear
that it would be copied. (Producers of soybean meat even tried to prevent
other local firms from finding out the name and address of the producer of
the PBJ in Jilin.) A state-owned farm machinery plant in Jieshou also got
into production of PBJS and became the largest local producer. As technical
information on the PBJ spread widely in Jieshou, a dozen or so small machinery
plants gained the capability to produce it. By 1985 the market was becoming
saturated, and the largest producer cut output sharply in 1986. Many small
machine shops simply stopped producing the PBj.
Price trends clearly show this sharp increase in competition and squeezing
of profits. The Jilin producer's original price for a PBJ unit was Y9,500. The
central mechanism could be bought for about Y1,400, and the rest of the
machine could be made by the user (with some assistance from a machine
shop) for a total cost of about Y4,000, less than half the Jilin price. When
Jieshou firms began making the PBJ in late 1982 and early 1983, the initial
sales price was Y7,500, and profits were huge because the production cost
was only about Y2,200. (Machinery plants presumably produced the ancillary
parts and covering for the PBJ much more cheaply than most users could.)
By mid-to-late 1983 the sales price had fallen to Y5,500. In 1984 the original
producer brought out a simplified version that was priced at Y2,800-Y3,500
but could be produced for only Y1,500. In 1985 the price again fell, to about
Y2,300 for the simplified version. In 1986 the sales price was Y2,000, but
since production costs had risen to Y1,700, profit margins were relatively
narrow.
SOME PROBLEMS. The shortcomings of neoclassical adjustment are not in
the mode of competition itself. Adjustments clearly go in the right di,
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rection-production rises sharply, and consumers or users benefit firom the
price declines. But where neoclassical adjustment alone is occurring, there
may be a certain weakness and lack of dynamism. Market niches are crowded,
and margins are squeezed so much that little if any economic profit can be
earned, but no further strides in efficiency or product improvement are being
made. Markets are functioning well in a narrow neoclassical sense, but they
are not very dynamic. The quaestionsabout neoclassical adjustment thus relate not so much to what is going on but rather to what may not be occurring.
It is too early to tell whether some markets are settling down to static impasses with minuscule economic profits or whether innovations and improvements will subsequently lead to renewed disequilibrium and further industrial
development. In the case of the PBJ the introduction of a simplified version
as market competition became fiercer is a sign that some producers are trying
to improve their products. Buatin the more backward areas the prevalence
of imitative competition may mean that the local TVP sector will continue
to lag behind the more advanced areas.
Investment Competition
Investment competition is similar to imitative competition but involves large
investments of community resources to build facilities that are capitalintensive and often use advanced, sometimes even imported, technology. It
is a means by which latecomers to an industry or to TVP development try
to catch up with or leapfrog the frontrunners. In a number of industries many
localities have built similar plants with large investment requirements after
being shown the way by a few forerunners. State enterprises may become involved as well. General market trends under investment competition are
broadly similar to those under imitative competition and neoclassical adjustment. But since the investments involved are large and often involve sunk
capital that cannot easily be shifted to other uses, the potential losses from
overshooting and excessive entry are much greater.
A good example of investment competition is the aluminum window frame
industry. Demand for such window frames rose sharply with the increase in
housing construction and the shift from wood to aluminum. This in turn
spurred a boom in construction of aluminum extrusion facilities, often with
imported equipment. As a result, the market has become saturated, the number of firms in the industry may be excessive, and profit margins are narrow. These trends are reflected in the experience of an aluminum extrusion
plant in Nanhai.
In August 1984 the market for aluminum window frames looked extremely
good. The enterprise (which had previously produced furniture) and the
township government decided to shift to this product. The change required
a large investment in imported equipment, financed by bank loans. But by
the time the enterprise reached full capacity, the market had been flooded
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with new entrants, and profit margins were squeezed by falling output prices
and the rising market price of aluminum. The enterprise now faces problems
in servicing its debts and can do so only with tax concessions.
When the output price was Y17,000 a ton in late 1984, the gross profit
margin on aluminum window frames was about Y6,000 a ton. By early 1987
output prices had declined by 30 percent, the market price of aluminum ingots had risen by more than 60 percent, and gross profit margins were only
Y1,800 a ton, less than one-third the original level. There are now more
than 200 aluminum extrusion plants producing window frames in China, but
only about 40 percent of them make profits. Although there is an export market, the domestic price is so much higher than the international price that
substantial domestic currency losses are incurred on exports, and the Nanhai
plant does not export any of its output.
Investment competition is inherently much riskier than imitative competition, particularly for the community governments that finance the large investments involved or guarantee bank loans. The aluminum plant mentioned
is by far the most important enterprise in its township, and its financial
performance has a great influence on the financial situation of the township
government. Since profit margins are initially high, timing is a crucial determinant of success. Competitors who come on line early can make profits to
repay their large investments quickly, whereas those who are a little late may
never recoup their investments.
As in the case of imitative competition, the question arises whether there
is only a one-time improvement followed by market saturation or whether
there can be continuing dynamic change. The greater losses that can occur
as a result of the higher requirements for capital investment must be set
against any benefits. Moreover, in many cases the equipment is so specialized
that switching products in the future may be difficult. But despite the risks,
townships in both Nanhai and Wuxi seem to realize that in these kinds of
activities success depends on quick decisions and adequate investments. The
willingness of county and township officialsin both Wuxi and Nanhai to take
risks and in particular to invest in large rather than small plants is impressive.
InnovativeCompetition
Some parts of the TVP sector are experiencing something akin to innovation,
which continually disrupts market equilibriums and leads to improvements
in products and efficiency. In the TVP sector this form of competition primarily involves not so much genuinely "new" innovations as adaptation and a
continual search for new ideas from elsewhere in China and from abroad.
This kind of competition is most evident in Wuxi, where an infrastructure
is being created to support it. Educational facilities, technical and other
training, and importation of experts from the state sector are all part of this
strategy. In Nanhai the need to compete in international markets also re-
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quires continual improvement and a constant search for better methods and
ideas, which to a large extent are brought in from Hong Kong through compensation trade, processing, and other arrangements.
Interactionswith State Industry
COMPETITION. State enterprises are significant competitors in many TVP
product markets. At the national level the bulk of TVP industrial output consists of product categories in wvhichstate enterprises have a dominant share.
Because markets for some goods are geographically localized or administratively fragmented, the two sectors may be insulated. But overall, there is considerable competition between state enterprises and TVPS.
For goods that are chronically in short supply at low government-set prices,
TVPS may have an artificial market niche. TVPS usually produce these goods
at higher cost and sell at higher market prices, but the shortage situation
protects them from the full brunt of competition from state enterprises.
Under these circumstances TVPS can be viable and competitive even though
they are producing goods of lower quality or with more backward technology.
The two-tier planning and market system can thus insulate TVPS somewhat
from competition with the state sector unless the state enterprises sell a substantial share of their output at market prices. In processing industries subject
to the two-tier system-for example, in cement-there are often significant
economies of scale. Thus, if prices were decontrolled and state enterprises
responded to the higher prices and expanded supply, many TVP producers
might have to exit, and some TVPS might survive only because high transport
costs allow them to remain competitive in local markets.
In a buyers' market, where demand is no greater than supply at the going
price and where there may be some excess capacity, competition with the
state sector is different. Typically these industries had relatively high prices,
which attracted TVPS and put downward pressure on prices and sales of state
enterprises. In industries where TVPs have overwhelming economic advantages because their labor costs are lower, economies of scale are unimportant,
and so on, they may take over the bulk of the market, leaving state enterprises in a marginal position. In other industries state enterprises may have
a strong advantage because of privileged access to key inputs, better technology, administrative exclusion Of TVPS, or other reasons, and they may be able
to repel competition from TVPS. More commonly, high-cost state enterprises
can keep a niche in the market only by producing higher-quality or more
"modern" products or through better access to distribution channels.
Generally, competition with the state sector is more important for technologically more sophisticated, capital-intensive goods, which are produced primarily in advanced areas such ats Wuxi and Nanhai. In the case of many lowtechnology, low-value goods that have localized markets (for example,
low-quality cement), direct coimpetition between TVPs and state enterprises
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may be limited. In industries where economies of scale are not critical and
capital requirements are not great, TVPS tend at least to hold their own in
competition. More often than not they do better, leaving state enterprises
to struggle with declining market shares and financial problems-for example, in low-end textiles and simple consumer durables.
COOPERATION.
Production of parts, assembly work, and the like are often
subcontracted to TVPsby state enterprises. Sometimes the latter simply market TVP products under their own brand names. Or state enterprises can use
cooperation to gain access to raw materials. TVPS can even be a dumping
ground for state enterprises' old equipment as it is replaced or retired.
Many subcontracting agreements, joint ventures, and other arrangements
are motivated by state enterprises' need to gain access to certain factors of
production that they cannot obtain otherwise, notably land and labor. A related motive is to take advantage of lower-cost labor in TVPS.Although in
static terms these arrangements exploit the labor cost differential between
the two sectors and are financially advantageous to state enterprises, like international outsourcing, they may transfer manufacturing capabilities to the
TVP sector and thus threaten the position of state industry over the long run.
The most advanced TVP areas, such as Wuxi, have moved away from heavy
reliance on subcontracting for urban industrial state enterprises. The share
of Wuxi's TVP industrial output that consists of such subcontracting declined
sharply from more than 70 percent in 1978 to only 21 percent in 1985
(Jiangsu Academy of Social Sciences 1981, pp. 5 and 18, and information
obtained in fieldwork). This decline may have been related to sectoral shifts
in the composition of Wuxi's industrial output, to withdrawal by state enterprises that faced reductions in demand and tight markets, or to development
of the Wuxi TVP sector itself to such a point that this cooperation was no
longer needed. Nanhai's TVPS,in contrast, have extensive ties with Hong
Kong businesses (although their links with local state enterprises are less
important).

TVPs' Compeitive Strategies
Several distinct TVP strategies can be identified. There is almost invariably
a large premium for being first. Early entrants into a newly blossoming activity can earn very high, lightly taxed profits and rapidly grow to substantial
size. Then, even when profit margins narrow, these firms can more than hold
their own. Hence many TVPS tend to rush into newly discovered profit opportunities as quickly as possible. This is consistent with the imitation strategy
because earlier imitators can still make high profits but with less risk than
is taken by the first, pathbreaking entrants into the new activities.
Another prototypical competitive strategy is to make rapid changes in
product lines to take advantage of changing market opportunities. Both tradi-
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tional community enterprises and private enterprises have shown great flexibility in developing new produictsand changing product lines quickly to avoid
being stuck too long in industries that face declining market trends. Obviously a key prerequisite for this strategy is low capital intensity or assets that
can easily be switched to new activities-in Williamson's (1985) terminology, asset specificity must be low. It is much easier to institute a radical
change in product lines for an agricultural machinery plant or a furniture factory than for an aluminum extrusion plant. Given the increasing severity of
competition in most TVP markets, established producers may need mnassive
new investments and increasing capital intensity to make substantial improvements in product characteristics and quality. A strategy of high investment and capital intensification in, for example, Wuxi appears designed to
achieve and maintain an edge in increasingly competitive markets; it is not
merely a response to high labor costs or labor shortages.3
At the community level, the strategies followed by community govemments parallel those of enterprises but with some additional features. Community governments can choose whether their firms should specialize in a
dominant line of business or produce a wide array of products, and they can
decide how many community enterprises to establish. These questions are
intimately related to the issue of business risk, its impact on the community,
and how to deal with it. A "conglomerate" strategy can greatly reduce market
risk, but specialization can reap certain economic benefits. Having a large
number of enterprises can reduce enterprise-specific risk, but fewer, larger
firms may offer economies of scale. In the more developed areas, such as
Wuxi and Nanhai, the typical pattern at the township level is ten to thirty
township enterprises engaged in a range of activities, with some concentration in one or two industries. Although the biggest firm alone does not account for a large share of a township's GVIO, the top three to five enterprises
may contribute a substantial share of both output and profits. Thus most
townships appear to follow neither extreme specialization nor extreme diversification.
Adjustment to Adversity
The long-term development of China's TVP sector depends on its ability to
respond positively and flexibly to adverse changes in the market. Cornpetition has become increasingly severe in many industries, and there are few
if any lines of business in which the TVP sector is protected from competition.
How well have the TVP sector and different types of TvPs adjusted? There
is now enough experience to give a preliminary assessment. ALthough the
TVP sector boomed in 1978-85, some industries and regions have experienced significant adverse shifts. Moreover, the TVP sector as a whole was
squeezed by the national tight credit policy in 1986, which particularly affected advanced areas and machinery production bases such as Wuxi.
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At the enterprise level, a number of automatic adjustment mechanisms
reflect adverse changes quickly. Price declines,as we have seen, can be steep.
Quantity declinesmay be forced on firms by lack of demand. Output inventories may increase for a time, but after enterprises adjust production, there
may be excess capacity. Because of the rapid price adjustments, forced
changes in quantity are probably not as important for TVPS as for state enterprises. These market adjustment mechanisms do not involve active responses by enterprises, but they quickly transmit new signals on supply and
demand.
A sphere in which TVPS make positive adjustments is labor and wages.
Performance-based wages lend themselves to reductions in workers' pay because they fall automatically with declines in output or profits. Some large
wage reductions have been observed. For example, in a machinery plant in
Nanhai average wages of workers fell from more than Y250 a month in 1985
to Y150 a month in 1986. Such examples are by no means unusual. TVP
workers bear part of the burden of adjustment, and the enterprise is to some
extent cushioned. The clear linkage between wages and output or profits
makes declines more acceptable to the workers. There are limits, however;
in Wuxi in 1986 average wages continued to rise despite a sharp decline in
profits (see below).4
Wage cuts in an adverse situation sometimes lead to voluntary departures
by workers and hence to reductions in the work force. In the more developed
areas such as Nanhai, high-wage opportunities are available and there is a
functioning labor market. In Shangrao, a poor locality, some firms have virtually stopped production owing to management problems as well as market
difficulties. Since most of the workers are on piece rates, they would be paid
virtually nothing for staying, so they go back to agriculture or engage in
small-scale commercial activities. Another common practice is to lay off temporary workers from other areas. Sometimes even regular workers can be laid
off, often with the right to return when conditions improve. But in general,
downward wage adjustments seem more common than sharp, involuntary reductions in the work force.
More active, dynamic responses to a worsening market situation fall under
the general category of productadjustments,which include improving quality,
changing specific product varieties, cutting costs (often through large new
investments), or producing a cheaper product in greater demand. Another
adjustment is to improve the product, which may or may not involve an effective price reduction, depending on whether the price is kept constant or
is raised. Finally, completely new products can be developed.
Financialadjustmentsdeal with an adverse market situation by permitting
different institutions to share the burden of adjustment. A decline in profits
automatically cuts profit taxes and, in areas such as Wuxi and Nanhai, profit
remittances to the local community government.5 Another financial response
is to build up debts and payables, but this is limited by the tolerance of banks
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and suppliers. Finally, many T'VPS can obtain tax exemptions in times of market difficulties.
Drastic adjustmentsthat affect the very existence of the firm also occur. The
work force may decline if workers leave because of low pay, but shrinkage
of enterprise assets through sales or otherwise is infrequent. Other common
responses for community enterprises involve contracting, leasing, or even
selling the firm to private individuals. Exit by small private enterprises is
often easy because little capiital is tied up in the operation. Shutdowns of
township enterprises are rare but not unknown; shutdowns occur more frequently among village and team firms. One reason for the rarity of exits by
township enterprises is that in many areas the bank debts of defunct firms
become the responsibility of the township government and have to be repaid
from the eamings of other township enterprises in that community. In general, exit is much more common in the TVP sector than for state enterprises.
In Nanhai, for example, about 4 percent of community enterprises-mostly
village firms-and roughly 15 percent of private enterprises went out of business in 1986.
At the community level, the community government can to some extent
vary the flow of funds between it and higher levels, but its hard budget constraint (see chapter 17) limits the extent to which this can occur and the
length of time over which revenue shortfalls can persist. The ability of community governments to respond to adversity depends crucially on the discretionary funds at their disposal. If these funds are large, as in the better-off
townships of Wuxi and Nanhai, community enterprises can be given the leeway to attempt more positive responses. But if most flowsof funds from community enterprises to community governments are used to meet essential
public expenditures, the comrnunity governments cannot help finance adjustment by allowing enterprises to reduce their remittances temporarily.
Communities that specialize in certain products face great difficulties in adjusting to adverse changes. Since the financial situation of the community
government itself has usually worsened substantially, it is not able to provide
much of a cushion for the enterprises. The shortage of funds also hampers
positive responses such as establishment of new firms in more promising lines
of business. Drastic remedies--shutdowns or at least substantial shrinkage,
as well as changes in ownership-may be needed.
Overall, the flexibility and effectiveness of TvPs' adjustments to adverse
circumstances are impressive, as some examples illustrate.
WUXI COUNTY, 1986. After extremelyrapid growth of TVP industrialoutput in 1985 (nearly 80 percent: in real terms, following close to 60 percent
growth in 1984), Wuxi faced a difficult situation in 1986. Demand was stagnant or declining as a result of the national tight credit policy and the increasing market saturation brought on by widespread entry of TVPS in other
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parts of the country. At the same time, market prices of most raw materials
continued to rise. Wuxi's response was to increase TVP industrial output by
an additional 21 percent, allow gross profits to decline sharply (by more than
50 percent), reduce total direct and indirect tax payments, but by a smaller
margin than the decline in profits,6 sharply increase bank loans as well as
fixed and circulating assets, and, surprisingly, increase the number of TVCES
by more than 10 percent and the number of TVCE employees by more than
30 percent. Moreover, average wages increased by nearly 10 percent.7 The
Wuxi response can be seen as an attempt to keep pushing forward even in
the face of adversity, and its success is an indication of impressive flexibility
and ability to adjust.
THE XIQIAO TEXTILE INDUSTRY. In the early 1980sXiqiao's TVCE weaving
plants thrived because of processing contracts with local state textile producers, whose own facilities could not meet heavy demand, as well as with commercial agencies. The TVCES wove raw materials provided by the customer
into cloth for a stipulated processing fee. After 1983 private textile factories
developed rapidly, also by processing for state units. Increasing competition
in textile markets and the national tight credit policy imposed in early 1986
had a severe impact on this industry. State enterprises no longer had extra
circulating capital with which to finance processing activities, and market
demand for textiles was falling. Thus demand for processing by TVPs declined
precipitously. Many private enterprises simply stopped production-80 percent of them did so for several months. But community enterprises did not
have this option.
Xiqiao's textile industry had to make the difficult and painful transition
to a system under which firms produced on their own account and hence
were responsible for supply and marketing. Problems were aggravated by huge
losses on inventories as a result of sharp price declines and the unwillingness
of many state purchasers to honor contracts. Although the sector now appears likely to survive (only one community enterprise has closed down, although others still incur losses), there have been important shifts in ownership structure, and the private sector has flourished. In the weaving industry
private enterprises can outcompete community enterprises because of their
lower labor costs (they provide few benefits and rely heavily on young female
temporary workers from poorer localities in northern Guangdong) and, in
many cases, more modern equipment. (Community enterprises often were
given discarded obsolete looms by local state textile mills, whereas private
enterprises purchased new equipment from state textile machinery producers,
who are now allowed to sell to nonstate firms.) Private enterprises are also
better able to adjust to the vagaries of textile production and marketing. Because of their low fixed labor costs, many of them can shut down temporarily
when market demand falls off and resume operations when it is profitable
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ADJUSTMENT THROUGH OWNERSHIP CHANGES. Xiqiao is an example of adjustment through changes in ownership structure. When village and production team enterprises face adversity, the tendency in many areas is to privatize them in one way or another. The reverse-collectivization of private
enterprises in trouble-does not seem to occur because community govemments do not want the burdern. Some successfulprivate enterprises, however,
are explicitly or implicitly transformed into community enterprises of a sort.
Cases in which successful TVCEShave been privatized are rare. Thus there
is an asymmetry in adjustments of ownership structure in adverse circumstances. The share of private enterprises and of community enterprises contracted to private management is likely to rise, perhaps even sharply. This
occurs not only because of privatization of community enterprises but also
because more private enterprises may be established and growth of existing
private firms may be relatively fast.

Industrial Structure
Market interactions and the institutional and economic features of China's
TVP sector have implications for industrial structure. In this section we look
at selected topics in this vast area: subsectoral composition, firm size, community industrial structure, and, in a preliminary analysis, economies of scale.
SubsectoralComposition
As can be seen from table 5-4 (which covers TVCES only), China's TVP sector
is diversified and covers nearly as broad a range of industrial subsectors as
Chinese industry as a whole. There are some noticeable differences, however. The shares of petroleum and electric power are minuscule for the TVP
sector, and the share of metallurgy is much less than in industry as a whole,
whereas the share of construction materials is much higher. Wuxi's TVCES
are dominated by the machine-building subsector, which accounted for
nearly half of their GVIO in 1984, compared with only about one-quarter
for China as a whole. Between 1978 and 1984 the textile subsector more
than quintupled its share in t:he GVIO of Wuxi's TVCE sector, while other
subsectors declined moderately. Construction materials are much less important in Wuxi than nationally but are still somewhat more important than
in Chinese industry as a whole. The industrial structure of TVCEsin Shangrao
is radically different from that in Wuxi. Coal mining and construction materials together account for 54 percent of GVIO, whereas machine building accounts for only 7 percent and there is-surprisingly, considering Shangrao's
low wages-no production of textiles or garments. Extractive and processing
industries account for 71 percent of total Gvio, compared with 35 percent
for the national TVP sector ancdonly 26 percent for the TVP sector in Wuxi.
These differences are indicative of the gap between developed and back-
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Table 5-4. SubsectoralComposition of GVIO
(percentage
of total)
China 1985

Wuxi TVCEs

Shangrao

All industry,

TVCEs

1978

1984

TVCEs, 1984

8.0
3.3
2.5
4.5
11.2
26.9
4.2
1.6
11.5
15.3

3.4
0.4
3.8
0.1
8.4
25.5
18.9
3.0
7.9
12.5

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
13.1
56.3
8.5
0.2
0.9
3.0

6.7
0.0
0.0
0.0
11.2
48.6
7.7
0.6
1.0
15.5

0.5
5.5
21.5
0.0
11.1
7.1

Garments

2.4

3.7

1.3

1.6

0.0

Leather
Paper
Cultural and educational
activities
Other

0.9
1.3

1.6
2.4

0.3
0.0

0.5
0.0

7.6
0.9

2.6
3.8k

3.0
5.4

0.3
16.1

2.5
4.1

3.7
4.8b

Subsector

Metallurgy
Electric power
Coaland coke
Petroleum
Chemicals
Machinebuilding
Construction materials
Forestry
Food
Textiles

32.2

0.6
4.5
0.0

Note: GVIO, gross value of industrial output.
a. Excludes TVPsat the village level and below.
b. Residual.
Sources: State Statistical Bureau (1986a), pp. 227-28, and information from fieldwork.

ward regions. The former have a high share of manufacturing and, more generally, of subsectors such as machine building that take on increased importance during economic development. The latter have a high share of
transport-protected and extractive industries and of industries that serve primarily local markets. The subsectoral composition of Gansu Province's industrial TVP sector also fits this description (World Bank 1988, chapter 3 and
annex B). The potential of these industries for stimulating dynamic industrial
development in backward areas is limited.
Finn Size

Table 5-5 shows the average size of TVCES (in output and employment) for
China as a whole, for a few industrial subsectors, and for Jiangsu Province
and Wuxi County. Average firm size is relatively small, although many if not
most industrial TVCEs are of medium size and a few are even large by intemational standards.8 Differences among subsectors reflect not so much economies of scale as the ease with which small firms can enter the industries concerned. For example, the largest average firm size is in textiles and the
smallest is in electric power (primarily hydropower).
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Table 5-5. Average Size of Industral TVCEs
Townshipenterprises
Number of
employees

GVIO
(millions
of yuan)

Number of
employees

0.334

56

0.107

24

1.275

135

0.423

59

Machine building
Food
Power
JiangsuProvince (1984)

0.465
0.153
0.051
0.616

54
22
12
102

0.229
0.027
0.010
0.192

34
6
3
45

Wuxi (1984)
Wuxi (1985)

1.341
1.655

130
127

0.367
0.510

51
54

Locality

All China (1985)
Textiles

GVIO
(miiuions
of yuan)

Villageenterprises

Sources:State Statistical Bureau(1986a), p. 182, and informationfromfieldwork.

The national statistics hide a great deal of regional and local variation.
In Jiangsu Province in 1984 the average TVCE was nearly twice the size of
the (1985) national average. In Wuxi in 1985 output per TVCE was roughly
five times the national level. In more backward areas firm sizes are even
smaller than the average. In the more developed regions a few TVps have
reached a considerable size. Per firm averages for a sample of 200 large-scale
industrial community enterprises studied by Zhou Qiren and Huang
Zhuangjun (1987, pp. 41-42), were GVIO, Y4 million; profits, Y560,000;
fixed assets, Y1.2 million; ancl number of employees, 370. In Wuxi in 1985
more than half of the 700-ocddindustrial township enterprises had a GVIO
of Y1 million or more, and six had a GVIO of more than Y20 million. But
there are few if any TVPS in China with gross output values in the Y50
million-Y100 million range and probably none above that level.
The limits on firm size have little to do with restricted local or otherwise
captive markets, since TVPs are primarily outward-oriented in both product
and input markets. Lack of time to develop has been one limitation. Probably
more important, however, large Tvps are tied to rural communities of no
more than about 50,000 people with limited financial resources. Risk considerations further limit the size that most TVPS can attain (see chapter 9).
Economiesof Scale
One criticism of TVPS is that they are suboptimal in size and are therefore
inefficient. If economies of scale are significant, the overall efficiency of the
TVP sector could be improved by increasing average firm size. A preliminary
test for economies of scale was carried out with the use of 1985 data for sample enterprises. The results reported here are tentative.
A Cobb-Douglas production function was estimated, with GVioas the de-
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pendent variable and with three factors of production (labor, land, and capital) and three county dummy variables as the independent variables (see the
appendix to this chapter). The overall fit is relatively good (R' = 0.90). Differences in productivity among sample firms in Wuxi, Nanhai, and Jieshou
are not statistically significant, whereas firms in Shangrao are substantially
(more than 60 percent) less productive. The coefficient for land is not statistically significant; a second regression was run without land and the results
were broadly similar. The coefficients for labor and capital in both equations
(0.81 and 0.44 respectively in the second regression without land) are sensible.9
The sum of the coefficients (1.26 in the second equation) is significantly
greater than one, and the hypothesis that it is less than or equal to one is
rejected at the 99 percent level of confidence. This suggests increasing returns to scale in the sample. The implication that some firms are of
suboptimal scale is, however, not necessarily true. It is possible that each
enterprise is of optimal scale and that larger firms are engaged in different
activities than smaller ones. Efficiency could be improved by shifting capital
and labor to larger enterprises that produce different goods, but it might not
be possible to improve efficiency by increasing the size of plants that continue
to produce the same goods.
Community Industrial Structure

From a number of perspectives the relevant unit in the TVCE sector is the
township or village rather than the enterprise. Table 5-6 gives some basic
information on the industrial structure of average townships and villages at
national and local levels. In China as a whole there must be a large number
of nonindustrialized townships, and most villages probably do not have even
one industrial community enterprise. The average number of industrial township enterprises per township is less than three, and the average number of
village enterprises per village is less than one. Total industrial profits of township enterprises per township in 1985 were only Y81,000, and for industrial
village enterprises the figure was only Y8,000. The figures for Shangrao in
many respects resemble the national averages, although GVIO, profits, and
taxes are lower. Community industrial structure in many townships and villages resembles the pattern in Shangrao more than that in Wuxi or Nanhai.
Townships that have industrialized successfullyhave a large number of enterprises (up to several score) that generate substantial output and profits and
employ large numbers of community residents. Gross profits of township enterprises per township in Nanhai were twenty-five times the national average
and in Wuxi, sixty-eight times the national average; the gap at the village
level is hardly smaller. Differences in industrial assets and in TVP employment
per community are much smaller, which suggests that the more developed
regions hold a clear edge in the efficiency of factor utilization.

Table 5-6. The Industrial Structure of Rural Communities, 1985
(averageper townshipor village;current prices except as specified)
GVIO
(millions
of yuan)

Fixed
assets
(millions
of yuan)

Circulating
assets
(millions
of yuan)

Gross
profits
(millions
of yuan)

Total tax
payments
(millions
of yuan)b

Number
of units

Average
population

Townships

83,182'

10,149

2.9

160

0.960

0.081

0.107

Villages
Shangrao
Townships
Villages

940,617'

897

0.7

15

0.070

0.023d

0.016

0.008

0.004

34
343

20,674
2,049

3.5
0.6

179
12

0.393
0.020

0.283
0.007

0.137
0.001

0.024
0.002

0.015
0.001

16

Item

Number
of firms

Number of
employees

All China
1.078

Nanhai

Townships
-.

53,137

26.1'

3,355'

35.174

10.182

17.467

2.014

3.133

Villages

236

3,603

8.7'

279'

1.890'

0.476

0.315

0.232

0.111

Wuxi
Townships
Villages

35

29,337

50.071g

10.22

11.41

5.47

3.16

1,749

30.3
5.8

3,840

587

313

2.70'

0.49

0.55

0.37

0.17

1

18,779
1,445

12
6.4

3,912
422

104.02g
8.27'

20.87
0.84

26.26
1.00

18.92
1.45

6.92
0.50

Township A, Wuxi
Villages

13

a. Net value of fixed assets after subtracting accumulated depreciation, unless otherwise specified.
b. Includes both direct and indirect tax payments and hence overlaps gross profits to some extent.
c. Includes Guangdong and Yunnan provinces, where "townships" are really small communities more akin to villages (with another layer of community govemment,
the district-now called towns-between them and the county government), and villages are really comparable to production teams elsewhere in China. Hence all
the unit averages are biased downward, possibly by as much as 50 percent.
d. Original value of fixed assets with no subtraction of depreciation.
e. Figures for all TVCEs, not just industrial enterprises.
f. Gross income of village industrial enterprises rather than GVIO.
g. 1980 prices.
Sources: State Statistical Bureau (1986b), pp. 71, 109, 182; (1987b), p. 98; (1987c), p. 3; and information from fieldwork.
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Conclusions and Issues
China's TVP sector has developed into a flexible, dynamic, highly competitive, and relatively efficient part of Chinese industry. Its share in national
GVIO

doubled between 1975 and 1980 and again between 1980 and 1986.

If it again doubles by 2000 (a growth rate much slower in relation to the
rest of Chinese industry than in the past), it will account for nearly half of
national GVIO. Regardlessof whether this in fact occurs, the TVP sector today
is the most dynamic and competitive part of Chinese industry.
An important factor in the success of TVPS may be that community governments are not able to use certain instruments to promote their development.
First, barriers to trade imposed by community governments are not effective
in protecting community enterprises. The market represented by a single
township or even by a single county is far too small to serve most manufacturing firms adequately, and restrictions against "imports" or other trade barriers
are difficult to enforce. Second, community governments have limited financial resources and face a hard budget constraint. TVCES may be able to draw
on community resources to cushion the short-term impact of adverse
changes, but this cannot continue very long. Third, community governments
with a significant number of firms are typically in charge of a "conglomerate"
of different activities and lines of business, even though two or three of them
may account for much of total output. This contrasts with the industrial
bureaus responsible for state enterprises, which specialize in a particular
subsector. The conglomerate industrial structure of many rural communities
may preclude detailed regulation or intervention in operations by the community government.
PossibleShortcomingsin TVP Competition
The limitations of imitative competition and the dangers of investment competition have already been discussed. To the extent that the TVP sector relies
only on these, parts of it may be caught in a rut from which it will be hard
to escape. Much competition in other countries, however, also consists of
imitating competitors' production activities and making large catch-up investments. And the benefits of investment competition for successful firms
and communities are great.
The real question is whether and to what extent more dynamic competitive strategies and patterns are beginning to emerge in the TVP sector. There
is already evidence that this is happening in Wuxi, where competitive strategies involve heavy investments, capital intensification, improvements in
quality and products, and development of human resources. Nanhai does
much less, particularly in the last area (it relies more on Hong Kong), and
neither Jieshou nor Shangrao has the resources to do much toward developing managerial, technical, and other needed human capital. Thus the more
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backwardareas may remain caught in patterns of imitative and investment
competition.
Regionaland LocalImbalances
Varioussourcesof spatial inequality in TVP developmentare discussedin
chapters 4, 9, 12, and 17. Here still another sourceof regional and local
inequality in TVP developmenthas been identified:backwardareas may be
engagingprimarilyin imitative competition, which offers limited benefits,
or in risky investmentcompetition,which ties up resourcesand often results
in huge losses.Investment competition carries seriousrisks, particularlyin
processingindustriesin which the degree of asset specificityis high. When
poorlymanagedfirmshave to close down, enterprisesand communitiesbear
heavy losses.Since managementis weakerin the poorer, more backwardareas, enterprise failuresand large lossesare more likelyto occur there than
in the more developedregions.
In addition to their much weakerbase of human and material resources,
backwardareas, as latecomers,face a difficultenvironmentwith smallerprofit
opportunitiesin the activitiesthat are bestsuited to their skillsand resources.
The fundamentaleconomicadvantage of poorer, more backwardareas with
little TVP development is their low wage rates. But this is of limited use if
capital and entrepreneursare largelyimmobileand are not attracted to these
areas. Instead, there may be some temporarymovement of labor from backwardto more developedareas, whichmaynot directlystimulateTVPdevelopment in the former. Under these circumstancesindustrial structure in the
poorer, less industrializedareas is skewedtoward resource-basedindustries,
agroprocessing,and activities (mostnotably,production of constructionmaterials) protected from outsidecompetition by high transport costs.
Asset Specificityand Adjustment
The characteristicmethodby which TvPs adjustto adversemarket trendshas
been to change product lines. This has given the enterprisesgreat flexibility
and allowedthem to leavestagnatingor decliningactivitiesand move rapidly
into the most profitableactivities.It worksbest for enterprisesand industries
in which asset specificityis low-that is, in which capital assetscan easily
be switchedto productionof other goods. Such is the case in the machinebuildingindustry,since standardmachine toolscan be usedto producea wide
range of goods. In Wuxi the dominant share of machine building makes
switchingproduct linesrelativelyeasy and may to a considerableextent explain the great flexibilityand efficiency of the TVP sector there. The degree
of asset specificityis low in many other subsectorsin which TVPS operate.
As it has grownrapidly, the TVP sector has becomeinvolved in industries
with higher asset specificity.Capital intensification,technologicalimprove-
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ment, and acquisition of imported equipment and technology all can involve
an increase in asset specificity. If asset specificity indeed increases, it will become more difficult for TVPS to engage in their characteristic method of adjustment. Other ways of adjusting to adversity will have to be relied on to
a greater extent, or the flexibility, efficiency, and profitability of the TVP sector will suffer.
Size Limitations, Causes, and Remedies
The existence of economies of scale in the TVP industrial sector has been
suggested but by no means conclusively demonstrated. Even if it is true that
many TVPS are of suboptimal scale and that in this sense the sector is not
efficient, the policy remedy depends on the reasons for suboptimal scale. To
the extent that the small size of most TVPS is simply a function of their lack
of time so far to grow to large proportions, the problem will solve itself eventually, provided that no administrative restrictions are imposed on the sizes
of private or community enterprises.
All large TVPs belong to rural communities which themselves are of limited
size and have limited financial resources. If the limitations of their communities are now or potentially the main constraint on enterprise size in the TVP
sector, policies are called for that will increase the mobility of financial resources among communities and create financial instruments which successful TVPS or community governments can issue. These instruments would
allow communities to diversify their risks and enterprises to grow beyond the
limits imposed by the financial resources available in a single rural community.
Administrative restrictions against entry into certain lines of activity by
TVPS or against "inefficient" small enterprises are not the answer to suboptimal firm size. TVPS operate in a market environment, and those that
are truly inefficient will be weeded out as the functioning of China's markets
improves. Exit by private enterprises is already frequent. Clearly specified
bankruptcy regulations for community enterprises might facilitate exit by
firms that are unviable in the long run, but bankruptcy should not become
a means of allowing community governments to wipe out debts that their
enterprises incurred to provide funds to those governments for public expenditures. '

Appendix. Test for Economies of Scale
A frequently heard argument is that TVP industrial firms, because of their
small size, are not fully utilizing economies of scale, that there is great duplication among these small enterprises, and that efficiency would improve if
plant sizes increased. Simple regression techniques and quantitative data collected from sample enterprises can be used to make a preliminary assessment.
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Data and Variables
The data are taken frorn the Enterprise Quantitative Questionnaire and are
for 1985, which has by far the most observations (122). The variables used
in the regressions are

DJS
DNH
DSR
Y
LB
LD
K

C

Locality dummy for Jieshou
Locality dummy for Nanhai
Locality dummy for Shangrao
Logarithm of total industrial output value
Logarithm of year-end labor force
Logarithm of land used by plant
Logarithm of total capital stock-the sum of the undepreciated
value of fixed asseitsand "quota" circulating assets (inventories of
inputs, outputs, and goods in process)
Logarithm of annual factory cost

ProductionFunction Approach
A Cobb-Douglas production function was estimated (t-statistics are reported
in parentheses under the coefficients).
Y= 3.74 - 0.14DJS + 0.12DNH - 0.97DSR + 0.51K + 0.81LB - 0.13LD
(3.65) (-0.69)
(0.45)
(-3.75)
(4.59)
(5.40) (-1.46)
R2 = 0.90

The overall fit, as indicated by R2, is good. The county dummy for
Shangrao is significant (and negative) whereas those for the other counties
are not. Land (LD) is not statistically significant in explaining output (Y).
A second regression was run without LD.

Y = 4.27 - 0.07DJS + 0.34DNH - 0.95DSR + 0.44K + 0.81LB
(4.89)

(-0.33)

(1.40)

(-3.70)

(4.57)

(5.43)
R2 =

0.go

The hypothesis that there are no retums to scale was tested for both of
the above-specified regressions:
coeff(K) + coeff(LB) + coeff(LD) '

1

where coeff( ) stands for regression coefficient. This null hypothesis is decisively rejected for both the second equation, without land (probability 99.7
percent), and the first (probability 97.8 percent). This suggests that enterprises are not operating at efficient scale, or at least that shifting factors of
production to larger firms in different lines of activity could improve effi-
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ciency. But the failure to take into account differences in production techniques among industries gives grounds for caution in interpreting the results.
Cost Function Approach

A look at enterprise total cost and its relationship to size gives some idea
of how the former varies with the latter. The following translog function was
estimated on the basis of Fuss and Gupta (1981).
C = 0.45 - 0.02DJS + 0.14DNH

(0.38)

(-0.28)

(2.08)

- 0.03DSR + 0.94Y + 0.0003Y2

(-0.46)

(5.47)

(0.04)
R2 = 0.97

The output elasticity of cost is less than one, but not significantly.
Notes
1. In China such transactionsare not purebarter. Rather, they are "exchanges"that consist
of parallel,at least implicitlytied, purchasesand sales,often at state-setpricesto givethe appearance of conformitywith pricecontrols.
2. Many state enterprisescomplainthat they cannot competesuccessfully
with TVPS because
the latter providegifts,banquets, and even direct paymentsto customers.
3. The TVCE sector in Wuxiadded a net total of 86,000jobs in 1986, increasingthe total
labor forceby over 30 percent despitea difficultmarketsituation. Most of the new employees
were local residents.Thus, reportsof a labor shortagein Wuxi are exaggerated.
4. Conflictingtendencieswere at work becauseoutputrose substantiallyeven though profits
fell; to the extent that wageswere linked with output rather than profits,this would tend to
push wagesupward.
5. In Shangraocommunityenterprisesare often forcedto remit a certain amount of funds
to the communitygovemmentregardlessof their actual profits(or losses),so this kind of adjustment cannot occur; see chapter 17.
6. Indirecttaxes increasedin line with the growthof industrialoutput value and therefore
offsetmuch of the sharp declinein profittaxes.Overall, the fall in total tax paymentsin 1986
was lessthan 20 percent.
7. In addition to the linkage betweenwagesand output, another factor that may in part
explain this paradoxicalrise isthat the payof townshipcadresand factorydirectorsis permitted
to exceedthat of the averageemployeebyonly a certain margin.If averagewageshad fallen,
cadres' incomesalso would have declined.
8. Generally,firmsare consideredvery small if they have fewer than ten employees,small
if they have ten to fifty, and medium-sizeif they have fifty to one hundred. See Little,
Mazumdar,and Page(1987), p. 8.
9. Ifthe coefficientsare normalizedto addto one, the capitalcoefficientis 0.35 and the labor
coefficient0.65. In a sense the resultsmay be almosttoo good; they may reflectrising capital
intensityas enterprisesizeincreases,whichwould tend to lowerthe coefficientof capital.
10. This is a real dangerin placessuch as Shangrao(see chapter 17). Given the relationships
betweencommunitygovernments,communityenterprises,andbanks, the issueof whetherloans
of bankruptcommunityenterprisesare the responsibilityof their communitygovemment"owners" shouldbe consideredcarefully.

6
DevelopnentIssues
and FPolicy
Choices
He Jiacheng

Since the decisions by the Third Plenary Session of the Chinese Communist
Party's Eleventh Central Cornmittee in December 1978, China's economic
development strategy has consisted of three main steps: to double the
country's 1980 GNP and to meet the basic subsistence needs of the population
by 1990; to raise China's per capita GNP to at least $800 by the end of the
twentieth century and to improve conditions generally; and to bring China's
per capita GNP to the level of middle-income countries in the first half of
the twenty-first century, so that the life of the Chinese people will be relatively prosperous. China has largely completed the first step and now must
focus on the second. The key lies in the expansion of industrialization and
the improvement of life in the countryside. Since poverty and underdevelopment in China are mainly confined to the countryside, the second step will
have no chance of success if rural per capita income does not increase dramatically.
The transformation of a low-income country into a middle-incorme one
will be accompanied by a shift of labor from agriculture to nonagricultural
sectors, including industry. In other countries this shift of labor is often characterized by massive migration from the countryside to the cities-hence the
close relationship between industrialization and urbanization. The international experience has been that when the per capita GNP of a large country
(one with a population of 20 million or more) exceeds $800, its agricultural
labor force falls below 50 percent of its total labor force, and the rural population falls below 60 percent of the entire population. When an extra-large
country (one with a population of 100 million or more) enters this stage of
development, the percentages of its agricultural labor force and its rural population tend to be even lower (see World Bank 1984).
These considerations are relevant to China's development prospects to the
year 2000. If the country's population program is successful and the population can be kept to about 1.2 billion in 2000, China's rural labor force will
climb to no more than 450 million. The number of people involved in agri112
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culture should then be fewer than 300 million. Nonagricultural activities in
the countryside will have to absorb 150 million people, and the local urbanization process will have to accommodate 180 million. In contrast, the present rural nonagricultural labor force is only 80 million, and the number of
people undergoing local urbanization is still relatively small. During the
dozen years between now and 2000 China will have to shift 7 million additional workers to nonagricultural activities each year, which means that
every year large numbers of people will migrate to towns and townships in
the rural parts of the country.
All this boils down to the question of whether nonagricultural activities
in rural China will develop as expected during the next twelve years. Judging
from past experience, this depends to a large extent on an accurate understanding of the problems and difficulties that face rural industrialization and
the choice of workable policies.
Research on China's rural industrialization policies has in the past concentrated on whether rural industries should be allowed to grow. There was some
fear that the development of TVPS would undermine state planning and
weaken the state economy and that it would not be in conformity with the
country's socialist orientation. This issue was basically settled by the Central
Committee's "Resolution on Several Questions about Speeding up Agricultural Development" in 1978 and was further clarified by Document No. 4
of 1984. The focus of research on rural industry is shifting to such questions
as its further development and, particularly, general rural development policy
as the foundation of rural industrialization, the help needed by rural industrialization, coordination of policies goveming rural and urban economies, and
the reform of rural enterprise management as the driving force of rural industrialization. This chapter looks into these policy issues.

The Foundation of Rural Industrialization:
Agricultural Development Policy
Further industrialization in the Chinese countryside will run into problems
arising from the conflict between industrial and agricultural development.
Grain output has fallen in the past couple of years after hitting a record high
in 1984; the harvest in 1987 was no better than the great harvest of three
years before. This raises the question of whether rural industrialization has
diverted resources from agriculture. There is some concern that the growth
of rural industries may have been too fast.
The unsatisfactory situation of rural industry before 1978 was attributable
to the traditional industrialization strategy. Conditions had actually long
been ripe for developing rural industry, since the agricultural base was capable of supporting industrialization. The nation's average per capita grain supply was 304 kilograms in 1957, 318 in 1978, and 370 in 1986. Naturally this
situation was more conspicuous in the relatively developed areas. Wuxi's
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grain output rose from 214,500 tons in 1949 to 417,000 tons in 1970, growing at 3.2 percent a year. Grain output per farmer, however, increased only
from 850 to 880 kilograms. During the fifteen years from 1956 to 1970 output
per farmer even fell, from 1,250 to 880 kilograms.
The rapid pace of rural industrialization after 1978 was prompted by the
shift of emphasis in the entire national industrialization strategy and by related adjustments and structural reforms. Controls over the nonagricultural
economy in rural China were loosened, the production responsibility system
(PRS) was introduced in farming, and state procurement prices for agricultural
products were raised. The change in procurement prices transferred considerable amounts of industrial profits to the farmers, which gave them a financial
foundation for entering nonagricultural businesses. In relatively developed
Wuxi, price rises between 1980 and 1984 generated 81.9 percent of the total
increase in agricultural incornes. This ratio, of course, was not as high in
underdeveloped counties because of their greater potential for increasing agricultural output, but the transfer of part of urban industrial profits to the countryside through higher agricultural procurement prices probably had a higher
marginal effect there. Moreover, rural economic reforms in the past few years
have greatly promoted the development of agricultural production and so
strengthened the base for rural industrialization.
Nonetheless, Chinese agriculture is still far too backward. Several years
of vigorous growth on the part of rural industry have left agriculture too weak
to provide a stable foundation for rural industry. Rural industries have occupied farmland and absorbed able-bodied farm labor to some degree. For example, the sown area for grain crops fell by 7.73 million hectares during
1978-84 and decreased another 4 million hectares in 1986 alone. The expansion of rural industries has led to a relative and even absolute decrease in
investment, particularly long-term investment, in agriculture that has jeopardized the growth of the sector. Furthermore, the PRS and the rise in state
procurement prices for farm products have already brought about a substantial
increase in agricultural production and can no longer offer great incentives
for continued rapid development.
The areas with more advanced agriculture are usually those where rural
industries have experienced rnore rapid growth, but they are also the areas
where the conflict between industry and agriculture emerged earlier and now
appears more acute. The conflict is especially noticeable in Nanhai, where
the local TVP sector relies more heavily on private ownership, individual operations, and associations, but it is also found in places such as Wuxi, where
the principal investors in rural industry are township and village governments. In Wuxi agriculture not only has failed to accumulate funds to support
industry but also has absorbed a large share of local industrial profits. Thus
the more advanced is a counry's rural industry, the more its industry is out
of balance with agriculture.
Under such circumstances the present rural industrialization process in
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China may reproduce the type of relationship between industry and agriculture created by the prereform industrialization strategy. The goal of the earlier industrialization process was to lay the foundation for an independent
industrial system in the shortest possible time. The state limited and even
forbade the shift of rural labor to nonagricultural activities, established a land
management system that gave political power to grass-roots communities,
made agriculture accumulate as much as possible for industry by means of
the scissors differential between the prices of industrial and agricultural
goods, and excluded the rural population from the urbanization process by
imposing the household registration system.' An independent industrial system was indeed created in a short time but at the cost of a large gap between
industry and agriculture and a worsening urban-rural income gap. As in other
countries that followed similar strategies, when such a process reached the
limits on exacting from agriculture for industry, the countryside became a
severe burden on the entire economy. To permit further industrialization,
China had to revise its scenario by making industry help agriculture.
The current rural industrialization process is aimed at lifting the countryside out of poverty as soon as possible. The PRS permitted farm labor to undertake nonagricultural activities. The scissorsdifferential in the prices of industrial and agricultural commodities was reduced. Large loans and tax breaks
were extended to rural industries, which in turn were asked to aid farming.
This program did cause rural industry to mushroom and freed some areas from
abject poverty. But it has failed to provide a basic solution to the conflict
between industry and agriculture.
Chinese agriculture cannot at present provide rural industry with a reliable
foundation. Successful experiences in this regard resemble either the United
States, where agriculture has alwaysbeen a strong base for industrial development, or Japan, where industry and foreign trade can compensate for the deficiency in domestic farming. The United States has abundant natural resources for agricultural development, and Japan boasts the broad competitive
edge of its industry in international markets. China's per capita agricultural
resources are severely limited-the country has one-third of the world's farm
labor but only one-eleventh of the world's cultivated land-and the American approach is thus not applicable. At the same time, China's urban industry continues to face hardships in competing in intemational markets, and
its even more backward rural industries cannot be expected to depend solely
on foreign trade to overcome the inadequacies of domestic agriculture, at
least in the near future. All this calls for extreme caution in managing the
relationship between industry and agriculture in rural regions.
The slackening growth of farm output since 1984 and great frictions over
the development of the nonagricultural sector in recent years have forced
governments at different levels to put a new phase of rural reform on their
agenda. Some practical moves have also been made, such as easing controls
on the prices of farm products, stepping up adjustment of the industrial struc-
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ture in the countryside,and abolishingthe state monopolyon the procurement and sale of farmstaples.These measureshave thus far not led to anything comparableto the remarkableachievementsof the firstphase of rural
reform.
The absenceof a proper stresson the developmentof agriculturein the
processof adjustingthe ruralindustrialstructureis a gravedefect. The second
phase of rural reformhas failed to pay enough attention to agricultureand
to the fact that one of the goalsof the reformsis to provide a solid foundation
for agriculturaldevelopment. Agriculture will long remain the ultimate
sourceof the difficultiesconfrontingthe advanceof China's rural economy.
Like it or not, agriculturemust still be regardedas the basisof the national
economicdevelopmentstrategy.
Some hope that aid to agricultureby rural industrywill provide a solution
to the agriculturalproblem. Such aid, as it has been implementedover the
past severalyears, involvesthe use of part of industrialprofitsto stabilizeand
promote agriculturalproduction. It can to a certain degreealleviate the imbalance between industrial and agriculturaldevelopmentand may become
more important when it is systematicallyinstitutionalized.Industry'said to
agriculturenow workson a county or townshipbasis.Some villagesthat have
been champions of developmenthave also included aid to farmingamong
the responsibilitiesof ruralenterprises.There are sometimesrules about how
many personseach householdcan send into rural enterprises;no familymay
exceed the quota. There are valid reasonsfor balancingthe interests of farm
labor and rural industrial labor in this way. Yet for economiststhis kind of
balance represents a sacrificein many aspects-most important, a sacrifice
of specializationand comparativeadvantage. Thus attempts to make rural
industryhelp local agriculturedo not offera perfectsolution to the problem
of the long-term developmentof agriculture.
Others count on reformsat the macroeconomiclevel to coordinate the
interestsof industryand agricultureby drasticallyincreasingprices of agricultural goodsand the state's investment in agriculture.Reformsat the macroeconomiclevel, especiallyimprovementof the market system,are significant
and deserve support, but increasingthe state's financial help to agriculture
would be difficult.In any case, these reformswould provide little leverage
for stabilizingthe agriculturalbase for the rapid growth of rural industry.
What is fundamentalfor ironingout the agriculturalproblemis a thorough
land reformto heighten farmers'enthusiasmfor investing in agricultureand
build up the momentumfor continuedagriculturalgrowth. In addition, land
reformcan rationalizethe scaleof agriculturalproductionand bringland productivity to a new peak. Tracleamong regionscan thus develop according
to the principlesof geographicspecializationand comparativeadvantage,and
rural industrieswillnaturallymove towardthe most suitablelocations,where
managementwill be better and costslower. At the same time, state procurement quotasfor farmproducein the areaswhererural industryis more devel-
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oped should be gradually transformed into monetary forms to enable these
areas to take ever quicker steps toward industrialization.

Coordination of Policies Goveming the Rural
and Urban Economies
China's rural industrialization faces another category of problems: the imbalance between the cities and the countryside. This is a product of the traditional industrialization process, which led to an excessive dichotomy between
urban and rural living conditions. The lack of progress in reducing the difference between the rural class and the urban class is conspicuous. In the late
1970s the ratio between per capita income in the countryside and that in
the cities was 1:1.7, close to the Indian level of 1:1.8. If one also considers
the difference between the two economic systems-for example, China's full
employment scheme, its welfare arrangements for urban residents, and its
pricing and marketing system for consumer goods, which gives urban people
higher real purchasing power-the urban-rural dichotomy in China was actually even wider in the 1970s. The urban-rural income gap decreased markedly
following the introduction of rural reforms in late 1978 and reached its narrowest point in 1982. It then widened again, despite the faster growth of
rural industries. In 1982 the average income of a rural laborer was 61.8 percent of that for an urban worker, but the figure declined to 58.9 percent in
1984 and to 48.4 percent in 1985.
What is disturbing is not the gap itself. In the primary stage of such a profound social transformation as the Chinese reforms, many factors (some of
them transient) can affect the urban-rural income gap. Raising the procurement prices of farm produce, adopting the PRs, and allowing farmers to swarm
into nonagricultural trades could significantly boost rural income levels. At
the same time, the creation of jobs for millions of unemployed urban youths,
pay hikes to compensate for the wage freeze of previous decades, and, especially, urban enterprises' thirst for capital investment could lead to rapid increases in city dwellers' incomes. The evolving new urban economic structure
may generate rapid growth led by technological upgrading, which may further
widen the income gap. Moreover, agricultural growth is subject to constraints, and farmers' incomes can hardly increase when they depend solely
on agriculture. This being the case, it is rural industrialization that has the
historical mission of closing the urban-rural gap. Rural industrialization has
three key components: reducing the difference between factors of production
in the countryside and in the cities, rationalizing the division of labor in the
urban-rural industrial structure, and synchronizing the development of rural
industrialization and urbanization.
One obstacle to balanced urban and rural economic development is the
immense difference between factors of production in the countryside and in
the cities. The essential factor of production is not any form of material capi-
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tal but human capital. Areas with a higher level of rural industrializationare
not usuallycharacterizedby affluencein natural resourcesor finances, but
they are located where human capital is more abundant. Compared with
Wuxi, Shangrao has more natural resourcesand, relatively speaking,more
funds for launching rural industries.Both as an old revolutionarybase and
as an impoverishedarea, Shangraoreceivessizablefinancialaid from.higher
authorities. But its rural industriesare underdeveloped,mainlybecauseof the
lack of human capital and the poor quality of township economiccommission (TEC) officials,entrepreneurs, technicians, and supply and marketing
personnel.
In Shangrao the quality of TEC officials,even in the economicallymost
advanced towns, is conspicuouslylowerthan that of their peers in the developed counties. Someare even unacquaintedwith the basicfinancialsituation
of local enterprises or lack rudimentaryknowledgeof technology, management, and business.Entrepreneursin the county lack the qualitiesof modem
industrialistsand enterprise managers.Since Shangrao has virtually no history of modem industry,it has at bestonly somecraftsmen,not skilledindustrial workers.Both the administrationand the public in Shangrao tend to
underestimatethe role of marketingpersonnelin developingTVPS.
Marketing
personnelin the countyhave failedto becomean independentinterest group
or a strong backboneof local enterprises (seeHe Jiacheng 1987).
Shangrao's shortage of human capital undoubtedly has roots in the
county's unfavorablegeographicand economicposition and its short experience as a market-orientedeconomyas comparedwith Wuxi. Yet the fundamental cause of Shangrao'spredicament is its failure to augment the local
pool of human talent.
Effortsin this area have taken variousforms in Wuxi. Qianzhoutownship
has brought in more than a hundred industrialpensionersand administrative
personnelfrom Shanghaiand Wuxi cities.The countyhas been trying vigorously to tap local human resourcesas well. Promotionsgo first to talented
local residents.There have been 6,000 such cases, including 1,600managerial staff, 2,000marketingpersonnel,and 2,300 technicalworkers.Wuxi also
cultivates its professionalmanpower.During the past few years it has sent
about 200 local personnelto universitiesand technicalschools.Other forms
of education that the county has employedinclude a televisionuniversity,
a correspondenceschool, radio lectures,exchangesof traineesand technical
adviserswith enterprises elsewhere,seminars, and encouragementof selfeducation. Wuxi maintainsa socialatmosphereconduciveto individualcreativity through, for example,local policiesconcerningpay scales,promotions,
awardsof technical titles, and public opinion. As a result, urban-ruraldifferences in human resourcesare no longer salient in Wuxi.
Another obstacle to balanced urban-rural economicdevelopment is the
similarityof urban and rural industrialstructures.The industrialstructure of
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China's rural economy resembles to a surprising degree that of the entire national economy. The correlation coefficient for fourteen subsectors in rural
industry and in China's industry as a whole is 0.721, that for eight heavy
industrial trades is 0.793, and that for six light industrial trades is 0.923. (For
more details see Development Research Institute 1986.) Such great similarity
in industrial structure worsens the prospects for rural industrialization, for the
technological upgrading of rural industry, and for full utilization of the advantages of urban industry. Urban-rural competition remains on the same low
level, making it difficult to institute effective coordination.
A retrospective look is needed to explain the cause of this similarity. In
response to Mao Zedong's call for mechanization of farming in China by
1980, the 1970 Northern China Agricultural Conference decided to allow
and to support with funds and materials the establishment by communes and
brigades of factories for making farm machinery and tools. But production
of farm machinery was badly suited to the resources and factors of production
in the countryside. Farmers had to rely almost totally on state support, but
this support was not adequate for successfuldevelopment of the farm machinery industry. Few communes and brigades could actually afford to set up a
farm tool factory, let alone a farm machinery factory. More often than not,
the factories that were established lost money because of the severe shortage
of production and management expertise and the relatively low prices of farm
machinery. Faced with this challenge, farmers either closed their factories
or went beyond the boundaries designated for their business activities. The
more advanced localities such as Wuxi shifted to making the general machine
tools needed for farm machinery production in hopes of subsidizing the losses
incurred by farm machinery with profits from comparatively high-priced machine tools. By 1978 the structure of rural industry had become highly similar
to that of industry as a whole.
A significant change came in 1978 with the Central Committee's resolution on speeding up agricultural development. The document declared that
all suitable farm products should gradually come to be processed in the countryside, if doing so was economically rational, and that urban industries
should allow part of their finished products or components to be processed
by commune and brigade enterprises using equipment and technology supplied by the urban industries. Because no timely complementary measures
were adopted, and perhaps because the scope of business designated by the
state was too wide, farmers entered virtually all industrial fields. This further
distorted the rural industrial structure and generated fierce competition for
raw materials and markets between commune and brigade enterprises and
state enterprises.
The 1981 national economic readjustment program affected commune and
brigade enterprises. In Jiangsu Province, where rural industry was most advanced, the main results included:
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* The closing of a number of production lines and projects that had been
started without considering local economic advantages (as occurred, for
example, in calcium carlbide,coke, electric fumaces, asphalt felt, asbestos, pharmaceuticals, and activities such as animal bone processing)
* Restrictions on the development of cotton textile manufacturing and
processing, steel rolling,, flour milling, and firecracker manufacturing
* Controls on activities that required high energy consumption but
turned out substandard goods, such as some pesticide manufacturing
and boilermaking
* Restraints on the production of commodities that involved high pollution or were not very marketable
* Encouragement of production of parts for state-run industry and of cooperation with state enterprises
* More careful examination of projects based on nonagricultural materials
* Preferential treatment for the processing of farm produce.
The readjustment brought about a substantial change in rural industrial
structure and the beginnings of more balanced development patterns.
As imbalances in the national economy were being corrected, the Central
Committee stated its rural industrial policy in Document No. 4 of 1984. This
document called for further balancing and readjustment and for priority for
food, animal feed, building imaterials, construction, and energy. Again,
owing to the lack of complementary policies, especially macroeconomic guidance to the newly mushrooming private enterprises, the similarity between
rural and urban industry has become more marked in recent years.
The last obstacle to balanceclurban and rural economic development stems
from the conflict between rural industrialization and urbanization. The problem with the traditional industrialization process was by and large not one
of fast industrialization and belated urbanization but rather of distortions in
city size distribution. The share of China's urban population increased from
10.6 percent in 1949 to 17.6 percent in 1978. This was 24 percent lower
than the average for low-income countries, but correction for the underestimate caused by the Chinese definition of urban population yields a degree
of urbanization at least equal to the average of low-income countries if not
slightly higher. The urban stnrcture, however, appeared undesirable; large
and extra-large cities accounted for a big percentage and cities with populations of 100,000 or less accounted for only 32 percent, in contrast to 47 percent in India, 42 percent in the Soviet Union, and 41 percent in Brazil.
The acceleration of agricultural development and rural industrialization
since 1978 has given rise to urbanization and the growth of towns and has
to a certain extent cured the inappropriate structure of urban scale created
by traditional industrialization. TvPs are mostly clustered in or close to local
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commercial hubs and attract a large part of the surplus agricultural labor
force. The thirty-five towns of Wuxi have, on average, thirteen factories and
1,600 workers per town, and fourteen of them report that workers from surrounding villages constitute 30-40 percent of their populations. In eight
other towns such workers account for 40-60 percent of the population.
At the same time, urbanization as part of rural industrialization has some
noteworthy defects. First, the two do not usually keep pace with each other.
In some areas the latter lags, in others the former. The sample counties that
do not have their own county seats-Wuxi, Nanhai, and Shangrao-are currently engaged in large-scale construction programs to build county centers.
Wuxi and Nanhai enjoy a much higher level of industrialization than
Shangrao and have both the finances and the need for county seats. Their
industrialization cannot realize scale economies and externalities if it is not
correlated with urbanization. In contrast, Shangrao cannot justify building
a county seat. Its industrialization process has barely begun, its government
still operates with state financial subsidies, and it has neither the need nor
the capability to undertake the project. If urbanization is divorced from industrialization, it will inevitably lead to inappropriate and high-cost investments, which will retard industrialization.
Second, the construction of small towns often does not achieve economies
of scale. Township enterprises are commonly located in the towns that serve
as seats of township governments, and village and team workshops tend to
be located within the precincts of their villages or teams. In 1984 Jiangsu
Province had 1,962 townships and 22,592 industrial township enterprises
with a total employment of 2,315,376. If all township enterprises were headquartered in township seats, each town on average would have no more than
11.5 township enterprises and 1,178 workers. Even though some towns are
bigger than others, the broad picture is still one of anarchy in developing
small towns. In 1983, 2,100 towns were scattered around Jiangsu Province's
100,000 square kilometers. On average, there was one town for every 51
square kilometers, but the density of towns varied in different areas-one
for every 70 square kilometers in northern Jiangsu, one for every 42 square
kilometers in southern Jiangsu, and one for every 36 square kilometers in
middle Jiangsu. The highest density was found in Yangzhou city (Jiangdu
County), where there was one town for every 22.6 square kilometers of land
area, while in Huaiyang city (Hongze County), which had the lowest density, there was one town for each 108 square kilometers.
The problems that crop up in the development of small towns are caused
by erroneous guiding concepts and by defects in the management structure.
Traditional industrialization neglected the growth of small towns, and the
consequences were harmful for rational urbanization. But now the overemphasis on the construction of small towns and the existing management structure are preventing small towns from expanding into medium-size cities.
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Under such circumstances it will be hard to avoid new distortions in the pattern of urbanization. The organizational reforms of the past few years allowed
city governments to oversee the counties in their surrounding areas and
township authorities to coordlinate the affairs of subordinate villages. These
reforms have alleviated problems to some extent but are not a basic solution
to the barriers separating the countryside and cities and to the conflicts between towns and surrounding rural areas.
The solution to these difficulties is, first, to emphasize the human factor.
Financial policies alone (including direct transfer of funds and greater use
of urban savings for rural credit) will not resolve the problems. The adjustment of the urban industrial structure in coming years will also bring about
a huge demand for finance, and it is both impractical and unreasonable to
sacrifice urban economic development. Much should be done to augment
rural human capital through expanding the urban technology market and
increasing flows of personnel to the countryside. For the poor areas, what
is most important seems to be improvement of the quality of intermediate
talent.
In addition, the principle that rural industry should be based entirely on
local resources has to be repudiated, and the policy of letting rural enterprises
supplement large industries should be revised according to the realities in the
countryside-its abundant labor force and insufficient finance. Urban-rural
industrial development policies should promote the conversion of labor into
funds. Only policies of this kind, especially policies to govem the founding
and technological advance of rural industries, can fundamentally solve the
problem that when state industry grows, rural industry inevitably appears to
be lagging, and the other way around. By shaking off noneconomic ties with
state enterprises, TVPS can achieve more coordinated industrial development.
More important, there must be structural reforms-of the investment structure and of commercial management, for example-to guarantee the functioning of these industrial policies.
There should be a strategic focus on developing existing small cities and
towns directly affiliated with county govemments into medium-size cities. A
long-term development program for small cities and towns should be drawn
up as quickly as possible, and the management structure for small cities and
towns should undergo reform. First, cities should act as the economic hubs
for their nearby counties so as to combine the urbanization efforts of the cities
and the countryside. Second, China must strengthen regulation and control
of the construction of county seats so that the expansion of old county seats
and the building of new ones are covered by an overall program. Third, the
construction of towns governed by townships should be more concentrated
geographically, and, in particular, the locations of TVPS should be more centralized. But this demands a thoroughgoing reform of the relationship be-

tween TVcEs and their govemments.
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The Driving Force in Rural Industrialization:
The Structural Reformof TVPs
The third set of problemsinvolvesthe conflict between the developmentof
rural industryand the managementsystemof TVPS. China's traditional mode
of industrializationwasnot as centralizedas the Sovietmodel. Fromthe beginning China let local governmentsrun enterprisestaken over from capitalists and individuals. Later, local industries enjoyed further development
when local governmentswere encouragedto take some initiative. But a
highly centralizedsystemof planned distributionand allocation wasstill the
main feature. This system,although it promotedrapid industrialization,conflictedsharplywith the needsof industrialization.The result wasa slowdown
of the pace of industrialdevelopment, low and decliningeconomicreturns,
and limited benefitsfor the people.
The current systemof ruralindustrializationwas alsodeterminedby conditions created in the past. Since 1978most TVCES have maintainedtheir original propertyrelationships,but somesmallerfirmsand those long plaguedby
poor managementunderwent changes. Some enterprise assetswere sold to
individualsat reducedpricesor wereleasedor contractedto them. This kind
of transferof propertyrightshas developedto such an extent that TVCES enjoy
rapid growth both in regions where they originallyflourishedand in a few
localitieswith backwardrural industry.In some other backwardareas, privatelyowned, household,and privatelymanagedfirmsas wellas partnerships
have moved ahead. Since 1984, when the privatelyowned and managed
economywas given a green light for development, it has mushroomedand
spawneddifferentmodesof TVP ownershipand management.These include
the Wuxi mode, basedmainly on TVCES, the Wenzhoumode, which emphasizesprivate enterprises,and the Gengche mode, with developmentof both
TVcEs and private enterprises.
Although property relationshipsin China's rural industryare differentin
different regions, public ownershipis generallydominant. But this dominance is not the same as during the period of traditional industrialization.
Not only is the proportion of public ownershipcurrently much lower, but
TVCEs are quite differentfrom the state enterprisesthat were the main form
of traditional industrialization.
The proportion of TVCES is still high. The shareof TVCES in total employment of TVPS is 97.1 percent in Wuxi, 77.5 percent in Nanhai, 96.7 percent
in Shangrao, and 64.0 percent in Jieshou. This will restrict future development in many ways and will particularlyobstruct the formation and growth
of factor markets.Forexample,the high proportionof TVCES is closelyrelated
to low mobilityof labor. In the samplefirmsthe respectiveshares of workers
from the local township, the local county, and other counties are 94, 97,
and 3 percent in Wuxi and 51, 85, and 15 percent in Nanhai. In Shangrao
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the correspondingfiguresare 81, 96, and 4 percent and in Jieshou 80, 92,
and 8 percent. What is more problematicis that like state enterprises,China's TVPs are subordinatedto government administrationsand are plagued
by the problem of egalitarianismamong the workers.
But these similaritiesdo not make TVPS and state enterprises identical.
In the first place, the number of final owners is comparativelysrnall for
TVCES.
In Wuxi, for example, each township has an average population
of about 20,000, whereasthe averagepopulation of a medium-sizecity is
100,000-500,000. Second, the obligationsof townshipgovemmentstoward
rural workers as membersof their communitiesare relativelyweak and are
few in number. Townshipgovemmentscan directlyregulateenterprises'economic activitiesthrough plans, as municipalgovernmentsdo. But nonagricultural activitiesin a townshipare outsidethe state mandatoryplanning system, and economicexchangesamongall nonagriculturalfirmsin a township
account for only a small part of their activities. Hence TVPS are controlled
by the market mechanismin a strict sense.
Unlike urban governments,which representan entire city, townshipgovemmentscannot shoulderextensivesocialfunctionsor pursuemany noneconomic targets. Since these govemmentsare unable to supportlong-term or
huge losses in their enterprises, losses sufferedby TVCES tend to be much
smaller than those that plague state enterprises. For instance, in 1985, 11
percent of township enterprises in Wuxi were loss-makers,and total losses
amounted to 3.2 percent of total gross profitsof township enterprises. But
only 0.6 percent of villagefirmsran losses.In Nanhai 18percent of the township enterpriseswere loss-makers,and losseswere 9. 1 percent of grossprofits;
for village enterprises the correspondingfigureswere 1.5 and 0.7 percent.
Lossesin TVCES last foronly a short time; if they cannot be tumed into profits,
the enterpriseshave to shift their production or close down.
The TVCE form of enterpriseorganizationhas not promotedthe best distribution and utilization of resources.If the industrial TVCE sector is not reformed, it could have even biggerconflictswith the further developmentof
rural industryin the future. At present, this problem is most prominently
seen in the followingfeatures.
* The township govemment represents the owners of township enterprises, but it also functionsas a govemmentadministrativeunit. Therefore
the townshipgovemmenthas to take into considerationthe interestsof both
the enterpriseand the township.The interest of the enterpriseis in maximizing profits;the interests of the townshipinclude increasingthe incomes of
all the people in the township,the percentageof nonagriculturalemployment
throughoutthe township,and the incomeof the townshipgovernment.The
two targetsmay conflict.The principalproblemis that the townshipgovemment adoptspoliciesconcerningdistributionof enterpriseprofitsthat reduce
enterprise reinvestmentrates and obstruct the rational flowof the main fac-
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tors of production among townships. To achieve desired social goals, township governments have placed hurdles in the way of the best distribution and
utilization of resources that TVCES need for their development.
* Legally speaking, the entire population of a township is the final owner
of the assets of township enterprises, but the local people are not actually
entitled to any individual benefits. Hence they will not behave like owners
of a typical joint stock firm. First, township residents do not have a strong
desire or willingness to invest in township enterprises, since the investment
cannot be inherited or returned as dividends and cannot be transferred elsewhere in response to better investment opportunities. Second, since township residents do not hold decisionmaking rights in township enterprises,
there are no restraints on the representatives of the owners (the township
governments) and no effective inspection of the enterprises' financial status
and management. This is the reason behind encroachment on the capital
stock of township enterprises by a few people and is also a cause of inefficiency and slow growth of capital stock in the enterprises. It eventually leads
to conflicts between community residents employed by township enterprises
and those outside the firms.
0 Township enterprise directors do not have adequate decisionmaking
power, since factories-even those that have adopted contract responsibility
systems-are not entirely independent. As a result, enterprise managers are
weak and indecisive and are unable to grasp business opportunities. A factory
director's decisionmaking authority is strongest for materials, less so for personnel, and weakest for finances. In Wuxi between 1977 and 1984 the proportion of total net profits kept by enterprises was between 14 and 46 percent.
The figure was 65 percent in 1985 and 60 percent in 1986, considerably
higher than the 40 percent ratio in state enterprises. The decisionmaking
power of a TVCE director over the use of profits retained by the enterprise
is similar to that of a state enterprise director; the only difference is that TVPS
are subject to fewer controls over their financial accounts and cash transactions. For many TVCEs depreciation funds have to be submitted to township
governments for general distribution, and the use of retained depreciation
funds is also subject to control by township governments. Overall, TVCE directors cannot expand the capital of their firms on the basis of changes in
market supply and demand.
* TVP workers have come to have the same behavioral characteristics as
state enterprise workers in many respects (see chapter 18). Availability of
labor and low wages should have been the biggest advantages of rural industry, but the existing TVP system has led to coexistence of high local wage
costs and a surplus of agricultural labor in general, of overstaffing in some
enterprises and acute shortages of labor in other places. For instance, in
Shangrao rural areas have considerable surplus labor, but the wages of TVP
workers are much higher than farmers' incomes. Excessive employment in
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some firms may account for 60 percent of the total work force. In Wuxi, although many enterprises have already felt the strain of labor shortages over
the past several years, most firms suffer from overstaffing, which may account
for 10-50 percent of the total number of employees.
The problem goes far beyond this. At present, even private enterprises are
not set up for the best distribution and utilization of resources. The reason
lies in external conditjions rather than internal financial arrangements or
structures. Individual enterprises are officially included in the socialist economy, whereas privately managed firms with more than seven employees are
considered a supplementary part of that economy. But most local governments have failed to internalize this new attitude. In general, even in places
where the private economy is highly developed, such as Nanhai, private enterprises are discriminated against politically. This is best revealed by the way
the private economy seeks survival and development.
To develop further, the private economy must expand all the factors of
production, including the number of hired workers. But local informal restrictions on hiring workers and pressure from public opinion have often
forced private enterprises into joint operations with township or village governments, as in Jieshou. Or, as happened in Nanhai, private enterprises
sometimes have to link hands with their own workers to expand. But these
options are all the least preferred choices for private enterprises. When they
operate jointly with township governments, they often have to, in effect,
turn themselves over to the laitter, and when they operate jointly with their
own employees, they often can obtain only a small amount of capital. There
are more failures than successes in the joint management arrangements between private firms and community governments or employees.
A related problem is that China's commodity economy is not yet highly
developed, and many people are ignorant of the values needed in a modern
commodity economy, such as credibility and contracts. The country's judicial
work and legislation have yet to catch up with economic development, and
most economic agents do not bear in mind the rules of conduct they have
to abide by.
Over the past several years contract responsibility systems have been introduced in TvPs all over the country. The most famous is that of Yanqiao township in Wuxi. A profit contract system gives small or money-losing enterprises the right to retain incremental profits or the proceeds from reductions
in losses, and a quota contract system for large and medium-size firms links
wages with profits and allows additional profits to be shared with the entire
enterprise work force. Yanqiao's system also involves election of managers,
the transformation of fixed salaries into floating wages, and employment contracts for workers. This system has spread widely. In 1984, 98 percent of the
TvcEs in Wuxi and 90 percent of those in Jiangsu Province had adopted this
form of contract responsibility system. Results have generally been good.
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These reforms, which mainly involve enterprise management, did not and
could not eliminate the weaknesses of the system regarding the relationship
between owners and producers. This is an area for future reform. Community
governments can, on the basis of local conditions, sell part of their enterprises to individuals and implement an intemal ownership system in a
planned fashion so that part or all of enterprise assets are gradually sold to
workers (see Lin Qingsong and others 1987). Enterprises can establish boards
of directors accordingly. Aside from this, community govemments should
create favorable conditions for the birth and growth of private enterprises.
In doing this, community govemments should publicize the ideological aspects and, more important, should formulate laws conceming private enterprises as soon as possible.

Note
1. The term "scissorsdifferential"refersto the practiceof settingprocurementprices of agricultural productsartificiallylow and sales pricesof industrialconsumergoods artificiallyhigh
so as to generate additionalindustrialprofitsthat couldbe used to expand investment.

Part

II

Ownership
and Related Issues

Ownership is one of the principal areas in which China's TVP sector differs
from the state sector, and formsof ownershipvary tremendouslywithin the
TVP sector itself. Although the effect of ownershipon enterprisebehavior,
efficiency,and overall developmentis complexand difficultto assessand is
often mediatedby other factors, differentownershipsystemsare associated
with significantdifferencesin outcome. Manyof the chapters in this volume
deal with ownershipin the context of the topicsthey cover.The three chapters in this part focuson ownershipitselfand on such closelyrelated issues
as entrepreneurshipand differentialadministrativetreatment on the basisof
ownership.
In chapter 7 LuoXiaopengundertakesa detailedhistoricalanalysisof ownership in the TVP sectors of the four samplecounties. He explains how the
hierarchyof governmentadministrativelevelsand the multilevelpublicownership systemgaveriseto a rigidranking, or statusstratification,of industrial
enterprises, including TVPs as well as urban state and collectivefirms. Historical, geographic,economic, and even political factorshave combinedto
create substantiallydifferent ownershipand status stratificationsystemsin
differentregionsand localities,and the four countieswell illustratethe range
of variation.
Luodocumentsthe causalfactorsthat led to significantdifferencesin ownership and status stratificationbetween Wuxi and Nanhai counties despite
their roughly similar level of industrial development. In Wuxi economic
power, ownership,and managementauthorityare concentratedat the township level of government. A much more dispersedpattern has emergedin
Nanhai, where lower-levelcommunities(villagesand production teams) as
wellas individualshave a considerabledegreeof independenceand economic
power. In Shangrao and Jieshou,by contrast, until the late 19 70s the TVP
sector was tiny and "privileged,"with relativelyhigh wages.
Luo next examines the differing impact of rural reform, especiallythe
production responsibilitysystem (PRS) in agriculture, in the four counties.
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In Nanhai rural reform facilitated the emergence of a diversified mixedownership system in which a vibrant private sector and various kinds of TVPS
under joint community and private management existed alongside the multilayered community enterprise sector. In Wuxi tight controls over wages
and labor movements and prohibitive restrictions against sizable private enterprises persisted and, after a brief period of struggle, consolidation and further strengthening of the traditional rigid, hierarchical TVP ownership and
management system occurred. In Jieshou the PEts rapidly brought about the
virtual collapse of the small existing community enterprise sector. This crisis
stimulated a positive response by local authorities: the creation of an environment in which private enterprises could thrive and the larger private firms
could attach themselves to aind receive support from local and community
governments. In Shangrao too the community enterprise sector was weakened, but it has been able to survive at a very inefficient and financially weak
level. This paradoxically held down the overall level of TvP development in
the county. The private sector threatens to overtake the ailing cormmunity
enterprise sector.
The last section looks at new situations and problems that have emerged
since 1984-85. In Wuxi the industrial TVCE sector had its best year ever in
1985, but its financial performance declined sharply in 1986, and increasing
problems with investment failures and market saturation for many goods
emerged. The county's response was to rigidify the labor allocation system
even further and to intensify the trend of TVPS' becoming more like state enterprises in other ways as well. In Nanhai numerous mixed-ownership firms
with rather clearly defined ownership rights and responsibilities have
emerged. In Jieshou the problems stemming from unclear ownership of large
private enterprises and personal involvement by community and county officials have become increasingly evident.
With regard to policy, Luo's main argument is that drastically different opportunities and resources for rural industrialization have made it impossible
to achieve the goal of rapid industrialization in every locality. Large gaps in
rural industrialization and TVE' development have arisen between the most
developed areas such as Nanhai and Wuxi and the more backward ones such
as Jieshou and Shangrao. A crucial lesson is that urbanization must accompany industrialization.
In chapter 8 Lin Qingsong analyzes the rapid recent growth and development of the private sector, focusing on the reasons for the phenomenon and
on the problems the burgeoning private sector faces. He reviews prereform
TVP development, which laid the foundation for the subsequent emergence
of private enterprises. The development of private enterprises since the late
1970 s can be divided into two distinct phases: the "nascent" stage, 1978-83,
and the "flourishing" stage, since 1984. (This classification is the same as that
developed by Du Haiyan ifor the TVP sector as a whole; see chapter 3.) Some
benefits of the rapid development of private enterprises are outlined, includ-
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ing the transfer of surplus labor out of agriculture, more spatial balance in
TVP development, more appropriate subsectoral and industrial structure in
the TVP sector, and efficiency-improvingcompetitive pressure on community
enterprises.
Lin next analyzes the causes of the rapid growth of private enterprises,
chief among which were policy changes and systemic reforms. Through the
PRs, the opening of urban markets to all kinds of TVPS, and other measures,
the government wiped out long-standing obstacles against the free establishment of firms by individuals. Lin goes on to demonstrate how private enterprises obtain resources and factors of production, including financial capital,
labor, land, mineral resources (for private mining firms), and technical personnel.
The last section deals with the problems private enterprises face during
and as a result of their headlong development. Lin points out that the tiny
scale of most private enterprises is a fundamental problem that will hamper
efforts to improve their efficiency and argues that the political environment
still impedes expansion of private enterprises beyond a certain size. Ideological ambiguity concerning sizable private firms leads to an uncertain policy
environment, which blunts the firms' incentives to reinvest and encourages
a short time horizon. Private enterprises often respond to their hostile administrative and regulatory environment by devoting excessive resources to sales
and procurement and by establishing close relationships with local and community government leaders. Finally, ambiguity and uncertainty in policy lead
to weak and unclear property relationships in private enterprises.
The chapter closes with some policy suggestions. State policy toward
private enterprises should be further relaxed and liberalized; government
macroregulation of the private sector needs to be improved through a better
legal framework, unified finance and accounting methods, new tax laws, and
better credit policies; trade unions should be established for the private sector
to protect workers' legitimate rights and improve state supervision; there
should be more regular government monitoring of private enterprises' operations and financial transactions, with severe punishment for tax evasion and
other illegal activities; the government should fully respect the autonomy of
private enterprises in choosing their ownership system and management practices; and the voluntary transformation of private enterprises into joint-stock
cooperatives should be encouraged.
In chapter 9 William Byrd analyzes entrepreneurship, capital allocation
and risk-bearing, and ownership, particularly the interactions among these
crucial spheres. He starts by deriving a working definition of entrepreneurship
suitable for the Chinese context and singling out two important entrepreneurial activities, the creation of new enterprises and the development of
new products. He then describes, with the aid of case studies, entrepreneurship in China's TVP sector and under different forms of enterprise ownership.
The most salient characteristics of TVP entrepreneurship include alertness to
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unexploitedprofit opportunities;personalcommitment and risk-taking;the
importanceof personalconnections;the provisionby entrepreneursof a wide
range of servicesin the absenceof functioningmarkets;and the rootedness
of most Chineseentrepreneursin their home communities.Availableempirical evidenceindicatesthat there is greaterentrepreneurialactivityin private
enterprisesthan in communityenterprisesand in Wuxi than in other counties. Byrdarguesthat, given the high degreeof immobilityamongcommunities, the traditional economicand commercialbase of a locality is critical
in determining the local supplyof entrepreneurs. In this respect Wuxi and
Nanhai are much better off than Jieshou,
which in tum is better endowed
than Shangrao, the only one of the four counties that may have an inadequate supplyof indigenousentrepreneurs.
Byrd next analyzesthe sourcesand allocation of capital. Three distinct
sourcesof funds forTVPs are identified:householdcapital, communitycapital
(which includes bank loans, since banks are viewedas highly responsiveto
community govemment authorities in their lending decisions), and enterprise capital. Largecommunityenterprisesrely almostexclusivelyon the latter two and, within communitycapital, increasinglyon bank loans rather
than on grantsfrom communitygovernments.Privateenterprisesmainly utilizehouseholdcapital at the tirne of their establishment,but as they expand,
the successfulones increasinglytap communitycapital, primarilybank loans.
Risk-bearingis closelyrelated to the mechanismfor allocationof capital and
is an importantdeterminantofTVP performance.The traditionalTVCEsystem
in advancedareas such as Wuxi involvesrisk absorptionby villageand, especially, township governments.In more backwardareas communitygovernments are unable to play this role effectively,and the burden of risk falls
by default on the local banking system.
The chapter goes on to examine interrelationshipsamong entrepreneurship, provision of capital, risk-bearing,ownership, and management.Four
main modelsor systemsare outlined. (1) The Wuxi systemis characterized
by communalownership,riskabsorptionbythe communitygovernment,and
enterprise-basedentrepreneurshipand management.(2) Lesssuccessfulcommunity enterprise systemsalso have communal ownership,but community
governmentsare forcedto take on a more entrepreneurialrole (which often
leads to costlyfailures).De factorisk absorptionby the local bankingsystem
is the norm, and intervention by the communitygovemment in enterprise
managementis widespread.(3) "Small"private enterprisesystemsare characterized by the concentration of ownership, capital provision, risk-bearing,
and managementin the hands of the proprietorsand, at most, a few other
households. (4) "Large"private enterprise systemsstill have nominally private ownership,but their increasingreliance on communitycapital (in the
form of bank loans) means that banks also bear somerisk and that private
management may be compromised.Byrd arguesthat whereas in systerns1
and 3 the differentelements fit together harmoniouslyand consistently, in
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systems 2 and 4 they do not, which leads to various problems and inefficiencies.
The last part of the chapter looks at emerging trends and issues. The share
of the TVP sector in Chinese industrial output has been rising steadily while
that of the state sector has been falling-a trend that is likely to continue.
Within the TVP sector the share of private enterprises is rising at the expense
of community enterprises, and within the community enterprise sector, it is
argued, the share of the top tier (township and town firms) is increasing or
at least stable, whereas the share of the lower tiers (village and production
team firms) is declining. Thus a "hollowing out" of the TVP sector seems to
be occurring. Byrd argues that ownership trends can be understood in light
of the analytical framework developed earlier in the chapter. The top tier
of community enterprises enjoys better access to financial and other resources, greater ability to spread risks (in the more successful areas), and superior administrative connections. Private enterprises, however, may have
greater flexibility and stronger incentives for proprietors. Smaller rural communities and those with inadequate resources may lack the advantages of either extreme of the TVP ownership spectrum.
The consequences that greater independence for the local rural banking
system and decentralization of bank ownership will have for community governments and for TVP performance are complex and hard to predict. These
measures should be embarked on cautiously. As a general principle, banks
should not be owned by community governments, and the boundaries of their
operations should not coincide with those of rural communities. Byrd also
suggeststhat community governments could issue bond-like financial instruments to mobilize capital and partially diversify risk.
The chapter closes with a brief look at the problems of backward areas and
private firms. The need to import entrepreneurial and other human talent
into backward areas such as Shangrao is stressed. Byrd also argues that clarification and strengthening of the property rights of proprietors with respect
to larger private enterprises are urgently needed.

7
Ownershiip
and Status Stratification
Luo Xiaoperig

In 1958 the people's cornmune movement swept over rural China. The economy and administration of a given area were put under a single organ, the
commune, within which there were no independent property owners. The
average size of a commune was about 4,000 households and 20,000 individuals, but some were much larger. This utopian experiment did not make economic sense and led to disastrous consequences. Unlike Poland and Yugoslavia, however, China did not beat a hasty retreat to family farming but
instead launched a prolonged program to readjust property relationships.
The first step was to restore order in the economy while retaining the commune framework. Between November 1961 and February 1962 the basic economic unit, or accounting unit, was changed first from the commune to the
brigade and then to the next lower level, the production team, which normally contained twenty to thirty households. The production team became
relatively independent in its management of land, labor, and other commonly owned property. ComLmunesand brigades, however, retained economic as well as administrative power because they still organized irrigation
projects and other activities that production teams could not handle and because they had the right to acquire and own property. Moreover, corrmmunes
and brigades sometimes appropriated resources from production teams without compensation. In the nation as a whole, however, production teams
became accepted as relatively independent organizers of production and
consumption-"relatively" because they could not sell their land, their production was subject to the state plan, they could market only part of their
output, and there were no clear-cut legal regulations to protect their property
ftom infringement by their supervisory brigades and communes.
The critical grain shortage after the Great Leap Forward of 1958 led to
the en masse banishment of about 20 million people from urban centers to
their home villages. From then on, change of domicile from rural areas to
cities was severely restricted. Rural people were organized into production
teams that were obliged to provide subsistence to their members, who lost
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their independence and their freedom to change occupations. Skilled workers
might, with the permission of the production team, seek gainful employment
elsewhere, but their earnings had to be handed over and shared by all members of the team, and the worker was paid according to the work-points recorded during his absence, at the uniform rate for the team. Failure to abide
by this rule meant denial of grain rations or even worse. This policy was intended to ensure sufficient manpower for farming and to balance the remuneration for farm and nonfarm.jobs in rural areas.
The rural nonfarm sector, chiefly handicrafts, which had been all but
wiped out during the Great Leap Forward, was gradually rehabilitated after
1965. Many workshops became part of the commune system and were owned
by communes or brigades. Enterprises run by production teams were not regarded as independent accounting units. Initially all these enterprises had
an unofficial status. Only after 1970, when the national govemment decided
to use them to promote the mechanization of farming, were they able to obtain bank loans and fiscal support. In 1976, with the founding of the National
Rural Industry Administration, the position of rural firms was formally legalized.
The years 1980-83 saw the transition from collective to family farming
in China. The production team as an economic entity was almost phased
out, communes became townships, and brigades were renamed villages.
Since farmers regained the right to choose occupations and to engage in
nonfarm activities, a good number of private business firms emerged, with
the permission and support of the national govemment. Thus, in addition
to community enterprises run by communes or brigades (TVCES), a new sector
of private enterprise came into being.
In theory, state enterprises belong to the whole people, township enterprises belong to the people of the township, and so on down the line to private enterprises. Since each category of firms is attached to a unit in the administrative hierarchy which has a clearly defined rank, there is also a
hierarchy of firms. Although the law is supposedly blind to status differences,
govemment policy and administrative procedures treat firms differently according to their status. State enterprises and their employees enjoy the most
privileges-preference in the allocation of material inputs and bank loans
at low interest rates, lifetime employment, and so on. Rural community enterprises, especially township enterprises, are treated preferentially with respect to taxes, interest rates, and fiscal assistance. Thus rank is more than
a mere classification of ownership types.
This chapter examines the TVP status stratification system, ownership systems in different regions, and possible future trends. Each of the four counties
studied (Wuxi, Nanhai, Jieshou, and Shangrao) has its own characteristics
and represents a region and a model (table 7-1). Although they operate
within the framework of central institutions and policies, TVPS in the four
counties differ in status stratification and ownership systems. Describing and

Table 7-1. Basic Data on the SampleCounties
Grossoutput
Countyand

year
Wuxi
1978
1980
1984

Population
(thousands)
1,008
1,009
1,025

Jieshou
1978
508
1980
531
1984
561
Nanhai
1978
787
1980
804
1984
842
Shangrao
1978
645
1980
661
1984
695
Source:
Information
fromfieldwork.

Grossoutput

Industrial
Per capita

Fiscalrevenue
oflocal

of agriculture

of industry

Percapita

output of TVPs

governments

(millionsof

(milionsof

grainoutput

savings

(millionsof

(millionsof

yuan)

(yuan)

(jin)

(yuan)

yuan)

yuan)

325.91
277.30
395.57

667.44
17160727
2,806.02

1,253.0
986.2
1,196.3

16.6
35.1
153.7

425.70
814.45
2,163.43

83.20
91.62
205.54

67.52
74.95
127.06

39.09
48.41
150.19

963.0
484.3
716.7

6.0
15.5
46.7

8.81
13.94
74.16

5.11
4.52
7.06

363.81
526.21
898.29

365.29
467.23
981.21

832.9
982.8
886.1

66.2
134.2
593.5

20.51
98.89
516.19

74.02
78.39
109.01

91.31
103.90
147.49

23.39
29.65
70.98

587.6
582.2
681.7

6.7
9.5
34.0

12.57
14.81
23.70

6.44
6.74
8.56
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analyzing these variations and how they emerged are the basic tasks of this
chapter.
Status Stratification

before the PRS

In 1962, when the production team became the accounting unit, communes
and brigades in most areas deteriorated into mere administrative organs.
They remained economic entities in name only, since they possessed almost
no property of their own and their independent business operations were limited. The emergence of community enterprises, however, created much new
wealth for communes and brigades and gave rise to the idea of gradually expanding the public ownership sector through the development of community
enterprises, primarily TVCEs. In 1979 the State Council affirmed that the development of TVCES would primarily serve agriculture but that it could also
expand the collective economy of the commune and the brigade.'
Opportunities for TVP industrial development were extremely unequal,
however, owing to differing conditions across the country. For example, of
the four counties in our study, Wuxi and Nanhai are in rich coastal areas
close to traditional commercial centers and were among the earliest localities
in China to import Western technology. In contrast, Jieshou has suffered
from great disadvantages in its industrial development: it is overpopulated
and poor, it is located in the hinterlands of the North China Plain, far from
railway trunk lines and urban centers, and in the past it experienced many
wars and natural calamities. Shangrao, in the northwestern part of Jiangxi
Province, is slightly better off because of its relatively fertile farmland and
long history of self-sufficient small farming. These varied backgrounds meant
unequal opportunities for developing TVP industry and different economic
structures under the three levels of community government-the commune,
brigade, and team.
Table 7-2 shows the great variation in the conditions for developing TVP
industries, as indicated by the total number of industrial establishments and
employees in each county. Although per capita income shows a positive correlation with the total number of establishments and especially with the
number of employees in industrial community enterprises, the correlation between the composition of the three-level community economy and the per
capita income level is not as consistent. TVCES in Wuxi account for a higher
proportion of aggregate income and aggregate assets than do those in Nanhai,
yet Nanhai's per capita income is far higher (an average Y330 per year in
1979-81 compared with Y148 in Wuxi).
IndustrialStructure and Status Hierarchy
Differences in local industrial structure may partly explain the status hierarchy of the counties. Wuxi was the home of the first modern machinists in
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Table 7-2. Structure of the Rural Economy, by County, 1980
Itm

Per capita rural income from
collectivedistribution(yuan)
Number of industrialenterprises,
by level
Township
Village
Productionteam
Total rural labor force
(thousandsof workers)
Workersin industrialenterprises,
by level (thousands)
Township
Village
Productionteam
Source: Information
fromfieldwork.

Wuxi

Jieshou

Nanhai

Shangrao

146

48

350

58

2,306
458
1,848
0

355
102
54
199

2,784
246
575
1,963

350
120
230
0

497.2

220.0

357.0

186.0

43.2
39.5
0

4.6
1.0

22.5
5.5
42.0

14.3
8.3
0

1.5

China. Retired workers who returned to their home villages in Wuxi provided a tie with machinery-producing state enterprises in Shanghai, which
led to close cooperation between the two places and the early development
of capital goods production irn Wuxi. Since machinery firms require better
management, larger-scale operations, and more capital than other enterprises, in Wuxi the industrial TVP sector was dominated by TVCES.
Nanhai's geographic advantages are similar to Wuxi's, but its history is different. Community enterprises grew on the foundation of traditional handicraft workshops and small-scale industries that traded mainly in nearby markets. Higher personal income levels, the spread of traditional industrial skills,
and greater variations in market demand called for a more diversified industrial structure, and commaunityenterprises in Nanhai gravitated toward the
lower end-brigades and production teams.
Cultivated land is scarce in Shangrao, averaging less than 1 mu per person,
but it is fertile. The county, situated south of the YangtzeRiver, has less than
300 people per square kilometer, 25,410,000 mu of forestland, rich deposits
of coal, phosphorus, and sulfur, and abundant hydropower. Industry is based
on the exploitation of local resources. In 1985 Shangrao's TvPs employed
3,466 miners and 3,069 kiln wvorkers-more than half of the total number
of workers in the county's industrial community enterprises.
Jieshou is in an area of flat farmland devoid of industrial resources, and
before 1979 the extremely bad performance of agriculture left the county with
little surplus produce. In 1979 collectives distributed a mere 105 kilograms
of grain per person, and even in 1980 the figurewas only 168 kilograms. Any
surplus was sold to the state under the unified purchasing system. For this
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reason, Jieshou had practically no industrial community enterprises before
1975 except briefly during the Great Leap Forward in 1958. In 1971 there
was only one commune enterprise left, and its gross value of output was less
than Y50,000. After 1975 there was a sudden upsurge in the number of TVCES
as a result of administrative intervention and financial support from higher
levels of government. The catchword of the time was, "Go all out developing
three lines of industries" (farm machinery, kilns, and grain and oil processing). These industries were not market oriented but instead served local
needs, and they were mostly dependent on funds and credit from higher-level
authorities. Thus their number and scale were limited.
The Origins of Community Enterprises
The different ways in which community enterprises emerged in the four
counties were more deeply influenced by their status stratification and ownership systems than by the geographic factors discussed above.
THE WUXI MODEL. Wuxi has a highly integrated economy managed by the
three levels of administrative organs. The township (formerly commune) is
at the head, and the village (brigade) and the production team, although
nominally independent in economic affairs, are actually under its strict control. The historical background of this institutional setup is that for a long
time Wuxi was under pressure to fulfillhigh farm production targets and high
government grain purchasing quotas. To ensure that these requirements were
met, the county banned production teams from engaging in nonfarm activities. Production teams were compensated for this limitation on their activities by payments from TVCES.
The commune, to coordinate all nonfarm operations, controlled the appointment of top managers of enterprises at both the commune and brigade
levels. These managers could be shifted around much like middle-level managers in Western corporations. Managers of brigade firms (village enterprises)
did not have to be members or natives of the brigade; in fact, brigade officials
were often concurrently managers of the brigade's enterprises. TVCES located
in the same commune or brigade avoided competing with each other. The
commune was obliged to organize efforts to assist brigades in difficulties. And
in decisions about industrial investment and labor allocation, no pains were
spared to ensure relatively equal income levels for all brigades and production
teams. Industrial investment and employment were thus an important means
of promoting equity. The county, by transferring wage payments of industrial
TVCE workers to production teams, was able to maintain the high-cost triplecropping (wheat-rice-rice) system. This is clearly shown by the distribution
of income from collective sources in Wuxi in 1980 (see table 7-3).
The unique integration of the three levels of community institutions in
the economic life of Wuxi was achieved through a special method of labor
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Table 7-3. Average Income of ComnmuneMembers, Wuxi, 1980

Source

Average
income
(Yuan)

Percentage
of total

Fanring
Sidelines
Industry
Wagestransferred
Profitstransferred
Other

8.78
45.39
91.89
66.89
24.11
0.89

6.0
31.1
62.9
45.8
16.5
0.6

Total

146.06

100.0

Source:Informationfrom fieldwork.

compensation in the TVCE industrial sector. Factory workers were not paid
directly by their employers but by the production teams from which they
came. The production team pooled payments transferred from factories with
income from farming and paid each member according to work-points earned
during the year.
The commune and brigade had a big say in how much money production
teams distributed to mernbers or invested. With the growth of the industrial
sector, the size of transferred wage payments and profits also grew. To prevent
extreme inequity in personal income levels, the commune needed a sizable
industrial sector to assimilate surplus labor, distribute profits, and assist brigades in setting up new ventures. All TVCES of the commune were obliged
to subsidize farming, provide new jobs, and balance local income levels. Although TVCES and brigades were, to a degree, independently managed, the
commune had the power to appoint the leading officialsof both. These officials therefore had to take the interests of the entire community into account
in their operations and defer to the political interests of commune leaders.
The dominance of the commune and the unique type of enterprise ownership
that developed were characteristic of Wuxi.
I have not yet found an appropriate paradigm for this peculiar system of
property rights. It is heavily tinged with Chinese tradition and very different
from the Western system under which the individual is the ultimate owner
of property. The Wuxi model as it existed before the PRS might be compared
with the traditional Chinese clan, in which three generations lived together.
The "grandchildren" (the production teams) depended on their "parents"
(the brigades) for a living. If the parents were unable to provide, the grandchildren turned to their "grandparents," the commune. The lower levels were
nominally independent in financial affairs, but the "eldest generation" had
the final say about disposal of property and distribution of income.
The source of this power was not only the social status of the communes
but also the property they controlled and its impact on the interests of the
lower levels. In 1981 coimmune enterprises in Wuxi turned over to produc-
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tion teams wage eamings of Y23.1 million, and brigade enterprises transferred another Y41.3 million. Together these totaled Y64.4 million, or about
Y60 per person-one-fourth of the total annual income per capita of the
county's rural population. In some communes the proportion was much
higher. From the early 1970s income generated by commune enterprises continually increased in proportion to total income, and there is reason to believe that commune enterprises attracted better-quality workers as well.
These developments further consolidated the political base of the communes.
NANHAI.Nanhai County's community enterprise economy is characterized
by relatively dispersed management with villages and production teams as the
basic economic units. The township is to a large extent regarded as an administrative organ, and the three levels of the economy are far less integrated
than in Wuxi. There are some historical explanations for this pattern. The
Pearl River Delta economy was traditionally more diversified and commercialized than that of Wuxi. Farmers involved in cash crops and nonagricultural activities had to rely for their grain supply on the market and even on
imports. After 1949, and especially after the commune system was set up,
Nanhai was required to produce grain for its own consumption and for sales
to the state, but the pressure was not as heavy as elsewhere because the
county had to supply fruit, fish, and vegetables to Hong Kong and Macao.
Moreover, government policy in Guangdong Province was always more flexible than in the northern provinces. These factors led to higher local income
levels. In addition, the county is adjacent to Guangzhou and Foshan and
boasts a few big towns of its own. Its greater urbanization no doubt contributed to the diversification of its economy.
Each of the three levels developed its own industrial sector, as the following figures show.
Percentageof total grosssales
of community enterprises
Level

1973

Commune (township)

12.9

1982

19.3

Brigade (village)

9.7

21.7

Productionteam

77.4

59.0

The aggregate income and wealth of the county was skewed toward the
lowest level. Commune enterprises, although well developed in comparison
with the Chinese average, were clustered around the towns and were not as
integrated with the production teams as those in Wuxi. For example, in Nanhai commune enterprises did not have to turn workers' earnings over to production teams for final distribution (see table 7-4). Three factors account for
this.
* Many of the workers were from urban centers. In 1980, of 80,000 persons employed by TVCES, about 55,000 were from rural communities and

Table 7-4. Income Structure of ProductionTeams, Nanhai, 1978-82
(millionsof yuan;percentageof total distributedcollectiveincome)

item
z

Amount

Total production team
income'

250.448

Total distributed collective
income
From brigades
From communes

177.437
39.681
0.0

Share

100.0
22.4
0.0

Not applicable.
a. Includesincome from privatesidelineactivities.
Source:Informationfrom fieldwork.

-

Amount

206.268
142.359
38.473
0,008

Share

100.0
27.0
0.0

Amount

338.696
229.101
31.880
0.032

1982

1981

1980

1979

1978

S'are
100.0
13.9
0.0

Amount

396.856
238.721
34.280
0.694

Share

100.0
14.4
0.3

Amount

685.570
449.830
24.630
0.010

Share

-

100.0
5.5
0.0
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the rest were mostly local urban dwellers. Urban residents' wages were
paid to them directly.
• The average incomes of production team members were not much lower
than the average incomes of commune enterprise workers, thanks to
high farm incomes and the wages of team members working in TVCES.
In 1980 commune enterprise wages averaged Y640 as against the average rural per capita income of Y559, a difference of Y81. When income
from sidelines and the lower living costs on farms are taken into consideration, there was probably a rough equilibrium, even with freedom of
choice of occupation. In fact, many farmers earned more than average
workers in commune enterprises, which relieved pressures on communes to transfer workers' earnings to farmers.
* The commune imposed a surtax in kind to supply grain rations to its
factory employees who were rural residents so that they would not have
to go home for grain distribution.
Brigade enterprises were similar to those in Wuxi in that their workers were
largely rural residents and had to obtain grain supplies from the teams to
which they belonged. These firms had to see to it that earnings in the factories and on farms were approximately equal. Thus a considerable portion of
wages was transferred to production teams for distribution-86.4 percent in
1980. It was not 100 percent because some teams had such high incomes
that they could forgo earnings from factories and because grain supplies in
some cash crop areas were provided by the state. For example, brigade enterprises in Jiujiang township transferred only 21 percent of their payroll to production teams because the area specialized in fresh-water aquaculture, and
fish raisers obtained grain supplies as urban residents did instead of from their
production teams.
In Wuxi, as people got richer, more wealth became concentrated at the
commune level. But in Nanhai the development of community enterprises
led to a relatively dispersed pattern of distribution of wealth and power and
to a high degree of autonomy and coherence in some brigades and teams.
Since natural villages in southern China are mostly populated by members
of one clan, a strong clan culture and consciousness survives to this day, and
the development of TvPs has no doubt reinforced this traditional feature.
SHANGRAO.
TVCESin Shangrao County had a large share in aggregate income, mainly for two reasons. First, incomes at the production team level
were so low as to make incomes from TVCESseem relatively high. In 1980,
of the 4,867 teams in the county, 86 percent (4,180 teams) had average per
capita incomes from collective distribution of less than Y80. Of the total,
61 percent (2,974 teams) were below Y60, 41 percent (2,006 teams) were
below Y50, and 20 percent (995 teams) were below Y40. No team had an
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average per capita income level of more than Y400; only 2 percent, or 102

teams, were above Y100.
Second, proximity to Shangrao city created demand for services, construction, building materials, and so on. Before the PRS, the TVCE sector in
Shangrao County was doing quite well, as the figuresfor 1978 illustrate.
Aggregategrosssales
After-tax profits
Taxeson businessincome
Industrialand commercialtaxes
Rate of profiton sales (percent)

Y14,720,000
Y3,530,000
Y600,000
Y130,000
28.9

Only Y1,060,000 of after-tax profits, however, came from industrial TVCES,
whereas the service sector contributed more than Y2 million, or Y6587per
employee compared with Y149 in the industrial production sector.
It is worth noting that in Shangrao, in contrast to Wuxi, most of the earnings of workers were not transferred to production teams for distribution.
With the growth of the industrial TVCEsector, the number of workers multiplied, yet the amount of wage earnings transferred actually dropped, from
Y1,570,000 in 1978 to Y540,000 in 1981. The extremely low income levels
on farms may account for this. TVCEworkers were in a good bargaining position, as the sector generated the lion's share of commune revenues. A regular
wage system was used to give incentives to workers who had a strong impact
on their firms' performance. This practice spread as an increasing number
of people sought jobs in the industrial sector. The difference in income between TVCE workers ancl farmers was more than threefold, and thus the former constituted a privileged group.
In short, the resources and local markets of Shangrao allowed brigades and
especially communes, with the aid of monopolistic practices, to develop a
profitable and growing industrial sector and a privileged group of industrial
workers. This weakened the economic ties among the three levels of rural
communities. Although a certain amount of industrial development took
place, the elite part of the population was always a small minority. This is
the essential difference between the ownership systems of Shangrao and
Wuxi.

JIESHOU.
The industrial TVCE sector in Jieshou was similar to that in
Shangrao with regard to status stratification and ownership. First, the sector's
proportion of income looked relatively large only because of the extremely
low farm income levels. The two counties were approximately the same in
population, but the average income on farms in Jieshou was even lower than
in Shangrao, and the number of industrial workers and the aggregate value
of output were insignificant. Second, although Jieshou's industries were limited in scale, they too received privileged treatment, and wage eamings were
not transferred to production teams for distribution. The more these indus-
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tries grew, the more they were alienated from the farming population, as
transferred wage earnings shrank.
The main difference between the TVCE industrial sectors in these two
counties was that in Jieshou profitability was even lower, so the underlying
strength of the sector was weaker. Although tax and wage rates were much
lower than in Shangrao, most TVCES in Jieshou made little or no money. In
1980, of the 102 commune enterprises, 32 employed fewer than ten workers.
The firms' aggregate output value was Y450,000, an average of Y14,000 per
establishment and Y1,500 per worker. This meant that average net output
value per employee was only about Y300, barely enough to pay wages, and
consequently many of these community-run industries went out of business.
The mortality rate was especially high at the commune level. There were
forty fewer commune enterprises in 1981 than in 1980-a loss of 260 jobs,
or 13.2 percent of total industrial commune enterprise employment in the
county. Such fragility was not seen in the other three counties.

The Impact of the PRS
The PRS brought tremendous changes to rural China. The land tiller now
by contract has the use-right to a piece of land and thereby the right to dispose of his own time. Moreover, he has the right to sell farm produce and
to acquire productive assets with the proceeds, and his right to seek nonfarm
employment has been restored to varying degrees. Such changes, however,
emerged from localities' expediencies for coping with their economic problems rather than from conscious efforts to win legal rights for individuals.
The economic rights and the degree of freedom of rural people vary in accordance with patterns formed in the past. That is why status stratification and
ownership in the sample counties retained their palpable distinctions after
the implementation of the PRS.
Jieshou. Private Firms under Collective Auspices
In 1979, after a bad harvest, average farm income in Jieshou County fell to
a record low of Y28 plus about 100 kilograms of grain (excluding incomes
from sideline occupations). The persistent agricultural crisis went from bad
to worse. In the towns small state and collective enterprises, which altogether had some 5,000 employees, had little capacity for absorbing the natural increase in job seekers. The troublesome situation was exacerbated by the
return of great numbers of people who had been sent to the countryside during the Cultural Revolution period (1966-76) but now by government order
came home looking for jobs. The tremendous pressure on the local government forced it to take extraordinary measures, and as a result the county was
among the earliest to institute the PRS (in 1981) and to accelerate the development of rural industry through an unusual program.
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In 1980 the county's Communist party committee announced temporary
regulations covering farming, commerce, and industry. The measures were
considered drastic at the time. The policy statement called for expanding the
scope of household responsibilLityin farm areas, facilitating the marketing of
local industrial goods, and giving decisionmaking powers in purchasing and
marketing to public commercial agencies. Conceming the industrial community enterprise sector, article III of the regulations reads:
To hasten the development of TVCE industries and encourage extensive
cooperation between enterprises, barriers between various trades, ownership forms, and administrative areas are to be eliminated. All firrns may
associate themselves in various ways, and all businesses should be conducted in compliance with economic laws. Government workers, urban,
and rural residents are free to invest in collective industries run by the
county and in TVCES. Termismay be prescribed by contracts with regard
to shares and dividends. Jobs may be provided through negotiations. Savings of enterprises at all levels may be invested elsewhere as shares of joint
operations, obtaining dividends therefrom. State and collective enterprises and TVCES may, through compensation trade, attract investment
and expand the scope of operations.
These changes were intended to make a breakthrough in the statutory restrictions of the county. Along with related ad hoc decisions, this new policy
led to a significant result-the emergence of a number of special types of
TVPS. Some typical examples follow.
THE JIESHOU COUNTY COLLOIDAL PRODUCTS FACTORY. In 1980 a farmer applied for permission to establish a factory in the county seat. A private person
was then not allowed by law to use land in town, nor could he open an account for his firm with the bank. The law was sidestepped by designating
the business a TvP at the coimmune level under the direct control of the
county. This status made the firm eligible for more liberal bank loans than
ordinary private enterprises and gave it exemption from taxes. In addition,
it obtained easier access to lowv-costinputs through the govemment channels
that served rural industries, advantages in obtaining fiscal assistance from the
govemment (such as a Y5,000 interest-free loan for working capital), better
credit standing because of being able to use the county's name, and the privilege of selecting a plant site anywhere in the county. At the time of our survey the firm was using this last:privilege to relocate its plant from the county
seat to a township that offered a better environment for business. We were
amazed to find that the firm had just bought 1 mu of land at the new site
for Y10,000, although China's constitution forbids private ownership of land.
The purchase would have been impossible had the firm not been designated
a township enterprise. In return for all these privileges, the enterprise pays
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1 percent of its grosssales as a management fee to the county business administration every year.
THE SHUGUANG FOODSTUFFS COMPANY. The predecessor of this firm was
a small-scale partnership that made food products. In 1984 it planned to
start producing canned beef with support from the local district administration, which was the nominal legal owner for registration purposes but invested nothing whatsoever. The firm was actually owned by four individuals
who pooled Y20,000 and borrowed Y320,000 from the bank to start with.
The partners had full management power. In a short time they retrieved their
original investment of Y20,000. Since then, the ownership status of the firm
has been ambiguous, but the founder has consistently claimed the enterprise
as his own. The district administration-the nominal owner-has never interfered with the disposal of the firm's income. Top management was paid
no more than Y150 a month (not much more than ordinary workers), but
the salesmen, who were paid on a commission basis, could make about
Y10,000 a year. Business was so brisk that in its first year the firm recorded
a profit of Y180,000 and in the second a staggering Y400,000, tax exempt.

These nominally public but actually private firms are not exceptional in
Jieshou. (See chapter 9 for another interesting example, that of an elastic
ribbon factory. Numerous other cases were encountered in fieldwork.) A
check by a county organ in 1985 revealed that eighty township enterprises,
or 73 percent of the total, were carrying the "wrong registration," and these
were dropped from the classification. But the real reason that the firms lost
township enterprise status was not so much that their claim was false as that
they were not regularly organized, were unstable, and had no political backing. Large and profitable firms such as the Jieshou County Colloidal Products
Factory and the Shuguang FoodstuffsCompany, which also used false identities, remained township enterprises. Some of the other firms that retained
their status were extremely small. For instance, a furniture producer with only
two employees remained on the township enterprise list, although it was
much like a "ma and pa" store. In spite of such confusion, Jieshou's bold policies achieved what county authorities had intended-the development of a
number of industrial enterprises that could not have emerged under the old
institutional rules.
Before 1984 the position of the central government on private enterprises,
especially on their right to hire workers, was not clear. But after 1984 the
central government openly supported the rural private industrial sector, and
conditions for its development improved. Individual proprietorships and
partnerships mushroomed in the towns and countryside of Jieshou, as in the
rest of China. These were not enterprises in the regular sense of the word;
most were handicraft producers that did not need even a plant or industrial
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equipment. The state of these firms in jieshou as of the end of 1984 was as
follows.
Partnership

Numberof firms
As percentageof total TVP sector
Numberof employees
As percentageof total TVPrsector

1,151
17.4
5,034
16.0

Individual

4,651
70.0
10,494

33.4

The two sectors combined generated a total income of Y35 million, or 40.6
percent of the aggregate income of the industrial TVP sector of the county.
These figures are not quite reliable, as private enterprises tend to understate
their incomes so as to pay less tax, and tax-free community enterprises tend
to inflate their incomes so that managers can get promotions. Yet they do
indicate the profound changes in status stratification and ownership composition that followed the introduction of the PRS. Conventional community enterprises are no longer predominant in the Jieshou industrial TVP sector as
a whole, and firms that are basically private in nature have become important. The various ownership forms are now so mixed that the true identity
of establishments cannot be ascertained from their nominal status. Ownership of many is actually private or undetermined, although all are attached
to some administrative organ to facilitate their operations.
Wuxi: The Continued Predominanceof TVCEs
If Jieshou is typical of the poverty-stricken areas in which community enterprises failed to withstand the shock wave of the PRS and tumed private, were
leased out to individuals, or simply closed, Wuxi illustrates the opposite tendency. Its TVCEs did undergo a shock, but the sector recovered and became
stronger than ever. Township govemments now possess a greater proportion
of assets than all other sectors, and their control over other economic entities
is even greater than in l-he palst.
The first benefit the industrial TVCE sector gained from the PRS was the
abolition of wage transfers from factories to production teams, which eliminated a large disincentive for factory workers. Under the old system a worker's eamings were not determined by performance in the factory but by the
income level of the production team to which he or she belonged. The consequences could be ludicrous; for example, a skilled master might be paid less
than his apprentice if the master's team was poorer.
In many other areas as well., wage transfers were gradually phased out after
the PRS was implemented. This provided greater incentives for the workers
but alienated the townships from the production teams and workers from
other members of their teams. In Wuxi the problem was not as severe as elsewhere. The county continued to subsidize high-cost grain production and
took measures to alleviate the tension between factories and production
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teams that arose from inequity of incomes. These measures included minimizing income inequalities among production teams (for example, no production
team was allowed to engage in factory production of its own); recruiting factory workers and transferring profit disproportionately so as to subsidize
poorer production teams; helping poorer villages set up their own factories;
and providing liberal bonuses for technicians and skilled workers.
In addition to improving worker incentives, the PRS also resolved some
long-standing conflicts between TVCEs and production teams. County officials, recalling life in the old days, stated that before the PRs these conflicts
had been rather sharp. When extra compensation was given directly to factory personnel, production teams were displeased because they regarded the
labor concemed as their own assets. Some production teams even went to
the length of crediting more work-points to members engaged in agricultural
work to reduce the average value of each work-point so that workers who
were away at factories were rewarded less. This problem vanished with the
advent of the PRS. The piece-rate wage system could be introduced in TVCES
only after the PRS was instituted.
The second great benefit that the PRs gave the county's industrial TVCE
sector was soaring farm productivity and a great increase in farm incomes.
This was most evident in 1983, when average per capita rural income in the
county rose to a new high of Y494, up from Y375 in 1982. Growth temporarily alleviated the pressure to equalize personal incomes after the suspension
of transfer wage payments. Furthermore, the rise in farm production across
the nation helped relieve Wuxi from its obligation to wrest grain from the
land through the uneconomical triple-cropping system, and much less labor
input was required in land tilling. The brisk market for manufactured products helped lead the expansion of TVCE industries, which provided more jobs.
In 1983 and 1984 more than 70,000 persons were added to factory payrolls,
a 40 percent rise. The rapid expansion of employment in the industrial TVCE
sector sustained the continuing rise in per capita incomes in the county and
made it easier to narrow income gaps among farm households through allocation of factory jobs.
County authorities had not anticipated such a phenomenal and effortless
expansion of industry. To prevent income gaps between the farm and
nonfarm populations from widening, the county nullified the ban on production team factories. In 1984, when private enterprises mushroomed across
China, the county government declared its support for the private sector and
encouraged all production teams to engage in industrial activities. Meanwhile, TVCEs experimented with a bonus plan keyed to profits and output
value to provide stronger incentives. The county's industrial sector was put
on "five wheels," with private and production team firms added to the township, village, and county levels.
But it was soon discovered that these "five wheels" did not keep the same
pace. Private firms and production team enterprises challenged the suprem-
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acy of TVCES. They competed in hiring technical and marketing personnel,
and their higher remuneration for workers broke the old balance of incomes
in the county and caused wider gaps in personal incomes. The impact was
so tremendous that many skilled and competent personnel demanded to leave
TVCES to set up their own firms, and labor costs were in danger of getting
out of control. But the biggest headache for county authorities was the considerable number of bogus production team enterprises that were actually private. These firms, nominally leased to private individuals, could enjoy tax
exemptions and other preferential treatment without contributing anly savings to the collective, and they were free to compete with TVCES for markets,
personnel, and raw materials.
In 1985 Wuxi authorities took steps to reestablish order and consolidate
the position of TVCES. The principal measuresincluded
* Penaltiesfor skilledpersonswho left TVCEs for greenerpastures.The most
effective penalty was that members of the person's family were perma-

nently barred from jobs in TVCES.
* A thoroughcheckon productionteam enterprises,partnerships,and individual
enterprises.The status of firms was verified, and bogus community enterprises were cleared out. The criteria for a community enterprise were
that the firm's initial investment must come from the savings of a community body, its site must belong to a community, its production equipment must be the property of a community, and its distribution of profits must comply with regulations. These rules require that deductions
be made for a production development fund, a common insurance fund,
and a depreciation allowance at the prescribed rates and that profits be
remitted to the proper authorities. About 500 firms were removed from
the category of production team enterprises, and village control over
production team enterprises-which generally cannot even have their
own bank accounts-wais reinforced. Finally, the number of partnerships and individual firmsthat compete with TVCES was restricted by
requiring them to have permission from the village government to register, although national law requires only the permission of the production team.
* Restoration of control over TVCE wage levels. A new remuneration
scheme for factory managers and workers allowed personal incomes to
differ under the piece-rate system but tied the average wage level to
profits and output value. Moreover, average wage rates were not allowed to diverge too much among firms. Enterprise managers' pay was
linked to the average wage in their factories; twice the average wage
was normal, and three times was the maximum.
After the implementation of these measures, production team enterprises
declined to fewer than 1,000 by 1985. Partnerships and individual firms de-
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creased as well. Only in sectors such as commerce, transport, and services,
which do not compete with industrial TVCES, have private enterprises been
growing rapidly.
Under the PRS the industrial TVCE sector in Wuxi initially suffered a setback, but its underlying economic strength and strong county policies allowed it to regain its dominant position. This is borne out by table 7-5 on
the sources of household income; in 1983 private sources were most important, but two years later income from community sources had drawn ahead.
The breakdown of fixed assets gives a similar picture. In 1986 the county's
rural areas had fixed assets, excluding land, of Y1,208 million, and the share
of township organs was 49.5 percent or Y599 million-2.1 times above the
pre-PRSvalue. The share of assets owned by townships and villages in common was 39.9 percent, or Y483 million-2.75 times above the level of 1982.
And the share of production teams was 7.6 percent, or Y92 million, only
a 9 percent increase. Finally, the share of household-operated firms was a
mere 2.9 percent of the total, or Y35 million.
Nanhai: ProductionTeam Enterprisesand Their Turn to PrivateOperation
Before 1979 Nanhai held the same ideological view as Wuxi with regard to
production team enterprises, and to ensure adequate manpower for farming
county authorities had even ruled that TVCES could not employ more than
10-15 percent of the county's labor force. But in practice the authorities were
flexible. They gave quiet approval to some production team enterprises and
tolerated the spontaneous emergence of private enterprises. In fact, this has
been a significant characteristic of rural economic policy in Guangdong Province as a whole.
In 1980 the county government noted that in one commune that had allowed every production team to set up firms, local farmers' incomes had inTable 7-5. Sources of Rural HouseholdIncome, Wuxi, 1979-86
(percent)
Community

Year

economy'

Partnerships

Household

Nonproductive

activities

sources

1979

62.4

0

25.6

12.0

1980
1981

60.4
60.7

0
0

25.4
28.1

14.2
11.2

1982
1983
1984
1985

60.7
26.7
39.8
47.3

0
0
0
0.9

31.4
66.1
53.6
46.2

8.0
7.2
6.6
5.6

1986

47.6

1.2

44.8

6.4

a. Includes both distributed collective income and wage income from community enterprises.
Source: Information from fieldwork.
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creased rapidly. This approachLwas promoted across the county under the slogan "let three horses draw the carriage." In 1981, 71 percent of the county's
production teams startecltheir own industrial enterprises, and the income of
the three levels' industrial sector jumped to Y572.8 million, up 1.83 times
from 1978. Income generated by industrial production team enterprises was
Y166.43 million, and income per person from collective sources rose to twice
the 1978 level, or Y374, of which industrial and sideline occupations accounted for 57 percent. Such impressive successes caused county authorities
to hesitate in making the transition from collective to family farming, and
even many of the farmers were afraid that they would lose income.
Nevertheless, Nanhai, like Wuxi, went over to the PRsin 1983, and farm
production increased considerably. Average personal income rose to Y760,
double the figure in Wuxi. In the industrial sector great numbers of individual
firms and partnerships were set up, and many production team enterprises
were leased or sold to private management. In that one year the aggregate
value of fixed assets of production teams dropped from Y158 million to Y134
million, whereas the value of privately owned fixed assets rose from Y16 million to Y104 million. The shock wave of the new system hit the TVCE sector
of Nanhai hard, as it had in Wuxi. Skilled and competent personnel, even
those at the top management level, wanted to leave and run businesses of
their own. County authorities, in trying to stem the tide, were compelled
to make rules like those of their counterparts in Wuxi, but these turnLedout
to be ineffective because of the different organizational structure of the industrial sector and the more flexible attitude of county leaders. In the end, a
relatively open job market caine into being, and the private sector evolved
into a significant branch of the TVP industrial sector.
There are several explanations for the more flexible attitude on the part
of Nanhai authorities.
* Community enterprises, especially township enterprises, were not important sources of fiscal revenue for the county government or important job providers and sources of income for the rural population. When
these enterprises were adversely affected, the impact was not as strong
as in Wuxi (see table 7-6).
* In contrast to the situation in Wuxi, factory workers in Nanhai were
mostly urban dwellers whose wageswere not affected by the production
teams' income levels, and so the PRS did not create as much of a shock
for township enterprises to absorb.
* The remuneration for administrators and managers differed greatly between the two counties. In Wuxi village administrators and managers
of township enterprises belong to the same grade. Their salaries are decided by township authorities in accordance with county government
regulations requiring that relative equity be observed, with the average
incomeof workersin local TVCES the most importantcriterion. In Nan-
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hai no such relationship existed between township enterprise managers,
who are professionals hired by the township government, and village
administrators, who by convention must be people from the locality
and whose salaries are determined by the village's income level. The
personal interests of the village administrators were not affected, and
they had no strong motives for impeding the growth of the private sector, especially the shift of production team enterprises to private management.
For the county as a whole, the trend toward private enterprises was
beneficial. Private enterprises-most of which were handicraft workshops or contractors that supplied spare parts to larger factoriescomplemented rather than competed with county and township enterprises, and they provided jobs, which the industrial TVCF sector was
unable to do. The thriving private sector greatly expanded the tax
base.2 As the sector grew, so did bank deposits, and banks in turn had
more funds to lend to state and community enterprises.
In 1985, the Nanhai industrial TVP sector recorded an aggregate sales income of Y1,782 million, which was 7.5 times the total in 1978. The breakdown was roughly as follows.
Share

Townshipenterprises
Villageenterprises
Productionteam enterprises
Partnerships
Individualhouseholds

(percent)
38
31
16
6
9

The last two sectors employed more than 46,000 people, as many as the
township enterprise sector. Private enterprises paid taxes of Y16.83 million,
or 12.6 percent of the total fiscal revenue of the county in 1985. Fixed assets
owned by rural individuals rose to Y128.43 million, 6.9 times the figure for
1983, higher than the figure for production teams (Y125.63 million, not including land), and almost equal to the figurefor village enterprises. ConsiderTable 7-6. Contribution of IndustnialTownshipEnterprises,Wuxi
and Nanhai, 1983
(percent)
Item

Wuxi

Nanhai

Taxesas share of county's total revenue
Workersas share of rural population
Transferredeamings of workersas share of total
distributedeamings of productionteams

34.9
13.6

16.1
2.9

41.3

0

Source: Information from fieldwork.
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ing that before 1984 banks were not allowed to make loans to private enterprises, the rate of growth was indeed extraordinary.
Most of the remaining production team enterprises have been leased or
contracted out to private individuals. This trend is likely to continue. The
private sector, including production team enterprises under private management, will stand on an equal footing in economic strength with the industrial
community enterprise sector.
Average per capita personal income in Nanhai was Y1,029 in 1985, of
which only Y114 (11.1 percent) came from TVCES and the rest came from
private sources and production team enterprises. This structure and trend are
in sharp contrast with the pattern in Wuxi. The two counties are both well
developed, yet their status stratification and ownership structures have become immensely different. This is a subject that should be studied in depth.
Shangrao:TVCEs in a Jam
Before the PRS, there was no comparison between Shangrao's economy and
that of developed areas such as Wuxi and Nanhai, but the county was considerably better off than Jieshou. The gap between the two poorer counties was
at its widest in 1979, when Jieshou was hit by serious natural calamities. In
that year average per capita distributed collective income in rural Jies]houhit
a record low of Y28 plus 105 kilograms of grain. But for Shangrao 1979 was
a good harvest year. Average per capita distributed collective income was
about Y70 per person, and the grain ration averaged nearly 250 kilograms
per person. (The above ligures exclude income from household sideline operations, which was equal to about one-third of the distributed income.) Govemrnmentrevenues and expenditures for the two counties also differed widely
in that year, as is shown in table 7-7. The biggest difference was in profit
remittances from TVCES. For Shangrao the amount was almost comparable
to the fiscal revenue and was 5.2 times the figure for Jieshou. The fiscal resources of some townships were more than adequate.
After the PRS was implemented, Shangrao's TVCES, especially township enterprises, suffered from deteriorating financial performance. Net profits of
township enterprises dropped sharply, from Y2.08 million in 1983 to Y1.3
million in 1984 and Y622,000 in 1985. The number of industrial TVCES fell
from 410 in 1979 to 340 in 1985. Of the total, industrial township enterprises
went from 120 to 118-practically no change-whereas village enterprises
declined from 290 to 222. Inclustrial employment of TVCES fell from 11,358
to 10,294. But the value of fixed assets (at original cost) of township enterprises almost tripled, from Y5.78 million in 1979 to Y15.75 million in 1985,
while the total payroll increased from Y7,390,000 to Y8,420, 000 and average
wages rose from Y590 to Y749. These figures for profits and costs indicate
a severe decline in economic efficiency.
Rising labor costs may account for part of the drop in profits, but invest-
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Table 7-7. Public Finance, Shangraoand Jieshou, 1979
Item
Fiscalrevenue (millionsof yuan)
Per capita (yuan)
Expenditures(millionsof yuan)
Per capita (yuan)
Profitsfrom lVCEs (millionsof yuan)
Per capita (yuan)
Profitsfrom township enterprisesalone
(millionsof yuan)
Per capita (yuan)

Ratio,
Shangrao Jieshou Shangraodieshou
6.20
9.4

4.03
7.8

1.54
1.2

10.30
15.6
4.68
7.1

10.59
20.4
0.90
1.7

0.97
0.76
5.2
4.1

2.84
4.3

0.57
1.1

5.0
3.9

Source:Information
fromfieldwork.

ment failures and management weaknesses were more serious; almost Y10
million of new investment in township enterprises showed no return. TVCES
confronted a number of difficulties. First, higher income levels in rural areas
following implementation of the PRS forced factory labor costs to increase.
Second, since farmers were now free to change occupations and to set up
their own businesses, many profitable community enterprises in transport and
services went private. Township enterprises in these two sectors employed
1,804 persons in 1978 but only 445 in 1983. Some construction firms, although nominally not privatized, were in a very strong bargaining position
with respect to township authorities, so that when they concealed their actual profits there was not much the townships could do. Third, townships
did invest heavily in industry, but unwise decisions nullified their efforts. For
instance, a food additive factory was set up at tremendous cost, but the product found no market. Fourth, competition from the increasing numbers of
private enterprises, especially in some labor-intensive industries such as coal
mining, caused the township enterprises to operate at a loss. Fifth, township
governments, in trying to solve their own financial problems, forced township enterprises to turn over to them more of their profits and even some
of their depreciation funds. This amounted to "drying the pond to get the
fish." Finally, considerable embezzlement of public funds and corruption in
hiring occurred.
The failures in the Shangrao industrial community enterprise sector may
be justly attributed to mistakes on the part of county and township authorities. But these were inevitable for a first generation of grass-roots managers
whose experience had been in a dispersed and closed economy. Perhaps their
biggest mistake was their failure to recognize the inevitability of problems.
The fatal weakness of the industrial TVP sector in Shangrao was the absence of a sizable urban center as the core. This becomes apparent when
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Shangrao is compared with Jieshou, which has such a core. There are thirtyfour industrial firms in Jieshou town. If these are ignored, the TVCE industrial
sectors in the two counties are similar in number of firms, average value of
annual output, and average rate of profit (table 7-8); they differ only in the
average capital stock per firm,. In Jieshou town many township enterprises
are actually private enterprises or are leased to private management, and they
are more efficient in their use of funds. The experience of Shangrao also testifies to the importance of towns for developing TVPS. In the areas of Shangrao
that we visited, one town, Shaxi, which is served by a railway line, stood
out as a profit maker. In 1985 the profits of its industrial township enterprises
accounted for one-fifth of the profits of the entire industrial township enterprise sector of the county. Shaxi historically had been a handicraft and commercial center, and it is still the busiest town in the county. One town, however, cannot industrialize an entire county.
Summary
The economic rights ancl personal incomes of farmers advanced tremendously
when collective farming was phased out. But complex variations and problems conceming status and ownership patterns in the rural industrial sector
have arisen. The old pattern in Jieshou was completely disrupted, and community enterprises survive only in name. The new de facto private enterprises
Table 7-8. Main FinancialIndicatorsfor IndustrialTownshipEnterprises,
Shangraoand Jieshou, 1985
Shangrao

Item

Gross sales revenues
Gross profitsof profit-making
firms

Total losses of loss-making
firms
Net total profits
Original value of fixed assets
Net value of fixed assets
Value of circulating assets

Jieshou

Total
(millions
of yuan)

Average per
enterprise
(yuan)

Total
(millions
of yuan)

Average per
enterprise
(yuan)

13.35

113,100

14.36

131,700

1.08

9,100

1.30

11,900

0.28
0.80

2,300
6,800

0
1.30

0
11,900

13.45
9.61
2.55

114,000
81,400
19,100

6.70
6.24
0.98

61,500
57,200
9,000

11.62
13.37

98,500
113,300

17.11
18.73

157,000
172,000

GVIO

1980 prices
Current prices

Note: GVIO,gross value of industrial output. The number of enterprises sampled was 118 in
Shangrao (21 were loss-makers) and 109 in Jieshou (number of loss-makers not available).
Source: Information from fieldwork.
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can now select the administrative organ to which they wish to be attached,
a change that assists the firms in organizing productive factors but that has
caused confusion about property ownership and unfair treatment of different
enterprises. In the other three counties farmers have not gained such a degree
of independence in running industrial activities; the three-level institutional
structure has not changed, even though a new stratum has been added.
There are, however, important differences in the industrial organization
of these counties. In both Wuxi and Shangrao the private sector is in conflict
with the TVCE sector, but the TVCE sector predominates in Wuxi and the private sector in Shangrao. TVCES in Nanhai are not adversely affected by the
growing private sector because of the cushion provided by production team
enterprises. They actually benefited from the development of private enterprises, as they can now borrow more from banks and pay less tax or win exemption from tax.

Trends, Problems, and Implications
The most fundamental factors affecting TVPS will be the inconsistencies in
China's reforms and the future course of reform. The changes since 1979
have been the result of the interaction of efforts by interest groups and organizations at the county, township, village, and household levels to maximize
their incomes as collectivized agriculture disintegrated. TVPs are striving to
set new objectives and find new forms of existence and development. The
four counties have to tackle different manifestations of this problem.
Wuxi: The Crisis of the TVCEs and Stabilizationof Employment
In 1985 the total output value of industrial TVCES in Wuxi County grew by
78.3 percent over 1984 to reach Y3.66 billion (in 1980 constant prices), and
their total profits shot up to a record Y425 million, an increase of 84.5 percent. This rapid rise in profits was accompanied by a sharp increase in average
wages and some expansion of employment. The average annual wage for
workers in industrial township enterprises rose from Y918 to Y1,068 (a 16.3
percent gain). The increase in the number of rural residents employed and
in their average wages brought the income of the rural population in Wuxi
County as a whole up to the level of the urban residents of Wuxi city.3
In 1985 industry in Wuxi County employed 282,000 workers, or 52.2 percent of the county's total rural labor force. International experience suggests
that this share is high even for a highly industrialized city. In fact, after Wuxi
County achieved full employment, it experienced a shortage of labor.
Industrial production of TVCES in Wuxi County continued to grow at a high
rate, and in 1986 gross value of industrial output stood at Y4.444 billion (in
1980 constant prices), an increase of 32.8 percent over 1985. Despite the
central government's policy of tightening the money supply, the value of
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fixed assetsof industrialTVCES continued to growat a high rate. But the net
value of industrialoutput (in current prices)grewby a mere 0.4 percent for
townshipenterprises,and that of villageenterprisesdroppedby 9.1 percent.
Even more threatening weredecreasesin net profitsof 49.7 percent for township enterprisesand 55 percent for villageenterprises.Government revenue
and workers'incomes, however, were not affected. Localgovernmentscollected less incometax in 1986,but since indirect taxes grewby a big margin,
total local revenue increased somewhat. Average wages continued to increase, with wagesof workers in industrial township enterprises reaching
Y1,283.
Excessiveinvestmentin fixedassetsand excessiveborrowingof circulating
fundsreducedthe rate of capitalturnover to the lowestpoint in local history.
Meanwhile, interest payments and their share of net output value both
climbed to a record high (see table 7-9).
Accordingto countygovemmentreports, the principalproblemscon-fronting TVCESwere causedby intensifiedmarket competition and the increased
rate of failureof capital investments.Some enterpriseswith capital investments of more than Y1 million began sufferingfrom overstocksof products
just one year after going into production. County leadersare only too well
awareof the trend toward increasedrisksand sharplydecreasedmarginalreturns on industrialcapital, but they see no alternative except to continue
to expandTVCES. The profitsyieldedby these firmsfurnishthe bulk of local
revenue and constitute the only sourceof funds for subsidizingagricultural
production. Local farmersdepend mainly on income earned by working in
these firms, and township and villagegovernment leadersdraw power and
benefitsfrom them. In short, 1VCESconstitutethe county'spoliticaland economic foundation.
Despite the increasingrisks, local banking organizationscontinue to aid
the developmentof TvcWS. The local agriculturalbank strivesnot for maximum profitsbut for maximum benefitsfor the county through cooperation
with the local government. Ii: is thereforereducing interest rates on loans
(within the limits set by the central government); increasingthe supplyof
funds by such means as lending at least YIOOmillion borrowedfrom banks
elsewhereto TVCEs at cost; aiding relativelypoor enterprises;and helping
firmsthat are in the red to regain profitability.
Table 7-9. InterestPaymentsby IndustrialTownshipEnterprises,Wuxi
Item

Interestpayments
(millionsof yuan)
As percentageof net
valueof output

1981

1982

1983

1984

1985

1986

1.136

2.163

3.137

5.67

16.50

28.42

0.6

1.3

1.5

1.9

3.3

5.3

Source:Informationfrom fieldwork.
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Local banks take this attitude because TVCEs are their largest borrowers and
because of the banks' own incentive system (which is not discussed here).
At the end of 1986 outstanding loans extended to TVCEs by the Wuxi County
Agricultural Bank and the rural credit cooperatives operating under it
amounted to Y460 million-64.9 percent of total outstanding loans of these
institutions and equal to 178 percent of local rural residents' savings deposits
at year's end. In contrast, agricultural loans amounted to less than 3 percent
of savings deposits.
The current crisis is forcing county authorities to make significant policy
readjustments. The primary reason for such changes, however, is probably
the growing problems in the existing employment system. Owing to fluctuations in production and repeated investment failures, many TVCEs are unable
to keep their workers fully employed. The instability of employment and of
workers' incomes in TVCEs have caused labor movements that are beginning
to threaten the traditional pattem of labor allocation and employment.
To ensure stable employment and effectively readjust the distribution of
income, county authorities are trying to control the distribution of capital
and labor. Measures include restricting the flow of labor into the county; ensuring the stability of sales by increasing the proportion of product orders covered by state planning, especially from foreign trade departments; borrowing
large amounts of money to upgrade the technology and equipment of county
firms and township enterprises and make their products more competitive;

intensifyingthe vertical integration of county firmsand TVCES

SO

that even

the accessories required by an order received by any firm will be produced
locally; instituting countywide retirement and unemployment insurance systems; and increasing expenditures on welfare and fringe benefits for workers
at TVCEs. These measuressuggestthat Wuxi TVCES will tend to becomemore
like small state enterprises.
Nanhai: Joint Public-PrivateFirms and WidespreadEmployment
of Outside Labor
In 1986 industrial township enterprises in Nanhai had the same problem as
in Wuxi. Despite a sharp increase in value of output, they suffered
a sharp decline in profits, and their gross losses shot up to Y10.42 million,
which amounted to 25 percent of their after-tax profits and was three times
the 1985 figure. The net income of private enterprises and of village enterprises leased to individual managers, however, continued to grow. Production team enterprises more and more came to be owned by individuals or
were turned into mixed economic entities through mergers with private enterprises. The total personal eamings of partnerships increased by 20 percent
over 1985, and the corresponding rate of increase was 18.6 percent for individual household firms. Industrial private enterprises alone generated an additional Y24.84 million of income, a 34.9 percent increase. Rising incomes
TVCES
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for workers in private enterprises compelled state enterprises and TvCES to
raise the wages of their own workers despite declining profits. This, plus a
rapid increase in interest payrnents, caused the financial situation of TVCES
to go from bad to worse. The hardest hit were town enterprises with1work
forces made up primarily of urban residents. In 1986 their average ratio of
profits to sales was a mere 0.3 percent.
Some successful private industrialists have experienced problem.s that
range from inadequate space for expanding production to difficulties in obtaining loans. Although they have accumulated large amounts of capitalperhaps Y1 million-they will be defeated in competition if they fail to expand their operations in good time.
Against this background a host of enterprises jointly run by township or
village govemments and private industrialists has emerged. The establishment of these joint pubLic-private enterprises was motivated by a common
desire for mutual benefit based on contracts of equality rather than on responses to political pressures. This is an event of tremendous importance in
China's rural industrialization. An outstanding example is the Keda Electrical Apparatus Factory in Guanyao town.
Lin Jike and others operated a factory in Yanbu town near Guangzhou that
produced electrical apparatus and had fixed assets valued at about Y800,000.
Because of its limited space and capital the factory had difficulty competing
in the market. As it happened, the Guanyao Industrial and Commercial
Company, the town government office in charge of industry, needed managerial and technical persoinel. It signed a joint operating contract wirh Lin
under which it provided a factory building and Y680,000 in equipment in
return for a 55 percent share of all losses or gains. Lin Jike was appointed
director of the factory, but the Guanyao town government reserved the
power to make decisions.
Thus the government seems to have annexed a private factory. But the
fact is that joint operation enabled the factory to get large bank loans thirough
the influence of the town government, and the total sum of such loans has
exceeded the total joint investment in the factory. Moreover, the ownership
of assets for each side is clearly specified. The assets each owned before the
joint operation were not merged to become common property. The depreciation funds for each side's assets are deducted and the remaining sum is calculated separately to avoid controversies when the value of fixed assets is reassessed. The two sides share the rights to newly purchased assets on a 55-45
percent basis. Because there are separate systems of taxation and management for township and private enterprises, the local tax department and the
Industrial and Commercial Administrative Bureau separately assess the income of each side and collect taxes and management fees from them as before
the arrangement. Although this practice seems ridiculous, it shows that Lin
and others did not enter the joint operation to evade taxes.
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Under the current status stratification system for TVPS, there are no rules
that specificallycover public-private enterprises of this kind. The current system allows publicly owned firms to become privately owned, and it permits
privately owned enterprises to become publicly owned. It tolerates firms that
are publicly owned in name but privately owned in reality, as in Jieshou
County. But joint public-private enterprises such as the Keda Electrical
Apparatus Factory are a profound challenge to the traditional system and
practices.
According to Nanhai authorities joint operations of this kind are not accidental but represent a new trend in the making. Another example is a port
machinery plant that was started by rural industrialist Liang Yuanzhang in
cooperation with the Pingzhou town government. The two sides each invested Y800,000 in the joint project. The immediate motivation was the
town government's inability to fill product orders owing to its lack of expertise and funds. This joint enterprise is more formal than Keda, as it operates
under a board of directors with Liang as vice chairman and concurrently director of the plant.
Private industrialists are often shareholders in village enterprises as well
as in township enterprises. In Foshan city some private industrialists have
even established joint operations with state enterprises. The appearance of
joint public-private enterprises in Nanhai is nothing strange. Already ten
TVCEs have entered into joint operations with private businesses in Hong
Kong, Macao, and foreign countries under the policy of openness. That being
the case, why shouldn't they be allowed to cooperate with local private industrialists?
Another phenomenon in Nanhai is community enterprises that hire workers from other places. The Ceramics Factory in Shanyuan village, Nanzhuang
town, has a labor force of 1,500. When the local labor supply fell short of
demand, it hired 450 workers from other places. Two separate reward systems
are practiced for local and outside workers who do the same job. Outsiders
are paid according to market prices for labor, converted into standard piecework wages, whereas local community members are paid on a work-point
basis and their wagesfloat according to the factory's revenue. Outside workers
eam an average of Y6 a day, local workers Y11. The latter workers also enjoy
additional fringe benefits, including pensions, free education, and medical
services. Shanyuan's income averaged Y3,500 per capita in 1986, the highest
among all villages in Nanhai for the second year in a row. Another example
is a factory run by the Sixth Production Team of Dagu village, Jiujiang town.
In 1986 the factory, by employing large numbers of laborers from other
places, achieved a per capita income of Y5,000. The emergence of these enterprises is an outcome of the open labor market in Nanhai. The county now
has more than 100,000 outside laborers, and there is free labor mobility
within the county.
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Jieshou:DealingsbetweenLocal Govemments and Private Industrialists
By the end of 1985, 124 TVCES in Jieshou had closed down or suspended production because of inabillityto repay bank loans totaling Y489,000.
In relatively developed Wuxi and Nanhai, township and village authorities are expected to pay such debts in tnost cases, but this amount was beyond the
capacity of township govemments in Jieshou, so factory buildings and land
were lying idle. The Jieshou County branch of the Agricultural Bank of
China (ABC), seeing potential for repayment if these facilities were well managed, agreed to grant loans to help private industrialists reinvest in the factories, on the condition that they commit themselves to repay the existing
debts. This kind of arrangement is also advantageous to community governments, and it has become an important means of liquidating unpaid bank
debts of community enterprises.
Tax exemption rights and rents for public land and facilities, as well as
their own land and facilities, are often used by Jieshou private industrialists
as collateral for bank loans. In Nanhai private industrialists are not only good
managers but also have accumnulated capital funds on their own. Consequently, the risks are bome jointly by community govemments and private
industrialists and the ban,k takes no risk at all. In Jieshou, by contrast, the
bank could quite possibly fall victim to deals between community govemments and private industrialists. The Jieshou ABC has been more involved
in clearing up bad debts than banks in any other county, since it was unable
to shift responsibility onto community govemments as its counterparts in
other regions did.
Three conditions enabled the Jieshou ABC to get directly involved in creditors' rights and clearance of liability for delinquent loans to TVPS. First, enterprises are few in number and small in size. In 1985 Wuxi had 3,622 industrial
village enterprises alone, and their average output was triple that of township
enterprises in Jieshou. In Jieshou only 273 TVPS had transactions with the
ABC in 1986. Altogether 499 loans totaling Y3.11 million were granted in
that year-only 1 percent of the figure in Wuxi and Nanhai counties. Second, land and factory buildings constitute the bulk of TVPS' fixed assets, so
that there is less specificity of assets. Third, permission for private industrialists to lease TVPS or to run such firms under the name of the county or community govemment has increased the mobility of fixed assets.
Nanhai has the best developed labor market among the four counties; in
Jieshou the development of such a market is hampered by the unlimitecl supply of labor. The market for real estate, however, is liveliest in Jieshou. For
example, in 1987 the Zaolin Township Textile Mill moved to the county seat
to get access to an uninterrupted power supply. In response to Jieshou's thriving real estate market, many firms have invested heavily in land.
Dealings between Jieshou community govemments and private industrialists involve a distorted pattern of property rights that not only raises transac-
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tion costs but also gives rise to corruption. The Zhuanji Paint Factory is a
case in point; a top township govemment official, in collusion with some
relatives, cheated the bank of large sums in loans. Jieshou County has a relatively lively and open economy, but many dealings in violation of established
rules have led to widespread corruption.
Jieshoualso encourages private industrialists to help start or manage firms
that are nominally registered as township enterprises. These enterprises,
however, have to resolve two problems: the ownership of successful firms and
the responsibility for liabilities of money-losing enterprises. Successful concems started by private industrialists but registered as community enterprises
may be transformed into enterprises that actually are collectively owned and
that operate directly under county authorities. The Beef and Mutton Processing Factory and the Zhongyuan Canned Food Company have already been
taken over by the County Labor Bureau. The Shuguang Foodstuffs Factory
and the Chunyan Elastic Band Factory also may be about to become county
collective businesses.
Pressure on private industrialists and businessmen to abandon their ownership rights to their firms comes from both the government, which hopes to
increase the employment of urban residents, and the employees, who want
job security. Improvements have been made in solving the employment problem in China's large and medium-size cities, but in smaller towns urban workers meet competition from rural workers. Private enterprises and even TVCES
want to maximize profits and would rather employ rural workers, since their
labor is cheaper and they can be easily dismissed. Urban workers in most
areas still hope to be employed by state enterprises or quasi state-owned
("large collective") enterprises that can provide job security. Workers in large
collective enterprises not only have more job security but also have access
to housing allocated by their enterprises, receive pensions on retirement, and
enjoy other important welfare benefits. Therefore all TVPS with fairly large
numbers of urban workers face pressure to tum into large collectives.
Private industrialists sometimes also want their enterprises to be promoted
to large collective status because they believe they will not be able to maintain true ownership of the assets anyway and because the consequent change
in status for the founders and their families is advantageous. The founders
become govemment cadres, and their families are officiallyrecognized as permanent urban residents and are able to enjoy many privileges not shared by
rural residents. Of course, the private industrialists also lose many rights:
their personal pay is controlled, and they no longer have the power to hire
and dismiss workers freely. No doubt this seriously affects the initiative and
efficiency of their enterprises. The Shuguang Foodstuffs Factory and the
Zhongyuan Canning Company both produce the same types of products and
use the same technology, but their efficiency differs greatly, basically because
the former is privately owned while the latter has been turned into a large
collective enterprise.
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Li Huade and the other founders of the Shuguang FoodstuffsFactory have
not yet agreed to exchange their ownership rights for more secure positions.
Their present income is high, and market prospects are good. Even more important, the local insurance company has provided them with an arrangement that has reduced their risks. In 1986 the enterprise took out various
types of insurance (simple personal safety insurance, accident insurance, and
family property insurance) for all workers of the factory. In addition, the enterprise took out annuity insurance of Y50,000 for its principal founders and
promised to do the same for other employees in important posts. Li Huade
and the others were in fact trying to avoid giving up their right of ownership
to the government.
But not all private industrialists are able to stand up to the pressures. In
neighboring Taihe County an enterprise chiefly composed of urban workers
and successfully managed by entrepreneur Li Shanyu earned annual profits
in 1985 and 1986 that averaged Y10,000 for each of the twenty-three workers. Yet the firm was tratnsformed into a large collective enterprise in 1986
under pressure from the workers.
Shangrao: An Intractable Dilemma
Shangrao is the only county of the four to possess fairly rich natural resources.
Ironically, it is precisely because of this that the county's rural industry is
faced with a dilemma. The difficulties involved in developing small hydropower stations are a good example. Shangrao has many such stations, with
a total generating capacity of 6,955 kilowatts in 1983. Twenty-one plants,
with a total generating capacity of 5,885 kilowatts, were set up by people's
communes, and forty-nine, with a total capacity of 1,070 kilowatts, by brigades and production teams. Although the typical investment for a station
was only several hundrecl thousand yuan-far less than investments in large
plants-the stations were still highly risky ventures for a poor area like
Shangrao. In general, one-third of the investment came from the state, onethird from banks in the form of low-interest loans for equipment, and the
remaining one-third from the czommunities themselves. By 1986 bank loans
for hydropower equipment had reached Y4.77 million, and the total investment was estimated at more than Y10 million.
Although small hydropower stations have brought many benefits to residents and enterprises in the Shlangrao area, management efficiency has not
come up to expectations. Serious problems occurred in design, construction,
and management, and many stations run at a loss. More than half of the
loans extended for hydropower have not been repaid on time. Many townships complain that the supply of electricity is not stable and that this seriously affects industrial production. Hydropower projects have to be a certain
size and be built under certain conditions to be economically efficient. They
also require specialized techniques and managerial knowledge and hence rela-
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tively unified and specialized management. The organizational structure and
form of ownership of TVCES can hardly cope with such requirements.
The small cement plants of Shangrao County have achieved greater success than the hydropower projects. The simplicity and small size of Chinesemade cement machinery reduces the gap between the management ability
of community governments and modem technology. As a result, the production of low-strength cement has expanded rapidly. The qualities of cement
products are highly standardized, and it is easy to disseminate the methods
of testing quality. Moreover, sales techniques are simple. But the county has
paid a heavy price for its cement plants in energy wastage and environmental
pollution. The small cement plants are adapted to the low investment and
management abilities of Shangrao's community governments, and they do
not offer a solution to Shangrao's basic problem-its inability to make use
of modem technology. Similarly, large numbers of farmers have set up small
coal pits and brick kilns; but this use of primitive technology does nothing
to stimulate production for markets in other parts of the country, and it cannot help the farmers broaden their mental horizons.

Conclusions
For some time China followed the Soviet model of development and copied.
that economic system. The intention was to achieve nationwide industrialization rapidly, but the system also favored the town over the countryside and
industry over agriculture. Both countries followed the same model, but
China, unlike the Soviet Union, has had to cope with the growing pressure
caused by its vast population. This has forced it to elevate rural industrialization from a spontaneous activity to a national strategy for providing jobs for
surplus rural labor.
China's rural industrialization has occurred against the background of privileged development of town and industry in comparison with countryside and
agriculture. This determined the fundamental characteristics of the organizational structure of TvPs and their ownership rights. As far back as the 1950s
the government established a state monopoly on the purchase and sale of
grain, cotton, edible oil seeds, and other important farm products. The purpose was to ensure supplies to urban industry while restricting migration of
rural residents into the cities and, as a first priority, to feed and clothe all
members of the Chinese population. The establishment of a well-organized
system of status stratification in rural society under the principle of combining
government administration with economic life inevitably followed. The system guaranteed the privileges enjoyed by the city and by industry. At the
same time, it deprived farmers of their property rights to land and allowed
urban industry to establish monopolies under state protection.
The development of TVCEs has been the result of a compromise, or "deal,"
between the city and countryside as the latter faced population pressure. The
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motives for this deal and its essence were clearly revealed in the early stages
of TVCE development in Wuxi County. To this day, the county still links rural
industrialization with the fulfillment of state grain purchasing quotas as a general principle. In the 1960s there was a tacit agreement between city and
countryside: the farmers received limited permission to run industries and in
return committed themselves to continuing to supply the cities with lowpriced agricultural products. In other words, farmers were allowed to own
some industrial assets independent of the state industrial establishm,ent, to
compensate for their loss of property rights to land.
For TVPS this deal had a dual character. On the one hand, in conformity
with the rural commune system of combining government administration and
economic management, TVPs had to subordinate themselves to communes
or brigades. On the othLerhand, they were not covered by urban industrial
planning. These two conditions led TvPs to form institutionalized structures
of status stratification but made them relatively independent compared with
urban industrial enterprises.
Important Featuresof the OwnershipSystem
The main features of the

TVP

ownership system are as follows.

• In general, the property rights of TvPs are defined in a clear-cut and
complete manner in cormparisonwith those of urban state enterprises.
With state enterprises it is not clear who is responsible for the income
yielded by their assets and for the risks from their operations, especially
capital investment risks. Such risks can eventually be shifted onto the
entire society, and as far as the enterprises are concerned, property
rights and liabilities become meaningless. With TVPS, however, community governments are responsible for such income and risks in most
cases. Whether all or only some members of a community are directly
responsible for the income and risks of a specific firm depends on circumstances, but on no aoccountwill it be possible for the enterprise to
shift such responsibility, especially responsibility for capital investment
risks, onto other communities.
• The ultimate owners of rvPs are individual farmers or groups of farmers.
The ultimate owners of rvcEsare all of the farmers in the communities
within which the enterprises operate. But as a matter of fact, the forms
of ownership are diversified, and in some cases even essentially different, among regions and localities. The rights of individual mem,bersof
rural communities with respect to TVCEs are not clear-cut. For example,
the statement that "a township enterprise is an enterprise owned by the
people in a given township" probably has more practical meaning in
Wuxi than in the other three counties.
TVPS with different forms of ownership do not have equal status. Farm-
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ers are of lower status than urban residents, members of villagers' committees are lower than township government leaders, and ordinary
farmers are lower than members of their own villagers' committees.
Township enterprises are of lower status than state enterprises or urban
collective enterprises, village enterprises are lower in status than township enterprises, and so on. The higher the grade of a firm, the more
preferential treatment and resources it gets from the government and
hence the stronger its sense of security. The lower the status of an enterprise, the more directly is the firm's income linked to that of its owners and the clearer are the relations between them.
Transfersand changes in enterprise ownership forms can vary according
to the ranks of the enterprises involved. The ownership of a TVCE cannot be transferred to another firm of the same rank because workers
of all enterprises are residents of the same township or village and therefore cannot be transferred. The ownership of an enterprise can be
changed, however, by raising its status. For example, a township enterprise may, through transfer of its assets to the state, have its status raised
to that of a state enterprise operating under county authorities. Under
such circumstances the status of enterprise workers will be raised correspondingly. In general, it is difficult for the government of a given level
to prevent an enterprise directly under its jurisdiction from getting upgraded if the upgrading is in the interests of the workers. As a consequence of the PRs, community enterprises in difficulties can now be sold
or leased to private industrialists. Owners of private enterprises can sell
them or have them raised to community enterprise status. At present,
standard methods and procedures for the transfer and change of ownership of TVPS are lacking. Ordinarily these changes are carried out according to unofficial agreements or unwritten local rules or by adapting
official rules and regulations.

The Significanceand Adaptabilityof the TVP System
There are three main policy targets for the TVP sector in China: supporting
agriculture and augmenting farmers' incomes; consolidating and advancing
public ownership by developing TVCES; and achieving local rural industrialization to prevent large-scale rural-urban migration and the social and economic
problems that arise from urban congestion.
Among the four counties covered by our investigation, only Wuxi has met
all these targets. In China as a whole, counties like Wuxi are few and are
located mainly in suburban areas under the jurisdiction of large industrial cities or in south Jiangsu and the Pearl River Delta, where there are many welldeveloped medium-size and small cities. In other regions only a small fraction
of the total number of townships and villages has attained these objectives.
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Nanhai County seems to have achieved the first and third goals, but its
efforts to promote the second have not been as successful as expected. Although Shangrao has made some progress toward the first and third targets,
it is now laden with too many difficulties to go further. Jieshou has abandoned all three goals. To assist industrial development in its own urban area,
it has altered the traditional clefinitions for the status stratification and ownership of TVPs by removing restrictions against the development of private
enterprises and against rural-urban migration. Cases like that of Jieshou are
few nationwide; Nanhai and Shangrao are more representative.
Following the introduction of the PRs the Chinese government shifted the
focus of its policy for rural industry onto the third target. It is now working
to correct price distortions between agricultural and industrial products. At
the same time it has begun to back the development of private enterprises
while allowing the transformation of existing community enterprises through
shareholding and through adoption of cooperative and other modern organizational forms.
In this situation the organizational and ownership structures of TVPS, taken
as a whole, have proved to be highly adaptable, allowing alternative policies
for areas with different levels of development and different economic conditions. For example, the Wuxi County govemment is able to intervene in the
operations of grass-roots units and in this way minimize competition among
local enterprises, ensure maximum equality and security for all of them, and
improve the competitiveness of the county as a whole. Within the sanmebasic
institutional framework, Jies,hou County goes to the opposite extreme
through a laissez-faire policy i:hat allows the privileges of community enterprises to be transferred but not abandoned. In Nanhai County official respect
for individual property rights and freedom to choose jobs has increased the
society's understanding of property rights in general and of individual rights
in particular. This new relationship of rights is becoming an important means
of coordinating the development of community and private enterprises under
freer market conditions.
Contradictionsand Problems
There exist deep-rootecl contradictions in the organizational structure and
the ownership and status stratification systems of TVPS. Preventing excessive
migration of rural residents into cities and consolidating the public ownership
of the rural economy are two important policy targets. The principal incentives for achieving such targets should be markets and property rights. But
such a policy design works only if there are opportunities and capabilities for
industrial development everywhere in the countryside. In fact, the distribution of such opportunities and capabilities is extremely uneven. Hence this
policy design caused large investment failures in underdeveloped areas such
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as Jieshou and Shangrao, whereas in Wuxi and Nanhai it led to excessive
industrial growth as all villages and townships started factories.
Since the system of community ownership inhibits the flow of labor and
capital, communities or regions with full employment ignore the opportunity
cost for the whole society and turn to capital-intensive investments, high
social welfare, and high consumption, thus reducing the efficiency of capital
utilization and making a fair distribution of income impossible. The standard
of living enjoyed by people in some of the townships and villages in Wuxi
and Nanhai has approached or even exceeded that of local urban residents.
This contributes to fair distribution of income within these counties, but it
means greater inequality between them and rural regions that lack opportunities for industrial development. Large investments in scattered public facilities and infrastructure reduce the potential economic benefits from urbanization and concentration.
Under the status stratification system of TVPS, many leaders of grass-roots
units work as government officials and simultaneously represent the owners
of community enterprises. The combination of these two roles in one person
inevitably gives rise to serious political and economic interference. Political
pressure from the top often causes encroachment on economic interests,
which can lead to distortions of economic information, gross violations of
law and discipline, and widespread corruption.
The dependence of TVPS on administrative organs and on administrative
protection of their interests and property rights gravely hampers the optimal
development of their organizational structure and makes it difficult for them
to use organizational and technical innovation to benefit from the expanded
local economy and specialized production. This pattern also constitutes the
source of investment failures and of destructive and excessive competition.
Although the pioneering spirit of private industrialists has been important,
the institutionalized discrimination against private enterprises inherent in
the status stratification system obviously prevents them from doing their best.
These weaknesses were hidden by the high-speed economic growth of the
TVP sector in 1983-85, when the market expanded rapidly. But since 1986
the overall economic efficiency of TVCEShas dropped sharply. This suggests
that the weaknesses of TVPS may have already become a significant hindrance
to rural industrial development.
SeekingNew Ways to Advance under Harsh Restrictions
The present TVP system bears the imprint of the utopian fantasy of thirty
years ago. With the gradual disappearance of that unrealistic dream, the
harsh reality behind it has become clear to the people. But the system of
TVPS unique to China was born under restrictions that are impossible to dismantle in a short time.
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It is easy to criticize the system's backwardness and the mark of feudalism
it bears by making a simple comparison with the organization and property
rights of enterprises in Western societies. But China's unique cultural traditions, as well as its population problem, are the legacy of its history. China
has no way out but to take these restrictions into account as it seeks the right
path and tactics for its advance toward modernization. Moreover, the forces
of inertia in the urban economic structure affect the choice of policy altematives. In particular, the urban employment and welfare system promotes
"equality" for urban citizens but is unfair to farmers and is a great obstacle
to China's urbanization.
Rural industrial development will, for a fairly long time to come, continue
to be an essential part of China's rural development. Nevertheless, as the
experience of many other countries shows, urbanization is the only way to
modernize. A development strategy that pushes rural industrialization as a
substitute for urbanization might prove costly. To smooth the development
of rural industry and to make it a harmonious and active factor in the whole
process of modemization, it is essential to revise or even redesign the TVP
system and its goals. In view of the difficulties and crises that face rvPs, it
is necessary to consider how to speed up urbanization over the mediurrmterm.
A new urbanization strategy is needed as the precondition for reforming
urban-rural relationships, the institutional system for urban and rural enterprises, and other systems.
It is impossible in the near future to pull down the barrier between urban
and rural areas and effect a relatively free flow of population. Policy should
therefore focus on improving 1thecoordination and management of TVPS. A
pressing task is to set up new types of investment and monetary institutions
to serve as efficient policy instruments and means of coordination. Domestic
market conditions have witnessed profound changes, but the craving for investment is still strong in rural areas. Lack of managerial expertise and of
ability to make sound investment decisions have created great risks for TVps.
The first priority at present is to prevent unnecessary grave losses, not to seek
optimal development for rural industry.
Designing and realizing the TVP system of the future will require a fairly
long period of experimentation. China, a big country with a rich cultural
heritage, cannot indiscriminately copy the experiences of foreign countries.
It will be possible to implant modem organizational principles into the systems of Chinese enterprises only after significant technical and theoretical
breakthroughs are made. So far, long-neglected problems have surfaced, new
conceptions are being introduced, and systematic studies have been started.
Even more important, some irnovations are being tried out in practice. We
have every reason to anticipate the establishment in China of a modern, unified system of urban and rural enterprises that preserves the characteristics
of the national culture.
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Notes
1. "Stipulationsof the StateCouncil on Some IssuesConcerningthe Developmentof Commune and BrigadeEnterprises."
2. Nanhai's fiscalcontributionto the next higher level of governmentwas requiredto increase at an annual rate of 7 percentfrom the 1983base, and the countrywasallowedto keep
all of the surplus.In Wuxi morethan 80 percentof totalyearlyfiscalrevenueshas to be handed
over to higher authorities.
3. Accordingto samplesurveys,the per capita incomeof urban residentsof Wuximunicipality (which includesthree counties-one of themWuxiCounty-as well as the medium-sizecity
of the same name) averagedY957.84,comparedwith Y974.32(net income,Y818)for people
in its rural areas.It is true that somefactors that affectthe income and expendituresof rural
and urban residentsare not comparable,but when the more equal distributionof income in
the city than in the countrysideis taken into account, we can safelysay that by 1985 most
rural residentsin WuxiCounty had the same income leveland livingstandardsas residentsof
Wuxi city.

8
PrivateEnterprises:
Their Ermergence,
Rapid
Growth, and Problems
Lin Qingsong

Since 1978, and particularly in the past several years, rural China has seen
an unprecedented proliferation and growth of industrial private enterprises,
which immediately became fierce competitors with community enterprises.
Recognition of the role of the private sector is necessary to an understanding
of the historical process of industrialization in China's rural areas. This chapter discussesChina's private enterprises, in particular their environment and
the characteristics of their operations.
Since the founding of the People's Republic of China there have been
three waves of rural industrialization. The first came in 1958, when the people's communes were established and a nationwide industrialization campaign
was launched. The second waovebegan in 1970 when the State Council, at
a conference on agricultural development in North China, called on rural
areas to speed up agricultural mechanization. Farm machinery factories set
up by rural community governments spread all over China, further boosting
the development of commune and brigade enterprises. The third wave came
after the Third Plenum of the Eleventh Central Committee in December
1978 shifted the nation's focus to the reform of the economic system. Community enterprises entered a new era of rapid growth, but the main difference
between the third wave and the first two was the unprecedented magnitude
and speed of the development of private enterprises.
The recent development of private enterprises can be roughly divided into
two stages: the nascent stage (1978-83) and the flourishing stage (since
1984). Even before 1978 the soil had been prepared to some extent for the
development of private enterprise, and a few rural residents had launched
some private firms. But under the influence of the ultraleftist policy of the
time these firms were regarded as "illegal underground factories" and were
strangled in the cradle. Even household sideline production by farmers was
banned as the "tail of capitalism."
After 1978 the Chinese government abolished policy restrictions against
farmers' entering nonagricultural production. As a result, even as community
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enterprises continued to grow rapidly, the industrial and sideline production
of farm households (a fledglingform of private enterprise) enjoyed speedy development. Between 1979 and 1981 the value of output of farm household
sideline production increased at an average annual rate of more than 14 percent. During 1981-83, with the introduction of the production responsibility
system (PRs) in agriculture, the value of output of farm household handicraft
industry jumped by 105 percent. Meanwhile, a large number of private enterprises began to emerge, including handicrafts in farm households and simple
manufacturing enterprises run by individual farmers. Some regions saw the
emergence of cooperatives and industrial partnerships jointly run by groups
of farm households. During this nascent stage most of the increase in rural
industrial production was still contributed by community enterprises.
1984 saw extremely rapid growth of private enterprises. The gross value
of industrial output (GVIO) of individually run rural firms catapulted to Y11.7
billion, or 9.4 percent of the GVIO of all TVPS, and the Gvio of partnerships
and other jointly run firms grew to Y10.1 billion, or 8.1 percent of the GVIO
of all TVPS. To exclude the effect of different methods of collecting statistics,
table 8-1 gives figures on the share of private enterprise in the TVP sector
for 1984 and 1985 only. Private enterprises account for a large proportion
of the totals for number of firms, employment, value of output, and annual
growth rate. Since 1984 private enterprises have given a "second push" to
the third wave of rural industrialization, as data on industrial TVPS in Jieshou,
Nanhai,

and Shangrao counties testify.'

The Benefits from Development

of Private Enterprise

As is true of community enterprises, the development of private enterprises
can help speed the movement of rural surplus labor out of agriculture, invigorate the rural economy, raise the incomes and living standards of farmers,
increase central and local govemment revenues, and promote the historical
process of rural industrialization and national modernization. In addition, the
development of private enterprise has some distinctive economic implications.
The development of private enterprises may help improve the efficiency
of resource allocation and utilization. China is a large developing country
with an extremely backward economy, a serious shortage of capital, and an
abundant supply of labor. The development of TVPS can help promote the
substitution of labor for capital and the more efficient utilization of both factors. According to some estimates, during 1979-84 TVPS increased their total
value of output by Y83.6 billion. In so doing, they used 6.9 million rural
surplus laborers, which in effect substituted for Y28.1 billion of investment
in fixed assets (see Development Research Institute 1986, p. 11). Since private enterprises are more likely than community enterprises to employ laborintensive production techniques, their substitution of labor for capital is even
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Table 8-1. The Share of Private Enterprisein the 7VP Sector
Item

Total number of TVPs(thousands)
Of private enterprises
Number of private enterprisesas percentage
of total
Increasein private enterprisesas percentage
of increasein TVPs
Employmentin TVPs(millions)
In private enterprises
Employmentin private enterprisesas percentage
of total
Increasein private enterprise employment
as percentage of increase in TVP employment
Value of output of Tvps (billions of yuan)
Of private enterprises
Value of output of private enterprises as
percentage of total
Increase in private enterprise value of output
as percentage of increase of TVPvalue
of output

1984

1985

4,812
3,911

4,930
4,076

81.3

82.7

-

139.2a

36.561
11.072

41.367
13.546

30.3

32.8

-

51.5

125.44
21.9

182.72
36.79

17.5

20.1

-

26.0

- Not applicable.
a. The growth of private enterprises outstripped the overall increase in the number of TvPs
because 46,300 community enterprises exited during this period.
Source: Statistical materials on China's TVPs.

more evident. In Jieshou County in 1986, for instance, each Y10,000 of output value of private enterprises required 2.63 workers and a fixed asset investment of Y1,615.5, which meant that private enterprises needed ]Lessinvestment and offered more jobs than state and community enterprises.2
Moreover, private enterprises use scattered resources that cannot be filly utilized by state or commtnity enterprises, such as leftover bits and pieces of
industrial materials and small. deposits of low-grade mineral resources, and
they economize on costly land to a greater degree.
Private enterprises also contribute to geographically more balanced. development. The huge gaps in development among regions before industrialization and the prospect that inclustrialization itself may widen these gaps have
long been a headache for China's economic modernization. During 1949-78
the government achieved some results by constantly increasing state investment in backward areas, but it failed to solve the problem. Such "blood transfusions" of investment are usually extremely inefficient and sometimes encourage backward areas to rely on state aid.
In the first few years after 1978 the government depended almost solely
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on community enterprises to push rural industrialization. But the gaps among
regions, instead of narrowing, widened alarmingly as a few relatively developed areas took advantage of their rich financial resources, abundant human
talents, and favorable geographic conditions and enjoyed rapid rural industrialization while the backward areas could hardly get off the ground. Since
1984 the blossoming of private enterprises has helped narrow the gaps among
regions and has offered new hope for solving the problem of regional imbalances (see chapter 12) as rural industrialization progresses.
Another benefit of private enterprise is the more coordinated development
of nonagricultural production in rural areas and the correction of deviations
in the structure of nonagricultural production. China's traditional industrialization strategy led to serious distortions in economic structure and low overall
efficiency. Until 1984 the same kinds of problems existed in the development
of nonfarm activities in the countryside. The surprising similarity between
the structure of the nonagricultural sector in rural areas and in the economy
as a whole (see Development Research Institute 1986) arose from the efforts
of grass-roots rural community governments to boost rural industrialization.
The similarity between urban and rural industrial structures has exacerbated
the existing structural contradictions in the national economy and has seriously hindered the improvement of the efficiency of the national economy
and the further development of rural industries themselves. Since 1984 private enterprises, with their strong market orientation, have begun to break
through the limitations that community governments imposed on community enterprises to further the governments' noneconomic goals. Private enterprises are actively seeking favorable investment opportunities offered by
the imbalances in the national economy, and to a certain degree they help
correct structural distortions (see chapter 12). They thus contribute to the
improvement of the efficiency of the national economy. The overdevelopment of manufacturing industries in Wuxi County, where community enterprises dominate, and the more balanced structure of production in Wenzhou
city, which sees private enterprise as the principal part of its TVP sector, support this conclusion.
The development of private enterprises poses a new challenge to community enterprises. In the past rural industrialization shared some of the
drawbacks of the traditional industrialization strategy. Centralized control
and administrative interference by village and township governments sapped enterprises' decisionmaking power and rendered them unable to react
promptly to changes in market supply and demand. The "big pot" system of
distributing income among firms within a community and among employees
of an enterprise dampened enterprises' and employees' initiative and enthusiasm. Community enterprises still often suffer from economic inefficiency and
lack the capability to advance their own development. Private enterprises,
which can be more flexible, often obtain more favorable economic opportun-
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ities and bigger market shares. Their competition in factor and product markets has put great pressure on community enterprises and has forced them
to reform their inefficient systems. In recent years Wuxi, where rural industrialization based on community enterprises is far advanced, has felt threatened
by the Wenzhou model, in which private enterprises dominate. Wuxi has
sent several teams to study the Wenzhou experience and is now busy preparing further reforms in its TVP system. These experiences show that the impact
of the development of private enterprise on China's rural industriaLlization
should not be underestimated.

Why Private Enterprise Has Mushroomed
The vigorous growth of privalte enterprises in China's current wave of rural
industrialization is the result of a series of policy readjustments and system
reforms. The government tock steps to wipe out the systemic and policy obstacles that prevented farmers from freely entering nonagricultural activities
and to provide them with the necessary economic conditions for setting up
firms. Private enterprises could not have come into being if government
agencies at all levels had continued, as during 1958-78, to control production by compulsory means and to force people "to offer nothing but their
labor and on the other hand to have nothing as their own property except
that for personal consumption." Starting in 1978 the restrictions thatt barred
farmers from freely entering nonagricultural activities were gradually relaxed.
In particular, the implementation of the PRS hastened the dismantling of the
system of the "combination of government and commune" and the restrictions on farmers' rights to own property and change their status. System reforms in urban areas have broken down the mandatory planning system and
the state-controlled distribution system that had long curbed the development of producer goods markets. The reforms thus wiped out some ingrained
obstacles to the development of private enterprise.
The recent phenomenal development of private enterprise was possible because of social and economic preconditions brought about by the economic
reforms.
Rural Monetary Accumulation
Funds for launching private enterprises usually come from three sources: the
founders' own savings; collective funds-including fixed assets (factory buildings, machines, and equipment) and floating capital-that are now at the
disposal of individuals who operate commune and brigade enterprises under
contracts or leases; and loans from banks and credit cooperatives as well as
credit from local residents.
A survey of typical cases s]howsthat founders' own funds usually account
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for one-third and sometimesall of the total startup investment for private
enterprises.During 1978-84 the introductionof the PRS and the rise in procurementpricesof farmproductsincreasedfarmers'incomesremarkably.Average per capita net income jumpedfrom Y133.57in 1978 to Y355.33 in
1984, an increaseof more than 150 percent, and farmers'bank savingsrose
from Y5.57billion to Y43.81billion. (The amount of cash that farmerskept
in their own hands might have been three or four times that figure, since
some were afraid to make their wealth public by depositingtheir money.)
As rural householdsspecializein differenttypes of production, the income
gap between farmershas widened, and the cash and bank savingsof prosperous farmerhouseholdsmay be thousandsor even tens of thousandsof yuan.
These savingscan be tapped by farmersto launch private enterprises, and
they are the foundation for credit providedto infant private enterprises.
Another importantsourceof startupfundsfor privateenterprisesis the collective fixed assets and floatingcapital to which individualsgain accessby
becomingmanagersof TVCES throughcontractsor leasing.Around 1978some
of the TVCES set up duringthe previoustwo waves of rural industrialization
closeddown and others had low profitsor chronic deficits.These firmswere
a heavy burden on ruralcommunitygovernments.Many communesand brigades,particularlythose with weak leadership,followedthe example of the
PRS in agricultureand dispersedtheir holdings.They sold someor all of their
enterprisesto individualsat extremelylowprices, leasedthem at a fixedrent,
or contractedthem out in return for a certain percentageof after-taxprofits.
Before 1984, according to surveys,such firmsaccounted for as much as 50
percent of the total number of private enterprisesin economicallybackward
provinces. Thus a large proportion of private enterprises were originally
TVCES. Most of the "capablepersons"or grass-rootscadreswho obtainedownership or management rights to TVCES under preferential conditions have
proved to be successfulmanagers.So, in a sense, failurein the management
of the originalTVCES was a factor in the successfuldevelopmentof today's
private enterprises.
Loansfrom banks and credit cooperativesand credit from local residents
form a third importantsourceof funds. Since 1978the Chinese government
has graduallyrelaxed restrictionson loans to individualbusinessesand other
private enterprises, and since 1984, in responseto governmentencouragement of private enterprise, banks and credit cooperativeshave sharply increased their loans to private firms. Loans make up a larger proportion of
the total fundsof private enterprisesin advancedthan in backwardareas and
3 Meanwhile,where
for largefirmsthan for smallindividuallyrun enterprises.
the commodityeconomyis advancedand private enterpriseis the main part
of the TVP sector, the informalcredit businesshas developedrapidly, and
in such places as the rural areas of Wenzhoucity informalcredit is already
the main sourceof funds for private enterprises.
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LaborSupply
Liberating farmers from their dependence on the land and on community
governments and giving them freedom over the use of their own laLborwas
the precondition for a dependable supply of labor for private enterprises.
After 1958 the people's communes used such coercive means as the household registration and grain ration systems to confine farmers to the limited
arable land. The abolition of the commune system to a great extent eliminated the restrictions that curbed farmers' freedom to choose occupations and
move from one place to another. The great numbers of surplus rural laborers
that were buried in oblivion in the past began to leave agriculture. Farmers
with money or technical know-how and managerial ability started or invested
in private enterprises, and others swarmed into the labor market. By the end
of 1985, 41,521,400 rural surplus laborers in China were employed by community enterprises and 28,268,900 by private enterprises. It is estimated that
there are still more than 100 million surplus laborers in agriculture, so the
abundant and cheap labor supply brought into being by the rural reforms is
still available to be absorbed by private enterprises.
The main reason that large numbers of farmers are attracted to jobs in private enterprises is higher incomes. Of 951 employees surveyed in fifty-two
private enterprises in thirteen counties of Shaanxi Province, 90.6 percent
said they sought jobs in these firms to eam more money, 6.5 percent wanted
to learn techniques and skills, and 1.9 percent had other reasons. Of those
who wanted higher incomes, 6.6 percent (mostly technicians and skilled
workers) were from areas with relatively high living standards, 71.7 percent
were from families that could afford basic necessities but wanted a higher
standard of living, and 21.7 percent were from poor families seeking a basic
livelihood.
Freer movement of labor maeansan improved supply of workers for private
enterprises. For instance, local surplus labor in Xiqiao town, Nanhai County,
has already been almost totally absorbed by TVPS, but private enterprises can
still recruit large numbers of workers from backward areas in other regions.
In 1986 TVPS in Xiqiao employed 1,469 laborers from other regions, and jobseekers are still coming to the town. Owing to the rapid development of TVPS,
Lianxiang village in the town has had no surplus laborers since 1984. Thus
when twelve local farmers pooled their funds in 1984 to launch the
Lianchang Silk Knitting Mill, they had to recruit half of their 120 emaployees
from other areas. (The rest were family members and relatives of the shareholders.) But in general, workers in private enterprises come mainly from
nearby, and in new firms the first group of employees typically consists of
the founders' families, relatives, and friends. In more developed areas employees hired later may come mainly from other townships, counties, or even
provinces, since local labor is in short supply and workers from other areas
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are cheaper, more manageable, and more willing to do heavy manual labor

than local people.
Land and NaturalResources
In the past most private enterpriseswere smallindividualfirmsor householdrun factoriesthat usuallyoccupiedfounders'homes or private plots or land
contracted to them by local communities.But private enterprisesthat have
many employeesor engagein miningor in producingbuildingmaterialsface
a seriousproblemof land acquisition.
Most private enterprisesconsidertwo factorsin choosingfactorysites: the
cost of the land and distancefrom the market for their products.They take
into account administrativerestrictions,whereapplicable,but not local govemments' employmentand nonagriculturaloutput goals. Most firmsprefer
to set up their operationsin smalltowns and accordinglytry to rent public
or private buildings.
Although the PRS only definesrights to the use of farmlandand its output
and does not cover the right to transfer and disposeof land, it represents
a significantstep towardthe commercializationof land. In particular,the policy that implicitlyallowsfarmersto make their contract land availableto others givesprivate enterpriseseasier accessto land. But since there is no clear
definitionof propertyrights to land, and since farm householdscannot formallytransfer the propertyrights to their contract land, private enterprises,
rather than purchasingland fornew factorybuildings,usuallyleaseit or make
joint managementarrangementsunder which the land is counted as shares
in the firm.
At present, mineral resourcesare not highly commercialized.In the past
few years a state policy that allowsall types of enterprise to use mineral resourcesfreelyhas given private enterprisesaccessto mining. In 1986China
promulgatedits law on natural resourcesand began taxing their use. But because differentialrents for the exploitationof resourceswere not taken into
considerationin fixingthe tax rate and becausethe regulationsare not properly enforced, the effectivefeesfor the use of resourcesare still very low.
The case of the Chaoling Coal Mine in FangshanCounty, which has the
largestemploymentof any miningTVP in Beijingmunicipality,is an example
of the low feesand high profitsin mining.The mine began operatingin November 1984 with capital of Y377,000,all in loans. By the end of March
1986 it employed195 laborers,had an annual productioncapacityof 40,000
tons, and had produceda total of 23,850 tons of coal with a total output
value of Y632,000(net of Y93,000in loan repayments).In 1985 the mine
tumed over to the state Y16,000in resourcetaxes (Y1.50 for each ton of
coal mined), Y38,100in income tax (calculatedat the rate of 1.5 percent),
and Y1,500 for the individual business administration fee, which left
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Y44,000in after-tax profits.The mine wasstill enjoyingexemptionfrom indirect taxes in 1985.
The mines that the state leavesto private enterprisesare usuallysmalland
scattered.Nevertheless,high product pricesand fat profitsstill make mining
attractive to the private sector.
Availabilityof Technology
and of Technicaland
ManagerialPersonnel
Economicreformshave extendedthe commodityeconomyto the scienceand
technologysector. The gradualcommercializationof technologyhas offered
private enterprisesaccessto the technologymarket, and many private enterprises have paid to obtain technologyfor development. Experienceshows,
however,that whether privateenterprisesprosperdependslesson technology
than on the availabilityof managerialand technical talent. Successdepends
on such "capablepersons"mrorethan on funds, land, labor, and the other
technical factorsof productionbecausethese people can find suppliesof the
other factorsand pull them together to makeprofits.
Earlier,marketswereoften less importantthan the availabilityof technical
personnelin determiningprivate enterprises'choice of activities. In recent
years greater job and geographicmobilityfor technical and managerialpersonnel has given a strong impetus to private enterprise. The technical and

managerialpersonnelof private enterprisesare primarilyformer commune
and brigadeleaders,skilledcraftsmenand educatedyouth, and formerworkers in state enterprisesor TVC:ES.A samplesurveyof 103 leadersfromfifty-two
private firmsin Chang'an, Zhouzhi, and eleven other counties in Shaanxi
Provinceshowedthat 1.5.5percent were formercommuneand brigadeleaders, 53.4 percent were technical and managerialpersonnelfrom TV1ES, and
31.1 percent were retired workersof TVCEs and state enterprises or skilled
rural craftsmen.A similar surveyof sixty-threeleadersfrom fifty-sixprivate
enterprisesin Tianjin showedthat 22.2 percent were formerleadersof communesand brigadesor their enterprises, 42.8 percent were managerialand
technicalpersonnelfrolmTVCES, 30.2 percent were local craftsmenand ordinary farmers, and 4.8 percent were from other backgrounds.Some private
enterpriseseven offer high pay to recruit technical personnelor part-time
technicaladvisersfromstate enterprisesor researchinstitutions. These technical and managerialpersonnelhave playeda decisiverole in the development of private enterprises.
Problems Facing Private Enterprises
In the firstpart of this chapter I suggestedthat the rapid developmentof private enterprisesis helping tc speedChina's rural industrialization,raisethe
efficiencyof resourceallocation, improvethe structure and the regionaldis-
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tribution of nonagricultural activities in rural areas, and advance rural economic reform. I now turn to the problems of organization and efficiency that
private enterprises confront as they pursue further development.
The impression given by most case studies is that private enterprises have
strict control over their property, enjoy autonomy in management, are responsible for their profits and losses, are relatively efficient at decisionmaking, and are economically efficient because of their direct links between rewards and performance. Many survey reports have concluded that
the microeconomic efficiency of private enterprises is generally higher than
that of state and community enterprises in the same line of business. For example, a comparison of the economic efficiency of three private and seventeen state manufacturers of plastic products, textiles, and construction machinery in Wenzhou city showed that production costs for the private
enterprises were 40-42 percent lower than for the state enterprises, the profit
rate was 14-40 percent higher, the value of output per Y1 million of total
assets was 67-283 percent higher, the profit rate per Y1 million of total assets
was 2-25 percent higher, average taxes turned over to the state per employee
were 30-1,100 percent higher, and the average income of individual employees was 29-63 percent higher (Lin Zili, personal communication). All of the
indexes of economic efficiency were higher for the three private enterprises
than for the state enterprises in the same industries.
But figures on private enterprises in other regions and nationwide show
a somewhat different picture. In 1985 in nine sample townships of Shangrao
County the ratio of profits and taxes to capital, the ratio of value of output
to capital, and the ratio of profit and tax to value of output were all higher
for private enterprises than for local community enterprises; average value
of output per employee and average profit and tax per employee were lower
for private enterprises than for community enterprises (see table 8-2). Nationwide statistics indicate that in 1985 average output per employee, average
profit and tax per employee, and average wages in private enterprises were
51.8, 62.6, and 77.5 percent respectively of the comparable figuresfor community enterprises. Only the private firms' ratio of profit and tax to value
of output was higher than that of community enterprises. Moreover, firms
polled in surveys are relatively large, but private enterprises in Shangrao
County are small, with an average employment of 2.9 persons (6.8 percent
of the figure for community enterprises), and private enterprises nationwide
have an average employment of 2.65 persons (10 percent of the figure for
community enterprises).
I do not intend to go into a detailed analysis of the factors that affect the
economic efficiency of private enterprises, but their extremely small scale is
obviously the most important reason for their low efficiency in comparison
with community enterprises. Figures on private enterprises in Nanhai and
Jinjiang counties and in Shangrao County support this conclusion. In 1985
private enterprises in seven sample townships in Nanhai had, on average,
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Table 8-2. Size and Perfifrrance of Community and PrivateEnterprises,
Nanhai and ShangraoCounties, 1985
Community enterprises

Indicator
Ratio of profit and tax
to capital
Ratio of value of output
to capital
Ratio of profit and tax
to value of output
Average output value per
employee (yuan)
Average profit and tax per
employee (yuan)

Private enterpises

Both
Both
countiesNanhai ShangraocountiesNanhai Shangrao
32.8

35.4

12.4

215.9 229.6

109.8

15.2

48.2

56.1

10.8

237.9 266.8

99.3

15.4

11.3

20.3

21

10.9

7,007 8,160

2,123

4,174

4,317

2,926

1,065

1,260

239

846

907

319

56

61

43

9

13

3

183

217

83

16

20

9

Averagenumber of employees
per enterprise
Average value of enterprise assets
(thousands of yuan)

Note: Productionteam enterprisesare excluded.
Source:EnterpriseQuantitative Questionnaire.

12.5 employees-about 4.3 times the figure in Shangrao-and much higher
figures for six indexes of economic efficiency than the Shangrao firms. Three
comprehensive indexes of economic efficiency (the ratio of profit and tax to
capital, the ratio of value of output to capital, and the ratio of profit and
tax to value of output) were higher for private than for community enterprises
in Nanhai (table 8-2). In 1985 private enterprises in Jinjiang County (Fujian

Province) had, on average, 22 employees-660 percent higher than the figure for Shangrao and 76 percent higher than that for Nanhai. Three indexes
of economic efficiency (the ratio of profit and tax to value of output, average
value of output per employee, and average profit and tax per employee) were
much higher for Jinj iang private enterprises than for Shangrao private enterprises and were higher for private enterprises than for community enterprises
injinjiang (tables 8-2 and 8-3). The value of output per employee was significantly higher for private enterprises in Jinjiang than for those in Nanhai.
If average employment per private enterprise nationwide can reach the level
of Nanhai or Jinjiang, the economic efficiency of private enterprises can surpass that of community enterprises.
But at present the scale of most private enterprises in China is much
smaller than in Nanhai and Jinjiang, and their low capacity for self-accumulation will inevitably hinder their development. In addition, the social, political, and economic environment in China still impedes private enterprises'
development and expansion. Private enterprises are still in their niascent
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Table 8-3. Sizeand Performance
of Communityand PrivateEnterprises,
JinjiangCounty, 1985
Indicator

Community
enterprises

Private
enterprises

Ratioof profitand tax to valueof output
Averagevalueof outputper employee(yuan)
Averageprofitand tax per employee(yuan)
Averageannualwageper employer
(yuan)
Averagenumberof employees
per enterprise

14.9
3,607
537.7
823
62

15.9
4,873
774.8
932
22

Note:Communityenterprisesincludetownshipand villageenterprises.Privateenterprisesinclude enterprisesrun by groupsof householdswithcollectedfundsand privateenterprisessolely
funded by an individual.Other jointly run cooperativeenterprisesare excluded.

Source:
Instituteof Economics,
CASS.

stage. Everyyear a great number of smallnew firmsjoins their ranks, which
slowsthe expansionof averagefirmsizein the private sector.Moreover,the
livingstandardsof most Chinese farmersare still very low, and even owners
of successfulsmallenterprisesuse thousandsof yuan of eamings to improve
their living conditions, which means that the amount left for expansion is
limited. This situation, of course, is understandable and can hardly be
avoided.
The main issueis that there is still somefear and concernthat the expansion of employmentin private enterprisesmay lead to the uncheckedspread
of capitalismin China. As a result, policy is ambiguous.Politicaland social
opinion has put great psychologicalpressureon privateentrepreneursand has
createdunfair competitiveconditionsfor them. This in turn has causeddistortions in their behavior and seriouslylimited expansion of scale and improvementsin efficiency.
In 1983 the government madea rule that each owner of a private enterprise in ruralareas could employone or two hands, and a personwith special
skills could take on no more than five apprentices. But the govemment
adopted a "wait and see" policy; it gave no encouragementor publicityto
violations of the rules but did not immediatelystop or punish them either.
This wise policy left room for the developmentof private enterprises. But
the resultinguncertaintyalso had negative effectson the private sector'sdevelopment.
First,uncertainty about policybluntsprivate enterprises'desireto reinvest
and makes them extremelyshortsightedin their operations. In their early
stages, most private enterpriseshave strong motivesto make and reinvest
profits. But when employmentreaches the limit stipulatedby state policy,
increasingconcern about political risksdampens entrepreneurs'interest in
growth and shortens their horizonsin operations and management. They
take everyopportunityto profiteerby legaland illegalmeans and to take advantage of loopholesin the state's regulatorysystem, and they are ready to
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quit business at any time. They are unwilling to undertake projects that require long-term investment and especially to expand employment, preferring
to spend their eamings on building and repairing houses and purchasing other
living facilities. Because of such shortsightedness, most private enterprises
continue to operate on an extremely small scale year after year.
Second, the uncertainty about policy causes deterioration in private enterprises' business environment and degradation of their capability for selfaccumulation. The surveys found that in the supply of production materials
and the sale of products, private enterprises and, particularly, large inclividual
enterprises encounter more discrimination than do other types of enterprise.
They have the most difficulty in obtaining bank loans, and when the state
decides to tighten credit, loans to private enterprises are the first to be cut.
Thus they may be forced to get loans at much higher rates from informal
credit organizations. They usually have to pay higher salaries than community enterprises to recruit technical personnel in short supply, and in areas
with shortages of labor they have to pay higher wages to attract ordinary
workers. When they purchase raw materials from state enterprises, they are
subject to exorbitant prices set by the seller. When electric power is in short
supply, private enterprises are the first to suffer from power cuts. Sometimes
they have to sell their products on credit and receive payment after a delay
or not at all.
To cope with such a hostile climate, private enterprises usually have to
assign a large number of staff to purchasing and marketing. In Jinjiang
County expenditures on purchasing agents and sales staff alone account for
10 percent of the total profits of private enterprises. In addition, when private
enterprises operate under the guise of community enterprises, they must make
large voluntary social donations or "pay tribute" to the community govemment. In some areas government departments levy a multiplicity of taxes and
fees on private enterprises. All this bloodsucking by force or trickery has drastically impaired private enterprises' capability for self-accumulation and has
restrained their development.
The last and most important problem is that policy uncertainty confuses
the property relationships of private enterprises and causes retrogression in
their development. In the nascent stage the property relationships of private
enterprises are relatively well defined and clear. As totally independent commodity producers that are responsible for all their profits and losses, private
enterprises have strong incentives for accumulation and development that
are fundamentally different from those of community enterprises. But most
small private enterprises, to keep a clear right of ownership over enterprise
property, will reduce the speed of their development and stop seeking further
advancement when their employment reaches the limits stipulated by state
policy. Even if they choose to expand, some private enterprises spontaneously blur enterprise property relationships to ward off social pressures, guard
against unpredictable risks, and improve their operating climate.
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In addition, policy uncertainty and the ensuing disorder and inefficiency
in the regulatory environment generate actual confusion in property relationships.
* Some private enterprises operate under other names. Large enterprises
funded by only one individual have the most to fear from social and
possible political pressures. These firms may tum in part of their profits
and pay administrative fees to township and village governments so that
they can call themselves TVCES. This enables them to open a bank account, improves their operating climate, gives them government protection, and reduces the pressure of public opinion. Alternatively, firms
may voluntarily offer shares to township and village govemments and
operate as jointly run cooperative enterprises, or they may provide
funds for public investments. They may even declare that the entire
assets of the enterprise belong to the state so that they can operate as
cooperative enterprises.
* Diversified funding and joint management in some private enterprises
confuse their property relationships. By using funds from outside and
resorting to joint management, enterprises can spread their operational
risks, quickly pool small sums of money from individual farmers and use
these monies to expand, and, most important, open a bank account
under the name of a cooperative enterprise. Such firms develop relatively quickly. But they will eventually have to confront the confusion
in their property relationships because they are not protected by clearly
defined policies and laws. These enterprises are often unstable and find
it difficult to pursue further development because there are no clearly
defined regulations on the ownership of enterprise property and the distribution of profits. The larger the scale of an enterprise's operations,
the more confused its property relationships become and the more difficult it is to coordinate the distribution of benefits.
* Enterprise property relationships also become blurred for TVCES that are
leased or contracted to individuals. "Contract enterprises" are firms that
were originally TVCEs but are now operated by individuals under contracts or leases in return for payment of a fixed rent or a fixed percentage
of their profits to the original owners. These firms usually operate on
a larger scale and have better equipment than other private enterprises.
The contractors are mostly local community government cadres, and
the rents are often so low that they do not cover depreciation and the
value of the land. The contractors can use collective enterprise status
to enjoy preferential treatment from banks and the state.
TVCES that were contracted out had previously suffered from chronic inefficiency and losses because of the drawbacks in their management system.
Most of them quickly eliminated their deficits and became profitable, but
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their propertyrelationshipsare becomingmore and moreconfused.The communitygovernmentsthat have contractedout the firmsthink that enterprise
assetsbelongto them and shouldbe retumed when the contractsexpire. The
contractorshold that they owIIthe additionalassetscreatedby reinvestment
from after-taxprofitsand that they shouldactuallyown the enterprisesoutright when the original assets have become a very small part of the total.
As communitygovernmentsinsiston their ownershiprights over these firms,
contractors'aspirationsfor reinvestmentwill wane drastically,and the enterprises will fail to expand.
Moreover,the uncertaintyof policycausesconfusionin the state's regulatoryfunctionswith respectto privateenterprise.Someprivate enterprisesuse
their status as collectiveenterprisesto seek preferentialtreatment from the
state regardingtaxation and bank loans.They pay very low natural resource
taxes and commonlypracticetax evasion.These advantagesand the pressure
of public opinion encourageprivate enterprisesto try to blur their property
relationships. But some private entrepreneurs express concern that since

their firms'establishmentand developmentdependedmainly on state loans,
the firmscan be nationalizedat any time.
In short, confused enterprise property relationships caused by the uncer-

tainty in state policyhave led to the degradationof privateenterprises'development potential and have forced them to operate on a small scale. This
is the fundamentalproblemthat private enterprisesface.

Some Policy Suggestions
In recent yearsthe rapid developmentof private enterpriseshas helped speed
the transfer of rural surplusLaborto nonagriculturalactivities and has furthered China's rural industrial[ization.
Private enterpriseshave shown great
vitality. This indicates that the government'sreform policiesfor the rural
economyare appropriate,and the policiesand principlesadoptedconcerning
private enterprisesin ruralareas have alreadyyieldedremarkableresults. But
the developmentof large-scaleprivate enterprises has outrun govemment
policiesand regulations.Recentlythe Communistparty and the government
formallyaffirmedthat the private economyas an employerof hired labor is
an indispensableand beneficialsupplementto the public economy.Now is
the right time to sum up pastexperienceand introducenew policiesand regulations to deal with the new situation and the problemsthat have cropped
up. Some brief suggestionsfor state policiestoward private enterprises are
offeredhere.
* State policy regardingprivate enterprise should be further relaxed so
that it will not only continue to encourageand support the development of private enterprise in generalbut will also allow the existence
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and growth of private enterprises with large numbers of employees. The
state should publicly acknowledge these enterprises' legal status through
legislation and permit them to make the most of their potential by supporting their legitimate operations and protecting their lawful rights.
At the same time that complementary economic and political reforms
are speeded up, efforts should be made to improve macroeconomic regulation. The govemment should exercise economic, administrative, and
legal supervision over private enterprises in such areas as financial transactions, income distribution, and labor protection and welfare. For example, regulations on individual, cooperative, and private enterprises
should be developed along with improved examination, registration,
and licensing procedures; unified standards should be set for financial
and accounting systems; new tax laws should be promulgated; bank loan
policies should be adjusted and interest rates for loans raised; and tax
and credit instruments should be used to give enterprises industrial
guidance, regulate the polarization of personal incomes, and encourage
enterprises to reinvest profits.
Trade unions should be set up in private enterprises to protect workers'
legitimate rights and to help govemment departments supervise the
firms' operations.
State industrial and commercial administrative departments and auditing and tax organizations should regularly examine enterprises' financial
transactions and operational activities, and law enforcement institutions should mete out severe punishment to firms engaged in tax evasion and other illegal activities.
The government should respect the autonomy of private enterprises in
choosing property ownership systems and forms of operation and management. The gradual transformation of private enterprises into joint
stock cooperative enterprises should be encouraged, with the understanding that no harm will be done to the basic rights of the original
owners and that the principles of voluntary participation and mutual
benefit will be followed.

Notes
1. Between 1984and 1986the total value of output of TVPS in JieshouCounty went from
Y103.75million to Y137.57million,a net increaseof Y33.85million. Duringthe same period
the total valueof outputof privateenterprisesrosefromY45.53millionto Y71.12million. The
increaseof Y25.59millionaccountedfor 65.9 percent of the incrementin total value of output
of all TVPS. In 1986 the value of output of private enterprisesaccountedfor 51.7 percent of
the total value of output of TVPS in the county. Private enterprises'share in the total value
of output of TVPS in ShangraoCounty went from 22 percent in 1984to 50 percent in 1986,
and these enterprisesaccountedfor most of the increasein total value of output of TVPS.
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2. The comparisonis calculatedfrom statisticson sampletownshipsin JieshouCounty.
3. Accordingto estimatesbasedon samplesurveysof fifty-sixprivate enterprisesin Tianjin
in 1985, loans accounted,on average,for 38.8 percent of total funds for private firmswith a
total investment of less than Y50,000, 43.6 percent for those with a total investment of
Y50,000-Y100,000,and 69.9 percentfor those witha total investmentof morethan Yl00,000.

9
Entrepreneurship,
Capital,
and Ownership
William A. Byrd

The importance of entrepreneurship in modem economic growth and development is increasingly recognized, although there is much debate about its
exact meaning and it does not fit well into the framework of neoclassical economics. Entrepreneurship, broadly construed, may be even more important
in developing countries, where markets often function poorly, than in developed countries.
The astonishingly rapid growth and successful economic performance of
the industrial TVP sector in China would not have been possible without a
host of entrepreneurs and a great burst of entrepreneurial activity. A tremendous amount of creation of new enterprises and production of new goods has
occurred, and functioning markets have emerged where none or only very
weak ones existed in the prereform era. TVPS, other than the smallest firms,
handle long-distance trade and depend largely on markets outside their own
localities. Some TVPs engage in technological innovation, and many others
successfullyadapt advanced domestic and foreign technology. Entrepreneurial performance in the TVP sector has been especially remarkable in an environment in which ownership and property rights with respect to industrial
assets are not clear and pure private ownership is rare except in the smallest
concerns. Thus the most powerful reward for small-scale entrepreneurs in
other countries-the ability to reap large gains from the "capitalization" of
entrepreneurial success in their firms-is absent or at least sharply circumscribed.
One of the main bottlenecks faced by entrepreneurs and small-scale enterprises all over the world is getting the financial capital they need to start
operations and to expand. The capital allocation mechanism for TVPS is
hence of great importance. A related question concerns the absorption of
financial risk. Even a relatively dynamic system of entrepreneurship and investment decisionmaking is bound to generate unsuccessful investments and
enterprise failures. If failing firms are allowed to continue and to absorb additional resources, as typically occurs in the state sector, the efficiency of in189
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vestment will suffer. China's TVP sector has evolved mechanisms for risksharing and absorption of losses that seem to have worked reasonably well,
at least in the advanced areas.
The ownership system is inr.imatelyrelated to entrepreneurship, provision
of capital, and risk-bearing. In private-ownership economies small-scale entrepreneurs reap the profits from their activities primarily through ownership
of firms. In sizable enterprises the owners ("capitalists") tend to be separate
from the entrepreneurs and managers. How the various forms of private and
nonprivate ownership in China's TVP sector structure the relationship between capital provision, risk-bearing, entrepreneurship, and management so
as to allow relatively efficient operations and decisionmaking on investment
is a crucial question.
Entrepreneurship

and Owvnership

There are almost as many definitions of entrepreneurship as there are scholarly books on the subject (see Hebert and Link 1982). But since a working
concept is a prerequisite for analyzing entrepreneurship in China's TVP sector,
this section will derive a definition and delineate the scope of activities to
be considered entrepreneurial.
A primary theme in the literature on entrepreneurship is that the entrepreneur is an active organizer of ithe factors of production. Schumpeter (1934),
whose work on entrepreneurship and economic development has been extremely influential, stressed th.at entrepreneurship is associated with innovation and occurs only in the case of "new combinations of the means of production" organized by entrepreneurs. Others view the concept more broadly.
Kirzner (1973, p. 35) asserts that the essence of entrepreneurship is alertness
to unexploited profit opportunities and that hence it is an essential part of
the market process. Related to the scope of entrepreneurship is the question
of its effect on markets. The Schumpeterian approach sees entrepreneurial
activity as a destabilizing force that starts the process of "creative destruction," the essence of economic development. Hayek (1948, ch. 2), ]Kirzner
(1973, p. 127), and others view it as a stabilizing force that helps markets
move toward equilibrium and makes the market process work more smoothly.
An important distinction is that between entrepreneurship and financial
risk-bearing. Where there is uncertainty and incomplete information, entrepreneurial activities are inherently risky. Some entity (often the one providing funding for the activities) must bear the financial risk. The entrepreneur
himself may take great personal risks and commit his own financial resources,
but these resources are generally insufficient except for very small ventures.
Thus there is a clear analytical distinction between the entrepreneur (the
organizer of entrepreneurial activities) and the "capitalist" (the owner and
provider of capital, whether an individual, a group, a public entity, or the
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state). (This distinction eluded many early thinkers on the subject; see Hebert and Link 1982, pp. 112-13.)
The working definition of entrepreneurship used here cannot hope to be
comprehensive. Although it is recognized that entrepreneurship, broadly
construed, occurs throughout a market economy, in minor as well as in major
decisions and actions, the former will be excluded from the analysis. For the
purposes of this chapter, entrepreneurship consists of activities that lead to
new combinations of productive factors or otherwise transform the industrial
landscape, in accordance with Schumpeter's stress on entrepreneurship as involving truly "new" and innovative phenomena. But in the case of China's
TVP sector (as in developing economies in general), "newness" must be seen
in a local, microeconomic context. Entrepreneurship need not involve anything new from a global or even national perspective; rather, it may adapt
advanced technologies from outside, set up new enterprises to produce goods
not previously made in the locality, and so on.
Two activities that clearly fall within this working definition are the establishment of new Tvps and the development of new products in existing ones.
These have the advantage of being relatively clear-cut events for which some
statistical evidence is available. The analysis will focus on enterprise creation
and new product development as quintessential examples of entrepreneurial
activity that will provide insights into entrepreneurship in general.
Entrepreneurshipin China's TVP Sector
Entrepreneurship is thriving in China's TVP sector, as numerous case studies
show. Although the examples presented here are of the more successful and
striking instances of entrepreneurial activity, they are not atypical, and many
similar cases must be omitted owing to lack of space.
CASE STUDY I: WUXI PETROLEUM EQUIPMENT PLANT.

In the mid-1970san

engineer in the Shengli ("Victory") Oilfield in Shandong Province on the
east coast of China, roughly 500 kilometers from Wuxi, was looking for an
enterprise that could produce from his rough preliminary design a drill pump
for enhanced oil recovery. He had a friend in the Shenyang Aviation Institute in northeast China, more than 1,000 kilometers from Wuxi, who in turn
was acquainted with a person in an agricultural machinery plant in the suburbs of Wuxi city. That enterprise trial-produced one drill pump but gave
up because it could not engage in batch production, costs were too high,
and it did not see a good market for the product. An agricultural machinery
plant in Dongjiang township, Wuxi County, found out about the drill pump
through its close relationship with the suburban factory. Since it felt that
the product had good prospects, it began trial production in 1975. The first
pump was completed in October 1977, and in December it was taken to the
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Shengli Oilfield for a test in the field. It was then certified by the Shengli
Research and Development Institute.
During the first several years only five or six pumps were made each year
because of production problems and low demand. (Enhanced oil recovery was
not yet widespread in China.) Batch production began in 1982 with 132
units, but only in 1983 did the enterprise start making a profit on this product. Losses in the first years were covered by profits from production of other
goods, mainly welded steel tubes. The Communist party secretary for the enterprise pushed development of the drill pump despite the early lossesbecause
he thought it had a good future. In 1984 the factory signed a long-tenn contract with Shengli to deliver at least 500 units a year in 1984-88. This
prompted an administrative decision by the Dongjiang township government
to split the existing firm into three enterprises: the original agricultural machinery plant, the welded steel tube factory, and the Wuxi Petroleum Equipment plant. Production jumped to 700 units in 1984 (from 450 in 1983),
and in 1985 output reac:hed 2,580. The Wuxi plant is the only specialized
producer of this kind of equipment in China and accounts for the bulk of
total domestic production-perhaps 70 percent.'
The Wuxi factory is a good example of successfulentrepreneurship in community government enterprises. Entrepreneurial decisionmaking and activity
take place largely within existing firmsand under their managers. Profits from
existing production finance initial efforts to develop new products. When a
product has demonstrated its marketability and profitability, large amounts
of funds may be needed to bring it into full-scale production. These come
from community sources-the township government, the local bank, or
both. The decision to establish a separate enterprise is administrative rather
than entrepreneurial. Entrepreneurship of this type in community enterprises
has been occurring all along, although there were many problems and inefficiencies in the prereform period, as well as a long learning curve.
CASE STUDY 2: AN ELASTIC RIBBON FACTORY IN JIESHOU. This firm was established in 1982 by five people, two of whom provided initial investment
capital totaling Y450. Another founder, a farmer-entrepreneur, sold the new
venture some used ribbon-weaving machines for Y50 apiece. The firm was
established primarily to generate employment for the founders' children and
relatives. The initial site was provided rent-free by the farmer-entrepreneur
in return for a job for his daughter. Production took off rapidly. In 1982 output value reached Y40,000 and net after-tax profits Y6,000, and both doubled in 1983. Its head start and its efficiency have enabled the firm to do
well in an increasingly competitive environment in which prices for ribbons
dropped by about 20 percent between the late 1970s and early 1980s and
have fallen another 30 percent since then.
In July 1985 the factory director (one of the two initial investors) went
to Shanghai to buy some machine parts. In a department store she noticed
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that people were lined up to buy a certain type of decorated elastic ribbon.
In August she went back to Shanghai and found out from the department
store where the ribbons were made. She was directed to a township enterprise
in Wuxi but was not allowed past the gate. In the local hotel she asked about
other producers of the same kind of ribbon and was given the name of a village firm in Shazhou County, also in Jiangsu. The firm, which had 500-600
workers and (in the eyes of the director) the air of a county enterprise, also
refused her permission to enter the factory. But some workers who were leaving the plant told her how to find the house of a deputy director, the founder
of the enterprise. She went there, struck up a conversation with his wife,
and remarked on how beautiful the couple's daughter was. Something like
a family relationship was established when the Jieshou firm's director became
a kind of "godparent" to the child.
The Shazhou plant arranged for the producer of the ribbon-making machinery to sell six units to the Jieshou firm. A technician was sent from the
Shazhou plant to install the equipment, and some people from Jieshou were
sent to Shazhou for training. In retum, the Jieshou firm provided large
amounts of agricultural and sideline products at a low price for the annual
spring festival in Shazhou. Production of the new elastic ribbons got under
way in early 1986. Initially the Shazhou plant was to provide the necessary
raw materials, but the technician who was installing the equipment stayed
at the Jieshou director's house for over a month and built up a personal relationship with her. He told her that the Shazhou plant was planning to overcharge her firm for the raw materials and introduced her to the original supplier, who agreed to sell the materials at a price slightly lower than that paid
by the Shazhou plant.
The director. of the Jieshou firm is the wife of a govemment official who
had served in the public security bureaus of several counties before he was
transferred to Jieshou in 1979. The director had seen that elastic ribbons were
in short supply on the market and had wanted to go into that field for a long
time. The ownership of the enterprise is ambiguous. The two investing
founders took back their principal quickly and now earn no.dividends or interest. All after-tax profits are plowed back into the enterprise. Although the
firm is officially listed as an individualljointly operated enterprise, it has a
relationship with the local neighborhood committee, which occasionally
provides administrative help. In practice, the director makes all the key
decisions.
CASE STUDY 3: A FRUIT-CANNING

PLANT IN SHANGRAO.

This example is ex-

ceptional in that an entrepreneur moves across provinces. The director came
from Zhejiang Province, where he had run a private garment business that
was initially profitable but later lost money and was shut down. Before that
he had been in purchasing and marketing. Orange canning was an important
activity in his home community, but profits were declining because of in-
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creasing production and competition. Shangrao, by contrast, had much
cheaper labor, somewhat cheaLperoranges, and, as a "backward" area, tax advantages for new enterprises. In June 1986 the entrepreneur went to
Shangrao to look into the possibilities. He first contacted a township where
he had a business relationship with a factory, but he found that the water
supply, an essential element in fruit canning, was not good. Later, through
an acquaintance in a county government bureau, he found the right spot,
with abundant supplies of clealn water and large numbers of orange trees that
had been planted several years earlier.
Negotiations with township authorities went smoothly, and once they
were completed the factory was put into operation within two and a half
months. The Zhejiang entrepreneur invested Y80,000: Y50,000 in equipment
and Y30,000 to renovate the factory building. (He reportedly borrowed
Y20,000-Y30,000 from friends and relatives; the rest was his own money.)
The building, valued at Y100,000, was provided rent-free by the township.
In addition, with the help of county authorities the township arranged for
a quota, or line of credit, of up to Y100,000 from the local bank. It also
guaranteed the enterprise's supply of water and electricity and provided free
housing for the director, his family, and some employees who were brought
from Zhejiang. These employees included four master technical personnel,
a cashier, two salesmen, and the director's two sons, who became rniddlelevel managers. The enterprise now has 21 regular employees and vvill use
up to 240 seasonal temporary workers. The primary benefits for the township
are the employment generated and the 3.5 percent of gross output value that
it receives. Another 1.5 percent goes into a pension fund, and 1.5 percent
is for workers' bonuses. Given an anticipated gross profit rate of about 10
percent, this leaves about 3.5 percent of gross output value for the director,
the residual claimant. As a new food-processing enterprise the firm can be
exempted from both direct and indirect taxes for one to three years.
The plant's annual production capacity is Y2 million, but the limited supply of local oranges will hold down output in the first few years. (Some oranges will have to be imported from Fujian Province.) Once local orange
trees have reached full maturity, there will be no supply constraints. The director anticipates recovering his investment costs in two years if the tax exemptions last that long. He plans to settle down and retire in Shangrao. The
firm is officially registered as a jointly run collective firm contracted to individual management. The director is fully responsible for supply, production,
and marketing, and the output is sold all over north China.
These case studies illustrate the main features of entrepreneurship in China's TVP sector: alertness to unexploited opportunities (a characteristic of entrepreneurship in general), the ability to bring together and organize the
ingredients needed for successful production, personal commitment and
willingness to take risks, and the use of personal connections [guanxi]. As
in other developing countries, many services that are provided by markets
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in the industrialized countries have to be arranged by entrepreneurs themselves. Entrepreneurs' rootedness in their home communities is a common
pattern. (Even the third case study sheds light on the community ties of TVP
entrepreneurs. The person from Zhejiang made Shangrao his home, and the
know-how and key personnel for his business came from his original community.)
Entrepreneurshipunder Different Forms of TVP Ownership
The shares of different forms of ownership in the value of TVP industrial output for China as a whole and for the four counties in 1985 are shown in
table 9-1. TVCES have a dominant share in Wuxi (95 percent), a considerably
lower share in Nanhai (74 percent), and even lower shares in Jieshou (49
percent) and Shangrao (65 percent). Production team enterprises account
for a significant share of the total only in Nanhai. Private enterprises are proportionately most important in Jieshou. The figure for private firms in
Shangrao is also high, but it reflects handicraft production and the lack of
development of community enterprises rather than dynamism in the private
sector. In absolute terms the private sector is most important in Wuxi (more
than twice as large as in Jieshou), although its percentage share is smallest
there.
The locus of entrepreneurship varies for TVPS with different forms of ownership. Four main variants can be identified: entrepreneurship by the community government itself; managerial entrepreneurship in traditional community enterprises; community and cooperative entrepreneurship in some
villages and production teams (a rare variant); and private entrepreneurship.
Community governments may become directly involved in entrepreneurial
activities if there is no strong base of existing community enterprises (as, for
example, in Shangrao) or if development of an entirely new product is undertaken and the idea did not emanate from and is not taken up by an existing
Table 9-1. TVP OwnershipStructure in China and in the SampleCounties, 1985
(percentage
of GVIO for TVPs)
Ownership
Township and town
Village
Production team
Private
Total value of output
(millions of yuan)
-

AllChina

Wuxi

45
38

48
47

9

8
175,008

Jieshou Nanhaia Shangrao
36
13

43
31

43
22

2

-

16

-

3

51

10

35

3,705

127

1,421

31

Not given.

Note: GVIO, grossvalue of industrialoutput.
a. Share of grossrevenuesof industrialTVPs.
Sources:Table 9-5 and 9-6 and informationfrom fieldwork.
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enterprise. Entrepreneurship in this case involves both setting up a new enterprise and making a (locally) new product.
Much more common in localities with a strong base of traditional community enterprise development is entrepreneurial activity by enterprise leaders,
as illustrated by case study 1. The key entrepreneurial decision is to try out
and develop a new product; the decision to establish a separate enterprise
is administrative, although it does involve a large inflow of capital and hence
financial risk-taking of a venture capital nature. Enterprises, as well as govemments, may also decide to develop new products that are not closely related to existing ones. The ability of firms to develop and try out new products varies greatly with the industry concerned; innovation is particularly
easy in the machinery industry, so important in Wuxi.
In some cases involving the establishment of village or production team
enterprises, collective entrepreneurship by the members of the community
seems to occur. Ideas emanate from the members and are discussed at village
meetings, and in some cases the decision to go ahead is taken collectively.
Collective entrepreneurship is most common at the production team. level.
In the private sector decisions to establish firms or to develop new products
are made by individuals or partnerships, who invariably also manage the
firms. This is no different, at least in theory, from the pattern of small-scale
entrepreneurship observed in market economies.
The number of important new products that enterprises in our sample reported putting into production between 1980 and 1985 (or between time of
establishment and 1985) provides some indication of entrepreneurial activity. This information suffers from a number of deficiencies, the most obvious
of which is its subjective nature-how main products are defined was left
entirely to the firm. The ease of new product development also differs markedly for different industries and for enterprises of different sizes. Nevertheless,
there appears to be significant, nonspurious variation among counties and
ownership types.
Table 9-2 provides summarysinformation on new product development.
The raw data were weighted by the inverse of the number of years each enterprise was in existence (up to five). Five identical observations were then created for each enterprise set up in 1980 or earlier, four for firms established
in 1981, three for those set up in 1982, and so on. The resulting data corrects
for the smaller amount of information provided by enterprises set up after
1980 and the shorter time these firms had to develop new products.
The table indicates that private enterprises are much more likely to engage
in extensive development of new products than are community enterprises
at the township and especially at the village and production team levels. But
TVCES in Wuxi are significantly more likely to engage in at least moderate
new product development than are sample firms in the other three counties.
This strongly suggests that the relationship between ownership and new product development is not spurious. Indeed, cross-tabulations for Jieshou show
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Table 9-2. Development of New Productsby TVPs, 1980-85
(percentageof total new product developmentin sampleor subsample)

Ownership
Extensive

None

Moderate

Full sample
Townshipand town

37

37

26

35

40

25

Village and production team
Private

57
13

24
35

19
52

Wuxi
Nanhai
Shangrao
Jieshou
Township and town
Village and production
team
Private

25
29
62
34
34

51
41
24
32
36

24
30
14
34
30

67
14

0
39

33
47

or location

Note: None, no new productdevelopment;Moderate,one or two newproductsin a five-year
period; Extensive,three or more new productsin a five-yearperiod.
Source:EnterpriseQuantitativeQuestionnaire.

that private enterprises are significantly more likely to engage in moderate
and especially extensive new product development than are community enterprises. Because of the data problems, these results should be interpreted
with caution, but they are suggestive.
Data on the establishment of new firms are difficult to interpret, particularly since the available information invariably is for net new enterprise creation, after exits have been subtracted. Moreover, the ease with which new
enterprises are created almost certainly varies systematically and inversely
with size-most new firms start out small and grow big only later-and size
is in turn related to ownership. Finally, decisions to create new community
enterprises, especially township firms, are often merely administrative confirmations of the successful development of new products by existing firms.
Nevertheless, the same pattern holds as for the development of new products;
Wuxi among the four counties and private enterprises in general are more
active in new enterprise creation. In Wuxi the number of TVCEsnearly doubled between 1982 and 1985 and increased by another 11 percent in 1986
despite a difficult market and credit situation.
Sources and Motivation of Entrepreneurs
In the past many managers of traditional community enterprises came from
the ranks of rural cadres at the village or production team level. This often
was not conducive to good management or to successful entrepreneurship.
In places such as Wuxi managers of township enterprises now increasingly
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rise through the ranks of their enterprises or are transferred from other local
firms. There appears to be little movement of community enterprise managers
among townships, although movement among villages within a township
does occur in Wuxi (see chapter 7). In other localities (for example, Nanhai)
directors of village enterprises often serve concurrently as village leaders.
This practice is nearly universal at the production team level, even in Wuxi.
Many village and production team enterprises have been contracted to individual management or sold outright to private individuals. The backgrounds
of entrepreneurs of this type clo not appear to differ greatly from those of private entrepreneurs (see below).
The motivations and incentives of community enterprise entrepreneurs are
complex. As is true of substarLtialnon-owner-operated establishments in any
country, direct pecuniary rewards are only part of the story. Promotion possibilities, the perquisites that come with managing larger firms, pride in one's
accomplishments, recognition, and even the perception of helping the community all may play a role. Formal pay incentives for community enterprise
managers are typically linkecl to enterprise performance (profits or output
growth), to the average pay of enterprise workers, or to both. Nonpecuniary
incentives are all the mtore irnportant because there are still limits on how
much the incomes of enterpriise leaders can exceed the average level.in the
enterprise and the local comrnunity.
There are five main sources of private entrepreneurs: lower-level community government cadres and former cadres; supply and marketing personnel
for TVPS; employees of community enterprises, particularly those with some
technical skills; community residents who have worked in state enterprises;
and farmers, usually with somnebusiness experience. All of these groups are
likely to have useful personal networks.
Because TVP entrepreneurs are so immobile, the traditional base of entrepreneurship in a rural locality is crucial in determining their supply. Existing
community enterprise development is also important. Wuxi has a machinery
industry that dates to before the 193 0s, and its supply of potential en,trepreneurs was augmented when, during the early 1960s and the Cultural Revolution, large numbers of local people who had been working in big-city enterprises returned home. Similarly, urban workers originally from Nanhai were
"sent down" to their home villlagesand there established private enterprises
under the protection of county authorities. Prereform rural industrialization
generated an important base of entrepreneurial talent in Nanhai and especially in Wuxi, and commercialized agriculture was highly developed in both
counties before 1949. Jieshou was a commercial center of some importance
before 1949, and its human resources from that period were never entirely
dissipated. In Shangrao, by contrast, there was almost no traditional base
of entrepreneurship before 1949, and TVP development during the prereform
period was minimal. The large numbers of university and high school graduates generated by Shangrao's relatively good education system left the county
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instead of augmenting the entrepreneurial base. Thus Shangrao, alone
among the four counties, may lack an adequate supply of indigenous entrepreneurs.
Making money is a motivation for private entrepreneurs, but it is never
the only goal and is sometimes not the most important one. Nonpecuniary
goals include providing employment and a secure future for family members
and, to a lesser extent, other relatives; improving one's social and official
status (for example, by becoming a second-class urban resident as many
Jieshou entrepreneurs did); and even contributing to local community welfare and employment.
Since the right to private industrial property and to the full financial rewards of entrepreneurship are not secure, the incentives of private entrepreneurs are distorted. They may use a large part of their firms' profits for their
own consumption and housing, or they may demonstrate that they are good
corporate and community citizens by plowing all surplus back into the enterprise. For many, the possibility of changing their household registration status
may make takeover of their firms by the community govemment palatable.
The family motive is extremely strong for private entrepreneurs, especially
since in many rural areas there is surplus labor and nonagricultural employment opportunities are limited. This motive alone sufficesto explain a great
deal of small-scale private entrepreneurial activity.

Capital Allocation and Financial Risk-Bearing
This section surveys the different sources of financial capital that TVps draw
on and examines how business risk is distributed in the TVP sector.
The Capital Allocation Mechanism
The sources of capital for TVPS can be divided into household capital, community capital, and enterprise capital, each with a corresponding mechanism
for capital allocation. These sources cut across the traditional debt-equity bifurcation, which is reasonable since in China's TVP sector debt capital often
bears a great deal of risk, bankruptcy is not well-established as a means of
dealing with financial losses, the concept and role of equity capital are poorly
understood, and the notion of individuals reaping large capital gains is not
widely accepted.
Household capital consists of private funds invested directly in TvPs by
households. It includes investment by partners or proprietors, informal loans
to private entrepreneurs (usually by friends or relatives of the lenders), purchase of bonds issued by community enterprises, and provision of capital in
return for jobs. The community government regulates the terms and conditions under which individuals can invest in community enterprises, but this
is not as true of investment in private enterprises. Household capital is avail-
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able to financesmallfirmsin significantaggregateamounts,particularlyafter
the sharp increasesin rural personal incomesin recent years.Many workers
in our samplesindicated on the WorkerSurvey Questionnairea willingness
to invest in an enterpriseor buy stock (see chapter 13). But the amount of
household capital that can be tapped by any one private firm is limited.
Townshipenterprisescan gain accessto larger amountsof householdcapital
by issuingshort-termbonds with the supportof the communitygovernment.
Communitycapitalconsistsof investment funds the allocation ancduse of
which are determinedor at least stronglyinfluencedby communitygovernments, particularlyat the townshiplevel. This capital includeslocal government budgetaryfundsfor TVP investment(typicallyminuscule),loansof fiscal
revolving funds to TVPS, profitLsfrom community enterprises pooled by township or village industrial corporations, and bank and rural credit cooperative
(RCC)

loans. The use of retained profits of community enterprises may also

be influenced by the community govermment.
The Agricultural Bank of China (ABC) is nominally a monolithic state
institution with a well-defined headquarters-branch structure and an extensive system of top-down credit planning. The RCCS, although supposedly
community-based cooperative institutions, have been subject to adrninistrative supervision by the ABC. T hus the classification of ABC/RCC loans as community capital needs to be explained. An important reform of credit planning
that began in 1979-80 links the total value of loans each ABC branch is
allowed to make to the amount of deposits it generates. The difference between loans and deposits in a base year is calculated, and this gap determines
the amount of lending in the following year. If deposits rise by a certain
amount, loans outstanding can increase by the same absolute amount. The
impact of this scheme has been somewhat diluted by bargaining, by the later
imposition of separate redeposit requirements, and by the occasional imposition of tighter credit controls by the central government

in the interests of

macroeconomic stability. Nevertheless, increments in local community deposits for the most part translate into increments in loanable funds, and
hence the level of lencdingto TVPS is to a large extent determined by the
level of local deposits. The sharp rise in rural personal incomes and bank

deposits has made the banking system an important source of community
capital.
Township govermments take the view that local bank funds form part of
the community capital base, and they participate in important lending decisions. In the more advanced areas bank offices and township governments
have a largely symbiotic relationship. According to one RCC official in Nanhai, "The RCC has good relations with township leaders. We go to them periodically, show them how much money we have, and ask them to think about
how they want it lent out." Banks and RCCS do have the theoretical right
to veto proposed loans that they find questionable. In Shangrao and Jieshou,
where community govermments frequently misused bank funds, this right is
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becoming more important in practice. In general, township ABC and RCC offices cannot lend money freely outside the township-a clear sign that their
funds are still basically considered community capital.
Enterprisecapital consists of the retained profits, depreciation allowances,
and other funds of TVPs as well as funds provided by other enterprises. Capital
from other firms is largely trade credit, of indefinite maturity and highly unstable. The allocation of part of the retained profits and other funds of community enterprises is influenced by the community government, but enterprises may have considerable autonomy in making smaller investments. The
intemally generated investment funds of private enterprises and the portion
of community enterprise funds that can be used autonomously are the sources
most easily tapped by factory directors to finance entrepreneurship.
Table 9-3 shows the liability side of the balance sheet for 200 large and
Table 9-3. Sources of Fundsfor Large-ScaleTVPs
(percentage
of total)
End

End

EndJune

1984

1985

1986

1.8

1.6

1.7

CommunitycapitaP
67.6
35.2
30.1
Bank loans
38.2
28.9
24.1
Contributions by
communitygovernments'
29.4
6.3
6.0
Enterprisecapitalb
13.0
55.8
59.8
Own funds'
0.0
41.0
40.7
Other firmsd
13.0
14.8
19.1
Householdcapital
6.5
3.5
4.6
Enterprise'sown workers'
5.4
2.8
3.6
Outside individuals
1.1
0.7
1.0
Unidentified'
8.9
3.7
3.9
Note: Figuresfor 1985were adjustedto correctapparentarithmeticerrors.

27.8
23.4

Source

State capital'

At
founding

4.0

4.4
63.0
43.2
19.8
4.0
3.1
0.9
3.5

a. Includesgrants and loansfrom state agencies.
b. The share of communitycapitalfor 1984-86 is understatedand that of householdcapital
isoverstatedsomewhatbecause"ownfunds"includesnonrepayablecapitalprovidedby the township govemmentas well as intemallyaccumulatedcapital.
c. Includes fiscalrevolvingfunds lent to TVPs,which may be to someextent controlledat
the county rather than the township level. Grant funds from the community govemment for
1984-86 are not included.
d. May include some debts owed to govemment entities, since it includes payables as well
as loans and capital investment provided by other enterprises. The bulk of this capital comes
from outside the locality.
e. Wages payable to workers and investment contributed by them.
f. For time of founding, other funds; for 1984-86, other long-term debt.
Source: Zhou Qiren and Huang Zhuangjun (1987), from a sample of 200 relatively large and
successful TVPsin ten provinces.
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relatively successful community enterprises, primarily township enterprises,
at four points in time. 'The state accounts for only a minuscule share of the
capital requirements even of i:hese larger TVPS run by higher levels of the administrative hierarchy. The critical importance of the community in providing seed capital for community enterprises at founding is obvious. The
community's share diminishes as enterprises develop and generate investment
funds internally. The role of household capital in financing community enterprises is relatively small.
Seed capital for new private enterprises comes in the first place fiom the
founders, who themselves mnayborrow money from friends and relatives.
They may also borrow on the informal credit market and require new workers
to contribute some capital. The bulk of the relatively small capital requirements of private enterprises at time of founding is thus met by household
capital. Successfulprivate firms can rely heavily on reinvestment of internally
accumulated funds, and many have generated sizable productive assets primarily through intemal accumulation. But beyond a certain point selfaccumulation may not be enough to finance rapid expansion, and the potential for tapping household capital is also quickly exhausted. Private
enterprises then naturally turn to sources of community capital, particularly
ABC or RCC loans. The balance sheets of relatively large and successfulprivate
enterprises are thus usually dominated by intemal accumulation and bank
loans. There is a potenirial inconsistency between ownership, which is in reality private (although this may be disguised and the enterprise may have
virtually no equity capital on its books),2 and capital allocation, which to
a large extent involves community capital (exclusively debt finance). In traditional community enterprises, by contrast, ownership and the capital allocation mechanism are much more in harmony.
The role of prices (interesl: rates) in TVP capital allocation mechanisms is
limited. In the case of household capital, interest rates on enterprise and
community bond issues can be distorted upward or downward by community
governments. Moreover, when the main benefit of providing capital is getting a job in a labor-surplus environment, the interest rate does not mean
much, and in fact often no interest payment is involved. Community enterprises do not pay an explicit dividend on equity. Capital from other firms
is often transferred involuntarily (as trade credits) or in return for rewards
other than interest payments (for example, in some compensation trade arrangements). For community capital, interest rates on ABC and other bank
loans are fixed by the central government at below-market equilibriurmlevels,
and rates on RCC loans are only slightly more flexible. Capital from community govemments is in the form of nonrepayable grants or low-interest loans.
In the more advanced areas such as Wuxi, capital seems to have been allocated relatively efficiently despite the lack of price signals. The main reason
is probably that the community govemment has strong incentives for making
the best possible use of its capital resources. In the first place, these resources
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are limited, and the community government faces a relatively hard budget
constraint. Most of the risk in loan-financed investments is borne by community governments rather than by banks or enterprises. The community government is probably better acquainted with the enterprises and investment
projects under its jurisdiction than a provincial or even municipal industrial
bureau is with its subordinate enterprises. In any case, when discrete investment projects are large in relation to the total amount of funds available,
the interest rate may not be a meaningful guide for the allocation of capital.
Financial Risk-Bearing
Closely related to the capital allocation mechanism is the mode of financial
risk-bearing. Entrepreneurial activities inherently involve risk, most of which
is typically not bome by the entrepreneur personally. In the case of community capital, both the community government and the financial system can
absorb risk. When the govemment provides nonrepayable funds to community enterprises, this is a form of risk capital. In the traditional system the
township government also explicitly or implicitly serves as a guarantor for
bank borrowings by township enterprises under its jurisdiction, and the village government does the same for village firms. If an enterprise shuts down,
outstanding debts become the responsibility of its community government
owner and are usually transferred to another enterprise under the same government.
The community government's ability to absorb risk by varying its public
expenditures may be limited, but it can spread risk across its enterprises to
increase the flexibility and ability to absorb lossesof any one firm. This risksharing is usually ad hoc and informal and is most effective when the community industrial structure is relatively diversified. Fluctuations and losses that
are not life-threatening to the enterprise are absorbed by varying the flows
of profits between the enterprise and the community government and,
through delayed loan repayments, between the enterprise and the bank.
Other measures are needed to deal with severe losses, but only rarely is the
firm completely shut down, since bank debts need to be serviced anyway.
Only if there is no cash flow at all is it rational from the viewpoint of the
community government to shut down an enterprise.
The above description applies mainly to areas in which traditional community enterprise development has been relatively successful. Elsewhere much
of the risk associated with TVP activities may be borne by banks or Rccs. The
financial resources of community governments in the more backward areas
are too limited to absorb much risk, and the financial performance of community enterprises may be so poor that they cannot credibly cover each other's
losses and take over the burden of loan repayment. In Shangrao, for example,
a large loan to a hydropower station was collectively guaranteed by all of the
other local township enterprises. By the time the loan fell due, nearly all
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of these firms were running losses and could not even repay their own bank
loans, and so the guarantee was meaningless. In this situation bank loans
become highly risky, and banks in effect provide risk capital.
Banks and RCcs can absorb risk by writing off loans, possibly after selling
off the assets of a defunct enterprise, and by allowing firms to delay repayments of principal and interest, sometimes indefinitely. The latter method
is far more common, especially for community enterprises. Banks often have
an incentive to prevent a community enterprise from failing because once
it shuts down, there is no hope of recouping loans. In Shangrao ABC offices
never call in an overdue loan of a community enterprise. Instead they allow
indefinite delays in repayment and request only that the firm service a small
part of its debt. Sometimes they even provide additional credit in the hope
that the enterprise will be able to turn the situation around.
Risk absorption by the ABC in Shangrao is facilitated by the unusual practice of permitting enterprises to pay interest only on the portion of an overdue loan that is actually being repaid. This allows principal payments to be
much larger than otherwise, and the total annual repayment of principal and
interest may be less than the interest charges alone on the entire loan. With
constant annual repayments, the amount of principal repaid decreases progressively, and in many cases a loan will never be entirely repaid. ABc profits
may be severely affected. But stretching out repayments and not charging
interest when it is due does at least leave open the possibility that a loan
eventually will be repaid if the enterprise returns to profitability. Many lossmaking TvPs in Shangrao, however, have such severe problems that they will
never recover.
The risk-bearing and loss absorption functions taken on by the banking
system in Shangrao severely undermine the banks' symbiotic relationship
with the community governrnent. Banks become very conservative in their
lending, and as they gain independence through banking system reforms they
tend not to lend all of the money absorbed locally in the form of household
deposits. Thus some important linkages are broken, and the severe problems
of these localities may be exacerbated. Forcing banks to lend to questionable
projects and poorly managed firms, as was done in the past with disastrous
results, obviously is not the answer. Bank conservatism is a symptom, not
a cause, of the problems of backward areas.
The banking system in Jieshou has adopted a different strategy of more
aggressive lending, especially to private enterprises, and strong actions to recover unrepaid loans by selling off the property of defunct firms. This is more
feasible because the main asset of many smaller enterprises is their real estate
(land and buildings) and because of the relatively lively real estate market
in Jieshou. Banks' reluctance to lend to traditional community enterprises
is evident, however.
Table 9-4, which pulls together available information on the share of over-
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Table 9-4. Share of Overdue Loans in Total Value of Loans Outstanding
(percent)
Locality

Wuxi

Dongjiangtownship,
Wuxi
Jieshou

Date

Shareof
overdueloans

Sourceof loans

End 1985
End 1986

8
17'

ABCsystem
ABC system

End 1985
End 1985

6

ABC/RCC

8

ABC,loansto TVPsonly

End 1985

10

ICBC,total loans

End 1985
April 1986
End 1986

8
23
8

RCConly
ABCsystem
ABC system

April 1986

15

ABC/RCC

Hebei township,
Jieshou

Nanhai
Pingzhoudistrict,
Nanhai

End 1986
7b
ABC(RCC
Shangrao
End 1986
46
ABC,loans to TVPs
Note:ABC, Agricultural
Bankof China;icBc, Industrial
andCommercial
BankofChina;
RCC, rural credit cooperative.

a. Lessthan4 percentconsisted
of baddebtsconsidered
unrepayable
in the longrun.
b. The shareof laterepaymentloanswouldhavebeen17percentif an unrepaidloanthat
hadfinancedimportsoffakecalculators
fromHongKonghadnotbeenputin a specialcategory.
Source:
Information
fromfieldwork.
due loans in total loans outstanding in the four counties, indicates the importance of risk absorption through delayed repayments. The magnitude of overdue loans in Shangrao is striking. Wuxi and Nanhai also sometimes have
relatively high shares of late loans, but this is a temporary phenomenon
largely related to fluctuations in market conditions, central government monetary policy, and credit controls.
The willingness of the banking system to absorb risks of private enterprises
is severely limited. After a period during which large loans to private enterprises were encouraged, ceilings have been sharply reduced, and in many
cases the bank requires a guarantee from another enterprise or entity. Although some borrowers default, the overall repayment record of private enterprises is probably much better than that of community enterprises, as is
suggested by the experience of Jieshou with its disproportionately high share
of private enterprises.
For household capital provided to private enterprises, any losses are borne
by the provider of the capital. For household capital raised by community
enterprises, repayment of principal and even the return may be guaranteed
by the enterprise or sometimes the community government. Even so, the risk
of late repayment has reportedly made individuals in Wuxi less willing to pro-
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vide capital directly to enterprisesand more willingto deposit their money
in banks, even at a lowver
rate of interest.
TVPS' internallyaccumulatedfundshave considerablerisk-bearingcapacity
if they account for a substantialportion of total capital. In the more developed areas the return these funds earn is usuallyfree to decline sharply in
the face of market fluctuations.In poorerlocalities,however,communityenterprisesmaybe forcedto turn over funds to commtnity governmentsregardless of whether they are earning profits(see chapter 17). Capital-often involuntarypayables-provided by other firmsalsoabsorbssomerisk. But trade
credit is a highly unstable, short-run device, and in any casethe receivables
of the sampleof firmsshownin table 9-3 exceededtheir payables(although
by only a small margin in 19186).
Risk-bearingmechanismsfor TvPs have obviousimperfections,but they
work reasonablywell in the rnoreadvancedareas and for the most part function far better than risk-bearingmechanismsfor state enterprises.The flexibility providedby the pooling and absorptionof risk by communitygovemments in the traditional communityenterprise systemmay in part explain
the successof places such as Wuxi. There are seriousproblems,however, in
more backwardareas.
Interrelationships

and Implications

The interrelationshipsamongthe differentelementsdiscussedabovecan now
be analyzed.Several combinationsof entrepreneurship,capital provision,
risk-bearing,and enterprise managementhave evolved in the TVP sector.
(The concept of management,which has not yet been discussed,is used in
this chapter as a catchallthat includesthe host of routinedecisionsan,dactivities requiredto keep a firmrunning on an even keel. Its scope is broad and
includes some "smaller" entrepreneurial activities.)

The Wuxi System
In the Wuxi modelthe mainlocusof entrepreneurshipis the enterpriseitself,
and the leaders of exisliingfirmsare the entrepreneurs.The early stagesof
new product developmentare financedby enterprises' own capital, which
is allocated in small amounts in a fairly autonomousway by enterprise
leaders. The main source of funds for creation of new firms and for large
investmentprojects is communitycapital. In some respectsthe community
government'srole is similarto that of a providerof venture capitalor a diversified corporationor holding companyin a market economy.The community governmentalso bears some risk and coversfinancialshortfalls(generally only temporary)of specificfirms.Finally, managementis in the hands
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of the enterprise leadership. Some managerial decisions-for example,
hiring labor-may be affected or even determined by the community govemment, but the day-to-day conduct of business is left to the director.
Many of these elements were already present in the prereform period, but
some crucial ones have been added or reinforced since the late 1970s. One
is the linkage between community bank deposits and lending. Greater autonomy for enterprise management and the selection of directors with technical
and managerial backgrounds rather than former community government cadres have also helped to improve the efficiency of the Wuxi model and allowed Wuxi to remain in the forefront of TVP development. In addition, the
fundamental change in the wage system from community work-points to
enterprise-based wages with strong piece-rate and profit-sharing components
appears to have brought about substantial improvements in incentives and
efficiency.
For traditional community enterprises in developed areas, the different elements fit together consistently. Community ownership is consistent with the
mechanism for allocating community capital and with risk-bearing by the
community government, and relatively autonomous management (supported
by appropriate worker incentives) promotes efficiency in operations. The
hard budget constraint of community governments gives them a strong incentive to allocate community capital resources efficiently.
UnsuccessfulCommunityEnterprise Systems
A somewhat different combination of these elements can lead to slow development and costly entrepreneurial failures in the community enterprise sector. In the more backward areas that lack an established base of community
enterprises, entrepreneurial decisions are made by community officials themselves. The inherent difficulties of direct government involvement in entrepreneurship are worsened by the poor quality and lack of relevant experience
of many community government cadres in these areas. Although the community government is forced to take a direct role in entrepreneurship, it is unable to take responsibility for the financial risks of such activities, which are
effectively borne by the banking system. Severe conflicts between the interests of the banking system and the community government have arisen and
have been exacerbated by the independence that banks gained in the reform
period. Finally, in places such as Shangrao there are severe problems with
excessive community government intervention in community enterprise
management and with heavy financial burdens on enterprises (see chapter
17). The lack of a traditional entrepreneurial base and of experience with
establishing and operating TVPS contributes to the difficulties in generating
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Private EnterpriseSystems
There are a number of variants among private enterprises, but in all cases
the initial entrepreneurial impulse comes from the owners or founders of the
firm, who in the early stages have full management autonomy. Household
capital is the primary source of funds for new private enterprises, and risk
is borne by the founders and providers of capital. The relationship among
the different elements is thus consistent, probably reasonably efficient, and
not too different from the configuration for small new firms in other countries.
This changes when private enterprises reach a certain size and their capital
needs exceed what can be supplied from internal accumulation and the limited household capital available. They then typically rely more on community capital from the banking system, which consequently bears some of the
financial risks. This leads to a contradiction between private ownership and
the mechanisms for allocating community capital and for risk-bearing. The
insecurity of private ownership of substantial concerns exacerbates the problem. There may be strong pressure to convert large and successfulprivate enterprises into community enterprises of one sort or another. This may not
be opposed by the private owners because it offers a sounder political position, better access to community capital coffers, and improved social status
for the owners and their families. Conversions are especially easy where, as
in Jieshou, many private enterprises officially registered as collective firms in
the early 1980s.
In Nanhai conversion takes the form of a joint venture by the private entrepreneur and the cornmunity government. The firm typically becomes a
collective that is "contracted" to the owner-founder. The private partner
often seems to retain some lcind of claim on the assets he provides to the
new enterprise, as well as management authority and status as residua,lclaimant. He may be able to solidify his position and perhaps even to reap some
of his successful firm's large capital gains. In one case the private partner
"contributed" all of his enterprise's large debts as well as its assets to the joint
venture. Moreover, the assets consisted largely of inventories of goods that
were selling very slowly, such as electric fan motors. In another case there
may have been side payments to relatives of the owner who worked in government offices.
Since the collectivization of private enterprises involves only rather large
firms, quantitatively this trend is overwhelmed by the rapid growth of the
private sector as a whole. But as more and more private enterprises grow to
respectable size, the problem could become more serious. Incentives for large
private enterprises are distorted, and there is great scope for corruption and
other irregularities involving community government officials. Moreover, in
the areas where large private enterprises have been allowed to develop, the
traditional community enterprise sector was generally unsuccessful owing to
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the reasons mentioned above and to the predatory fiscal practices of local
community governments (see chapter 17). There is no reason why these same
problems will not arise in converted private enterprises. This seems to be
occurring in Jieshou, where government agencies pad the payrolls of converted firms to relieve local employment problems. The director of a large
(about ninety employees) food-processing factory asserted that the efficiency
of his firm would decline if it became a collective because he would no longer
have sufficient autonomy in relations with the local government. In another
large private food-processing plant (150 employees), one-third of the workers
were hired at the request of government cadres.
If outright conversion of private enterprises into community enterprises is
avoided, a somewhat different pattern may emerge. Banking institutions already see well-established private enterprises as solid borrowers. If past experience leads banks to distrust traditional community enterprises, as is true
in Shangrao and to a lesser extent in Jieshou, the banks may increasingly
provide loans directly to private enterprises, with significant implications for
the future role of community govemments. This is only a potential long-term
trend, since at present lending to large private enterprises is still heavily mediated by community governments.

Trends and Issues
This section first looks at trends in the ownership structure of China's TVP
sector. It then briefly discussesthe future evolution of the local banking system and how it might affect TVP capital allocation and risk-bearing mechanisms. Finally, the section focuses on how to promote TVP development in
the backward areas where it has largely failed so far and how to deal with
the increasing number of large and successful private enterprises.
Ownership Trends

Table 9-5 shows trends in the ownership structure of Chinese industry as a
whole over the past fifteen years. The two most striking features are the
steady decline in the share of the state sector in gross value of industrial output (GVIO) in the 1970sand 1980sand the rise in the shareof the TVP sector,
which began accelerating in 1984. The latter trend makes the changing
structure of ownership within the TVP sector all the more important. Unfortunately there is no breakdown below the village level, but the sharp rise in
the share of below-village industry in 1985 and 1986 suggests that the share
of private enterprises has indeed grown considerably. (Before 1980 virtually
all of the village-and-below portion of GVIO must have been produced by village and production team enterprises.) Hence the share of private enterprises
is rising steadily at the expense of community enterprises, and within the
community enterprise sector the share of the top tier (township enterprises)

Table 9-5. The Ownership Structure of Chinese Industry, 1971-78
(percentage of total GyVo)
Ownership

1971

1975

1978

1980

1981

1982

1983

1984,

1985

1986

State

85.9

81.2

77.6

75.1

74.3

73.8

72.6

67.6

64.9

62.2

Urban collective
Urban individual

10.9

13.7

13.7

14.4

14.1

14.3

14.4

15.9

14.8

. . .

. . .

. . .

0.0

0.0

0.1

0.1

0.2

15.6
0.3b

1.1
15.2
7.7

1.2b
18.0
8.1

1.5
21.3
9.3

6.0

6.8

1.5

3.1

i .5

3.1I'

7.5
4.5
4.5

Urban other
Rural nonstate
Township

0.5

3.2
1.6

5.1
2.6

8.7
4.8

10.0
5.4

0.6
11.0
5.9

1.6

2.5

3.9

4.6

5.1

.

.

...

0.7
11.2
6.0

0.8
12.1
6.3

5.2

5.8

Village
B

village

Below village
°

Share of TVP GVIO
Township

50.2

51.2

55.5

53.9

53.8

53.8

52.4

Village
Below village

49.8

48.8

44.5

46.1

46.2

46.2

47.6

I

0.2

50.5

45.1

43.5

39.6

37.9

35.2

9.9

17.0

21.3

... Zero or negligible.
Note: Percentages for 1971-80 were calculated from gross industrial output value figures in 1970 constant accounting prices, for 1981-83 in 1980 constant prices,
and for 1984-86 in current prices.
a. Since data for current prices are not available for 1984, the shares of ownership forms other than rural nonstate industry (for which data in current prices are
available) were calculated from their constant price shares.
b. Since nominal figures were not available, shares were calculated on the assumption that the relative shares of each in nominal individual and other industrial
output

value areethe samrea. the re-ea!
shares..

c. Of this, 1.6 percent consisted of output of partnerships and 1.5 percent was output of individual enterprises.
Sources:State Statistical Bureau (1983), p. 215; (1985 a), pp. 20, 239; (1986a), pp. 130, 182, 224, 227; (1987b), p. 3; (1987c), p. 20; (1987d), p. 21.
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is increasing or at least stable, whereas that of the lower tiers (village and
especially production team enterprises) is declining. These trends mean that
in addition to a shift from community to private enterprises, a "hollowing
out" of the middle of the TVP sector may be occurring. There is a great deal
of diversity among provinces, counties, and even local rural communities,
however, and in some areas trends may be different.
Information from the four counties, which are at least to some degree
representative of the rest of China, illustrates the trends. Table 9-6 shows
output shares of different types of industrial TVPS in Nanhai during 1978-86.
After an initial sharp decline the share of township enterprises has stabilized
and even increased somewhat, reflecting the county's policy of developing
large "backbone" enterprises in every township. The share of village firms
first rose rapidly and then fluctuated at about 30 percent. The share of production team firms has fallen sharply since 1984.
The trend toward privatization of lower-level community enterprises in
Nanhai is even more striking if the large number of such firms contracted
to individuals is taken into account. Contracting gives the manager effective
control over the enterprise and status as residual claimant and often serves
as a prelude to outright sale of the firm to the individual concerned. Sometimes the very act of contracting seems to involve an implicit transfer of ownership rights. In one case a village enterprise was contracted to individuals
who were required under the contract to turn over Y20,000 in profits to the
village each year. The firm became highly profitable, and two years later the
contractors bought it from the village, but they paid only Y10,000, the depreciated book value of the enterprise's assets. The price did not reflect the increased value of the firm (in income-generating capability) during the period
of the contract. In effect, the right to capital gains from increased profitability was implicitly given to the contractors in the act of contracting. If this
example is at all representative, a large part of the village and production
team sector is already effectively under private management and control. In
Xiqiao town, Nanhai County, nearly half of all industrial village enterprises

Table 9-6. The Changing OwnershipStructure of IndustrialTVPs,
Nanhai, 1978-86
(percentageof grossincomeof industrialTVPs)
Ownership

1978

1980

1983

1984

1985

1986

Townshipand town
Village
Productionteam l

68
11
21

35
39
26

32
36
32

35
37
22

43
31
16

40
35
13

6

10

12

Private

J

Source:Informationfrom fieldwork.
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and more than 90 percent of production team firms have already been contracted to individual management. In Nanzhuang town, Nanhai County,
there was a wholesale privatization of production team enterprises and a flowering of private enterprises in 1984 after the Central Committee's Document
No. 1 clearly permitted the development of private enterprise.
In Shangrao, as can be seen from table 9-7, township enterprises, village
enterprises, and production team firms have all seen their shares in the GVIO
of the TVP sector decline precipitously. Community enterprises in Shangrao
are in danger of being left behind if they cannot improve their efficiency.
Private enterprises have the great advantage of being better able than community enterprises to escape predatory fiscal practices by community governments. Comparable data are not available for Jieshou, but they would show
a similar "tipping" away from community enterprises and toward private enterprises. In Jieshou's rural areas wholesale privatization of village and production team enterprises through outright sale or contracting occurred when
the PRS was implemented in 1979-80. In Zhuanji township all village and
production team enterprises were contracted or sold to individuals at that
time. In Jinzhai township about half of the registered industrial township enterprises are actually private firms that had received financial support from
the township government.
Production team enterprises are dying out in most if not all of rural China.
This is not surprising, since with the implementation of the iRs teams lost
their main economic and adiministrative function, the exercise of control
over agricultural land. Village enterprises are also generally declining, especially if contracting is taken into account. The private sector continues to
boom, and township enterprises appear to be holding their own in many localities and even continue to be the leading sector of TVP growth in places
such as Wuxi, where village enterprises are also in a strong position.
Table 9-7. The Ownership Structure of IndustrialTVPs, Shangrao,
1978-86
(percentageof GVIO of TVPs)
Ownership
Township and town
Village
Production team
Private
Partnershipsa
Individual
-

1983

1984

1985

1986

43
41
16
0
0
0

47
30
1
22
17
5

43
22
0
35
23
12

32
18
0
50
27
23

Not applicable.

a. It is likely that a number of production team enterprises simply switched to the jointhousehold (cooperative) category in 1984 without greatly changing their organizational or management structure.
Source: Information from fieldwork.
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Analysis of Trends
The analytical framework developed earlier can aid understanding of ownership trends. The communities to which village enterprises and especially production team firms belong appear suboptimal in size for their capital allocation and risk-bearing roles: they can neither raise sufficient capital for
large-scale expansion nor absorb much risk. Production teams, in particular,
do not have enough firms to spread the risk to any great extent. In addition,
since Rccs are township-level organizations, village and production team authorities do not participate much in determining their lending. And when
the PRS was implemented, many teams simply wiped out their collective industrial assets by selling or contracting their enterprises to individuals.
Township enterprises have the best access to community capital and are
part of a high-level risk-sharing system in large communities. The richer,
more industrialized rural areas generate more community funds than are
needed for basic local public expenditures, and these funds are available for
risky TVP investments. Since townships are now established as the lowest
level of govemment, township enterprises also have superior administrative connections. Private enterprises, however, have greater flexibility and
stronger incentives for proprietors, and the pressure of rural surplus labor
stimulates the creation of small enterprises. Thus firms at both extremes of
the TVP spectrum have strengths that may give them a competitive edge over

the

TVPS

in the middle.

By this reasoning villages with more economic resources, more firms,
greater diversification of product structure, and better administrative connections with the banking system should be able to survive and even thrive.
Villages in Wuxi for the most part fit this description, which partly explains
why the village enterprise sector has done so well there. The integration of
village enterprises into industrial administration at the township level also
is greater in Wuxi than in other localities (see chapter 7). Hence Wuxi's village enterprise sector should be viewed to a large extent as an integral part
of the township enterprise sector. By contrast, townships that are too small
and lack economic resources and risk-bearing capabilities may stagnate because they cannot put together the "critical mass" needed for successfuldevelopment of community enterprises. Most of Shangrao's townships are in this
category. Townships in Jieshou that are distant from the central town also
are having great difficulties in developing community enterprises.
Thus three different patterns of local TVP development contribute to the
overall trends: maintenance of a dominant township enterprise sector in a
relatively few counties like Wuxi; a steady shift toward private development
at the expense of all levels of community enterprises, as in Shangrao and
Jieshou;and, where a more diversified pattern of ownership persists, as in
Nanhai, a tendency for the top and bottom tiers (township enterprises and
private enterprises) to expand at the expense of the middle tiers (village and
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production team enterprises). The tendencies toward polarization and privatization of the TVP sector will have interesting implications if thLeycontinue over a long period.
The Future of the Community BankingSystem
In the traditional community enterprise system local banks funnel community savings into investment projects and enterprises chosen by the community government. The banks are an integral part of the mechanism for allocating community capital, but at least in the advanced areas they bear almost
no risk. Reforms in the banking system, changing ownership pattems for
TVPS,
and increasing factor mobility may drastically alter the role of local
banks and RCCS, with consequences for investment financing and risk-bearing
in the TVP sector that are important but hard to predict. As long as banks
remain community financial institutions that do not freely lend funds outside, measures to increase their independence in decisions on specific loans
are not likely to generate great changes in localities such as Wuxi where the
traditional community enterprise system is working well. The reforms may
even improve efficiency by providing a further check on inappropriate capital
allocation decisions. The linkage of loans and deposits and the near inability
to lend outside the locatlitymean that banks, in effect, will still function to
a great extent as commtnity financial institutions. Greater independence for
the banking system in t]he more backward areas or where traditional community enterprise development is not working well has more serious consequences, since the banks are likely to become more conservative about lending to community enterprises. To the extent that this results in less total
lending within the cornmunity, capital could flow out of the community
through the hierarchical banlcing system itself if not as a result of deliberate
decisions by branches. Within the community banks may prefer to lend to
private enterprises, which would accelerate the decline in the share of the
community enterprise sector. If local banks increasingly pull capital out of
their communities and invest it elsewhere, deposit mobilization, hitherto
aided by community government support and campaigns, might suffer. The
community government might even establish its own captive financial institutions, which would siphon deposits away from the banks.
Making interest rates more important in capital allocation in the TVP sector would be difficult at present. Community governments strive to support
TVP development regardless of interest rates, although higher rates do increase financial risks. Moreover, even rather high interest rates would probably not attract a great deal of community capital out of the localities where
it is generated. This is certainly true of the more advanced areas, where returns to local investment are high. Any intercommunity credit flows elicited
by higher interest rates would be primarily from poorer communities to more
industrialized ones.
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Decentralization of ownership of banks and RCCs to the township level or
even below might have little effect on relationships between banks and community governments in such places as Wuxi. But it could easily promote continued or even greater misuse of community savings by community govern
ments in backward areas. Hence decentralization of bank ownership to this
level might be dangerous.
Decentralization of ownership in the banking system would be counterproductive unless there is competition. But it may be hard to introduce much
competition into the banking system at the township level in the near future.
Where RCCS have been made more independent from ABC township credit
offices, as in Jieshou and Shangrao, there tends to be a strict division of labor
and clients between the two institutions. Any competition in the systemusually comes when the urban Industrial and Commercial Bank sets up branches
in townships, as has occurred in Nanhai. Competition between community
and noncommunity financial institutions would be unequal, since the community govemment would invariably favor the former,3 but over time it
might undermine the mechanism for allocating community capital.
The banking system as presently structured is not well suited to bear a great
deal of risk from TVP activities. First, liabilities (deposits) are risk-free, which
makes it difficult for banking institutions to hold risky assets such as TVP
loans, and banks have no reserve cushions to absorb losses from bad loans.
Second, since banks are not owners or formal residual claimants on the income flows from TVPS, it is not appropriate for them to absorb a great deal
of risk. For community enterprises the primary risk-bearing institution should
be their owners, the community govemments.
Over the longer term the question of how community govemments themselves should diversify their risks will become increasingly important. In developed areas such as Wuxi community govemments diversify risks by setting
up numerous enterprises in different industries. Even so, Wuxi is buffeted by
the changing fortunes of the machinery industry, and Xiqiao town in Nanhai
County is even more seriously affected by market changes in the textile industry. In backward areas community enterprise development is difficult and
highly risky, and the limited financial and human resources of community
govemments leave little room for diversification. The introduction of financial instruments that could be bought and sold by community governments
and that allow flows of capital among localities would help diversify risk.
Moreover, such instruments would enhance capital mobility and help ease
the capital constraints that limit firm size in the TVP sector.
BackwardAreas
The misalignment of the different elements of the entrepreneurship-capitalownership nexus contributes significantly to the problems of backward areas
such as Shangrao. But perhaps even more fundamental is the problem of fiscal
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predation by community governments in those areas (see chapter 17).4 If this
problem is solved, the limited mobility of entrepreneurs among communities,
localities, and regions could become a serious constraint. An area such as
Shangrao has most of the ingredients needed for successful developrment of
small-scale manufacturing inclustries: cheap, relatively well-educated labor,
natural resources, and enough capital, including some aid from the central
government, to get started at least. What it seriously lacks are entrepreneurs
and their networks, as well as good, experienced managers. If these could
be brought in from outside antd if the problem of fiscal predation could be
resolved, Shangrao would have good potential for TVP development.
Private Enterprises
The problems and distortions caused by ambiguous government policy toward
sizableprivate enterprises are becoming more and more evident. The irnsecurity felt by successful private entrepreneurs may adversely affect their incentives once their firms grow to a certain size. Moreover, it leads to all sorts
of distortions and to great leeway for corruption in the relationships between
these enterprises and community govemment officials. None of the ways of
dealing with large private enterprises practiced in the four counties is particularly effective or efficient. The central government has made an important
first step toward rectifying the problem by formally legalizing large private
enterprises and removing the previous (unenforced) ceilings on the number
of employees individual proprietorships could hire. But it will take considerable time and effort to change ingrained patterns of status stratification and
discrimination against private enterprises at the local level (see chapter 7).
Clarifying and strengthening the property rights of large private entrepreneurs is clearly necessary and would undoubtedly improve the situation in
many respects, but it would exacerbate the inconsistency with the rnechanism for allocating community capital. A possible solution would be to have
community capital supplied to private enterprises, particularly risk capital,
carry certain limited ownership rights-most important, the right to reap
profits and capital gains from subsequent development of the enterprise. Bank
loans to large private enterprises could be converted into a form of nonvoting
equity held by the bank that provided the funds. Since the private enterprises
concerned are large and successful, the increased risk to the banking system
should be manageable.

Notes
1. The Wuxi plant's main competitoris a state-ownedmachineryworkshopunder Shengli
Oilfieldthat producesseveralhundrediunits per year. But the state firm'sproductioncostsare
much higher, and qualityis poor.
2. The common practice of "repaying"the founders'seed capital as soon as the enterprise
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is financially comfortable leaves it with no equity other than intemal accumulation, and it is
commonly thought in China that intemally accumulated assets belong to "the enterprise itself'
rather than to the founders or owners.
3. But the ability of community govemments to influence local residents' choices of where
to put their savings may be limited. Many rural people deposit their money in outside banks,
sometimes because they feel that big-city banks offer greater security but more often because
they do not want local bank or RCC personnel to know how much money they have.
4. Fiscal predation is related to the inability of community governments to absorb risk. Their
largely fixed public expenditures are so great in relation to their normal revenues that they cannot tolerate much variation in the latter and hence cannot absorb much risk.

Part

III

Performance

A careful evaluation of the performance of China's TVP sector and its components is a prerequisite for an overall assessment of the sector and of the reform
and policy options for the future. The three papers in this part contain a
preliminary analysis of different aspects of TVP performance.
In chapter 10 Wang Xiaolu focuses on capital formation and utilization
and its impact on TVP efficiency and performance. He first looks at the external environment for capital formation. Originally TVPs depended on transfers
of agricultural surplus (in several forms) to finance their development. Currently, however, there is considerable variation in sources of funding, as a
survey of the four sample counties indicates. In all cases community accumulation (including retained profits), bank loans, and payables are the main
sources of funds, but their relative importance varies by ownership as well
as geographically. As a result of administrative pressures and distortions
(rather than purely economic factors), community enterprises rely on bank
loans much more than do private enterprises.
Wang then turns to intemal mechanisms for capital formation. Community govemments strongly press community goals on their enterprises,
whereas enterprise managers tend to emphasize firm-level objectives. A large
proportion of the profits of community enterprises is remitted to community
govemments, and the proportion of these profits reinvested in the enterprises
is highly unstable. As a result, firms depend increasingly on credit financing.
Excessive community govemment levies on TVP profits have interfered with
the smooth development of enterprises, especially in Shangrao. The rapid
run-up of workers' wages and managers' compensation in many community
enterprises also saps firms' reinvestment capacities.
Wang next discusses capital productivity and the substantial differences
among the four counties and among firms under different forms of ownership.
Township enterprises generate fewerprofits and tax payments per unit of capital than other types of TVPS in the same locality, a phenomenon for which
Wang suggests several possible explanations. Capital productivity has de219
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clined in the township enterprisesof Wuxi and Nanhai, but it has risen in
Jieshou, from a much lower initial level. Wuxi and Nanhai have also seen
substitutionof capital for labor, a tendencythat has not been significantin
Jieshou. These different pattems are related to local labor market conditions-as soon as local surplusagriculturallabor is absorbed, communities tend to increasecapital intensityrather than hire additionalworkersfrom
outside. Wang arguesthat capital intensification,although rational from the
viewpoint of individual comLmunities,is inefficientfrom a natiorkalperspective.
The chapter closes with a discussionof the continuing inabilityof TVPS
to attain largerfirmsizesand of the consequences-high costs,scatteredlocation patterns, excessivecompetition, and other problems.The persistence
of smallfirmsizeis tracedto the communityorientation of TVPS, which limits
their expansion.
In chapter 11 Jan Svejnar looksat productiveefficiencyand employment
in Chinese TVPS on the basis of theoretical models and econometric approachesdevelopedfor the studyof cooperativefirmsin other countries. His
analysisof productiveefficiencyis basedon Cobb-Douglasand translogproduction functions, augmentedby dummyvariablesthat represent different
counties, ownershipforms,and workercompensationschemes.The analysis
of labor utilization is based on an enterprise objective function equation,
which is specifiedas a geometricaverageof three possibleenterprise goals:
maximizing profits, generating employment, and increasing average wages

above local market-clearinglevels.
The next sectionpresentsthe main empiricalresults.An importantfinding
is that, other things being equal, ownershipappearsto be unrelatedto productive efficiency.The coefficients on county dummyvariablesindicate that
the productivityof sample firms in Wuxi, Nanhai, and Jieshou counties is
more or less the same but thLatfirms in Shangrao lag significantlybehind.
The substantial technical prcigressover time confirmsthat intensive rather
than merely extensive growth has been responsiblefor the TVP sectDr'sobservedsuccessfulperformnance.
The coefficientson labor and capital suggest
that TVPS operate in the zoneof mildlyincreasingretums to scale. Finally,
sample TVPS that use a fixed-wage-plus-bonus
system or an intemal workpoint systemtend to be more productivethan those that use pure piece rates,
a combinationof fixed wagesand piece rates, or a fixedwage plus year-end
dividend.
The analysisof labor utilizationpractices also yields some significantresults. In general, TvPs appear to link employmentclosely to output levels
and to economizeon labor as wagesrise. Thus they recognizethe tradeoff
between wagesand employment,and featherbeddingseemsnot to be a significant phenomenon overall. (This last result contrastswith qualitative evidence of overstaffingin someenterprisesreportedin chapter 14.) Significant
associations between ownership forms and compensation schemes are lack-
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ing, except that private enterprises appear to have paid more attention to
local alternative wage levels in their employment decisions in recent years.
The chapter closes with a reiteration of the most important findings: ownership does not appear to be systematically related to productive efficiency;
group incentive schemes may be associated with higher productivity than individual incentive schemes; the behavior of local authorities may have a significant influence on TVP productivity, as is indicated by the relative inefficiency in Shangrao County; TVPS seem to operate under mildly increasing
returns to scale and have on the whole experienced rapid increases in productivity over time; and there is some evidence that the employment practices
of TVps have been shifting away from the objective of employment generation
as such and toward employment levels that reflect the marginal productivity
of labor.
In chapter 12 Wang Tuoyu undertakes an empirical analysis of regional patterns of TVP development, assessesrecent and current trends, and draws some
policy implications. He first looks at indicators of TVP development and efficiency for three groups of provinces, classifiedaccording to whether their TVP
sectors are developed, developing, or underdeveloped. Wang shows that the
level of development of China's TVP sector declines progressively from east
to west. Moreover, there are big differences in the internal structure of the
TvP sector among the three regions. The share of industry is highest in the
developed region, whereas construction plays an important role in the underdeveloped areas and commerce is relatively more important in the developing
region. In general, the developed areas emphasize capital- and technologyintensive industrial activities, whereas in the underdeveloped region laborintensive activities and industries based on natural resources are more important.
The chapter moves on to review recent growth performance in different
regions. One of Wang's most important findings is that the gaps in TVCE development between more developed and less developed regions have been
widening. In the TVP sector as a whole, however, this tendency was offset
in 1984-85 by the rapid growth of private enterprises, which showed more
regional balance.
Wang then looks at the prospects for reducing regional imbalances in future
TVP development. After reviewing the sources of investment financing for
TVPS, he concludes that the possibilities for redirecting resources to the underdeveloped region are limited and that there is a danger that regional imbalances will grow worse. A number of policy measures to ameliorate the situation are put forward: free interregional flows of labor and of other factors
of production should be encouraged; private enterprises, which have already
played a significant role in reducing regional imbalances, should be allowed
to develop further; and the limited amount of state support available for the
more backward areas should be targeted at sound investment projects and
at areas with low per capita incomes and poorer agricultural resources.

10
Capital Formation
and Utilization
Wang Xiaolu

China's industrial TVP sector has developed rapidly over the past several
years-much faster than state industryin numberof enterprises,valueof output, and profits. Communityenterprises, especiallythose run by townships
and villages(TVCES), form the mainstayof the industrialTVP sector, whereas
individualfirmsand partnershipscomprisethe private sector. Enterprisesrun
by production teams share some of the characteristics of community enter-

prises but increasinglyresembleprivate enterprisesin manyways.This chapter analyzescapital formationand capital productivityin China's TVE' sector
and especiallyfor TVCES.

The External Environment for Capital Formation
The sourcesof fundsfor TVP industryvary considerablyamongcounties.The
capital structureof samplefirmisin 1985 is shown in table 10-1. After shortterm funds such as payables are deducted, the principal and most stable
sources of capital are community financial accumulation (including internal
accumulation by the firmIsthemselves) and bank loans. This section will look
at external sources of capital. A subsequent section discusses internal accumulation, which TVPs also rely on heavily for expansion.
Agricultural Surplus and i'nitialRural IndustrialDevelopment
In its early stages TVP industry depended greatly on capital from agriculture.
Since Wuxi and Nanhai counties were agriculturally developed, TVP ilndustry
there got an early start and developed rapidly. In Shangrao and Jieshou counties agriculture was backward and TVP industry developed slowly.
Agricultural surplus is turned into investment for TVP industry in three

ways.
* Mandatory agriculturalaccumulationthroughcommunes and brigades.This
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channel was important during the people's commune period but no
longer exists.
* Personalsavings. Most new private enterprises use this channel to get
established. Community enterprises often raise funds by requiring new
workers to invest in the firm.
* Support from financial institutions. The level of lending by banks and
credit cooperatives is linked to local deposits. Earlier, the agricultural
surplus had a decisive influence on the supply of credit funds, but in
some developed regions bank savings now come mainly from industrial
income.
The Significanceof Credit Funds
The proportion of bank loans in total capital varies among counties and has
changed over time (table 10-2). Wuxi and Nanhai counties are both economically developed but represent two different patterns. Wuxi's dependence
on bank loans was extremely small in the early stages but has increased steadily over the past several years. To satisfy demand from TVPS, local banks are
systematically borrowing from banks in other areas that have surplus funds
and are lending this money to local enterprises. Nanhai TvPS relied heavily
on bank loans from the very beginning, and their dependence has continued
to grow. In general, bank loans have occupied a dominant place in enterprise
capital. Of the two less developed counties, Jieshou relies heavily on bank
loans, while Shangrao is the least dependent on bank loans, mainly because
numerous investment failures there destroyed local TVPS' credibility and
banks tightened controls to cut down on risk.
In general, the scale of credit is closely related to local bank deposits. The
Table 10-1. Sources of Fundsfor Sample Firms, 1985
(percentage of total capital)

Source

Wuxi

Jieshou

Nanhai

Shangrao'

Townshipand villagegovernment
fundsb

Bank loansc
Payables
Other'

43.5

33.3

22.8

41.3

16.4
19.4
20.7

24.1
13.3
29.3

49.7
12.0
15.5

4.2
17.9
36.6

a. Based on aggregate statistics for six townships in Shangrao rather than for sample firms.
b. Includes both grants from community govemments and intemal accumulation by TVPs
from retained profits. In addition, sample firms tended to include in this category capital from
"owners," even if they were private individuals.
c. Includes loans from rural credit cooperatives.
d. Includes wages payable, state support funds, loans from govemment departments, capital
from individuals and groups, special funds, depreciation funds, and miscellaneous funds.
Sources: Enterprise Quantitative Questionnaire and information from fieldwork.
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Table 10-2. Bank Loans as a Shareof Total Capital of SampleTVPs, 1970-85
(percent)
Year

Wuxi

Jieshou

Nanhai

Shangrao'

1970

4.4

38.3

n.a.

1975
1978

0.5
0.9

44.0
34.2

n.a.
n.a.

n.a.
II.a.
n.a.

1980
1981
1982
1983
1984
1985

8.8
9.0
7.3
10.7
23.0
16.4

20.7
27.6
24.8
26.8
30.2
24.1

32.2
34.4
42.0
36.4
50.5
49.7

7.2
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
4.2

n.a. Not available.
a. Basedon aggregatestatisticsfor six townships.
Sources:EnterpriseQuantitative Questionnaireand informationfromfieldwork.

banking system is highly regionalized. Local deposits constitute the basic
source of funds for loans to support the growth of local TVP industry, and
cross-regional financial exchanges are limited. This creates a feedback:mechanism whereby wages, personal bank deposits, and loans to local TVPS ratchet
upward. Once bank deposits exceed a certain level, they can have a snowball
effect on the development of rvp industry. All of the sample counties except
Shangrao have reached this stage.
This kind of capital circulation has some weaknesses. Lack of a competitive mechanism (the result of limited cross-regional capital mobility) affects
the optimization of factor allocation and reduces the efficiency of capital utilization.
Soft Constraints on Credit Fumls
dependence on bank loans varies greatly with ownership. Community
enterprises depend much more heavily on bank credit than do private enterprises. As the figuresbelow, from the Enterprise Quantitative Questionnaire,
show, the share of bank loans in total capital for the sample private enterprises in Jieshou was consisterntly lower than for the community enterprises.'
TVPs'

Percentage
of totalcapital
Typeof enterprise
TVCES

Private enterprises

1983
25.4
21.0

1984
29.1
13.5

1985
33.3
14.5

1986
25.6
17.7

The discrepancy is even greater in Nanhai, where township enterprises depend more heavily on bank loans than do village enterprises.' (Lending to
private enterprises was minuscule during 1980-85.)
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Percentage
of totalcapital
Typeof enterprise
Township enterprises
Village enterprises
Private and production
team firms

1981
33.4
9.6

1982
39.6
7.2

1983
45.9
8.3

1984
40.3
4.3

0

0

0

0

1985
60.4
13.7
3.5

1986
46.7
16.6
0

Bank loans have become an essential source of funds for the normal business operations of township enterprises. This is not because township enterprises are less risky investments or have better credibility than other types
of firms. Indeed, the profit rate on capital for township enterprises in the
four counties is invariably lower than that of other types of TVPS, and the
proportion of township enterprises in financial difficulties is higher. In 1985,
11 percent of industrial township enterprises in Wuxi suffered losses, and the
loss rate (the ratio of total losses to aggregate profit) for all township enterprises was 3.2 percent, whereas that for village enterprises was only 0.6 percent. In Nanhai 18 percent of industrial township enterprises were operating
in the red in 1985, and the loss rate was 9.1 percent. Only 1.5 percent of
village enterprises suffered losses, and the loss rate was 0.7 percent. In 1986,
30 percent of industrial township enterprises in Nanhai had losses, and the
loss rate rose to 61.3 percent, but only 3.1 percent of Nanhai's village enterprises had losses, and the loss rate was only 1.9 percent.3
Money-losing TVCES typically stay in business, despite their inability to
repay debts, for two reasons. First, the community government can shift the
responsibility for repaying the debts of a specific firm to its other enterprises,
which reduces the risk for both the community government and the bank.
Second, in the absence of a capital market, the bank provides the only access
to capital for enterprises, and banks keep investing in debt-ridden TVCES because of pressures from community governments acting from nonprofit motives. Moreover, since the principle of a regional balance of loans and deposits has severed horizontal links among banks, local banks can hardly find any
better lending channels on their own. Bank loans are obviously beneficial
for the enterprises. Interest rates are low and rarely fluctuate with changes
in supply and demand (although there has been some tendency for nominal
rates to rise in recent years); part of the loans can be paid off from before-tax
profits, which in fact transfers the burden of repayment to government finance; and if firms run into operational difficulties, they can postpone repayment.
The Agricultural Bank of China (ABC) branch in Jieshou reports that by
the end of 1985 the county's TVPS had Y2.09 million in overdue loans. This
figure included Y490,000 in bad debts owed by 124 firms that had closed.
Overdue loans accounted for more than 20 percent of the Y9 million in outstanding loans to TVPS in the county, and bad debts exceeded 5 percent of
the outstanding balance. In 1986 the bank took steps to press for repayment,
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deduct guarantors'money, and clear bankrupt firms'assets, but it got back
only 26 percent of overcluepaymentsand 18 percent of bad debts.
The lack of lawsand regulationsto protect the legal rights of creditorsis
another important reason for the worsening situation. In general, TVPS
(mainly township enterprises)have little trouble obtaining credit, and this
partly explains their heavy dependenceon debt in their operations. This
method of "debt management"(seeZhou Qiren and Huang Zhuangjun1987)
has enabledTVP industryto developrapidly,but it has alsomeant that some
firmshave a shaky financialstructure. Severefluctuationsoccur becausethe
growth of TVP industry is only too easily affectedby changes in the supply
of credit. Furthermore,the availabilityof abundant credit has maskedpoor
management in some firms.Unprofitableor money-losingfirmshave been
able to coexistwith successfulenterprisesand have wasted largeamolnts of
scarce capital funds.
The Internal Mechanism for Capital Formation
Capital formation within firms is influencedby the claimsand prioritiesof
communitygovernmentsand by the enterprises'own capacity to make and
reinvestprofits.The similaritiesand differencesbetween the goalsof community governmentsand communityenterprise managersas well as the influence that governmentshave on enterprisesare importantissues.
TownshipGoalsand EnterPrise
Objectives
In the four sample counties township govemmentsexercise supervision
over subordinatefirmsdirectlyor throughorganizationssuch as township industrial corporations(TICS). TDwnshipgovernmentsusuallyhave authority
to appoint factorydirectors, inspect factoryperformance,set annual targets
for profitsand value of output, allocate labor and managewages,guarantee
enterprises'bank loans, act as liaisonagenciesin expandingenterprises'business ties, and help enterprisessell part of their production. The relationsbetween townshipgovernmentsand their enterprisesresemblein somewaysthe
ties between state institutionsand state-ownedenterprisesand in other ways
those between a general corporationand its branch companiesor factories
in a market economy. But unlike state institutionson the one hand, township governmentsface a competitivemarket that does not allowthem to provide monopoly protection to township enterprises. They cannot implement

mandatoryproduction plans or determine prices. On the other hand, they
corporationsin that they are not merelysuperior
differfrom market-economny
managersor parent corporationsof townshipenterprises.As governmentinstitutions, they have multipleobjectives,not just profit maximizationor enterprise development, and they often try to push their noneconomicgoals
on firms.
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According to responses to the Township Leader Questionnaire, township
governments see TvP development as having three main objectives: providing
employment opportunities for surplus rural labor in the township, raising
local living standards, and increasing township governments' financial revenue. Communities that face a surplus labor problem give priority to increasing employment; otherwise, the emphasis is on the latter two objectives. The
survey results show that township governments act as strong representatives
of their communities. They expand their revenues through profit remittances
from the firms, and they seek to increase employment and raise local living
standards by requiring township enterprises to absorb more labor, by supporting unprofitable or money-losing firms, and by transferring part of enterprises'
profits to local residents. There is a premise that income within the community should be relatively balanced, and local TVps are asked to pursue steady
increases in wages for their workers. Since the employment and welfare targets obviously run counter to profit maximization, township governments
weigh the tradeoffs and often sacrifice the profit motive.
The industrial development targets set by village leaders are usually similar
to those set by township govemments. The difference is that villages may
have less power to manage and control enterprises and have less money
for public expenditures at the village level. But village leaders are often
prompted by a stronger desire to maximize per capita income in the village.
Although TVCEs are subordinate to community governments, the objectives of TVcE directors differ sharply from those set by these governments.
In response to a question about objectives, almost all directors of sample firms
(the bulk of which were TVCES)placed "pursuing long-term and stable development of the firm" first among nine choices. Other targets singled out by
directors included "creating famous brand products and improving the enterprise's credibility," "pursuing maximum profits," "improving workers' per capita income level," and "improving the intemal management of the enterprise." These choices are all related to the prosperity of the enterprise and
its workers. Factory directors placed at the bottom of the list the objectives
that are the main ones for township governments-increasing employment,
promoting local prosperity, and increasing financial revenue.
The motives of enterprises fall into three main categories: long-term development, maximum profits, and maximum per capita income within the enterprise. Thus TVP managers have the same set of motivations and objectives
as their counterparts in a typical market economy, although in their pursuit
of maximum per capita income they exhibit the characteristics of cooperative
firms to a certain degree.
The differences between the targets of community governments and those
of their subordinate firms have affected enterprise operations and have led
to some restraints on firms' behavior by community govemments. For instance, community govemments' pursuit of employment opportunities may
lead to overstaffing of local community enterprises, which affects profits.

Table 10-3. Shares and Uses of ProfitsRemitted to Townshipand VillageGovernmentsby Wuxi Industrial TVCEs, 1977-86
(percent)
Item

1977

1978

1979

1980

1981

1982

1983

1984

1985

1986

82

86

85

66

47

51

58

54

35

40

7
20

27
12

19
9

25
12

35
23

36
21

29
7

0
19

0
10

12
0

21

5

3

9

12

8

6

7

6

7

5

6

4

5

11

13

13

14

16

19

3
38
0.1
0

3
40
0
8

2
52
3
8

3
44
3
0.1

5

6
0
9
8

7
16
9
12

8
24
13
15

9
27
11
21

10
21
12
19

Share of total profitsremitted to
community governments

Use of profitsa
Subsidiesto agriculture
Agriculturalinvestment
Subsidiesfor agricultural
mechanizationand water
conservancy
Villageand town
construction
Culture, education, and
publichealth
Industrialinvestment
Cadre salaries
Other

0
8
7

a. Includesprofitsretainedby enterprises,as well as remittedprofits.Numbersmay not add to 100 percent becauseof rounding.
Source:Informationfrom fieldwork.
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Community governments' desire for higher financial revenue may lead them
to draw off huge amounts of profits for government expenditures and so hamper the enterprises' long-term development. The community enterprises' pursuit of maximum per capita incomes may in its turn create sharp discrepancies
between the incomes of enterprise workers and those of other members of
the community. Community governments may respond by acting to keep
workers' wages from growing too rapidly, transferring part of community enterprise profits to other members of the community, or forcing firms to increase their accumulation.
Distributionof Profitsand Community Government Investment
The difference between the profit motive of township governments and that
of the owners of capital in a capitalist system can be seen in the distribution
of township enterprises' profits and the expenditures of township governments. The method of distribution, which obviously affects enterprises' reinvestment rate, is a key element of enterprise capital formation.
In the four counties surveyed, a large part of township enterprises' profits
are usually turned over to township governments for general distribution,
leaving only a small portion for reinvestment. Table 10-3 shows the share
of profits remitted to township and village governments by TVCES in Wuxi
for 1978-86 and the use of these profits. The proportion of profits handed
over has fluctuated between 35 and 86 percent but has been declining over
the past several years. The amount of remitted profits that goes for subsidies
to agricultural production and distribution to community members has fallen
sharply. Meanwhile, the proportion spent on township construction, cultural
and health projects, and cadres' salaries and bonuses has increased steadily,
from 18 percent in 1977 to 41 percent in 1986. The proportion of other
spending has also increased, to 20 percent. The share devoted to reinvestment in TVP industry has been unstable. It has fluctuated between 0 and 44
percent and has fallen since the late 1970s.
The situation in Wuxi suggests that in relatively developed areas public
welfare and administrative expenditures are replacing support for farming as
the main way in which TVCES' profit remittances are utilized. The declining
proportion of reinvestment in industry is making TVCES increasingly dependent on credit financing. Surveys indicate that in the other three counties
profits drawn by township governments from industrial TVCES were seldom
used for reinvestment. The proportion of profits handed over to township
governments in Shangrao seems to be larger than that in the other counties.
Jieshou, like Wuxi, can be considered an exception. After several local
TVCES had failed, the county began to take a laissez-faireattitude toward the
local TVP sector. As a result, private enterprises have developed rapidly, and
TVCEs enjoy a more comfortable environment. According to statistics for
thirty-six sample firms in the county, profits remitted to community govern-
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ments amounted to only 2-5 percent of total net profits in the past several
years. Even when management fees are taken into account, the figure is only
about 20 percent of total net profits, which leaves large amounts for reinvestment.
Excessive levies on TVPS' profits have hindered their smooth development.
The problem has been especially prominent in Shangrao, where enterprises
are moving ahead at a snail's pace, since they must submit a large part, if
not all, of their profits to comrnunity govemments. (Some firms even handed
over their depreciation funds when they failed to fulfill the profit target and
had difficulty in obtaining bank credit.) The average annual growth rate of
TVP industrial output between 1978 and 1985 in Shangrao was only about
one-third the level in the other three counties. In developed regions such
as Nanhai and Wuxi enterprises are able to obtain an ample and cheap supply
of bank credit, which to a great extent helps make up for the shortfall caused
by profit remittances, and community governments are willing to act as firms'
guarantors to improve their access to credit funds. Guarantees of this kind,
however, are more often than not pledged without any collateral.
Enterprises also acquire funds through tax reductions and exemptions. In
1985 industrial TVCES in Wuxi were supposed to have paid Y143.4 million
in indirect taxes and Y67.5 million in profit taxes. But in fact, reductions
and exemptions of Y57.3 million on the former and Y19.6 million on the
latter decreased the total tax paid by 27 percent. This is one of the ways
in which community governments uphold local interests under the existing
government finance system.
Distributionof Profitsand Self-Accumulationin Enterprises
Statistics from sample firms show that a sizable portion of the profits remaining after remittances to the community government is used to invest in fixed
assets and replenish floating capital and that only a small part is distributed
to individuals. The reinvestment rate in Wuxi and 3ieshou counties is higher
than in the other two counties. Nanhai devotes more retained profits to bonuses than does Wuxi or Jieshou (see table 10-4).
Differences in mechanisms for determining wages caused huge gaps in
county distribution patterns. From 1980 to 1985 the average annual growth
rate of income per worker in Jieshou's sample enterprises was a mere 8.2 percent, as against an average annual growth of gross profits per worker of 41.6
percent. Average income per worker climbed by 21.0 percent in sample firms
in Nanhai and by 16.8 percen: in Wuxi, whereas the average annual growth
of gross profits per worker was only 7.0 percent in Nanhai and 9.6 percent
in Wuxi (see chapter 14).
There are many reasons for these differences. In addition to variations in
labor demand and supply conditions and per capita incomes in agriculture,
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Table 10-4. Usesof RetainedProfitsby SampleTVPs, 1985
(percentage
of totalretainedprofits)
Useof funds

Wuxi

Nanhai

Jieshou

Workingcapital

39.0

12.4

49.1

Modernization
and development

53.2

63.3

34.0

92.2

75.7

83.1

1.7
7.7

1.9
22.3

8.5
5.9

9.4

24.2

14.4

Total
Collective welfare
Bonuses

Total

Note:Totalsarenot 100percentowingto unclearusesofprofitsandinconsistencies
inthereportedfigures.
Source:Enterprise
QuantitativeQuestionnaire.

there are differencesin operationalbehavior. In the Wuxi and Nanhai samples, communityenterprises,which tend to pursuehigherper capita income,
greatlyoutnumberprivate enterprises.Moreover,township leaders,in striving to maximizeaverageincomesin the entire community,permit community enterprisesto raise wagelevelsrapidlyprovidedthat the growthof their
incomes is well coordinated with income growth in the community as a
whole. In Nanhai communitygovemmentsregulatethe salariesof enterprise
directorson the basisof profitsand thereby indirectlycontrol workers'wage
levels throughfactoryleaders'interest in profits.This kind of control is relatively weak.
In Wuxi communitygovernmentsset the per capita wage level target for
firmsin advance,in accordancewith the principleof "appropriateprogressive
growth." Workers'wagesare linked to firms'quotas for output and profits.
Enterprisesthat overfulfilltheir targets are entitled to use a certain amount
of profitsfor extra wagesor bonuses,and those that fail to fulfilltargetsare
subject to a reduction in the growth rate of wages.But even firmsthat are
operating in the red can maintain their wagesat the previousyear's level
or enjoy a small increase.Although this kind of control plays somerole in
restricting wage inflation,the speedof increaseis still fairlyfast. Wuxi witnessed a sharp growth of TVCEwage levels in 1984when it relaxedcontrols
over wages. Profitskept by local TVCESrose by 129 percent, but bonuses increased by 280 percent and accounted for 18 percent of enterpriseretained
profitsas against 12 percent in the previousyear. Averagewages increased
29 percent over the previousyear. This wage expansion was not brought
under control until 1985.
Rapid wage increasesin communityenterprisesmean that employeesin
effectparticipate in the distributionof enterprise profits.This undoubtedly
helps stimulateworkersto care about their firmsand work hard. But the rate
of increaseof wageshas exceededthat of profits, and the consequent rapid
rise in wagecosts may eliminatethe competitiveadvantage that TVPShave
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becauseof their low costs. Wage inflationalso has some effecton the reinvestment rate and could be a factor in enterprises'heavier dependenceon
bank loans and credit.
In Jieshouprivate enterprisesmakeup a largerproportionof the total number of TVPS
throughoutthe countyand in the sample.Of the thirty-sixsample
firmsin the county,seven identifythemselvesas private enterprises,and another seven claim to be ownedby townshipgovemmentsbut actuallybelong
to private owners. Most of the remainingsampletownship enterprises had
no investment from townshilpgovemments. The goals and motivations of
these firmsmay be close to those of private enterprises.
In general, private en,terprises' capital accumulation motive, especially for

individuallyowned firmsthat hire wage labor, maybe strongerthan that of
townshipenterprises,whereastheir desireto increaseworkers'wagesis relatively weak. This may be a reasonfor the slowgrowth of their wage levels.
Impressionsfrominterviewswith someprivate enterprisesindicate, however,
that noneconomicconsideratiions
lead these firmsto tum part of their profits
into consumption or public welfareexpenditures,usuallywhen the firm's
scale reaches a certain [evel.The low growthrate of wages in samplefirms
of Jieshoucould thereforebe attributableto other factors-for example, the
firms'high dependenceon bank loans. As there are many newlyestablished
firmsin the sample,the pressureof loans fallingdue is heavy. In fact, a large
percentage of the profitsused for reinvestment actuallygo into repayment
of bank loans for equipment and workingcapital. Stricter requirementsfor
timely repaymentof bank loanisby private enterpriseshave forcedthe enterprises to increasetheir internal accumulationrate, in part by holding down
wages.

Capital Productivity
Data from the four countiesshowsharpdifferencesin the capitalproductivity
of differenttypesof enterprise.Table 10-5and data for samplefirmsindicate
that industrial township enterprises are markedly less efficient than other
types of firm, as measuredby profit and tax per unit:of capital, despite their
advantagesin scale and equipment. Table 10-6, which shows averagefixed
assets and number of employeesfor differenttypes of TVP in Nanhiaiand
Wuxi, highlightsthe relative inefficiencyof townshipenterprises.
Differencesin the profit and tax rate on capital amongdifferenttypes of
TVps are not causedby differencesin industrial composition.A comparison
of profit and tax per unit of c apital for township and village enterprisesin
the same industriesin Nanhai still showsa great gap (see table 10-7). There
are severalreasonsfor the lowercapital profitabilityin townshipenterprises.
Townshipenterprisesabsorblargeamountsof loansand credit fundsbe-

Table 10-5. The Ratio of Profit and Tax to Total Capitalfor IndustrialTVPs
(percent)
County

Wuxi (1985)
Jieshou (1985)
Nanhai (1986)
Shangrao (1983)

Individual

Production

Township

Village

enterprises

enterpnses

team finns

Partnerships

enterprises

29.8

39.8'

32.4a
11.2
22.0

54.4D
34.6
55.8

n.a.
n.a.
26.5b
n.a.

n.a.
57.1
31.2b
n.a.

n.a.
56.4
41.9b

n.a.

n.a. Notavailable.
Note: Profits and taxes are net of losses of loss-making firms. Unless otherwise indicated, the
denominator is year-end net (depreciated) value of fixed assets plus physical circulating assets.
a. Net value of fixed assets at year-end, plus average value of physical circulating assets during
the year.
b. Original (undepreciated) value of fixed assets plus value of physical circulating assets at

year-end.
Source: Information from fieldwork.

Table 10-6. AverageSize of Industrial TVPs, Wuxi and Nanhai, 1986
Nanhai

Wuxi
Average value of
fixed assets,
(yuan)

Average
number of
workers

Average value of
fixed assets,
(yuan)

Average
number of
workers

Township enterprises

492,000

111

977,000

155

Village enterprises
Production team firms
Partnerships

138,000
n.a.
n.a.

57
n.a.

96,000
45,000

Individual enterprises

n.a.

n.a.
n.a.

39,000
8,000

40
20
14

Type of
enterprise

6

n.a. Not available.
a. Original value.
Source: Information from fieldwork.

Table 10-7. Ratio of Profit and Tax to Total Capital in TVCEs in Nanhai,
by Industry, 1986
Township
enterprises

Industry

Textiles
Garments
Leather and fur
Plastic products
Building materials and other nonmetallic
mineral products
Metallurgical products
Machinery industry
Light industry
Heavy industry
Source: Information from fieldwork.
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Village
enterprises

-4.5
19.6
23.0
4.2

42.4
32.7
42.9
74.1

15.0
14.4
16.3
10.7
16.6

116.7
60.7
48.9
54.9
76.3
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cause of their soft constraints in this sphere, and this decreases the efficiency of capital utilization. The textile industry in Nanhai is an example. In 1986 township enterprises suffered large losses, whereas other
types of textile firm enjoyed considerable profits. The main reasons for
the losses were that township enterprises had stockpiled raw materials
and were faced with unsatisfactory market conditions. Excessive use of
capital also leads to a reduction in profitability when business operations are normal.
* Since township enterprises tend to avoid hiring labor from other places,
they are more likely tham any other type of TVP to substitute capital
for labor if there are no employment problems in the community. For
instance, in 1986 the average value of fixed assets per employee for industrial township enterprises in Wuxi was Y4,200, but for village enterprises it was only Y2,100. In the same year the figure was Y6,390 for
industrial township enterprises in Nanhai, Y2,400 for village enterprises, Y2,280 for partnerships, Y2,780 for cooperative enterprises, and
Y1,450 for individual firms. Township enterprises use more fixed assets
than other firms to produce the same level of output, and the cost of
shifting their product lines is higher than in more labor-intensive enterprises.
* Township enterprises-plagued by noneconomic targets forced ornthem
by township governments-often suffer from overstaffing. The proportion of surplus labor was as high as 20-30 percent in some firms. Other
types of enterprise seldom had this kind of problem. This is an obvious
reason for higher production costs in township enterprises. The reverse
side is that township governments, bound by their community targets,
are willing to support unprofitable or money-losing township enterprises.
IUnlike private enterprises, which have to shoulder their entire business
risk, township enterprises sometimes do not have clear responsibilities for investment decisions. This adds to the possibility of investment
failures.
- Requiring township enterprises to hand in their profits and the attempt
to balance incomes among enterprises may to a certain degree reduce
incentives for managers and workers and lead to poorer efficiency in
township enterprises than in other types of firm.
The latter three factors affect township enterprises more conspicuously in
underdeveloped areas, where poor management quality also restricts the development of these enterprises. We found many examples of management
failures in Jieshou and Shangrao counties. Jieshou has adopted a policy that
encourages the development of various kinds of private enterprise and has
achieved some success in this regard. Shangrao, where industry is still mainly
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based on township enterprises, remains the least industrialized county of the
four.
Trendsin Capital Productivity
Although the proportion of private enterprises in the total number of TVPS
has increased rapidly during the past several years, TVCES still hold the dominant position, and township enterprises are at present more important than
village enterprises. It is therefore important to analyze changes in the capital
productivity of industrial township enterprises, with the help of historical
materials available from several of the counties.
Figure 10-1 shows changes in the capital productivity of industrial township enterprises in Wuxi and Nanhai counties.4 Capital productivity has
tended to decline unsteadily in both counties but more sharply in Nanhai.
Wuxi is greatly influenced by changes in national industrial structure and by
economic fluctuations, and the result is abrupt rises and falls. Figure 10-2
shows changes in the ratio of profit and tax to total capital for collective industry (mainly township enterprises but including some firms run by the
county govemment) in Wuxi, for industrial township enterprises in Nanhai,
Figure 10-1. Capital Productivity of Industrial TownshipEnterprises,
Wuxi and Nanhai, 1979-86
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Source: Information from fieldwork.
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and for thirty-six sampleTVPS in Jieshou. The curvesfor Wuxi and Nanhai
in figure 10-2 are similar to those in figure 10-1, but they decline more
sharply, indicatingthat the proportion of wageand other nonmaterial production costs in net valueof output increasedwhile the capital productivity
rate decreased.Although capital profitabilityin Jieshouhad not yet reached
the level of that in Wuxi and Nanhai by 1985, it showeda consistent rising
trend which indicates a gradualimprovementin financial performance.
The reasons for the decline in capital productivity and profitability in the

more developedcounties are complicated.Aside from the causesmentioned
in the last section-heavier dependenceon bank loansand the higher capital
intensity that has accompaniedfull employment-the restrictedcirculation
of factorsof productionunder the townshipenterpriseownershippattern can
easilylead to relativesaturationof investmentopportunitiesat an earlystage.
The rest of this chapter focuseson the analysisof these topics.
Changesin the Degreeof CapitalIntensity
In the two relativelydevelopedcounties, Wuxi and Nanhai, there has been
a clear trend toward substitutingcapital for labor in TVP industry.Between
Figure 10-2. Ratio of Profit and Tav to Total Capital, Wuxi, Nanhai,
andJieshou,1979-86
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1979 and 1986 the capital coefficient of industrial township enterprises in
Wuxi climbed from 1.46 to 2.01 while the labor force coefficient dropped
from 4.13 to 2.73.5 In Nanhai between 1977 and 1986 the capital coefficient
rose from 1.5 to 2.15 while the labor force coefficient declined from 6.60
to 2.03. Comparatively speaking, substitution of capital for labor has been
greater in Nanhai. This can be seen clearly from the capital-labor ratios in
table 10-8. That the capital and labor force coefficients rise and fall together
in Wuxi means that short-term changes in efficiency are strongly influenced
by macroeconomic fluctuations.
For the thirty-six sample firms in Jieshou the labor force coefficient declined sharply, from 9.66 in 1980 to 2.60 in 1985, but the capital coefficient
did not increase accordingly. On the contrary, it decreased somewhat, from
1.66 to 1.04.6 This strongly suggests that whereas overall productivity grew
rapidly in Jieshou, the tendency to substitute capital for labor was not as
strong. By 1985 the labor and capital coefficients in Jieshou were 100 percent
and 40 percent higher than the corresponding figures in Wuxi, while capital
per employee was only 70 percent of that in Wuxi (see table 10-8). That
Jieshou's capital coefficient is still higher than Wuxi's is attributable to the
difference in efficiency. The changing difference in the ratios of the two coefficients indicates that the degree of capital-labor substitution in Jieshou is
lower than in Wuxi. The substitution of capital for labor in Wuxi and Nanhai
counties occurred in tandem with the absorption of local surplus agricultural
labor, but Jieshou still has a lot of surplus labor. (See chapter 14 for calculations on the magnitude of surplus labor in the four counties.)
These facts suggest that substitution of capital for labor is a phenomenon
brought about by rural industrialization. But because of the influence of targets set by community governments, different development phases have different characteristics. When a community has a large amount of surplus
labor, community enterprises are more inclined to use labor-intensive factor
input mixes. After the community has reached full employment, the tendency not to use outside labor often persists because the admission of a large
number of outsiders may reduce local per capita income. This leads to a more
capital-intensive factor mix, and a decline in the capital productivity rate
is hardly avoidable.
The behavior outlined above is rational from the perspective of community
interests, but in aggregate terms it makes inefficiency in the allocation of capital hard to avoid. National surplus labor cannot be fully utilized in regions
that already hold too much of the scarce factor, capital. It is possible to conclude that the marginal profitability and productivity of capital in developed
areas such as Wuxi and Nanhai are now lower than in backward localities
such as Jieshou.

Table 10-8. Capitl-LaborRati-os,
1977-86
(yuan per employee)
County

cW

1977

1978

1979

1980

1981

1982

1983

1984

1985

1986
7,358

Wuxi,

n.a.

n.a.

3,538

3,907

4,825

4,961

4,926

5,442

6,466

Wuxib

n.a.

5,100

n.a.

7,200

9,700

10,900

10,900

13,100

15,500

n.a.

NanhaiP
Jieshoub

1,898
n.a.

n.a.
6,800

n.a.
n.a.

2,924
4,000

3,551
4,400

3,934
4,800

5,108
5,900

5,927
7,300

8,193
10,800

9,326
n.a.

n.a. Not available.
a. Average for all industrial township enterprises.
b. Sample firms. These figures may be distorted owing to changes in the size of the sample over time.
Sources: Enterprise Quantitative Questionnaire and information from fieldwork.
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Economiesof Scale and FactorMobility
With the rise of capital intensity in TVPS (especially in township enterprises),
the production scale and location pattern of enterprises have an increasing
effect on economic benefits, since scale economies are much greater for
capital-intensive than for labor-intensive production. Until now, most rural
industrialization in China has followed the principle of "leaving the farm but
not the community." Undoubtedly this helped with the absorption of rural
surplus labor, but it may encourage small production scales and dispersed location patterns that will affect economic efficiency when capital intensity develops to a certain degree. Since factors of production have difficulty in
moving across regions and localities, TVCES may experience problems in
expanding their production scales and concentrating their locations geographically.
The sample firms in Wuxi provide an example. No firms have set up factories outside their own communities. Three firms are in towns, but all the
rest are located in the countryside. In 1985 investment from other regions
made up only 0.5 percent of the total capital of Wuxi sample firms, and investment by these enterprises in other units accounted for only 0.1 percent
of their total fixed investment. Cross-regional investment in Nanhai is a little
higher than in Wuxi owing to Nanhai's diversified ownership structure and
the stronger functioning of markets.
Although the average size of TVCES is still much larger than that of private
enterprises, there is a tendency toward slower expansion of firm size. From
1975 to 1986 total employment in industrial township enterprises in Wuxi
rose by 502 percent, but the average number of employees per enterprise increased by only 23 percent (table 10-9). The original value of fixed assets
increased by 2,160 percent, but the average value per enterprise rose by only
360 percent. The same pattern holds for village enterprises. Obviously this
kind of industrial development consists mainly of the birth of large numbers
of new firms. Especially since 1984 the average size of enterprises, measured
by employment, has begun to shrink. In 1986 there were 1,247 industrial
township enterprises in the county, an average of 36 per township or town.
The number of industrial village enterprises reached 3,486, about 6 per village. On average, there were 46 industrial TVCES for every 10,000 members
of the population in the county, and there were 445 enterprises per 100
square kilometers.
The constant birth of small firms leads to sharp competition. Among the
185 relatively large "backbone" township enterprises in Wuxi there are about
40 machinery and equipment plants, of which 7 make cranes and construction machinery, 4 make dyeing equipment, and 3 are general equipment
works. In addition, there are 7 steel-rolling plants, 4 metal pipe works, 6
woolen textile factories, and 4 printing and dyeing plants. It is difficult to
calculate how many small plants there are in each industry or how many pro-

Table 10-9. Average Size of Industrial 7VPs, 1970-86
Countyandtype
of enterprise
Wuxi townshipenterprises
Number of firms
Averageemployment
Averagefixed assets
(thousandsof yuan)

t'i
41-

Wuxi villageenterprises
Numberof firms
Averageemployment
Averagefixed assets
(thousandsof yuan)
Nanhai townshipenterprises
Numberof firms
Averageemployment
Averagefixed assets
(thousandsof yuan)
Jieshou township enterprises'
Numberof firms
Averageemployment

1970

1975

1978

1980

1981

1982

1983

1984

1985

1986

155
59

254
99

353
122

458
130

478
134

509
136

524
153

821
116

1,017
131'

1,247
114'

n.a.

107

220

292

360

382

442

342

451

492

859
30

1,380
28

1,629
35

1,848
39

1,749
44

1,695
49

2,034
49

2,656
47

3,232
44'

3,486
43'

n.a.

15

32

46

61

76

79

72

108

138

195
105

246
89

276
90

280
97

287
98

291
112

311
129

332
155
977

n.a.
n.a.

n.a.
n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

178

214

226

359

454

695

n.a.
n.a.

n.a.
n.a.

n.a.
n.a.

160
29

120
33

160
27

151
26

375
26

261
35

n.a. Not available.
a. 1985-86employment
figure.wereadjustedto offsetfalsereportingbyfirrrsthat veretryingtO evadewagecontrols.
b. Includesall townshipenterprises,
but industrialfirmsaccountfor the bulkof the totalnumberand employment.
Source:Informationfrom fieldwork.

n.a.
n.a.
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duce the same products. Since enterprises in the same industry generally belong to different township govemments, they can produce and sell independently, and they compete with each other. It is almost impossible to combine
them because of their differing ownership and the influence of targets set by
different township govemments. This has blocked the expansion of enterprise scale and led to much waste of resources. For example, Wuxi has set
up sixteen aluminum extrusion and processing plants in the past several
years. Most of them cannot operate at full capacity, and some face bankruptcy because of deteriorating market conditions.
The situation in Nanhai is a little different. The average employment scale
of township enterprises was stable at about 100 workers before 1983, whereas
the capital scale increased continually. But since 1984 both factors have
grown rapidly even as creation of new enterprises has increased. There is reason to believe that, as private enterprises developed rapidly over the past several years, the opening of markets and increased factor mobility had some
effect on the actions of community govemments and their enterprises.
There was no obvious expansion of the scale of township enterprises in
Jieshou between 1979 and 1985. Both township enterprises and the number
of employees were unstable and changing, as the sector had not yet entered
a steady expansion phase. This is different from the trend in developed areas
toward a constant increase in the number of enterprises and stagnation in
their average scale.
The dispersed distribution of firms and scattered infrastructure facilities
create other problems. Each community or enterprise has to deal independently with such problems as obtaining supplies of electricity, water, and
heat; gaining access to roads, transport, and communications; and maintaining equipment. The inevitable results are higher investment costs, loss of efficiency, and difficulties in gaining access to market information and technology.
For example, to cope with shortages of electricity in Wuxi, almost every
TVCE has installed diesel generators to meet its own needs. The unit cost of
electricity from diesel generators is as high as YO.3-YO.5per kilowatt-hour,
several times more than that of power transmitted through the electric power
network. In 1986 industrial self-generation of electricity with diesel generators reached 225.883 million kilowatt-hours, which is equivalent to the capacity of a middle-size power plant. If all township govemment decisionmakers regarded economic benefits as the most important objective, it
would not be difficult to raise funds to build a relatively large power plant,
and more than Y10 million could be saved every year. Moreover, if the distribution of enterprises were relatively concentrated, considerable savings
might be realized on transmission equipment and from reduced losses in
transmission.
Responses to the Enterprise Director Questionnaire show an awareness of
the difficulties caused by the dispersion of TVPS. But since the many ties that
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link firms with community governments can hardly be severed, the possibilities for moving and combining enterprises are small. The survey found that
private enterprises have a stronger desire to concentrate their location in
urban areas.
At present, owing to the effect of community objectives on firms, community enterprises are facing problems in factor mix, scale, and location patterns
that may pose serious olbstaclesto further rural industrialization. It seems that
the only way out lies in rationalizing the actions of both owners and managers
of community enterprises while taking community targets into consid[eration.
Objectives set by enterprises themselves can be achieved through aLctivities
conducted in accordance with market principles. A diversifiedownership system might be a prerequisite.
Notes
1.There weretwenty-twosampleTVCES. Sampleprivateenterprises-includingfirmsofficially
registeredas communityenterprisesbut deemedby field researchersand county officialsto be
actuallyprivate in nature-numbered five in 1982, seven in 1983, ten in 1984, and fourteen
in 1985.
2. Our samplefor Nanhai containedno privateenterprisesor productionteam firrmsfor 1981
and 1982.
3. These figuresare from informationgatheredduringfieldwork.Since the introductionof
highertax ratesfor TVPS, hidingprofitsand reportingnonexistentlosseshave reportedlybecome
widespreadpractices,but there is no wayto measureto what extent this distorts the data.
4. The indexof capitalproductivityis the ratio of net industrialoutputvalue to total capital
(the sum of net depreciatedvalue of fixed assetsand physicalcirculating assets).This index
avoidsdistortionscausedby differingnet-grossratiosof industrialoutput value.
5. The capitalcoefficientequalstotal capital dividedby net value of output, or the sum of
the net valueof fixed assetsand annual averageoutstandingfloatingcapital dividedby the net
value of output. The labor coefficientequalsthe annual averagenumber of workersdividedby
the net value of output (in millionsof yuan).
6. The capital coefficientsfor samplefirmswere calculatedby dividingthe originalvalue
of fixedassetsby the net value of output. They are not comparablewith the correspondingindexes reportedfor Wuxi and Nanhai counties.

11
ProductiveEfficiency
and Employment
Jan Svejnar

This chapter tests several hypotheses about the economic performance of
Chirnese TVPS. It provides econometric evidence on the effects that different
enterprise ownership and control systems, worker compensation schemes,
and geographic locations (levels of economic development) have on productive efficiency and labor utilization in TVPS.
As chapters 4 and 7 indicate, the four counties covered in the survey vary

substantiallyin the ownershipmakeupof their TVPS.

Wuxi,

for instance, ex-

emplifies the model of township and village firms with emphasis on community govemment ownership, whereas Jieshou has supported the development
of private firms. A question naturally arises about the relationship between
TVP ownership and efficiency. As table 11-1 shows, the data in our sample
vary significantly as to ownership and hence lend themselves to an analysis
of this issue.
The TVPS in our sample also display considerable variation in the form of
worker compensation (see table 11-1). In particular, although a majority of
the 122 sample firms use piece rates as the principal form of compensation,
some rely on fixed wages supplemented with bonuses, dividends, or piece
rates, and others use an internal work-point system. One firm still has a community work-point system; workers accumulate work-points in the factory,
but their income depends on that of the entire community because enterprise
income is pooled with other community income. Since different compensation schemes provide different incentives for worker effort, discipline, and
motivation in general, it is of interest to explore whether differences in compensation schemes affect enterprise efficiency.
Finally, the statistics in table 11-1 confirm that our data reflect enterprise
behavior in both the more developed (Wuxi and Nanhai) and the less developed (Jieshou and Shangrao) counties of China.
The chapter focuses on two measuresof enterprise performance: productive
efficiency and labor utilization. The former is of primary interest for two reasons. First, Chinese state enterprises are generally regarded as inefficient, and
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Table 11-1. Summary Statistics of VariablesUsed
Variable
Enterpriseownership'
Townshipand town
Village and productionteam
Partnership,family,or individual
Joint venture

Mean
0.64
0.17
0.11
0.07

Standard
deviation
0.48
0.38
0.32
0.26

Enterpriselocation'
0.44
0.26
Wuxi
0.46
Jieshou
0.30
0.39
Nanhai
0.19
0.25
0.43
Shangrao
Principalform of worker compensation'
Fixedtime wage and auxiliary
0.18
piece-ratewage
0.03
0.10
0.30
Fixed time wage and bonus
Fixedtime wageand year-end
0.03
0.13
dividend
0.50
0.56
Piece-ratewage
0.25
0.07
Internal work-pointsystem
0.01
0.09
Communitywork-pointsystemb
In Q
13.35
1.76
In L
4.77
0.98
In K
12.38
1.57
4.12
0.53
In W
3.35
0.73
In W.
Timec
5.50
4.68
Note:The variableWais the averageagricultural
wagein the county.
a. Thesevariables
are binary(dummy)
variablesthat are coded1.0 in the presenceof the
givenphenomenonand 0.0 in its absence.The meanof this variablereflectsthe percentage
ofobservations
fallinginto the particularcategory.
b. In thissystemworkers
accumulate
work-points
inthe enterprise,buttheirincomedepends
revenuesarepooledwithothercommunity
on the incomeof theentirecommunity
(enterprise
income).

c. Timehas valuesof 1 in 1975,.
11in 1986.
Sources:
Enterprise
QuantitativeQuestionnaire
and Enterprise
SurveyQuestionnaire.
are frequently mentioned as examples of more (productively) efficient
firms. Second, as in other centrally planned and developing economies, economic growth has beert regarded in China as an important performance
indicator-one that is closely linked to productive efficiency at the firm
level.
Labor utilization is of interest because employment generation was the
principal goal of most TVPS at: time of founding. Moreover, although Wuxi
TVPS
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and Nanhai have largely exhaustedtheir surpluslabor and now emphasize
incomemaximizationmore, in Jieshouand Shangraothe employmentobjective remainspredominant.Hence it is of interestto seewhether TVPS' criteria
for labor utilizationdifferamongcountiesand whether they are linked to the
ownershipstructure of the firm.

Methodology
In this section a method of testing for differencesin productive efficiency
with the use of a production function estimationapproach is developed.An
employmentequation is also derived that can be used to test hypotheses
about the goalsTVPS pursue.
ProductiveEfficiency
The analysis of productive efficiencyis based on Cobb-Douglas(CD) and
translog production functions, augmented by relevant ownership, county,
and compensationschemevariables.If Q = output, L = labor, K = capital,
Z = a vector of ownershipand compensationschemevariables,C = a vector
of location (county) dummy variables,and T = a vector of annual dummy
variables, the basic specificationof the CD function can be written
(11-1)

In Q = xo + Z + RC + jT + ax In Lct2
+

In K + E

where e is the error term, ,13,, and , are (row) vectorsof parameterscorrespondingto the Z, C, and T vectorsof variablesrespectively,and the as are
the parameterscorrespondingto the other variables. In this framework,Z,
C, and T are dummyvariablesthat take on a valueof 1 when an observation
falls into the particularownershipor compensationsystem,county, or time
period respectivelyand 0 otherwise.For smallvaluesof f3,,, and a the estimated coefficientshence approximatepercentagedifferentialsin productive
efficiency(total factor productivity)among firms with different ownership
forms,compensationsystems,locations,or time periods.For largeparameter
values,however-for example,B> 0.3- it is preferableto calculatethe percentage differentialas 100 * [exp(,B)- 1]. (See Halvorsen and Palmquist
1980.)
The translog equationwas specifiedsimilarlyas
(11-2) In Q =ao + ,Z + C + ,T + e,l In L + a2 In K
+ cx3(In L)2 + a4 (In K)2 + as5(In L) (In K) + e

Employment
In addition to examininghow much output differentTVPS can producefrom
a given set of inputs (productiveefficiency),this chapter analyzespatterns
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of labor utilization. Most TVPs have three important goals: maximizing profits, generating employment, and increasing wages above the conmpetitive
(market-clearing) level, in the economy. The relative weight of these goals
in the enterprise objective ftnction varies among counties and among types
of Tvps.

A convenient way to capture these behavioral features analytically is to
specify the objective finction of a TvP as a weighted geometric average of
these three goals (see IKalai 1977, Roth 1979, and Svejnar 1986). If W =
the actual wage (labor income), Wa = the reservation or best altemative
wage of TVP workers,' and rl= profit, the objective function U of the TVP
can be written
(11-3)

U

La' (W - Wa)OW fl(l-L-Mw)

where aL, aw, and 1 -- aL
dw
a- are the relative weights given to employment, wages, and profitability respectively. Note, for example, that if a TVP
maximized only profit, U = [1 as aL = a = 0, and the firm would behave
like a traditional "capitalist" firm. In contrast, if the firm only maximized income per worker, then U = (W - Wa) as aL = 0 and aw = 1, and the
firm would behave according to the traditional labor-management model
(see, for example, Domar 1966, Vanek 1970, and Ward 1958). The advantage of equation 11-3 is that it nests various forms of enterprise behavior as
special cases, which can be identified if one can estimate relatively precisely
the values of aL and dw. The empirical work here follows earlier studies by
Brown and Ashenfelter (1986) and Svejnar (1986). It exploits the fact that
if equation 11-3 is maximized subject to a constant elasticity of substitution
(CES) production function, one can in principle identify enterprise employment behavior from the linear estimating equation
(11-4)

In L =

Yo + ez

+ OC + eT +

In Q
v

cr(l -a) In W

-

ad In Wa

where a = aLIaW, cr the elasticity of substitution, v = a return to scale
parameter, and Yo,
0e, and e are undetermined parameters. From
equation 11-4 it is clear that i) = 0 implies aL = 0, and, in terms of equation
11-3, the firm does not: expand employment beyond the profit-maximizing
level given by the equality of marginal product of labor and the actual wage
W. In contrast, if a = 1, the enterprise gives identical importance to increasing wages and generating new employment (L = aw). In this case the coefficient on In W is zero in equation 11-4, and the employment behavior of the
TVP depends on the alternative wage Wa but not on own wage W. In fact,
it can be shown that in this case the firm equates the marginal product of
labor to Wa. An important problem in the empirical implementation of equation 11-4 is then, of course, one's ability to approximate closely the concept
of the reservation (alternative) wage Wa.
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In estimating equation 11-4 it is useful to interact a with the variables in
vectors Z and C to establish whether a varies systematically with ownership
and the level of economic development (proxied by county dummies).

Data and Empirical Results
As the summary statistics in table 11-1 indicate, the sample displays considerable variation in the values of most of the variables used in this study. Town
and township enterprises account for 64 percent of the observations, village
and production team firms for 17 percent. Private firms (partnerships and
household, family, and individually owned enterprises) represent 11 percent
of observations, and joint ventures of all types make up 7 percent. It should
be noted that these figures refer to observations that are usable for the purposes of this study. Since different firms had data panels of different lengths,
the figures do not necessarily reflect the number of firms of a given type that
were sampled. An important point, which is not discemible from table 11 1,
is that the data include no observations of private firms in Wuxi or of joint
ventures in Shangrao.
Estimates of Productive Efficiency

Since the CD and translog estimates are very similar, we report the CD results,
which are easier to interpret. Table 11-2 presents the CD estimates obtained
from three panels of data. The results in column 1 are based on all available
data for the entire 1970-86 period. But since the data were collected retrospectively and many enterprises were reorganized or established after 1970,
the estimates may be biased by data errors, which are likely to be more serious
in the early period. To assess the severity of this problem, columns 2 and
3 present results based on data from more recent periods. Cross-sectional estimates were also generated for several years. Since they tumed out to be similar to those in column 3, they are not presented here.
The two main competing views about the relationship between efficiency
and ownership are (a) that TVCEs are more efficient than private enterprises
because they have better access to new technologies or can take better advantage of economies of scale, and (b) that private firms are likely to be more
efficient than community-owned firms because the owner-manager has
stronger incentives. The results in table 11-2 indicate that when differences
in inputs and other variables are controlled, productive efficiency is not related to ownership.
Table 11-2 also suggeststhat enterprises that offer their workers a fixed time
wage with a bonus and those that use the intemal work-point system tend
to be more productive than those operating under piece rates, a combination
of a fixed wage and piece rates, or a combination of a fixed wage and a yearend dividend. The one enterprise that uses a community work-point system,

Table 11-2. The Impactof Ownership,WorkerCompensation
Schemes,
and Locationon Prodw:tive
Efficiencyin a Cobb-Douglas
Framework
Varianle
Intercept'
Ownership dummy variables
Village and production tearm
Joint household, family, and
individual
Joint venture
Compensation scheme dummy variables
Fixed time wage and bonus system
Fixed time wage and year-end
dividend system
Piece-rate system
Internal work-point system
Community work-point system
Location dummy variables
Jieshou
Nanhai
Shangrao
Inputs
In L
In K
Industries
Mechanics and electronics
Wood processing and fumiture
Chemicals
Metallurgy
Paper processing
Food processing
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1970-86

1981-86

1983-86

5.686(0.508)

6.769(0.450)

7.468(0.547)

-0.020
(0.110)
0.089
(0.151)
0.087
(0.141)

0.028
(0.120)
0.008
(0.158)
0.130
(0.159)

0.063
(0.140)
--0.232
(0.176)
0.078
(0.186)

0.276(0.162)
0.018
(0.468)
-0.030
(0.103)
0.247(0.157)
-1.284(0.372)

0.308(0.167)
0.047
(0.473)
0.005
(0.109)
0.302(0.173)
-1.333(0.382)

0.388(0.181)
0.044
(0.473)
0.088
(0.126)
0.304
(0.208)
--1.426(0.443)

-0.126
(0.110)
-0.165
(0.117)
-1.260(0.121)

-0.139
(0.121)
-0.068
(0.128)
-1.369(0.137)

--0.111
(0.147)
--0.017
(0.149)
-- 1.507(0.171)

0.987(0.064)
0.164(0.040)

0.966(0.071)
0.158(0.045)

0.923(0.092)
0.140(0.057)

0.413'
(0.114)
-0.108
(0.166)
0.247'
(0.128)
0.795(0.153)
0.040
(0.150)
-0.046
(0.165)

0.365(0.126)
-0.127
(0.178)
0.190
(0.140)
0.754(0.166)
-0.082
(0.167)
-0.090
(0.173)

0.363(0. 148)
-0.204
(0.205)
0.105
(0.167)
0.639(0.199)
-0.291
(0.196)
-0.105
(0.191)
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Variable

1970-86

1981-86

1983-86

Time

1975
1978
1980

1981
1982
1983
1984
1985
1986
R2
N

0.184
(0.427)
0.489
(0.418)

-

-

-

-

0.759'

-

(0.385)
0.890(0.385)
0.987(0.383)
1.118
(0.384)
1.161(0.384)
1.540(0.385)
1.554(0.437)
0.88
415

0.095
(0.124)
0.231"
(0.121)
0.276(0.118)
0.659(0.118)
0.645(0.244)
0.88
347

0.056
(0.107)
0.454(0.107)
0.451(0.243)
0.89
240

Notapplicable.
'Significantat 5 percentstatisticaltestlevelor better.
'Significantat 10percentstatisticaltestlevelor better.
Note:The dependentvariableis the logarithmof the grossvalueof output.The valuesin
parentheses
are standarderrors.
in the textileandclothingindustryof Wuxi
a. The interceptrepresents
townshipenterprises
to the baseyear
piece-ratesystem;it alsocorresponds
that usea fixedtimewageand auxiliary
of the particularregression.
Source:
Enterprise
QuantitativeQuestionnaire.
-

which dilutes worker incentives, is found to be greatly inferior in productive
efficiency. Other things being equal, group incentive schemes seem to be associated with higher productivity than individual incentive schemes. Group
coordination and team spirit may thus be important for efficiency.
The coefficients on the county dummy variables indicate that TVPS in
Wuxi, Jieshou, and Nanhai are more or less equally productive but that firms
in Shangrao lag significantly behind. Shangrao is, of course, the least developed of the four counties but, perhaps more important, Shangrao TVPS suffer
from neglect and even exploitation by local authorities (see chapter 17).
Since Jieshou is also a less developed county, it may be that different attitudes
and policies of local authorities toward TVP development account for the
strikingly different productive performances (see also chapter 4).
The time dummies indicate that Tvps have achieved a significant rate of
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technical progress over time, with the most rapid gains occurring in 1985.
The estimates confirm that the rapid development of the TVP sector has not
been brought about merely by extensive growth; intensive growth has contributed significantly to the observed success.
The coefficients on labor and capital are both significant, and they suggest
that TVPS operate in the zone of mildly increasing retums to scale. This result
is not improbable in view of the small scale of many TVPS. The two input
coefficients also suggest that the output elasticity of labor is much greater
than that of capital. Finally, there appear to be significant technological differences among industries.
The results in table 11-2 are based on the ordinary least squares (oLS) estimating technique, which is a traditional method that is more robust against
specification errors than simultaneous equations methods. But since variables
K and L are at least to some extent endogenous (that is, subject to enterprise
decisionmaking), the oLs regressions of table 11-2 were also reestimated by
instrumental variables. The instruments used were price indexes, interest
rates, time trends, alternative wages, and firm-specific intercepts. The main
results remain unaltered under this estimating technique.
Labor Utilization
In estimating equation 11-4, one must select a suitable reservation (altemative) wage, Wa. After considerable search, the average monthly income of
an agricultural worker in each county in a given year was adopted as rhe best
measure of the reservation wage. The motivation for using Wa as a proxy
for the true (unobserved.) reservation wage Wa'was that it is close to and very
likely proportional to W,:. In particular, if
(11-5)

W.=

Wa,

then

(11-6)

In W

= l In q

+ In Wa

and using In Wa will produce an unbiased estimate of the coefficient on In Wa,
since In Ir will be captured in the regression intercept.
As the results in table 11-3 show, the available data do permit one to draw
conclusions about the employment behavior of Chinese TVPS within the
framework of equation 11-4. The coefficients on In W and In Wa reflect the
situation in Wuxi (the base county) and suggest that, although it is impossible to identify a from the 1SI80-86 data set, the value of a appears to be
zero in the more recent (198:3-86) period. That is, in recent years rvps in
Wuxi seem to place no extra emphasis on employment and to operate along
the marginal product curve of labor. This implies that they have reduced
their labor input in response to actual wage increases, rather than being
guided by the alternative wage.

Table 11 3. The Impact of Ownership and Location on Enterprise

Employment Policy
Vanable

Intercept'
In Q
In W
In Wa
Ownership
Village and production team (VTO)
Joint household, family, and
individual (HFIO)
Joint venture (jv)
VTO In W
HFIO In W

jv In W
VTO In Wa
HFIO In Wa

jv In Wa
Location
Jieshou
Nanhai
Shangrao
Jieshou In W
Nanhai In W
Shangrao In W
Jieshou In Wa
Nanhai In Wa
Shangrao In Wa

1980-86

1983-86

-2.038"
(1.604)
0.523'
(0.025)
-0.531(0.148)
0.643'

-1.930
(1.776)
0.523(0.035)
-0.745'
(0.219)
0.779

(0.321)
-0.235
(0.604)
1.805'
(0.766)
0.555
(0.965)
-0.012
(0.197)
-0.570(0.225)
-0.022
(0.282)
0.026
(0.144)
0.109
(0.153)
-0.144

(0.503)
0.144
(0.875)
2.842'
(1.001)
-0.061
(1-444)
0.236
(0.377)
0.073
(0.373)
0.483
(0.441)
-0.368
(0.367)
-0.975'
(0.451)
-0.566

(0.174)
0.076
(1.131)
1.623
(0.932)
-0.728
(1.148)
0.560(0.268)
0.504(0.236)
0.669'
(0.180)
-0.736'
(0.245)
-0.982(0.293)
-0.451
(0.399)

(0.370)
1.828
(2.526)
-1.266
(3.115)
2.363
(4.706)
0.108
(0.360)
0.703(0.321)
0.844(0.244)
-0.721
(0.739)
-0.523
(0.773)
-1.628
(1.499)

(Tablecontinues on the followingpage)
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Table 11-3 (continued)
Variable

Compensation scheme
Fixed time wage and bonus system
Fixed time wage and year-end
dividend system
Piece-rate system

1980-86

1983-86

-0.148
(0.123)
-0.188
(0.316)
0.029
(0.078)

-0.174
(0.141)
-0.229
(0.326)
-0.018
(0.095)

Internal work-point system

0.077

0.104

Community work-point system

(0.117)
0.548'

(0.149)
0.796'

(0.253)

(0.304)

Time

1981

-0.095
(0.119)

1982

-0.070

1983
1984
1985
1986

Industryintercepts
2

R
N

(0.128)
-0.094
(0.181)
-0.074
(0.237)
-0.219
(0.244)
-0.242
(0.365)

0.078
(0.155)
-0.063
(0.156)
-0.135
(0.374)

Yes

Yes

0.84
355

0.84
232

-

Not applicable.
'Significantat 5 percentstatisticaltestlevelor better.
'Significantat 10percentstatisticaltestlevelor better.
Note:The dependentvariableis the logarithm
of employment.
The valuesin parentheses
are
standarderrors.
a. The interceptrepresents
townshipenterprises
in the textileandclothingindustryof Wuxi
that usea fixed-time
wageand auxiliary
piece-ratesystem;it alsocorresponds
to the baseyear
of the particularregression.
Source:
Enterprise
QuantitativeQuestionnaire.
-

The interactionof In W and In Wa with the three countydummiesidentifiesTVP behavior in Jieshou,Nanhai, and Shangrao.The estimatedparameters imply that Jieshou TVPS placed more emphasison Wa than on W in
1980-86 but that their behavior approximated that found in Wuxi in
1983-86. This suggeststhat JieshouTVPS used to operate to the right of the
marginalproduct curve of labor but switchedto a more labor productivityoriented employmentpolicy in recent years. "Labor hoarding" is also ob-
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served in Nanhai in the 1980-86 data set, but no significant relationship
between employment and either W or Wa is observed in recent years. The
data from Shangrao display no significant relationship between employment
and own or alternative wages. The results suggest that TVPS in Wuxi and
Jieshou have changed their employment policies in the 1980s and place less
emphasis on employment generation than they did before.
The interaction of ownership variables with In W and In Wa permits an
assessment of whether employment behavior varies with ownership. Private
ownership is the only variable with a significant interaction. The parameter
estimates suggest that in 1983-86 private firms paid more attention to alternative opportunities of workers than did the other types of firms. Different
compensation schemes do not appear to have wage-related interactive effects
on employment of TVPS. The regressions with these insignificant coefficients
are not reported.
Turning to the basic (noninteractive) effects of different variables, one can
see from table 11-3 that private firms tend to be more labor-intensive and
that after industry, output, wages, and the like are controlled, labor intensity
does not vary among counties, among forms of compensation (except for the
one community work-point firm), or over time within each sample. The one
variable that is most strongly correlated with employment is the level of
output.
The general picture that emerges from table 11-3 is that TVPS link their
employment closely to output and, especially in the case of Wuxi and
Jieshou, economize on labor as wages rise. To examine the overall validity
of the latter statement, equation 11-4 was also estimated without any interactions of In W and In Wa with other variables. The exercise yields a significant
negative coefficient of -0.18 (0.07) on In W and an insignificant negative
coefficient of -0.15 (0.12) on In Wa. These results suggest that TvPs recognize the tradeoff between wagesand employment and that, on average, featherbedding is not a significant phenomenon in these firms.
Finally, as in the production function analysis, we reestimated the employment equation by instrumental variables. The results were similar to those
obtained in the OLS regressions.

Summary and Concluding Observations
Our analysis indicates that, after differences in inputs and other variables are
controlled, productive efficiency does not vary systematically with the four
types of ownership examined. In particular, private ownership and community ownership appear to have similar effects on productivity. Another finding is that group incentive schemes, such as a fixed wage with bonus or an
internal work-point system, are associated with higher efficiency than individual incentive schemes such as piece rates or piece rates with fixed wages.
This could signal the importance of teamwork for productive efficiency. TVPS
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have experiencedrapid technical progress (productiveefficiencyhas risen
rapidlyover time), and they seem to operateunder mildlyincreasingreturns
to scale.
A comparisonof the four countiessuggeststhat there is no significantdifference in the productiveefficiencyof TVPS in the more developedcounties
of Wuxi and Nanhai and the less developed county of Jieshou. But in
Shangrao, wherecommunityauthoritieshave sometimesneglectedand even
exploitedTVPS, the level of efficiencyis considerablylower. These findings
suggestthat the behaviorof local authoritiesmaysignificantlyinfluenceTVP
performance.
The employmentpoliciesof TVPS, to the extent that they can be identified
under our methodology,appear to have shifted awayfrom employmentgeneration as such towardemploymentlevelsthat reflectthe marginalproductivity of labor. The findingssuggestthat TVPSoperate with much lessfeatherbedding than their state-ownedcounterparts.TvPsalsodisplaya very tight link
(almost fixed proportions)between employmentand output.

Note
1. The reservationwageconceptrefersto the minimumwagethat a workerwouldbe willing
to accept in presentemploymentrather than quit. It can also be thought of as the best wage
that a workercan obtain in altemative employment.

12.
RegionalImbalances
Wang Tuoyu

The developmentof China's rural enterprises, like the developmentof the
national economyas a whole, is characterizedby greatregional imbalances.
This chapter surveysthe imbalancesin China's TVP sectorand their influence
on the economicdevelopmentof the country'sinland and remote areas. Because the TVP sectorhas developedrapidlyin recent yearsand becausebetter
statistical data are available after 1978, we concentrate on the years
1979-85.l
China is a largecountry, and its regionsvarygreatly in geography,natural
resources,human resources,and material capital. Moreover,regionaldifferences in economichistory have createdbiggaps in current levels of development, especiallyin rural areas.Table 12-1shows the regionaldistributionof
employment,output value, tax payments,and year-endvalue of fixed assets
for industrialand other TVPS in 1985. (The data on fixedasset valuesinclude
only TVCES.) The followingareas account for only about 10 percent of the
national totals of these four items: Qinghai and Gansu provincesand the
Ningxia Hui and Xinjiang Uygur autonomousregions in northwest China,
Guizhouand Yunnanprovincesand the GuangxiZhuangand Xizang(Tibet)
autonomousregionsin southwestChina, Nei Monggol(Inner Mongolia)in
north China, and Heilongjiang and Jilin provinces in northeast China.
Jiangsu, Zhejiang, Shandong, Guangdong,Hebei, Sichuan, Henan, Liaoning, and Hubei provincesmake up more than 60 percent of the national
totals. China's existing TvPs are mainly located in economicallydeveloped
provincesand in the heartland area made up of Henan, Hubei, and Sichuan
provinces;only a few are in remote areas.
Tables 12-2 through 12-4 provide further evidence of the imbalancesin
the TVP sector. Table 12-2 displaysvalue of output, profits,taxes, and yearend value of fixed assetsfor TVPS in each province and autonomousregion,
per thousand rural population. As a basis for classificationby level of TVP
development, table 12-3 comparesthese indicatorswith national averages.
Table 12-4 shows the proportion of value of rural nonagriculturaloutput in
255
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Table 12-1. China's TVP Sector, by Province, 1985
(percentageof national total)
Province

Grossvalue
Tax
Orinal value
E-mploymentof output payments offixedassetsb

Anhui
Fujian
Gansu
Guangdong
Guangxi
Guizhou
Hebei
Heilongjiang
Henan
Hubei

5.0
2.9
1.0
6.0
2.0
1.4
9.8
1.6
8.0
5.1

3.1
2.6
0.6
7.0
1.1
0.7
10.4
1.7
6.1
4.1

2.0
2.2
0.4
6.2
1.0
0.7
11.6
1.2
3.9
3.1

2.4
2.4
0.7
7.1
1.0
0.5
9.1
2.2
5.0
5.0

Hunan
Jiangsu
Jiangxi
Jilin
Liaoning
Nei Monggol
Ningxia
Qinghai
Shaanxi
Shandong

4.7
12.7
2.7
1.4
3.4
1.0
0.3
0.2
2.6
9.4

3.5
20.1
1.7
1.4
5.0
0.6
0.2
0.1
1.8
9.0

3.4
26.5
1.6
1.3
6.6
0.4
0.2
0.1
1.6
8.0

4.1
19.2
1.9
1.4
4.9
0.7
0.2
0.1
1.9
11.5

Shanxi
Sichuan
Xinjiang
Xizang
Yunnan
Zhejiang

3.1
6.7
0.5
0.0
1.6
6.7

3.1
5.3
0.4
0.0
1.0
9.4

3.1
4.4
0.4
0.0
0.7
9.4

3.4
5.8

Selected municipalities'
Beijing
Shanghai
Tianjin

1.2
2.0
1.0

2.0
3.5
1.7

3.3
7.8
2.6

2.7
5.6
1.7

0.5
0.0
1.3
7.7

a. Forsimplicity,throughoutthis chapter the term "province"coversallprovince-levelpolitical divisions,includingautonomousregions.
b. Data are for TVCEs only.
c. Beijing and Tianjin are also includedin the figuresfor Hebei, and Shanghai is included
in those for Jiangsu.
Source:Informationfrom fieldwork.
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Table 12-2. Per Capita Indexes of TVP Development,by Province, 1985
(yuan per thousandrural population)
Provinceor
municipality

Grossvalue
of output

Profits

Tax
payments

Originalvalue
of fixedassets'

32.3

3.4

1.6

8.9

Anhui
Beijing'
Fujian
Gansu
Guangdong
Guangxi
Guizhou
Hebei
Heilongjiang
Henan

19.1
139.2
30.5
9.8
37.0
8.5
7.1
38.0
24.7
24.2

2.2
19.4
2.9
0.9
4.0
0.7
0.9
6.0
2.1
3.6

0.6
11.6
1.1
0.3
1.6
0.4
0.3
1.6
0.9
0.8

4.0
52.0
9.6
3.2
10.3
2.1
1.5
7.4
8.8
5.6

Hubei
Hunan
Jiangsu
Jiangxi
Jilin
Liaoning
Nei Monggol
Ningxia
Qinghai
Shaanxi
Shandong
Shanghai"
Shanxi
Sichuan
Tianjin'
Xinjiang
Xizang
Yunnan
Zhejiang

28.7
19.6
86.8
16.3
26.8
62.1
12.1
18.9
10.1
19.9
36.9
220.4
40.9
16.2
126.8
14.6
1.7
9.0
75.3

2.9
1.9
5.9
1.8
2.9
7.9
1.8
2.5
1.0
2.3
4.1
24.7
6.6
0.9
10.9
7.6
1.2
0.7
6.6

1.1
0.9
4.9
0.8
1.2
4.1
0.4
0.9
0.7
0.9
1.6
24.9
2.0
0.7
9.6
0.7
0.0
0.3
2.0

9.6
6.4
19.7
5.2
7.3
16.7
3.7
3.1
3.5
5.8
12.7
98.2
12.1
4.9
34.3
5.1
n.a.
3.3
12.1

All China

n.a. Not available.
Note:Hebeidoes not includeBeijingand Tianjin municipalities,andJiangsudoesnot include
Shanghai municipality.
a. Data are for TVCEsonly.
b. Municipality.
Source:Informationfrom fieldwork.
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Table 12-3. ProvincialPer Capita Indicatorsfr TVPs in Comparison
with National Averages, 198'i
Indexagainst
nationalaverages

Valueof
output

Greater than
50 percent

Shanghai
Beijing
Tianjin
Jiangsu
Zhejiang
Liaoning

0 to 49 percent

Slianxi
Hebei
Shandorig
Guangdong

Profits

Tax
payments

Original
value
offixedassetsa

Shanghai
Beijing
Tianjin
Jiangsu
Zhejiang
Liaoning
Shanxi
Hebei
Xinjiang
Guangdong
Shandong
Henan
Liaoning

Shanghai
Beijing
Tianjin
Jiangsu
Zhejiang
Liaoning

Shanghai
Beijing
Tianjin
Jiangsu
Zhejiang
Liaoning

Shanxi
Hebei
Shandong
Guangdong

Shanxi
Hubei
Fujian
Guangdong

Jilin
Fujian
Hubei

Fujian
Hubei
Jilin

Jilin
Hebei
Heilongjiang
HunAn

Shaanxi
Heilongjiang
Anhui
Hunan
Jiangxi
Nei Monggol

Heilongiiang
Hunan
Henan
Ningxia
Jiangxi
Shaanxi

Henan
Shaanxi
Jiangxi
Sichuan
Xinjiang

Sichuan
Qinghai
Gansu
Yunnan
Guangxi
Guizhou
Xizang

Anhui
Sichuan
Xinjiang
Nei Monggol
Qinghai
Gansu
Yunnan
Guangxi
Guizhou
Xizang

Ningxia
Anhui
Nei Monggol
Qinghai
Gansu
Yunnan
Guangxi
Guizhou
Xizang

Shandong

-30 to 0 percent

Fujian
Hubei
Jilin
Heilongjiang
Henan
-50 to -31 percent Shaanxi
Hunan
Arnhui
Ningxia
Jiangxi
Sichuan
Xinjiang
Lessthan -50
Nei Monggol
percent
Qinghai
Xinjiang
Gansu
Yurnan
Guangxi
Guizhou
Xizang

a. Dataarefor TVcEsonly.
Source:
Table12-2.
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Table 12-4. The Value of NonagriculturalOutput as a Share of TotalValue
of Rural SocialOutput, 1980-85
Province

1980

1984

1985

All China

31.1

36.6

42.9

Anhui

23.2

28.0

30.7

Fujian
Gansu
Guangdong
Guangxi
Guizhou
Hebei

29.0
17.2
34.1
20.0
16.4
40.7

34.7
16.4
36.1
18.8
24.2
48.3

37.5
17.9
41.6
22.9
25.6
54.8

Heilongjiang
Henan
Hubei

15.5
30.7
25.3

20.0
30.6
33.6

30.3
34.2
37.8

Hunan
Jiangsu
Jiangxi
Jilin
Liaoning
Nei Monggol
Ningxia
Qinghai
Shaanxi
Shandong

21.5
52.1
26.6
24.6
35.0
23.5
20.2
22.4
25.0
32.7

28.8
57.4
27.9
25.7
42.3
19.2
23.0
24.1
27.5
37.5

31.2
65.1
30.5
31.1
52.9
20.1
24.9
25.9
36.4
41.8

Shanxi
Sichuan
Xinjiang
Xizang
Yunnan
Zhejiang

41.9
19.8
13.6
0.9
23.0
40.1

47.5
25.2
14.4
4.2
20.3
52.7

56.2
30.2
15.9
9.3
23.6
60.8

Note: Beijingand Tianjin municipalitiesare includedunderHebei, and Shanghaimunicipality is includedunder Jiangsu.
Source:State Statistical Bureau(1987c), p. 24.

the total value of rural social output for each province and autonomous region. The following table compares this figure for each province with the
national average.
In relationto nationalaverage
Higher
Same
Lower, by less than
30 percent
Lower, by more than
30 percent

Hebei, Shanxi, Liaoning, Jiangsu, Zhejiang
Shandong, Guangdong
Jilin, Heilongjiang, Anhui, Fujian, Jiangxi,
Henan, Hubei, Hunan, Sichuan, Shaanxi
Nei Monggol, Guangxi, Guizhou, Yunnan,
Xizang, Gansu, Qinghai, Ningxia, Xinjiang
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Table 12-3 and the above breakdown show that the level of TVP development ebbs progressively fromneast to west-that is, from the economically
developed coastal areas, such as the Liaodong Peninsula, the Beijing-TianjinTangshan area, the Eastern Shandong Peninsula, the Yangtse River Delta,
and the Pearl River Delta, to the hinterland and western frontier areas.
China can be divided into three regions according to level of development
of rural enterprises (see map 12-1).z
* Region A, with a developed TVP sector, consists of Liaoning, Hebei
(including Beijing and Tianjin), Shandong, Jiangsu (including Shanghai), Zhejiang, Guangdong, and Shanxi
* Region B, with develcping TVPS, consists of Henan, Hubei, Fujian,
Jiangxi, Hunan, Anhui, Shaanxi, Heilongjiang, Jilin, and Sichuan
* Region C, with an iLnderdeveloped TVP sector, consists of Nei
Monggol, Ningxia, Gansu, Qinghai, Xinjiang, Guangxi, Yunnan,
Guizhou, and Xizang
Table 12-5 shows the distribution of TvPs among the three regions according
to various indicators.
Great regional differences also exist in the internal structure of the TVP
sector. In the country as a whole, industry ranks first among nonagricultural
production sectors in rural areas, followed by construction, miscellaneous
trades (commerce, catering, and services), and transport. But this is not true
of all regions.
* In the areas with developed TVP sectors (region A) industrial TvCEs account for a largeshare of TVCES' total number of employeesand total
sales revenues. The share of industrial TVCES is comparatively smaller
where the TVP sector is underdeveloped (region C). The comprelhensive
proportion of industrial TVCES (the simple average of their shares in
total TVCE employment and in total sales revenue) was more than 70
percent in 1985 in Tianjin, Shanghai, Jiangsu, Zhejiang, Beijing,
Table 12-5. The RegionalDistribution of China's TVP Sector
(percentage of national totals)

Value of
output

TVPs
Tax
payments

Region

Rural
labor
force

A
B

37.7
46.1

51.3
40.7

63.9
31.4

71.4
24.7

64.2
29.5

62.9
32.1

C

16.2

8.0

4.7

3.9

6.3

5.0

Employment

a. Data are for TVCES only.
Source: Information from fieldwork.

Profits

Original value
of fixed assets&
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Hebei, and Shanxi. The comprehensive proportion was less than 55
percent in Xinjiang, Ningxia, Qinghai, Gansu, Xizang, Yunnan,
Guangxi, and Hunan.
* In region C the construction industry is more important than elsewhere. In 1985, for example, the cornprehensive proportion of the construction sector in the total for TVCES surpassed the proportion of
industry itself in Gansu, Qinghai, Ningxia, Xinjiang, and Yunnan.
This proportion exceeded 20 percent in nine other provinces and autonomous regions-Nei Monggol, Anhui, Fujian, Henan, Hunan,
Guangxi, Sichuan, Xizang, and Shaanxi.
* The region with developing rural enterprises (region B) has comparatively large proportions of commerce, catering, and services. In 1985
the comprehensive proportion of these subsectors in the total for TVCES
surpassed 10 percent in eleven provinces and autonomous regions-Nei
Monggol, Jilin, Heilongjiang, Jiangxi, Shandong, Hubei, Hunan,
Guangdong, Guangxi, Xizang, and Shaanxi. Of the eleven, only
Guangdong, Shandong, and Hubei are in Region A.
There are large regional differences in industrial production structure (see
table 12-6). First, the subsectoral composition of industrial TVCES grows progressively "heavier" from the coastal areas in the southeast of the country
to the northwest.
Comprehensiveproportionof heavy industry
in total for industrialTVCEs

More than 70 percent
60-70 percent

50-60 percent

40-50 percent
Lessthan 40 percent

Shanxi, Guizhou,Yunnan,Qinghai,
Ningxia,Xinjiang
Nei Monggol,Liaoning,Jilin,
Heilongjiang,Anhui, Henan
Shaanxi,Gansu
Hebei, Jiangxi, Shandong, Hubei,
Hunan, Sichuan
Beijing,Tianjin, Shanghai,
Jiangsu,Fujian, Guangxi
Zhejiang,Guangdong

Regional differences in the composition of heavy and light industries in
China's TVCEs are largely determined by the factors of production. China's
natural resources are mainly located in the west and north, whereas its agricultural resources and population are mainly in the coastal areas of the south
and east.
Second, although in the country as a whole the leading subsectors in the
industrial TVCE sector are, in order of importance, machine building, building materials, chemicals, textiles, and food processing, there are substantial
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Table 12-6. LeadingIndustrial Subsectorsin TVCEs, by Province, 1984
(rank as measured by share of GVIO of TVCEs in province)
Province

All China
Anhui

Fujian
Gansu

Guangdong
Guangxi
GuizhouZhuang
Hebei
Heilongjiang
Henan
Hubei
Hunan
Jiangsu
Jiangxi
Jilin
Liaoning

First

Second

Third

Fourth

Fifth

MACH

BLDG

TEXT

CHEM

FOOD

BLDG
BLDG
BLDG

FOOD
MACH

MACH
FOR

OTH
FOOD

CHEM
OTH

MACH
BLDG

CHEM

COAL
TEXT
MACH
CHEM

OTH

FOOD
CHEM
CULT
FOOD
TEXT

COAL
FOOD
FOOD

CHEM
TEXT

MACH

BLDG
COAL
MACH
BLDG
BLDG

BLDG
BLDG
MACH

BLDG
BLDG
MACH

Nei Monggol

BLDG

Ningxia
Qinghai
Shaanxi
Shandong
Shanxi

BLDG

BLDG
BLDG
BLDG

OTH
BLDG
BLDG
FOOD
MACH
MACH

OTH
FOOD
MET
CHEM
MACH

OTH
OTH
OTH
BLDG

FOOD
TEXT
CULT
MACH

COAL
FOOD

BLDG
COAL

OTH
MACH

FOOD

MACH
MACH
MACH
MACH

FOOD
COAL
COAL
FOOD

COAL
FOOD
FOOD

OTH
OTH
OTH
OTH

OTH

TEXT

FOOD
COAL
MACH

CHEM

Sichuan

COAL
FOOD

BLDG
BLDG

Xinjiang

BLDG

COAL

MACH
MACH
FOOD

n.a.

Xizang

Yunnan
Zhejiang

MACH
CHEM
MACH

OTH

OTH
FOOD

COAL

OTH
FOOD
COAL
CHEM

OTH
CHEM

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

COAL
MACH

BLDG
TEXT

FOOD
BLDG

CHEM
CHEM

MACH

MACH
MACH
MACH

BLDG

MET
CHEM
CHEM

GARM
GARM

CHEM

OTH

Selectedmunicipalities

Beijing
Shanghai
Tianjin

TEXT
GARM

BLDG

BLDG
MET

n.a. Not available.
Note: Based on oVIO in 1980 constant prices. BLDG, building materials; CHEM, chemicals;
COAL, coal and coking; CULT, cultural/educational activities; FOOD, food processing; FOR, forestry; GARM, garments; MACH, machinery; MET, metallurgy; TEXT, textiles; OTH, other industry.
Source: Information from fieldwork.

regional differences (see table 12-6). Machine building and textiles dominate
in Jiangsu, Zhejiang, Shanghai, and Tianjin; machine building and building
materials in Hebei, Liaoning, Guangdong, and Beijing; building materials
and (in second place) machine building in Jilin, Fujian, Shandong, Henan,
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Hubei, Shaanxi, Gansu, Qinghai, and Ningxia; coal and building materials
in Shanxi, Nei Monggol, Guizhou, Yunnan, and Xinjiang; and building materials and food processing in Heilongjiang, Anhui, Hunan, and Sichuan.
These pattems demonstrate that rural industrial structure is mainly determined by natural resource endowments and the level of economic development. In general, given a roughly similar environment, the industrial structure in developed areas tends toward comparatively capital-intensive and
technology-intensive undertakings and that in underdeveloped areas toward
activities that use natural resources and labor more intensively. This does
not contradict the common sense of economics.

The Evolution of Regional Imbalances in Recent Years
Economic growth is inherently a dynamic process that is necessarily accompanied by imbalances of various kinds, including regional imbalances. The
problem is not that imbalances have emerged in TVP development but
whether such imbalances will deteriorate in the future, how long the deterioration will continue, and what impact this will have on regional economic
development, especially on per capita income gaps among regions.
Table 12-7 demonstrates that between 1979 and 1985 TVCES in the three
regions developed at different speeds. In region A the share of TVCE employees rose by 6.0 percentage points and the share of sales revenues by 6.7. In
region B, however, the share of employeesdecreased by 4.0 percentage points
and that of sales by 4.6, and in region C the share of employees dropped
by 2.0 percentage points and that of sales by 2.1. If we looked only at the development of TVCES, we rmight conclude that the gap between the developed
region and the other two has been widening and the gap between the developing and underdeveloped regions has narrowed. But during this period private enterprise grew rapidly in China's rural areas. If we include private enterprises, between 1984 and 1985 the share of TVP employment in region A
dropped by 6.5 percentage points and that of sales by 3.0. In region B the
share of employment rose by 4.3 percentage points and that of sales by 2.6,
and in region C the share of employment rose by 1.7 percentage points and
that of sales by 0.4 (see table 12-8). Although the proportions of TVCE employment and gross revenues in regions B and C dwindled, those of all TVPS
expanded.3 Thus the mushrooming of private enterprises in rural areas since
1984 has had a positive impact on the regional structure of China's TVP sector
and has begun to contribute toward reducing regional imbalances in the development of TVPS.
The fundamental purpose of encouraging rural nonagricultural production
is to promote rural development and raise per capita incomes. It is thlerefore
the evolution of the gap in rural average per capita income among regions
that warrants our attention. T'he figuresin table 12-9 show that the gap widened between 1981 and 1985. Per capita income in region B was 86.9 percent
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Table 12-7. Changes in the RegionalDistributionof TVCEs, 1979-85
(percentageof national total)
Item

RegionA

RegionB

RegionC

1979
Employees
Revenue

53.7
63.0

38.6
31.1

7.7
5.9

1980
Employees
Revenue

56.0
65.2

36.4
29.7

6.6
5.1

1981
Employees
Revenue

58.6
66.8

35.6
28.8

5.8
4.4

1982
Employees
Revenue

59.0
66.4

35.1
29.0

5.9
4.6

1983
Employees

59.4

34.7

5.9

Revenue

67.5

28.1

4.4

1984
Employees
Revenue

60.2
68.0

34.3
27.9

5.5
4.1

1985
Employees
Revenue

59.7
69.7

34.6
26.5

5.7
3.8

Source:Informationfrom fieldwork.

of that in region A in 1981 but dropped to 76.4 percent by 1985, an average
annual decline of 2.0 percentage points. Per capita income in region C in 1981
was 74.5 percent of that in region A; by 1985 it had dropped to 67.0 percent,
an annual decline of 1.5 percentage points. But since 1983 the gap has grown
more slowly. The relative index in region B dropped by 7.7 percentage points
between 1981 and 1983 but by only 3.0 between 1983 and 1985. The relative
index in region C dropped by 4.7 percentage points between 1981 and 1983
but by 2.8 between 1983 and 1985. The slower growth of the income gap
is consistent with the better balance in TVP development brought about by
the growth of private enterprises. The role of private enterprises in ameliorating regional income gaps should be recognized and policies adjusted accordingly.
Prospects

for Promoting

Rural Nonagricultural

Production

in Different Regions
This section discussesthe prospectsfor nonagriculturaldevelopmentin rural
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Table 12-8. RegionalDistribution of Employeesand Gross Revenuesin China's
TVPs, 1984 and 1985
RegionB

RegionC

Percentageof 7VP employmentin national total
57.8
1984
51.3
1985

35.9
40.7

6.3
8.0

Percentageof TVPrevenues in national total
66.3
1984
63.3
1985

29.3
31.9

4.4
4.8

RegionA

Item

Source: Informationfrom fieldwork.

Table 12-9. Changes in RelativePer Capita Incomes in Rural Areas, 1981-85
Item

1981
Per capita income (yuan)
Compared with regiorn A
(percent)
1983
Per capita income (yuan)
Compared with regior, A
(percent)
1985
Per capita income (yuan)
Compared with region, A
(percent)

Region A

Region B

C
RegLon

National average

259.95

225.89

193.72

223.44

100.0

86.9

74.5

86.0

365.86

289.63

255.54

309.77

100.0

79.2

69.8

84.7

468.08

356.47

313.64

397.60

100.0

76.2

67.0

84.9

Note: The per capita incormefiguresare weightedaveragesof the incomeper rural resident
in all the provincesand autonomousregionsin each region. The 1981weightsare calculated
accordingto the number of communemembers,and those of 1983and 1985are workedout
accordingto the sizeof the niralwork force.
Source:State Statistical Buireau (1982, 1986a).

areas in light of the influence of the current Chinese system on the interregional flow and organization of the factors of production. The discussion focuses on sources for the iFundsneeded for nonagricultural

production

in rural

areas, since for some timneto come capital requirements will be more of a
problem than supplies of labor and land.
Prospectsfor ResourceMobilization
Capital comes from three sources: funds accumulated from local agricultural
production, funds accumulated from local nonagricultural production, and
loans and outside investments. These are here termed, with consideration
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Table 12-10. Distributionof RuralNet Income
(percentage
of net income)
Collective
Item

Individual

Taxes

reserves

incomes

1979
1985

4.9
5.4

14.5
8.1

80.6
86.5

Change

0.5

-6.4

5.9

Source: State Statistical Bureau (1982, 1986a).

for the kinds of statistics available, private bank savings, funds accumulated
by TVCES,and outside investments.
PRIVATESAVINGS.Great changes in the distribution of net incomes have
taken place since the introduction of the production responsibility system
(PRs) (see table 12-10), and private savings in rural areas now play a much
greater role in the development of nonagricultural production. Two factors
determine whether private savings can be effectively channeled into nonagricultural production.

* Government policies on private economic activities and investments.
If farmers have doubts about the consistency of government policies on
the private economy, they will be reluctant to invest their savings in
nonagricultural undertakings with slow economic returns and will prefer to invest in nonproductive assets such as houses or in nonagricultural activities that offer quick economic returns.
The degree of development and functioning of local capital markets.
Since China's state financial institutions are not yet providing largescale loans for private investment, the accumulation of funds for private
nonagricultural activities depends to a great degree on the development
of nongovernment capital markets. In most underdeveloped and developing areas per capita incomes are low, and people have spent the
greater part of the recent increases in income on consumption. Because
of the underdevelopment of nongovernment capital markets and the
poor industrial environment, there is an apparent tendency toward
short-term investments, as reflected in the large proportions of private
investment in construction, commerce, catering, services, and other
trades. In a word, the conditions for turning private savings into nonagricultural investment funds are much poorer in region C than in regions
A and B.
FUNDS ACCUMULATED
BYTVCES.The level of development of TVCESdiffers
from one region to another, as does the role of funds accumulated by these
enterprises in the promotion of nonagricultural activities. In 1985 the net
profits of TVCES
in region C were Y549.9 million, of which Y293.5 million
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were used for industrial investment. On the assumptionthat the net value
of fixed assets of each TVCE plus its circulating funds totaled Y75,200 in

1985,4the net profitsfor the year could be used to set up 3,903 such firms,
or fewerthan seven in each county. If the per capita net valueof fixedassets
plus circulatingfunds of TVCES
wasY2,842in 1985,the profitscould be used
to employ103,283workers,or only 169 per county.5 This figureis less than
0.2 percent of region C's current rural labor force. The number of jobs created in 1985by reinvestmentby TVCES
in regionB accountedfor 0.2 percent
of the total rural labor force in the region. In the same year TVCES in region
A generatedY12.54billion in profits, of which Y5.58billion (44.5 percent)
were accumulatedas production funds.This amount of moneycould be used
to create 1.062million jobs, or 1.9 percent of the rurallabor force in region
A. These calculations show that the funds accumulated by

TVCES will

have

only a limited influenceon nonagriculturaldevelopmentin regions B and
C.
OUTSIDE INVESTMENTAND PREFERENTIAL
LOANSFROMTHE GOVERINMENT.

As China's economic reformsproceed and economic actors become more
aware of their own interests, outside investment will increasinglybe made
only with an eye to profits.W'hethera regioncan attract outsideinvestment
dependson its raw materialsand transportfacilities,its marketprospects,and
its supplyof qualifiedlabor. The firstfactor is decisivein region C's ability
to absorboutside investiment.
As for government support, two factorshave to be taken into consideration: the level of support and its influenceon nonagriculturaldevelopment
prospects.The central government will surelygive priority considerationto
economicefficiencyin the future, and its supplyof funds to underdeveloped
areas will thereforenot be large, since the efficiencyof capital utilizationin
these areas is much lowerthan in more developedregions. Statisticsfor 1985
indicate that region A could generatea net output valueof Y550by turning
one farmer into a worker, as againstoutput figuresof only Y213 in region
B and Y383 in regionC.6 Moreover,everyY100of investment can generate
Y26.1 in taxes and profitsin TVCES in region A but only Y18.7 in region
B and Y19.9 in region C. Under the current system,funds channeled into
the developedregion generate greater economicretums.
Another issueis the influenceof the interregionalflowof funds on TVP
development.At present:China's ruralfunds flowfrom one regionto another
through such channels as direct private investment, investment by TVCES
outside their localities,and interbank borrowing.Private funds cannot flow
fromone regionto anotheron a largescaleat presentbecauseof the underdevelopment of interregional transport and communications, the lack of
transregionalnongovemrmentail
credit institutions, and the comparativeisolation of private bank savings.Moreover,the tendency of TVPSto strive for
maximumprofitswithin the localityand the obstaclesto horizontal invest-
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ments have rendered it difficult for firms to make large transregional investments. Consequently the role of government financial organizations and of
the rural credit cooperatives under their control is extremely important.
The current management system of Chinese banks emphasizes "unified
planning, differentiating funds, extending loans according to absorption of
savings deposits, and mutual assistance." This system has restricted the interregional flow of funds. In particular, the principle of mutual assistance does
not permit a bank to reap any economic returns from financial assistance to
another region. This situation will inevitably have cumulative effects on regional imbalances, since the more funds a region has, the more bank loans
it will receive. Of the total bank loans received by China's TVCES in 1985,
for example, 18.1 percent went to Jiangsu Province (including Shanghai),
10.6 percent to Shandong Province, 12.0 percent to Guangdong Province,
9.9 percent to Zhejiang Province, and 7.3 percent to Hebei Province (including Beijing and Tianjin). These five provinces got 57.8 percent of total
bank loans to TVCES in that year. Region A received 65.2 percent of total
bank loans, region B 31.0 percent, and region C 3.9 percent. Thus the current bank management system intensifies imbalances in the distribution of
China's rural investment funds.
As banks have become increasingly aware of credit risk factors, a new situation has arisen in the underdeveloped region. Despite a great demand for
funds to develop rural nonagricultural production, banks in these areas have
large overstocks of lendable funds. The Guangxi Zhuang Autonomous Region provides an example. In 1985 the regional agricultural bank promulgated new regulations governing the extension of loans to TVPS. To borrow
money for a project, a TVP had to be able to supply 30 percent of the project's
total investment and it had to have an economic entity as guarantor. In 1986
the bank allotted Y13 million for equipment loans to TVPS in Yuling Prefecture. Since Y2.44 million in funds for special loans were left over from 1985,
the prefectural branch had Y15.44 million in funds available for equipment
loans, which would be accompanied by Y100 million in circulating capital
loans. By April 1986 the bank's equipment loans to TvPs accounted for only
8 percent of its total lendable funds for this purpose, and only 15 percent
of its total lendable funds for circulating capital had been extended. Under
pressure from the local govemment the bank lowered its requirements for
loans in the second half of the year: a TVP needed to have only 10 percent
of the project investment, and its guarantor could be a TvP bureau at the
county level.
How well banks can support local governments' development strategies depends to a considerable extent on the degree of local prosperity. In a more
developed area bank employees can reap more personal benefits from the
local economy, and the bank as a result tends to be more cooperative toward
the local government. In a less developed area bank employeescan gain little
from the local economy, and bank branches are more willing to stay within
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the confines imposed by the vertical management system of the nation's financial system. Once private savings are deposited in the agricultural bank
in region C, they are less likely to be returned to circulation in the local
economy, and the difficulties that stem from the limited amount of private
savings in region C are exacerbated.
It is apparent that under China's current system there are no signs of improvement in the environment for capital supply in the country's vast underdeveloped rural areas. The existing market, technical, and labor force conditions for developing nonagricultural production in rural areas give cause for
worry about a further intensification of regional imbalances. Although the
imbalances may be improving somewhat, progress will not be sustained without further efforts to restructure the current system.
Measuresto AmeliorateRegionalImbalances
All measures to solve the problem of regional development must start from
two supporting bases: human development and income equalization. The following are areas in which actions grounded on these bases may be considered.
FACILITATING INTERREGIONAL FLOWS OF LABOR. The prerequisite for raising the overall efficiency of an economic system and achieving interregional
equality in per capita incomes is a free flow of the factors of production. An
important objective of China's economic reforms in recent years has been
to break down the barriers of administrative jurisdictions and expand market
mechanisms. Spatial flowsof the factors of production have indeed increased
in recent years-undoubtedly a good beginning. In light of practical conditions in China, priority should be given to interregional flows of labor, since
without such flows interregional movements of other factors of production
will only intensify regional imbalances in TVP development and, what is
worse, widen regional gaps in per capita incomes arid encourage the formation of independent communities on the basis of regional interests. The unified national market for other factors of production will inevitably disintegrate, bringing flows to a stop.
Legal and social restrictions hinder both rural-urban and rural-rural flows
of labor. The restrictions on rural-urban movement are the inevitable outcome of an industrialization process based on public ownership of property,
state monopoly, and exploitation of agriculture. Lack of inputs reduced agriculture's productivity and ability to accumulate funds, and industry also
found it difficult to expand and to increase its financial surplus. Rapid population growth and low agricultural productivity left little surplus grain to support the shift of agricultural vvorkersto the nonagricultural sector. Moreover,
when all private businesses were banned, the state became the only employer
and purveyor for urban residents and had to control the size of the urban
population according to how much grain was available. Since the govern-
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ment decided who would have access to urban employment, it in effect recognized urban residents as holders of vested interests.
A principal reason for the government's slowness in opening up urban and
rural areas to each other was its concern about the adverse effects of change
on the interests of urban residents. Efficiency and equity were not considered
when the current policy of separating the urban and rural populations was
formulated. This policy should be gradually abandoned. The development
of the private economy in urban areas and the increasing exchanges between
urban and rural areas in recent years have already created the preliminary
conditions for a reorientation of policy. As the country's grain production
increases and more grain markets emerge, urban employers should gradually
cease discriminating against rural residents when hiring workers. This will
not only help narrow the income gap between urban and rural residents but
will also lower the costs of industrial production and improve the efficiency
of the national economy. As a first step, the Chinese government should
relax controls over household registration in small cities and towns and reform the grain supply system accordingly.
Obstructions to the free flow of labor among rural areas are rooted in farmers' dependence on land. Under China's traditional system peasants could
not engage in nonagricultural activities and were confined to agricultural production. Thus there was little reason for interregional labor flows. Under the
rural economic reforms interregional flows of rural labor have greatly increased in recent years. But because the overall environment for nonagricultural activities in rural areas is not yet stable, most farmers cannot yet withdraw from their dependence on the land, and many rural households pursue
nonagricultural activities only as a sideline. Rural movement of labor is
mainly individual instead of by households (see Lu Mai and Dai Xiaojing
1987).
Because the income gap among regions is large, people in low-income areas
have a strong desire to move once they have abandoned the traditional conception of "never leaving one's native land unless it is absolutely necessary."
The main issue is the ability and willingness of people in high-income areas
to accept them. Rural areas in economically developed coastal regions, especially near big and medium-size cities, have already handed over many of
their traditional economic activities to outsiders in recent years because of
the emergence of new opportunities for developing nonagricultural production (see chapter 14). The ownership structure of TVPs also influences the
degree of acceptance of outside workers by people in developed areas. Generally speaking, townships and villages launch TVCES with the interests of the
locality in mind, and they would rather pay more to local workers than pay
less to outsiders. Private enterprises may be more willing to hire outside labor
at lower wages.
The increased flow of labor in China's rural areas in recent years has promoted the development of nonagricultural activities and helped achieve
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more balanced incomes amonlgregions. Such flows should be encouraged by
the Chinese govemment. To tum the interregional flow of labor into a reality, efforts should be made to institute land reform (see chapter 6) and retrain
rural laborers.
BASISFOR DEVELOPING
RURALNONAGRIREFORMINGTHE MIC]ROECONOMIC
CULTURALPRODUCTION.The development of nonagricultural activities in

China's rural areas started with community govemments' initiatives in setting up enterprises. This phenomenon, an inevitable result of China's traditional system, helped to pronmotethe rural economy and increase farrners' incomes. It has great limitations, however. The ultimate objective of
community enterprises is to reap maximum benefits for the community. This
objective impedes the ftee spatial flow of factors of production and further
splits up domestic markets that were already isolated from each other. Furthermore, by reproducing or intensifying China's traditional system it creates
a new obstacle to economic reform, which is already beset with difficulties.

The introduction of the PRS, the development of nonagricultural production
in rural areas, and the elimination of the state monopoly in purchasing and
marketing have created excellent opportunities for seeking a new road to
rural industrialization through launching private enterprises. Our samLplesurveys show that the basic purpose of private enterprises is to maximize profits
on capital. This goal in itself requires a breaking down of spatial barriers,
which will provide a microeconomic basis for the free spatial flow of factors
of production.
The Chinese govemrnent already has a basis for implementing a policy of

promoting private enterprise. The changes in people's ideas and the imnprovement in their basic living standards have provided a good opportunity for
altering the practice under which grass-roots rural govemments are responsible for everything. Where TVCESare highly developed and local governments
have been able to guarantee the basic income levels of their residents, authorities should try to solve the contradiction of "big govemments with small
treasuries" by encouraging the development of private enterprise. From a
macroeconomic point of view, the development of private enterprise can,
help to weaken the economic functions of community govemments. Where
TVcEs account for a comparatively small share of nonagricultural production,
changes in their orientation shiouldoccur, awayfrom a sole focus on maximizing benefits to the comnmunity.The contribution of private enterprises to
ameliorating

imbalances in the development

of nonagricultural

activities in

China's rural areas in recent years and equalizing per capita incomes
interregionally shows that this kind of policy is beneficial.
RATIONALIZING
REGIONS.

STATE SUPPORT

FOR DEVELOPING

AND UNDERDEVELOPED

Since under the conditions prevailing in China it is difficult to

achieve free interregional

flows of labor, the government

should provide
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some help to developing and underdeveloped areas. Such assistance should
be given in proper forms and with due consideration for the advantages and
disadvantages in each case. It should go mainly to areas with low per capita
incomes, large populations, few agricultural resources, and great market potential, such as Yunnan, Guangxi, Guizhou, and Gansu in region C and
Shaanxi in region B. Attention should be paid to selecting projects according
to conditions in each area to promote a regional division of labor. The central govemment may also help local govemments with agricultural production and investment to improve the local environment for nonagricultural
development.
If the Chinese govemment adopts the policies outlined above, regional
imbalances in the development of nonagricultural activities in rural areas will
persist in the future, but with differences. Such imbalances, unlike the existing ones, will be accompanied by an intensification of regional specialization
and an equalization of per capita incomes and will be widely accepted as part
of a rational development process.
Notes
1. Some ChineseTVPSengagein agriculturalproduction.Becausethey are small in number,
thesefirmsare includedin ouruseof the termTVPS. In 1985,for example,the numberof employees in agriculturalenterprisesaccountedfor only6. 1 percentof the total for all TVCFS, and their
total revenueswere3.1 percent of thosefor all TvcEs. The percentageswouldbe even smaller
if privateenterpriseswere included.
2. Becausefirst-grade(provincial-level)administrativeareasare used as ourbasic regionaldemarcation,differenceswithin each provincecannot be taken into account.
3. Statisticalmaterialsfor 1986showthat for all typesof TVPS (includingprivateenterprises)
the share of regionA continued to decline whilethe sharesof regionsB and C continued to
rise.
4. Thisfigureiscalculatedby dividingthe totalyear-endnet valueof fixedassetsand circulating fundsof the country'sTVCES in 1985by the total number of these enterprises.
5. Basedon the total of the net (depreciated)value of fixedassetsplusquotacirculatingassets
of TVCES and their total employmentin 1985.
6. These are arithmeticaveragesof the indexesof all the provincesin each region.The index
in each province is the averagenet value of output createdby each TVP employeeminus the
averagenet value of agriculturaloutput createdby each memberof the agriculturallaborforce.

Part

IV

Labor

Labor and wages in the TVP sector are of great interest and critical importance. Lower overall labor costs and apparently superior labor motivation and
effort have been principal sources of TVPS' competitive advantages in relation
to state enterprises. Wages of Tvp employees are much more closely tied to
individual and enterprise performance than are those of most state workers.
Various types of piece rates are extremely common, and many firms pay a
year-end bonus related to growth of enterprise profits or output. Most TVP
workers probably work considerably harder and for longer hours than their
counterparts in state enterprises. Labor relations in TVPS seem surprisingly
good, particularly considering the hard work, long hours, difficult working
conditions, and relatively low wages. Possibly this is because TVP employees
are first-generation industrial workers accustomed to the rigors of farm life.
Rural labor markets are highly fragmented territorially and are not functioning smoothly in most areas. Labor is still rather immobile among provinces, localities, and communities, except for temporary migrant labor,
mostly in low-skill activities. In such places as Wuxi labor is still allocated
to community enterprises by township authorities, and inflows of workers
from outside have been discouraged. In other areas there is much less administrative control, but various frictions impede the free flow of labor. The
community-based rural institutional structure, the household registration system, and continuing restrictions against permanent migration to larger cities
by rural people all adversely affect labor mobility among rural areas. The
three chapters dealing with labor issues shed light on this vast topic from
different angles.
In chapter 13 Alan Gelb surveys workers' attitudes, wage systems and incentives, and labor relations in the TVP sector on the basis of data from the
Worker Survey Questionnaire. He first describes four models of labor relations that might apply to the TVP sector-the public enterprise and communal models for community enterprises and the Taylorist and Z-firm archetypes
for private firms. Gelb argues that community enterprises fit the communal
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better than the public enterprise model and that private enterprises resemble
Z-firms more than they do the Taylorist stereotype of labor relations in capitalist enterprises. The implication is that pay in all TVPS generally is related
to firm (and community) economic performance. Moreover, differences between "communal" community enterprises and "Z-firm" private enterprises
are relatively small.
The chapter contains interesting findings concerning the characteristics,
attitudes, and pay of the Tvp employeessurveyed. Regardless of the pay system actually in use, workers perceive a close relationship between their incomes and firm profitability. In general, they seem to be fairly content and
to regard labor relations in their firms as relatively good. Dispersion in average pay levels is substantial, but it is mainly among rather than within firms.
The striking differences a'mong counties for the most part dominate any
effects that different forms of firm ownership may have. Local labor markets
appear to be more open in Nanhai and Jieshou, where a larger proportion
of sample workers came to their present employment through "voluntary"
routes, than in Wuxi and Shangrao. The proportions of female workers and
young workers are highest in Nanhai, and Nanhai workers indicate significantly greater willingness to change firms than do those in the other three
counties. Dispersion of pay is greatest in Nanhai, which has greater competition among different types of firms and fewer communal constraints; it is
rather narrow in Wuxi. Shangrao workers show signs of dissatisfaction with
poor management in their firms and-perhaps as a consequence-less concern about their enterprises and about their fellow workers' performance.
Gelb analyzes wage determination in some detail, estimating several wage
equations. He finds that individual worker characteristics, occupation, and
firm ownership fail to explain a large proportion of the overall variation in
pay levels for sample workers. Simple firm dummies, however, do quite well;
together with occupation, age, sex, and number of days worked in the year
they explain 70 percent of the variation in pay. This may be because community income levels are an important determinant of wage levels. Not only
is education insignificant in determining wages, but when the effects are
(marginally) significant, they go the "wrong" way; that is, higher education
is not necessarily associated with higher pay. This result is highly unusual
in comparison with findings from similar analyses in other countries. Interfirm wage differentials reflect the impact of different growth rates of labor
productivity.
Gelb concludes by suggesting that the community orientation of TVps, regardless of form of ownership, may be the main reason why they follow the
communal or Z-firm model rather than the public enterprise or Taylorist archetype. Another important finding is that because of the prevailing communal orientation and pay systems, TVP workers behave as though they have
substantial de facto equity stakes in their firms.
In chapter 14 Meng Xin describes and analyzes the rural labor markets
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faced by TVPS. Her theoretical foundation is the model of economic development with unlimited labor supply developed by W. A. Lewis in the 1950s.
In this model the unlimited supply of low-wagesurplus laborers from the agricultural sector permits high accumulation rates and rapid industrialization
over a relatively long period until the surplus labor is exhausted. But Meng
points out that an unstated precondition for the model to work is a wellfunctioning rural labor market, and she demonstrates that this precondition
is not met in China.
The chapter first looks at interregional, intercommunity, and interenterprise mobility of labor in the four counties. Flows of labor among
counties and provinces are limited except in Nanhai, and flows among communities and enterprises are much more important in Nanhai and Jieshou
than in Wuxi and Shangrao. The limited labor mobility in Wuxi is especially
striking because of the high level of industrialization and TVP development
and the emerging labor shortages in the county. (In Nanhai shortages have
stimulated a substantial inflow of labor from outside.) Meng argues that the
lack of labor mobility in Wuxi is attributable to the domination of TVCES in
the TVP ownership system. This contrasts with Nanhai, where the share of
TVCES is lower and a large proportion of TvcE employees are temporary laborers not under the supervision of community governments.
The author goes on to look at wage determination in the four counties.
Not surprisingly, TVP wage levels in the two highly industrialized counties,
Wuxi and Nanhai, are much higher than in the less developed ones, Jieshou
and Shangrao, but wages in Nanhai exceed those in Wuxi by more than 70
percent. Wages have risen at a much more rapid rate in Nanhai and Wuxi
than in Jieshou and Shangrao. Wage differentials at the intercommunity and
interenterprise levels are large in Nanhai but small in Wuxi and Jieshou.
Meng argues that TVP wages are much more responsive to labor supply and
demand conditions in Jieshou and Nanhai than in Shangrao and Wuxi. In
Wuxi, despite the growing shortage of labor in the TVP sector, agricultural
incomes caught up with and even surpassedthose of TVP workers, partly because of strict administrative controls over wages in TVCES. An apparent paradox is that despite greater labor mobility in Nanhai than in Wuxi, intercommunity and interenterprise differentials are much greater in the former than
in the latter. Meng suggests that this is because of administrative controls
in Wuxi and the greater degree of community specialization in particular industries in Nanhai. In Jieshou, where the industrial structure is lessdiversified
and skill requirements are more uniform, differentials are relatively small.
The higher differentials in Shangrao are attributed to immobility of labor and
uneven distribution of natural resources, some of the rents from which accrue
to labor.
In Wuxi community governments have succeeded in balancing income
levels between agriculture and (TVP) industry. The egalitarian distribution
system does not appear to harm efficiency, perhaps because TVP workers' em-
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ployment and income prospects are uncertain and their wages are strongly
linked with performance through various piece-rate systems. In Nanhai community governments are unable to control wages in TVCEs because of wellfunctioning labor markets and the ability of private firms to attract employees
away from community enterprises by offering high wages. This partly explains
the rapid increase in TVP wages there.
The overall picture that emerges is that China at present does not have
a unitary labor market for rural-urban flows or interregional flows. Even
though the national situation may approximate the "unlimited supply of
labor" of the Lewis model, labor costs in particular rural localities have skyrocketed owing to localized labor shortages. As a result, the advantages of
being able to draw on an unlimited supply of labor at a subsistence wage are
lost; in the rapidly developing areas with local labor shortages, rising wages
cut industrial accumulation and may also lead to greater capital intensity
than is economically appropriate for the nation as a whole.
The impact of local labor markets differs according to the level of TVP development. In the early stages, when there is still surplus local labor to be
absorbed from agricultLre, a local labor market can be helpful in giving enterprises appropriate signialson factor mix and in holding down wage irncreases.
Interference in wage determination by community governments can, lead to
excessively high wages and bloated payrolls. Once TvP development is relatively advanced and local labor shortages have emerged, a functioning local
labor market facilitates excessively rapid increases in wages (as occuarredin
Nanhai before it was opened[ up to interregional labor flows in 1986). Paradoxically, community governments' involvement in wage determination can
help limit wage increases in this situation.
In chapter 15 Wu Quhui, Wang Hansheng, and Xu Xinxin loolc at the
influence of the structure of alternative labor opportunities on wage cletermination in three of the four counties-Wuxi, Nanhai, and Jieshou. Their
main conclusion is that alternative opportunities play a great role in determining wage levels in different localities and can lead to significant differences in income levels even among localities with similar levels of economic
development.
The authors assert that the structure of alternative labor opportunities is
closely related to the ownership pattem and the degree of labor mobility.
When the bulk of the rvp labor force is in TVCES (as in Wuxi), community
governments can control wages effectively. If there is a substantial number
of private enterprises (as in Nanhai), community governments cannot set
TVCE
wages below market-clearing levels because their employees would
move to the private sector en masse. If, however, there is both surplus labor
and a substantial private sector (the situation in Jieshou), TVCE wages will
be held down by local labor market conditions. A high degree of iriterfirm
labor mobility (associated with the existence of a significant private sector)
weakens the ability of community governments to control wages.
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The authors go on to describe how community governments try to balance
the incomes of community members. This is easier if TVCEs account for the
bulk of local employment and if alternative employment opportunities are
limited. In Wuxi TVP profits are used to support agricultural incomes.
The structure of altemative employment opportunities also affects wage
differentiation within firms, in particular managerial compensation. In Wuxi
increases in managerial compensation are tied to increases in workers' pay,
and the gap between the enterprise director's pay and the average wage cannot become too wide. In Nanhai, however, TVCE directors' pay is usually
linked to enterprise profits, which puts directors in a more favorable position
and gives them incentives to hold down wage increases. One reason for these
different methods and the lower differentials in Wuxi is that in Nanhai compensation for TVCE managers has to be competitive with pay in private enterprises, whereas in Wuxi the monolithic ownership system allows community
governments to exert effective control over management pay differentials
both within and among firms. In Jieshou differentials within firms are small
because of labor market conditions and the generally simple skill requirements. In actuality, many TVCEs are basically private enterprises, and their
managers give themselves low nominal wages to show a narrow differential
to the outside world and to facilitate holding down workers' wages; they can
appropriate the returns from "their" enterprises in other forms.
The authors describe different modes of wage determination in the three
counties for both workers and managers. In Wuxi wages are to a large extent
under the discretionary control of community governments, whereas in Nanhai and Jieshouthere is a strong linkage with profits (for managers) or output
(for workers), and once the basic linkage is set there is little if any interference by community governments.
The chapter concludes with some additional implications. One is that TVP
employees have more community consciousness in Wuxi, where pay is to a
large extent controlled and balanced by community government authorities
and differentials within communities are small. In Nanhai and Jieshou community governments do not play an important role in income distribution,
and workers tend to demonstrate strong individualism (Nanhai) or to identify
with their firms (Jieshou). As a result of these differences, the three counties
will face different labor problems in the future. Community governments in
Wuxi will have to concentrate more on efficient performance in the TVP sector and less on income distribution, whereas the opposite is true for Nanhai.

13
TVP Workers'Incomes,
Incentives,and Attitudes
Alan Gelb

This chapter providesa perspectiveon workersin TVPs-on their working
relationshipswithin their firms,their income levels, and their occupational
characteristics.The term `TVP workers"is used here in a broad senseto include technicians, managers,and other employees,except where it:specifically denotes an occupationalcategory.
The analysisis basedon the WorkerSurveyQuestionnaire,whichcontains
fifty-ninesubjectiveand objective questions.The subjectivequestionscover
workers'viewson such topics as industrialrelations, attitudes toward work,
and reward systems.The objectivequestionsdeal with pay and with demographicand similarvariables.Since somequestionshavemultipleparts, there
are 107 responses,in all, to each questionnaire.Selectionof workerswithin
firmswas done on a stratifiedrandom basis. Proportionatelymore workers
were sampled for smallerfirms, and technical and managementpersonnel
weresomewhatoversampledto ensuresufficientdiversityfor statisticalanalysis. Researchershelped workersto complete the questionnaire.In the four
sample counties 1,174 usable questionnaires were obtained, but 2 were
droppedbecausetheir firm classificationswere probablyincorrect.
To facilitate analysis,thirty-six questionswere selected to yield a clean,
compact data set. In addition, certain responseoptions offeredin the survey
were consolidatedand simplifiedto render them more mutuallyexclusiveand
to weight responsesaccording to frequencyor intensity. The worker data
were then linked up with selected firmvariablesfrom other questiornaires,
including firm ownershiptype, work force, sales, and profitability, all for
1985when possible.
The distributionof sampleworkersand their firmsby countyand firmtype
is shown in table 13-1; the 1,172workersare distributedin 49 firms, with
an averageof 24 workersper firm. Although there is a wide spreadof firms
by type and county, townshipfirmsdominate,and there are no private firms
in Wuxi and Shangrao. Thirty-twoenterprisesare owned by commun.algovemrnments,
nine are private, and eight are other types, mostlymixed owner280
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ship. Some minor adjustments were made to the data, but only where there
were clear indications of unreasonable responses.'
This chapter reports on a first analysis of the survey data. Because only
the TVP sector was sampled and there was no control group, the survey cannot be used directly to assess differences between TVPs and state enterprises.
The responses can, however, shed light on the nature of the TVP sector itself
in relation to various possible archetypes or models, and they can be used
to test hypotheses on differences between the characteristics of the TVP sector
in the four sample counties. Since the TVP sector has evolved in a wide variety of situations, different types and stages of development can be distinguished within the sector.
These differences and their systematic association with certain counties
pose considerable difficulties for the interpretation of tests of hypotheses. For
example, the hypothesis that pay is higher in larger firms might be preferred
over the proposition that firm size is not correlated with pay. But the first
hypothesis might look better only because firms tend to be larger in the more
advanced areas where incomes are generally higher. Similarly, one might
conclude that private enterprises pay less than community enterprises or employ fewer women, but it might simply be that private enterprises are concentrated in poorer, less advanced areas. Multivariate estimation techniques are
generally preferable to bivariate ones in this situation, but owing to the preliminary nature of this analysis, bivariate relationships are frequently reported.
Another point, as will be seen below, is that the tails of the distributions
of some variables are heavily influenced by the inclusion of a few firms that
may not be representative of the TVP sector as a whole, although they are
interesting. Care should therefore be taken in extrapolating the survey results
to the whole TVP sector.
Some Broad Hypotheses

and Models for TVPs

constitute an "in-between" sector. They are part public, part communal,
and part private. They operate partly in free markets for factors, inputs, and
products and partly in planned ones.
As a framework for the analysis, we develop four archetypes, each with
its distinctive set of explicit or implicit labor contracts. First, we look at two
models for community enterprises.
TVPS

* The public enterprisemodel. Ownership is by a large community such as
the nation-state. Pay levels are set administratively with little reference
to individual or firm performance. Pay is compressed within firms and
is similar among firms. Labor is allocated to firms rather than hired on
the market, and workers have great job security.
* The communal model. Firms are owned and controlled by a small com-

Table 13-1. Distribution of Sample Workersand Firms
(number)
Wuxi
s

Typeoffir
Township
Village
Private
Other
All firms

Workers
361
37
0
75
473

Jieshou

Nanhai

Firns

Workers

Firms

11
2
0
2
15

57
26
128
86
297

3
2
7
3
15

Workers
121
60
17
60
258

Shangrao
Firms
4
2
2
2
10

Workers
110
21
0
13
144

Fourcounties

Firms

Workers

Firms

7
1
0
1
9

649
144
145
234
1,172

25
7
9
8
49
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munity, in the sense that the employees form a significant part of the
community. Workers have job security by virtue of being community
members. They tend to be hired through a mixture of voluntary application and informal communal ties. Within a firm relative pay levels
may be determined by.a range of systems, such as piece rates, time rates,
or work-points, but the average level reflects, to a large extent, the
income of the community and is therefore tied to the performance of
the firm if the latter is important to the community. In the extreme
case the work force itself is the community, and the firm becomes a
kind of cooperative. The stronger are the small communities (say, production teams, villages, or the firms themselves) in relation to the
larger ones (say, townships or counties), the wider are the likely pay
differentials among firms. If labor mobility is low, substantial pay differentials can arise among communities.
Two models can also be outlined for private enterprises.
* The Tayloristmodel. This model is usually considered to be the dominant
type in Westem economies. Labor is a variable factor of production,
and tumover is high. Work pattems are systematically simplified to enable one worker to be easily replaced by another. Except for managers,
pay is not tied to firm performance.
• The Japanese, or Z-firm model. In contrast to the Taylorist model, this
pattern emphasizes strong identification of workers with their firms, low
tumover, and close ties between the firm's profitability and payments
to labor. This "patemalist-lifetime commitment" model is more plausible where labor mobility is naturally low and family members and partners make up a substantial part of the work force. (The term Z-firm
was introduced by Ouchi to denote U.S. firms that were following the
Japanese model; see Ouchi 1982. It is used here to avoid exclusive identification of this system of labor relations with Japan; many firms in
many countries have larger or smaller degrees of "Z-ness." See also
chapter 19.)
Most firms would be expected to be some combination of the above four
models. Moreover, it may not be easy to distinguish a Z-firm from a communal firm except by ownership (private or public). A number of hypotheses
about how TVPS fit into these categories can be proposed.
* Hypothesis 1. In the TVP sector as a whole, community enterprises tend
to follow a communal rather than a public enterprise model, and private
enterprises follow the Z-firmrather than the Tayloristmodel. This implies
that pay is generally related to enterprise performance and that differences
between private and community enterprises are minimal.
* Hypothesis2. There are significant differences among the four counties.
Small communities and firmsare stronger in Nanhai than in Wuxi, so that
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the former is more "communal"and varied, whereasthe latter displays
moreof the characteristicsofthe publicenterprisemodel.Jieshouis more
marketorientedthan Shangrao,whichdisplayssignsofa moretraditional
attitude toward rvPs.
* Hypothesis3. There are also significantvintage effectsthat stem from
the timingof the establishmentof the TVP sector in relation to the phase
of reform.
* Hypothesis4. Becauseof the communalnature of both commlnity and
privateenterprisesand lowlabormobilityin China, pay isstill largelydeterminedbyfirmandcommunity.Personalcharacteristicssuch as typeof
workandeducationallevelhaveonly asecondaryimpact.Inequalitygenerated by the growvthof the TVP sector therefore largelyreflects the fortunes

and dynamismof differentfirmsand communities,not the emergenceof
wide differentialswithin firms.
These four hypotheses,togetherwith the characteristicsof the modelsoutlined above, implysomne
specificpropositionsthat can be tested against the
surveydata. For example,hypothesisI suggeststhat there shouldbe few significant differencesbetween privateand communityenterprisesonce regional
effectsare allowedfor. Hypothesis2 suggeststhat income levels in Nanhai
should be more dispersed than in Wuxi and that the reason is greater
between-firmvariabilityrather than especiallywidedifferentialswithin firms.
Labormarketsshouldoperate in significantlydifferentwaysin the four counties and for workersof differentvintages.Such propositionsare tested in the
followingsections.
General Features of the Sample
The samplerespondentsare generallyyoung; 13 percent are under 20 years
of age and only 14 percent are over 39 yearsof age. Malesconstitute53 percent of the total and females47 percent. Most workershave gone through
junior middle school, but only 2 percent have attended any type of college.
Sixty-threepercent classifythemselvesas workers(in the narrowsense), and
the rest are more or less equally distributedamongshift leaders,operations
personnel, technicians, ordinarystaff, and middle-levelstaff, with a few apprentices. The factoryis their main sourceof income.Sixty-onepercent work
in their firmsfor twelve months a year and for six or (mostlyin Wuxi) seven
days a week. Few work less than ten months in the firm or less than five
daysa week.
Satisfaction
Levels
Overall,sampleworkersseemfairlycontent-80 percent considerthemselves
to be basicallyor very satisfiedand only 8.5 percent expressa desireto leave
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their firms. Seventy-five percent plan to stay with their firmsfor at least five
years, and only 9 percent consider it possible that they might lose their jobs.
Many thought that a decision to leave their firmswould be "difficult" to carry
out. Only 22 percent agree with the statement that TVP workers' status is
lower than that of workers in state enterprises, even though most of the respondents are rural residents and state enterprise workers enjoy the advantages of urban registration.
Labor Relations
Only 9 percent of sample workers consider that labor relations in their firms
involve serious or frequent conflicts, and only 14 percent rate the management of their firms as poor. (This proportion was significantly higher in
Shangrao, confirming impressions from interviews that many Shangrao firms
are poorly managed.) Fully 83 percent of the workers see a substantial need
for some type of trade union to protect their interests.
Labor Allocation
At least in a local sense, much of the TVP sector seems to operate in a fairly
free labor market. Fifty-four percent of respondents came to their firms
through modes that can be considered voluntary: their own initiative, introductions by friends and relatives, or competitive examinations.2 The remaining 46 percent arrived through labor allocation, resource pooling, or other
arrangements by the local government. This is one of the areas of large differences among counties. In Wuxi and Shangrao 57 percent of the workers were
allocated, whereas in Nanhai and Jieshou only 33 percent were. There is also
a strong vintage effect; only 26 percent of the workers under 20 years of age
were allocated, compared with almost 60 percent for the oldest cohorts. This
reflects the evolution of policies relating to the TVP sector.
Pay, Profits, and Attitudes toward Work and Investment
Pay systems differ considerably among TVPS, and there is a tendency for those
in the more advanced counties to be more complex and have a wider range
of benefits than those in the less advanced areas. Few of the workers report
that time rates are the main method of payment; piece rates and floating
wages are more common. Only 19 percent of the workers indicate that bonuses are unimportant or unavailable. Other pay components often mentioned as important include medical subsidies, pensions, and factory subsidies. Guaranteed employment for children in the same firm seems to be a
less important benefit.
Whatever the specific method of payment, workers clearly perceive a close
relationship between their incomes and the profitability of their firms. Only
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10 percent see no relationshlip, whereas 71 percent consider the link to be
strong or very strong. The relationship is powerful for all counties and types
of firms; regressions to predict it have little explanatory power, although it
is somewhat stronger in larger than in smaller firms.3
Correspondingly, it appears that a large majority of respondents are prepared to assume some responsibility for the quality of their fellow ernployees'
work. Only 14 percent are indifferent to poor performance or consider that
it is a matter for managers alone; 32 percent would like to speak to the shirkers in their firm but feel inhibited; and 54 percent indicate that they would
speak out. Again, this response appears to be widespread across counties,
types of ownership, arnd occupations.4 In particular, it is not significantly
lower in Wuxi than in the other counties.
About half of the sample workers regard pay differentials between workers
and managers in their firms or among workers as "substantial." Workers are
divided on whether differentials should be allowed to widen (17 percent),
should stay the same (41 percent), or should be narrower (42 percent). Most
workers would deposit surplus income in a bank, use it to purchase consumer
goods, or (especially in Wuxi) invest in housing. A smaller but appreciable
number would prefer to use funds to purchase producer goods (including
farming equipment) or to buy stock in their own or other firms. Although
only 7 percent want to set up their own firms, alone or with others, 15 percent would buy a "large number" of stocks in their firms if these were offered,
71 percent would buy a "'small" number, and 12 percent would not buy
stocks. There is thus evidence of considerable willingness to help with their
firms' financing.5
Communal Variables
Only 27 percent of sample workers say that the best use of factory profits
is direct distribution to workers; 65 percent favor substantial reinvestment
of profits in the firm. This response is probably related to the low mobility
of labor and the consequent importance of firms in the future income streams
of workers and their families. In response to a hypothetical question, 65 percent indicate they would accept a 50 percent pay cut and remain to help
their firm through difficulties rather than actively look for another job. More
than half of the respondents indicate that if they were faced with personal
problems, they would first approach other workers or managers in their firms
rather than family members or communal leaders.
Sample workers consider their income levels to be average or slightly above
the levels in their communities; only 2 percent describe their incomes as very
high and only 9 percent as low. Interestingly, there is not a systematic relationship between incorme level and perception of income level in relation
to the community, despite the wide range of incomes reported in the sample. This suggests that pay tends to be set largely with reference to the
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income levels prevailing in the community of which the firm is a part.6
The general picture is consistent with the hypothesis that the TVP sector
follows a communal model and that in some cases the firm itself is a considerable part of the community. It also confirms the propositions that workers
perceive a strong link between pay and profits and that many view their relationship with their firm as long term rather than transient. This is no doubt
because of the limited mobility of labor. In this sense TVP workers have de
facto equity in their firms even if they do not formally own shares. Many,
it seems, would consider a degree of formal shareholding in their firms as well.
It is also clear, however, that TVPs are not worker cooperatives, if the term
is taken to mean that workers exert a large degree of control. Responses indicate that recruitment and dismissal, pay, work assignments, product development, investments, and use of retained profits are overwhelmingly decided
on by enterprise leaders and that the leaders are appointed by the government
or chosen by other leaders rather than elected. On average, only 6 percent
of respondents felt that the views of factory workers had any weight in such
decisions. Surprisingly, Shangrao workers indicate a somewhat higher degree
of participation, including election of leaders by workers.7 There is some sentiment for more decisionmaking power for workers, but the desire is not overwhelming. Only 14.2 percent of respondents indicated that they would like
workers to have total or partial decisionmaking power in the areas listed
above.

Differences

among Counties

and Firm Types

Because the TVP sector differs among counties in so many ways, many if not
most relationships between survey variables and location by county differ significantly from randomness. This section discussescertain systematic patterns
and their implications rather than trying to identify all points of difference.
The Labor Market
As table 13-2 shows, Nanhai and Jieshou appear to have freer labor markets
than Wuxi and Shangrao, and younger workers there are less likely to have
been allocated to their firms. Private enterprises also operate in a freer labor
market. These differences are an aspect of county patterns of labor use. Nanhai employs more women workers (57 percent) and the most young workers
(22 percent of Nanhai workers are under 20 years of age). Wuxi and
Shangrao have the largest proportions of old workers. Many of Wuxi's TVPS
are long established, and Shangrao's firms are less dynamic than elsewhere,
so the proportion of young workers is lower.
Nanhai workers are more mobile than those in Wuxi; 27 percent plan to
leave their firms within one to three years.8 Faced with the option of taking
a 50 percent pay cut or leaving, 53 percent of Nanhai workers, by far the
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Table 13-2. Recruitment of Sample Workers
(numberof workers)
Item

AUocation

Voluntary

Total

By county

Wuxi

270

t91

461

Jieshou

84

209

293

99
78
531

154
66
620

253
144
1,151

Nanhai
Shangrao
Total
By age

Under 20

40

114

153

20-29

233

320

554

30-39

168

117

285

40-49
50+
Total

71
19
531

57
12
620

128
31
1,151

Public
Private
Total

398
33
431

380
111
491

778
144
922

Pay (yuan per year)
Less than 625
625-1,249
1,250-2,499

82
212
173

180
263
142

262
475
315

2,500-4,999

44

31

75

5,000+

20

4

24

531

620

1,151

By ownership

Total

Note: For counties, x2 = 3.4; for age, x2 = 54.9; for ownership,x2 = 38.9; for pay, x2 =
51.5. In all casesin tables 13-2 through 13-5,the probabilitythat the distributionsare random
is less than 0.1 percent.

highest proportion in the sample, opted for the latter. Probably because many
Nanhai workers are not tied to their firms, there are far stronger pressures
to distribute profits to the work force. Fifty-seven percent considered this to
be the best use of profits, compared with only 27 percent in the entire sample.
Young female workers are usually the lowest paid. This contributes to a
pattern whereby the lowest-irncomeworkers are freely recruited whereas the
highest-income workers tend to be allocated to their firms (table 13-2). In
fact, the few college graduates in the sample are the workers most likely to
want to leave their firms; 44 percent indicate a desire to leave compared with
only 8 percent for the sample as a whole. The other category of workers who
wish to leave are the low-paid or those who consider their pay low in relation
to the local average. The desire to leave is also related to perceptions of management (table 13-3), especially in Shangrao, where 33 percent consider the
management to be poor and 22 percent desire to leave their firms.
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Table 13-3. Managementand Desireto LeavetheFirm
(number of workers)
Workers'opinion
of mnanagement

Verygood

Yes

Desireto leave?
No

Total

8

167

175

Relativelygood

45

761

806

Not very good
Very poor

31
12

108
11

139
23

Total

96

1,047

1,143

Note:x2 = 103.8.

IncomeDistribution
The sizedistribution of annual pay is shownin table 13-4, by county and
by type of firmownership. In the analysis,ownershipvariableswere represented in three ways: on a 2-point scale (publicand private), on a 4-point
scale (townshipand town; villageand production team; joint, family, and
individual;and joint venture with governmentor foreignentities), and on
an 8-point scale in which all the above segmentsare separate items. The
4-point scaleis used in table 13-4. It is apparentthat Nanhai has the widest
range of pay dispersionand that incomes in Wuxi are more tightly concentrated, with smallerlowerand upper tails. Incomesin Jieshou and Shangrao
cluster at the lower ends of the distributions.'The table suggeststhat the
widestdispersionof income levels is in the firmsowned by "small"(village
and production team) community governments.'°This is not mainly because of wider differentialswithin such firmsbut rather becausedifferences
in the fortunesof smaller communitiespermit a greater range of variation
in pay levels among firms.
The apparently concentrated income distribution of private enterprises
may reflectinaccuratereportingof incomesat the upperend or noninclusion
of proprietorsin the sample. Workersin private enterprisesseem not to be
unduly concernedover wide differentials,and the proportionof workerswho
believethat differentialsshouldbe wider is the highest in the sample,at 26
percent. (Most workersin private firmsbelieve that differentialsare about
right.) Only 8 percent of Shangraoworkersfavorwiderdifferentials,despite
the absenceof a marked upper tail in that county.
Workers'Attitudes
Workersin private enterprisesand, among the counties, in Jieshouseem to
be content-to an almost suspiciousextent. Only 11 percent of Jieshou
workersagreewith the propositionthat TVP workershave lower status than
those in state enterprises,as against 41 percent in Shangrao, 21 percent in
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Table 13-4. Dispersionof Income in Sample Firms
(number of workers)
Annua income (yuan)
Less than
625

6251,249

1,2502,499

2,5004,999

Wuxi
Jieshou

47

178

210

36

2

473

90

176

28

3

0
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Nanhai
Shangrao
Total

43
264

77
55
486

81
4
323

36
0
75

21
1
24

258
144
1,172

126

241

234

47

1

649

33
42
63
264

51
86
108
486

22
14
53
323

17
3
8
75

21
0
2
24

144
145
234
1,172

Item

5,000+

Total

By county

84

By ownership
Township
and town
Village and production
team
Private
Other
Total
Note: Forcounties, X2

=

379.2; fcTrownership,x2

209.1

Wuxi, and 25 percent in Nanhai. Only 3 percent of Jieshou workers are not
satisfied, compared with 20 percent in the whole sample, and only 3 percent
would like to leave their firms. If anything, Jieshou workers see a lower probability of losing their jobs than other workers. They are more inclined to buy
shares in their firms; 23 percent would buy "a lot," whereas 47 percent of
Shangrao workers would not buy any stocks. (Given the problematic situation of many of Shangraoo'sTVPS,this may reflect simple prudence.) 'ieshou
workers are also far more likely to use surplus funds to buy producer goods
and to set up their own firms;since there is a high proportion of private enterprises in Jieshou, the same finding probably holds for workers in private enterprises. There is therefore sorne evidence that private entrepreneurship is
ready to flourish in areas where it is encouraged.
Finally, it is interesting to note the absence of a marked generation gap
in workers' responses. Substantial age-related differences in attitudinal variables might be expected in a similar survey carried out in a Western country.
The reason for the absence of a gap and also for the favorable labor relations
climate may be that virtually all of the TVP sector's work force consists of
first-generation industrial workers.
Private versus Public Firms
Some of the most important differences between private and community enterprises have already been noted. Not all go in the directions one might
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expect. Although there are many statistically significant differences between
the responses of workers in public and in private firms, the degree of difference is usually small, so the explanatory power of the public-private distinction is limited. Private enterprises are smaller and less advanced, as is shown,
for example, in their narrower range of occupational groups; 72 percent of
respondents in private firms, but only 58 percent in community enterprises,
are workers rather than technical and managerial personnel. Private enterprises employ a higher percentage of women and pay less than community
enterprises (although this is a "county," or locational, effect; see below).
They also operate in freer labor markets.
Private enterprises do not diverge from community enterprises in the ways
suggested by the Taylorist model, however. Pay distribution does not seem
to be less equal than in community enterprises, and responses by workers in
private enterprises suggest at least similar, if not greater, enthusiasm for their
firms. There are no significant differences between community and private
enterprises regarding the degree to which workers have decisionmaking
power in the areas mentioned earlier.
There is also no significant difference in average profitability between the
community and private enterprises in the workers' survey. The dispersion of
profitability is larger for community enterprises; table 13-5 shows that no
workers were in private enterprises that were extremely profitable or declared
losses. The reason may simply be that there are fewer private firms or that
they underreport their profits. But it is also true that private firms, unlike
community enterprises, cannot turn to local governments for help when they
make losses and that the tighter technical and financial constraints placed
on them limit their chances of making especially high profits. Workers in
private enterprises feel somewhat less well-off in relation to their communities than do those in community enterprises.
WageEquations
The variables that determine the pay of TVP workers may be grouped into
several classes. County variablesrepresent the stage of development of the locality; counties are represented by dummies with Wuxi as the base. Ownership
Table 13-5. Distributionof Workers by Firm Ownershipand Profitability
(number of workers)
Profitability
(profits-sales) (percent)
Ownership

<0

<10

<20

<30

>30

Total

Government
37
Private
0
Total
37
Note: X2 = 54.9

259
20
279

310
62
372

164
19
183

90
0
90

860
101
961
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variablesare measured,as describedabove, on a 2-point, 4-point, or 8 -point
scale.Firmdummies,forty-eightin number, distinguishamongworkersin different enterprisesand are intended to pick up systematiceffectsnot captured
by the intersectionof county and ownershiptype-for example,a largevillage firm in a prosperouscommunity.They are a proxyfor communalvariables, since most firmsare identifiedwith smalleror largercommunities.The
characteristics
of the firm are its size (as measuredby number of workers)and
its profitability(the profit-salesratio)."
Individualvariables
are age, sex, numberof daysworked(fromdata on days
per week and months per year), occupation, and education. Occupation is
representedby seven (lummies-shift or group leader, operations personnel, technical personnel, ordinary staff, middle-level staff, apprentice, and

driver-with workeras the base. Educationis representedby six dummiesno school, four-yearprimaryschool, six-yearprimaryschool, senior middle
school, college,and technical and vocationalschoolor vocationalcollegewith the most commoncategory,junior middleschool, as the base. A.nexperience variable(age - ]L5)and its squarewere substitutedfor age in some regressionsto permit the familiarinverted-U pattern to emerge.
The dependent variable, annual income, was specifiedin three ways: in
five ranges, in nominal value, and in logarithmicform. The results are
broadly similar for all specifications.To help interpretation, results are reported for log incomeso that coefficientsof unit dummiesmaybe interpreted
as percentageshifts in income.
Five statistical models are shown in table 13-6.12Model 1 uses only
county dummies.The correlation coefficient(R2), adjusted for degrees of
freedom, is only 0.30. Incomes are higher in Nanhai than in Wuxi by 29
percent, but they are lowerin Jieshouby 55 percent and in Shangraoby 70
percent.
Model2 addsoccupatLional
dummies.These all have sensiblesigns. They
suggestthat more skilled staff are paid 20-45 percent more than a worker
and that apprenticesget 32 percent less. Although these variablesare mostly
significant,the explanatorypower of occupation is small.
Addingthe simpleprivate ownership-communityownershipdistinction to
the county dummiesmakes little difference.Although workersin private enterprisesdo earn less than those in communityenterprises, this is mainly a
county effect.Adding the 4-point ownershipdistinction is not much better.
Model3 combinesthe countydummies,the most detailed(8-point) ownership specification,firmsizeand profitability,occupation,age, sex, and number of daysworked.The explanatorypowerrisesto 0.52, and payrelatespositively to firm size, age, days worked, and the profitability of the firm
(confirmingthe link assertedby sampleworkers).An increaseof 10 percentage points in the ratio of profits to sales is associated with a 5 percent increase

in the level of TVP pay. Women'spay is 14 percent lowerwhenother variables
are held constant. The sizesof the county and occupationaldummy coeffi-
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Table 13-6. Wage Equations
Model
Dummy
County
Jieshou
Nanhai
Shangrao

1
-0.55
(11.9)
0.29
(5.8)
-0.70
(-12.1)

2
-0.47
(-12.4)
0.14
(3.2)
-0.71
(-13.8)

Ownership
Dl

D3
D4
D5
D6
D7
Firm
Work force

Technical personnel
Ordinary staff
Middle-level staff
Apprentice
Driver

5

-0.23
(-4.3)
0.22
(5.8)
-0.37
(-5.6)

0.06
(2.1)
0.05
(3.5)

Profitability

Operations personnel

4

-0.03
(-0.8)
0.15
(3.3)
0.04
(0.5)
0.18
(2.5)
0.23
(3.3)
-0.19
(-1.4)
(0.29)
(2.8)

D2

Occupation
Shift or group leader

3

0.19
(3.5)
0.25
(3.8)
0.33
(5.6)
0.26
(4-1)
0.45
(7.')
-0.32
(-2.4)
0.74
(1.5)

0.08
(1.7)
0.10
(1.7)
0.16
(3.1)
0.10
(1.7)
0.28
(5.1)
-0.10
(-0.9)
0.42
(1.0)

0.11
(2.7)
0.20
(4-1)
0.18
(4.0)
0.10
(2.2)
0.30
(6.3)
-0.26
(-2.9)
0.49
(1.3)

(Tablecontinueson thefollouingpage)
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Table 13-6 (continued)
Model
Dummy

1

2

Age
Sex
Daysworked
R2

0.30

0.34

3

0.01
(7.0)
-0.14
(-5.0)
0.02
(14.2)
0.52

4

5

0.57

0.01
(4.8)
-0.14
(-5.7)
0.01
(13.0)
0.70

Note: Figuresin parenthesesare t-statistics.Blanksare not applicable.The 8-pointscaledescribedin the text is used fcr the ownershipdummies;joint ventureis the base. The base for
occupationis worker.

cients are considerablyreduced, which suggeststhat the earlier estimates
were correctingfor other variables.
Data on incomes in the communitiesof which these firmsare part are not
available, but it was argued above that TVPS might be considered broadly
representativeof their communitiesand that in somecasesthe firmitselfhas
some status as a community.Model4 simplyconsistsof the forty-eightfirm
dummies,which alone have higherexplanatorypowerthan model 3. Model
5 adds to the firmdummnies
the individualvariablesof model 3. Bythe standardsof cross-sectionregressions,explanatorypoweris high, with a correlation
coefficient,adjustedfor degreesof freedom,of 0.70. The pattem of individual coefficientsis fairly stable, with somewhathigher occupationalcoefficients than in model 3.
The substitutionof experienceand its squarefor ageproducedthe familiar
inverted-U relationshipwherebythe rate at which incomeriseswith age declines as age increases.The effectof addingthe educationdummycoefficients
was more surprising.Most of the dummiesare smalland not significant,but
those that are significantsuggestthat peoplewith somecollegereceivelower
pay than would be expected on the basisof firm, sex, age, and occupation.
3
This pattern is most unusual."
These resultssuggestthat a largepart of the dispersionof earningsin the
Tvp sector can be explainedon the basisof communaland personalcharacteristics.But they also indicatethat communalcharacteristicsare more powerful, especiallynear the tails of the incomedistribution. The reason seems
to be that the communityis a powerfulreferencepoint for the acceptable
level of pay in the firm,and so the associationbetween pay and relative income status in the communityis weak, as noted earlier.
Consider, for example,the highest-payingfirm in the sample,a largeand
successfulceramicsfactoryowned by a small villagein Nanhai. Workersin
this factoryreceive about Y5,000a year;pay of the manager(and of village
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leaders) is believed to be about Y15,000. Such pay levels are acceptable only
because the factory, in effect, is the community; it employsmost of the working population, and it distributes 40 percent of its net income to the village
for communal projects, subsidies, pensions, and education. Moreover, the
survey data suggest that this firm has an unusually small dispersion of pay.
It might be expected that dispersion within firms would relate systematically to pay levels or would differ among counties. Measures of pay dispersion
within firms, however, have no significant association with average pay in
firms, and there is no significant relationship among counties. Any differences in income dispersion among counties probably have more to do with
the power of small as against large government units and with the degree
of homogeneity of the area. Regressions were also run with a dummy that
separated community insiders and outsiders. This showed only an insignificant effect on pay when firm and other personal variables were included.
Finally, we are left with the question of what determines the degree of
dispersion of average pay among firms. The regressions indicate that county,
size, and profitability make some contribution. These are static variables,
however, whereas sizable pay dispersion plausibly reflects dynamic features,
notably slow adjustment of the labor market in relation to different speeds
of economic development. In a broad sense, such a relationship is observable
in the higher incomes in Wuxi and Nanhai, which have developed more rapidly in comparison with Jieshou and Shangrao. But does it hold on a firm-byfirm basis? Or do the highest-paying firms seem to be stagnating owing to
their need to pay high wages?
Investigation of this question is not straightforward because data for many
firms are not sufficiently complete to allow dynamic comparisons over a number of years. Therefore, to ensure maximum dispersion, firms were ranked
in order of decreasing average pay. Those for which there was enough data
to calculate growth rates for labor force and current-price industrial output
at least for 1981-85 and preferably for 1980-85 were identified, and the highest five and lowest five of these were chosen. In the top five firms the average
growth rates were 27 percent for labor force and 77 percent for output; for
the lowest five the rates were 21 percent for labor force and 44 percent for
output. This supports the proposition that the higher-paying firms are more
dynamic and are characterized by a higher rate of growth of output per worker
than the lower-paying ones.
These averages, however, are strongly influenced by two firms, one in the
lowest five and one in the top five, which began from small bases and therefore have very high average growth rates. Regressions were also carried out
between the rankings of the ten firms by pay and their rankings by labor
growth, output growth, and growth of output per worker. Coefficients and
t-values were as follows.
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Regression
Pay rank with:
Labor force growth
Industrial output value
Output value per worker

Coefficient
0.54
0.60
0.50

t-value

P2

1.80
2.14
2.03

0.29
0.36
0.35

These results provide considerable support for the proposition that large
pay differentials among firms arise from the "pull" effect of labor productivity
gains (or favorable price trends) in the more dynamic firms that also have
increased their labor forces somewhat more rapidly.

Conclusions
This chapter has set forth a number of hypotheses on the nature of ownership
and labor relations in the Chinese TVP sector. Although it is only a first look
at the data, it does suggest a number of interesting points. In broaLdterms
TVPs appear far closer to the communal or Z-firm model than to the other
models. This implies that there are few really outstanding differences between community and private enterprises once account is taken of the different levels of development of the counties where the respective types
dominate.
Why should this be so? The reason is probably the close relationship with
local communities needed if private enterprises are to obtain permission to
go into business and to secure land, bank loans, and so on, as well as the
still fragile nature of private lproperty rights. Interviews confirm that private
proprietors do not really act as though they had exclusive claim to their firms'
equity. Some seek to recover their investments rapidly, leaving the firm in
a fuzzyownership position. Some may see advantages in then changing the
firm's registration from private to community enterprise or may be powerless
in the face of a decision by the local government to change its ownership.
The work force seems to be relatively content, although workers have little
say in running their finns. Workers perceive a strong link between pay and
performance, both of the individual (piece rates are more common than time
rates) and of the firm. This helps to induce a positive attitude toward the
firm and some concern f'or its profitability. The link between profitability and
pay has a short-run dimension, through bonuses and other benefits. But the
long-run dimension may be more important because the average pay of a firm
relates to its dynamism and to growth of output per worker, and where there
is little intercommunity mobility workers can expect long-term employment
in their firms. TVP workers therefore have substantial de facto equity stakes
in their firms. This, together with the limited alternative investment options
available, may explain their stated preference that profits be reinvested. An
issue for policymakers is how and to what extent such an implicit equity stake
should be formalized. Workers' attitudes may be influenced by the newness
of the TVP sector and the fact that almost all workers were previously farmers.
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How attitudes and labor relations will evolve as the TVP sector matures is
an important question.
Wage equations confirm the explanatory power of firm variables as against
individual variables, although the pattems of most of the latter are as expected. The relationship of pay to age is progressive and of the inverted-U
shape. Females eam 14 percent less than males. Technical and management
personnel eam 10-30 percent more than workers, and apprentices eam 26
percent less. Educational level does not seem to be a significant factor in
earnings, and when it is significant, its direction is the opposite of that expected. Zero or even negative differentials at higher educational levels may
be common in China, but they are unusual elsewhere. This is a subject for
further research.
These pattems are of course not uniform, and the survey reveals too many
cross-county differences to be easily summarizedhere. One notable difference
is the much freer labor market in Nanhai than in Wuxi, which leads to a
larger proportion of workers with short time horizons, to more pressures for
the distribution of surplus to the work force, and perhaps to a two-tier labor
force structure. The survey results should be further analyzed to extract the
implications for China of different TvP development pattems.

Notes
1. In fourcasesresponseson paywereunrealistic;annual incomesfarhigherthan twelvetimes
the greatestmonthlyincomeweredeclared,or incomewasstatedas zero.These casesweremodified in line with informationon the highestand lowestmonthlyincomesand months worked.
2. In Wuxithe examinationmethodis basedon workforceallocationsto enterprisesbycommunity govemments;only the choice of whichspecificworkersto take is left to the examinations. "Voluntary"choice of firmsby workershence does not necessarilymean that firmscan
choosethe number of workers.
3. The explanatoryvariablestried includecountydummies,firmdummiesby eightownership
types, firm size,and occupationaldummies.In comparisonwith Wuxi, the perceivedlink between profitsand pay is strongerin Jieshouand weakerin the other two counties.It is stronger
in largerfirmsand greaterfor the other occupationalcategoriesthan for workers,except in the
case of apprentices.But althoughmany of these variablesare significant,the Rz (adjustedfor
degreesof freedom)is only 0.10.
4. Regressionssuggesta significantlystrongerreactioninJieshouand fromsupervisorypersonnel. But the &2 is only0.12.
5. TVP workersdo, in fact, frequentlyparticipatein financingtheir firms,throughpurchasing
bonds with a term of one to two yearsor through the withholdingof part of their pay until
year's end for use as workingcapital. The extent to which these contributionsrepresentequity
rather than debt (in the sensethat bank debtshave a preferredclaimon firmassets)isnot clear;
it probablyvarieswith each case and is often ill-defined.
6. A chi-squaredtest indicatesdeparturefrom nonrandomnessat the 2 percent level in the
relationshipbetween pay and relative income, but this does not seem to reflecta systematic
progressionwith pay. Workerswere also dividedinto two groups:those belongingto the five
top-payingfirms(as measuredby the mean pay of the workersin the firm) and others. Those
in the top-payingfirmsdid not considerthemselvesmuch better-off,in comparisonwith their
communities,than other workers.
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7. In all but one of the decisionmakingareas,responsesin Shangraoindicategreaterworker
involvementthan in the other counties.In someShangraofirmselection of leadersby workers
seemsto have been introducedto counterthe tendencyof local govemmentto make poor appointmentsout of politicalconsiderations(see chapter 17). Interviewswith local officialsindicated that they consideredsuch elected leadersto have greaterlegitimacyin their firmsthan
appointed leaders.
8. Thirty percent of Nanhai workersindicate that they were in another township,county,
or provincebeforejoining their presentfirms.The prominenceof workersfrom outsidethe community raisesthe question of whetherthere is a two-tierlabor market, especiallyin the richer
areas.In such a market,"outsiders"wouldbe paid their reservationwage,and "insiders"would
share in the surplusgeneratedwithin the community.This question willbe consideredin the
regressionsbelow.
9. The coefficientof variation(ratio of standarddeviationto mean) of pay is 0.49 in Wuxi
and 0.70 in Nanhai. Workersin Wuxi and Nanhai usuallywork full time, whereasthose in
Jieshouand Shangraoare more likelyto have workedfor lessthan twelvemonths.T'his could
increasethe dispersionin the latter two countiesat the lowerend.
10. For township firmsthe coefficientof variationof income is 0.55, for village firmsit is
0.80, and for private enterprisesit is 0.55.
11. The preferredmeasureof profitsto assetswasnot usedbecauseof concemaboutth,equality
of capitalstock information.
12. Regressionsare all by ordinaryleast squares,which is not appropriateunlessexplanatory
variablesare exogenous.This could be questionedfor somevariables.In particular,since payments to labor affectprofitability,the coefficientof this variablemaybe biasedand is probably
less significantthan it shouldbe. Occupationmight also be consideredendogenous,as is the
choice of firm for at least someworkers.
13. The reason may be interactionieffectsbetween educationand other variables,but the
pattem of coefficientsseemsto be fairlystable. In most developingcountries,educationrelates
stronglyto pay (see Knightand Sabot forthcoming).Human capital has been estimatedto account for half of the differencein income betweenhigh- and low-incomecountries(Krueger
1968).Only four of the sampledworkershad no formaleducation.

14
The RuralLaborMarket
Meng Xin

China is known for its large labor force. According to the theoretical model
of Lewis (1954) on economic development under a dual-structure economy,
an inexhaustible supply of labor is a resource advantage that can check the
rise of the wage level and boost accumulation in the process of national economic development. The validity of the theory, however, depends on the
precondition that a labor market already exists. For a long time China restrained the development of the commodity economy and the formation of
a labor market, which meant that there was virtually no flow of labor between
urban and rural areas and between the industrial and agricultural sectors. The
Lewis theory naturally cannot be applied under such circumstances.
After the introduction of the production responsibility system (PRs) in agriculture and of price reforms, and in reaction to the separation between
urban and rural areas, rural industrialization got fully under way. As a result,
industrial and agricultural sectors have come into being within China's rural
economy. Has a labor market emerged in the course of rural industrialization?
To what extent has the market developed? And what effects does it have
on rural industrialization? This chapter will describe, compare, and analyze
the formation and development of the labor market in the process of the development of the TVP sector, as well as the effects of the newly formed labor
market on TvPs.
Reynolds (1982) defines the purely competitive labor market as follows.
* There is full freedom of occupational choice. This implies, among other
things, that a young person choosing an occupation that requires training can always obtain the necessary funds.
* There is full freedom of exchange. Any employer may hire any worker,
and any worker may work for any employer.
* There are many employers and many workers in the market, so that
no one actor can influence the market price.
* There is no collusion on either side of the market. Employers do not
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Figure 14-1. Changesin LaborSupplyand Demandfor TVPs in the FourSampleCounties,1975-85
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Note: For Wuxi, labor in other activitieswas estimated at 5.2 percent of the total rural labor force (the national averagein 1985). For Nanhai, labor in forestry,

animal husbandry, and fisherywas estimatedat 7 percent of the total rural labor force and labor in other activitiesat 5.2 percent. For Jieshou, labor in forestry,
animal husbandry,and fisherywas estimatedat 5.0 percent of the total rurallabor force and labor in other activitiesat 5.2 percent. For Shangrao,labor in forestry,
animal husbandry, and fisherywas estimated at 5.0 percent of the total rural labor force and labor in other activitiesat 5.2 percent.
a. See Appendix for method of calculation. b. Actualuse of labor. Other activitiesinclude science,education, culture, public health, and government.
c. Actual employment. d. Difference between total rural labor force and the three sourcesof labor demand.
Sources:Appendix and information from fieldwork.
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unite to drive down the wage level, nor do workers unionize to drive
up wages.
This definition is taken as the "perfect state" of the labor market as we
examine the development of labor markets in the four counties. This means
not that the purely corapetitive labor market is an ideal state but rather that
it is the standard for analysis.
Most TVP workers come from rural areas. China's agricultural sector has
large potential surplus labor, which determines the supply of labor to TVPS.
The actual number of workers absorbed by TVPS indicates the demand in the
labor market. Thus the labor market is viewed as being in varying degrees
of disequilibrium, with the short side of the market (labor demand) determining the actual amount of labor in the TVP sector.
Figure 14-1 shows changes in the labor supply and demand in the TVP sectors of the four counties in 1975-85 under the assumption that there is local
segmentation in labor markets (see the appendix to this chapter for details
on the method of calculationi of labor supply to TVPS). From the figure it is
clear that in Nanhai and Wuxi labor supply can hardly meet the demand
of TVPS, whereas in ShangraD and Jieshou labor supply still greatly exceeds
the demand. This should always be kept in mind during the following discussion.
Labor Flows among TVPs
There are three types of rural labor flows:interregional, among provinces and
counties; intercommunity, among villages and townships in the same county;
and intracommunity, among firms in the same community.
Actual Labor Flows
Actual labor flows can be examined from three points of view: the origins
of an enterprise's employeesand the relative shares of permanent, casual, and
seasonal laborers; a firm's ways of employing and dismissing laborers; and redundancy of personnel in an enterprise. Table 14-1 shows the family homes
of employees in sample enterprises in the four counties and table 14-2 the
proportions of permanent, casual, and seasonal laborers. There is a big difference between sample firms in Nanhai and in the other three counties. In
Nanhai 51 percent of employees come from local communities, 85 percent
from within the county, and 15 percent from other counties and provinces.
In the other three counties the bulk of employees come from local communities, more than 90 percent come from within the county, and only a handful
are from other counties or provinces. These figures indicate that at present
the bulk of labor in China's 1Vps comes from farmers in local communities.
Except in Nanhai, intercommunity and interregional flows of labor are weak.
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Table 14-1. OriginalHomes of Employeesin Sample Enterprises
(percent)
Same
township

Other townships
(villages)

Other
counties

in county

in province

provinces

94.0
94.2
78.6
93.1

3.0
3.5
1.4
0.6

1.6
1.7
5.3
0.5

1.4
0.7
14.6
5.9

All employees

79.7

12.7

4.8

2.8

Workers
Technicians

80.6
65.9

12.1
18.3

5.2
2.4

2.7
13.4

Managerial staff

78.1

16.5

2.3

3.2

50.9
47.7
85.1
53.5

33.8
35.0
3.0
39.7

14.2
16.0
10.9
5.6

1.1
1.3
1.0
1.2

All employees
Workers

80.9
83.6

14.8
11.4

2.1
1.9

2.2
2.7

Technicians
Managerialstaff

68.5
73.9

5.6
18.5

5.6

20.3

1.7

5.9

County and

type of worker

(viUage)

Other

Wuxi

All employees
Workers
Technicians
Managerial staff

Jieshou

Nanhai

All employees

Workers
Technicians
Managerial staff

Shangrao

Source:EnterpriseQuantitative Questionnaire.

The proportions of permanent and casual laborers can shed further light
on the volume of labor flows. These figuresalso show much greater mobility
in Nanhai than in the other three counties. The data below, however, show
that great shifts have taken place in recent years in the relative shares of
permanent and casual laborers in Nanhai, indicating that the employment
system in that county has undergone remarkable changes.
Percentageof
Permanent workers
Casual workers

1980

1981

1982

1983

1984

1985

91.8
8.2

87.9
12.1

86.3
13.7

76.1
23.9

48.3
51.2

40.2
59.8

The methods of recruiting and dismissing workers in sample firms are illuminated by responses to the Enterprise Survey Questionnaire and the Worker
Survey Questionnaire. The latter asked workers how they came into their
present employment (see table 14-3). Job assignment by township or village
government was cited by 57 percent of sample employees in Wuxi, 44 percent
in Shangrao,

38 percent in Nanhai,

and 16 percent in Jieshou. Responses

to the Enterprise Survey Questionnaire point to a similar conclusion: com-
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Table 14-2. Permanent, Casual, and SeasonalWorkersin Sample Enterprlies
(percent)
County

F7rnanent
workers

Casual
workers

Seasonal
workers

Wuxi
Jieshou
Nanhai
Shangrao

91.2
75.8
40.2
78.7

8.5
18.1
59.8
19.1

0.3
6.2
0.0
2.2

Source: Enterprise Quantitative Questionnaire.

munity government assignment constitutes the most important fonn of recruitment in Wuxi, whereas enterprises in the other three counities rely
mainly on direct recruitment.
The Enterprise Director Questionnaire contains two relevant questions:
"As the director of the factory, do you have the right to dismiss your employees?" and "In the past year, how many workers have you fired? For what reasons?" Enterprises whose directors have the power to dismiss employees accounted for 97 percent: of the sample in Jieshou, 82 percent in Wuxi, 73
percent in Nanhai, and 68 percent in Shangrao. The average number of
workers dismissed by each sample firm in the previous year stood at 0.87 in
Nanhai, 0.75 in Jieshou, 0. 67 in Wuxi, and 0.15 in Shangrao. Although
nearly all directors in Wuxi thought that they had the power to dismiss workers, the actual number of workers fired was relatively small. Some community
governments in Wuxi have issued regulations that ban enterprises fiom dismissing employees until they find new jobs and require that each d[ismissal
be approved by the communit-ygovernment. The primary reason for dismissal
given in all four counties was violation of labor regulations. Overall, sample
enterprises in Jieshou and Nanhai seem to have relatively more freedom
and those in Wuxi and Shangrao less freedom in employing and dismissing
workers.
The presence of redundant personnel means that the enterprise has little
decisionmaking power over its employment level. In addition, it is evidence
from another angle of the absence of a free flow of labor. During fieldwork
we saw obvious examples of redundancy in Wuxi and Shangrao. The director
of the Xuelang Township Special-Shaped Steel Rolling Mill in Wuxi told us
that in 1983 the mill set up a meter production workshop and employed
seventy-eight workers (mostly women) under a land requisition contract.
Later the workshop was closed because its products did not sell very well on
the market, but the mill had to keep the workers who had been recruited
for the workshop, since their employment was included in the land contract.
The director told us that his mill could sack at least fifty workers, or 10 percent of the total, without affecting normal production. The director of the
Luqu Township Food Products Factory, also in Wuxi, said that his factory
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Table 14-3. How EmployeesGot Their Jobs in Sample Enterprises
(percent)
Method

Wuxi

Jieshou

Nanhai

Assignedby township
or villagegovernment
Examination
Application
Contribution of funds
Recommendation
Other

56.8
15.8
9.2
0.9
16.0
0.6

15.5
30.7
12.5
12.8
28.0
0.3

38.0
3.9
15.7
1.2
41.2
0.0

Shangrao

44.4
2.8
20.8
9.7
22.2
0.0

Source:WorkerSurveyQuestionnaire.

could cut employment by fifty to sixty workers (25-30 percent of the total)
without affecting total value of output, but township government regulations
barred it from dismissing any employees. The director of the Dongjiang
Township Oil Production Equipment Factory in Wuxi told us that in 1985
the number of employees in his factory doubled from the previous year, not
to meet production needs but because of pressures from the township government to increase employment and obligations resulting from land acquisition
contracts. The Lingxi Township Hydropower Station in Shangrao reported
that its redundant personnel accounted for about 60 percent of total employment. And the director of the Lingxi Township FiberglassPlant believed that
about half of the plant's employees were redundant. Personnel redundancy
in Wuxi and Shangrao is related to township governments' interference in
worker recruitment and dismissal. The problem was almost unheard of in
Nanhai and Jieshou.
The above discussion has given us a picture of labor flows at three different
levels in the four counties. The general impression is that whether labor is
in short supply (as in Wuxi and Nanhai) or in surplus (as in Shangrao and
Jieshou), interregional flows are weak but that the situation in Nanhai is better than in the other counties. Nanhai has much greater intercommunity and
intracommunity labor flows than does Wuxi, and Jieshou has more than
Shangrao.
FactorsThat Affect Labor Flows
In a commodity economy the supply and demand situation for labor strongly
affects labor flows. In general, when the supply of labor is greater than the
demand, the mobility of the labor force is small, but the contrary is true when
demand is greater than supply. When labor is plentiful, the availability of
cheap local labor makes it unnecessary for enterprises to recruit workers from
other regions, and low wages and limited employment opportunities discourage laborers in other regions from coming to seek jobs. But when labor is
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in short supply,enterprises vie for workersby payinghigher wages,and this
attracts labor from elsewhereas well. It should be stressedthat when there
is a labor surplus, the diminishedactual flowof labor does not mean a reduction in workers'freedomto choosetheir professionsor in enterprises'freedom
to choose laborers.
An analysisof labor flows in the four counties in accordance with the
above-mentionedlogic revealedvarious distortions. For instance, in Wuxi,
where labor is in short supply, labor flowsat the three levels are not only
much smallerthan in Nanhai, wherethe supplyand demandsituationis similar, but also smallerthan in the other two counties, which have large numbers of surpluslaborers.In falct,there waslittle tangiblelabor flow in Wuxi.
Also, although the makeupof the places of origin of employeeswasbasically
the same in Jieshouand Shangrao,workersand firmsin Shangrao had much
less freedom in choosingeach other than in Jieshou. How could such irrational situations arise? Supplyand demand are clearlynot the only factors
that affect the flowof labor. To provide an explanation, we must introduce
systemicvariables.
Lowerlabor mobilityin WVuxi
than in Nanhai is directly related to differences in the ownership structure of TVPS. In Wuxi TvPs are dominated by
TVCES, whereas in Nanhai 'rvCEs account for only 30 percent of the total.
Moreover, since TVCES employonly about 60 percent of the total number

of workersin Nanhai's TVP sector and 50 percent of these are casualworkers,
only 30 percent of the labor forceis directlycontrolledby communitygovemments. As communitygovernmentsare inclined to restrainthe flowof labor,
the differencein ownershipstructure leads to differencesin labor mobility.
We willnow discusswhycommunitygovernmentswouldwant to restrainthe
inflowand outflowof labor.
RESTRAINING

INFLOWS OF LABOR FROM OTHER AREAS.

Since a community

governmentis both the owner of local TVCEsand the communityadministrator, its goals are not only to develop its firmsbut alsoto increaselocal employment, local residents' incomelevels, and communityrevenues.The development of TVCES is expectedto serve these multiplesocial and economic
goals,and the fundamentalreasonthat communitiesrestrain inflowsof labor
is that these inflowsclash with their employmentand income objectives.
At differentstagesof economicdevelopmentthe communitygovernment
has differentpurposesin promotingTVPS.
When there is a large labor surplus
in the community,the goal is to expandcommunityemploymentto its maximum;when all local surpluslabor has been absorbed, the purposebecomes
mainlyto increaseper capita incomes.(The revenueobjective is alwayspresent.) Under both circumstancesthe communitygovernmenttries to restrain
the inflowof labor from other regions:in the formercaselabor inflowswould
reduce employmentopportunitiesfor local communitymembers,and in the
latter they would reduce the community'saverageper capita income.
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RESTRAINING OUTFLOWS AND INTRACOMMUNITY FLOWS OF LABOR. Com-

munity governments in both Wuxi and Nanhai have issued regulations to
restrain outflows and intracommunity flows of labor. For example, the flow
of labor between enterprises must be approved by the township government;
a fine of Y500-Y2,000 is imposed on anyone who goes to seek a job outside
the community; and those who leave the community to find jobs outside face
noneconomic punitive measures, such as denial of family members' right to
a job assignment from the community government and higher tuitions for
schoolchildren. Where there are labor shortages, these restraints help ensure
the stable development of local firms.
The forces that restrict labor flows are basically the same in both Wuxi
and Nanhai, but in Wuxi more than 90 percent of TVPs and their employees
are controlled by community governments, whereas the figure for Nanhai is
only about 30 percent. Thus in Nanhai community governments are unable
to control the inflow of labor from other regions, and they can hardly stop
the intracommunity flow because gaps among enterprises' wage levels are
large and the benefits from taking another job can easily offset losses from
punitive measures, such as fines, imposed by community governments.
The greater freedom of choice for both workers and firms in Jieshou than
in Shangrao is also related to the difference in the two counties' ownership
structures. TvcEs account for 64 percent of total sample enterprises in Jieshou
and for 97 percent in Shangrao. As the TVCES' owner, the community government has indisputable control over their labor forces, so where there are
more TVCES, laborers have less freedom to choose their professions and firms
have less freedom to choose their employees.
Of course, the mobility of labor is not determined only by the supply and
demand situation and the structure of ownership. To a certain extent it is
also related to the dissemination of information and to social and cultural
traditions.
Nanhai's local labor shortage and high wage levels, among other factors,
make it highly attractive to laborers from other rural areas, and communities
in Nanhai are unable to check the inflow of labor from other regions. Nevertheless, workers from other provinces and counties account for only 15.3 percent of total sample employees. The only reasonable explanations for this
phenomenon are that many farmers in backward areas cannot get information about the labor market, that farmers are still under the traditional psychological influence of strong links to their hometown and land, and that
the current household registration system hampers interregional flows of
labor.

Wage Determination

for TVP Employees

This section describes wage levels and differences in the four counties, the
effect on wages of labor supply and demand in general and of supply and
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demand conditions for labor of different qualities, the effect oifsystemic
variables on wages in Wuxi, and the reasons behind wage increases in
Nanhai.
WageLevelsand Differences
Figure 14-2 showsaverage wage incomesin sample enterprises in the four
counties during 1975-85. 'There is an evident gap between wage levels in
Nanhai and Wuxi and in Shangraoand Jieshou,and there is a tendencyfor
the gap to becomewider. In 1985the averagemonthly income in sample
firmsin Nanhai reachedY182, 73 percent higherthan Wuxi'sfigureof Y105,
which in tum was 67 percent more than the average in Jieshou,Y63. The
averagefor Shangrao wasY59, about the same as for Jieshou. During 1980Figure 14-2.AveragePer CapitaMonthly Incomesin SampleFirms,1975-85
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85 the annual growth rate of average income in sample firms was 21 percent
in Nanhai, 17 percent in Wuxi, 8 percent in Jieshou, and 6 percent in
Shangrao.
Although wages in areas suffering from labor shortages are much higher
than in areas with labor surpluses, absolute wages and the growth rate of
wages are far higher in Nanhai than in Wuxi despite similarities in the two
counties' labor supply and demand and the greater mobility of labor in Nanhai. We explain this phenomenon in a later section.
Since the samples in each
WAGE DIFFERENCES AMONG COMMUNITIES.
county are too limited to explain differences among townships, we base our
analysis on statistics on TVPS provided by each county.' The data indicate
that in 1985 the variance of average per capita pay (as a ratio to the mean)
was 0.03 in Wuxi, 0.14 in Nanhai, 1.61 in Shangrao, and 0.005 inJieshou.
We seWAGE DIFFERENCES AMONG ENTERPRISES WITHIN COMMUNITIES.
lected for analysis TVCES in Wuxi's Dongjiang township, various types of enterprises in Jieshou town, and township enterprises in Nanhai's Yanbu district.2 The variance of average pay in different enterprises was 0.12 in
Dongjiang township, 0.12 in Jieshou town, and 0.27 in Yanbu district. Thus
wage differences both among and within communities are large in Nanhai;
wage differences at the intercommunity level are rather large in Shangrao;
and wage differences at both levels are small in Wuxi and Jieshou.
The Effect of Labor Supply and Demand
In a competitive labor market the wage level is determined by supply and
demand, and the price of labor equals the marginal product of labor. According to Lewis, when there is an inexhaustible supply of labor, the wage level
of workers in the industrial sector should be a little higher than that of rural
laborers so that the industrial sector can attract labor from the agricultural
sector, but the differential does not need to be large. When labor is in short
supply, the industrial sector has to pay much higher wages than the agricultural sector to gain the upper hand in competition for labor. The history of
economic development in developed countries (and particularly in the
United States) has demonstrated that with abundant funds and preferential
conditions the industrial sector can constantly attract labor from agriculture.
Therefore the relationship between the wages of industrial workers and the
income of rural laborers can shed some light on the effect of labor supply
and demand on wage determination.
Figures 14-3 through 14-6 show average monthly wage income in sample
enterprises, in agriculture and rural industry, and in state enterprises in each
county. These indicate that when there are plenty of surplus laborers the income of workers in sample firms remains at a higher level than that of local
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Figure 14-3. Average Monthly Incomes in Agriculture, Industry,
and State Eitterprises, Wuxi
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farmers, as in Jieshou and Shangrao. But in Jieshou the income curves for
sample firms and for local falrmers climb smoothly the same distance apart,
whereas in Shangrao the two curves fluctuate irregularly. The correlation between the two curves :ishigher in Jieshou (0.99) than in Shangrao (0.92),
which suggests that the impact of labor supply and demand on pay is greater
in the former than in the latter.
When labor is in relatively short supply, the correlation between the average monthly income of workers in sample enterprises and that of local rural
laborers is extremely high, as is the case in Wuxi (1.00) and NanhaiL(0.99).
But the income of employees in sample firms in Nanhai remained higlher than
that of local farmers during t-he survey period, whereas in Wuxi the income
of local farmers caught up with and even surpassed that of employees in sample firms in 1984-85. ODbviouslythe situation in Wuxi was irrational, since
labor was in short supply. Therefore we may conclude that wage levels in
Wuxi have little to do with local labor supply and demand.
Responses to the question "In your enterprise, who decides the pay of a
worker who has just joined?" in the Enterprise Survey Questionnaire support
the above conclusion. 'The township government" was the answer in 42 per-
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Figure 14-4. AverageMonthly Incomesin Agriculture, Industry,
SampleTVPs, and State Enterprises,Nanhai
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cent of the responses in Shangrao, 31 percent in Wuxi, 21 percent in Nanhai, and 17 percent in Jieshou (table 14-4).
From interviews we learned that community governments in Jieshou and
Nanhai rarely interfere in their firms' decisions on employees' pay. Under
such circumstances the high correlation between the average income of TVP
employees and that of local farmers naturally indicates the influence of labor
supply and demand on wages. But in Shangrao community governments not
only interfere in enterprises' decisions on setting wagesbut have also adopted
the principle that the salary level in TVPS should be a little lower than that
in state enterprises rather than being set according to labor supply and demand. (See the discussion below.)
Supply of and Demand for Labor of Different Qualities
According to the theoretical model of a totally competitive labor market,
if the quality of labor is disregarded and labor moves freely, labor should have
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Figure 14-5. Average Montbly Incomes in Agriculture, Industry,

and State Enterprises,fiesbou
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a unitary price in labor markets at the same level (interregional, intercommunity, or interenterprise). It seems that the above analysis of the data and the
conclusions we have reached contradict the theory. For instance, in Nanhai,
which has the greatest mobility of labor at the intercommunity and
interenterprise levels, wage differences are large at both levels. But the differences are very small at both levels in Wuxi, where almost no flow of labor
can be found. Realities are much richer than theories, and many things that
can be neglected in theoretical analysis are of great significance in practice.
Here the crucial factor is the quality of labor.
The industrial composition of Nanhai's TVPs features strong local specialization. For example, Xicliao tcwn is the county's textile center; hardware and

machine-building enterprises are concentrated in Pingzhou town; Danzao is
the producer of pottery; HeshiLnhas a relatively advanced building materials
industry; and labor-intensive industries such as garments, toys, and electronics are mostly located in relatively backward areas like Guanyao. Local specialization in industrial structure is a principal factor in the big differences
in salaries among communities.
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Figure 14-6. Average Monthly Incomes in Agriculture
and Indust7y, Sbangrao
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Industries at differing levels of technical development have different requirements for labor quality, and hence the price of labor varies. Since learning complicated techniques is more costly and the supply of people who command such techniques is scanty, the price of highly trained workers will
naturally be higher than that of workers who know only simple techniques.
In addition, some techniques can be applied universally, whereas specialized
techniques can be applied only in limited areas. Workers who have specialized techniques take a bigger risk in looking for jobs than those who know
commonly used techniques. The higher price that specialized laborers enjoy
is actually a kind of compensation for the employment risks they face.
The big differences in pay among enterprises within Nanhai's communities
are caused mainly by differences among industries. The survey results show
big wage differences among enterprises within communities. This is because
the survey results do not take into account enterprise scales and do not include firms other than TVCES. For instance, in Yanbu district wages in electrical appliance, hardware, and toy factories were evidently too low (an average
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Table 14-4. Who Decidesthe Salaryfor Newly RecruitedEmployees
in Sample Enterprises
(percent)

Vilageor

County

township
government

Government
and

enterprise
jointly

Enterprise,

butapproved Enterprise
bygovernment
itself
Other

Wuxi

31.2

9.4

34.4

25.0

0.0

Jieshou
Nanhai
Shangrao

16.7
20.8
42.1

8.3
4.2
10.5

19.4
20.8
15.8

52.8
33.3
31.6

2.8
20.8
0.0

Source: Enterprise Survey Questionnaire.

Y1,223 a year in the six sample factories), whereas in machine-building and
food-processing factories they were too high-Y2,222 a year in the eight sample factories.
The same factors also explain the small wage differentials in Jieshou. Industrial structure in the county is less diversified, and TVPs are involved
mainly in agroprocessing, production of construction materials, brickmaking,
and food processing. As a result, all communities and enterprises in Jieshou
need workers of similar quality. Since wage levels are determined mainly by
labor supply and demand, wage differentials are small. The wage level in
Wuxi is not determined by labor supply and demand, so the small wage differences there cannot be explained in the same way as in Jieshou. Finally, the
main reasons for big wage differences among Shangrao's communities are lack
of mobility of labor, backward processing industries, and uneven distribution
of natural resources such as minerals and water.
The Impact of SystemicVariableson Wages in Wuxi County
The wage level in Wuxi is lower than in Nanhai, the income of Tvp emnployees has become lower than that of farmers in recent years, and wage differences at the intercommunity and interenterprise levels are small. These characteristics cannot be explained by labor supply and demand.
In Wuxi the wage determination mechanism is totally different from that
of the market. TVCEs account for the overwhelming majority of all TVPS in
the county, and all of their assets belong to the communities. In principle
this means that the asseitsbelong to every member of the community, but
in reality they do not belong to any individual; instead, they are owned by
the community government and are held and used by the enterprises. Each
TVCE employee has the ambiguous status of an enterprise owner. This has
made TVCEs a special kind of cooperative without clearly defined property
rights. In such firms the only way benefits can be shared fairly is thLrough
income distribution. Therefore within the enterprise there is a strong mnotive
to maximize average per capita income. But since enterprise assets are actu-
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ally owned by the community govemment, the management of the enterprises is not allowed to depart too far from community goals. Thus firms' goal
of maximizing employees' average income is partially offset by the community
goal of maximizing (and balancing) the average income of community members. This is one of the main reasons that TVP wages in Wuxi are relatively
low even though the county is suffering from a labor shortage. During our
survey we leamed that when in 1984 the county introduced a contract system
and lifted wage ceilings for enterprises, the average wage soared by 28.8 percent. In 1985, after community govemrnmentsrestored controls, annual wage
growth was reduced to 10.5 percent.
The community's desire to equalize average incomes within the community can be traced to its ownership of enterprise assets. Every community
member is supposed to enjoy the same status as owner of these assets as well
as equal rights to employment and income distribution. This requires community govemments to adopt an egalitarian policy in distribution of income between industrial and agricultural laborers. Before 1983 most Tvps in Wuxi
handed wages over to workers' production teams and the workers shared in
the distribution of production team income. After the introduction of the
PRS,community govemments began to use profits remitted by enterprises to
subsidize farmers. In recent years, with the emergence of a labor shortage,
fewer and fewer people are willing to engage in painstaking agricultural production. To stop the dwindling of the local agricultural sector, community
govemments have been using profits from industrial TVCES to supplement the
incomes of agricultural laborers so that their incomes can catch up with or
even surpassthose of TVP workers.
The relatively small wage differences among enterprises in Wuxi's communities also reflect community govemments' policy of egalitarian income
distribution among community members. Community govemments have
adopted flexible policies for enterprises in different situations. For instance,
firms that eam fat profits may be required to hold down workers' pay, whereas
those in the red may try to raise employees' incomes by delinking the payroll
from profits and linking it only to output value. Moreover, keeping wage differentials among enterprises low is a way of restraining labor flowsand maintaining stable development of enterprises. The small wage differences among
Wuxi's communities can also be attributed to this consideration. As labor
is in short supply, to keep workers it is necessary for each community to prevent its wages from sliding much lower than those in other communities.
What should be stressed here is that egalitarian income distribution among
community members in Wuxi has not had too adverse an impact on the economic efficiency of TVPS. This may be attributed to the employment, wage,
and profit-sharing systems. The fundamental difference between TVP employees and state enterprise employees is that the former face less certainty in
their employment. State enterprise employees can never lose their jobs and
the related salary, welfare, and benefits, but a TVP employee will lose his job
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and will have to go back to the fieldsif the firm is closed. Thus the basic
interest of TVPemployeesis tied to that of their firms.
Although communitygovernmentstry to reduce income gaps, such gaps
persistto a certain extent. TVCES in Wuxi have generallyadopted the piecerate wage system, which has clarifiedthe profitsmade by each individual
within an enterpriseandlhas offsetthe ambiguityin the relationshipbetween
profits of different enterprises. These tangible incentives have stimulated
workers'enthusiasm.The practiceof linking part of the payrollto enterprise
profitsalso gives employeesa limited share in profitsand some incentive.
Understanding
WageIncreasesin NanhaiCounty
In the previoussection we analyzedthe great differencein wage levels between Wuxi and Nanhai countiesfrom the perspectiveof Wuxi, wherecommunity goals restrain enterprises'motives to increaseaverage income. But
does this mean that the present high wage level and high wage growth in
Nanhai are relatedto the cooperativenature of its enterprisesand community
govemments' inabilityto restrain them?
It shouldfirstbe noted that TVCEsbehave similarlyin Nanhai and in Wuxi
and that community g6vemmentsin Nanhai also like to control the ever
risinglevel of wagesin their firms.But in Nanhai individuallyrun enterprises
and partnershipsaccount for a largeproportionof the total number of TVPS,
and these firmsusuallypay their employeeshigher wagesthan TVCES. This
not only compensatesfor the greater uncertainty in employmentbut also
sharpens competitivenessin the labor market. In addition, agriculturalproduction in Nanhai has reached a high level of development.In recent years
more and more Nanhai farmershave turned to raisingflowers,vegetables,
and farmanimals, and the county is enjoyinga high commercializationrate
and sharp growth in incomes. Agriculturethere can no longer be regarded
as a traditional sector;it has alreadybecomepart of the commodityeconomy
with profit-makingas its managementgoal. Farmersin Nanhai have much
higher incomes than those in Wuxi. In 1985 a person whose main occupation
wasagriculture,forestry,animalhusbandry,or fishinghad an averageincome
of Y1,132in Wuxi but Y1,786-58 percent higher-in Nanhai.
With labor in short supply,communitygovernmentsand TVCES in Nanhai
are under pressurefrom both the agriculturalsector and private firms.If they
cannot keep their workersby offeringhigh wages,the normal development
of TVCES will be threatened. UJndersuch circumstancescommunitygovernments in Nanhai allow TVCES to set wagesaccordingto labor supplyand demand. In the final analysisthLehigh level of wagesin Nanhai is a normal
reflectionof market regulationwhen labor is in short supply.
Nanhai data on wagesare for 1985, however, whereasthe data on labor
flowsreflectthe situatiorLin March 1987.The great influxof outsidelaborers
into Nanhai started only at the end of 1985 and the beginningof 1986. We
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should not assume that the price of labor continued to rise sharply after that.
An article in Nanhai Nongcun [Rural Nanhail of February 1987 points out
that in 1986 the number of rural laborers in the county engaged in farm production increased by 3.0 percent over the previous year, while the number
engaged in industrial production dropped by 4.9 percent. The main reason
was that some TVCES had been contracted out to individuals, and the contractors had gradually replaced local employees with lower-paid workers from
other regions. As a result, some local people retumed to farming. Thus the
inflow of laborers from other regions has to some extent held down wages
of local workers.

Labor Market Development and Its Influence on TVPs
The description and analysis of labor mobility and wage determination in the
four counties have shown the following.
* Although development of TVPS is highly advanced in both Wuxi and
Nanhai, the two counties show sharply contrasting pattems. Labor
flows at the interregional, intercommunity, and interenterprise levels
are very low in Wuxi, and wages are not determined by the labor market
but by community govemments that strive to equalize local per capita
incomes. Enterprises have little freedom to choose workers, and workers basically have no choice of profession. In Wuxi the labor market,
as defined earlier in this chapter, does not exist.
- Among the four counties Nanhai has the greatest mobility of labor.
Wages are determined mainly by labor supply and demand. Although
community govemments have various regulations that restrict the freedom of long-term TVCE workers (20-30 percent of the county's total
TVP labor force) in choosing jobs, plentiful opportunities for employment and the great attraction of big salary differentials have countered
community govemments' efforts to control this 20-30 percent of the
labor force. The labor market in Nanhai is the most developed among
the four counties.
• If we regard Wuxi and Nanhai as two extremes of labor market development in the more industrialized areas, Jieshou and Shangrao can be
seen as two extremes in the backward areas. Although mobility of labor
is only slightly better in Jieshou than in Shangrao, workers and firms
in Jieshou have much more freedom in choosing each other than in
Shangrao. In areas that have substantial surplus labor, freedom of
choice reflects the degree of development of the labor matket more than
does labor mobility. TVPS in Shangrao suffer from great interference by
community governments in wage determination. Community govemments there try to make TVPS imitate the fixed salary systems, retirement systems, welfare regulations, and even salary adjustment mecha-
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nisms of state enterprises. In a word, wage determination

has nothing

to do with supply and demand in the local labor market. In general,
community governments in Jieshou do not interfere in enterprises' decisions on wages--even those of TVCES. Hence the small differences in
wages at the intercommunity and interenterprise levels indicate that
the market price of labor has already been formed.
The earlier analysis has also shown that at present China does not have
a unitary labor market between urban and rural areas and that interregional
rural labor markets remain at a low level of development. Despite the inexhaustible supply of labor nationwide, labor costs in some rural areas have skyrocketed and even surpassed the salary level in local state enterprises (see
figures 14-3 and 14-4) Obviously the low level of development of interregional labor markets is harmful to the development of China's TVPS. Although most rural areas still have a labor surplus, some advanced localities
have already seen a sharp rise in labor costs because of the shortage of labor.
The advantages that an inexhaustible supply of labor hold for development
are gradually disappearing in some rural areas of China.
Because of the restricted interregional flow of labor, some areas have already resorted to changing output mix, updating technology, and adjusting
other factors of production. Industries and enterprises with different levels
of technology usually have different capital-labor ratios. A firm's production
scope and technology determine the level of labor costs that it can afford.
If labor costs keep rising, the enterprise will have to choose a new capitallabor ratio or switch its production scope and technology level. In developing
countries with relatively well-functioning labor markets, the flow of labor
from underdeveloped to advanced areas will curb the rise of labor costs in
the latter. As a result, enterprises in such areas can enjoy a long period of
stable development after they have chosen the industry they will engage in
and the level of technology they will pursue. But under present conditions
in China's rural areas, TvPs in the advanced areas have to switch to other
industries and technologies to counteract the rapid rise in labor costs caused
by immobility of labor.
We saw many instarLcesof this. In Yanbu town, Nanhai, a factory that
produced mosquito repellent incense has switched to producing liquefied gas
cylinders, and a furniture factory is now producing aluminum materials. In
Pingzhou town a knitting mill had to suspend production because of high
labor costs, and its machines now sit idle. A plastic products factory in
Shatou town has transferred its technology, equipment, and capital to
Sichuan Province because of t:he high cost of labor in Shatou. These frequent
adjustments will inevitably lead to some waste of investment and will have
an adverse impact on enterprises' stable development. Similar cases can be
seen in Wuxi. Qianzhou township, for instance, once signed a contract with
the Shanghai Foreign 71radeBureau to produce and export plush toys, but
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because of high local labor costs, the contract yielded no profits to the township. The township therefore later transferred the contract to a TVP in
Taixing County in northern Jiangsu Province, where labor costs were only
50 percent of those in Qianzhou.
Flows of any factors of production inevitably call for some investments and
risk taking. By comparison, the flow of labor needs less investment, and the
risk involved is shared. The transport, dismantling, and installation of other
factors of production can be much costlier than flowsof labor, and the enterprise alone shoulders all the risk. Therefore flows of other factors are often
less economic than labor flows. There is no doubt, however, that changes
in product structure, improved technologies, and flows of other factors can
partly compensate for the immobility of labor.
Because of the underdevelopment of interregional labor markets, local
labor markets have different impacts on TvPs at different stages of development. In the initial stage of development of Tvps and when there is an inexhaustible supply of labor, the existence of a labor market helps enterprises
choose a suitable amount of labor in accordance with the needs of their own
development, and it can also help curb the rise in wages. But community
interference in the allocation of labor and in wage determination can cause
personnel redundancy in enterprises and lead wages to surpass the appropriate
level based on supply and demand. This is because communities strive to expand local employment and increase local per capita incomes, and they regard the enterprises as a means of achieving their goals.
When the development of local TVPs reaches a relatively advanced stage
and labor is in short supply, the existence of a local labor market facilitates
rapid wage increases and has an adverse impact on the development of TVPS.
Before 1985, when the interregional labor market had not yet opened up,
wages in Nanhai soared with the growing shortage of labor. If community
governments can interfere in setting wages, they will limit wage growth to
further general community goals. For example, in 1985 community govemment controls reduced the growth rate of wages in Wuxi from 28.4 to 9.8
percent. (Such controls can slow the speed of wage increases to a certain
extent but they do not curb the growth of total payrolls, since one of the
principal goals of community governments is to increase local per capita incomes.) Furthermore, if there is no competition among workers for employment, wages will be highly inflexible.
The solution to the problems of wage inflation and inflexibility is the opening up of interregional rural labor markets. In 1986 Nanhai was able to coax
local laborers to return to farming by bringing in cheap industrial labor from
other regions. On the premise of an inexhaustible supply of labor in China,
the opening up of rural labor markets will certainly create a more favorable
climate for the development of TVPS. The analysis in this chapter has shown
that labor mobility is related to the ownership and management systems of
TVPS. Hence, system reform is a leading issue in the development of TVPS.

Table 14-Al. Cultivated Area and Labor Requirementsfor Crop Cultivation in the SampleCounties
Item

1975

1978

1980

1981

1982

1983

1984

1985

Wuxi

919,100

915,800

912,900

912,600

908,400

Jieshou
Nanhai
Shangrao

908,400

648,000
680,600
n.a.

900,000

644,700
654,900
n.a.

877,800

642,300
655,700
471,200

642,300

642,200

642,200

641,900

641,800

653,700

649,700

645,000

641,400

471,000

630,100

471,100

471,400

470,700

n.a.

Labor requirementsfor crop cultivanon (workers)
Wuxi
116,955
116,662
Jieshou
86,397
85,953
Nanhai
106,339
102,328

116,293
85,646
102,455

116,255
85,628
102,141

116,140
85,624
101,513

115,720
85,632
100,785

115,490
85,585
100,218

111,822
85,571
98,596

n. a.

n. a.

n. a.

n.a.

73,546

n. a.

Crop area (mu)

w
CD

Shangrao

n. a.

Source: Information from fieldwork.

n. a.
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Appendix. A Method of CalculatingLabor Supply for TVPs
To facilitate the calculations we assume that there is no surplus labor in forestry, animal husbandry, or fisheries. As the proportion of TVP employment
in these activities is small and the potential surplus is even smaller, they can

be neglected.
The great amount of potential surpluslabor in China's agriculturalsector
determinesthe supplyof labor to TVPS. Surpluslabor in agricultureis calculated by deducting the labor needed for crop growing,forestry,animal husbandry, sideline production, fisheries,scientificresearch, education, public
health, and other activitiesfrom the total labor force in rural areas. For the
entire surveyand the methodsof calculation,see China Rural Development
ResearchGroup (1985), nos. 1 and 2.
The amountof labor neededfor crop growingcan be calculatedby dividing
the actual sown area in a regionby the per capita crop-growingcapacityof
localfarmers.Owingto differentclimaticconditions, typesof cropsplanted,
soil conditions, and levels of agricultural mechanization, farmers' cropgrowingcapacity differsamong regions. During 1979-83 the Development
ResearchInstituteof the State CouncilRural DevelopmentResearchCenter
conducteda detailedsurveyon per capitacrop-growingcapacityamongfarmers in Ji'an Prefecturein Jiangxi Province,FengqiuCounty in Henan Province, and Chuxian County in Anhui Province.The resultsof the surveyare
shown in the followingtable.
Ji'an
Fengqiu
Chuxian

Survey results

Theoreticalfigure

Average

6.28
7.01
7.75

6.45
7.97
7.95

6.4
7.5
7.85

Ji'an has two crops of rice and one of wheat each year and devotes large

areas to rice growing;Chuxian growsone crop of rice and one of wheat every
year; and Fengqiu usually grows one crop of cotton and one of wheat or two

cropsof wheat a year.The crop-growingsituation in Jieshouis similarto that
in Fengqiu,that in Wuxi is similarto that in Chuxian, and that in Nanhai
and Shangrao is similar to that in Ji'an. We can thereforeuse the averages
of theoreticalfiguresand surveyresultsto derive a rough estimate of the cropgrowingcapacity per farmer in each of the four counties (see table 14-Al).
From the total labor force of each county, we subtract, in order, the
amount of labor needed for crop cultivation (basedon the crop-growingcapacity per farmer as calculatedabove), actual labor used in forestry,animal
husbandry, and fisheries,and employmentin scientificresearch, education,
culture, and government.We are left with estimatesof the potential surplus
labor from agricultureavailablefor employmentin TVPS.
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Notes
1. Since statisticsclassifiedby townshipwere not availablefor Jieshou, the analysisof the
situationthere isbasedon data fromsampleenterprisesin that countyand supplementaryquantitative tablesin the three communitiesof Jieshoutown, Hebeitownship,and Jinzhaitownship.
2. Data on Dongjiangtownshipare fromgovernmentstatisticson TVCESin Dongjiang.Data
on Jieshoutown are from the EnterpriseQuantitativeQuestionnairefilledout by twenty-two
enterprisesin the town. Data on Yanbudistrictare from statisticsprovidedby the TVP bureau
in Nanhai County. No comparabledata were availablefor ShangraoCounty.

15
Noneconomic
Determinants
of Workers'Incomes
Wu Quhui, Wang Hansheng, and Xu Xinxin

Analysisof the distributionof personalincomescan focuson actual income
distributionor on the opportunitystructure for maintaining and increasing
incomes. The latter is more significantbecauseit determinesfuture income
distribution.Opportunitiesfor labor are related to the extent of free competition and reflectthe social structure of a community.According to the economic theory of pure competition, the price of labor is decided by the relationship between market supplyand demand, which in tum determinesthe
opportunity structure of the selling and purchasingsides.But this theory is
based on the premisesthat the supplyand demand sidesof the labor market
have a simple trading relationshipon a legallyequal footing and that both
sides pursue economic gain with no considerationof noneconomic factors
such as socialstatus. The wage-settingprincipleis marginalproductivity,and
the priceof labor dependssolelyon its economicreturns. Obviouslythis situation of pure greedcompetitionis a theoreticalconstruct that is rarely found
in practice. The social structure and systemicenvironment confronted by
TVPS in China's rural communitiesare far from the scenario given by this
theory.
China's TVPS generallyface a more completemarket environment than do
state enterprises.TvPs are much less controlled by state plans, they enjoy
greater access to the labor market than state enterprises, and, in general,
local labor supply and demand have a stronger influenceon their wages.
Wagesin TVPs are directly linked to the enterprises' economicretums (see
chapter 13). Communitygovernments,however, exercisevaryingdegreesof
control over their firms,and their recognitionof communitymembers'economic rights and freedom also varies, both in content and in degree (see
chapter 7). Even if two communitieshave similar labor markets, their governmentsmay exercisedifferentformsof noneconomiccontrol over TVP employees' incomes.
The relationshipbetween TVP ownersand their employeesdependson the
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form of ownership. China's TVPS fall largely into five categories of ownership:
township enterprises, village enterprises, production team enterprises, partnerships, and individual firms. The first three are owned by community governments at various levels, while the latter two are private enterprises. The
township govemment is the owner of its subordinate enterprises, and it also
exercises administrative functions. As the govemment of a community, it
protects the interests of community members, improves their living standards
and social welfare, and adjusts income distribution among different social
groups to achieve general parity within the community. But the township
govemment, as requested by higher authorities, must also ensure a steady
growth of agricultural production. Accordingly, it has to perform multiple
functions and make a proper allocation of resources, including labor, within
the community. In pursuit of such goals, township governments canLutilize
administrative means, but they may also use township enterprises to reduce
unemployment and regulate income distribution. In contrast, private enterprises rely more on the market for labor. As a result, the relationship between
owners and employees is simpler, and workers' incomes are determined more
by economic laws.
Given the state of labor supply and demand, the ownership pattern determines the extent of market competition for labor. When township enterprises enjoy absolute superiority and competition from private enterprises is
weak, the township govemment is likely to exercise stricter control over employment and wages of township enterprise workers to fulfill its objectives.
For example, to ensure adequate labor for farming to boost food production,
the township govemment may impose limits on the incomes of those engaged
in industrial activities or simply use part of enterprises' profits to subsidize
agriculture. But if there is fierce competition from private enterprises, township governments have to relax noneconomic control over wages in township
enterprises.
Since the 1970s and particularly in the past few years there has been a
big upsurge in the development of TvPs in China's rural areas. This has
tumed the originally simple rural society of farm laborers into a pluralistic
society with diverse trades and strata-a transition that has profoundly affected income distribution between workers and farmers, among enterprises,
and among individuals. Exactly what are these new income distribution pattems? What relationship do they have to the community opportunity structure? What roles do community govemments play in income distribution?
And finally, what have been the consequences of these patterns for incentives, equity, and efficiency?
In this chapter we focus on government intervention in the determination
of personal incomes in TVPS in three counties- Wuxi, Nanhai, and Jieshou.
(Shangrao was excluded from the analysis because some key data could not
be obtained there.)
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The Opportunity Structure and Sourcesof Labor
The ratio between total employmentin TVPS and surplusagriculturallabor
in a community reflects labor supply and demand. In 1985 there were
323,800 TVP employeesin Wuxi, or 80.5 percent of its surplusagricultural
labor force. In Nanhai TVP employeesnumbered206,839, or 86.5 percent
of the county'ssurplusfarmlaborers.But in JieshouTVP employeesnumbered
only 28,900-15.0 percent of the surplusagriculturallabor force-and the
labor supplysituationfor TVPS wasthus more favorablethan in the other two
counties (see chapter 14). As a result, TVP workers'averagemonthly income
in Jieshouwas Y66, comparedwith Y100 in Wuxi and Y178 in Nanhai.
Despite a similar labor market situation, there is a big differencebetween
averageincomes in Wuxi and Nanhai counties. Of course, this gap can be
attributed to economicfactorssuch as industrialstructure, technical capacities, and product prices. But we have every reasonto believethat different
degreesof control by communitygovemmentsover income levelshave been
an importantfactor. As can be seenfromtable 15-1,workersin private enterprises in Wuxi accounted for only 3 percent of total TVP employment,
whereasthe figurewas 22 percent in Nanhai and 55 percent in Jieshou.Private enterprisesusuallyshouldermuch less responsibilityfor improvingthe
living standardsand social welfareof all communitymembers,and they do
not have administrativecontrol over their employees.Their motive is simply
to make profits,and they paytheir workersmainly accordingto labor supply
and demand. Townshipgovemments'control over the incomes of workers
in townshipenterprisesis weakenedwhen there is fiercemarket competition
for laborersfrom private enterprisesand when supplyis short. The result is
a strongerrole for market supplyand demand.
Communityopportunitystructureis determinedby the distributionof enterpriseswith differentformsof ownershipand by the mobilityof community
members. When all TVPS in a communityare owned by its government,
which strictly forbidsmobility,communitymembers'choicesin employment
and pay are limited and the communitygovemment is in a favorableposition. But when there are many private enterprisesand communitymembers
enjoya high degreeof mobility,the opportunitystructurefavorsindividuals,

Table15-1. EmploymentStructureof TVPs
(percentage

of total in TVP sector)

Typeof enterprise

Wuxi

Jieshou

Nanhai

Township
Village

47.1
50.0

32.0
13.4

23.9
53.6

Partnership
Individual

24.5

9
I

a. Includes only industrial TVPs.
Source: Information from fieldwork.
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30.1

1
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Table 15-2. Composition and Origin of the TVP Labor Force
(percentage of total sample employees)
Item

Typeof employee
Long term
Temporary
Seasonal
Originof employee
Same village
Other villagesin
county
Other counties in
province
Other provinces

Wuxi

Jieshou

Nanhai

91.2
8.5
0.3

75.8
18.1
6.2

40.2
59.8
0.0

94.0

79.9

50.9

3.0

12.7

33.8

1.6

4.8

14.2

1.4

2.8

1.1

Source: Enterprise Quantitative Questionnaire.

and their employment and incomes depend more on market supply and demand. Table 15-2 demonstrates the differences in mobility of community
members in the three counties. Nanhai has the greatest intracommunity and
intercommunity mobility, Jieshou is second, and Wuxi is last. Therefore in
Wuxi the opportunity structure favors community governments, in Nanhai
it favors community members, and in Jieshou the situation is in between.
It is particularly worth noting that many so-called township enterprises in
Jieshou are really private; only a few firms are truly run by township governments. The labor force in Jieshou enjoys fairly high mobility, but actual opportunities for choosing employment are far smaller than in Nanhai because
labor supply exceeds demand.
As a result of varied social opportunity structures, workers join firms in
drastically different ways in thLethree counties. The percentage of employees
designated by community governments is substantially higher in Wuxi than
in the other two counties. In Nanhai more workers are employed through
the fairly well-developed labor market, and there are fewer governmentdesignated employees. Unlike the situation in Wuxi, community governments are not able to compensate the unemployed or balance incomes of
workers in firms with different:economic returns and working conditions. In
Jieshou too, workers are recruited by enterprises directly instead of through
community governments, but the labor market is not as developed as in Nanhai. Many people are recommended by their relatives or friends, and consequently there are strong blood relationships within firms. TVP employees in
Jieshou have a deep sense of belonging to their enterprises. They would accept wage cuts rather than desert their firms. They also have a strong desire
to reinvest profits in their enterprises and are content with their present incomes. One reason is the difficulty of finding jobs in other firms.
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A more unified ownership pattem also makes it possible for township governments to maintain control over the incomes of directors and managerial
personnel. In Wuxi community govemments are in a favorable position,
whereas in Nanhai, where the ownership pattern is more diversified, directors
and managerial personnel are attracted to private enterprises by higher pay,
and they enjoy more employment choices and greater mobility (see table
15-3).
Community

Balancing

Mechanisms

in Wage Determination

The community opportunity structure normally determines the extent of
community government control over the incomes of TVP employees. Such
control is designed to redistribute economic benefits among different groups
within the community. The chief goals of township governments are to raise
the general level of welfare and to balance the incomes of individuals in different social groups, and the govemments use every possible means-usually
administrative-to achieve these objectives. The higher the share of township enterprises' economic returns in total community income, the easier this
is to do. As we have seen, township govemments in Wuxi are in a more
favorable position to exercise such control.
BalancingIncomesof WorkersarndFarmers
The average monthly income of township enterprise workers in Wuxi is Y110
and that of agricultural laborers is Y108. In Nanhai the figure for township
enterprise workers is Y190. We do not have data on farm laborers, but their
incomes could not be lower than those of TVP workers because many of the
latter are now returning to farming. In Jieshou the figures are Y60 and Y40,
respectively. There is little difference between average incomes of TVP workers and of farmers in Wuxi. The latter is probably a little higher than the
former in Nanhai, and in Jieshou the average monthly income of workers
is 1.5 times that of farmers.
In contrast to Nanhai, part of the income of Wuxi farmers comes from
redistribution of industrial profits. In 1985 township governments in Wuxi
set aside Y12.7 million to compensate farmers, whereas in Nanhai such com-

Table 15-3. Origins of TVP Managers
(percentageof sample total)
Origin
Same village

Wuxi

Nanhai

Jieshou

93.1

53.5

78.1

Other villagesin county

0.6

39.7

16.5

Other counties in province
Other provinces

0.5
5.9

5.6
1.2

2.3
3.2

Source: EnterpriseQuantitativeQuestionnaire.
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pensation was only Y6.6 million. Average compensation per farmer was
Y66.40 in Wuxi and Y37.40 in Nanhai. Moreover, actual compensation in
Nanhai is probably less than 20 percent of the figureson the books. In Jieshou
compensation for farmers accounted for 17 percent of the profits enterprises
turned over to the state, or only Y40,000.
Enterprises' economic returms are diverted to farmers in different ways in
the three counties. In Wuxi the main channel is community governmrrentsubsidies for pig raising, grain production, and cultivation. The Dongjiang township government, for example, pays farmers Y10 for the first pig and Y20 for
the second. For every half kilogram of grain sold to the govemment: farmers
receive a subsidy of YO.06, and those who are willing to cultivate more than
10 mu of land receive Y12 in subsidies. Farmers also get similar subsidies from
village govemments. In Nanhai subsidies are seldom issued to individual
farmers.
Another way to balance incomes is through a community pension system.
Township govemments in Wuxi stipulate that people who have worked in
township enterprises for more than three years are entitled to pensions of
at least Y15 a month. Agricultural workers enjoy preferential pension treatment, however. Speciatlizedfarming households receive the same pensions
as TVP workers, but the retirement age for male farmers is five years earlier
than for workers. Pension systems in Nanhai are available only to employees
of township enterprises. and they differ among enterprises. No comrnunities
in Jieshou have established pension systems. The money farmers get ifromredistribution of TVP profits and the pension system are in fact entitlements
for being community members which allow them to benefit from the economic returns of TVPS. People not employed in TVPS can be compensated
through these "membership incomes."
In Wuxi substantial amounts of TVCES' returns have been used to increase
farm laborers' incomes and welfare. Township governments there feel a great
responsibility for balancing the welfare of all community members. Moreover, under the county's agricultural policy, township governments are expected to ensure a steady growth of grain production at the same time as they
develop TVPS. In fact, the original reason for establishing TVPS there was to
promote agricultural production and ensure reinvestment in agriculture (see
chapter 7). From the land contracts signed between township governments
and farmers we can see the irnportance Wuxi has attached to grain production. In Dongjiang township, for example, land contracts contain strict stipulations on the crop varieties to be grown on contracted farmland; they encourage grain production, limit cash crops, and forbid leaving arable land
idle. But in Nanhai farmers can grow any crops they wish as long as they
fulfill state grain quotas, which they can do by buying grain from other localities. In Wuxi farmers must fulfill quotas with their own grain production.
This continuing emphasis on grain production has led to a shrinkage in the
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acreage of cash crops. Historically Wuxi was an important silk producer, but
since the 1960s its mulberry acreage has been declining, from 100,000 mu
in 1962 to 80,000 mu in 1975, 70,000 mu in 1980, 60,000 mu in 1984, and
only 35,000 mu in 1986.
BalancingIncomesamong Enterprisesin a Community
Communities also seek to balance wage incomes among TVPS. Differences in
average wage income among firms are smallest in Wuxi, largest in Nanhai,
and in between in Jieshou. Different factors are responsible for these gaps
in the three counties.
In Wuxi township governments have exercised stricter control over wages
and bonuses in enterprises. Firms' total wage bills must be approved by township governments, and taxes are levied on enterprises when wages surpass
a stipulated standard (Y80 per month in Dongjiang township, for example).
Township governments in Nanhai exercise indirect control over workers' incomes through their control over the personal incomes of those who have
contracted to run enterprises. Since the contractors' incomes are linked to
enterprise profits, higher wages for workers mean lower profits and reduced
bonuses for directors, who thus have an incentive to hold down wages. Township govemments in Jieshou have basically no control over TVP wages, which
are set by enterprises themselves and largely reflect labor supply and demand
on the market.
Township governments in Wuxi can achieve an income balance among
community members through financial compensation for farmers, improvements in social welfare, and control over wages. Such influence is weaker
in Nanhai and weakest in Jieshou. Not only do township governments exercise more control over wages in Wuxi; community members have less choice
of jobs and rely more on community govemments to improve social welfare.
In Nanhai, in contrast, private enterprises are more important, employees
of private enterprises are recruited through market competition instead of
being designated by community governments, and all job hunters have equal
opportunities. Township governments therefore have less influence than in
Wuxi. Moreover, reducing the wages of township enterprise employees and
transferring part of township enterprise profits for redistribution to other community members would lead to unequal opportunities because employees of
private enterprises are not affected by such wage limits. And since community members have more choices in employment, they are less dependent on
community governments for bettering their welfare.
Community govemments in Jieshou do not have much influence on TVPS
because many township enterprises are actually run by individuals. In this
situation the market plays a more significant role in determining wages, and
the balancing function of community govemments is limited.
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Income Differences within Enterprises
In Wuxiindividuals'
livingstandardsarestronglyrelatedto the generalcominterliving
standanr,
whiichmeansthat the realizationof individlual
munity
does
not
mean
that
there
estsdependsmainlyon the community.But this
areno incomedifferences
amongclassesof employees
withinan enterprise.
personnel
On the contrary,differences
in the humancapitalof management
to attainan incomebalanceamongdirectors,
andworkersmakeit impossible
othermanagerialpersonnel,and workersand at the sametimemaintainthe
motivation of managers. In Nanhai and Jieshou, where not every community
member shares equally in thLeincreased overall welfare of their communities,
individuals' welfare depends on the profits of their firms, but employees may
or may not share equally in enterprise profits.
Information from the sample shows that income disparities within firms
vary in the three counties. T'he ratios of average monthly wages, wit]hworkers
as 1.00, are 1.74 for sales staff, 1.91 for technicians, and 2.07 for directors
in Wuxi. In Jieshou the figturesare 1.40 for sales staff, 1.96 for tectnicians,
and 1.47 for directors. Inccomedifferences within enterprises in Nanhai are
larger than in Wuxi, although accurate information is not available. Most
TVP workers in Nanhai receive piece rates, the norms for which are set by
the enterprises themselves. Usually there are no limits on the income disparity between directors and workers, but directors' incomes depend on enterprise profits. For example, ithe incomes of enterprise directors in Pingzhou
town are made up of a basic monthly salary of Y66; a monthly position salary
of Y70; a bonus in proportion to the enterprise's profits, divided into eight
grades that range fromnY60 to Y240 a month; and bonuses for above-quota
profits, innovative activities, and above-quota sales.' According to local officials some enterprise directors could earn as much as Y30,000 a year under
these regulations, but the highest actual income of a township enterprise director in Pingzhou in 1986 was Y5,000. Many township governments in Nanhai stipulate that enterprises can retain 30 percent of their profits as bonus.
Of this, 70 percent is divided among workers and the rest among managers.
For instance, managers of the Luocun Gloves and Hides Factory could earn
Y10,000 in 1986, and workers received an average monthly salary of Y120
plus a monthly bonus of Y30. These figures show that income disparities
within firms are bigger in Nanhai than in Wuxi and Jieshou.
The factors responsible for income differentials vary among the three counties. First, there are different contract management systems. In Wuxi twentyfive of twenty-nine sample township enterprises have adopted the collective
contract system. In Jieshou 46 percent were contracted by individluals. In
Nanhai there are no ieliable data on the number of contracted firms, but
case investigations indicate that most are contracted by individuals. Under
the collective contract system, management and workers shoulder risks together and hence have common interests. But under the individual or direc-
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tor contract system, risks are shouldered by individuals, and their personal
interests are divorced from those of the workers to some extent. This explains
why there are different community government regulations on income distribution in Nanhai and Wuxi. In Wuxi's Dongjiang township the basic and
position wages of top managers are fixed, but their floating wages are decided
by production quotas and by the average level of workers' floating wages.
Moreover, the maximum total incomes of directors are determined by the
average income level of workers. (They are generally about twice the latter.)
Income increases for directors hence depend on income increases for workers.
Township governments in Nanhai usually set the relationship between directors' incomes and enterprise profits, leaving workers' incomes to be decided
by directors. Obviously this puts the director in a more favorable position
in income distribution than workers and other managers. Moreover, the director's personal income will decrease if he raises workers' incomes.
Decisionmaking on income distribution has much to do with opportunity
structures. In Nanhai the existence of different ownership forms creates a
competitive environment that is intensified by the shortage of labor. At the
same time, the mobility of labor and managers is great. These two factors
create more opportunities for workers and managers and make it difficult for
township governments to exercise control over incomes of township enterprise employees. Inasmuch as the evaluation of enterprises is based on their
profits and factory directors have the power to limit workers' wage increases,
there are wide income differences within enterprises.
Township govemments in Wuxi occupy a more favorable position. Community ownership of firms and weak labor mobility enable township governments to keep a rough balance of average individual incomes among enterprises and between TVP workers and farmers. They are also able to exercise
direct control over income differences among types of employees within enterprises by controlling enterprises' total wage bills, linking incomes of directors and other managers with those of workers, and setting a maximum percentage difference between the two, Township governments thus ensure that
directors enjoy no more favorable opportunities and rights than ordinary
workers, and the incomes of directors and workers fluctuate synchronously.
This certainly strengthens the workers' status as de facto owners of their
firms.
Although as in Nanhai township governments in Jieshou do not have control over TVP wages but instead let directors make income distribution decisions, income differentials within enterprises are small. A possible explanation is that many of the county's township enterprises used to be private firms
and have maintained many of their old methods. Some remain fundamentally private enterprises. It is possible to keep workers' wages low when there
is heavy pressure from surplus agricultural labor. Enterprise directors also hold
down their own nominal wages to keep the gap between their incomes and
workers' wages narrow and thus help restrain the latter. This does not mean
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that the actual incomes of directors are low. They cover up their actual incomes because backward regions lack the concept of private property ownership and proprietors dare not claim their own enterprises. During fieldwork
we met many people who refused to admit that their enterprises were their
own property and regarded them as being owned by township governments.
Wage Determination
Table 15-4 lists the shares of various forms of worker income. "Other" includes welfare benefits offered by enterprises to all of their employees equally
in the form of money, that is, membership incomes of employees. This type
of income is nonexistent in Jieshou and minuscule in Nanhai, but it accounts
for as much as 14 percent of monthly income of sample TVP employees in
Wuxi. The appraisal of income distribution hence emphasizes enterprise
membership in Wuxi but not in Nanhai and Jieshou. Income parity among
employees in Jieshou is realized through equal distribution of basic wages and
bonuses instead of through welfare benefits.
In Wuxi the income of managerial personnel is composed of basic wages,
position wages, floating wages, and annual bonuses based on a work-point
system. In Dongjiang township, for example, position incomes of chief managerial personnel are divided into two grades with three classes in each according to work load, responsibilities, and enterprise size (see table 15-5). Township governments decide to which grade an enterprise belongs. Floating
wages depend on six indexes divided into 100 points, with noneconomic aspects (such as Commtnist party affairs, military recruitment, security, civil
mediation, family planning, and office administration) accounting for 20 percent of the total. Annual bonuses are decided by the total annual profits of
the community's township enterprises and by the increase in profits. Although bonuses are related to enterprise performance, the relationship is not
completely fixed but rather is decided through comparison with income levels
in other enterprises. As a result, the amount of annual bonuses is completely
determined by township governments, and horizontal comparisons generate
competition among directors of different firms, which forces them to go after
production targets set by the township government. Since the floating wages
of managerial personnel usually equal the average wage level of workers, inTable 15-4. Composition of MvonthlyIncome
(percentageof total monthly income)
Iterrm

Wuxi

Nanhai

Jieshou

Basic and piece-rate wages
Bonuses
Other

67.5
18.8
13.7

78.5
20.6
1.0

92.7
7.3
0

Source:EnterpriseQuantitative Questionnaire.
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Table 15-5. ManagerialPay,DongjiangTownship,Wuxi County
(yuan)
Occupation
Party secretaries and directors

Gradeone

Gradetwo

50

36

36

24

24

14

DeputyPartysecretariesanddeputy
directors

Accountants
Source:Informationfrom fieldwork.

come differencesbetween the two are reflectedin managers'basicwages,position wages,and annual bonuses.
Incomesof managerialpersonnelin Nanhai are composedof basic wages,
position wages,bonusesforprofitsand above-quotaprofits,and salesbonuses.
Unlike the situation in Wuxi, the determinationof these items is explicitly
stipulatedat the beginningof the year. Except for basic and position wages,
the componentsof incomeare directlyrelated to enterpriseperformance.For
instance, in Xiqiaothe townshipgovernmentstipulatesthat incomesof management personnelconsist of basic wages,food subsidies,and bonuses,with
no position wages or other living subsidies.The bonuses of directors and
Communistparty secretariesare divided into six classes,which are directly
linked to the annual profitsof their firms(see table 15-6). Bonusesof deputy
directors are set at 90 percent of directors' bonuses, and bonusesfor other
managersare decidedby directorsaccordingto certain ratios. In comparison
with Dongjiangtownship, incomesof managersare more directly linked to
the economicreturns of enterprises,which are independentfromeach other
in income distribution.The larger income gap amongenterprisesin Nanhai
showsthat wagesindeed are directly decidedby economicreturns.
The determinationof managerialincomesis simplerin Jieshou,wherethey
are composedof basic wagesand bonusesfor overfulfillingprofit targets. As
in Nanhai, townshipgovernmentsmakeexplicitstipulationsbeforehandand
interfere little afterward.
The determination of workers' incomes also varies widely in the three
counties (seetable 15-7). As in the caseof managers'compensation,incomes
of workers in Wuxi are decided by township economic commissions.Although total wagesare linked with enterpriseprofits,monthlypay of workers,
even in villageenterprises,has to be approvedby the commissions.In fact,
3 percent of firmsstill determinewagesaccordingto a unifiedwork-pointsystem with farmers, a continuation of the past method. This alsoreflectsthe
emphasisin income distributionon communitymembership,owing to lack
of employmentcompetition. Another interestingfeature is that in Wuxi 18
percent of TVPS use work-pointsystemswherebyworkers'incomes are based
not only on workingtime, work load, and product quality but alsoon attitudes, seniority, and other noneconomicfactors.
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Table 15-6. The Relatonship between Directors'Bonusesand EnterpriseProfits,
Xiqiao Town, Nanhai County
Arinuaiprofits
(tousands of yuan)

150
51-100

101-1150
151-200
201-250
251-300
Source:
Information
fromfieldwork.

Monthly
bonuses
(y-n)

200
230

260
290
320
350

In Jieshou workers' incomes basically consist of fixed wages, piece-rate
wages, and bonuses, which are usually decided by directors. Since wage differences among enterprises within a community are relatively large and income gaps within enterprises are narrow, we can say that in Jieshou wages
are based on economic retun-s of enterprises and that enterprises rather than
individuals are the basic units.
In Nanhai 75 percent of workers' income is from piece-rate wages and the
remainder consists of supplementary incomes, chiefly bonuses and extra
piece-rates. Since there are wider income gaps among employees within enterprises, we can conclude that incomes in Nanhai are based on individual
performance.
Conclusions
As discussed earlier, forms of ownership and individual mobility vary in the
three counties. When township enterprises account for a large percentage
of TVPs and labor mobillity is restricted, individuals' choices are limited. The
more opportunities for individuals are restricted, the more they have to rely
on community governments to raise their living standards. Our analysis indicates that different opportunity structures in the three counties have led to
differentdegreesof noneconomicintervention in the incomesof TVP employees by community governmernts.
In Wuxi there is virtually no labor market, and community members are
mostly assigned to enterprises by community governments, which take into
account not only the quality of laborers but also their economic conditions
and family burdens. The result is that individuals depend on community govemments for employment. Because of govemment intervention, income disparities between TVP workers and farmers are not large. These two factors
have contributed to the development of a community consciousness that is
much stronger in Wuxi than in Nanhai and Jieshou, as we can see from table
15-8. In Wuxi 10 percent of sample workers would prefer that most of their
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Table 15-7. The Composition of TVP Workers' Incomes
(percentage
of totalnumberof enterprises)
Wagesystem

Wuxi

Jieshou

Nanhai

Primary
Time rates
Piece rates
Enterprisework-points
Communitywork-points

9.1
66.7
18.2
3.0

29.7
64.9
0
0

16.7
75.0
8.3
0

Secondary
12.1
None
72.9
Piece rates
79.1
Bonuses
9.1
Dividends
6.0
Other
Source:
Enterprise
SurveyQuestionnaire.

34.3
60.0
2.9
2.9
2.9

30.0
55.0
5.0
5.0
10.0

enterprises' profits be used for rural construction, but in Nanhai only 4 percent and in Jieshou 3 percent have such a wish. Wuxi community governments are placed in the delicate position of balancing equality and efficiency.
They must, on the one hand, try to develop a sense of equality among different trades and social groups and, on the other, maintain sufficient incentives
to stimulate the work initiative of all community members.
Community governments in Nanhai and Jieshou have a lighter burden in
this respect. They intervene less in income redistribution among different
social groups in the community, and workers' incomes are determined by enterprise performance. In Nanhai there is a relatively developed labor market
through which most individuals seek employment. Wages are determined by
enterprise efficiency and by labor market trends. This has led to marked income disparities between workers and farmers, among enterprises, and among
different types of TVP employees. Individuals obtain economic benefits
through labor market competition instead of govemment intervention. As
a result, individualism is stronger and the sense of community interests much
weaker than in Wuxi. Fifty-three percent of Nanhai sample employees would
prefer that more enterprise profits be allocated as individual incomes, compared with only 27 percent and in Wuxi and 7 percent in Jieshou. In Jieshou
as many as 89 percent of sample workers want their enterprise's profits to
be used for reinvestment, but only 57 percent of the workers in Wuxi and
36 percent of those in Nanhai have such a desire (see table 15-8). This strong
sense of identification with firms in Jieshou can be attributed to scarce job
opportunities, the blood relationships common among employees, and the
narrow income gaps within enterprises.
Distribution relationships within a community cannot but have an impact
on the incentives of TvP employees. In Wuxi the incentive role of wages has
been weakened and has been replaced by the pursuit of job reputation, social
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Table15-8. Employees'Preferences
ConcerningUse of EnterpriseProfits
(percentage
oftotalsample
employees)
Use

Wuxi

27.0
Individualincomes
Expansionof production
57.3
Ruralconstruction
10.1
1.5
Other
Source:
Worker
Survey
Questionnaire.

Jieshou

Nanhai

6.8
88.8
2.7
1.0

53.4
35.6
4.0
0.8

status, and higher grading of enterprises. TVP employeesin Wuxi prefer to
remain workersrather than go backto farming,even if they wouldearn less.
They would also prefer to be employedby state enterprises, even at lower
pay than in their current jobs. TVP employeesin Nanhai and Jieshou,however, care more about their incomes.In Nanhai and Jieshouthere are marked
differencesamong wagelevels in differententerprisesowing to lack of government intervention. As a result, incomes are more of an incentive than
in Wuxi. Workersin the two counties would be farmers if they could earn
more, and they would stay with TVPS for the sake of higher incomes instead
of going to state enterprises. 'Thistendency to pay more attention to incomes

may have a significanteffect on enterprise performanceand the development of rural industry.
We also analyzedthe relationshipsamong different social groupswithin
enterprisesin the three counties. In Wuxi factorydirectorsand workerscommonly share risks. Comtmunitygovernmentsimposea ceilingon income differences between directors and workersand control firms'overall wage bills
by levyinga bonus tax. As a result, there are only smallgaps amongwage
levels in differentfirm.rand between incomes of directors and workers.As
there is a relatively developedlabor market in Nanhai, workersobtain incomes through the market mnechanism
on the basis of their human capital,
and relationships among social classes are based on economic division of
labor rather than on noneconomicfactors. In Jieshou the strong blood ties
that often exist amongemployeesare cementedby the scarcityof job opportunities, and there is no visibleclasspolarizationwithin an enterprise.When
their enterprisesface seriousfinancialdeficits,84 percent of sampleemployees in Jieshouwould preferto stay even if their wageswere cut by half. The
ratios in Nanhai and Wuxi are 47 percent and 64 percentrespectively.When
they see other employeesshiriking,70 percent of Jieshousampleworkerswill
directly remind them that they should improve their behavior. In Nanhai
only 52 percent and in Wuxi 51 percent of sampleemployeesare willing to
do this.
All these observationsindicatethat employeesin Nanhai demonstratethe
strongest individualism.They regardfirmsas arenas for economicactivities
and sourcesof their incividualbenefits. They also have a strong desire for
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labor mobility and rely on themselves instead of on govemment intervention
to obtain incomes through market competition. Jieshou is another extreme
example; enterprises are like big families in which individuals equally share
economic interests, have a deep feeling toward their firms, and exert a strong
influence over each other's behavior.
The three counties will face different problems in their future development. Wuxi will have to deal with the problem of efficiency. Employees
should be encouraged to care more about their enterprises' performance
through greater economic incentives instead of higher social status. Perhaps
only systemic reforms could solve this problem. Nanhai will have to concentrate on the problem of economic equality. The experience of other developing countries shows that with industrialization the gap between rich and poor
will further widen unless govemment intervenes. In a country like China
where egalitarianism predominates, the size of income disparities that the
masses will accept and the disparities that are most conducive to economic
efficiency may differ, and further study of this issue is needed. The priority
for Jieshou is to strengthen the organizational aspect of TvPs and weaken the
existing blood relationships. It is true that family and other close personal
relationships help to develop employees' identification with firmsand encourage participation in the management of their enterprises. But we still have
to ascertain whether employees' full identification with enterprises can
change the nature of enterprises as economic organizations and whether the
equal sharing of economic benefits will weaken the incentives of employees.

Note
1. In the HuadaElectricFanFactory,for example,the directoris entitled to a bonus of Y240
out of every Y10,000 of above-quota profits, Y480 for every Y10,000 of profits arising from innovative activities, and Y360 for every Y10,000 of profits from above-quota sales.

Part

V

The Role of Community
Governments

Rural community govemments-townships, villages, and to a lesser extent
production teams-have had a profound impact on the nature, speed, direction, and accomplishments of rural industrialization in China. They established and own the community enterprises that are responsible for the bulk
of the industrial output of the TVP sector. Moreover, where private firms have
developed rapidly, they have done so with the encouragement and often the
active support of community governments. Thus an analysis of the roles, motivations, and behavior of community governments and their leaders is essential for an understanding of China's rvp sector. The two chapters in this section look at this topic from somewhat different perspectives.
In chapter 16 Song Lina and Du He analyze the role of township governments in rural industrialization. The authors argue that the most fundamental
linkage between township governments and their enterprises is in the realm
of public finance: the enterprises provide the revenue needed to run the government and improve social welfare in the community. China's state budgetary system and the extrabudgetary funds that are so important at the local
level are briefly described.
Song and Du then look more specificallyat the public finances of township
govemments. Townships rely on revenue from community property to finance their operations, and rural industrialization carried out by township
enterprises offers a potentially productive and easily tapped source of funds.
The production responsibility system (PRS) further strengthened the public
finance motivation for rural industrialization by removing agricultural land
and related assets from the control of community governments.
The authors next discuss the bifurcated role of township govemments-as
property owners and as local governments-and the problems engendered because the two roles tend to weaken and compromise each other. They assess
the direct participation of township governments in the operations of township enterprises as manifested both in preferential treatment for township enterprises and in restrictions imposed on them by township governments.
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Factors that generate differences in the behavior of township governments-including natural resource endowments, the level of development,
employment pressures, and the quality of the labor force-are then reviewed,
and the impact of township governments on local industrialization is analyzed. In all four counties township governments have considerable control
over township enterprises, but the focus and orientation of this control varies. Township governments in Jieshou and Nanhai regard the key levers of
power to be control over personnel (through appointment of enterprise leaders) and investment. In Wuxi investment is first, followed by production
planning, and in Shangrao control over production planning is considered
the most important, with personnel second. The authors provide plausible
explanations for this variatiort.
In the concluding section Song and Du argue that the present pattern of
direct control by township governments over township enterprises will continue for some time andl that rash attempts to change the system radically
will fail. What is needed is a proper balance in the roles of township govemments and avoidance of vicious cycles in financial flows between township
enterprises and township govemments.
In chapter 17 William Byrcland Alan Gelb analyze the motivations and
incentives behind comm!unitygovernments' involvement in the TVP sector
and their support for TVP development. The analysis is based on the assumption that Chinese community governments and their leaders can be viewed
as self-interested and at least somewhat autonomous entities that pursue their
own benefits, as distinct from the social welfare of the community as a whole.
This basic postulate of public choice theory, which is usually applied to
nation-states, has some interesting implications for rural communities in
China.
Some key features of the rural economic and institutional environment are
identified: population and factor immobility; the resulting spatial inequality
in rural incomes and industrialization; the ineffectiveness of the fiscal system
in redistributing income among localities; compressed income differentials
within communities and TVPS; and the need for community governments to
rely largely on the resources of their own communities in developing TVPS.
The authors go on to describe the flows of funds between TVPs and the
local community and to review the strong linkages between Tvp development
and the community economy and government. These consist of fiscal linkages, income and employment linkages, and rewards to community government leaders-salaries and formal incentives, informal incomes and consumption,

and promotions.

It is argued that community government

leaders

in virtually all Chinese rural communities have strong incentives to develop
the local TVP sector. The personal incentives for township leaders, however,
are somewhat less than those for leaders of villages and production teams because the former are state cadres paid under a unified national system.
Byrd and Gelb then look at patterns of community government involve-
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ment in the TVP sector. These include successfuldevelopment of community
enterprises in certain areas that are better endowed with financial and human
resources and have easy access to urban markets; fiscal predation against the
community enterprise sector by community govemments in poorer, more
backward areas; creation of a general policy environment conducive to development of private enterprises; and more active and direct financial and personal support of larger, more successfulprivate enterprises by community and
county leaders. These pattems are leading to a situation in which ownership
in the TVP sector is becoming increasingly correlated with the level of development: localities with successful community enterprises may or may not
allow the private sector to flourish, but the backward, hitherto unsuccessful,
areas are forced to tum toward developing private enterprise.
Fiscal predation occurs when community govemments' regular revenues
are insufficient to cover their large, virtually fixed expenditures for local public and social services and for their own payrolls. Govemments are forced
to milk their enterprises for funds regardless of whether the firms are earning
profits. Unprofitable community enterprises respond to fiscal predation by
"teating" their capital stock (that is, by using their depreciation funds for remittances to community governments) or by borrowing from banks. The latter case, in which community governments obtain indirect deficit financing
from the local banking system, is especially detrimental.
The concluding section suggeststhat spatial imbalances in rural industrialization and TVP development are likely to persist as long as population and
factor mobility continues to be restricted. Fiscal predation exacerbates the
problems of backward areas. The dual role of community governments as
both local governments and business corporations leads to severe conflicts
in the backward areas that suffer from fiscal predation, and the govemment
role commonly squeezes out the business role. Although local measures such
as election of factory directors and contracts between directors and community govemments can ameliorate fiscal predation, more fundamental solutions may be required. These might involve reducing the size of govemments
in backward areas (especially the number of people on community govemment payrolls) and financing through the state budget certain essential social
and public services that are presently paid for with community govemments'
extrabudgetary funds. Another, narrower recommendation is for explicit
bonus systems, tied to local economic performance, for township leaders.

16
The Role of Township
Governmentsin Rural
Industrialization
Song Lina and Du He

As the studyof nonagriculturalactivitiesin China's countrysidedeepens, an
increasinglyclear picture of the external environment, businessoperations,
and internal systemsof rural industrialenterprisesis emerging.China's rural
industrializationis based on small rural communities, and the interests of
these communitieshave a direct bearingon the behavior and goalsof rural
enterprises. Communitygovernmentsnot only have all the administrative
functionsof local government,but they alsohave someactual autonomyand
represent to a great extent the common interests of their members. In this
chapter the behavior of townshipgovernmentsis selectedas the keyvariable
for study, and its impacton rural industrializationis analyzed.
Public Finance and the Functions of Township Governments
China's highly centralized public finance system dates back to 1950. In
March of that yearthe Central Committeeissuedtwo resolutionscontaining
detailed regulationsfor the startefinancial managementsystem. Except for
somelocal taxes and a fewsmallincome itemsthat could be retainedby local
govemmentsto offsetcertain expenditures,all income was concentrated in
the hands of the central government.Similarly,all outlays(except local supplementary expenditures)were included in the state budget. The fin.ancial
outlaysof local governmentsand state enterpriseswere all to be includedin
their budgetsand had to be reportedto and approvedby the central govemment. In subsequentyears this "uniformincome and outlay"system inderwent several changes,but it was not until 1980that China began to break
awayfrom overcentralizationand excessivelystrict control and to offermore
financial autonomy to local governments and state enterprises.

Even under the centralizedsystem,somegovemmentfundswere mobilized
and utilized outside the budgetarycontrols. At first these extrabudgetary
funds includedonly a few items and were very small. Some townships, villages,and departmentsof local governmenttried to use their own production
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and business operations to help finance rural education, cultural activities,
administrative expenditures, and the like. In 1953 extrabudgetary funds in
China as a whole were equivalent to only 4 percent of the state budget, but
the figureclimbed to 8.5 percent in 1957 and to 20.6 percent in 1960. Readjustments by the state caused the figure to drop to 14.5 percent by 1966,
but it then rose again and reached 35.6 percent in 1977. As economic reforms and decentralization of authority took hold, the figure jumped to 60
percent in 1981 and to more than 80 percent in 1985.
In the public finance structure at the county level there are both budgetary
and extrabudgetary revenues. Budgetary revenues are allocated by the next
higher level of government and must be used for specified purposes, in accordance with the uniform income and outlay system. Extrabudgetary revenues include supplementary industrial and commercial taxes, supplementary
agricultural taxes allowed by the central govemment, and some other revenues from the county's operations and production activities. The four counties we surveyed had some extrabudgetary funds, but these were generally not
high in comparison with total budgetary funds. The figuresbelow, obtained
from fieldwork, show the percentage shares of industry and agriculture in the
extrabudgetary revenues of the four counties.
Wuxi

Agriculture
Industry

Jieshou

Nanhai

Shangrao

0.0

27.4

0.0

49.0

100.0

72.6

100.0

51.0

The share of agriculture is zero in the two most industrialized counties,
it is relatively low in Jieshou, and it is relatively high (nearly half of the total)
only in Shangrao.
The uses of extrabudgetary funds in the sample townships of the four counties are shown in table 16-1. Townships in Wuxi and Nanhai spend considerable shares of their extrabudgetary funds on enterprise development, whereas
those in Shangrao spend little for this purpose.
Table 16-1. Extrabudgetary Expenditures in Sample Townships
in Three Counties
(percentageof total)
Type of expen3diture

Enterprise development
Aid to agriculture
Community development
Monetary rewards for government
employees

Nanhai

Shangrao

30.5
18.3
35.0

22.1
6.0
38.5

1.4
4.6
79.7

4.9

14.5

0.0

11.3

18.9

14.3

Wu

Administrativeexpensesoutside
the budget
Source:TownshipLeaderQuestionnaire.
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Township GovernmentOperations
Township governments are the grass-roots apparatus of the Chinese government. Their effectiveness is basically determined by the degree of their control over the public wealth of rural communities. In a sense they have some
of the characteristics of small nation-states (see chapter 17). Through the
township govemment public wealth is accumulated, multiplied, drawn into
the income and outlay system, and distributed to every interest group and
individual in the comimunity.
Township govemments are supposed to regard the overall interest of their
communities as their ultimate goal. In fact, however, they have many, not
necessarily compatible, tasks-promoting economic development, expanding employment, fostering industrialization, and improving local living
standards-and they tend to favor those groups that can best quench their
thirst for revenue. As a result, they cannot give fair treatment to every group
and individual, and their control over public wealth can never be integrative
and uniform.
In line with the dramatic changes in rural areas brought about by the production responsibility system (PRs), the township was made an independent
level in the govemment financial system in 1984. Townshipsare now allowed
to retain part of the tax revenues collected in the area under their jurisdiction. They have control over disbursements from this retained portion of revenue, but other budgetary expenditures are still determined and allocated by
the county government. Extrabudgetary funds remain separate accounts
under the control of township govemments and are not subject to budgetary
supervision.
The revenue of township governments thus falls into two categories. Budgetary revenue belongs to the govemment fiscal system and is generaillyused
for specified purposes such as salaries of state employees, administrative expenditures, and operating expenses. Extrabudgetary revenue, which is generated by the business operations and other activities of township governments,
is at the disposal of the township govemment. As the state budget can only
provide subsistence to township govemments, extrabudgetary revenue becomes the guarantee foir their effective functioning.
THE INITIAL SITUATION. There is a widespread refusal to acknowledge that
township public finances existredbefore the gradual establishment of the formal system in recent years. This may be correct theoretically or legally, but
not in reality. Township public finances were brought into being by the inadequacy of funds allocated by the central government from its budget. The
state invested much less in agriculture than in the urban industrial system
and put only nominal amournts into rural communities. Therefore, even if
the township govemment (called the people's commune at the time) re-
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frained from ambitious public undertakings, it could hardly make ends meet
with the funds allocated by the state.
During the people's commune period and even earlier, the community
government collected funds locally for the central government. In retum,
the central government allocated budgetary funds to the community govemment through a top-to-bottom process. In this sense the township govemment could not be regarded as having independent finances and budget. But
it was, after all, a grass-roots organ of state power, and if it did not have
some discretionary resources at its disposal, it could not function effectively.
So, during the prereform period the township government alwayscontrolled
some resources for meeting local needs, and it used them for exchanges with
lower-level communities-brigades and production teams. This kind of exchange brought the township govemment some financial income outside the
state budgetary system.
Some exchanges were in kind rather than in money. For instance, when
the local community wanted to build a road or dig an irrigation canal, the
township government might offer its sponsorship, and the lower-level community groups would provide the labor. When the township government
convened a meeting, it usually called on production teams to provide food
for the participants. The township govemment gave not money but the time
and energy for organizing projects, and the lower-level groups contributed
inputs to undertakings that would advance their own development. But this
primitive financial relationship could hardly meet the needs of ambitious
township governments, which strove to organize production themselves or
to control some profitable entities.
THE TRANSFORMATION TO MONETARY FORM. In their efforts to transcend
the primitive financial relationship, township govemments did not have
many choices. Most township governments had to rely on income from agricultural production for primitive accumulation, but agriculture earned relatively low financial returns and could provide only limited financial support
for the development of rural communities. Capital accumulation in rural
communities was adversely affected by the state monopoly on the purchase
and marketing of farm produce, by low prices for agricultural products, and
by the segregation of the rural and urban economies.
The need to make up for the low income from agricultural production gave
rise to repeated impulses for rural industrialization. By 1977 Wuxi, after experiencing three failures, was achieving the best results of any of China's
2,100 counties in running commune and brigade industries, and the income
from these enterprises became the chief source of funds for the county's rural
communities. During 1971-78, Y148 million in profits from these firms went
into agricultural machinery, bridges and power stations, field terracing, and
other agricultural investments. Rural industrialization was obviously the best
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way for townshipgovernmentsto make up for the deficienciesin their revenue and to changethe primitivefinancialrelationshipbasedon the exchange
of labor and goods into a mionetaryrelationshipbasedon the profitsof commune and brigadeenterprises.
TownshipProperty
After 1949 the propertysystemfor rural communitiesunderwent a seriesof
changes-land reformrr,
the cooperativemovement, and, in 1958, the people's commune movernent.Under the people'scommunes,the land of rural
communities(including private farm plots and farmers' housing plots), as
well as largeagriculturalequipment,became the propertyof the three levels
of rural communitygovernment,with the communeat the top. (Farmtools,
household necessities,and farmers' houseswere exempted from communal
ownership.)Since agriculturalaccumulationwastoo slowand could not meet
the demandsof rural development, even in the earlier daysof the people's
communes some nonagriculturalassets came to be included in the public
propertyof ruralcommunities-that is, in the assetsof communeand brigade
enterprises.But althoughcommunitiesstroveto developruralindustry,macroeconomicconditionsprevented a wave of rural industrializationfrom occurring.
When the PRS was adopted, the property of the people's communes was
divided.The right to use land wasaccordedto farmhouseholds,anclin most
areas agriculturalfixed assets and large farmingimplementsformerlyowned
by the collectiveswere dispersed.
Table 16-2. FixedAssetsof IndustrialEnterprises,Wuxi, 1975-86
(millionsof yuan)
County
Year

enterprises

Township
enterprises

Vilage
enterprises

1975
1976
1977
1978
1979
1980
1981
1982

50.18
43.46
72.41
80.87
92.78
105.22
119.95
138.05

27.18
41.87
57.32
77.82
102.15
133.61
171.96
194.25

21.03
29.47
40.96
52.34
64.45
85.73
106.10
129.31

1983

167.72

231.83

161.05

1984
1985
1986

203.07
225.36
262.62

280.40
459.17
613.10

191.53
347.95
479.50

Note: Assets are valued at original purchase prices.
Source: Information from fieldwork.
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The share of commune and brigade enterprises in the assets of rural communities, however, did not decrease but increased to varying degrees. The
original value of the fixed assets of township enterprises in Wuxi was Y27
million in 1975, but by 1986 the figure had risen to Y613 million, a nearly
twenty-three-fold increase. In 1985 the fixed assets of township enterprises
in Jieshou were worth Y9.8 million-1.9 times the 1980 figure of Y5.2 million. After 1979 the value of fixed assets of township enterprises in Wuxi
exceeded that for county industrial firms, and by 1985 the fixed assets of industrial village enterprises had overtaken those of county firms (table 16-2).
The Impact of Changes in Community Property
The growth of agricultural productivity and the rapid transfer of surplus farm
laborers to nonagricultural activities as a result of the PRS paved the way for
rural industrialization by making available the necessary factors-labor, capital, and land. The changes in the composition of community property had
several consequences for township governments.
First, most township governments did not control much industrial property, and when agricultural property was dispersed under the PRS, they experienced a short-term "anemia" in their extrabudgetary finances and a weakening of their administrative functions. For example, when we visited Wenzhou
Prefecture, Zhejiang Province, in 1983, nonagricultural activities were
booming, income per capita was rising rapidly, and capital accumulation in
rural communities was high. But since the communities' old property had
been dispersed and their new property was not yet properly organized, there
was a great deficit in government finances. The result was that township governments became impotent in performing their administrative functions, and
their managerial functions were greatly reduced. At that time, basic facilities
and public works in the townships of Wenzhou Prefecture were rather backward, considering the rate of capital accumulation. Farmers were building
three- and four-story houses with kitchens and bathrooms, but their kitchen
slops were running in the streets for lack of sewers. Cultural, public health,
and other public undertakings were lagging behind other areas. Township
governments could not even organize projects but had to entrust the task to
popular businessmen and venerable elders.
Second, the PRS altered the composition of property under the township
governments' control, and their behavior changed accordingly. Their terms
of reference shifted from agriculture to industry. The enlarged proportion of
industrial wealth in township property further increased the financial power
of rural communities. In 1985 in the sample townships of Wuxi the average
value of output of industry was 11.3 times that of agriculture. Even in
Jieshou, where industries were launched rather late, the value of output of
industry was 2.8 times that of agriculture. The share of industry in township
government revenue increased with the rise in the share of industrial prop-
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erty. Income from industrieaIproduction is now the chief source of township
revenue in most areas, and income from agriculture accounts for only 19.1
percent of sample townshipis' extrabudgetary revenues, on average.
These consequences, although totally different, are both related to the
general trend toward industrialization. The introduction of the PRS was a necessary precondition for rural industrialization and opened up prospects for development; the increased proportion of industrial property in the assets of
local communities aff'ected the form of industrialization and the degree of
community govemment involvement in the process.
After property relationships in local communities have taken their initial
shape and the industrialization process has been launched, it is necessary to
protect community public finances. In the absence of a strict tax system, the
township govemment can safeguard public finances only by participating directly in the management of firms-that is, by owning a portion of the
community's property, independent of any interest group. Otherwise, community public finance becomes an empty word.
Rural communities benefit financially from industrialization in two ways.
First, township government revenue is increased by the taxes paid by the enterprises, which are at leastcin part retained by township govenmments for
their own use. Second, the township govemment draws income directly from
enterprises under its control. Under China's specific conditions it is not feasible for township governments to meet all their financial needs from taxes
on enterprises, and most tovvnshipgovemments own and manage enterprises
so that they will have a direct source of income.

The Bifurcation of Township Government Functions
In the process of rural industrialization the township government took on a
twofold role-as community administrator and as enterprise owner. 'Whether
the township government can function effectively in the first role depends
largely on the level of revenue at its disposal. Township governments own
certain assets as a means of' achieving the objectives of community public
finance. Hence the dual function of township govemments inevitably affects
rural industrialization.
The behavior of every township government leader has a twofold motive:
to discharge govemment duties and to further personal interests. IThis does
not mean that most township govemment leaders promote rural industrialization merely for personal gain. Rather, personal and public motivations are
intertwined. One reason for this has been the past overemphasis on personal
sacrifice and the neglect of deserved material rewards for grass-roots officials.
Another reason is the relative decline in the regular incomes of these officials
in recent years. When their pay was based on work-points in their home production teams or came from extrabudgetary revenue, their incomes wveregenerally higher or more stable than those of ordinary commune members. But
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as rural industrialization and economic development have progressed, officials' incomes have not kept pace with those of most local residents. In general, the salaries of township govemment officials are lower than those of
village cadres, and those of village cadres are lower than those of township
enterprise employees.
The FocalPoint of TownshipGovernments' Work
Analysis of sample townships shows that most township governments give
primary attention to the enterprises they run. This is because the relationship
between the govemments and their enterprises is one of broadly based interdependence. In our sample, direct and indirect investment by township govemments accounted for more than 30 percent of the startup funds for township enterprises. The profits handed over by township enterprises in the
sample counties constitute more than 38 percent of township government
revenues. As administrators of rural communities, township govemments
also obtain revenue through taxation. In the sample, remittances by township enterprises account for 43.6 percent of township revenues and tax payments by enterprises under other forms of ownership for 14.3 percent.
Since the township government owns the assets of its enterprises, it has
the right as well as the duty to manage this property. Moreover, govemments
must participate directly in management to realize the goals of their investment in the enterprises. The township govemment hence has a status similar
to that of a board of directors but without all of its functions.
The Difficultiesof BalancingRoles
The township government's role as not only the organizer and manager of
rural industrialization but also a participant in it can distort its discharge of
government functions. A good township govemment must play different
roles simultaneously. Not only does it have to adjust the relations between
its enterprises and other interest groups in the community, but it must also
straighten out relations among its enterprises (for usually there is more than
one firm directly under the township government) and among the owners,
managers, and workers of each enterprise.
The administrative functions of the township govemment are greatly
weakened by its status as owner and beneficiary of rural community property.
Township governments have only indirect control over private enterprises,
since they have no share in the firms' assets and cannot expect much revenue
from them. As long as these enterprises pay taxes according to regulations
and abide by the law, township governments exercise little authority over
them. There is thus a difference in the degree of protection and control
within the community.
For example, 79 percent of the sample township enterprises in Wuxi could
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obtain raw materials at bellow-market prices through the township govemment, but only 5 percent of the private enterprises could. In the Jieshou sample, low-priced raw materials were distributed only to township enterprises.
Township enterprises in the Wuxi sample received 21 percent of their total
capital as allocations by township govemments, whereas other enterprises received none; in the Jieshou sample, such allocations constituted 26 percent
of township enterprises' total capital, but other enterprises received none.

Township Governments' Influence on Township Enterprises
The township govemrnent protects and strictly controls its own enterprises
because it depends on them to a great degree. The dual fumnctionsof township
govemments are mirrored in the twofold character of local protecztionism.
Protection of private enterprises is motivated by the township government's
role as govemment administrator. The township govemment adopts protective measures for private enterprises only when these firms come into conflict
with entities from outside the community or when their development is hindered by unfavorable policies of higher levels of govemment. But its protection of township enterprises is motivated not only by its administrative role
but also by its status as owner.
PreferentialTreatment
Since township enterprises are launched with financial assistance from township govemments, these firms enjoy advantages from the beginning. In the
samples, township enterprises exceed other types of firm in the TVP sector
in capital, fixed assets, and snumberof employees and thus have higher productive capabilities. Their average value of output per worker is 1.64 times
that of village enterprises, 2.93 times that of partnerships, and 2.86 times
that of individual firms. Moreover, township govemments give their enterprises priority in obtaining materials in short supply.
Township govemments also provide township enterprises with an intangible resource-the use of the governments' credibility. Because of their close
association with township govemments, township enterprises enjoy higher
status in the eyes of specialized branches of govemment (such as banks, industrial and commercial administrative bureaus, and tax and supply departments) than enterprises under other forms of ownership.
Restrictions
Despite these advantages, the efficiency of township enterprises is lower than
or at least no higher than that of other kinds of TVPS (see chapter 18). There
are several reasons for this, related to control by township govemments.
First, township govemments' dependence on township enterprises for income
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increases the enterprises' management costs. In addition to paying taxes,
township enterprises bear part of the govemments' consumption expenses.
As the "purse" of the township government, the enterprises have to receive
guests, send presents, and pay expenses for meetings, travel, and visits on
behalf of the govemment. Although no detailed data on these expenditures
are available, the seriousness of this problem was evident from our talks with
township enterprise leaders.
Second, since township enterprises are the chief means by which the township govemment attempts to achieve the comprehensive goals of the community, maximization of enterprise profits has rarely been pursued wholeheartedly. Almost all township govemments seek to use rural industrialization to
employ surplus labor from agriculture. Because of the stability of township
enterprises, rural residents prefer to work in them, as is shown by responses
to the Worker Survey Questionnaire. The township govemment usually decides the number of workers to be recruited by township enterprises, and enterprise directors cannot cut personnel at their own discretion even though
they are aware that overstaffing adversely affects efficiency. In interviews
in Wuxi many township enterprise directors admitted that there was
overstaffing, in some cases as high as 50 percent (see chapter 14 for some
examples).
Third, since the overall development objectives of rural communities have
largely been shifted onto the shoulders of township enterprises, many of these
firms cannot accumulate very well. This is especially true in Wuxi, where
in 1986 industrial income was nearly ten times that of agriculture. To stimulate agriculture, township govemments demanded that enterprises subsidize
farmers. In Dongjiang township in 1986 more than 20,000 mu of land received a subsidy of Y12 per mu at the expense of township enterprises.
Moreover, township industrial corporations (TICS) under Wuxi's township
govemments strictly control the operations of township enterprises, especially their distribution of profits. TICS have the right to make plans for the
development of all township enterprises, to adjust the reinvestment rate, and
to launch new firms. They plan investments to establish new township enterprises and renovate old ones. Some enterprises may have to wait a long time
to obtain the funds needed to increase production or to switch from products
in little demand to other lines. These firms will witness further deterioration
in their capabilities for accumulation and production.
Fourth, the impersonal character of property ownership in township enterprises means that management is kept at a low level and financial control
is lax. Although govemment leaders are not permitted to derive personal
monetary profit from the enterprises, the township govemment's right to participate in the management of its enterprises may become an opportunity for
corruption. Officials may encroach on the property of township enterprises
in nonmonetary ways to meet their personal needs.
Most directors of township enterprises have a strong desire to develop their
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firms, but they are under the control of the township govemment and wield
no all-round management power. Understandably, they lack the attitude of
the master, and the result can be serious waste. For instance, in Wuxi the
waste rate for materials is worse for township enterprises than for village enterprises. The practice of workers' showing up but not doing much work is
far more serious in township enterprises than in private enterprises and
greatly increases the former's costs.

Reasons for Differences in the Behavior
of Township Governmernts
Even under the same rnacroeconomic and policy circumstances, township
governments in differerit localities behave quite differently. Several exogenous factors influence the behavior of township governments in different
areas.
0 Natural resource endowrnent. Shangrao is rich in natural resources,
which exceed those of the other three counties in amount and variety. The
county has deposits of coal, barite, lead, zinc, silicon dioxide, sulfur, limestone, and other minerals. In Wuxi mineral deposits in sample towvnships
amount to only 450 tons, or 0.38 kilograms per capita. Jieshou and Nanhai
have scarcely any mineral resources, but Jieshou does have fairly abundant
agricultural resources; itn sample townships arable land per capita is much
larger than in Wuxi, and. average forest coverage is 2.86 times Wuxi's. Arable
land per capita is 0.3 mu in sample townships of Wuxi, 1.1 mu in Jieshou,
0.9 mu in Nanhai, and 1.I rmu in Shangrao. Thus, Shangrao has the best
mineral resources of the four, and Jieshou has better agricultural resources
than Wuxi and Nanhai. Yet Wuxi and Nanhai are far more developed economically than Shangrao and Jieshou.
* The levelof economicdevelopment.Regional differences in economic development are shown by the income per capita of the rural population, which
is a relatively comprehensive index. In Wuxi in 1985 the figure was Y754,
in Nanhai Y1,029, in Jieshou Y285, and in Shangrao Y322. Our investigations confirmed these differences; the standard of living for typical households was highest in Nanhai, with Wuxi second and Shangrao and Jieshou
trailing behind.
* Employmentpressure.A rough indication of employment pressure is arable land per member of the agricultural labor force: the average is 6.1 mu
in Wuxi, 2.9 mu in Nanhai, 2.6 mu in Jieshou, and 4.0 mu in Shangrao.
But these numbers mask differences in the stages of development of rural industrialization and consequent differences in the degree to which agricultural
workers have moved into industry. For instance, the figure for arable land
per farmer in Wuxi is high because large numbers of rural population have
already shifted to nonagricultural employment. A more accurate measure of
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employment pressures and requirements in rural communities is the annual
percentage change in the industrial and agricultural labor forces, shown here
for 1978-85. (The data are derived from fieldwork.)
Industrial labor force
Agricultural labor force

Wuxi
18.8
-12.9

Jieshou
32.4
-10.5

Nanhai
12.6
-12.7

Shangrao
12.3
2.5

These figures indicate the capacity of rural industry to absorb agricultural
workers. All counties except Shangrao have managed to shift labor from agriculture to industry at a fairly rapid rate. In Shangrao the agricultural labor
force actually increased between 1978 and 1985.
* Quality of the labor force. Some characteristics of the rural population
in the four counties were mentioned in chapter 4. The figures below, from
the Enterprise Quantitative Questionnaire, show the average number of
technical personnel and supply and marketing staff in sample firms. The
much higher numbers of the latter in Wuxi and Nanhai are striking, as is,
in particular, the low ratio of supply and marketing to technical personnel
in Shangrao.'
Typeof personnel
Technical
Supplyand marketing

Wuxi
0.53
1.15

Jieshou
0.19
0.30

Nanhai
0.21
1.0

Shangrao
0.66
0.21

The differences in microenvironments and in conditions for industrialization
reviewed above inevitably affect the decisions and behavior of township governments and thus the development of rural industries.

The Impact of Township Government Behavior
on Local Industrialization
The ability of township govemments to realize communal targets-conditioned partly by the factors discussed in the last section-affects their
behavior and to a certain extent determines regional approaches to rural industrialization. In this section we examine broad differences in township governments' participation in management and control of township enterprises.
Management and Control
According to responses to the Township Leader Questionnaire, township
governments in all four counties are deeply involved in the management of
TVPS,especially township enterprises. The index of participation in management by sample township governments is 0.95 in Wuxi, 0.80 in Jieshou,0.90
in Nanhai, and 0.78 in Shangrao. We see such participation in management
as a positive concept-as assistance, not as predatory meddling. In Wuxi and
Nanhai, known for their advanced economic development, the degree of par-
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ticipation of township governments in local enterprises is higher than in
Jieshou and Shangrao.
The average degree of control over township enterprises exerted by township governments is 0.39 in Wuxi, 0.44 in Jieshou, 0.38 in Shangrao, and
0.39 in Nanhai. The high figure for Jieshou, which boasts a traditional, fullfledged system of politicatl mobilization, tallies with other evidence that TVP
industrial development there relies mainly on govemment mobilization and
instructions. The county government in Shangrao has also had an important
role in local industrialization, but it has been ineffective because of the poor
quality of township officials: the low degree of control over township enterprises is not a rational choice but a situation the government has found no
way to avoid. In Wuxi TVCE industries were launched much earlier, and a
set of regulations governing the relationship between township governments
and their enterprises has already taken shape. Hence the responsibilities,
powers, and interests of the government and the enterprises are clearly defined. Of the four counties, Nanhai has the most characteristics of a free
economy. There is a balanced ownership structure in the local TVP sector,
firms rely more on the market than on the township government, and township govemments have allowed more autonomy to enterprise management.
Management Prioties
The ranking in the Township Leader Questionnaire of respondents' priorities
in supervising enterprises reflects the patterns of township government management (or control) in the four counties.
Jieshou

Nanhai

Shangrao

First

Investment

Personnel

Personnel

Second

Production
planning
Personnel

[nvestment

Investment

Production
planning
Personnel

Production
planning

Production
planning

Priority

Third

Wuxi

Investment

In analyzing the above choices, the stages of development in the four
counties should be kept in mind. For example, sample township governments
in Wuxi put personnel in third place, but this does not mean that they pay
little attention to the appointmnent of township enterprise leaders. A complete set of procedures and standards for appointing and dismissing entelprise
leaders has already evolved there, and staffing is no longer the focal point
of the township government's 'work. Now enterprises are vying for power
over investment and production, and township governments have had to
strengthen their control in these areas. In Jieshou, sample township governments put personnel in first place, which reflects the county's reliance on
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cadres to push TVP development. This situation in Jieshou can be regarded
as rational, since in the early stages of rural industrialization the township
government has to control enterprise personnel to make its strength felt. The
stress on personnel may be typical for localities that are latecomers in the
drive for rural industrialization.
Sometimes township governments' priorities for supervision of township
enterprises are simply illogical. When an area has just begun to see the need
for local industrialization and is still in the experimental stage, the behavior
of both the township governments and local enterprises may be confused,
and their choices of priorities may be irrational. For instance, in Shangrao,
sample township governments put power over production planning in first
place. But in reality township governments in Shangrao are more concerned
about personnel issuesthan about production planning, and in any case strict
control over the latter is not really a good management method.
A common feature of the four counties is that, of fifteen indexes for appraising managerial behavior listed in the questionnaire, most township leaders focus on three: personnel, investment, and production planning. Hence
township governments are concerned with some aspects of enterprises' internal management and decisionmaking but give little attention to marketing
or sales. As chief owner of the assets of township enterprises, the township
govemment, as part of its function, should oversee the operational behavior
of the enterprise in the same way as boards of directors in Western countries
do. Township governments and their enterprises do appear to have appropriate relations with regard to duty, power, and interest. But close examination
reveals that governments' duty to their enterprises is motivated by their own
financial needs and by the pursuit of wider community goals.
Power over personnel most determines relations between township governments and their enterprises, as responses to the Enterprise Director Questionnaire show. Since profit maximization by the enterprise conflicts with payment of taxes to the township government, the township government
commonly restricts the actions of enterprise management through its power
over personnel, and enterprise managers thus become a part of the government administration to a certain degree. Control of production plans by the
township govemment is equivalent to controlling the value and quantity of
output and thus achieving income targets for the enterprise and the township
government. Control over investment can restrict enterprise expansion and
direct resources toward other targets of the community and the township
government.
Internal control of township enterprises by the township government may
restrain the enterprises' expansion and development because the government
frequently sacrificestownship enterprises' interests for the sake of other goals.
But since the realization of community goals must be based on the development of local enterprises, township governments find themselves in a di-
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lemma. How township govemments,influencedand limited by the specific
conditionsof their areas, deal with this dilemmaaffectsthe developmentof
rural industries.
DevelopmentPatterns
Sampletownshipgovernmentshave been able to securefor their enterprises
some raw materials that are in short supply.In Wuxi 55 percent of sample
township govemmentsreceivedallocationsof raw materialsfrom supplydepartments at the county level or above. The other 45 percent were able to
secureraw materialson their own. Only 20 percent of the raw materialsallocated to township governmentsin Jieshoucame from rural communities;the
rest were allocatedby the county govemment. In the samplein Nanhai the
county government allocated raw materials to only two township govemments, which passedthem on to townshipenterprises. In Shangrao 78 percent of the townshipgovernmentsreceivedinputs from the county govemment, while the remaining 22 percent had to secureraw materialsand other
inputs on their own.
Townshipgovemmentsin Nanhai exercisecontrol over the management
of their enterprises,bui:local resourcesare limited, and the governmentsdo
not have amplematerialsto trade with townshipenterprises.For this reason
TVPs, including township enterprises, chiefly depend on the market for
survival.
TVPS

in Wuxi are mostly

TVcEs.

Township govemments exercise control

through rough planning, and.enterprisesdependfor their survivalpartly on
the market and partly on planning.
In Jieshouagriculturepredominates,and even now a large proportion of
local revenuecomesfrom that sector. Localindustrializationbore the stamp
not only of political mobilizationbut also of obviousspontaneity. This can
be seen from the ownershipof localTVPS. In the Jieshousamplea largenumber of TvcEs are actually individually run, but because individual enterprises

have difficultyin requisitioninglandand forother reasons,a number of them
displaythe signboardsof townshipenterprises.They do not have close relations with township governments,but they can be taken over by the local
govemment once they grow to a certain scale. (For a detailed analysissee
chapter 7.)
Shangrao has a weak industrialbase and underdevelopedrural cornmunities. Townshipgovemrnentsstrictly control the amount of profitskept by
townshipenterprises,causinggreatdifficultiesfor the firms'development.To
make up for enterprises' losses,townshipgovemmentstrade local resources
for materials in short supply and allocate to the enterprisesraw materials
bought at preferentialprices from county supplydepartments. But since the
capital accumulationof the communitiesis at a low level and townshipgovernments cannot cut down their expenses,the profitsdeliveredby township
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enterprises are used to a large extent for the expenses of township governments or are passed on to other community interest groups. Only two sample
township governments in Shangrao reported spending part of the income
from township enterprises to expand the firms. In Wuxi, by contrast, sample
township govemments returned, to varying degrees, profit remittances from
township enterprises so that the latter could keep reinvesting and developing.

Conclusions
Through descriptions of the behavior of township govemments in different
microeconomic environments, this chapter has illustrated the roles of township govemments in rural industrialization. In addition, it has examined how
the desire of township govemments to increase their financial revenues has
become one of their main motives for promoting rural industrialization.
Some observers hold that township govemments should cut down their
management and control of local township enterprises and develop a new
relationship with them through shareholding. But this view neglects the
basic fact that once local enterprises are divorced from township governments, local communities will not be able to achieve their goals. The township government-the main force in achieving local community goals-will
not function effectively because it will lack funds; revenue from taxation can
never be enough to meet the overall development needs of the community.
In addition, the tax system in China has never been perfect, and tax evasion
by enterprises will further reduce its effectiveness.
Therefore, for quite a long time it will be necessary for township governments to directly control some enterprises and to realize community goals
through concerted efforts with enterprises. But township governments must
maintain a proper balance between their roles as government administrators
and as owners and operators of enterprises, to prevent a vicious cycle in the
circulation of community wealth as a result of excessive levies on enterprises
to meet community public finance needs.

Note
1. The higher average number of technicians in Shangrao sample firms probably reflects a
looser definition of this category and the predominance of township enterprises in the sample.
Correspondingly, the low number of technicians in Wuxi firms in relation to their size and industrial structure may be attributable to relatively narrow criteria for classifyingemployees as technical personnel.

17
Why Industrialize?
The Incientives
for Rural
CommunityGovernments
William A. Byrd and Alan Gelb

Localcommunitygovernmentsat all levels-townships, towns, villages,and
sometimesproduction teams--have playeda crucialrole in stimulatingand
supportingthe rapid growth of China's TVP sector. Enterprisesowvnedby
these govemmentsaccount for the bulk of TVP industrialoutput (seechapter
9), and where private firmshave flourished, it has been with community gov-

emments' support and encouragement.Without the deep involvement of
communitygovemments,China's TVP sector could not have grown nearly
as rapidly as it did in the late 1970sand early 1980s.'The incentives and
motivationsof communitygovernmentleadershave impelledthem to establish and financecommunityenterprisesand in many areas to provide support
forprivate enterprises.Where TVP developmenthas not been successful,this
has often been despitethe best effortsof many communitygovemmentleaders and officials.The short-term and long-termimplicationsof reliance on
local communitiesby the most dynamicpart of Chinese industrymust be
consideredwhen evaluatingthe future prospectsof the TVP sector.
In this chapter we analyze Chinese community govemments and their
leadersas self-interestedentitieswhoseactionsare gearedtowardmaximizing
their own benefits. This approach is applied to communitygovernments,
which can be viewedas interestgroupswith integrated,consistentobjectives,
and to individualgovernmentdecisionmakers.The assumptionthat the government has its own independentinterests that it strivesto further is one
of the key postulates of public choice theory.2 This perspectivecontrasts
sharplywith the traditional viewof mainstreamWesterneconomicsthat govemment is benevolentand that the main issueis designingand implementing
economicpolicies that are optimal for the nation as a whole-assumptions
sharedby the neoclassicatl
and Keynesianschools,amongothers, despitetheir
differentpolicy prescriptions.
Although we borrowone of the main postulatesof public choice theory,
in many respects our conclusionsdiffer, owing to our subject. We l.ookat
rural communitieswith populationsof sometimesonly a fewthousandpeople
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and always fewer than 100,000. Chinese community governments function

in an environment of population and factor immobilityand with a certain
degreeof independencein economicpolicy.They are thus akin in manyways
to nation-states,albeit tiny in size.But they differin fundamentalwaysfrom
national governments:they have virtuallyno discretionaryauthority to tax,
and they cannot print moneyor borrow. One of their main economicpolicy
instrumentsis the establishmentand developmentof communityenterprises.
In contrast, govemment ownershipof enterprisesin industrializedmarket
economiesis typicallylimited to a few sectors or is the result of historical
accidents.
The Main Characteristics

of the TVP Sector's Environment

We start by outliningsomekeyfeaturesof the environmentin whichChina's
TVP sector functions.These includepopulationand factor immobility,spatial
inequalityin ruralincomesand industrialization,ineffectiveredistributionof
income through the fiscalsystem,and compressedpersonal incomedifferentials within communitiesand within TVPS themselves.The lack of mobility
of factorsand funds forcescommunitygovernmentsto rely largelyon their
own resourcesin developingthe TVP sector.
Populationand FactorImmobility
The bulk of China's rural population is rooted in local communities,with
little prospectfor permanent migrationelsewhere.Tiny numbersof students
who are successfulin their universityexaminationsleave and usuallyend up
in the cities; more important, increasingnumbersof rural people go to the
cities for "temporary"jobs in construction and other service activities. In
some rural areas such as Nanhai there is an open labor market that attracts
temporary migrant workers from poorer rural areas. In Jieshou successful
farmer-entrepreneursare allowedto movetheir productionfacilitiesand residences into town, switching their household registrationstatus to that of
"long-termurban resident." Butboth rural-urbanand rural-ruralmobilityremain limited, and for many analyticalpurposesit is reasonableto assume
complete populationimmobility.
Labor is somewhatlessimmobilethan populationbecauseof opportunities
for temporaryemploymentin cities and in other rural areas. Nevertheless,
mobilityis restricted,and most jobs in the TVPs are still filledwithin the rural
community. Capital is also immobile across rural communities, especially
townships. Financial flowsthrough the banking system are limited by the
"cgap"systemof credit planning and the widespreadperception that financial
resources mobilizedin a rural communityshould be used for investment
within that community(seechapter 9). Flowsof fundsthrough the fiscalsystem are far from sufficientto offsetimbalancesin the financialresourcesof
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differentlocalities,and liowsof capital outsidethe banking and fiscalsystems
are still small. Finally,movementof managerial,entrepreneurial,and technical human resourcesin rural areas is limited. Although technical personnel
can be attracted fromother localitiesby high salariesand benefits, entrepreneurs are even more immiobilethan ordinarylabor, since it is administratively
much easier for them to locate their factoriesin their home commnunities
than elsewhere(see chapter 9).
This all adds up to an environment in which flowsof goodsare relatively
free (see chapter 5) but flowsof key factorsof production and of population
are restricted. The policy instrumentsat the disposalof communitygovernments, particularlyat higher levels (townshipsand towns), create an economic situationthat resemblesa groupof ministatesundera free trade regime
with factor immobilityan-dfixedexchangerates. (An altemative but not inconsistentperspectiveis to vieweach ruralcommunityas a fixed-membership
cooperativefirm,with the addedcomplicationthat lower-levelcommunities
are "nested" within higher-levelones.)
Dimensionsof SpatialInequality
Under these circumstancesand giventhe tremendousimbalancesin material,
financial, and human resourcesamong localitiesand regions,substantialinequalityin factor rewards,particularlyin personalincomes,is to be expected.
Although it is beyondthe scopeof this chapter to analyzethis phenomenon
in detail, summarystatisticsillustratethe magnitudeof spatialinequalityin
rural incomes.
Table 17-1 showsthe variation in averageincomeper capita amongU.S.
Table 17-1. SpatialIncomeInequalityamongProvincesof China
and U.S. States
Highest
(percentage
of mean)

Lowest
(percentage
Coefficientof
of mean)
variation(percent)'

Area

Year

China urbanb
China ruralc

1983
1980

137
194

75
70

13
28

China ruralc
United States'

1985
1981

195
134

62
72

31
14

United

1986

140

70

17

States'

a. Standarddeviation dividedby mean.
b. Averageper capita income of urlbanresidentsin the capital citiesof each of the t wentynine provinces,based on householdsurveys.
c. Averageper capita incomeof ruralresidentsin each province,from householdsurveys.
d. Averageper capita income by state.
Sources:State StatisticalBureau(1985c),p. 62; (1986b),p. 202; (1987c),p. 204;U.S. Government (1983); Washington
Post,August21, 1987, p. C2.
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states and, separately for urban and rural areas, among provinces in China.

China's state wagesystemholdsdown income inequalityamongcities to levels no higher than state variations in the United States, but rural income
inequality among provincesis considerablygreater than variations among
U.S. states. Regional income inequalityin the United States has declined
greatly in the past fifty years as a result of improvementsin transport and
a great increasein interregionalmobility.
Table17-2 presentssimilarstatisticsfor counties in two Chinese provinces
and in severalU.S. states. Inequalityamong counties in the United States
is somewhatgreater than amongstates; the amountand quality of public services that local govemmentsprovide varies, and the "Tiebout hypothesis"
(Tiebout 1956, 1961)suggeststhat richer peoplecongregatein localitiesthat
provide valuedpublic services.Moreover,countydata pickup differencesbetween the rich suburbsof large cities and poorer rural areas. In Jiangsuand
Anhui provincesthere is relatively little spatial inequalityin urban wages,
but rural income inequality is substantial-only slightly less than crossprovincial income inequalityand greaterthan inequalityamongU.S. states.
IncomeinequalitywithinChinese countiesis usuallymuch lessseverethan
inequalityamong counties in a province. For example, in Nanhai in 1985
income per capita for the rural populationin the richest township was 108
percent of the mean for all townships;in the pooresttownship it was84 percent of the mean; and the coefficientof variation was only 7 percent. Inequalityis lowerwithin countiesbecauseresourceendowmentsforcommunities within a county are generally more equal and because county
govemmentstry to hold down the gap between leading and laggingtownships.
Table 17-2. IncomeInequalityin SelectedChineseProvincesand U.S. States,
by County
Highest
(percentage
of mean)

Lowest
of
Coefficient
(percentage
variation(percent)
of mean)

Area

Year

Anhui urban'
Jiangsuurbana
Anhui ruraP
Jiangsu rural'

1984
1985
1984
1985

128
127
163
164

87
85
49
62

8
10
23
23

Michigan
Mississippi

1981
1981

164
163

60
65

17
16

Oregon
SouthDakota

1981
1981

137
183

81
39

12
21

a. Averagewageper memberof the urban work force.

fortheruralpopulation.
percapitaincome
b. Average
oftheruralpopulation.
output(GVAO) permember
grossvalueofagricultural
c. Average
Sources:AnhuiJingiiNianjian1985;JiangsuJingiiNiargian1986;U.S. Government(1983).
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Ineffective RedistributionMdechanisms
The degree of spatial income inequality in China's rural areas is especially
surprising given China's strong ideological commitment to equality and the
powerful redistributional instruments available to the state. But whereas government influence over urban wageseffectively limits inequality in urban incomes, there is at present no comparable instrument for smoothing differences in rural incomes.3
Considerable redistribution of income does occur through the fiscal system.
Richer, more developed provinces generate tax revenues in excess of expenditures and turn over surpluses to the central government, which provides subsidies to provinces in which local revenues fall short of expenditures. Similar
fiscal redistribution occurs within provinces. Although substantial flows of
resources are involved, they are far from sufficient to offset the underlying
differences in resource endowments and levels of development. Table 17-3
shows variation in average per capita budgetary revenues and expenditures
among provinces in China and among counties in Anhui and Jiangsu provinces. Variation in expenditure per capita, although much less than in revenue per capita, remains Substantial, and there is significant correlation between the two at both the pTovincial and the county levels. If the three
provincial-level cities of Beijing, Shanghai, and Tianjin are excluded, the
coefficient of variation of' expenditures per capita becomes even higher than
that for revenues, and correlation between the two remains high. Thiis suggests that there is little if any fiscal redistribution between rich ancl poor
"mainstream" provinces in China. (Data were not available for Xizang,
a case that probably also involves considerable fiscal redistribution.)
In any case, budgetary statistics do not reflect the large share of local public
and social expenditures financed from extrabudgetary sources. Such spending
is far greater in the richer, more developed localities. Moreover, a large part
of budgetary spending, particularly at the lower levels, merely supports the
government apparatus and pays for basic social services rather than directly
raising rural incomes or financing TVP development. Finally, there is much
anecdotal evidence that money transferred to the poorer areas through the
fiscal system is not used with maximum effectiveness.
EgalitarianIncome Distribution within Rural Communities
Somewhat counterbalancing the high degree of spatial inequality of income
is the tendency toward compressed pay and income structures within rural
communities and TVPS. Other things being equal, the smaller the community
involved, the greater is this compression. In localities such as Wuxi the township government uses administrative controls to hold down variation in pay
among TVPS within the township. Income variation among communities and
compression within them is shown by data from the Worker Survey (see
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Table 17-3. AveragePer Capita BudgetaryRevenuesand Expenditures

Item

Highest
(percentage
of mean)

Lowest
(percentage
of mean)

Coefficient
of
variation
(percent)

Correlation
coefficient(R) for
revenuesand
expenditures

0.72

Among provinces

China, 1985

Revenues

869

28

169

Expenditures

251

40

65

Revenues

248

56

44

Expenditures

222

49

48

Revenues

1,264

25

152

Expenditures
Jiangsu, 1985
Revenues

239

53

46

391

17

86

176

63

24

China, 19851

0.69

Among counties

Anhui, 1984

Expenditures

0.58

0.69

a. ExcludesBeijing, Shanghai, and Tianjin municipalitiesand Xizang

Sources:Anhui JingjiNianjian1985; JiangsuJingjiNianjian1986; State Council Economic,
Technological,and Social DevelopmentResearchCenter (1986).

chapter 13). About 60 percent of the variation in pay among sample workers
is explained by firm dummy variables, which may be picking up intercommunity differences. This is especially striking given the deliberate oversampling
of higher-paid employees (technicians, middle-level managers, and the like).
Egalitarianism within communities is the result of a combination of factors. Tightly knit communities with fixed memberships (often cemented by
family and clan ties) would probably tend toward compressed personal income structures under almost any circumstances, and this tendency is
strengthened by socialist ideals and policies. In the past the work-point system of collective distribution virtually ruled out significant inequalities in
personal incomes within the communities where such distribution occurred
(production teams and sometimes brigades). Moreover, in many areas wages
of TVP workers were paid to their communities and were given to the workers
themselves only in the form of community work-points, which prevented the
industrial labor force from earning much higher incomes than agricultural
workers. But probably the most important factor that limits intracommunity
income inequality in rural areas today is the relatively egalitarian initial distribution of the main factor of production, land, under the production responsibility system (PRs). Egalitarian distribution of job opportunities in TVPS
has also contributed to compression.
An assessment of trends that affect income distribution within Chinese
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rural communities would require a separate study. Ideological constraints
against high personal incomes appear to be gradually eroding-for example,
the permissible gap between the pay of directors and workers in comrnunity
enterprises is generally riising. Specialized households and private entrepreneurs can eam even higher in,comes. But in some areas, functioning labor
markets may hold down differentials between agricultural and industrial incomes and reduce spatial inequality. Movements of labor may in part explain
the considerable apparent reduction in rural income inequality among counties in Anhui Province between 1981 and 1984.1
Whether relatively equal income distribution within rural communities
offsets the effect of spatial inequalities is a question for research. From the
perspective of this chapter, the different patterns within and among communities are more important than the net result. As shown below, TVP development is a crucial determinant of communal development levels and living
standards. Compression within communities means that the incomes of leading community members (government leaders and enterprise directors) depend at least to some extent on the average income levels in the community.
Self-Reliancein TVP Development
Factor immobility and ineffective redistribution force communities to rely on
their own resources (broadly construed) to develop the TVP sector. Hence
TVP development is likely to be highly uneven among regions and localities,
owing to their unequal resource bases. Table 17-4 provides some indication
of the striking spatial inequality in the development of industrial TVPS. Any
analysis of the motivations and incentives behind community government
support for TVP development must come to grips with these huge gaps, for
understanding the anatomy of failure is just as important as assessing the reasons for success.

Flows of Funds between TVPs and Community Governments
Figure 17-1 shows the financial flows among township firms and township
and county institutions. Township enterprises pay direct and indirect taxes
to the township tax collector; they pay management fees (in effect, a tax,
not a payment for services) to their supervisory agency, the township industrial corporation (TIC); and they generate after-tax profits, part of which are
reinvested and part of which are tumed over to the TIC. Remitted township
enterprise profits flow upward through the system and are an important source
of funding for township government salaries and overhead as well as for discretionary spending. Budgetary flows are relatively large, but appropriations
are mostly earmarked for fixed costs (wages and overhead) and for specific
projects. Management fees pay for the administrative support structure for
TVPs at township, county, and higher levels. The main sources of funds for
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Table 17-4. Variationin Per Capita Value of Rural Indusal Output

Area

Highest
(percentage
of mean)

Loiwest
(percentage
of mean)

Coeficientof
variation(percent)

Amongprovinces
China, 1980'
China, 1985

691
531

4
2

142
133

554

8

119

414
1,100

18

97

17

161

362
235
474

42

61

22

63

30

104

Amongcounties
Jiangsu, 1984b
Jiangsu, 1985'
Anhui, 1984'
Among townships
Wuxi, 1984
Nanhai,1985
Shangrao, 1985

a. Basedon 1980 grossvalue of industrialoutput
by province.

(GVIO)

and 1981rural populationfigures

b. TvcEs only.
c. GVIO for county as a whole.
Sources: Anhui Jingji Nianjian 1985; Jiangsu Jingli Nianjian 1986; State Statistical Bureau
98
(1 7c), p. 14; and information from fieldwork.

investment in township enterprises are retained profits, remitted profits used
by the TIC for reinvestment, and bank loans.
Township governments now retain for their own discretionary use a portion
of above-quota budgetary revenue collected in their communities. This allows them to tap into part of the budgetary revenues generated by TVP development. Where the public finance system is in place at the township level,
this revenue-sharing system has been formalized: townships in Wuxi are allowed to retain 8-12 percent of above-quota tax collections, and in Shangrao
they keep 50-100 percent. In Nanhai the township public finance system
has not been formally established, but townships are allowed to retain 1.5
percent of revenues collected locally within the plan and 20 percent of
above-quota revenues.
Salaries and benefits of township government officials come from three
main sources: budgetary allocations for salaries and for part of the overhead
for the township leader and a few other cadres; profits remitted from township
enterprises; and the shared portion of above-quota tax revenues. The latter
two sources are used for the wage and overhead costs for collective (as opposed to state) cadres in the township government. Figure 17-1 also highlights the circular financial flows among enterprises, their employees, and
banks: township enterprises pay wages and bonuses to workers, who then deposit money in banks, which then have more loanable funds, the lion's share
of which is lent to local TVPS.
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Figure 17-1. TownshipRevenueFlowsand CommunityEnterprises
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Table 17-5 shows financial flowsbetween community enterprises and community institutions in two very different townships. Township A in Wuxi is
the most industrialized township in China as measured by per capita gross
value of industrial output (GVIC). Township B in Shangrao is one of the poorest and least industrialized townships visited during fieldwork. The cornposi-

tion of flowsas well as their absolutemagnitudesdiffer sharply.

Mostofthe largeamountof taxrevenuecollectedin townshipA is remitted to the county and is passed upward through China's fiscal system. In

townshipB, not onlydoesthe townshipkeepvirtuallyall tax revenuescollected, but it receives a large allocation from the county for budgetary ex-

penditures.Profitsandmanagemnent
feesfromtownshipenterprisesconstitute
an importantsourceof townshipgovernmentfundsin townshipA, where
salesrevenueof TVCEs alonetotaledmorethan Y200million,but theyare
verysmallin townshipB. The burdenon townshipB'senterprises,however,
is paradoxically
greaterthan in townshipA. TownshipB'sfirmslost nearly
Y14,000in 1986but stil'lhad to remita considerable
amountof moneyto
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Table 17-5. GovernmentIncome and Expenditurein Two Townships
Township
A
(Wuxi, 1985)

Item
Sources of income
Tax revenues
Used for quota budget
spending
Retained by township
(discretionary)
Remitted to county
Additional budget allocation
by county

TownshipB
(Shangrao,1986)

Shareof
total
Amount
(percent) (yuan)

Amount
(yuan)

Shareof
total
(percent)

13,428,000

56.4

193,500

46.4

450,000

1.9

185,000

44.4

54.5

6,800
1,700

1.6
0.4

209,800

50.4

-

12,978,000
-

-

Remittances by township
enterprises
Profits
Management fees
Retained by township
Remitted to county

10,390,000
8,320,000
2,070,000
1,035,000
1,035,000

43.6
34.9
8.7
4.4
4.3

Total

23,818,000

100.0

416,500

100.0

9,805,000

41.2

414,800

99.6

Available township resources

13,200b
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.

Percentage
of resources
Income
Tax revenues
Remittances from township
enterprises
County budgetary
allocations
Expenditures
Investment in township
enterprises
Support to agriculture
Public and social services
Administrative
expenditures
Unidentified (residual)d
Totald

3.2
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.

Percentage
of resources

450,000

4.6

191,800

46.2

9,355,000

95.4

13,200

3.2

-

209,800

50.6

6,720,000
900,000
1,050,000

68.5
9.2
10.7

19,300'
26,000
285,700

4.6
6.3
68.9

138,000
1,097,000

1.4
11.2

70,800
13,000

17.1
3.1

9,805,000

100.0

414,800

100.0

-

(Notesare on thefoLkowing
page.)
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Notes to Table 17-5
n. a. Not available.
- Not applicable.
a. In 1985the townshippublicfinance systemhad not yet been establishedin townshipA.
In 1986townshipA wasto retain 3.7 percent of tax revenuescollectedwithin the quota and
8 percent of above-quotatax collections.
b. Since townshipB'senterpriseshad net lossestotaling Y13,759in 1986,these remittances
were financedby additionalbank borrowingand by drawingfrom depreciationallowances(in
effect "eating"the enterprises'capitalstock).
c. This is probablyan overestimate,since it wasassumedthat all budgetaryexpenditure"in
supportof production"other than items clearlyspecifiedas agriculturalwasfor investmentin
townshipenterprises.
d. Totalexpendituresare assumedto be exactlyequal to total townshiprevenue resources,
with the unidentifiedportionof expendituresthen derivedas a residual.
Source:Informationfrom fieldwork.

the township government. They accomplished this by incurring additional
bank debt and by using their depreciation funds, thus "eating" enterprise capital.
On the expenditure side, too, there are striking differences. Perhaps the
most important is that in township A nondiscretionary spencLing for
salaries, overhead, social services, and the like constitutes only a small proportion of total spending (about 12 percent). In township B, by contrast,
education and health alone account for more than 60 percent of total expenditure and salaries and overhead for close to 20 percent. The absolute
level of township government spending on reinvestment in township enterprises is nearly 350 times as large in township A as in township B.
These differences in flows of funds reflect a huge gap in economic cievelopment and industrialization (see table 17-6). Differences in industrialization
Table 17-6. Economic Indicatorsfor Two Townships
(yuan, except as indicated)
Indicator

Population (number)
Averageper capita income
of rural population
GVAOper capita
GVIOper capita
Sales income of township enterprises
per capita
Local revenue per capitab

Expenditureper capita

TownshipA
(Wuxi,1985)

TownshipB
(Shangrao,1986)

18,779

23,396

907

131

399

197

(percent)
A/B

80
692
203

11,268

17

663

5,846a
1,268

14
9

418
14,089

522

18

2,900

a. Industrialtownshipenterprisesonly.
b. Includes both budgetaryand nonbudgetaryrevenuesbut not additionalbudgetaryfunds
providedby the county for quota budget expenditures.
Sources:Table 17-5 and informationfrom fieldwork.
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and in community govemment financial resources are far greater even than
the large difference in average per capita income, which is roughly 7 to 1.
Fiscal redistribution hardly makes a dent in resource inequality at this level.
Although these tremendous differences are extreme by Chinese standards,
they graphically portray the high degree of spatial inequality in rural industrialization and fiscal capacity as well as in incomes.
Financial flows are somewhat simpler for private enterprises, although
there is great variation among localities and enterprises. Figure 17-2 shows
some strong community-firm linkages. Private enterprises pay tax to the
township tax office, typically on sales income (often 5 percent in industrialcommercial tax plus a certain amount, usually 2 percent, in lieu of the profit
tax, which is generally not collected). Management fees are paid to the township industrial and commercial administrative management office, which is
in charge of enterprise registration, and sometimes also to the community
government. Finally, part of enterprise surplus goes directly to the commu-

Figure 17-2. Flowsof FundsbetweenPrivateFirmsand the LocalCommunity
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nity govemment and its leaders, sometimes as explicit profit remittances,
profit sharing, or salary payments to community govemment leaders, but also
in the form of informal payments, gifts, banquets, and so on.
Owners typically do not provide additional capital to a private enterprise
once it is established on a sound footing; indeed, the seed capital they put
in at founding is often repaid to them quickly. Subsequently, the private entrepreneur typically does not withdraw a large proportion of after-tax profits
but instead reinvests profits in the firm. (Of course, he can appropriate some
enterprise surplus in the forrn of wages, bonuses, other benefits, housing, and
the like.) Private enterprises may obtain significant amounts of capital directly from employees and local community members. Larger and mnoresuccessful private enterprises may also be able to obtain loans from banks (see
chapter 9).

Linkages between the TVP Sector and the Local Economy
We are now ready to discuss the main linkages between TVPS and rural communities. These consisit of fiscal linkages, income and employment linkages,
and various rewards for community govemment officials.
FiscalLinkages
The importance of TVP development for community govemment revenues
is apparent. TVPS generate tax revenues, and the township gets a share of
the taxes collected in excess of its quota. The share of tax revenues retained
by townships varies greatly. 'The more advanced localities retain a lower share
of taxes than do poor localities, but because of their rapid economic growth
it is easier for them to exceed the collection plans, which are set largely on
the basis of past collections. Profit remittances and management fees of community enterprises are important in the more advanced areas and are the
main source of discretionary community government funds. TVPS, especially
community enterprises, are highly visible profit centers that make convenient
sources of govemmeni: revenue. Moreover, indirect tax rates on industrial
production are much higher than those on agricultural output. The agricultural tax (really a form.of taxation on land) is frozen at a low level and even
so is hard to collect in the poorer areas. Collection of taxes and levies from
individual households is frowned on in Chinese rural communities. It is an
embarrassment to local officials if they need to rely on such sources, which
in any case would not yield much revenue.
The fiscal linkage is all the more important because community governments face a rather hard budget constraint. Deficit financing by any level
of govemment below the center is not permitted in China, and lower levels
of government do not have the right to establish new tax instruments or set
tax rates.
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Given the increasingly close link between community revenue and expenditures and the importance of the TVP sector in increasing revenues, TVP
development is the single most important determinant of a local community's
spending capacity. This is particularly true of resources for discretionary
spending-those not required to meet the community government's payroll
and overhead. Since discretionary community govemment funds are mainly
used for investment in new or existing community enterprises, TVP development (or lack thereof) can easily become self-reinforcing. Localities such as
Wuxi that have achieved successfulTVP development generate large flowsof
discretionary resources, the lion's share of which is used to promote further
TVP development. The more backward areas, such as parts of Shangrao and
Jieshou counties, must use almost all of their locally mobilized revenues and
their grants from higher levels of government to meet their virtually fixed
expenditures on payroll, overhead, social services such as education and
health, and so on. Since so few discretionary resources are available for community enterprise development, it never gets off the ground, and this perpetuates the shortage of discretionary resources for TVP development.
The fiscal linkage is important to community govemment leaders for a
number of reasons. In the first place, it is reasonable to assume that like government bureaucrats anywhere, they are budget maximizers (see Niskanen
1968). Community government leaders interested in maximizing their fiscal
resources have a strong incentive to promote TVP development. A related
benefit is the enhanced fiscal autonomy for community government leaders
who can draw on discretionary resources from TVPS. In addition, the pay of
community government leaders and officials comes largely from revenues
from TVPS; government personnel below the township level are collective
rather than state cadres and hence are paid entirely from nonbudgetary revenues. Whether they receive any income at all from their positions depends
to a large extent on TVP development.
Income and Employment Linkages
The level of TVP development is an important, if not the primary, determinant
of rural per capita incomes. The correlation (R) between the value of rural
industrial output per member of the rural population and average income per
capita in China's provinces was 0.91 in 1985. Similar relationships hold
among counties in the same province and, to a lesser extent, within counties.
TVPS have been critically important in generating employment and raising
living standards in rural areas. Both township leaders and factory directors,
in their responses to questionnaires, overwhelmingly cited increasing employment and raising local living standards as the primary motivations for establishing new firms. In a situation of factor and population immobility, the
sharp increases in agricultural productivity brought about by the PRS could
not have been translated into higher incomes without TVP development, as
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rural surplus labor could not have found more productive employment anywhere else.
In the more developed localities such as Wuxi and Nanhai there has been
a wholesale shift in the labor force from agriculture to industry in the past
several years. These areas have been so successful in generating nonagricultural employment opportunities that they are experiencing a labor shortage
(Wuxi) or significant temporary in-migration (Nanhai). In Shangrao, where
the TVP sector has not developed rapidly, there is still a large surplus of rural
labor that cannot and should not be employed in agriculture.
Rewards to Community GovernmentOfficials
The incentives created by the more general fiscal and economic linkages
noted above are important to community government officials and leaders
and in many cases may outweigh any explicit personal financial incentives.
Carrying on community government business and dealing with superiors in
the county government: must be much easier and pleasanter when revenue
constraints are eased, community members are fully employed in high-paying
jobs, and the local economy is booming.
But the personal rewards and career prospects of community government
leaders also depend greatly on income, employment, and revenue mobilization in their communities. These personal benefits can be divided into three
main categories: pay increases and bonuses associated with TVP development
and other indicators of community economic progress; informal sources of
income and consumption generated by TVP development; and prospects for
promotion and the related improvement of social status. The first set of benefits can be described in a fairly precise manner, but there is considerable variation among localities and among the township, village, and production
team levels. Only anecdotal, largely qualitative evidence is available on the
second category. The thLirdcategory is important in poorer parts of the country but is actually a negative incentive in better-off areas.
PAY. Community government leaders' pay varies significantly with the degree of TVP development in the community, and this variation tencs to be
greater for villages and production teams, than for townships and towns.
There is an implicit but powerful linkage between average income per capita
in communities and the maximum socially or administratively permissible
level of pay for community government leaders and for directors of community enterprises. The margin by which their pay can exceed the average income of community members (or of enterprise workers in the case of directors) varies among localities and has been increasing, but everywhere and
at all times there appears to be at least some fuzzylimit that cannot be transgressed.
In Wuxi the pay of a factory director is generally limited to no more than
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twice the average pay of employees in his factory. Nominal pay and supplements for leaders of a village are also about twice the average pay of employees of the village's enterprises.5 Since workers' wages are linked to enterprise
profits, there is an indirect relationship between community government
leaders' incomes and the profitability of community enterprises. The current
reward system reflects measures by the county to limit differentials between
community government leaders and factory directors on the one hand and
ordinary workers on the other after community government leaders and especially factory directors received what were deemed excessively high incomes
in 1984.6
In Jieshou it is harder to discem a clear pattern, but in the private enterprises surveyed, owners (who are also directors) often appear to be able to
earn high salaries only by paying their workers much higher wages than warranted by local labor market conditions. Informal incomes of both township
and village officials are closely related to community enterprise profits and
to incomes of community enterprise employees. When average incomes are
relatively low, the fixed portion of community govemment leaders' compensation looms more important, especially at the township level.
In Nanhai township leaders' pay is typically two to three times the average
income per worker in their communities. A similar relationship holds at the
village level; since variation in average income per capita among villages is
typically greater than variation among townships, village leaders' pay tends
to differ much more than that of township leaders. Leaders of successful villages can earn far more than their superiors in the township government;
leaders in one township earn about Y2,500 a year in the formal pay structure,
whereas incomes of village leaders range from Y2,000 to Y6,000 a year. Incomes of village officials are linked directly to the profits of "their" community enterprises, unlike the situation in Wuxi.
In Shangrao there is also some linkage between local income levels and
community government leaders' pay, but the variation may be considerably
less, and hence the incentive effects are weaker. The reason is the low general level of incomes and the influence of state wage scales, which for township leaders set a lower limit on compensation that is high by local standards.
Moreover, since the community enterprise sector in most townships has an
abysmal profit performance, there is little if any linkage between community
enterprise profits and leaders' pay.
Income determination differs as between township leaders and leaders of
lower-level communities. The former are government cadres on the state
budget payroll and are subject to a national salary scale. The official salary
of a township leader is roughly Y1,000 a year and is largely invariant across
localities and regions with widely differing per capita incomes. If the state
salary scale were strictly adhered to, township leaders in advanced localities
such as Wuxi and Nanhai would earn considerably less than ordinary TVP
workers. Incentive problems are aggravated because-unlike leaders of lower-
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level communities-township leaders, as govemment cadres, are forbidden to engage in business activities on the side, which can be potentially
lucrative.
The richer areas have added supplements to the compensation package of
township leaders to make their total pay reasonably competitive. These supplements must be financed from nonbudgetary funds, primarily remittances
from community enterprises. 'They do raise township leaders' income levels
substantially, but the room for variation according to TVP performance and
other economic indicators is still limited. In the poorer areas there is no scope
for variation at the lower end, since the base pay of township leaders forms
a floor. In Shangrao township leaders' pay does not go below about 'Y1,000
a year, and the maximum for those whose townships perform well is not much
more than Y1,500. This may significantly dampen the extent to which leaders suffer for the poor economic performance of their townships, although
they would still be adversely affected through the nonpecuniary linkages
mentioned above.
Village and production team leaders are not under the state wage system,
and their pay is free to vary across localities in line with local income levels.
The top pay of such people in Nanhai can reach as high as Y15,000 (in a
village where workers received about Y5,000), and at bottom it can be
Y2,000 or even less. The main determinant of village leaders' pay is the profits of village firms. In Shangrao village leaders' pay reportedly ranges from
Y1,000to Y2,000 a year.
A good example of the strong incentives for village leaders is Xiqiao town
in Nanhai, which in 1986 promulgated a detailed incentive pay system for
leaders of subordinate villages. Village leaders get Y55 a month of base position pay. A large floating wage component that depends on the achievement
of economic and social targets is paid annually. Up to Y500 a year can be
earned for meeting village targets for state grain procurement, tax revenue,
and treasury bond quotas (Y150), family planning (Y100), military recruitment and militia work (Y100), and financial and contract management activities (Y150). Subordinate procluction teams in each village can earn up to
Y600 a year for fulfilling various targets. Finally, a gradually falling percentage of the profits of community enterprises goes to the village leader and his
coworkers. The profit-sharing rate ranges from 8 percent for profits of less
than Y50,000 to 1 percent for profits of Y2 million-Y3 million. Conceivably,
a village leadership group could earn as much as Y57,000 a year through this
reward mechanism.7 With annual base wages at only Y660, the possibility
of earning up to Y1,100 for meeting various targets and perhaps Y10,000 or
more on the basis of community enterprise profits creates strong incentives
for village leaders in Xiqiavoto develop community enterprises. Similar incentives are in place elsewhere in Nanhai.
The income of production team leaders is, if anything, even more closely
linked to the performance of community enterprises. Under the PRs the ad-
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ministrative role of production teams has been sharply circumscribed, and
those without successful enterprises have become largely vestigial organizations whose leaders have no opportunity to earn high incomes. Production
team leaders have thus been driven to develop team enterprises (of which
they often are concurrently director) or to establish their own firms. In
Jieshou one former team leader bought his team's edible oil-processing plant,
which had previously been operating inefficiently under his management,
and tumed it into a large and successful diversified enterprise that produced
machinery as well as food products. Some team leaders in Nanhai get large
explicit payments (sometimes more than Y10,000 a year) from production
team firms even though they are not directly involved in management.
It is impossible to gauge the magnitude of community government leaders'
informal incomes with any precision, but rewards of this type are an important part of their total compensation. Outright bribery may not be common
and in any case involves risks for the recipients. Much more prevalent is consumption of community government or enterprise resources, from cigarettes
to banquets to housing construction. Since more funds are available for such
uses in the more developed areas, community government leaders undoubtedly have an additional incentive for stimulating TVPdevelopment. Whereas
formal pay incentives generally are related closely to the performance of community rather than private enterprises, private enterprises are as good a
source of informal incomes as community enterprises and are sometimes even
better.
PROMOTION

AND OTHER CAREER INCENTIVES.

These work quite differently

in different parts of the country. In Wuxi and especially in Nanhai successful
community govemment leaders are generally unwilling to be promoted to the
next higher level. Production team leaders do not want promotion to village
cadre status; village leaders, in particular, do not want to become township
leaders; township leaders do not want to be county govemment cadres; and
county officials reportedly try to avoid promotion to the provincial level.
This phenomenon is the result of the relatively low govemment wage scale
(in relation to local incomes in the richer areas) and the prohibition against
govemment cadres' engaging in private business on the side. The impact of
these negative incentives may not be serious and indeed may have some
benefits-leaders without promotion opportunities may well be more concerned about the long-term welfare of their communities.
In the poor, backward areas promotion incentives are much more potent.
Not only is there little if any loss of income for promoted community government leaders, but the change in household registration status from rural to
urban residency for those promoted to the township or county level is of incalculable value. In Jieshou and especially in Shangrao, lower-level community government leaders actively strive for promotion to state cadre status.
Criteria and decisions concerning promotion may be somewhat subjective,
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but undoubtedly the economic performance of the community for which the
leader is currently responsible carries great weight.
Despite the variations in personal incentives for community government
leaders among regions and localities and among community levels, it is clear
that everywhere and under almost any circumstances community govemment
leaders have strong incentives to develop the TVP sector. This is broadly true
even where TVP development has lagged or failed. Thus the main forces that
differentiate TVP performance among regions and localities are not related
to the personal incentives of community government leaders but rather to
the prevailing pattems of constraints and their interactions with these incentives.

Patterns of Commtnity Government Involvement
in the TVP Sector
In relatively prosperous areats the relationship between community govemments and their enterprises tends to be mutually beneficial. But in poorer
areas governments are forced to exploit their enterprises, to the long-term
detriment of both firms and community. This section examines the reasons
behind these dramatically different outcomes and also discusses the conditions that lead to encouragement of private enterprise.
Support for Community Enterprisesin Well-EndowedAreas
In better-off areas such as Wuxi and Nanhai that have a strong base of existing community enterprises, rnost community govemments are in a relatively
comfortable financial situation. Budgetary revenues far exceed mninimum
budgetary expenditures, and some above-plan revenues can be retained for
the discretionary use of township govemments. Large nonbudgetary revenue
flowsfrom community enterprises greatly exceed public expenditures not covered by the budget. The bulk of these funds, and the substantial profits retained by community enterprises, are therefore available for reinvestment to
expand the community enterprise sector. Finally, these areas also have high
personal incomes and bank deposits, which can be used for loans to local
TVPS (see chapter 9). All this means that mobilizing resources for public expenditures is relatively easy: basic expenditures as well as numerous extras
can be financed from a small part of the profits remitted by community
enterprises, leaving adequate funds to support the continued development of
the enterprises. All of the linkages discussed in the previous section reinforce
the incentives of community govemment leaders to promote the development of community enterprises.
Important policy changes in recent years have strengthened the incentives
and increased the opportunities for community govemments in the better-
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endowed areas to promote community enterprise development. The linkages
in the fiscal and financial systems between local mobilization and funds available for investment in TVPS were put in place only recently. Variation in the
pay of community govemment officialsprobably has become significant only
since the late 1970s. The PRS increased both the pressures and the incentives
to generate additional employment by developing community enterprises.
The removal of political restrictions on rural industrialization and the weakening of ideological opposition to raising rural personal incomes were also
important.
Fiscal Predation in BackwardAreas
The same set of linkages can have an adverse impact on community enterprise development in backward areas with low incomes and a weak or nonexistent base of TVP development. The incentives are basically similar to those
in the more advanced areas, but the opportunities for developing community
enterprises in the traditional pattem are much more limited. Moreover, the
difficult financial situation of community govemments impels them to draw
funds from community enterprises for public expenditures, regardless of the
enterprises' profitability and ability to pay. Even when the firms are losing
money, they still have to make payments to community governments, which
they do by using their depreciation funds (in effect "eating" their capital
stocks) and borrowing from banks and rural credit cooperatives. Fiscal predation thus occurs because community governments are forced to appropriate
the funds of community enterprises to meet urgent and largely fixed public
expenditure needs.
The basic problem is that the minimum necessary public expenditure requirements of community govemments (as determined by their responsibilities and payrolls) are at least somewhat inelastic with respect to local income
per capita, development, and industrialization. In the advanced areas minimum public expenditures are small in relation to local capacity to mobilize
resources. In the poorer, more backward localities mobilization capacity is
much lower, since it declines more or less in line with incomes and industrial
production. Yet the number of community government employees may not
be that much smaller, and the govemments are expected to provide and
largely finance a full array of education, health, and other social services that
may not be much worse in quality than those in more developed regions.8
The need to meet largely fixed expenditures forces community govemments in poorer areas to exploit community enterprises in ways that harm
their long-term development potential. Community enterprises are starved
for development funds, and because their credibility with banks is severely
strained, they find it hard to obtain loans even for genuine business investments. In this way a vicious cycle arises. Since community enterprises lack
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the investment funds needed for healthy development, the fiscalsituation
of communitygovemmentsremainstight, which in tum meansthat community govemment leaders are forced to continue milking communityenterprises, and so on.
A related form of fiscalpredation occurswhen communitygovernments
require their enterprisesto taikeon excessivenumbersof workersand managers.9 The latter are often formervillage and production team officialswho
were movedout to make roomfor youngerreplacementsor whosejobs were
eliminated as a result of the PRS. Excessivepayrollsfurther squeezethe funds
availableto communityenterprisesand make it more difficultfor them to
achieve self-sustainingdevelopment. Local political considerationssometimes lead to the appointmentof inexperiencedand even incompetent officials to decisionmakingpositions in communityenterprises.This not only
reducesefficiencybut may alsohave a severeeffecton workers'morale. Padding of payrolls and intervention by community govemments in the day-to-

day operationsand managementof communityenterprisesappear to be more
pervasivein poorer, less industrializedlocalitiessuch as Shangrao.
Fiscalpredation harms the long-termprospectsfor TVP developmentand
hence, through the linkages described earlier, the long-term interests of
communitygovernments.Although the practice is shortsighted,it is understandable, given the shcrt-termpressureson communitygovernments.Fiscal
predation can be viewedas an attempt by communitygovemmentsin backward areas to get around their hard budget constraint in the short run by
obtaining indirect deficit financingfrom the banking system. The linkages
and incentives that workso well in generatingTvP developmentin better-off
areas turn against it in rmorebackwardareas that lack an established,viable
TVP base. Healthy TvcsIS
have no trouble generating employment,remitting profits to the government, and obtaining bank financing for their
operations-indeed, these things come naturally. But these same activities
are deadly to the viabilityand developmentprospectsof communityenterprises if they are forced on them from outside.
As in the successstories representedby Wuxi, institutional and policy
changes in recent years have affectedcommunitygovemment involvement
in the more backwardareas. Beforethe PRs, payingfor govemmentsalaries,
overhead, and social expendituresmust have been a considerableburden on
the poorer rural communities,but it was spreadover the entire community
through the work-pointsystemand collectiveincomedistribution.Although
this undoubtedlyhampereddevelopmentpotential in the more backwardareas, consumptionmayhave been affectedmorethan investment.In anycase,
how the impactwas handledwas to a largeextent the choiceof the community govemment.
The PRS madeagricultareand the communitypopulationas a whole much
more immune to fiscalpredation and left only rural industryas a sourceof
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financing for nonbudgetary expenditures. This provided a strong incentive
for community officials to promote TVP development. But where the development of community enterprises has not reached the take-off, or
self-sustaining, stage, community governments have been tempted-even
compelled-to milk their enterprises. In contrast to the prereform situation,
predation mainly consists of using investment funds (community enterprise
depreciation allowances and bank loans obtained by the enterprises) to finance the consumption expenditures of community governments.
The fiscal predation evident in relationships between community govemments and their enterprises in backward localities raises doubts about the
strategy of self-reliance in the provision and financing of social services in
rural areas. Self-reliance was highly successful in the past; it has allowed
China to reach unprecedentedly high levels of rural education and health
with only modest budgetary expenditures. A comprehensive and all-encompassing rural government and Communist party network was also financed
largely from local resources. But fiscal predation and unsuccessful TVP development in backward areas show that self-reliance has severe disadvantages
and high costs.
Insulating Community Enterprises from Fiscal Predation

Govemment officials in Shangrao, particularly at the county level, are only
too aware of the harmful pattern described above. A number of measures
have been taken, particularly in a few of the more successful townships and
towns, to insulate and protect community enterprises from fiscal predation.
Sometimes the community government itself has taken the initiative in this
respect, realizing that its longer-term interests lie in keeping intervention and
profit levies to a minimum and allowing community enterprises to develop.
The best example of a community in Shangrao that has avoided fiscal predation and seems to be on the way to self-sustaining TVP development is
Shaxi town. Shaxi has certain advantages: it was a traditional commercial
center; it has a fairly solid base of TVP development; there are long-standing
commercial ties between Shaxi firms and enterprises in Shanghai; and the
large profits eamed from ramie cultivation and trade in 1984-86 provided
a source of funds for TVP development. (This money was tapped by requiring
new employees of community enterprises to contribute Y1OO-Y5,000in capital.) Nevertheless, before strong measures were taken to combat fiscal predation, the TVP sector was not developing rapidly.
In 1984 Shaxi instituted measures to strengthen the management of community enterprises and improve incentives. A contracting system was established between factories and the TIC as well as between the TIC and the town
government. Factory directors are now elected by the workers, not appointed
by the town government, and they have broad authority in decisions on per-
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sonnel and employment,the use of funds, paymentof bonuses,and business
operations. Permanent workerswere converted into contract workerswith
renewableterms of one year. Finally,piece-ratewageswere instituted in all
factories. Only 40 percent of after-taxprofitswithin the plan and 20 percent
of profitsabove the plan are remitted by factoriesto the TIC and the town
govemment.
Election of factory directorsseemsto be effectivein helping to stem government intervention and fiscalpredation. Electeddirectorsmaybe in a better positionto resistthe tendencytowardinflatedmanagerialstaffsand excessive levies of funds by communitygovemments.Changesand reductionsin
management teams have occurred after new factory directorswere elected.
Given the personalties between communityofficialsand appointed community enterprise manageirs,it is easierfor electedfactorydirectors under contract with the community government to get rid of people who are not
needed. An electeddirectoris alsoin a better positionto resistpressuresfrom
the communitygovenmment
or fromhis own friendsand relativesto pad the
payroll.Under the election systemthe director derivespart of his legitimacy
from workers,who are alsocommunitymembers.This giveshim a more secure position and somewhatgreater independenceand makes it more likely
that an arm's-lengthcontractual arrangementwith the communitygovernment will work well.'°
Workerelectionof factorydirectorsand the associatedcontract systemare
not primarilyan attempt to institute greater workerparticipationfor its own
sake or to improveemployeeincentivesand morale,although they mayhave
these effects.Insteadthey serveas a built-in mechanism,devisedby community govemmentsin their own long-terminterests, to limit fiscalpredation
and excessive government intervention in enterprise operations, especially

in personneldecisions.Electionmay not be the optimal method of selecting
enterprise directors, but at least it prevents communityleaders from giving
in to the temptation to choose unsuitableor incompetent persons.
These methods, which seem to have workedwell in Shaxi, may not succeed everywherein Shangraoor in other backwardareas. Townshipsin worse
financial straits maynot:be able to exercisethe requisiteself-disciplirne
even
when dealing with firms with elected managersand contractual arrangements. A principalfactor behind Shaxi's successwasprobablyits reasonably
goodfinancialsituation, whichallowedit to meet publicexpenditurerequirements relativelyeasily.In other townshipsa weakbase of entrepreneurialand
managerial skills makes it difficult for communityenterprises to achieve
healthy profitabilityin the firstplace. Although the measuresimplemented
by Shaxi represent an admirableattempt to come to gripswith the problems
of fiscalpredation and excessivegovemmentintervention, the situation will
remain precariousuntil TVP development becomesself-sustainingand the
revenue crunch has been eased.
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GeneralIndirect Support for the Developmentof Private Enterprises
Some community and county governments, both in more developed areas
and in backward regions, have chosen to create an administrative and regulatory environment conducive to the development of private enterprise.
Where there is a modicum of entrepreneurial spirit and experience in the
population (even from forty years ago), relaxation of restrictions on private
enterprises in itself usually stimulates substantial development. This has benefits for the community economy and the community government whether
or not the community enterprise sector is dynamic.
In Nanhai government authorities had a relatively permissive attitude toward private enterprises even in the prereform period, and there was a burst
of private enterprise development after the Central Committee Document
No. 1 of 1984 officially sanctioned such development. At present, private
enterprises are allowed to flourish, but most are not permitted to take out
bank loans above certain limits, and an exodus of community enterprise employees to go into business on their own has been partly stemmed by administrative measures. There are some large private entrepreneurs in the county
who got into business early or took advantage of their access to bank loans
when these were not restricted. Many of them seek to protect themselves
by establishing joint ventures of various kinds with community governments
(see chapter 9). Most private enterprises, however, are very small. In
Shangrao private enterprises have expanded their share in total TVP sector
industrial output, apparently even in the absence of strong measures to encourage them. Private enterprises, particularly small ones established without
the assistance of community governments, may be in a better position to resist fiscal predation than are community enterprises. Moreover, these enterprises raise local incomes, increase employment, and provide small amounts
of revenue for the community government through management fees and tax
payments.
In the more advanced areas, local authorities can choose whether to let
the private enterprise sector flourish, but in any case they would be foolish
not to actively promote the continued development of the traditional community enterprise sector. Wuxi has chosen to restrict private enterprises,
Nanhai to let different forms of ownership coexist. In areas in which community enterprise development has not been successful, a permissive attitude
toward private enterprises has important benefits for community govenmments
and their leaders, although these are less direct than the fruits of successful
development of community enterprises. If the latter is difficult or impossible
to achieve, development of private enterprises may provide at least a secondbest solution and help community government leaders meet some of their
plan targets. Without explicit positive actions by community governments,
however, private enterprises are likely to remain relatively small.
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Personaland FinancialSponsorshipof Large Private Enterprises
Community and county authorities sometimes go a step farther and provide
direct personal and financial support to large private enterprises. In Jieshou
and the surrounding counties, leading county officials personally sponsor a
small number of successful private entrepreneurs. Sponsorship facilitates private enterprises' dealings with local administration and red tape and provides
ideological and administrative protection without which the firms would feel
vulnerable, given their size and visibility. This close personal relationship
between private enterprises and their community government sponsors is accompanied by a relaxed attitade toward the enterprises' access to cornmunity
resources such as bank loans. Community government officials may also gain
personal advantages from sponsorship of private enterprises, but the magnitude of these benefits is hard to gauge.
In some Jieshou towrnshipsthe community govemment provides entrepreneurs with funds and other support to develop firms that may be private in
theory but that are under loose administrative supervision by the community
govemment. In one township, Jinzhai, four of the seven "township-run" industrial firms are of this semiprivate nature. This approach may be superior
to traditional community enterprise development in that enterprise directors
may be somewhat insulated from the community government, while at the
same time the firm has access to community resources. But there are numerous ambiguities and potential problems because property rights are not well
defined. Some large private enterprises in Jieshou town have been collectivized, a step facilitated because many of them registered as collective firms
when they were established in the early 1980s.
A similar strategy that works from the other side of the TVP spectrum is
contracting or leasing community enterprises to private management. Usually what happens is that money-losing community enterprises are contracted
out to avoid their beingJa drain on community resources. At the very least,
contracting insulates community enterprise management from petty interference by community officials and other agencies. A good example is Shaxi
town, where enterprise directors and employeesmay receive somewhat higher
rewards, but directors do not have complete independence and are not residual claimants. Stronger forms of contracting can fall just short of outright
sale to private ownership; in both Jieshou and Nanhai contracting has often
been a prelude to such sales.
The benefits to community govemments and their leaders from active promotion of private enterprises (particularly large ones) are in many respects
similar to those from TVPS in general, but there are some differences. The
scope for informal payments and personal benefits is probably greater for
private than for community enterprises, but flows of budgetary and nonbudgetary funds to the community government itself are smaller. Direct
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involvement by community governments in larger private enterprises leaves
a legacy of confused property rights that may pose problems for successful private enterprises in the future.
Implications

and Policy Issues

Uneven Developmentand OwnershipPatterns
Concern about the problems of backward areas, some of which have failed
to establish a self-sustaining TVP sector, should not distract us from the highly
successful development and performance of the TVP sector as a whole. The
strong incentives for community governments to promote TVP development
undoubtedly have been crucial to the success of the sector. But tremendous
inequality in the economic resource base" and limited population and factor
mobility have led to highly uneven patterns of TvP development that are
likely to continue as long as imbalances in endowments and immobility of
factors remain unchanged. Under these circumstances community govemments that are striving to establish and develop TVPs are largely left to their
own devices and resources. Where these are inadequate, progress is bound
to be slower.
Imbalances are exacerbated by fiscal predation, which may well be the
most severe obstacle to TVP development in backward areas, such as parts
of Shangrao, that have poor endowments of material and human resources.
Fiscal predation is the result of a confluence of factors, including poor resource endowments, a precarious fiscal situation, surplus labor and cadres,
and the hard budget constraint of community governments. The inelasticity
of basic public expenditures with respect to levels of income and development is a fundamental cause of fiscal problems in poorer areas and thus of
fiscal predation. Although local and community authorities may be able to
ameliorate fiscal predation somewhat, significant changes in national policies
may be required to achieve substantial improvements in the situation (see
below).
As a result of fiscal predation and other factors, ownership is becoming
correlated with the level of development. The backward areas are being
forced to turn away from a traditional community enterprise development
strategy and actively encourage or at least permit the emergence of a large
private enterprise sector that sometimes includes sizable firms with assets exceeding Y1 million and with more than 100 workers. The better-endowed
areas have a greater degree of choice with respect to the private enterprise
sector, but in any case they will continue to develop the traditional TVCE
sector. Whether the turn to private ownership will allow backward areas to
catch up with the front-runners is an open question, but resource inequality
and continuing factor immobility make such an outcome unlikely except in
a handful of exceptional cases.
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Conflicts between Governmentand OwnershipRoles
The dual roles of township and village governments as conventional local
governments and as business entities in charge of community enterprises do
not conflict severely in advanced areas such as Wuxi, where traditional community enterprise development has been highly successful and is now selfsustaining. In fact, in Wuxi the two roles are institutionally separated to some
extent. The Tic directly exercises ownership and other economic roles with
respect to township enterprises. Its primary relationship with the township
economic commission (TrEc) is to turn over to it part of the profits remitted
by township enterprises. The TEC has a dual role, but it is not directly responsible for supervising enterprises. Finally, the township government is considerably removed institutionally from the community enterprise sector, although undoubtedly township leaders become involved in important
decisions on investment projects, the creation of new enterprises, and the
like. But in the backward areas where fiscal predation occurs, there are seveTe
conflicts between the two roles of community governments, and the govemment role commonly squeezes out the business role.
From this perspective., the issue of how to avoid fiscal predation is akin
to the question of how to avoid conflicts in the dual roles of township govemments. Institutional separation is one alternative, but it runs the risk of diluting community government incentives to promote TVP development (although this does not appear to be a problem with the limited degree of
separation in Wuxi). Another possibility is to enforce a greater degree of independence for community enterprises with respect to the community government so that, for example, community enterprises are required to remit
funds to the community govennment only if they make a profit accorcling to
a strict accounting definition. Although this alternative would protect individual community enterprises from fiscal predation and prevent comrnunity
governments from using firms to soften their hard budget constraint, it might
also weaken risk bearing and financial intermediation by the community govemment. (Since in backward areas the community govemment has not been
able to play any risk-bearing or intermediary role anyway, this may not be
a severe weakness.) Greater independence for the local community banking
system might prevent community governments from using it as a means of
"deficit financing." Still other alternatives would require nationwide policy
changes that are explored below.
The Need for Greater Pay Incentivesfor TownshipLeaders
A primary issue in the area of personal incentives and rewards to community
government leaders is the uniform nationwide pay scale for township inagistrates, who, unlike leaders of villages and production teams, are considered
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state cadres and are under the state pay systemfinancedfrom the budget.
Supplementsand subsidiesfrom nonbudgetaryrevenuesare necessaryto ensure an adequatesalaryfor townshipleadersin areassuch as Nanhai. Despite
these supplements,township leaders in better-off areas are paid less than
many village leaders, and variation with TVP performanceand other economic indicators is generallyless than for village leaders. A large part of
township leaders'rewardsmay comefrom informalincomeand benefits,but
this opens the door to corruption.
Considerationsof scale,risk pooling,and resourcemobilizationwouldsuggest that in most parts of the country the optimal size of rural community
for communityenterprise developmentis the township (see chapter 9). But
township leaders' personal income incentives for TVP development are
weakerthan those for villageand productionteam leaders.It wouldbe desirable to institute for townshipleadersan explicitbonussystemlinked to township employment,output, profitability,and related indicators.To be effective, the bonuseswould have to be potentiallylarge in relation to base pay,
and both componentsshouldvary accordingto the levelof personalincomes
in the locality.Bonusescouldbe linked to future aswell as current TVP development and profits, perhaps through performance-basedpension benefits.
Similarincentive schemescouldbe institutedat the county level,wherevariation in pay is even smallerthan at the township level.
Methodsof PreventingFiscalPredation
Uncheckedfiscalpredation will lead to stagnationof the communityenterprise sector in some areas and to a tum towardrural developmentstrategies
basedon private enterprise. This pattern may not be welcomeideologically
or politicallybeyond a certain point, and in any case there are many unresolved problems and inconsistenciesconceming private enterprises, especiallylargeones (see chapter9). Thus, avoidingor at leastamelioratingfiscal
predation is an urgent policy issue,but it is by no means easy, as the experience of Shangraoshows.
Some specificmeasuresthat are within the scopeof authorityof township
govemmentsthemselves(and were actually institutedby Shaxi town) have
been discussed above. But these may not work everywhere and, as in
Shangrao, they seem most efficaciouswhere communityresourceconstraints
are at least temporarilyeased by inflowsof funds. The question arisesas to
whether there are any nationwidepolicychanges that could help the situation. There are, but they would representa sharp departurefrom past practices and may requiresubstantialcommitmentsof resources.
The fiscalproblemsof backwardtownshipsare relatedto two of their structural characteristics.In backwardareas the governmentand its activitiesare
too big (in particular, the number of peopleon the communitygovernment
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payroll is too large) in relation to the resources of the community. Moreover,
grass-roots rural commu;nities have borne, by default, much of the financial
burden of providing basic services, regardless of their ability to pay.
The problem of fiscal predation therefore needs to be attacked from two
different angles. First, the size of community governments and in particular
the number of cadres (including those who are "placed" in community enterprises for lack of anything better to do with them) must be reduced to correspond better to local cornmunity resources. Backward areas cannot affDrdand
probably do not need the full government administrative structure and staffs
that may be necessary in the more advanced areas where economic ;activity
is much greater. 12 Although retrenchment may be difficult and gradual, the
objective should be clear.
Second, the relative importance of the social expenditures now being
taken care of outside the budget at the township level should be evaluated,
and activities that are truly important to national objectives should be included in the state budget. If such activities as primary education (now partly
financed outside the budget) are neglected in the more backward areas, the
existing inequality in resource endowments, living standards, and development prospects will become even worse. Putting essential public and social
services under the state budget would require additional budgetary resources,
but it would ease rural communities' financial constraints and hence reduce
the need for fiscal predation."3 If community public expenditures can be met
from budgetary allocations, levies on community enterprises can be limited
and profits remitted by them can be used primarily for reinvestment in the
TVP

sector.

Finally, because of factor immobility, solving the problem of fiscal predation may not by itself greatly ireduce spatial inequality in TVP development.
But if fiscal predation ceases, community enterprises and their government
supervisors will at least be in a better position to acquire the crucial mnissing
factors-managerial skills, marketing ability and contacts, and technical
knowledge and capabilities-from outside.

Notes
1. Ruraldevelopmentprogramsand industrializationeffortshave often failed in other countries becauselocal governmentshad no incentivesto ensure their efficiency.See chapter 19
for a discussionof Tanzania.
2. There is now a largeand growingliterature on public choice (see Buchanan 1975and
Mueller 1976). Publicchoice theorycan be used to derive somepowerfulresultsconceming
the harmfulnessof govemmentintervention,the need for constitutionalrestrictionsagainstexcessivegovemmentspending,and so on.
3. In the past, restrictionson high personal incomesmay have helped lessenvariationsin
incomesamong localities.These restrictionshave been weakenedas rural reformshave progressed.
4. Migrationdoes not reducethe populationof poorer areas but rather increasesresidents'
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incomesby allowingthem to take higher-payingtemporaryor seasonaljobs in richerareas.
5. In the early 1970sa generalprinciplewasthat the incomeof a brigade(nowvillage)leader
in Wuxishouldbe about 30 percent abovethe incomeof a relativelyhard-workingagricultural
laborer.Later,brigadeleaders'incomesweremorecloselylinked to the payof brigadeindustrial
workers.In addition,the allowabledifferentialhas widened.
6. Contractsystemsfor factorydirectors,introducedin 1984, at firstlinked rewardsto enterpriseperformanceindicatorsrather than to workers'incomes,and this allowedgreatpaydifferentials.
7. Although the earlier rewardsmentionedare given to individualvillage leaders,the pay
drawn from enterpriseprofits is so large that it must be split among the leadershipgroupand
perhapsamongother villagecadresas well.
8. Shangrao'seducationalsystemis renownedfor its quality and for the number of its high
school graduateswho pass examinationsfor admissionto universities.
9. One township-runhydropowerstation in Shangrao,for example,had more than 100 employeeswhen 60 were sufficientfor the job. Nearly all of the workerswere "placed"through
personalor work-unitconnections.
10. The questionthen arisesas to what to do with superfluousmanagementpersonnel,who
are often unable to performother economictasksadequately.Lingxitownshiphas rediscovered
the "goldenhandshake"as an effectivewayof gettingrid of superfluousand incompetentcadres
both in the govemmentand in the enterprises.
11. This includeshuman resources.Becauseof China's strong basic educationsystem, the
qualityof ordinarylabor does not differgreatlyamongregionsand localities,but for a variety
of reasonsentrepreneurs,managers,and technical personnelare unevenlydistributed.
12. In Shangraothe separationof Shangraocity from the county exacerbatedthe problem
by creating two separateand comprehensivegovemment structureswhere probablyonly one
was necessary.
13. Where budgetaryfundsare limitedor if it is decidedto givesuch a reforma more decidedly "redistributional"character, inclusionof these expenditureitems in the budgetcould be
institutedonly for townshipsbelowa certain thresholdof povertyand backwardness.

Part

VI

Comparative
Perspectives

Most of the earlier chaptersin this volumehave involvedcomparativeanalysis, but primarilywithin the TVP sector. Chapters 18 and 19 attempt systematic comparisonsbetween TVPS and relevant examplesfrom outsidethe sector. Chapter 18 comparestownshipfirmsand the state enterprisesthat most
closelyresemblethem-small state enterprisesadministeredby counties or
municipalities.Chapter 19 looksat analogiesto China's TVP sectorelsewhere
in the world.
In chapter 18 Song Lina examinestownshipenterprisesand local state enterprises(LSES), noting that these are the two most closelycomparabletypes
of firmin the Tvp and state sectors. The study is basedon data from sample
township enterprisesand from questionnairescompletedby a small number
of LSEs and their employeesin Nanhai and Shangraocounties. Song'smain
hypothesis is that convergence between township enterprises and

LSES

is oc-

curring and that the two typesof firm are becomingmore and more similar
in organizationand behavior. The chapter documentsthis phenomenonand
proposesexplanations.
Song first points out the structuralsimilaritiesbetween townships,on the
one hand, and counties or smallcities ("urbancommunities"),on the other.
Despitetheir vastlydifferentsizes,both typesof communityare characterized
by broadly basedeconomicsectors,increasinglysimilarlabor force compositions, a variety of firms, and recruitmentof employeesmainly from within
the respectivecommunities.
The analogousrelationshipsbetween the two categoriesof firmsand their
owners (townshipgovernmentsand county or city governments)are seen as
a principal factor in convergence.In particular, both types of firm have a
similarposition within their respectivecommunitiesand provide significant
revenuesto their governments.Both have better accessto inputsand other
formsof preferentialtreatment within their communities,which partlyoffsets
the burdenof high profitremittances.Townshipenterprisesand LSES are both
under quasi-planningsystemsestablishedby their respectivecommunityau389
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thorities. The control meclhanisms exercised by community governments
over township enterprises and LSES are broadly similar.
Song goes on to look at managers of both kinds of enterprise and finds
that both sets of directors had surprisingly similar motives for taking their
present posts. The directors tend to be outstanding people in their communities, although LSE directors have considerably higher educational qualifications than township enterprise directors. Criteria for assessment of their
performance are broadly similar. Township enterprise directors internalize
community goals to a much greater extent than do LSE directors, however.
In both types of firm directoirslack meaningful decisionmaking autonomy.
Both township enterprise and LSE workers are primarily recruited from
within the local community, and their educational levels are broadly similar.
Both sets of workers have shifted their primary occupation from agriculture
to industry to varying degrees, but they retain strong ties to the land. One
important difference is that compensation packages for township enterprise
workers tend to be much more closely tied to performance than those of LSE
workers. Welfare benefits for LSE employees are extensive, whereas those
mandated for township enterprise workers are minimal, but some township
authorities are striving to provide benefits similar to those in LSES. Finally,
workers' attitudes towaLrdrisk, participation, status, and so on are fairly
similar.
The author compares the economic performance and efficiency of township enterprises and LSE:S and finds that both tend to be less profitable than
other types of firm in their respective communities but that township enterprises earn substantially higher economic returns than LSES. Some reasons
for the latter phenomenon are suggested: weaker accounting and bookkeeping systems in township enterprises, with much less external auditing and
control; lower production costs in TvPs because of tax exemptions, much
lower welfare expenditures, use of low-cost or substandard materials, higher
labor productivity (owing to performance-based wage systems), and lower
capital requirements; and possible differences in the subsectoral composition
of industry.
The chapter closes with some comments on the future prospects of LSES
and township enterprises. Song asserts that LSES will stagnate for the foreseeable future, whereas township enterprises will continue to grow rapidly. Existing differences between township enterprises and LSES will be reduced as
convergence continues.
In chapter 19 Alan Gelb and Jan Svejnar compare Chinese TVPS with a
wide range of local public enterprises, worker cooperatives, and private firms
in other countries. Comparators were selected for maximum similarity to
TVPS, at least with respect to key aspects of their institutional structure. This
meant that many interesting firm types were not included in the analysis.
Although some illuminating similarities emerge, in general there are great
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differences between TVPS and even this select group of comparators, giving
grounds for caution in drawing lessons.
The chapter starts by looking at two types of firm in Eastern Europe: collective farms, which are often organized as producer cooperatives and engage
in diversified activities outside of agriculture, and Yugoslov labor-managed
firms. The former are similar in many respects to Chinese TVPS, but they have
not developed nearly as rapidly. Furthermore, their role in the economy is
much less important, perhaps because Chinese community governments have
actively supported TVP development and because Chinese TVPS can compete
more easily with the inefficient state sector. Another public ownership comparator, small-scale rural manufacturing in Tanzania, is briefly analyzed, and
it is suggested that one reason for the poor performance of these firms has
been their limited fiscal and other linkages with local govemments.
The authors then turn to international comparators under private ownership. The Mondragon group in Spain's Basque region has some important
similarities with China's TVP sector. Gelb and Svejnar argue that Mondragon
represents an alternative path for regional development and rural industrialization that may become more relevant for China if the TVP sector moves toward more private and autonomous, yet still group, ownership patterns in
an environment of continuing labor immobility. Other, in certain respects
more remote, examples include U.S. company towns, regulation of firms by
Swiss cantons, and Japanese-type Z-firms. The last, as noted in chapter 13,
share many characteristics with Chinese TVPs and may be highly relevant for
China.
Gelb and Svejnar then look at tendencies for firms to change ownership
forms. In market economies dominated by capitalist ownership, many successful worker cooperative firms eventually are sold to private ownership because it is impossible to find new workers with sufficient capital to replace
the membership shares of those who retire or leave. The opposite transition,
from capitalist to worker ownership, can be triggered in a number of ways,
including bankruptcy and sale to employees, benevolent voluntary transfers
by owners, and transfer of stock to employees for the sake of tax advantages
or to mobilize capital.
The last part of the chapter assessesthe ability of firms to adjust to adverse
changes in economic conditions, looking in particular at whether enterprises
respond to a downturn by cutting employment or reducing wages. There is
some evidence from international experience that communal and Z-firms
tend to cut wages rather than employment. Mondragon is a notable example.
The response of Chinese TVPS to adversity cannot yet be fully assessed, but
it may well be that community enterprises will prefer wage reductions and
that private enterprises will engage in other responses, depending on such
factors as the number of persons from outside the local community in the
work force.

18
Convergence:
A Comparison
of TownshipFirms
and Local State Enterprises
Song Lina

Urban-rural dualism in China's economic structure is disintegrating, and
industrial developments in urban and rural areas are complementing and
infiltrating each other. The factors that affect urban industrialization also
affect rural industrialization, directly or indirectly. As extensive commnercial
relations are established between urban and rural industrial systems, separation or semiseparation between urban and rural economies is breaking down.
In a sense, rural industrialization in China has taken the urban industrial
system as its model. Since their emergence TVps have found themselves in
a relatively open "market" environment. Yet this is not a market mechianism
based on the principles of fair competition and equal opportunity. Although
the situation has improved, discrimination by government agencies, the market, and the public still exists, and industrial TVPS therefore seek protection.
On the one hand, they have to struggle against an unfair economic structure,
the consequence of the traditional planned system; on the other, they long
to be admitted into the planned economy and to come under government
protection. These characteristics are particularly prominent in firms administered by township governments.
Urban state enterprises, by contrast, have begun to feel the weakening of
govemment protection that has followed the relaxation of control through
central planning. Disturbances in the newly emerging markets have affected
them from time to time, and they want to tum to new norms of behavior,
but administrative restraints limit their choices. TVPS, which are freer from
administrative restraints and more responsive to the market, offer a model
for the reform of state enterprises.
Both township and state enterprises react ambivalently to their environments. They are aware of the barriers to their development and wish to overcome them through reform, but they also have a habit of dependence on
the old institutional frameworkcsand administrative environments. As they
seek new paths, they may look to each other's behavioral pattems for norms
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lacking in their own systemsbut conduciveto development.The consequent
cross-pollinationbetween the behavior of state and township enterprisesis
leading to a convergence of systems.We hypothesizehere that state and
township enterprisesare becomingmore and more similar in operationsand
structure.
This chapter comparesthe environments,goals,operations,and efficiency
of two typesof enterprises-industrial townshipenterprisesand localstate enterprises (LSES) in small cities and in counties-with a view to explaining
their recent evolution. For the sake of a more scientificand persuasivecomparison, only LSES in the same localitiesas our sampletownship enterprises
have been chosen for this study. This helps eliminate structural variations
and noncomparableelements of regionaldevelopmentand local traditional
culture.
The data on LsEs are primarilyfrom the industrialstatisticsof Wuxi city,
Shangraocity, Foshancity, and JieshouCounty. In addition,ninety Worker
Survey Questionnaireswere distributedto workers in county-administered
LSES in Nanhai and Shangrao,and eighty-onewereretrieved.The Enterprise
Survey Questionnaireand the EnterpriseDirector Questionnairewere also
distributedto LSES in the two counties. Case studymaterialsand interviews
are another important sourceof information.

Structural Similarities between Urban
and Rural Communities
Superficially,a city differsgreatlyfrom a township.For example,the population of Shangrao city is 142,500,6.3 timesthe averagepopulationof sample
townshipsin ShangraoCounty (22,800). The originalvalue of the total fixed
assetsof LSES in Shangraocity is Y101million, 5.7 times the averageforsample townshipsin ShangraoCounty (Y18 million). In 1985city-administered
LSESin Shangraocity paid Y13millionin taxes,profits,and fees, 317.5 times
the average(Y40,000)for the townshipsample.The grosssocial output value
of Shangrao city wasY153 million, 21.5 times that of the averagetownship
(only Y7 million). But despitethese differencesin size,urban and rural communities in China are surprisinglysimilar.
The Composition
of EconomicSectors
Even the smallestcommunitygenerallyincludes the fiveprincipal sectorsindustry,agriculture,commerce,construction,and transport-but the shares
can vary. Table 18-1 covers two pairs of proximatecommunities. In Wuxi
city and Wuxi County industryhas an overwhelmingweight as measuredby
grossvalue of output. In the sampletownshipsof ShangraoCounty, agriculture has a substantialshare. All sectors,however,regardlessof their relative
weights,are generallyrepresentedin each community.
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Table 18-1. Composition of Economic Output, Wuxi and Shangrao, 1985
(percentageof total)

community

Iniustry AgricultureConstructon

Wuxicity
Wuxi County, sample
townships (average)
Shangrao city
Shangrao County, sample
townships (average)

Communicadions
and transport Commerce

89.3

1.0

3.9

1.4

4.3

82.9
64.3

7.4
3.4

5.8
11.4

0.9
6.6

3.1
14.2

18.7

3.8

7.6

40.3

31.0

Sources:TownshipLeaderQuestionnaireand informationfromfieldwork.

Ownership and AdministrativeStructures
As the outline below shows, there is a parallel structure of enterprise ownership in cities and townships.
City

Township

Big collective enterprises
Small collective enterprises
Private industrial and commercial

Township enterprises
Village enterprises
Partnerships
Private enterprises

LSE5

enterprises

The administration of' enterprises under different forms of ownership also
exhibits common characteristics. For instance, small collective and private
enterprises in cities, like rural private enterprises and partnerships, are under
the supervision of local industry and commerce administrations. Both LSES
and township enterprises are directly subordinate to the responsible departments of the respective community government. (Whereas in other chapters,
community government refers to rural governments at the township, village,
and production team levels, in this chapter it also includes county and small
city governments.) Big collective enterprises in cities are on the same level
as village enterprises; both are partly under the administration of govemnment
departments but maintain relative independence in property relations. They
are thus less subject to government influence than are LSEs.
Labor Composition
Cities and townships still differ greatly in their urban-rural population mix.
For example, 79 percent of the population in Shangrao city is urban and only
21 percent is rural, whereas, on average, only 7 percent of the population
of sample townships of Shangrao County is urban and 93 percent is rural.

This contrast, however, is no more than a matter of household registration.
Agricultural labor has been rapidly shifting to nonagricultural activities as
rural industrialization proceeds (see table 18-2), and the populations and
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labor compositions of rural communities are gradually becoming more like
those of urban communities.
Kinship and Native Ties

It is generally believed that traditional ties of kinship, clan, and village are
much more important in TVPS than in urban enterprises. But this is not entirely true. Table 18-3 shows the original homes of workers in sample TVPS.
The survey of LSE workers indicates that 27.1 percent are from other counties, cities, or provinces, while the rest are residents of the city or county
in which their firm is located. Most enterprises in China recruit their workers
in the vicinity, and LSES and TVps are no exception. We will define local,
or native, TVP workers as those who come from within the township and local
employees of county LSEs as those who reside within the county. Under these
definitions natives account for 80.4 percent of sample TVP workers in Wuxi,
70.8 in Nanhai, and 90 percent in Shangrao; in the sample of county LSES
72.9 percent of the workers are natives, which is not significantly different
from the percentages in TvPs.
Furthermore, TVps have begun to extend their recruiting spheres. Many
TVP leaders noted in interviews that because workers recruited among kin
and friends could become difficult to handle, they were considering recruiting
workers from outside the community. Although doing so would cost the
enterprise more in expenditures on shelter and meal facilities for workers,
the TvPs would profit by bringing together productive factors from larger
areas. The localist and clannish character of TVPS may be weakened by this
trend.
Enterprises in urban communities have evolved in a different direction.
In the past few years unemployment among urban youth has been serious,
and many state enterprise workers have retired to vacate places for their sons
and daughters. In addition, many state enterprises have established affiliated
enterprises ("labor service companies") to create employment for the grown
children of their workers (see Byrd and Tidrick 1987). Consequently it is
common in urban communities for several family members to work in the
same firm.
Table 18-2. Changes in the Labor Force, 1978-85
(annual percentagechange)
Sample toumships,

by county
Wuxi
Jieshou
Nanhai
Shangrao
Source:TownshipLeaderQuestionnaire.

industrial
18.8
32.4
12.6
12.3

Agricultural
-12.9
-10.5
-12.7
2.5
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Table 18-3. OtiginalHomesof TVP Workers
(percentage of total sample workers in each county)
Odter

County

Sarne
village

villa,
same
township

Wuxi
Nanhai
Shangrao

58.6
53.0
67.1

21.9
17.8
22.9

Other

township,
same
county

Odher
county

Other
province

8.8
16.5
3.6

5.2
9.7
2.1

5.4
3.0
4.3

Note: Percentages may not add up to 100 owing to rounding. Corresponding infonnation for

Jieshou is not available.
Source: Worker Survey Questionnaire.

In sample LSES in Nanihai and Shangrao counties each factory director has
an average of 1.25 relatives vvorkingin the firm; for township enterprises in
the same counties the average is 1.54. Urban unemployment has put pressure
on the recruiting system of state enterprises. When the govemment cannot
solve the problem of employrnent, enterprises and families have to dloit. In
rural communities reliance on enterprises and family connections to provide
employment for surplus labor began earlier, with the adoption of the PRS.
Thus, as the employment mechanism shifts from govemment control to local
absorption, cities and townships are becoming more alike.
The Influence

of Ownership

Systems on Convergence

The patterns of relationships between community governments and enterprises under various forms of ownership are similar in counties and townships.
A sort of father-son relationship exists between the county government and
its subordinate LSES, as well as between the township government and its subordinate enterprises, but both governments have relatively remote connections with other types of firm. This is because both have ownership rights
over the assets of their subordinate firms and depend on them for revenue.
Although community governments do make startup investments irnsubordinate enterprises, the amount of capital they put up is not necessarily large.
They also often provide intangible assistance. For example, they may use
their influence to help firms obtain bank loans and business licenses. They
also requisition land, recruit workers, secure scarce raw materials, and find
technology and markets for their enterprises.

Interdependence
Even if county and township governments do not invest much in enterprises,
they are still dependent on them. Their relations with enterprises center on
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revenue sharing (see chapter 16); a large share of their revenues comes from
taxes and profits tumed over by subordinate enterprises. For example, revenues from subordinate LSES and administrative departments accounted for
71.5 percent of Shangrao city's extrabudgetary revenue in 1985, up from 63.9
percent in 1984. The bulk of the extrabudgetary revenues of sample township
govemments also were from enterprises, primarily from taxes, fees, and profits remitted by township firms.
Communities began industrialization at different times and are at different
levels of development. This affects community govemments' orientation toward the use of extrabudgetary revenues. In Wuxi sample townships spend,
on average, 30.5 percent of these revenues on township enterprises, directly
or indirectly, but the figure is only 22.1 percent in Jieshou. Similar spending
pattems can be found in city govemments. For instance, Shangrao city
spends 35.1 percent of its extrabudgetary revenues on enterprises.
Management
When enterprises tum over to community govemments more in taxes, fees,
and profits than the amount retumed by the govemments, the enterprises
may have trouble accumulating capital and may find themselves at a disadvantage in an increasingly competitive market. But community governments, as owners of these firms, may also protect them. In this sense, city
and township govemments have functional similarities in the management
of subordinate firms.
County and township govemments are at different administrative levels
and have different privileges in the hierarchy of the centrally planned economy. This situation existed earlier and is continuing in the reform period.
In all activities, from the central financing of lower levels of govemment to
the planned distribution of needed inputs among state enterprises, the
amounts always decrease progressively down the hierarchy, and very little
trickles down to township governments from the provincial, city (or prefectural), and county governments.
The reforms have, however, substantially reduced the control of state enterprises through central planning. The number of materials directly under
state control has been cut from 256 to 20 categories; the number of statecontrolled industrial goods was reduced from 123 categories in 1980 to 66
in 1986; the coverage of the value of industrial output by the state mandatory
plan has been reduced to 20 percent; and depreciation allowances are beginning to be totally at the disposal of state enterprises. Revenue-sharing systems in public finance have given lower levels of government more discretionary funds and hence more flexibility, provided that they meet revenue
targets.
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Quasi-Planning Systems

The increased funds at the disposal of community governments and the weakening of central controls have created a foundation for the establishment of
local protective quasi-planning systems. These systems provide benefits for
enterprises, particularly those established by community governments, so
that they can be counted on to turn over taxes, fees, and profits. In a sense
a quasi-planning system operates like a traditional planning system: it tries
to infiltrate every link in the operations of the enterprise, from personnel,
finances, and materials to production, supply, and marketing. But community governments can no longer impose inflexible administrative restraints
on enterprises, for the extent to which they can control or support them is
limited by their own capabilities. Regulation by the community government's
quasi-planning system is effective only where the administrative system is
highly developed (as in Shangrao) or where the community govenmment is
skillful in organizing the economy (as in Wuxi). The administrative capabilities of township govenmmentsvary greatly, and so can their quasi-planning
systems.
In a macroenvironment where supplies of and demand for inputs and energy are not balanced, community govemments' desire for goods and materials is a clear indication of their concern for the development of their enterprises. Both county and townLshipgovemments draw on two sources-the
central planning system and local efforts-to build up a reservoir of inputs
needed by enterprises. Inputs from the central planning system-including
even college graduates assigned through personnel departments-can increasingly be obtained by monetary means; only the prices (based on cost)
vary.
In recent years the materials supply departments of city and county governments have often obtained needed inputs through exchange. The materials
bureau of Wuxi County is outstanding in this regard. Of the materials sold
through the purchase and sales companies of the bureau in 1985, only 5 percent were from the state planning system. The rest were obtained by exchanging materials with or investing in units that produce goods in short supply, such as steel and electricity. In the first half of 1986 the bureau did a
business of Y400 million, more than fifty-seven times that done by its counterpart in Jieshou. Although raw materials obtained through exchange or investment are more expensive than those assigned by the state plan, the prices
are no higher than on the markcet,and the supply is more regular. Therefore
firms under various forms of ownership try their best to be admitted into the
quasi-planning systems.
Although it is almost impossible for township governments to get inputs
from the central planning system, they can obtain some materials through
their subordinate departments (industrial companies or administrative offices
for TVP administration), through multilateral exchanges or investments, or
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even through personal relationships. In addition, township governments can
obtain from the county materials department medium-price raw materialsinputs priced between the market price and the state plan price.
In the distribution of low-price materials, city and county govemments
give priority to subordinate LSES and big collective enterprises. Similarly,
township governments give priority to their subordinate enterprises. Responses to the Township Leader Questionnaire show that township governments provide extremely few materials to partnerships and none at all to individual firms, whereas significant amounts are made available to TVCES.
Means of Control over Enterprises
The supply of favorably priced inputs by community governments to subordinate firms is a means of compensating for overtaxation and creating a more
favorable environment for them. But community govemments need additional control measures if they want their enterprises to keep bringing in revenues and at the same time to have good prospects for development.
At present, inputs to China's state enterprises provided through state planning account for only an estimated one-third of the total value of needed
inputs, and two-thirds come from the market. Meanwhile, local governments
have gradually reduced their planning control over LSES. Ten LSES in
Shangrao and Nanhai reported that they no longer depend on state planning
for needed raw materials and that state mandatory plans cover only oneeighth of their total output. Local governments, however, have not relaxed

Table 18-4. Decisionmakingin Sample LSEs and ToumshipEnterprises
(percentageof sample)
Madebyfactory

Typeof
decision

Appointment of factory
director
Formation of management team
Worker recruitment
Wages
Large production-related
expenditures
Production planning
Product pricing
Proportion of profits to be retained

Not madebyfactory

Touwship

Township

LSEs

enterprises

LSEs

enterprises

30
50
30
10

13.3
50.0
28.8
18.8

70
50
70
90

83.3
40.0
71.9
62.5

0
80
40
0

87.5
50.0
n.a.
19.4

100
20
60
100

12.5
18.8
n.a.
71.9

n.a. Not available.
Note:Since not all enterprisesrespondedto all parts of the question,the percentagesdo not
alwaysadd up to 100.
Source:EnterpriseDirectorQuestionnaire.
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their supervisionof enterprisescorrespondingly(see table 18-4). E.xceptfor
production plans, LSEs do not seem to have much decisionmakingpower.
Community governmentsimposestrict control over LSES through their authority over personneland financialmatters to makesure that due amounts
of taxes, fees, and profitsare remitted. For instance,in LSESunder the Nanhai
County govemment,cadresrankingabovesectionchief(that is, factoryleaders) are officiallyappointed by the countygovernment,whereascadresfrom
section chief down are appointed by responsiblecounty departments. Although productionplans are made by enterprises,decisionson productsand
output are madeby the counityeconomiccommitteeor its subordinateindustrial companies.The sale cf productsis also controlled by superiordepartments, and only productsin excessof the quota are marketedby the enterprises themselves. When it comes to important investments, govemment
departmentsrepresent LSES in negotiationswith banks and financial departments. Decisionson selectingprojectsor changingproductsare madeby government departments.
The core of the relationshipbetween LSEs and local govemmentsis the
proportion of profitsremitted. Although govemmentsown the assetsof LSES,
they cannot avoid adverselyaffectingthe accumulationof enterpriseassets
in the exerciseof their functions.County governmentsdo not behave like
independent asset owners;they are concernednot only with increasingthe
value of enterpriseassets but alsowith carryingout their governmentfunctions with the help of revenuesfrom enterprises. The consequent:conflict
between enterprisedevelopmentand government activitiesis manifestedin
argumentsover the amount of profitsto be tumed over by LSES. Most of the
LSES we studied bargained with governmentdepartments over profit retention. This suggeststhat the functionsof communitygovernmentsundermine
the integrity of managementof LSES. Townshipenterprisesface the same
problem; the decisionmakingpower of sampletownship enterprises is curtailed by townshipgovernmentsand their subordinatedepartments(seetable
18-4), sometimesto an even greater extent than in LSES.
County and townshipgovemmentshave fundamentallysimilarowvnership
relationswith their subordinatefirms.These two typesof firmenjoy high positions in their respective communities, receive considerablegovemment
protection, and are the main sourcesof revenueforcommunitygovernments.
Therefore LSES and township enterpriseshave essentiallysimilar relations
with their superiorcommunitygovemments,and their behavioris similaror
is becomingmore so.

Similarities among Managers
There are many parallelsbetweenmanagersof LSEs and townshipenterprises.
This section reviewssimilaritiesin perceivedresponsibilityto the govemment and to the firm, the characteristicsof managers,the criteria by which
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managers are evaluated, management objectives, and problemsstemming
from managers'lack of real authority.
Responsibility
The ownershipof LSES and township enterprises is currently rather vague.
It is difficultto distinguishor quantify the assetsgeneratedby the initial or
backupinvestment by the communitygovernmentand those attributableto
reinvestedprofitsor self-accumulation.As managersof the enterprises, factory directorscannot representonly the ownersor the enterprises;they must
look after the interests of both sides.Their actions thereforeexhibit clear
traces of conflict.
Directors' strong senseof identificationwith the government-ownercan
be inferredfrom the way in which they come to their positions. In sample
township enterprisesof Nanhai and Shangrao88.3 percent of factorydirectors were directly engagedby the townshipgovernment,and very few were
elected by the workersor hired under contract. In sampleLSES of these two
counties 70 percent of factorydirectorswere appointed by the government;
few came to their positionsin other ways.
Almost all directors of sample LSES see themselvesas responsiblefirstto
governmentdepartmentsand only secondarilyto the workers.The majority
(85.7 percent) of directors of sample township enterprises took the same
view. Managerscited "submissionto assignment"as their main motivation
for taking the position (table 18-5).
Characteristics
of FactoryDirectors
The differencesbetweendirectorsof LSES and of townshipenterprisesare not
very significant. Directorsof sample LSES have more education (see table
18-6), but township enterprise directors are generallyexperiencedpeople
with a rich knowledgeof nonagriculturalactivitiesand are not so different
from their counterpartsin LSES. In any case, a middle schooleducationcan
be enough for daily managementwork in TVPS.
Table 18-5. Motivationsfor Becoming
a FactoryDirector
(percent)
Motivaion

LSEs

Toumship
entrprises

Submission
to assignment
Senseof socialresponsibility
Interestin the work
Improvement
of socialposition
Improvement
of economicposition
Greaterfreedom

88.9
88.9
33.4
22.3
0.0
0.0

86.7
73.3
66.7
66.7
10.0
0.0

Source:EnterpriseDirectorQuestionnaire.
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Table 18-6. EducationalLevels of FactoryDirectors
(percent)

Educational
level

LSEdirectors

Collegegraduate
High schoolgraduate
Middleschool graduat:e
Primaryschool graduaote

55.6
11.1
22.2
11.1

Townshipenterprise
directors

0.0
23.3
56.7
20.0

Source:EnterpriseDirectorQuestionnaire.

In our samples the ages of the two groups of factory directors fall basically
in a normal distribution between 30 and 50 years. Directors of LS:Es have,
on average, 14.9 years of work experience and a cadre career (including as
factory director) of 13.3 years. Directors of township enterprises are lessexperienced; they have, on average, 8.8 years of work experience, and their average cadre career is 7.8 years. But 90 percent of the latter group have served
in the military, been purchasing agents, or done business before. These experiences undoubtedly influence their present work and make therm no less
capable than their counterparts in LSES. They are outstanding people in their
own communities.
Criteria for AssessingFactoryDirectors
Township governments use several criteria to evaluate township enterprise
managers. Managers must be able to expand the firm (an indication of managerial ability); they must be conscientious and honest in their work (personality); they must be popular and supported by workers (ability and personality
combined); and they must turn over a set amount of revenues to the township
govemment (the core relation between firm and government). The criteria
used by county govemments with respect to LSE directors are basically similar.
In our investigations we also leamed how the two groups of factory directors assess their own abilities. Their selections of desirable personal attributes
overlapped on four items: sense of responsibility and drive, technical ability,
management ability, and unclerstanding of the market. But directors of LSES
chose decisionmaking ability, innovative ability, and democratic ideas as important characteristics, whereas their counterparts in township enterprises
chose sense of principle and competitive spirit.
Management Objectivesof FactloryDirectors
Differences emerge in thLechoices of management goals by factory directors
(see table 18-7). The first three management targets chosen by directors of
LSES center on the self-interest of the enterprises, although they do not over-
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Table 18-7. Managerial Objectives
Tounship
enterprise

Rank
(I = mostimportant)

LSEdirectors

directors

1

Promotestable and long-term
developmentof enterprise
Producebrand-namegoods
to raise credibility
Maximizeprofits;improve
internal management
Increasefinancialincome
of locality

Promoteprosperity
of township
Improveintemal
management
Increasefinancial
income of township
Maximizeprofits

2
3
4

Source:EnterpriseDirectorQuestionnaire.

look contributions to the finances of the locality. The choices made by directors of township enterprises, however, include some community government
goals: promoting the prosperity of the township and increasing the financial
income of the township were ranked first and third in importance, whereas
maximizing profits was only fourth.
Township enterprise leaders have internalized the goals of community govemments to a greater extent than have LSE directors. The comparatively centralized exercise of governmental functions by city and county govemments
is closely related to stable financial income and better methods of taxation.
Municipal and county govemments are therefore able to engage in much
more orderly and standardized management of subordinate firms. Instead of
interfering directly, leaders usually make contacts with factory directors
through government departments.
In rural communities, although such institutions as township economic
commissions and industrial offices do exist, township govemments are involved more directly in management of township enterprises, for several
reasons.
• Township communities own fewer enterprises than do county govemments. If the leaders of county govemments directly handled the affairs
of every enterprise, their workloads would be unmanageable.
* To establish an orderly and regular management system takes time. In
rural industries a complete reporting system has not yet been established. The "farmers' style" of management that has evolved in agriculture over several thousand years is a chronic problem that must be overcome.
* The smaller the community, the more conspicuous the community interest, and thus the closer the agreement between the factory director
and the community government. In townships, the contribution made
by township enterprises to the community is obvious, and the township
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enterprise director has an important position locally. The factory director not only has to manage the operations of his own firm but also
shoulders the heavy task of community development.
In urban communities relarions between LSE directors and community govemments are much simpler. Directors only have to stick to fixed targets and
regular financial channels, and they do not usually have to assumremany
other burdens. Their contribution to the development of their communities
is made through tax payments. Unlike township enterprise directors, they
seldom have to be entangled in trivial matters.
The Lack of True Management Authority
Although the managers of the two types of enterprises face different financial
environments, their powers are similar and are basically limited to choosing
the management team of the enterprise and deciding on the annual production plan. They cannot: do mruchactual decisionmaking, but they are often
partly responsible for en-terprise risks. Under the traditional socialist mode,
managers, in the basic sense cf the word, did not even exist. Enterprise directors were administrative officialswho were appointed by govemment departments.
As far as LSE and township enterprise managers are concerned, the mixture
of enterprise property rights and management rights naturally leads to divided
self-interest. They have to conform with the wishes of their superior community govemments, but they also have to ensure the development of their enterprises.
In the sample, only One L:SE director felt he would not face punishment
for enterprise bankruptcy caused by improper management, whereas the figure is as high as 13.3 percent for directors of sample township enterprises.
Most directors of both types of firm face penalties from community governments-loss of bonuses, reduction of salary, or even dismissal--if they
cause losses. Despite the harsh restrictions on their personal interests, managers have power in name only, and they are not able to take effective control
of firm operations.

Workers' Characteristics
Township enterprise workers are former (or even current part-time) farmers,
whereas LSE workers are urban residents. But in general, differences between
the two sets of workers are not as great as might be imagined. This section
examines the workers' relationship to the land, their personal characteristics,
wage systems and benefits, and attitudes, including the intensity of their desire to participate in enterprise decisionmaking.
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Ties to the Land
Unlike workers in most urban communities, employees of township enterprises are farmers who have just left the land or have not yet completely broken away from agricultural production. In county LSES located near rural communities a sizableportion of employeesalso are fresh from the farm, and some
workers' families still live in rural areas. These employees therefore share
some similarities with TVP workers.
The average household size for sample LSE workers in Nanhai and
Shangrao is 4.1, whereas the figure is 5.8 for households of TVP workers in
the two counties.' The number of household members engaged in nonagricultural production averages 2.2 in the former and 2.7 in the latter. Factory
wages are the main income for 92.6 percent of the households of sample LSE
workers. Most TVP workers (77.3 percent) also consider income from industrial activities to be the main income of the family.
Although the economic position of LSE and TVP workers is closely linked
to industrial production, it is still, to different degrees, under the influence
of the land. In the sample, families of workers in county LSEs hold, on average, 1.0 mu of contracted land; the corresponding figure for TVP workers is
about 3.3 mu. Only 27.2 percent of LSE workers' families till their own land;
most families employ hired hands or subcontract the land to other people.
The majority (84.1 percent) of TVP workers' families still take care of their
own land, and households that have contracted all their land to other people
account for less than 5 percent. Despite these differences, the number of
workers who personally take part in agricultural production is small in both
types of firms: 7.4 percent for LSES and 10.0 percent for TVPS.

Table 18-8. EducationalLevels of Workersin Nanhai and Shangrao
(percentage
of sample)
Educational
level

LSE workers

TVP workers

No schooling
Primaryschool
Higher primaryschool
High school (secondary
vocational school)
Senior high school
Highereducation and
technical and vocational
training schools

0.0
2.5
13.6

2.1
23.9
17.8

38.3
25.9

39.3
17.5

11.1

8.9

Note: Since not all workersrespondedto this question, percentagesdonot add to 100percent.

Source:WorkerSurveyQuestionnaire.
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Personal Characteristics

Among sample LSE workers in Shangrao and Nanhai, 76.5 percent are male
and 23.5 percent female; in TVPS 48.8 percent are male and 51.2 percent
female. The average age of sample TVP workers is 27.8 years; in ILSES it is
35.7. LSE workers had an average of 1.3 jobs before their present employment;
TVP workers had 1.2. The average length of service in the firm is about 11.0
years for LSE workers, and their total experience in industrial activities averages 15 years. The average length of service in the present job for TVF' workers
is 5.5 years, and their total experience in nonagricultural activities averages
8 years. The educational level and professional qualifications of sample workers in TVPs are only a bit lower than those of LSE workers (table 18-8).
The Wage System
Sample TVP workers earn Y1,434 a year, whereas sample LSE workers earn
Y1,302 a year. (According to Nanhai County officialsthe wages of USEworkers are generally about 20 percent lower than those of local TVP workers.)
The gap may well reflect the different wage systems adopted by LSEs and TVPS.
Among sample LSE workers 55.6 percent are on a fixed salary system and only
6.2 percent have piece-rate wages. In contrast, only about 8 percent of sample TVP workers are paid by the hour, and the rest are subject to some form
of piece-rate payment.
Generally speaking, piece rates effectively mobilize the enthusiasm of
workers, and as a result TVPS can attract workers employed by LSES. Many
state enterprise workers, especially technicians, would like to work in TVPS.
In the state-owned Nanhai Silk Factory alone, 15 workers, mostly skilled
technicians, quit their jobs to work in TvPs during January-February 1987;
143 people left the factory in 1986. One-third of the current employees, including some managers, have part-time jobs in TVPs. According to the factory
director, the wage rate for workers in local TVPS in the textile indlustry is
YO.12-YO.28 per meter of cloth, as against only Y0.06 per meter in LSES.
An ordinary worker in a state textile firm could see his pay rise from Y100
to Y300 a month if he became a Tvp director.
Although the wage system in LSES is not as flexible as in TvPs, many state
enterprise directors are beginning to consider the reform of the wage system.
But since not all problems can be solved by an enterprise director, real
change depends on the improvement of macropolicies. As the higlh-salary
attraction exerted by TVPs has caused a labor shortage for LSES in some professions, the LSEs have hadEto recruit workers from regions where rural industry
is underdeveloped. An LSE in Nanhai hired more than 2,000 temporary workers from Guangxi Province-equal to the number of local staff. The factory
has the right to give these temporary workers piece-rates. Eventually, piecerate systems may replace fixed wages or payment by the hour in LSES.
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The Welfare System

Although the wagesof workers in LSEs are on the low side, their welfare treatment is generous. In the sample 60.4 percent of TVP workers are not entitled
to housing and subsidies from the enterprise, 41.0 percent of the workers do
not receive financial aid for medical care, 52.3 percent are not covered by
insurance on the job, 53.9 percent do not get pensions on retirement, and
58.4 percent cannot have their children replace them. By contrast, workers
in sample LSEs are entitled to all of these benefits. Some township governments are trying to provide state enterprise-type welfare treatment for their
TVP employees. The government in Lingxi township, Shangrao County, has
implemented a seriesof welfare measures for its eight subordinate enterprises.
Workers are classified as permanent employees, appointed by the township
government, or temporary employees. Permanent employees are entitled to
free medical care and pensions and cannot be freely dismissed from their jobs.
Workers' Attitudes
Differences between workers in county LSEsand in TvPs are not as large as
people imagine. Their similarities are especially evident in their attitudes.
WORKERS' SENSE OF STABILITY. Among sample TVP workers in Nanhai and
Shangrao, only 13 percent fear that they might lose their present jobs, while
the rest have considerable confidence in the stability of their jobs. Among
sample LSE workers in the two counties, 6 percent believe it is possible for
them to lose their jobs.
ATTITUDE TOWARD RISK. About 64 percent of sample TVP workers have
never planned to run or jointly run a factory with other people. Among sample LSE workers in the two counties, the figure was 59 percent. Only 6-7

percent of sample workers in both types of enterprises actually plan to run
or jointly run a factory.
ATTITUDE TOWARDTHE STATUSOF TVP WORKERS.Among sample TVP
workers 16.5 percent agree with the statement that they are one rank lower
than state enterprise workers. Among sample LSEworkers 19.8 percent hold
that opinion, but most do not agree.
PARTICIPATION

BY WORKERS. TVP

workers show a weak desire for and a low

degree of participation in enterprise management. The actual degree of participation by workers in LSESis also low. The proportion of sample LSE workers who take part in decisions on appointment and dismissal of enterprise
leaders accounts for only 16 percent, and they have even less power in other
respects. LSE workers, however, hope to have power in some spheres such
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Table 18-9. LSE Worzers' Desiresfor Participation

-

Item

Totalfrequency

Precedence

Appointment or dismnissalof firm leaders
Development of new products
Use of profits kept by enterprise
Dismissal of workers
Decisions on wages and boniuses
Distribution of work within the factory
Recruitment of workers
New investment

43.2
12.3
9.9
6.2
6.2
2.5
0
0

1
2
3
4
4
6
-

Not applicable.

Source:WorkerSurveyQuestionnaire.

as appointment or dismissalof enterprise leaders. Table 18-9 showshow workers rank their desire for participation in specific areas. These choices indicate
that LSE workers' desire for actual participation is low because they think that
a good and reliable enterprise management team will run the firm in such
a way as to promote their interests.

Comparison of Ecoinomic Benefits
Comparisons of the economic efficiencyof the two types of firms suggest that
they are the enterprises with the lowest efficiency in their respective communities and that township enterprises are more efficient than LSEs. This section
probes into possible reasons for the latter phenomenon, with specific illustrations from the textile industry.
Efficiency
National statistics on output-capital and profit-capital ratios in state enterprises and urban collective industrial firms are shown in table 18-10. The
ratios are much lower for state enterprises than for urban collective firms.
The labor productivity of inclustrial state enterprises, however, is Y15,198
per person, whereas the figure for urban collective enterprises is only Y8,206
per person. Similarly, the economic benefit index of sample township enterprises in the four counties is lower than that of firms under other ownership
systems. (See chapter 10 for detailed statistics.)

Owing to similarities in ownership relations and in external environments,
the behavior and systems of LSEs and township enterprises tend to converge.
In general, both kinds of firm have relatively low efficiency in their respective
communities. This conclusion is supported by statistics on industrial firms
in Wuxi (see table 18-11).
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Table 18-10. Profitability
in Stateand UrbanCollectiveEnterprises,1985
Stateenterprises

Urbancollective
enterprises

Typeof
industry

Output value
per YIOOof
fixedassets

Profit
per YIOOof
fixedassets

Outputvalue
per Y100 of
fixedassets

Profit
per YIOOof
fixed assets

Heavy
Light

66.9
209.2

10.7
19.4

204.2
321.0

26.7
21.0

95.0

12.4

269.6

23.5

Total

Source:State StatisticalBureau(1987b).

Why TownshipEnterprisesAre MoreEfficientthan LSEs
Table 18-12 shows that the economic benefitsof township enterprises are
higher than those of state enterprisesat the national level. Analysisof economic benefitsin industrialenterprisesin Wuxi revealsthe same phenomenon: output-capital and profit-capital ratios in township enterprises are
higher than in county LSES(table 18-11). Why are there substantialdifferences in economic benefits between LSEs and township enterprises even
though their environment, operations, and internal systemsare converging?
Severalpossiblereasonsare discussedhere.
ACCOUNTING SYSTEMS. The accounting system in TVPS is much weaker
than in state enterprisesbecausebookkeepingin TVPS is accountable only
to the owners. Leadersof township governmentswill not severelypunish
their firms for cheating and giving false accounts to government agencies
such as the tax, industrialand commercial,and statisticaldepartments;indeed, they often support such actions. Moreover,not all of the income and
expendituresof TVPs have to go through banks, and the enterprisesgainconsiderableextra scope for their activitiesbecausethey can pay less tax and
evade banks' restrictionson the use of cash.
The bookkeepingactivitiesof state enterprisesare controlledby a uniform
nationwideaccountinginspectionsystemthat coversalmosteverylink in the
operationsof an enterprise,from the wagesof employeesto expensesforbusiness trips and from production expensesto nonproductionexpense items.
Hence accountingmanagementin state enterpriseslimitsthe scopeof enterprise activities. Many state enterpriseshave begunto set up their own small
"banks" in recent years, but they are still far lessflexible than TVPS.
The purchasingand marketingagentsof TVPS have sufficientcash and are
allowedto offer some individualsgifts, meals, commissions,and the like in
return for materialsin short supplyor for salesopportunities.TVPS can also
easily manipulatetheir businessaccountsto lowertheir taxes or to increase
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Table 18-11. The RelativeEfficiency of Different Types of IndustrialFinmns
in Wuxi, 1984
(yuan)

Item

Total output value created by
Y100of capital
Totalprofit created by
Y100of capital
Total tax and profit created by
Y100of capital

County
LSEs

County-owned
couective
firms

202.1

232.8

228.7

277.4

23.4

23.7

25.9

33.0

31.7

31.6

37.7

45.1

Township
Village
enterprises enterprises

Source:Information from fieldwork.

total wages without incurring, for example, a bonus tax. If a state enterprise
were to do these things, it would run great risks because of the restrictions
under the existing systern and the accounting controls that have been written
into the country's laws. These are a great deterrent to everyone in state enterprises, and only a few dare to defy the law.
COST STRUCTURE. Many TVPs have lower costs than state enterprises, as
is illustrated by a comparison of costs in the silk industry in Nanhai County
(see table 18-13).
There are several reasons for these cost differences. First, TVPS (including
township enterprises) enjoy tax exemptions during the first several years of
operation. Some firms, mainly private enterprises, announce bankruptcy as
the tax exemption period draws to an end and then set up again tnder a
new name. According to estimates by tax officials in Rongcheng County,
Hebei Province, TVPS in that locality have hidden at least 30 percent of their
profits.
Second, the welfare system iForworkers in state enterprises is quite comprehensive. State enterprises at all levels offer such benefits as payment of medical expenses (sometimes including part of the medical costs for family members), insurance on the job, subsidies for heating in winter and cold drinks
in summer, and pensions. One factory director estimated that workers' welfare expenses amounted to 11 percent of the factory's total wage bill and the
trade union fee to 2 percent. Workers in TVPS can never hope to catch up
with state enterprise workers in welfare benefits, but these benefits do increase production costs for state enterprises.
Third, management costs are higher in state enterprises than in TVPS, by
about 50 percent according to table 18-13, mainly because of overstaffing and
complicated managerial structures in state enterprises. The director of an LSE
in Nanhai noted that the factory has ten sections and offices and that none
can be abolished because they correspond to those in the responsible govern-
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Table 18-12. EconomicEfficiencyin State and TownshipEnterpTises,1985
Stateentrprises
Typeof
industry
Heavy
Light
Total

Townshipenterprises

Outputvalue
per Y100 of
fixedassets

Profit
perYIOOof
fixed assets

Outputvalue
perYIOOof
fixedassets

Profit
per YI1Oof
fixedassets

66.9
209.2

10.7
19.4

176.5
256.2

19.6
18.5

95.0

12.4

207.1

19.2

Source:State StatisticalBureau(1987b).

ment departments.An

LSEdoesnot havecontrol over which intemal departments to set up. As a result, managerialpersonnelaccount for about 10 percent of the total number of employeesin the enterprise. By contrast, TVPS
spend very little in this area and have not built up a managerialhierarchy.
Often the owner and managerare the same person, and the entrepreneur
takes on many duties. Furthermore,accordingto the director of an LSEsilk
factoryin Nanhai, managementfeesfor LSEsare higher than those for TVPS,
especiallyprivate enterprises.
Fourth, LSESmakehigher interest paymentsto banks than do TVPS, mainly
becausethey take out more loans. In the latter half of 1984the Agricultural
Bank in Nanhai County inauguratedstricter measuresto control the huge
amount of loans demandedby partnershipsand individualenterprises, and
the amount of lending to them declined. Perhapsmore important, the total
amountof capitalrequiredby TVPSper unit of output (includingworkingcapital and fixed assets) is lowerthan for state enterprises.
Fifth, TVPSoften use low-costor substandardraw materials.For instance,
when TVPSuse polyester-cottonblended yam instead of pure cotton yam,
the price difference can well be more than Y2,000a ton. For some other
such substitutions,the price differenceis as much as Y4,000a ton.
Sixth, labor productivityin TVPSthat producesilk textilesis about 10 percent higher than in LSESbecausethe comparativelyhigher wages in TVPS
stimulateworkers'enthusiasm.PayforTVPworkersis about Y0.16-YO.18per
meter of cloth, whereasthe figureis only YO.06per meter for LSEworkers.
Many LSEworkershave to moonlight, which affects their performanceon
their primaryjob.

INDUSTRIAL
COMPOSITION.
National statisticsshow that the profit created
by every Y100of fixed assetsin townshipenterprisesis Y6.8 higher than in
state enterprises(seetable 18-12). In light industryprofitabilityin township
enterprises is slightlylower than in state enterprises,but in heavy industry
it is much higher. Further studiesare needed to analyzethis matter in more
detail.
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Table 18-13. TextileProductionCosts in LSEs and TVPsin XiqiaoTown, Nanhai
(yuan per meter of cloth)
Item

LSEs

'IVPs

Tax
Welfare (includingpensions)
Managementfee
Interest paid to banks
Materials
Laborefficiency

0.64
0.16
0.10
0.20
n. a.
n.a.

0.28
0.00
0.05
0.10
n. a.
n.a.

Difference

0.36
0.16
0.05
0.10
0.20
0.12

n.a. Not available.
Source:Informationfrom fieldwork.

Conclusions
What are the prospects for cotnty

LSEs and rural township enterprises? Owing
to the limitations of the sample surveyed, especially the insufficient materials
on LSES, it is difficult to provide convincing statistics, much less a reliable
conclusion about future trends. But a hypothesis can be put forward for future
investigation: for a long time to come, the growth rate of county LSES will
not be very fast. Generally speaking, these firms were founded much earlier
than township enterprises ancl have made a considerable contribution to the
community and the community government. Precisely for these reasons,
their accumulation cannot be very high, and their pace of development suffers. At present, and for some time to come, county LSES will probably experience a fairly painful period as they evolve from leading firms in their communities to backward firms with poor economic benefits.
Although township enterprises also suffer from various restrictions, they
are in a burgeoning and rapidly growing stage. But since it will take time
for the entire industrial system to become an organic whole in the vast rural
areas of the country, township enterprises may have a long period of heavy
responsibilities.

Note
1. The statisticsconcerningTVP workersused here include workersin enterprisesunder all
ownershipsystemsand thus cannot completelyrepresenttownshipenterprises.But in general,
workers in enterprises of different ownership do not exhibit obvious differences (see chapter 13).

19
ChineseTVPs in an
InternationalPerspective
Alan Gelb and Jan Svejnar

The rapidgrowthof China's industrialTVP sector in the 1980snaturallyraises
questionsabout its economicbehavior and its significancefor the Chinese
economy.Other chapters in this volumediscussthe institutional and behavioral featuresof TVPS. This chapter comparesTVPS with similarfirmsin other
countries in the hope of improvingour understandingof TVP behavior and
our ability to formulatemeaningfulpolicy conclusions.The emphasisis on
the ownershipand managementstructureof TvPsand on the relationshipbetween TVPs and local government.

Principal Features of the Chinese TVP Sector
China's TVP sector has evolvedwithin a state-ownedeconomy,with virtually
no marketsfor land, capital, and labor, with heavilyregulatedproduct markets, and with a very evendistributionof income and wealth, at least locally.
Townshipand village authoritieshave conditioned the developmentof the
sector to a great extent. Commercialand corporate lawremainsundeveloped
in China. Although most TVPS, especiallythe larger ones, are owned and
controlled by community governments, there are significantvariations in
ownership.
There are three broad categoriesof TVPS: communityenterprises,partnerships, and individualproprietorships.The latter two categoriesare referred
to as private firms. Many TVPS fall into an intermediatecategory:they are
heavily influenced by communitygovernmentsbut may have substantial
managerialautonomyand mixed ownership. Becauseof low labor mobility
and the prevalence of bonus systems,it could also be argued that complex
"implicit labor contracts" exist between firmsand their workers.The most
distinctivefeature of TVPS, however, is the strong connection between firms
and communitygovernments.Even private firmsare subject to considerable
government influence, and all TvPs need permissionfrom the community
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government to undertalce such basic activities as acquiring land and buildings
and taking out bank loans.

Implications for Comparators
Because of the close relationship between TvPs and community govenaments,
we have to choose as international comparators locally owned public and private firms the operations of which are considerably influenced by local authorities. This particular fortn of ownership and control is not observed in
many countries. Government ownership of industry, when significant, is usually more centralized and corresponds more closely to the Chinese state enterprise system. The most similar cases are found among labor-managed and
private Yugoslavfirms and collective farms and producer cooperatives in Eastern Europe. A few other countries, such as Tanzania, have made limited
moves toward this pattern. Some similarities can be found in capitalist economies where there are close links between firms and communities; the powerful role played by Swiss cantons and township authorities in regulating the
operation of firms is an example. Prototypical company towns in the United
States and Canada have demonstrated considerable overlap between the interests of local governments and of enterprises, although in these cases, a
large firm "owns" the community rather than the reverse.
It is also important tc) stress the differences between TVPs and somLetypes
of firms that at first sight might seem to resemble them closely. TVPS evolved
within a state-controlled economy, not out of a capitalist or colonial background. They have been motivated by economic objectives, and the political orientation of local authorities has usually determined only the dominant structure of property rights and management. TVPS should therefore
not be compared with politically motivated experiments with communal
ownership-for example, the enterprises run by workers and local conmmunities under Peru's 1984 Law of Social Property Firms. (Experience with this
initiative has been disappointing; see Scott 1979.) Other examples are found
in Jamaica, which converted substantial areas of foreign-controlled sugar land
into producer cooperatives (Richards and Williams 1982); Algeria, which initiated a policy of autogestion, or workers' self-management, for farms and
rural industries vacated by French proprietors; and Great Britain, where the
Labour government initiated several cooperative experiments in 1974. The
results of these initiatives were not inspiring (see Mallarde 1975 and Bradley
and Gelb 1983b), but the political environment must be borne in mind when
considering their perfornnance.
The sugar and dairy cooperatives of India are interesting, but as agroprocessing cooperatives they are not comparable with manufacturing cooperatives (see Attwood and B3aviskar1987 for a review). Some Israeli kibbutzim have substantial industry, but their idealistic origins render them a
distinctive case.
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There is some merit in comparing TVPS with collectively owned firms, such
as producer cooperatives, that are established and operated for economic reasons. In small communities with extensive family ties the distinction between
TVP members and the rest of the community may be blurred, and these TVPS
may resemble a cooperative of the whole community. This is especially true
in south China. It is also worthwhile to note the similarities between TVPS
and capitalist firms that follow the "Japanese" system of long-run labor contracting and worker-firm identification.

Comparisons with Socially (Publicly) Owned Enterprises
The main comparators in this category are in Eastern Europe and Yugoslavia,
but some analogies are also found in Tanzania's local state enterprises.
Eastern Europe
The activities of collective farms and producer cooperatives in many Eastern
European countries resemble those of Chinese TVPS. Nonstate enterprises operate alongside traditional state enterprises. Many and often all of their activities are outside the central plan, their product prices are to a large extent
market determined, and they concentrate on goods that are not supplied effectively by state enterprises. They thus select market niches in which demand and potential monopoly rents are high, and they often supply highquality products at unusually high prices. These activities are tolerated and
even encouraged by the authorities because the firms or farms reduce social
discontent by supplying products that are in demand and would not otherwise
be available. Economically, their existence depends in part on the pent-up
demand for commodities, which is a systemic feature in Eastern Europe.
On the supply side the shift in terms of trade in favor of agriculture has
provided many collective farms in countries such as Czechoslovakia with the
resources needed for investment and for diversification into nonagricultural
activities. In this respect, too, there is a parallel with China's experience.
Slusovice, a Czech collective farm, is perhaps an extreme example, but
one that clearly illustrates these points. Since 1968 this farm has extended
its membership to include technicians, engineers, economists, managers,
computer specialists, and marketing professionals. It has radically mechanized, automated, and reduced its agricultural activities, which it maintains,
even though it does not have a comparative advantage in them, because it
has to fulfill planned delivery targets. At the same time, it has focused on
specialized industrial production, high technology development and applications, and services. Slusovice's success in the relatively uncompetitive Czech
system has been so marked that the government has used it as a showpiece
for foreign visitors and dignitaries. The farm has also reorganized its management structure (it now has a vice president for public relations), and although
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in principle it is under the local government's jurisdiction, it is, in effect,
under the patronage of the central govemment.
Other examples abound. ]Forinstance, Eastern European nonstate enterprises, particularly collective farms, are very successful in bidding for government contracts for the renovation of historical buildings in direct competition with the understaffed and inefficient state enterprises.
A significant difference between Chinese TVPS and Eastern European
nonstate firms is that ivps comprise a substantially larger share of the total
market. Although no reliable statistics exist on the Eastern European firms,
there is no doubt that so far they are relatively insignificant operations with
high visibility and high social value. A related difference is that Chinese TVPS
have begun competing with state enterprises, but the comparable Eastem European firms have done so only rarely and have focused instead on unexploited and highly profitable market niches. Chinese TVPs have therefore
evolved beyond the stage of their Eastern European counterparts. This is attributable both to the rnore active role of Chinese community governments
in fostering TVP development and to the greater ease with which these firms,
even at small scale, can penetrate China's relatively less-developed industrial
market. State enterprises in China may also be less forbidding competitors
than those in Eastern Europe.
Yugoslavia
Yugoslav industrial firms fall into two broad categories: labor-managed firms
(LMFS), which are part of the social property sector, and private firms, which
operate independently alongside them. These two types of firms strongly resemble Chinese community enterprises and private enterprises (especially individual firms), respectively.
LMFS are in principle controlled and run by workers, but in practice managers and local as well as regional authorities determine their policies to a large
extent (see Prasnikar and Svejnar 1987). Yugoslavprivate firms are more autonomous than LMFS, but they too have to comply with the rules and regulations set forth by authorities. In LMFS the capital is owned socially (rather
than by individual workers or by the labor force of the firm as a whole), and
in this respect LMFS resemble community enterprises in China. Capital in Yugoslav private firms may be owned by individuals, families, or groups of
individuals-a situation parallel to that in Chinese private firms.
Both LMFs and Chinese cormmunityenterprises are required by the authorities to reinvest a sizable part of their income. In both cases authorities stress
growth, employment generation (if unemployment or underemployment is a
serious problem), and social goals such as equality of worker incomes as important objectives for enterprises. The authorities also ensure that some resources are transferred from successfulfirmsto firms in need of funds for development. In China this is usually done by the authorities directly, through
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reallocation of community enterprise profits. In Yugoslavia it is accomplished
by pooling resources among LMFS.
Finally, labor markets and utilization of labor by enterprises show important similarities. In both countries the appointment and promotion of managers is strongly influenced by local authorities and the Communist party.
The size of the labor force often exceeds the level of maximum profitability
in Yugoslavia and is known to do so in China in some cases. Layoffsare rare,
as exogenous shocks are absorbed primarily by changes in income rather than
through adjustment of the labor force. The labor pool from which firms draw
their workers is local or at most regional, since labor mobility is limited in
both systems. There is more worker participation in the management of Yugoslav LMFS than of Chinese TVPS.
In sum, in Yugoslavia as well as in China, local authorities act in many
respects as a holding company that influences important decisions of firms
and acts as a risk-sharing institution for the regionally immobile residents of
the area.
But Yugoslav firms and Chinese TvPs also exhibit important differences.
First, although local authorities are influential in Yugoslavia, the republican
(that is, regional) and federal (central) governments decide some issues that
are within the purview of local authorities in China. TVPs are on average
much smaller than LMFS, and whereas TVPS were often spearheaded and are
still controlled by local authorities, LMFS are usually large enough to be of
regional and sometimes nationwide importance. The size of LMFS and their
strategic role in the economy make them analogous to Chinese state enterprises in some ways.
The social ownership of LMF capital implies ownership by Yugoslavsociety
as a whole, whereas Chinese community enterprises are owned by the township or village. This crucial distinction means that in Yugoslavia laws and
regulations relating to the required reinvestment of firm income and pooling
of resources with other firms often come from the republican or federal level.
In China the transfer of resources to other TVPS takes place within the community; in Yugoslaviasharing of capital often transcends regional boundaries
and is in effect a form of subsidization of less developed by more developed
regions.
The influence of higher-level authorities over LMFS also explains why these
firms are much larger than TvPs and why they face softer budget constraints,
tend to be less flexible, and avoid bankruptcy in circumstances in which TVPS
might not. LMFs are large because the Yugoslavgovernment wanted to create
sizable firms able to compete with large foreign corporations on the world
market and because of the desire of LMFS themselves to grow to monopolistic
proportions in the presence of the peculiar capital market features discussed
below. The size of LMFS and their close relationship with higher-level authorities make the latter more willing to forestall bankruptcy by providing subsidies. This in turn reduces the incentives for LMFS to improve their efficiency
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and respond rapidly to a changing economic environment. The resulting "lethargic" behavior of many LMFS resembles that of Chinese state enterprises
more than that of TVE'S, which cannot rely on the resources of higher-level
authorities and are closely monitored by local officials.
This difference in observed behavior is partly attributable to the weaker
incentives offered to w,orkersin LMFS and the greater constraints on their incomes. In particular, most workers in Yugoslav firms are paid salaries, and
income differentials are limited by government controls, but most TVP workers are on piece rates or other, often profit-related, incentive schernes.
In the financial sphere, banks in China may be heavily influenced by local
governments, but not by TVI'S. In Yugoslaviabanks are effectively controlled
by their firm-clients. Interest rates are set, for ideological reasons, well below
the shadow price of capital and are usually negative in real terms. Since each
firm's control over the bank depends on the size of its deposits and loans,
the Yugoslav system gives firms an extreme incentive to borrow excessively,
grow in a capital-intensive way, and strive to capture as large a share of the
capital and product market as possible.' Demand for bank loans by TVPS in
China is also voracious, especially in periods of high growth, and local govemrnmentsmay influence the behavior of local bank branches, but direct ties
between firms and banks are much less pronounced.
Finally, although YugoslavLMFS share power with managers and authorities
at various levels, their workers clearly influence enterprise policy more than
do their counterparts in Chinese community enterprises. This means that Yugoslav LMFS probably pursue the welfare of their worker-members (as distinct
from that of the local community as a whole) to a greater extent than do
most Chinese community enterprises.
Tanzania
State enterprises dominate Tanzania's industry; private firms and joint ventures, sometimes with foreign partners, are next in importance. Beginning
in the early 1970s district development councils (DDCS) were established with
foreign assistance, with the development of small-scale local industry as one
of their goals. The Small Inclustries Development Organization (SIDO) was
founded in 1973. The available information indicates that the results of these
initiatives were discouraging. Employment in small manufacturing rose by
less than 2 percent a year up to 1978 and declined during 1978-82 as the
economy entered a severe recession. The use of installed capacity and of common facilities that had been set up to promote industry was low (see
Havnevik, Skarstein, and Wangwe 1985).
One reason for this poor performance seems to have been the limited linkage between these initiatives and local governments. The latter had no fiscal
or other incentives for ensuring that the ventures were profitable. This left
the way open for other objectives, notably patronage, which sometirnes re-
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sulted in grossovermanningof the few potentiallyviablefirms.Tanzaniahas
begun to rethink such policiesas the prohibition of private industrialventures in its 8,000 ujamaavillages.

Comparators under Private Ownership
The main private comparatorsare the cooperativelyowned Mondragonenterprisesin Spain, companytowns in the United States, the Swisscantonal
system, and the "Japanese-type"or Z-firmmodel.
The MondragonGroup
In 1956a priest in the Basquevillageof Mondragon,Spain, inspireda group
of unemployedtechnicians to buy out a bankrupt firmand start an experiment in workerownership.The venture grewrapidly,and other cooperatives
followed, initially in Mondragonitself and then in neighboringtowns and
cities. The cooperativesestablisheda bank (the Caja LaboralPopular-CLP),
a social securitysystem, and technical research and training cooperatives.
By the 1980sthe Mondragongrouphad almost20,000 worker-members,85
affiliatedindustrialcooperatives,and a numberof other cooperativesin agriculture and services.It has encouragedthe formationof numerouscooperative schools and housingassociationsand has become a significantforce in
regional development. The performanceof the Mondragongroup over the
past three decadesis considered to have been very good (see Bradleyand
Gelb 1983a;Thomas and Logan 1982provide an extensivedescriptionand
assessment).
Mondragon'sfirmsdifferfromChinese communityenterprisesin that they
are autonomousand are ownedsolelyby their employees.It is alsomisleading
to equate the CLP with a holding companyor a townshipindustrialcorporation. Representativesfrom the industrial firms sit on the CLP's board; the
bank may have an equity stake in new firmsand in firmsthat have run into
seriousdifficulties;and it providesmanagementand promotionalservicesthat
help firmsovercomesomeof the disadvantagesof their relativelysmallscale.2
It alsohelps to pool the risksinvolvedin new starts, whichare usuallyfunded
jointlyby the foundingindividuals,the cLP,and interestedcooperatives,usually those of the foundingmembers.But undernormal circumstancesthe CLP
has no say in the operation of industrialfirmsor in their use of surplus.
Mondragon'sfirmsare owned partly as indivisible"socialized"capital but
mostly in the form of individualaccountsof their worker-members.The accounts receiveallocationsof surplusesand lossesbased on a distributionformula that emphasizesthe share of the memberin the "wage"bill (wagesare
anticipations out of profits). Departingmembers must be bought out with
the savingsof new and remainingworkers,so there is a strong incentive to
growand to hire more labor. This incentive systemis suitablefor the objec-
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tive, so important at the start of the Mondragon experiment, of creating employment in the repressed, war-damaged Basque provinces, especially as pay
levels are constrained within a differential of about 3 to 1. This range appears
comparable with that seen in community enterprises in China, but such sophisticated ownership systems are absent in the Chinese TVP sector.
The strength of the links between Mondragon firms and their local communities depends on the location of the firms and, in particular, on whether
the community is small and isolated (as many Basque villages are) or is a
large city. In Mondragon itself, now a town of 30,000, the cooperatives are
extremely important to the community in providing employment, incomes,
and local facilities-10 percent of the profits of all cooperatives go to a social
fund used for local facilities and services. A small cooperative in a large center would have far less influence. But the relationship between comrmunities
and firms is more or less an arm's length one, in that firms are considered
commercial entities operating in a market economy rather than extensions
of the community.
Because firms are owned by their members, Mondragon's arrangements for
control differ substantially from those of most Chinese TVPS. Members elect
a board that appoints the management. Workers have an alternative channel
of communication, the social council-a form of workers' council--to air
grievances. There seems to be little demand for trade union representation
in addition to this channel.
To sum up, Mondragon suggests a different path toward regional development from that of the Chinese community enterprise sector. Its organizational arrangements rnay not be ideal in all circumstances; in particular,
the ownership system is difficult to reconcile with a mobile labor force.
Mondragon nevertheless offers rich lessons for the possible development of
the TVP sector toward private and more autonomous, yet still group, ownership patterns.
The Company Town and Cantonal Systems
In the United States as well as in other capitalist countries, individual firms
(or a small group) may create a community or dominate it economically. In
these "company towns" employment, the local tax base, and property values
all depend on the activities of the firm, which in effect "owns" the town
rather than the reverse. The company may even influence the selection of
public officials. These cases are therefore the opposite from what happens
in community enterprises.
Some communities that have suffered from departures of firms or that recognize their vulnerability to important company decisions have attempted to
attract and develop industry on a community basis. The Jamestown LaborManagement Committee in upstate New York, for instance, was formed in
1972 to rejuvenate the town in the face of the exodus of private capital from
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the area. The role of the committeewas to build a partnership of interests
among investors, labor organizations,and government organizationsto reverse the processof industrialdecline. This effortmet with considerablesuccess. New industrieswere establishedor attracted to the area, and a long
period of industrialdecline was arrested(seeJamestownLabor-Management
Committee 1977).
Successfulworker and communitymobilizationsof this type yield economic benefitsand give the communitygreatercontrol over local businesses.
In unsuccessfulcases the communitymay actuallybecome worseoff. Local
savingscontributed by workers and residents are often lost in the attempt
to save failingor abandonedfirms.Forexample,Rath Meatpackingin Waterloo, Iowa,wasunable to compete in the depressedmeatpackingindustryand
declaredbankruptcydespite wagecuts, layoffs,and local investments.
Local communitiesor largerunits such as states often compete to attract
industry with the aim of maintaining or creating jobs and maximizingthe
tax base. The competitiveapproachrequiresopen capital and entrepreneurial
markets, as well as skill in negotiating with firms.New York State has attempted to attract high technologyindustry into the Ithaca and Rochester
areas, with only limited success.In contrast, the town of Auburn in upstate
New Yorkhas, through its own initiative, attractedJapanesecapital. Access
to good technical facilitiesappears to have been important in the location
of certain industries-for example, in the Research Trianglearea of North
Carolina and in New England. It may thus make sensefor communitiesto
pool resourceswith the aim of creating a goodenvironment for "footloose"
private firms.
The decentralizedsystemin Switzerlandprovidesanother exampleof close
interaction betweenlocal authoritiesand business.Cantonal, township, and
communalauthoritiesapproveand regulatemanyaspectsof enterprisebehavior. The rulesand regulationsconcerning,for example, zoningand taxes are
usuallyclearlydefined,but such issuesas the national or local composition
of the labor force maybe subjectto negotiation. UnlikeAmerican company
towns, Swisspolitical and social units usuallypredate the firms,and in that
respectfirm-communityrelationshipsare moreakin to thoseof Chinese TVPS.
"Japanese-Type"
Fin7s (Z-Firms)
Firms operating in the "privilegedthird" of the Japanese economy create
an enriched employment relationship, sometimes referred to as the
"paternalism-lifetimecommitment"model (see, for example, Dore 1973).
Key elements of this model include a long employmenthorizon, a strict seniority system,benefitsthat tie workersto the firm,measuresto increaseworkers' involvement,and a substantialbonus element in total pay, so that pay,
rather than number of workers,absorbsthe impactof changingbusinessconditions. Although the cultural heritageof Japanmaybe a factor in the preva-
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lence of this model, Ouchi (1982) has pointed out that some of the most
successfulU.S. firms (Z-firms) practice similar principles. Z-firmsoften derive
from strong identification between firms and communities; many originated in small isolated towns and were started by owners with strong ethical
principles.
Z-firms, although perhaps not direct comparators, are of considerable interest because they present an alternative to the Taylorist "hire and fire" archetype for private firms. The Z-firm model may be of great relevance for
China because of the degree of community identification and the low labor
mobility there. A very high proportion of respondents to the Worker Survey
Questionnaire expected to stay with their firmsfor a long time, and the analysis in chapter 13 suggests that Chinese private firms are closer to Z-firms
than to Taylorist ones.

Changes in the Formof Firm Ownership
The structure of ownership and control of firms is not static but responds
to economic and political imperatives. For example, the transition fiom family firms to corporations coincided with a need to exploit economies of scale
and at the same time to diversify against risk through the introduction of
limited liability. Some large and well-known U.S. firms, notably Amana (air
conditioners) and Oneida (silverware), began as firms owned and run by
small religious communities and gradually evolved into typical shareholderowned firms. The recent and current privatization waves in countries as diverse as Great Britain, France, and Chile have important economic and political dimensions. In this section we consider the economic factors that tend
to shift enterprises from worker ownership to private ownership and the
reverse.
Frorn Worker to Private Ownership
The transition from worker to private ownership in capitalist countries can
involve successful firms or failing firms. The latter case is analogous to the
acquisition of bankrupt private firms by a new owner and is therefore not
of special interest here. The transition of successful worker-owned firms,
however, has an important systemic underpinning that affects the operation
of these firms and our evaluation of them.
The factors that determine the likelihood of transition in the successful
cases are the nature of w.orkerownership and the time horizon of the current
worker-members. When eachi member of the collective has a clearly defined
share in ownership that can be sold to current or incoming members at market value, the tendency toward private, noncollective ownership is not very
pronounced. This is the case in Mondragon. When, however, a significant
number of members would like to sell their shares but cannot find new or
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current members who are willing to purchase them at the market price, the
incentive to sell to outsiders may become strong. If the market value of the
firm is particularly high and worker-owners do not expect to stay with the
firm for long, the incentive to sell becomes even more ptonounced.
A tendency to sell a worker-owned firm to private outsiders also exists
when ownership by worker-members is collective rather than individual. In
this case workers are not assigned individual shares in enterprise assets and
therefore cannot individually sell their capital holdings, but if the entire firm
is sold to an outside bidder, the workers will divide the proceeds. Collective
ownership hence provides an important incentive for older workers to sell
the firm, and it often pits older cohorts of members against younger ones.
The above set of factors, often referred to as the generational or worker
horizon problem, has been responsible for the transformation of many successful worker-owned firms into private ones. Examples in the United States
include the Plywood Cooperatives in the PacificNorthwest, the Vermont Asbestos Group, and U.S. News and World Report. If the promotion of worker
collectives or communal ownership is considered desirable, these factors are
seen as negative. If growth of employment and output are the goals, the transition may have a negative or a positive effect. Finally, in the debate about
the relative performance of worker-owned and private capitalist firms, it is
important to remember that the measured performance of worker-owned
firms is biased because some of the best-performing ones are no longer worker
owned.
From Capitalist to Worker Ownership
The transition from capitalist to worker ownership usually follows one of four
patterns.
1. A benevolent or enlightened capitalist-owner decides to pass his firm
on to the labor force. This is a rather special case, but some well-known
worker-owned firms originated this way-for example, the John Lewis Partnership (which has 30,000 members), Scott Bader, and Baxi Heating, all
in Great Britain.
2. Capitalist firms give or sell workers shares in the firm to generate capital,
to attract workers with special skills, or to elicit greater identification with
the firm and hence better performance. The firm remains traditional in structure, and the share of total capital owned by workers is typically rather small.
Widespread employee shareholding of this type is a new development, although stock option plans for management have long been commonplace.
3. A capitalist firm closes down and becomes bankrupt, and the community or the workers take over to save the local economy. Private capital is
usually unwilling to step in, and this reluctance may signal serious problems
that cannot be overcome even under worker ownership. (An example is the
case of Rath Meatpacking, noted above.). But-as in the case of the Library
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Bureau, a subsidiary of Sperry Rand-the decision of the parent company
to close the firm may simply be motivated by low profitability, and workerowners can still eam reasonable incomes.
4. As a result of recent tax legislation, capitalist firms in the United States
have found it advantageous to introduce employee stock ownership plans
(ESOPS)

that enableworkersto acquirecompanyshareseither directlyor indi-

rectly, through their pension plans. The General Accounting Office estimates that in 1986 there were approximately 5,000 U.S. corporations with
active ESOPS. Great Britain too has introduced incentives to encourage transfer of shares to employees. As in case 2, in most instances ESOPS have not
shifted the structure of power significantly. Often workers have not obtained
any voting rights, and sometimes ESOP incentives have been used to favor
the interests of owners at the expense of workers.
The Debate on Efficiency
Although many observers believe that private ownership has an edge over
public ownership in inclustry, the relative merits of conventional capitalist
ownership and worker ownership are still hotly debated. Recent econometric
studies indicate that the effect of individual worker ownership on productive
efficiency (total factor productivity) is positive or insignificant and that of
collective ownership is zero or negative (see, for instance, Jones and Backus
1977, Cable and Fitzroy 1980, Jones and Svejnar 1985, and Defourney, Estrin, and Jones 1985). Case studies suggest that the particular form of ownership, the way in which it was introduced, and the accompanying decisionmaking rights may influence the effect of ownership on productivity.

Systemic Flexibility and Adjustment
The ability of TVPS to adjust to changing conditions and their flexibility in
relation to state enterprises clepend in large part on institutional arrangements that constrain or stimulate their performance. As recent Chinese and,
to a lesser extent, Eastern European experience indicates, nonstate firms in
a socialist planned economy tend to expand rapidly on the upswing of the
economy. This is primarily attributable to their ability to fill niches left by
state enterprises and to expand investment rapidly. Their behavior in the
more mature phase (when niches have been fully exploited) is harder to
predict.
Comparative intemational experience provides some support for the proposition that communal firms, as well as those organized on the Japanese
model, tend to respond I:oeconomic downtums by reducing incomes rather
than by shedding labor, in contrast to "conventional" firms in a market economy. Japan's success in avoiding unemployment is notable (although it may
be partly attributable to the existence of a large "unorganized" sector of firms
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that subcontract work from large firms and so act as a cushion). Among collectives the clearest example is perhaps the reaction of the Mondragon group
to the severe downtum in the Spanish economy after 1979 (see Bradley and
Gelb 1985). Layoffswere minimized, and incomes were reduced to the extent
needed to preserve capital. At the same time, the search for new products
was intensified, and resources were pooled to permit promising new starts.
The performance of the Mondragon cooperatives was considerably better
than that of the rest of the Spanish economy during the recession. In the
economy at large, hiring ceased and labor was laid off despite regulations that
limited dismissals. The result was a sharp segmentation of the labor force according to age as unemployment rose for all age groups, but especially for
younger workers. Wage increases began to moderate only when unemployment became severe.
The behavior of Chinese TvPs during a downswing has not yet been fully
observed. Given their flexibility during other parts of the cycle, however,
they can be expected to display considerable readiness to adjust. The degree
and form of adjustment will depend on the severity of the downturn, the
availability of altemative products or markets, and the role of local authorities who act as both risk sharers and enforcers of social values. One would
expect adjustment to take place primarily through reductions in incomes
rather than through layoffs. In this sense TVPS resemble Yugoslav LMFS, Japanese and Z-firms, and the Mondragon cooperatives. They differ from Swiss
firms, many of which lay off foreign workers during recessions, as well as from
firms in capitalist economies that rely on temporary layoffsrather than wage
fluctuations to absorb the impact of shifts in demand. Like the Japanese, Yugoslav, and Mondragon firms, community enterprises would probably emphasize flexible labor use within the firm and an active search for new markets.
It is more difficult to assess how Chinese private firms that hire wage labor
from outside the community will behave during a downtum. Many may rely
on labor adjustment, like their counterparts in other countries. Others may
adjust like Z-firms, cutting pay and bonuses and trying to maintain employment. The outcome would depend on the relative power of entrepreneurs
and community authorities and on the way in which private property rights,
which are still rather fragile in China, are interpreted and exercised.

Notes
1. Greater capitalizationleads to greatercontrol over the bank, whereasa greatershare of
the product marketguaranteesgreatercontrolover productprices.Both allowthe LMFto raise
worker incomes, collective consumption, or both more than it otherwise could.
2. Mondragon decided, after a strike at the largest cooperative in 1974, to try to limit maximum firm size to about 500 members to preserve the cooperative spirit; the largest firm now
has about 2,500 members.
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A striking feature of recent economic development in
China is the emergence of rural industrial enterprises, run in
some cases by local governments, in others by private groups
and individuals. The proliferation and growth of these
firms-many of which show great flexibility and energyhave significantly increased personal incomes among rural
Chinese and have begun to change the structure of the rural
labor force. Rural industry has become the most dynamic part
of the Chinese industrial sector.
This book, the product of a pathbreaking collaborative
effort by Chinese and World Bank researchers, examines the
genesis, institutional structure, operations, problems, and
prospects of this grass-roots industrial activity. An unprecedented quantity and variety of data were gathered, mostly in
four representative counties, where local government officials,
factory managers, and employees were interviewed in depth.
The results of the research provide insight into the economic
picture at the local level: how firms are started and operated,
the relations between firms and governments at all levels, and
the present and potential contributions of nonstate firms to
rural development, local finance, living standards, and employment. Both successes and problems are illuminated
through a number of case studies. A final chapter compares
Chinese rural industry with analogous enterprises in other
countries.
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